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ROLE OF EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS IN
HELPING TO ALLEVIATE WORLD HUNGER

SATURDAY, JULY 21, 1984

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
SELECT COMMITTEE ON HUNGER,

Davis, CA.
The committee met at 10:25 a.m. in the Young Building, Univer-

sity of California at Davis, Hon. Mickey Leland (chairman of the
committee) presiding.

Members present: Representatives Hall, Fazio, and Emerson.
The CHAIRMAN. Good morning. Before I make my opening state-

ment, I would like to yield to my colleague, Mr. Fazio.

OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. VIC FAZIO, A REPRESENTATIVE
IN CONGRESS wROM THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA

Mr. FAZIO. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I would like to begin by
welcoming you as chairman of this Select Committee on Hunger,
and my good friends Tony Hall of Ohio, who is the chairman of the
task force that's here to focus today on international problems, and
Bill Emerson of Missouri, who was the ranking minority member
on the Agriculture Committee's Subcommittee on Food and Nutri-
tion, along with Leon Panetta of California, another member of
this committee, and one of the more important Members of the
House in this regard. All three of you are obviously people who are
willing to take some time out of a very busy schedule, and in some
cases after a very busy week, to continue to devote time and prepa-
ration to the subject of solving the problems of hunger both here
and abroad.

A great deal of work went into making this hearing a reality,
and a debt of gratitude is also owed to the staff of the committee
and to the staff of the International Programs Office here on the
campus, who have been more than helpful and who have patiently
complied with the tight deadlines and extensive preparations re-
quired for holding a congredsional hearing.

The University of California-Davis campus, located in one of the
most abundant agricultural areas in this country, is an appropriate
setting for a hearing by the Select Committee on Hunger for a vari-
ety of reasons. As a preeminent member of the distinguished Cali-
fornia educational system, University of California-Davis has a rep-
utation for academic integrity that is appropriate to the theme of
this hearing.

The problems of world hunger are great. Millions of people in
the world today are suffering irreversible damage to their minds

(1)
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and bodies from chronic malnutrition. A growing number of Ameri-
cans are deeply concerned with the problems of world hunger. A
survey of this Nation's major newspapers and periodicals reveals
headlines devoted to the problems of hunger at home and abroad
on a continuing basis. I see this concern reflected in the communi-
cations I receive from my constituents, and I'm sure my colleagues
have witnessed similar trends.

Yet, in some ways, world hunger is an
increased

for a solution is
not as simple as merely more food, production and ade-
quate food reserves. As vitally important as high productivity and
emergency reserves are, they still do not provide the final solution
to the problem of hunger. Over the past 10 years, worldwide food
production has improved, yet we still face widespread malnutrition.

Frustrated by our own inability to adequately feed the world, we
must turn to eliminating the causes of hunger; namely, poverty
and insecure food supplies. This is where the contributions of our
universities and private voluntary organizations are invaluable.

The very complexities that surround the causes of and solutions
to hunger make the role of educational institutions in alleviating
world hunger even more important. Our universities provide valua-
ble food and nutrition research, and the private voluntary organi-
zations are in the forefront of assistance geared toward the local
needs of developing countries.

Furthermore, the educational system is an important means by
which the public can be educated about the causes of world hunger.
So, for that reason and for others, I look forward to today's discus-
sions. We hope to learn a great deal from the practical experience
of a number of individuals in and around this community who
have worked overseas and have worked effectively under a variety
of programs, through AID and directly.

This area in many ways is a breadbasket for our own Nation as
well as the rest of the world, and in that regard I call the attention
of my colleagues and constituents to a news story that appeared in
a newspaper just the other day reporting the sales of 72,500 tons of
medium-grain rice to two famine stricken African nations, from
this region that we are a part of. In this very abundant region I
hope we can carry beyond our own narrow interests in terms of
economic growth for ourselves or our communities and simply the
general concern we feel about hungry people wherever they are, to
some practical solutions and perhaps to some new realizations that
might lead us in Congress to fund sure new programs or defund
some others if that is apropriate.

So, Mr. Chairman, my good friend Mickey Leland, and Tony
Hall, and Bill Emerson, once again thank you for taking the time
today here in Davis, CA, to really focus on the role of educational
institutions in the solution of the problems of world, hunger around
the world.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Fazio appears at the conclusion
of the hearing, see p. 1041

OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. MICKEY LELAND. A
PA:PRESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS FROM TIIE STATE OF TEXAS

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you.
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I would just say good morning to everyone. I'm Congressman
Mickey Leland, chairman of the House Select Committee on
Hunger. We're very pleased that we are able to hold our first Inter-
national Task Force hearing here at the University of California at
Davis. And I want to personally thank the university and my col-
league Congressman Vic Fazio, for hosting the select committee
hearing here, in which we seek to learn more of the role of educa-
tional institutions in helping to alleviate world hunger and malnu-
trition.

Let me personally say, thank you, Vic, for inviting .us here. It is
very helpful for the committee to be in an agriculturally produc-
tive region of the country, and I appreciate the gentleman from
California's effort and the time he has committed to the commit-
tee. I think he deserves commendation both from his constituents/nd this institution.

.

I would venture to say the people of America thank you, because
we have already learned so much about the great strides made in
research regarding small ruminants projects and innovations, in
plant growth technology. I think that what we've seen and heard
today has been very helpful. to the committee.

The select committee, which became operational in April of this
year, recognizes the numerous dimensions of the hunger problem
which adversely affects hundreds of millions of individuals
throughout the world. The committee has and will continue to ad-
dress such issues as: Food assistance programs in the United
States, U.S. development and economic assistance programs in the
executive branch structure responsible for administering the pro-
gram, world food security, trade relations between the United
States and less developed nations, food production and distribution,
corporate and agri-business efforts to further international develop-
ment, and policies of multilateral development banks and interna-
tional development institutions.

Today we will be focusing on a central issue of great interest and
importance to the select committee, that of increasing public
awarenesEkof world hunger, and of the contributions of educational
institutidns in programs that assist in alleviating hunger and mal-
nutritfon. The select committee is particularly interested in hear-
ing from our witnesses recommendations that would better assist
Congress in structuring policy that would directly affect the poor-
est of the poor. In the process the committee has commissioned an
assessment of food problems and technological opportunities in sub-
Saharan Africa by the Congressional Office of Technology Assess-
ment.

It is our belief that new or improved agricultural technologies, if
transferred successfully, can have a substantial effect on food pro-
duction and distribution 10 to 15 years from the time of introduc-
tion. Changes in agricultural development and food distribution in-
stitutions can take even longer to be effective. Thus, technologies
and institutional changes introduced today need to be appropriate
for Africa 10 to 20 years from now. At the same time these changes
must be useful and acceptable now or adoption will not proceed by
the host country.

We believe appropriate focus should be placed on technologies
which the poorest 50 percent of the farmers can afford. Specifically,
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.considers Lion must concentrate on poor producers as well as poor
consumers. For these and other reasons, the committee is very in-

. terested in hearint from our distinguished panelists recommenda-
tions which have stemmed from their experience in their particu-;
lar areas of expertise.

Now, before we proceed with the witnesses, I'd like to introduce
Congressman Bill Emerson from Missouri.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Leland appears at the conclusion
of the hearing, see p. 106.]

OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. BILL EMERSON, A
REPRESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF MISSOURI

Mr. EMERSON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I'm pleased to be here
in Davis, CA, for this field hearing. The objectives and work of this
university in the international field are well known in the Con-
gress. We do, indeed, thank our colleague, Mr. Fazio, for inviting us
here today.

A former colleague of ours, who served with distinction on the
House Agriculture Committee, is now a member of the Board for
International Food and Agricultural Development. In fact, Paul
Finley of Illinois was coauthor with the late Senator. Hubert Hum-
phrey of the title XII legislation which fostered this remarkable
system of harnessing the vast educational extension and research
resources of our land-grant universities to help develop agriculture
in Third World countries.

The purpose of this hearing is to examine efforts on the part of
several entities to combat world hunger. I think it is particularly
significant that this hearing is being held on the anniversary, the
30th, of Public Law 480, the Agricultural Trade Development and
Assistance Act of 1954.

The purposes of Public Law 480 are: To provide humanitarian as-
sistance to support economic development within recipient coun-
tries, to expand international trade and develop markets for U.S.
agricultural commodities, and to promote the foreign policy of the
United States.

The first objective, feeding the hungry, is the primary focus of
the hearings being held today. Public haw 480, or the Food for
Peace Program. has enriched the diets and the lives of 1.8 billion
men, women, and children in countries all over the world. Under
this program the United States continues to contribute more food
assistance annually to other countries than all other nations com-
bined. This is possible because our farmers have established an im-
posing record of growth and abundance and our citizens have an
equally impressive record of care and giving.

We are fortunate, indeed, to have the resources to allow us to
donate food to combat malnutrition and to ease emergency situa-
tions such as famine. Food grains and feed grains represented
nearly half of the total of the $33 billion value of Public Law 480
shipments. Wheat shipments were $11.8 billion and feed grains $3.1
billion. Other major exports were cotton, soybean oil, and nonfat
dry milk. This means that under Public Law 480 more than $3 mil-
lion a day has gone to over 100 countries.

11
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l'hope our witnesses today will focus on what has been accom-
plished through various Government and private aid programs,
and then on what they see as the role of educational institutions in
countering hunger in our world. I would like to mention one other
area of today's hearing for which I have a deep interest;Alat is,
nutrition education. We will be hearing from witnesses as to their
involvement in nutrition education in developing countries and
also education in schools in the United States concerning world
hunger. I hope these witnesses will also oomment on what I feel is
sorely lacking in our own country, nutrition education and con-
sumer awareness, especially of low-income people for whom it is es-
pecially important that they stretch their food dollars and provide
themselves and their families with nutritious meals.

Overall, the entire concept of nutrition education as a part of the
ethication and training of health and other professionals is ex-
tremely important. More and more there is agreement among
many that nutrition is an integral part of maintaining the well-
being of the population. It makes sense that the more we our-
selves, know how to stay in good health and to share that knowl-
edge with others, the better off we are; and good nutrition is. part
of that picture.

So, I am looking forward very much to today's hearing, and
thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Emerson appears at the conclu-
t, sion of the hearing, see p. 108.]

Mr. EMERSON. Also, I request unanimous *consent to insert a
statement in the record by Mrs. Roukerna, who cannot be with us
today.

The CHAIRMAN. Without objection the statement will be entered
into the record at this point.

[The prepared statement of Mrs. Roukemaappears at the conclu-
sion of the hearing, see p. 111.]

The CHAIRMAN. I would like, now, to introduce Congressman
Tony Hall from Ohiowho worked very diligently to establish the
Select Committee on Hunger, and who chairs the task force on
hunger in developing countries. Mr. Hall will chair our hearing
today.

OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. TONY P. HALL. A
REPRESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS FROM THE ST4TE OF ()III()

Mr. TONY P. HALL, [presiding]. Thank you, Mickey.
I would also like to thank the faculty of the University of Califor-

nia at Davis for opening the university to us.
I extend special thanks to Vic Fazio for hosting this select com-

mittee's field hearing.
Today we will be hearing from experts who will brief the com-

mittee oa their involvement in activities that assist in-alleviating
world hunger. The committee is particularly interested in hearing
their recommendations on how to maximize the effectiveness of
U.S. activities that alleviate hunger and malnutrition. I should em-
phasix6r that we want to focus on concrete benefits to hungry
people rather than on benefits to populations in Third World coun-
tries that are better off'.

r
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Our first panel will discuss projects concerning agriculture and
technology. At noon we will break for about an hour for lunch. The
second panel will begin approximately at 1 p.m. This panel will dis-
cuss health, nutrition, and population activities. Our third panel
will start at about 2:15. They will be informing us of the contribu-
tions educational institutions can make to both programs in devel-
oping countries and activities that seek to increase the awareness
of the American public -n world hunger issues.

Thank you for allov ng us to be here. I would just emphasize,
that we have a number of very distinguished witnesses. We want to
hear all of you. We ask that you summarize your statements.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Tony P. Hall appears at the con-
clusion of the hearing, see p. 116.]

Mr. TONY P. HALL. Our first panel of witnesses will address the
issues of agricultural technology. The first three members of the
panel are Mr. David Robinson, associate dean of international pro-
grams and professor of animal science, food intake regulation; Dr.
Charles Hess, dean of the College of Agricultural and Environmen-
tal Sciences; and Alex Mc Calla, professor of agricultural economics
and policy at the University of California in Davis.

If you would, just go down the line and briefly read or summa-
rize your statements, and then we will have the opportunity to ask
you questions.

STATEMENT OF DAVID W: ROBINSON, ASSOCIATE DEAN, INTER-
NATIONAL PROGRAM, OFFICE OF INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMS.
UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA AT DAVIS
Mr. ROBINSON. Members of the select committee, ladies and gen-

tlemen, it's a privilege to have this opportunity to meet with you
and a pleasure to welcome you to the Davis campus, which has
been involved in the issues of food and hunger for many years. My
assignment is t.. present a broad overview, to initiate the discus-
sion, many issues of which no doubt you've heard before.

My work compels me to work overseas in Third World countries
for about 6 months of each year, with scientists, administrators,
and, in fact, small farmers also. My perspective is a very personal
one and is colored by what I see and what I hear, but also by what
I believe.

In our world of astonishing wealth, people go hungry. In fact, 16
million die each year from hunger and over 500 million are mal-
nourished; 2 billion people live in environments where food securi-
ty cannot be guaranteed. Hunger and malnutrition are not new,
but the scale of the problem is new. And hunger will become a very
destabilizing force quite soon.

What is the cause of hunger, we may ask ourselves. And quite
simply the answer is poverty. What is the solution to poverty,
then? And the answer, we might say, is economic self-sufficiency
for every family in every nation.

The reasons that people go hungry are very complex and subject,
of course, to a lot of interpretation. And I can only touch on one or
two of the major issues, details of which will be provided by other
speakers later. First of all there is the human factor. We are wit-
nessing, at the present time, a biological phenomenon unprecedent-

13i



ed in human history. It is the growth of the human population, a
population which has doubled in the last 50 to 75 years and has the
potential to double again in the next 25; 93 percent of this increase
will occur in the six least developed countries in the world, and
none of it will occur in the six most developed countries of the
world.

Our current optimism about the ability to feed so many people is
based on our experience of . the Green Revolution, but we must
temper such optimism by two thoughts: The power of exponential
growth that applies to population dynamics does not apply to food
production capacity; and, second, the characteristics of the produc-
tion curves for the staple foods are clearly beginning to show a pla-
teau effect.

When food becomes the factor that controls population, its part-
ner is inevitably misery of the most agonizing kind, because hunger
strikes the most vulnerable firstsmall children, women of child-
bearing age, and the elderly. The battle to control population is not
being won, and the effect that we see in the world is a rise in the
number of illiterate people, a widening gap between the rich and
the poor, and the future of Third World countries mortgaged to the
international banks. We are, as it were, living on borrowed time.

Let me quote to you the statement of the chairman of one of
these banks, the chairman of the World Bank, in fact, speaking
last month in Nairobi, in Kenya, where he used Kenya as an exam-
ple. He stated:

The present population of 20 million is likely to increase eightfold to a staggering
160 million in the next 65 years. A situation surely as impermissible as it is
unitnaginable,

He said. He went on to say that:
poverty and rapid population growth reinforce each other. Therefore, the

international community has no alternative but to cooperate with a sense of urgen-
cy in an effort to slow population growth, if economic development is to be achieved.

Such advice is in stark contrast to what we understand the state-
ment from the present administration will be, in 2 weeks time, at
the World Population Conference in Mexico.

Then, of course, there is the food factor. The Green Revolution
wasand still isa spectacular epoch in our history. Perhaps it's
most spectacular feature was its low cost. It's unconceivable that
funds for agricultural research and education are so low, given the
cost/benefit ratio that can be achieved from their use. The Green
Revolution raised farmers' yields sometimes by eightfold, and also
changed the way that they looked at farming. They became busi-
nessmen from being farmers, acutely aware of such issues as credit,
insurance, high-cost inputs, and the vulnerability of their enter-
prises should those inputs go missing.

As agricultural scientists we are confident that the momentum
of the Green Revolution can be maintained if technological re-
search continues to be supported and if the socioeconomic factors
which limit population growth, the other side of the equation as it
were, are put in place. And these are: Education, reduction in
infant mortality, and economic self-sufficiency.

We do live in a curious world of food aplenty and widespread
hunger. In the Third World, for example, we see farmers exhaust-

14
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ing good agricultural land from over use, opening up unsuitable
lands for new agriculture

droughts and pestilence. In the Old
World we see, in Europe, mountains of butter, and cheese, and food
being uneconomically produced and dumped in the Eastern bloc.
And in the New World, here in the United States, we see moun-
tains of grain and dairy produce, likewise, produced and dumped in
the Eastern bloc, also. Meanwhile, our farmers go bankrupt on
their small farms from low prices or are paid to remove land from
production. Clearly, in a world of plenty, distribution remains a
very serious problem.

With respect to the distribution problem, the United States holds
a particularly significant place. It has become the broker of the
world's food surpluses and controls the destiny of many smaller na-
tions. This has come about from the farsighted legislation which
strongly supported agriculture and education and linked them
firmly together. Through the industry of our farmers, the United
States now has food security and surpluses, the cheapest food rela-
tive to income anywhere in the world and the most varied and san-
itary diet.

The United States has also beenas has been statedthe most
generous donor of surpluses to needy nations, not only in disaster
relief but through long-term commitments. But increasingly, food
could be used as a weapon. The hungry of other nations cannot
threaten us, and are too preoccupied by their poverty to threaten
us, and frequently the most needy are the least able to buy, and
those most favored are those most feared.

How shall we overcome the causes of hunger? Hunger cannot be
solved by one individual, by one nation, nor in one instant of time.
It requires a collective willingness to test and support all the ap-
proaches available. But the rich and the affluent, be they individ-
uals like you and me or in nations such as the United States, do
carry the major responsibility. If we consume too much, others
must consume too little. And currently each of us in this room con-
sumes about 20 to 25 times the energy needed to sustain the aver-
age individual living in India. Unfortunately, it seems that as our
riches grow so in parallel grows our indifference sometimes.

You must forgive me if, for a brief moment, I broaden the debate
to the issues that have the greatest impact on world hunger. We
richly and rightly cherish the freedoms that we enjoy. They were
won by revolution, as we've just celebrated. Why, then, are we so
afraid of those in revolt against their own poverty? Why, when we
see so many cling tenaciously to lives filled with hunger, do we
spend billions refining quite useless instruments of mass death? As
a consequence, our aid to the needy as a percent of our wealth has
to decrease, and most of our aid budget does not, in fact, hit the
hungry world.

Finally, in conclusion, may I say this, there are many people
overseas in the assistance agencies that I meet and I consider my
friends, who have true missionary zeal. Their work should not be
underrated. They work with foreign colleagues who are not naive
and it is understood that we are entitled to place our own self-in-
terest first; that is, we can use aid to influence people and we can
use aid to sell our own products, and we can also be philanthropic,
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as we have been. But what we need to understand, I believe, is that
it is definitely in our own self-interest to solve the problem of
hunger. If we don't solve &somebody else will. And if hunger isn't
solved, then hunger will be7bme our own problem.

In your capacity you have the opportunityperhaps we might
even say the responsibilityto make bold decisions that will affect
the lives of millions of people. Our hope is to influence you in the
right direction. This university has a mandate: it is a mandate to
seek the truth, to search for new knowledge, and to make the truth
and knowledge available to all the family of mankind. We ho
train a cadre of people who not only understand the proble s of
hunger and poverty but who have the sensitivity and the c urage
to resolve them. All of these students, our famlty, and ur re-
sources are at your disposal in the high responsibility t at you
have as a Select Committee on Hunger.

Thank you.
Mr. TONY P. HALL. Thank you.

RESPONSE TO QUESTION FOR DAVID W. ROBINSON

QUESTION SUBM'TTED BY HON. MICKEY LELAND

Question. What is being done tc, foster interdisciplinary communication within
Universities?

Answer. There has always been good interdisciplinary communication within Uni-
versities that have departmental structures running vertically and disciplinary
graduate groups running horizontally. Eg:

Disciplinary groups: Genetics, nutrition, biochemistry, et cetera.
Departmental structure: Department of Animal Science, Department of Food Sci-

ence, and Department of Veterinary Medicine.
In this way there is good result: disciplinary crossreferencing in departments that

have all disciplines represented and good application within the disciplines that
have the commodity department's represented.

Interdisciplinary communication is less well organized in international work but
has recently received a tremendous injection through Title XII programs and
USAID's support of International countries. For example, every CRSP (Coraborative
Research Support Program) includes economists, sociologists, chemists, plant pro-
duction, health, nutrition etc. disciplines. This has forced an interdisciplinary ap-
proach to problem solving research.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Robinson appears at the conclu-
sion of the hearing, see p. 119.]

Mr. TONY P. HALL. Mr. Hess.

STATEMENT OF CHARLES E. HESS, DEAN, COLLEGE OF AGRICUL-
TURAL AND ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCES. UNIVERSITY OF
CALIFORNIA AT DAVIS
Mr. HESS. Mr. Chairman, my name is Charles Hess. I am dean of

the College of Agricultural and Environmental Sciences, and also I
serve on the Joint Committee on Agriculture Research and Devel-
opment [JCARD] which is a unit of the Board for International
Food and Agricultural Development, as Mr. Emerson referred to,
and on which Congressman Finley is now a member.

The Foreign Assistance Act that was amended in 1975 to include
title XII, the Famine Prevention and Freedom from Hunger Act,
really provided a major strategy for getting land-grant colleges and
universities of the United States more deeply involved in strength-
ening the institutional infrastructure in agriculture in the develop-
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ing countries. And, in the testimony, I've listed the goals of the
title XII program.

The passage of that legislation and its subsequent implementa-
tion about 11 /2 years afterward, heralded it major organized in-
crease in the participation of U.S. universities in international ag-
ricultural development activities. At about the same time the,
Davis campus, at the invitation of the Government of Egypt, en-
tered into a program with the Government of Egypt, with the
Agency for International Development, and UC.

The project, UGEgypt project, is often looked upon as one of the
first title XII projects. In fact, it was actually independent of that
legislation and started before that legislation was even implement-
ed. However, we are very much involved in a number of programs
under the title XII structure. Examples are: The Small Ruminants
CRSPwhich you had a chance to see part of the activities here at
Davis this morningand other CRSP's, which are the collaborative
research support programs involving dry beans and cowpeas. We
also helped plan a nutrition program and one in aquaculture; nei-
ther of which has been implemented as yet. And we also have rela-
tionships with other universities in Mexico and in China, and are
exploring other relationships with universities throughout the
world.

The contributions of the universities in these projects include a
combination of technology transfer, institution building, and the
strengthening of human resources. I will give examples of each of
the categories based upon our experience in Egypt, and I'll start
with technology transfer.

As you know the University of California has a long history in
the development of new tomato varieties used for tomato products
and for fresh market. Improvements have been made in the ability
to harvest the tomatoes, in nutritional quality, in soluable solids,
flavor, and color, as well as drought resistance and adaptability to
grow under environmental stresses, such as high salt levels which
we talked about this morning.

In the past 30 years, the average yield of tomatoes has gone from
about 10 to 15 tons per acre to an average, now, of about 27 tons
per acre. The UC-Egypt project, when it was initiated the average
yield of tomatoes in Egypt was about 7 tons per feddan, which is
roughly the size of an acre. A collaborative breeding program was
established involving our scientists here and Egyptian scientists,
and using germ plasm from the University of California. And as a
result, five superior high yielding, disease resistant cultivars were
introduced by the project and were grown on some 40,000 feddans
in Egypt in 1983. So, they weren't just experimental plots, these
were really in production.

The combination of the new cultivars, improved insect control,
better irrigation management practices, raised tomato yields from
the 7 tons to a range of 20 to 30 tons per feddan. It is projected
that the new technology will increase the annual value of the
tomato crop by 161 million Egyptian pounds. It represents, actual-
ly, a tenfold return on the $15 million investment that was made
on the total Egypt project. And there were many other components
of that project which also made major contributions in terms of
food production. Another subproject involved the strengthening of
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the agricultural-economics science in Egypt. Agricultural econom-
ics had been diminished during the time Russia had occupied or
was very influential in Egypt; it was essentially a nonscience at
that time. And as a result of this project, agricultural economics
has recovered to a point where it is a recognized science and play-
ing a very important role in policymaking in the Government of
Egypt.

Incidentally, I would like to introduce Bill Sims, who is in the
audience, who is the faculty member who leaded up the horticul-
ture subproject in Egypt and is also known is Mr. Tomato around
the world.

Bill, why don't you stand u). [Applause.]
Bill is the individual that helped achieve the successes in the

Egypt project.
There's often cioncern on the part of domestic agriculture inter-

ests that international programs create competition and may di-
minish U.S. markets for our products. However, the project in
Egypt contributed to United States and California agriculture as
well as to Egyptian agriculture. And as an example, Egypt has a
tomato disease called tomato yellow leaf curl virus, which is not
yet present in California. However, it is present in Mexico, and the
potential of it moving into California is certainly very real. The
UC-Egypt project, then, provided an opportunity to screen Califor-
nia tomato cultivars for resistance to this disease. In other words,
it gave us a chance to get a head start on developing resistance to
the disease before it becomes a problem in California. Screening
was also conducted on the tolerance of the tomato to high tempera-
tures, particularly fruit set, and for salt tolerance. And we've just
experienced the end of a rather intense period of
heat here, where the problems of high temperatures on diminish-
ing crops was seen. It is possible to develop genetic resistance to
that stress, and it was possible, thei lfore, to test it out in Egypt.
We are also looking for salt tolerance, which is a problem in Egypt
as well as it is here in California.

Therefore, there is an exchange of benefits by participation in
international programs. Both partners benefit from it. And I think
that is the key for a successful program.

The second responsibility in, international programs, in addition
to transfer of technology, is institution building. Continuing to use
the tomato activities as the example, one of the reasons for the suc-
cess of the project was the systems approach, which not only liked
the research activities of the universities and the ministry of agri-
culture which up to that time had worked sort of in isolation from
one another, it also linked these entities to extension. In this way,
the new varieties and new Cultural techniques that had been devel-
oped by research were transferred to use in the farmers' field. Ex-
tension not only provides the opportunity to transfer this informa-
tion from the labs to the user, but it also serves as a feedback
mechanism which identifies problems which researchers should be
aware of as they develop their programs.

The success of the Egyptian research linkage in the tomato
project and in other or the UC-Egypt projects, including the rice
project, has created a much greeer awareness in the ministry of
agriculture about the essential nature of this extension research
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linka1e. We believe that this is a contribution that will survive the
termination of the projects.

The third area of responsiblity is developing human resources or
human capital. And this was accomplished by providing postdoc-
toral and doctoral training -of Egyptian scirtists at Davis in fields
such as horticulture, agricultural economics, food science and tech-
nology, and other fields. The training of the individuals in the
United States and their use of that knowledge to solve problems in
their home countryrepresents a long-term investment in develop-
ing nations and which strengthens their ability to help themselves.
It also represe is a bond of friendship with the United States that
lasts a lifetim This is something we've experienced when visiting
UCD graduat in their home countries. Even in Egypt, where they
had a time of association with Russia, when we went back, I re-
member someone saying, "Forgive us, we've learned to speak Rus-
sian but we now wish to haveto renewour friendships with the
United States." It is the same type of experience we have had in
China, where scholars who have graduated from Davis and sur-
vived the Cultural Revolution are very anxious to build ties with
the United States. And I think that is a very important contribu-.
tion that these international programs can make.

In addition to the participation in a project such as I've de-
scribed, individual members of our faculty participate in the re-
search programs associated with the international agricultural re-
search centers. The first international center; the International
Rice Research Institute, which is known as IRRI, was established
by the Rockefeller and Ford Foundations in the Phillipines. The
success of IRRI stimulated the development of 12 additional cen-
ters, and funding is now provided by the Agency for International
Development which is responsible for 25 percent of the total costs,
the World Bank supplies about 12 percent of the fund, and then
other nations contribute the balance of the funds used by interna-
tional centers.

Each center has a major commodity or theme for which it is re-
sponsible. The centers provide information and cultivars not only
for the country in which they are located but throughout the
world. As an example, the short stature rice was produced in the
IRRI and it's used throughout the world. Although there is a sub-
stantial amount of variation in the quality and the success among
international research centers, they are viewed as major contribu-
tors to agricultural development.

Although it is possible to, as I have done, identify highly success-
ful programs, there is still much room for improvement. One is to
facilitate communication' among the important components of
international agricultural developmentthe universities, the inter-
national research centers, and the AID missions. We have pro-
posed, for example, an exchange program for scientists between the
universities and the international centers. Also, it was suggested
that AID personnel responsible for monitoring the international re-
search centers be encouraged to increase the frequency of their
consultations with the agricultural officers of the regional bureaus,
to provide them with an understanding of the capabilities of the
centers and to obtain their inputs in the evaluation process of the
centers. In other words, since AID is investing a major amount
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$50 million, actuallyin the international centers, it seemed to us
that AID wps not really getting the maximum benefit of the output
of those centers in their regional missions, and we think there are
ways in which they can achieve that.

Finally, funding for international agriculture and nutritional
programs within the Agency for International Development's
budget should receive, in my opinion, a higher priority. Since 1982,
overall funding or development assistance programs within AID,
have increased by 22 percent. And funding for agriculture, rural
development, and nt'trition programs increased by 6 percent. And
funding for the Office of Agriculture increased by 3.7 percent.

The Office of Agriculture is responsible for the U.S. contribution
to the international research centers, which is 50 million out of the
total $82.1 million budget in fiscal year 1984.

The title XII programs, including the seven collaborative re-
search programs, one of which is the small ruminant project, are
also funded from the Office of Agriculture as well as research con-
tracts and grants initiated by the AID missions. Clearly, the fund-
ing of the Office of Agriculture has not kept up with the increased
cost of research. And the results have been curtailance of existing
programs and diminished flexibility to fund new initiatives.

One important approach to alleviating world hunger is to in-
crease the capacity of all nations to produce food and fiber in eco-
logically sound manners, using to the fullest extent existing re-
sources, including human resources. We have spoken about the
concerns of the growing population. However, even if the strictest
population controls were used, we still have a major challenge
ahead of us, because in the less developed countries their percent-
age of population that is below childbearing age is very high. In de-
veloping countries the number of children below age 15 is about 22
percent, less than a quarter. In the less developed nations it's in
the range of 44 to 45 percent; so that we have a situation where
almost half of the population in less developed nations have not
reached childbearing age yet. And, so, we have to take care of that
chal:f.nge immediately, because population or birth-control metl
ods are not going to make any difference, those hungry people are
here. So, I think that we do have to look very carefully at both
sides of the solutions, one in terms of concern for population
growth, but the other one is increasing our capacity for food and
fiber production.

The programs initiated under title XII in the international re-
search centers provide the mechanism for technology transfer, for
institution building, and human resource development which can
provide sustained returns from the investment that the United
States makes in international development, both in terms of eco-
nomic aspects and, also, in humanistic aspects. And it is an invest-
ment, I feel, that deserves a higher priority within the Agency for
International Development, and I think deserves the full support of
Congress.

Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. TONY P. HAIL. Thank you.
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RYP PONSES TO WUESTIONS POR CHARLES HESS

QUESTION SUBMITTED BY HON. TONY P. HALL

Question. In your opinion how can we best encourage universities such as Davis to
foster the development of mechanical, biological and%rgaiiizational techniques most
needed in LDC's?

Answer. As I have indicated in my testimony and in the enclosed letter to Con-
gressman Vic Fazio, I feel that the best way to encourage universities such as UC
Davis to foster development of techniques most needed In LDCs is 'to strengthen the
existing structure for international agricultural development.- The Title XII Pro-
gram, which established BIFAD (the Board for International Food and Agricultural
Development) within the Agency for International Development, has had a difficult
time in becoming established because it was viewed as being competitive with estab-
lished programs in AID. However, after a few years and some successes, I feel that
BIFAD and the cooperating US universities have grown in acceptance and recogni-
tion by AID. But, as I have indicated in my testimony BIFAD and the Office of
Agriculture still do not receive a high priority in overall AID activities. As I indicat-
ed in my testimony, funding for foreign assistance programs within AID increased
by twenty-two percent since 1982. Funding for agricultural, rural development, and
nutrition programs was increased by six percent, and the funding for the Office of
Agriculture was increased by 3.7 percent. The funding ,levels provided have not al-
lowed the programs to reach their foil potential. Given the importance of the inter-
national development programs to the economic and social stability of LDCa and to
our own nation's economy and security, it is appropriate to use federal support for
the programs. My s tion, then, is to encourage AID to give a higher priority to
the Office of Agricillterse programs, using resources within the Agency, and, once
that is done, provide an augmentation of funds directly in support of the Office of
Agriculture.

QUESTIONS SUBMITTED BY HON. MICKEY I,XLAND

Question. What are some of the technologies that could benefit small-scale farm-
ers?

Answer. The technologies that could benefit small-scale farmers vary depending
upon the land and climate in which the fanner is located. For example, in Egypt,
we were developing a low-cost solar powered purap to be used in irrigation to re-
place the animal powered pumps. From our experience in Egypt, some of the major
contributions that we can make is in the selection and breeding of crops which are
adaptable to the conditions of the LDCs which have resistance to stress, resistance
to disease, and good productivity and nutritional characteristics. These benefits are
"size blind" and benefit agriculture regardless 3f the size of the operation. The
other essential contribution to improve small-scele operations is to be sure that an
information delivery and training program be developed to disseminate the new va-
rieties and techniques to the small-scale farmer.

Question. Technologies aimed at the small-scale farmer are often decentralized. In
your experience, what is the best way to transfer such technologies? Is it better to
go through multilateral, bilateral, or PVO's?

Answer. Although technologies for small-scale farmers are offer decentralized,
there does have to be a central commitment on the part of the government that
such technologies be successfully disseminated. I therefore believe that a bilateral
agreement which has the commitment of both governments probably has the best
chance of success.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Hess appears at the conclusion of
the hearing, see p. 126.]

Mr. TONY P. HALL. Mr. McCalla.

S TATEMENT OF ALEX F. McCALLA, PROFESSOR, AGRICULTURAL
ECONOMICS, UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA AT DAVIS

Mr. McCALLA. Mr. Chairman and members of the panel, my
name is Alex McCalla, and I'm professor of agricultural economics
at Davis. My interests are in policy, trade and development, and
one of my extramural assignments is as a member of the Technical
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Advisory Committee of the Consultative Group on International
Agricultural Research which Dean Hess mentioned.

Hopefully, my contribution today will be to put in a more realis-
tic perspective the context within which food and agricultural
policy is made in developing countries. I then try to identify more
clearly where it is that technical and foreign assistance of varying
scrts might or might not be appropriate.

A general statement is that whether a developing country can
meet its food needs now or in the future depends on a very complex
set of interactions between farmers, consumers, national policy-
makers, and international factors. Many national governments per-
ceive that in developing policy they can influence all variables. I
think it is very important to understand that they cannot. Many
times economic analysis is done on the assumption that policy will
determine the behavior, for example, of millions of small farmers.
Yet, these farmers wil' have on their own in terms of their own
economic and social interests. Therefore, the policy problem is
much more difficult than simply mandating that some level of pro-
duction be undertaken.

The problem for the fereign assistance donor is even more com-
plicated, because the foreign assistance donor cannot directly influ-
ence farmers but may not be able to influence the Government.
The second point that I would make, is that the, effectiveness of for-
eign assistance programs depends on cooperation and complimenta-
ry actions by developing country governments.

It is important that vife all understand the enAronment within
which developing country policy is made and rd- recognize that
single fixesfor example the technological fix, or the population
fixsimply don't work unless they occur within a context where
there are complimentary actions both by the developing country
and by the donor agency.

In my written testimony I present a long laundry list of those
things which influence and determine the Nation's food supply, in-
cluding land, productivity, yield, price, policy and the availability
of inputs. In particular I emphasize the question of what role is as-
signed to agriculture in the developing country. We need to recog-
nize that in many developing countries agriculture accounts for
more than 50 percent of the employment and 30 to 50 percent of
GNP.

Thus there is an important role for agriculture. The question is
whether agriculture is a source of resources for development,
either from domestic resources or as a foreign exchange earner, or
whether agriculture is a positive engine for growth. The predomi-
nant view in most developing countries over the past two decades
has been the former; namely, that agriculture should be a source
for rapid industrialization and development. Therefore many coun-
tries have tended to ignore or place less emphasis on a positive de-
velopment policy in agriculture.

The determinants of a nation's food needs are population, income
level, and rate of change, rural-urban migration and the distribu-
tion of income. How these two sets of complex variablesfood
needs and food supplycome together to influence the capacity of
a nation to feed itself. The answer is that they come together in
varying mixes between market forces and policy forces. While I
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doubt we can find any examples of where policy is not influential,
the degree of influence is variable.

In the written stntement I talk about some experience we had
when looking at the Egyptian food strategy question. You have a
country with rapidly growing population and very limited land
areaabout 6 percent of its total land area is arable (the Nile
Valley and the Delta). Even though there is a relatively high level
of productivity, the food deficits continue to rise. So, the question
is, What can we learn from the Egyptian experience?

The first thing we learn from the Egyptian experience is the
complexity of inter-relatedness of the policy problem. Agriculture
has historically been a foreign exchange earner for Egypt by man-
dating cotton and rice production, so that they can pursue a policy
of urbanization and industrialization. At the same time they have
pursued a policy of fixing nominal food prices very low, which, cou-
pled with rapid rates of population growth, rising incomes and
rapid rural to urban migration, has greatly increased the food defi-
cit problem in the cities. At the same time, the issue of food prices
has become an extremely sensitive political and social-economicissue.

So, as Egypt's population has grown, her output has not in-
creased as rapidly. The dilemma is: How does Egypt develop a food
supply? So far she has depended increasingly on international mar-
kets, and particularly on imports of ?ublic Law 480 food assistance.

This is a very complex circle. An added problem is the fact that
60 to 70 percent of employment in Egypt is public sector employ-
2rnt, therefore, wage rates are set by the government. If you raise

od prices, it would be necessary to raise wages, which has severe
budgetary implications.

So, the problem is: How do you break into that circle? How
should Egypt deal with the problem of changing the balance be-
tween external dependence and internal availability of food? The
Egyptians are working on it and perhaps, with our assistance, they
can change the policy perspective that would meet their needs
more effectively.

I cite this example to show that looking at only a single approvel
is questionable. Questions such as: Should we invest in drainage
projects or should we invest in projects such as improving tomato
yield? Should we do technical assistance in terms of training?
Should we provide capital assistance for infrastructure?context-must be taken in context.

All of these are the. kinds of things that people can do in the de-
velopment context, but the messages I'm trying to get across today
are that to do any of those without any understancling of context,
the very complex policy context, within which that kind of techno-
logical or capital change occurs is ill advised. Second, the success or
failure of whatever we try to do as an assistance agency will be de-
termined very much by how the host government responds and
acts. I'm not trying to be pessimistic, rather my intent is to present
the realities, as I see them, of the constraints to foreign assistance.
Barring trying to force domestic policy change by tying aid to
policy reform, which is what I call the World Bank or the IMF ap-
proach, the effectiveness of foreign assistance is very much depend-
ent upon the cojoint domestic policy initiatives by the country. Rec-
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ognition of this should condition both the nature of assistance and
the expectations we have when given programs or projects are un-
dertaken.

I think a final example might make the pointand not men-
tion the country. To provide assistance, technical assistance, to im-
prove the production capacity of broiler production, for example,
when neither the incentives, the inputs, the infrastructure, nor the
income is available to make the project effective, is not going to do
anyone any service.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. TONY P. HALL. Thank you.

RESPONSES TO QUESTIONS FOR ALEX F. MCCALLA

QUESTION SUBMITTED BY HON. MICKEY LELAND

Question. How can the recent leaps in biotechnology be used to help the small
farmer?

Answer. First a caveat. It is unlikely that current developments in the basic sci-
ence of biotechnology will be at the application stage in the near future. However,
when it is, one can say something about the kinds of technology most useful to
small farmers. In general, biological technol is scale neutral and comes in small
units affordable to small farmers. The most ..vious example is an unproved yield-
ing seed variety for a staple crop such as corn, rice, wheat, or cassava. Similarly,
improvement in genetically transmitted pest and disease resistance is useful. On the
opposite extreme would be technology which is expensive and usable only in large
units, for example, large scale biogas generators. Overall, biotechnology offers con-
siderable possibilities for small farmers provided that it is tailored to their size, cap-
ital limitations, and rotational requirements.

QUESTIONS susurrrxn BY HON. TONY P. HALL

Question. From a policy standpoint, do you feel that local producers in developing
countries need protection from subsidized American agricultural goods which are
available on commercial markets?

Answer. If you are talking about subsidized Public Law 480 shipments, I would
agree that Government policy should prevent low-priced imports from removing
local production incentives. However, the inclusion of the term commercial markets,
complicates the answer. If the subsidy is an export subsidy specifically designed to
dump U.S. products in their market, than I believe national governments would be
entitled to a countervailing duty provided that the country can efficiently produce
the product.

Question. Can you briefly outline the benefits and costs which accrue to the recipi-
ents of U.S. food aid? Is there a consensus among policy analysts about whether the
overall effect of U.S. commodity surplus disposal programs on LDC's has been posi-
tive?

Answer. The benefits are obviouslow-cost food for urban consumers, the com-
mercial import of which would draw precious foreign exchange from investment
projects. Further, in terms of emergencies, food. aid can play a very positive role.
The potential costs are that if food aid depresses incentives to local producers it can
damage long-run production capacity. Further, if a readily available supply of cheap
food is available it may lead to developing countries deferring or ignoring needed
long-run agricultural improvement.

There is not a clear concensus that covers all areas. What would be agreed is that
food aid can be 'seful if the complementary domestic policies are properly selected.

quE8..0N stiammEn BY HON. BILL EMERSON

Question. In your remarks you have stressed the importance of domestic policy
reforms which need to be undertaken by the national governments of the countries
to whom we contribute development assistance. Would you please outline for us in
more detail. the specific measures which the U.S. Government should encourage
these governments to undertake?
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Answer. The basic choice to be encouraged of recipient nations is that of the role
they expect their agriculture to have in providing these food supply. If that role is
to expand domestic production, then the crucial policies to be encouraged are:

1. Selection of production of those products which they can produce efficiently;
2. Removal of price and tax disincentives to agricultural production;
3. Consistent, substantial, and long-term support of education for agriculturalists

and of applied research programs;
4. Provision of necessary agricultural inputs, :or example, fertilizer, improved

seeds, et cetera, at affordable prices; and
5. Creation of necessary rural infrastructure.
Of all of these, an appropriate and stable pricing structure which encourages effi-cient production is most important.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Mc Calla appears at the conclu-
sion of the hearing, see p. 134.)

Mr. TONY P. HALL. Questions of the panel?
Mr. Leland.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Dean Hess, in your opinion do. you feel the universities are capa-

ble, given their limited resources, to efficiently engage in techno-
logical projects in Third World countries?

Mr. HESS. The Agency for International Development, in BIFAD,
has had a program of strengthening grants which have been de-
signed to help universities increase their capacity for international
development. I think that it has to be done, though, in the context
that the universities are not able to fund such programs with State
resources, that this really is a partnership that does take support
from the Federal level as well as from the State level. Part of it is
because of the fact that we do have the challenge of meeting do-
mestic needs in terms of hunger and food and fiber production, aswell as international; and if we are found to be diverting too much
of our resources to the international scene, then we get into diffi-
culty with our constituents and with the legislature here in the
States.

So, I think that Tny answer is, the capacity certainly is there, but
it has to be recognized that it requires support in order fo, that
capacity to be fully utilized in overseas activities.

The CHAIRMAN.. Dr. Robinsonhave universities addressed the
fundamental question of how they can best contribute their exper-
tise to the international realm?

Mr. ROBINSON. Well, I believe there's been a very great change in
that over the last 6 or 7 years, and some of the programs that Dean
Hess alluded to would speak to that; particularly, for example, the
title XII programs, whereby the universities have been asked to
specifically match the resources. of the Agency for International
Development in the development work, and., in fact, have done so.And I believe that that is a major shift in attitude; it commits the
universities, it commits the educational institutions. And in ourfirst title XII programs that we saw on this campus, we saw the
commitment of our best and our hard core faculty with programs
in Egypt, Kenya, Morocco, Peru, and so on. So, I believe that the
consciousness of universities has been raised very substantially in
the last few years.

The CHAIRMAN. Dr. McCallado you feel that U.S. extension
services are appropriate for less developed countries?
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Mr. MCCALI.A. You mean at simply modeling the kind of exten-
sion activities we have here and transferring them to developing
countries?

The CHAIRMAN. Exactly.
Mr. MCCALLA. I would think that we've probably learned over

the years that that sort of institutional technology transfer without
change is not the right way to go. I think the notion of linkages
between teaching activities, research activities, and e:.tension ac-
tivities, so that in some sense you get interchanges of information
and problem identification, is important. But I think the land-grant
triumverate of teaching, research and extension is a unique institu-
tional evolution of U.S. history, and to simply pick it up and put it
someplace else is not appropriate.

Let me make one other comment, too, and that is that I think
our early experience in aid was that we thought we could simply,
by taking an extension activity to a developing country and our.
technology, transfer the technology. The evidence is overwhelming-
ly strong that that does not work, that developing countries must
develop the capacity for adaptive and increasingly applied research
to make any extension service in that country effective.

Mr. HESS. Mr. Leland, may I speak to that question, also?
The CHAIRMAN. Sure.
Mr. HESS. One of the major differences between many foreign na-

tions and the United States is that the extension service in foreign
nations is associated with the ministry of agriculture and has dual
responsibility of information transfer and regulation. And the prob-
lem is, when a farmer sees an extension person coming into his
field, he is not sure whether he's going to get information or be
regulated. And being wary individuals, they fear the worst and
look with concern as to what information is being disseminated.

And that is, I think, a pity, in a way, because I think the
strength of our land-grant system has come from the fact that
there is the interaction with the extension specialists, or farm advi-
sors, or county agents, with the faculty who are involved in the re-
search and teaching; because, as I said, there's not only a system
which disseminates information, but it represents a feedback mech-
anism that makes people conscious of the problems, and, therefore,
it helps make a relevance of research to the needs.

I agree 100 percent with Alex, that you can't go into a country
and say, "This is the way it should be done;" because you have tre-
mendous political turf battles that are involved. I think the suc-
cess, howeverthe way to do it, is as was done in Egypt. Dr. Sims
is an extension specialist, and I think by his example and the re-
sults of the projects in which there was this linkage has created a
whole new awareness of the strength of that linkage. And I think,
then, the country has to work their own system out, so that they
get the benefits of these linkages. So. it's definitely not a direct
transfer of technology or structure, but if you can show how it can
work in their country under specific examples, and then let them
work their own system out, that's the way I think we can accom-
phtli the benefits of thatthe benefits of our tripartite system.

The CHAIRMAN. Let me throw a question out to all of you:
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What are the incentives for universities in general, academicians
in particular, to engage in projects overseas, expecially under title
XII grants?

Is the United States sending the best and brightest?
Are younger faculty members an active contingent in these

projects?
Mr. HEM. Let me take a first cut at that.
I know there is a perception that there is a problem in terms of

encouraging particularly younger faculty to go overseas. Part of
the difficulty is the younger faculty is in a state of his or her pro-
fessional development, in which they have to develop research
'skills, and teaching skills, and so forth, and participation in inter-
national programs often puts a person in an environment where it
is difficult to do that. Problems of just getting things done, because
of language differences, because of the infrastructure that exists in
the country, adds months to a project which could be done in weeks
here. And, so, there is a risk, and, in some cases, as faculty are re-
viewed by their colleagues, if there hasn't been examples of intel-
lectual development, of professional accomplishments as evidenced
by research and so forth, they may not advance as rapidly in a
system as a person who had stayed.

Here at Davis, we've been working on that. We have said, as a
policy in the college, that we recognize international participation
as a valid component of a person's activities. But it takes a long
time before that concept is, in fact, fully developed. And, as I de-
scribed, it's very difficult because. of the conditions that exist, for
research and teaching in international locations, so that there is
that problem.

The other one is, there's a problem overseas; that is, in Egypt the
government and the universities were somewhat skeptical of
younger people, of graduate students, for example. We thought
that it would be very nice, in terms of our graduate students who
are in international agriculture development, to have such an in-
ternship over there and that it would really strengthen their pro-
gram here. The Egyptians like to see gray hairs on folk; that is,
they want a person who is a mature scientist, who is really going
to contributeor perhaps no hairs. [Laughter.]

And, so, there is a problem on both sides which I think we have
to work toward solving.

Mr. ROBINSON. Let me just speak from the experience of the
small ruminants CRSP. This is a program that we undertake with
10 other universities across the land and 5 countries overseas. And
I can say, unequivocally, that in those programs each university
that's participating has put the very best of its faculty forward. Of
the 13 collaborating scientists we have, all of them are above asso-
ciate professor rank, 3 of them have become associate deans of
international programs following their appointment to the CRSP
work, and they have appointed 20 postdoctoral people, which we
now have overseas. At this moment in time, over the length of the
program, we placed over 40 postdoctoral people overseas. And Dan
Brown, the fellow who you met at the goat facility this morning, is
a good example of a young scientist who became a postdoc in our
program and has now moved right on to the faculty in a major uni-
versity.
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And then, of course, we've had a real change in our attitude, ap-
ropos appropriate research of developing countries, in that now
U.S. students can go overseas and do their thesis work in develop-
ing countries and developing country scientists can actually do
their thesis work, also, in their own country. That is quite a change
of attitude over the last few years in many of the universities that
we work.

Mr. MCCALLA. Let me just make two comments.
I think that, in general, there is a mixed experience in terms of

the quality of people that have been sent overseas. And I am
making that as a more general statement nationally than necessar-
ily with respect to Davis. I think there was an error in overseas
assistance programs when what I would call double hiring was a
standard. When AID assistance came to a university, rather than
sending their own faculty, they tended to hire new and young fac-
ulty and send them abroad. That had two difficulties: One is, there
was no institutional linkage with the institution by the people in-
volved; and, second, they were not necessarily always the highest
quality of people. One cannot say they're always poor or they're
always good, its a mixed performance.

Just to add a bit to Dean Hess, as a former administrator and
now a working scientist, I think there is a professional issue for the
faculty involved in development. When working in a developing
country, one has an additional set of. responsibilities that are not
necessarily part of the ongoing formal teaching activities at a home
campus. This is what I would call collegial and institution building
on a one-on-one basis as you work with your counterparts in devel-
oping countries. That's a slow process. It's something for which
there is no tangible evidence of what's happened, except, perhaps,
10 years later, and it's time consuming. So, it is an issue in terms
of the reward system.

I used to think the best people to send overseas were bright,
young assistant professors who were tuned in to the issues. I now
think it is potentially very damaging for them. You do want to
send people who are well established professionally, who have a
rapge of experience, and who are not under some sort of immediate
tenure gun.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you.
Mr. Chairman, I have more questions, but I know, because of

time restraints we can't ask all of them. So, I would like to submit
the rest of the questions, for the record, to the gentlemen for re-
sponse.

Mr. TONY P. HALL. Without objection.
Mr. Emerson.
Mr. EMERSON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Dr. Robinson, did I understand you to say to the effect that de-

veloping countries are using their development priorities in such a
way as to take land out of production?

Mr. ROBINSON. What I was referring to there are the areas of the
world which have been, traditionally, the great supporters of agri-
cultural production, areas such as, for example, the Indus Valley
area, the Nile Valley area, you might even add the San Joaquin
Valley area, which through periods of overuse are now literally
being taken out of production. In Pakistan it's a very serious prob-
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lem; loss of irrigation land there is about 5 percent per annum,
which gives them a very short lifespan on one of the major produc-
tion areas of the world.

Mr. EMERSON. Where are the conflicts in their priorities that are
bringing this about? If they are taking it out of production, what is
happening?

Mr. Romp/soil. Well, it's not so much being taken out of produc-
tion, as, for example, with waterlogging, saltation--

Mr. EMERSON. It's no longer capable of production.
Mr. ROBINSON [continuing). Such as those, no longer capable of

production.
Mr. EMERSON. I understand.
Mr. ROBINSON. Then you see people opening upthe hillsides in

ever increasing amounts, the surface soils, the range lands, and the
watersheds being eroded, and the irrigation systems being silted
out.

Mr. EMERSON. I would like to pose a question to any or all of you:
I think we have a very elusive situation here, with the problem of
agricultural surpluses in this country and people starving in the
world. And, very clearly, we should be able to help by providing
these commodities for development and for emergency situations.
How can we best target our food-aid programs to benefit those
groups in need, and also, at the same time, complement the domes-
tic policies of the recipient government?

I know we also have transportation and distribution problems in-.
volved here. I would welcome the wisdom that any of the three of
you may care to share on this elusive problem.

Mr. MCCALLA. The economist always gets the first crack to say
on the one hand or the other.

The question of food aid is one that, in the literature of develop-
ment, has been lively debated and both extremes have been cited
as valid examples of why it is terrible and why it's excellent. The
reality and the usefulness of food aid is somewhere in between.
Again, it comes back to my comment on cojointness. It really de-
Fends not only on what we do with it. In other words do we target
it? Are we giving it on the basis of need or are we giving it as an
element of political reward? Or are we taking it away as an ele-
ment of political penalty? Everybody agrees, with emergency food
aid, that the availability of stocks and resources to move into natu-
ral disasters either through the World Food Program or bilaterally,
is useful, desirable, necessary and beyond question.

The question really arises on that food aid which is targeted in
some sense as a component of the development. If the country re-
ceiving food aid uses the food aid to depress domestic prices so that
they can maintain low consumer prices, and, therefore, damages
incentives to producers, then I think food aid is deleterigus to the
countries longrun production capacity.

On the other hand there are cases, such as the way in which
Brazil used food aid for a number of years, where they took the
food aid, sold it at a slightly higher price than they paid for it from
the United States and used the returns to pay incentive prices to
producers. This greatly expanded wheat production under the im-
petus of food aid. Colombia did exactly the opposite, let prices fall;
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and Colombia's self-sufficiency ratio in wheat dropped from 75 to 20
percent in 10 years.

The answer is that it requires tailoring of the nature of the food-
aid activity to the policy situation of the country, to be sure that it
does not either damage incentives to production domestically or
allow the country to defer attention to long-run food production ca-
pacity. In somo cases in the past it's done both.

Mr. EMERSON. Thank you very much.
Mr. ROBINGON. Not being an economist you can imagine the diffi-

culty I have with this question. It seems to me, though, that farm-
ers, through no fault of their own, do not really grow food with the
objective of feeding people when they grow it, they grow it for cash;
and they can't be faulted for that.

I agree with everything that Alex has said. I might just add one
or two other things, things that we see sometimes as we travel
around, and that is that with all our intended generosity to some of
the developing countries with the Public Law 480 program, you do
find situations, for example, where you actually change dietary
habits, the things that we give to the people they prefer. Nigeria is
a good example. Very few people ate wheat in Nigeria. We began
giving our surplus wheat to Nigeria, and now Nigeria is hooked on
wheat and will be, in fact, dependent rather than independent.
And, so, I think that is a problem.

I might also say that I think perhaps, given our wealth, we could
be a little more philanthropic in our view of the way the Public
Law 480 funds are used. For example, there is a ban on the use of
Public Law 480-generated food to do any kind of research or devel-
opment in the oilseeds. The oilseeds are a crucial commodity for
some of the countries and they have to import them from us. I
think maybe we could expand our largess somewhat and take away
those kinds of restrictions.

Mr. TONY P. HALL. Thank you.
Dr. Hess, you mentioned increased production achieved in the

Egypt program. This is a hunger committee; we're trying to under-
stand how these programs work.

You spoke of increased productions as a result of a program in
Egypt. What are the specific benefits of increased production to the
poor? Of what benefits to the hungry people are the projects that
you have talked about? What are the poor deriving from them?

Mr. HESS. In the particular example I've given, the technology
that was developed in varieties of food, insect control, better man-
agement of water went directly to the farmers, to the score of
farmers; and they benefited directly by being able to increase their
production from, as I said, about 7 tons of tomatoes per feddan to
20 to 30 tons. That gave them a higher level of income. It also re-
sulted in a product that reached the consumer in a better condi-
tion. There was also marketing studies, and food processing studies,
and so forth. The total system was looked at; I just gave the one
component as the example.

With the higher income, of course, that made it possible for the
small farmer to purchase other needs for the family. I think that
the examples of development of improved varieties which are dis-
ease resistant, are more efficient in their production, and can be
made available through proper outreach programs to the farmers,
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themselves, does benefit the poorest of the poor as well as the in-
termediate level grower; because those varieties that increase pro-
ductivity are of direct benefit to their income and for their own
consumption.

Mr. TONY P. HALL. Thank you.
Mr. FAZIO. I know we have to move on. I probably missed some

responses that I would have enjoyed hearing when I was outside.
Dave, you have a sentence here: "Governments often, posing as

generous donors to the needy, pursue policies which guarantee the
perpetuation of hunger." Were you answering, essentially, when I
came in, a question Bill Emerson must have asked

Mr. ROBINSON. No, I don't think so.
Mr. FAZIO. Do you want to touch on it a little more in detail,

then?
Mr. ROBINSON. I guess you would call that a macro view of the

problem. I sometimes get the feeling, actually, when we do discuss
in minute detail components of AID's budget, that we're really
talking about very big issues with very small change. Because one
fraction of a percentage change in some of the other components of
the things we spend our money on would obviate all of the discus-
sion that we would need to have on intricate details of AID's
budget. And I think, therefore, that what I was addressing were
the large Government policies, our expenditure.

Someone, this morning, said we'll have to cut and trim some-
where else, because the problem is perceived to be large enough
that we have thrown more money at it. That's exactly what I'm
talking about. It seems to me that we can afford to cut and trim
many aspects of our budget, particularly the defense budget, to be
quite frank with you, to support these programs in world hunger.
But we don't do it, and therefore we tend to pursue macro policies;
but, in fact, while we talk in the minuet of solving world hunger
problems we overlook the big bang.

Mr. HESS. I guess I just would amplify that by mentioning that
the Office of Agriculture in AID, which provides 25 percent of the
funding for the international research centers, funds all the title
XII programs plus other contract research and grants. The total
budget is $82 million. And I think what Dave is saying is that in
terms of the total investment that's made, it is really is a rather
small one and that a significant increase in investment will have
great returns. As an example in Egypt, the tomato project, as I've
indicated was part of the the total Egypt project which cost $15
million. It came from funds other than the Office of Agriculture.
And that one introduction of technology and institution building
and so forth, that Bill Sims was responsible for, is estimated it will
return to Egypt about 161 million pounds, which, on today's
market, is about $161 million. So, it is almost a tenfold return on
the $15 million investmentip that one project, itself. And that, you
see, I think provides, then, capital which helps the small farmer,
the people out in the Fayoum area, for example, in Egypt, to in-
crease their income so they can buy other commodities which are
necessary.

I think that, also, as we help these nations become more self-suf-
ficient, they can then become consumers of other products that we
produce and help offset our balance-of-payments problem. So, I
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think that that's an investment, too. It's a long-term one but one
that is a very important one.

Mr. FAZIO. What are we doing to develop more support in our do-
mestic agricultural industries for these programs?

I heard earlier today of the benefits of increasing the breeding
cycle of goats based on what we learned in Morocco. We heard you
talk about the yellow leaf disease in the tomato industry that may
be coming to us from Mexico. Are we emphasizing the benefits to
domestic agriculture of involvement in international programs?

And are we getting any response? Because, let's face it, they
have some political clout, and if we're going to find increases in
this area of the budget, it may come more readily if we can show
them the justification for the investment.

Mr. H. It is difficult at this time, when you have a situation
because of the high value of the dollar, it is difficult to export or
sell our products on the international market. As you know Califor-
nia exports about 1 acre out- of every 4 that is grown, and in the
last several years that market has diminished considerably. And,
in fact, in the wine areas, we're seeing more foreign wine come into
California. And, as a result our agricultural constituency, they
view international programs with some degree of concern. They are
saying, "Are you not, therefore, increasing even more the ability of
other nations to ship products into here or become self-sufficient so
that we don't have a market?"

I think that is a shortsighted view. I think that, as I have de-
scribed, that as we help increase the economic stability of less de-
veloped nations, they can then become consumers of other prod-
ucts.

We also haveI think it is critical to havethis exchange of
knowledge and information in germ plasm among developing na-
tions, because they directly benefit our agriculture. In fact, much
of our agriculture is based upon germ plasm that has come from
overseas. But at this time, when you're in this economic situation
when you're having difficulty exporting U.S. commodities, the abil-
ity to get support for international programs from a constituency
which is normally very supportive of agricultural research, is diffi-
cult.

And I think we have a responsibility to try to inform people that
our work in international programs is, in fact, a benefit both ways;
in addition to the humanitarian effects, the reduction of hunger,
there are also very important economic and even political aspects
that are part of it and, I think, make that investment worth while.

Mr. TONY P. HALL. We need to move on. I wish that we could
spend a whole day with you. There are a lot of questions we would
like to ask. We have enjoyed your testimony and we thank you for
being with us.

We're going to have to move on to the next two witnesses. If we
could we would like to bring the next two witnesses together and
have them give their testimony.

We have Dr. Tony Halla very famous nameand Dr. Charles
French. Dr. Tony Hall is professor of plant physiology, the agricul-
tural experiment station, University of California at Riverside. Dr.
Charles E. French is the director of the Institute of Agribusiness at
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the Leavy School of Business, the University of California at Santa
Clara.

Dr. Hall.

STATEMENT OF ANTHONY.E. HALL, PROFESSOR OF PLANT PHYS-
IOLOGY, AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION, UNIVERSITY
OF CALIFORNIA AT RIVERSIDE

Mr. ANTHONY E. HALL. Members of the Select Committee on
Hunger, ladies and gentlemen. I am going to focus on the mecha-
nisms whereby universities in the United States can more effective-
ly contribute to improving agricultural systems for poor farmers.

The opinions which I will express should not be considered as
representing an official position of the University of California.
They are, indeed, my personal position, based on work in agricul-
tural development in Africa, at the field and governmental level,since 1961. I also have some experience of California agriculture
and the University of California, since I have been a professor here
for 13 years. Even thou ?h these are my own opinionsbecause I
was not asked by the university to speak, I was asked by this orga-
nization to present testimonyI would comment that I do agree
with the major points made by the previous people.

I will discuss the relative merits of three mechanisms whereby
universities can work in agricultural development in developing
countries.

The first mechanism, strongly used in the past and, to a certain
extent, in the present, involves contracts, and the direct involve-
ment of professors in agricultural development. In the past, at
least, it also assumed that U.S. technology and expertise would
somehow work very well in radically different environments. But Ifeel that this mechanism has some problems, especially with 're-
spect to application to the development of farming systems for poor
farmers, small farms, and tropical environments.

In many cases contract involvement is not directly consistent
with the role and responsibilities of the professor and the universi-
ty, and professors who are stationed overseas for extended periods
do meet trouble with the University of California with respect to
professional advancement. That is something that really needs
changing on our end.

Another problem is that the types of research and training re-
quired by these contracts, that are relevant to the conditions of
poor farmers, are frequently not the types of research and training
that is being done at major universities or that is considered as de-
sirable with respect to professional advancement.

The take-home message is that university involvement in con-
tracts, and direct intervention in agricultural. development is only
appropriate where professors have the appropriate expertise and
where they are available. And this tends not to be as many circum-
stances as one might think at the outset. But obviously, a case was
presented of how the University of Cslifornia at Davis has had tre-
mendous impact with respect to tomaWes.

The second mechanism that I would like to discuss was one
which was, in fact, established after title XII was enacted. And it
involves, I assume, long-term collaboration between research scien-
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tists and extension workers in U.S. universities and in developing
country institutions. And to my view the main thrust behind this
collaboration is an attempt to help people to help themselves. I feel
that ideal opportunities for productive collaboration exist, where
cooperative research can be conducted both in the developing coun-
try and in the United States by a team of university and develop-
ing country scientists, where they have certain common objectives
and where the output of their work benefits both the developing
country and the United States. One advantage from the U.S. side is
that the U.S. scientist is more closely tied in to the university and
is able to continue to maintain the support of the agricultural
sector in the United States and of the other members of the univer-
sit.

The collaborative research support programs established under
title XII can also provide very effective mechanisms for training
personnel from developing countries, because if they do graduate
training in the United States, their research can be really geared
to the problems that have to be addressed when they get back
home. Also, under the collaborative research support programs,
funds are supplied to both the U.S. university and to the host coun-
try institution, and these funds that come to the United States can
be used for appropriate research which provides a very good envi-
ronment for training personnel from developing countries.

I feel that this is one of the first and major priorities of assist-
ance programs, training personneland not only just in the formal
sense, in its total complexityand the establishment of effective
research and extension teams in developing countries, run by de-
veloping country personnel. That is where the answers will come
from, not from technology transferred from the United States by
expatriot personnel.

I have been involved as a principal investigator of a project of
this type for 4 years, and I have found it to be a very exciting and
fulfilling experience. I have also worked with members _of other
projects on the same CRSP. It's the Cowpea-Bean Collaborative Re-
search Support Program. I presently work on the technical commit-
tee, and I assure you that they are attracting some of the best and
most active scientists in the United States. And I've seen changes
in these scientists over the last 4 years. When they first came in,
some of them were somewhat inexperienced in international devel-
opment. I think they were in it for the good of their hearts. But
after a year or two, getting involved, they are now beginning to de-
velop a true commitment, expertise, and ability to really contrib-
ute.

I would point out that the project that we've been operating has
produced some advantages for both California and the country that
I work with, which is Senegal; here, again, in terms of improved
crop varieties. I'm working with cowpea, which is a modest crop in
California. It had its origin in Africa, so there's tremendous diversi-
ty of germ plasm. I've been able to obtain cowpeas, for use in
breeding varieties for California, which have useful characteristics
such as heat tolerance and insect resistance from my colleagues in
Senegal.

The third and last area with respect to mechanisms that I would
like to consider also involves collaboration, and in this case, it's in
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research, between U.S. universities and the international agricul-
tural research centersplaces like the maize and wheat program
in Mexico 'City, as mentioned earlier the rice program in Los
Banos, and the cowpea program in Africa. These international avi-
culture research centers receive a substantial amount of funding
from the United States, and I think they're one of the most effec-
tive mechanisms for agriculture development in developing coun-
tries, and, also, for meeting the needs of poor farmers. But these
centers can be helped by closer collaboration with U.S. universities
which are doing the supportive, fundamental research which is
necessary for long-term progress in agricultural development. To a
large extent the international centers cannot do more fundamental
research, they have to focus on short term and applied research;
with the exception, of course, of plant breeding, which is always
long term.

Closer collaboration would not only enable the international cen-
ters to do a better job in developing countries, but it would ensure
that the scientific advances made at the international centers are
available to U.S. universities and U.S. agriculture.. To a large
extent our wheat industry in California, over recent years, has de-
pended upon varieties coming out of the maize and wheat improve-
ment center in Mexico City.

Now, I would like to make a final commentand I do believe it
is importantand it concerns the type of expertise that we need in
U.S. universities for solving problems confronting agriculture in de-
veloping countries. And in many, many cases the sort of expertise
we need is in field-oriented research. In recent years there's been a
tremendous amount of advertising, pressure, what have you on
modern molecular approaches to plant breeding. It is my personal
experience as a somewhat practical plant breeder and agronomist,
that the claims on what molecular approaches can do are being
substantially exaggerated, and that it is far too speculative to war-
rant inclusion in collaborative projects with developing countries.
Molecular genetic engineering has been funded at extremely high
levels in recent years, compared with the funds coming to field-ori-
ented plant breeding and agronomy. Yet to my knowledge, molecu-
lar genetic engineering has provided little of direct value for crop
improvement. And at most, in the future, I view it as only acting
as a supplement to field-oriented plant-breeding programs.

Now, genetic engineering can provide fantastic opportunities
through microbial systems for drug production, things of this type.
With respect to higher plants, we have to combine many, many
genes, and much conventional plant breeding is necessary if we are
to develop varieties that are acceptable to farmers.

Genetic engineering can help, especially in improving the basic
knowledge on which plant breeding is based, but I do feel that we
have to redress the balance, the shift away from the field, which
has happened, to molecular approaches. We need a balanced ap-
proach. We need more funds; not for traditional field research but
for aggressive, innovative field research that does use modern ad-
vances. And I would suggest that this would not only enable U.S.
universities to better assist agriculture in developing countries and
poor farmers, but more emphasis on field-oriented research and
more support for it would also be important for U.S. agriculture. I
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think there has been some errosion in our capability for field-ori-
ented research; especially you can see it in the younger faculty,
many of whom now are taking the molecular approach.

Thank you.
Mr. TONY P. HALL Thank you, Dr. Hall.

RESPONSES TO QUESTIONS FOR ANTHONY E. HALL

QUESTIONS SUBMITTED BY HON. MICKEY LELAND

Question. What are some of the technologies that could benefit small-scale farm-
ers?

Answer. Improved varieties of traditional crops are particularly useful for small-
scale farmers, especially where farmers can produce their own seed, for example,
self pollinated crops or open pollinated varieties but not hybrids. The ideal case is
where the varieties will give higher yields under traditional low-input management
methods because this technology only has small or negligible costs to, farmers and
can be easily adopted. In addition, new varieties can be used as a catalyst to encour-
age farmers to adopt additional beneficial practices and help them to get the cash to
buy the inputs that can substantially increase yield. Simple machinery, for example,
animal draft cultivatorsand the capacity to repair them at the village level, would
also be useful in some of the poorer areas.

Question. Technologies aim at the small-scale farmer are often decentralized. In
your experience, what is the best way to transfer such technologies? Is it better to
go through multilateral, bilateral, or PVO's?

Answer. The transfer of technology to small-scale farmers requires substantial on-
farm experimentation and demonstrations conducted by dedicated national program
staff who have been given the resources and training needed to get the job done.
The USAID missions are the best organization for overseeing the planning and exe-
cution of projects for training and assisting national extension teams, through bilat-
eral agreements. PVO's are probably more suited for providing assistance in more
visible and straight forward tasks like famine relief and. medical assistance. Multi-
lateral funding is effective for long-term research projects, such as the plant breed-
ing conducted by the international agricultural research centers which can benefit
many countries.

Question. What is the relevance of U.S. agricultural research and development to
the Third World?

Answer. At the hearing at the University of California at Davis I said that U.S.
institutions can mainly help the Third World by doing backup research. By backup
research I mean the research that can be most effectively done in the United States
and that can obviously help either national programs .or international centers. It
should involve solving specific production constraints identified in developing coun-
tries, and it should be conducted in close cooperation with national programs and
international centers. I have attached a report on my research as an example, and a
letter by the ADO USAID Senegal concerning the relevance of this research.

NCYTE. Material referred to retained in committee files.
Question. Could you describe some of the problems LDC's have in adopting new

technologies?
Follow-LT: Could you describe some solutions to these problems?
Answer. The main problems are ineffective national research and extension

teams. If appropriate technology is developed, and tested and demonstrated on farm-
ers fieldsa high proportion of the farmers will adopt it. National program staff
often work in conditions which do not foster dedication and motivation. We need to
work with them as friends and collaborators, not as technical assistance experts or
expatriot bosses, to help them get the training and resources, and encourage the
dedication that is needed to get the job done.

QUESTIONS SUBMITTED BY HON. TONY P. HALL

Question. What do you see as the major limiting factor to increased food produc-
tion in, for example, Senegal?

Answer. Looking for major limiting factors is practical but it can lead to over-
simplification of complex problems. In subsaharan Africa, inadequate economic in-
centive is a major factor which acts to stop farmers from producing more food than
is needed for their families. Prices for staple food crops are either too low or too
uncertain. Farmers with extra land and production capacity tend to grow an export
crop such as peanuts or cash crops such as onions or cotton that can be sold on local
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or international markets. More stable and higher prices are needed for locally pro:
duced staple food crops, such as sorghum, pearl millet, corn, and cowpeas.

Question. Given the successful development of heat and drought resistant crops
for use in Africa, what kind of research and investment in related production and
marketing activities would be necessary before the benefits of these new varieties
could be realized?

Answer. We are not only developing drought and heat resistant cowpeas as de-
scribed in the attached paper Research Highlights. My colleagues in Senegal are de-
veloping improved management techniques, including use of fertilizer, insect con-
trol, and storage methods. We are attempting to develop total improved systems.
The major limitation to wide scale adoption is the need for more on-farm testing
refer to the letter from John Balls ADO USAIDwhich we have begun to do this
year. Another major limitation in Senegal and most countries in Africa is the need
for stronger extension agencies. The USAID mission in Senegal has been doing ex-
cellent work attempting to strengthen the extension agencies and should be given
greater support. The research approach taken can have a big influence on the possi-
bilities of adoption. We are developing improved minimal input production systems
that can be easily adopted by farmers.

Noire. -- Material referred to retained in committee files.

[The prepared statement of Mr. A.E. Hall appears at the conclu-
sion of the hearing, see p. 140.]

Mr. TONY P. HALL. Dr. French.

STATEMENT OF CHARLES E. FRENCH, DIRECTOR, INSTITUTE OF
AGRIBUSINESS, UNIVERSITY OF SANTA CLARA

Mr. FRENCH. Mr. Chairman and distinguished members of the
Select Committee on Hunger, it is my pleasure. I would like, with
your indulgence, to correct the record on my institutiona very
common way that I am introducedas a part of the University of
California. And that is a very privileged introduction but it is not
quite accurate. I am with the University of Santa Clara, which is a
Jesuit university located in Santa Clara. And, incidentally, we are
quite interested in this subject, and we are having a university-
wide institute on hunger at our university for the full winter quar-
ter. It's early next year, and I would invite any of your committee,
and I know that one of your distinguished members, Congressman
Panetta, is hoping to be with us for part of that.

I know that your time is short, and I would like to say that I also
endorse very substantially the things that my good colleagues from
the university here discussed previously. I would say that I think
they are just a little bit timid in terms of two or three areas of em-
phasis with regard to the importance of this type of work. I speak
from a point of 5 years experience in a similar university, Purdue
University, where I had a lot of the same experiences and shared
some of them with them. Also, I have seen the university programs
from the Federal agency point of view, as having major responsibil-
ity for interacting with them. And I also had a chance to have
input into the executive branch policy decision in three administra-
tions, including some positions where I was representing the White
House.

And I would say that we should not forget that, as was pointed
out very forcefully in your opening comments, the hungry of the
world tend to be the poor. But we also should not forget that the
poor tend to be the agricultural people of the world. That's where
the poor are located, for the most part. Not necessarily the most
acute hunger, but the basic hunger is very pervasive in the poor or
the rural communities of the world. And if we're going to solve this
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problem in the long run, I think the arguments we've made are
very forceful, that you have to use agricultural development, and
you help the people pull themselves up. And. certainly, the lubri-
cant of this system is the food for all, and that comes from the
straight, direct improvement of agriculture.

But the thrust for economic development in these countries and
the overall ability to get some money into these pockets so that
people can get some food generally is also coming from agriculture.
That, I think, was not necessarily forcefully put forward in the
answer to your question; and I would have all the regard in the
world for my friends, but I would like to add that to what they
said, but based on an endorsement of what they said:

My comments are going to be very brief this morning. I have a
paper for the record, and also suggested some homework in that
paper with a couple of reports that I think might be useful to you
that backstop that paper. But what I would like to say is, with
regard to the private sector and the kind of educational program.
that are directly affecting those people that manage it, that part of
our agribusiness food structure, that happens to be the business
I'm in now, and I'm in a program where we train young people,
both foreign nationals and U.S. nationals in the management of ag-
ribusinesses specifically and I think I know what's going on in that
area. So, I believe I have something to add to the record in that
area, and my paper speaks primarily to that.

The institution building that was referred to by the gentlemen
ahead of us, and its resilience to whatever ideological undergirding
that may be in a country at any one time, is one of the beautiful
things to observe, as they've said; and I have had the opportunity.
But also, as was indicated, the personnel and the resilience of the
good professionals around the world and their resilience to stand,
and to persist, and to do a good job over time is also very, very val-
uable. So, I have a bias that helping train people and get the effec-
tive kind leadership is terribly important.

The ones of us that have been associated with land-grant univer-
sities and other universities, and have seen the good universities
stand around the world and continue to do good, are very im-
pressed. It's not so clear in the private sector. In the private sector
we have nationalization of those organizations and so forth, so it
doesn't always come in. So, my comments deal particularly with
that.

Let me say a little bit about the world hunger thing as it affects
directly the private sector involvement. The world hunger problem,
as I see it, is one that's a little more solvable than many of my col-
leagues would argue. I am basically somewhat of an optimist on
this problem. My optimism comes from several things that are
somewhat fortuitous at the moment, but I believe they're all con-
tributing. That optimism comes from the fact that the scientific
community right now is leaving no doubt that we can solve this
problem from a technical point of view, that the technology is
available, that it can be made available. That is a new thing. That
was documented by the National Academy of Sciences in a report
which they did for the White House following the World Food Con-
ference in Rome in 1974. And the ones of us that worked on that, I
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believe, were completely convinced that the scientists had a case to
be made.

Second, there are a lot of ways that we're getting food on the
agenda around the world.. And as you men well know, you don't
solve very many political questions until you get them on the
agenda. This issue is on the agenda, and that, I believe, is really a
basis for some optimism. And your committee is to be congratulat-
ed for being in the middle of this right now.

Third, I think that things sometimes have to get a lot worse
before they get better. We've gone through the North-South debate
in a pretty positive way in many ways, and as a result of that we
now have dialog and we have interaction in the international
forum on agriculture that we've not had before. And we have a set
of selfish concerns from a lot of the countries around the world
that are bringing about a most effective mutual effort in these
areas. I developed that in my paper, that basically we're in a world
now where you cannot get along unless you do some of the things
that upgrade human dignity. And the main way that that's being
approached right now is working on the agricultural problem
around the world, because the tremendous growth in population
around the world is in those areas where we have substantially ag-
ricultural societies. And that's where the effort is.

There are some other reasons I'm basically optimistic about that,
but those are the ones that I would really argue.

Now, with regard to the private-sector involvement specifically, I
had two experiences that I'd like to call to your attention. One, the
World Food Council, of which the United States has been a
member, has (brie a lot to be a catalyst in looking at the food
sector in many countries of the world, and particularly in strategiz-
ing on how that could be done. And the United States has given a
lot of leadership to that. In that leadership role one of the things
that we learned in this country was that the private sector was
much involved in many of these countries in bringing on an ad-
vancing agricultural situation than we had thought.

Second, at Cancun, at the summit meeting, President Reagan of-
fered to send a task force or commissions to any place in the world
in which a chief executor officer asked him to do so. I had substan-
tial responsibility as a point man on deciding on whether we
should go in several of those, and actually served on a Presidential
commission in two of them. There was one overpowering thing that
came out of those, as far as the ones of us that observed that was
concerned, and that was the problems that were of high priority in
those countries as delineated in this agricultural area, quite often
dealt with the private sector, either in education for the private
sector group, management training, or else the developing of mar-
keting, so these farmers, particularly poor farmers, as they devel-
oped their better standard of living, their better production, they
had a market in which they could move it. There were a whole
range of other problems, but basically those issues with regard to
the private sector were very much there. So, the prevasiveness of
private-sector involvement in this food problem around the world,
in those two instances in which we had public-policy programs
abroad, were very obvious and somewhat surprising to many of us
that had been the business for quite a while.
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In addition to that you have the thrust, now, of the impact of
trade, which has been so very difficult for the U.S. farmers. You
also have the evolving trade of the developing countries around the
world. The primary increase, and, as a matter of fact, the exclusive
increase, in our agricultural exports in this country, in the last 5 to
6 years, has come from the former developing countries that we
have helped with these kinds .of programs, that are now buying
from us. And that is causing a lot of private-sector involvement in
the area. We still have a lot of governmental trading, but there's a
lot of private-sector involvement in that as well.

This emphasis on private sector is suggesting to me that there
are certain things that we could do to improve our educational pro-
grams. And we would like to bring those to your attention.

First, there is needed some kind of a study of real stature to
learn about who is running this current food system, both in this
country and around the world. The ones of us trying to educate
and do the kind of things that you've heard talked about on this
campus for the agricultural scientists, are trying to do it for the
business side of this agricultural establishment, have a very diffi-
cult time establishing the kinds of people that are really needed
both in this country and abroad, and where that kind of training
can best be oriented. So, this type of thing I would call to your at-
tention as being something to consider in your overall program
planning.

Second, the programs for training U.S. nationals in the agribusi-
ness management area in this country is one in which we need a
certain amount of emphasis and a certain amount of support. The
number of people that are moving into the foreign private sector in
the agricultural section that need good management is increasing
substantially. There are a few schools being started abroad to do
this job. These schools need good training, so we need to look par-
ticularly at where, in our graduate programs in this country, we
should support this type of activity.

Third, there is a growing need for improved materials for teach-
ing in this area, and we need strength in that area.

One of the things that some of us observe around the world is
opportunity now for some good short-term training and education
in the field. We have more language capability abroad, we have
people that understand the United States, and we now can get a
type of overseas training in residence abroad that makes sense and
is much cheaper than bringing a lot of the foreign nationals here.

I don't want to belabor this more, but I am trying to make the
point that there is great optimism in this whole business of world
hunger approach. A lot of it hinges on certain things that can and
must be done through private sector means with support of the in-
stitutions of the Government, and of education, and so forth. The
education component in that area has not had a natural home.
Business schools have given very little support to it, and the agri-
cultural schools have been very busy. Some of the agricultural
schools, including Purdue where I was, have had very good pro-
grams. Davis has had a very good program at the undergraduate
level. But that whole level of agribusiness-management education
and the research to back it up, and adult-education extension pro-
grams to help these people in the private sector abroad, have not
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been as forthcoming as some of the other areas, and now it's my
privilege to have a chance to call that to your attention. Than
you.

Mr. TONY P. HALL. Thank you very much.
RESPONSES TO QUESTIONS FOR CHARLES E. FRENCH

QUESTIONS SUBMITTED BY HON. MICKEY LELAND

Question. It has been said that when major effort was made to enlist the partici-
pation of agribusiness corporations, the results were meager and had little effect on
the .crisis of hunger and poverty.

Do you believe this is still the case?
Answer. No response received.
Question. Would yo agree that the actions taken by private concerns, has taken

too long to filter down to the poor in less developing countries? If so, why?
What steps can private industry take to assure that the poorest of the poor bene-

fit from projects that take place in their communities? And what are the most bene-
ficial types of projects might private industry undertake?

Answer. No response received.

QUESTIONS SUBMITTED BY HON. TONY P. HALL

Question. In training students at universities, what would you consider the one or
two areas of emphasis that would be essential in their academic careers?

Answer. No response received.
Question. It has been said by the 1980 Presidential Commission on World Hunger,

that corporations in LDC's can have either a positive or negative effect. In advocating
private industry involvement, would you agree that some firms have converted
valuable agricultural land to the production ofproducts which poor people in LDC's
usually cannot afford to buy? In addition, it was sited by that report, that some firms
use sophisticated advertising techniques to promote products with little or no nutri-tional valuesuch as soft drinksor have induced poor people to spend their meager
incomes on products they cannot afford. What is your opinion Dr. French? If you
agree, how can private industry avoid such mistakes? Does your analysis take thesevariables into account?

Answer. No response received.
Question. What two or three recommendations can you give the committee thatwould better the relationship of corporations with the Third World?
Answer. No response received.

[The prepared stitement of Mr. French appears at the conclusion
of the hearing, see p. 142.}

Mr. TONY P. HALL. I'd just like to ask one question of Dr. Hall.
Senegaland correct me if I am wrongis one of those nations

that really has severe droughts and, as a result, severe hunger
problems. You have been specializing on a particular crop there?

Mr. ANTHONY E. HALL. Yes.
Mr. TONY P. HALL. And has that particular crop been very suc-

cessful?
Mr. ANTHONY E. HALL. It is a crop for the poor farmers. It is

cowpeas. It has been neglected for many, many years. It is a dry
bean that people eat. And as you go to the Sahel zone north of Sen-
egal, just below the Sahara where the bad droughts have been in
recent years and the mass starvation, you get to the limit of where
cultivation is possible. And then, there are only two crops that can
be grown to produce food, pearl millet and cowpeas. And in the
driest years, like last year which was the driest ever on record,
cowpeas was the only crop to produce any food in that area; pea-
nuts failed, pearl millet failed. So, in 1976, I began cooperating
with the Senegal Government, in an attempt to put more priority
on that crop. And we're working on it in the context of a cropping
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system, together with millet, to try and develop farming systems
that are more stable and that will give some food in the very dry
years.

Mr. TONY P. HALL. Has it been introduced widely in the area?
Mr. ANTHONY E. HALL. In .the very dry zone, if a family wants to

cultivate they've got two possibilities: pearl millet, cowpeas, and
then 'Atte peanut as a cash crop.

Mr. FRENCH. Excuse me, but is it not also true that this crop is
indicative of some excitement that you've got in several companion
crops, such as the whole chickpea, cowpea, pulp family? This is an
area of considerable promise overall, is it not?

Mr. ANTHONY E. HALL. The grain legumes tend to be the crops
that are particularly important for poor subsistence farmers. They
are cheap protein, basically. They have been neglected by research,
especially with respect to their adaptation and performance in
tropical countries.

Mr. FRENCH. If I might have one comment I want to make on
that, we find those kinds of crops arid those are the most classic
have not had the attention. When we went to look for staff to help
us make a decision whether to have the goat project, if you can call
it that, we found one-half of one man equivalent working on goat
research in the United States, in the whole country. And I think
what you are saying is that the same thing is true here in this
area: These crops have, typically, not had attention because they
are the crops of the poor countries and the very poor people, and
they are isolated in certain areas.

Now, the goat is an exception. The goat is the most pervasive
animal in the world, but it had never had the specific commercial
orientation that the basic research establishment and educational
establishment is normally attracted to study.

So, I don't want to belabor it--
I know you know this area more than I.
But I want to enforce very much the answer to your question,

because it is a very vital question and the issue is a terribly prom-
ising one.

Mr. TONY P. HALL. Thank you.
.fit" Are there other questions of the panel?

Mr. EMERSON. I don't have a question, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. TONY P. HALL. Mr. Leland.
The CHAIRMAN. Dr. Hall, what is the relevance of U.S. agricul-

tural research and development to the Third World?
Mr. ANTHONY E. HALL. Sorry. Could you, please--
The CHAIRMAN. The question is: What is the relevance of U.S. ag-

ricultural research to development, or vice versa?
Mr. ANTHONY E. HALL. If I may start slightly from another

angle, earlier it was mentioned about optimism and that the re-
search technology was available to solve the problems of hunger
with respect to sub-Saharan Africa. My own opinion is that we ba-
sically do not have much of the technology that is needed because
adaptive, specially tuned systems are needed for those conditions.
This, then, reflects upon the types of research being done in the
United States and whether or not it is relevant. Some of it is, some
of it isn't. It is a very complex subject. But certainly, if you want, to
develop agricultural technology for Senegal, the main thrust of the
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work has to be done in Senegal, and you can only do a certain
amount of backup work here.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. EMERSON. Mr. Chairman, I wonder if we could have the

record open in such a way that we may submit questions in writing
as a followup. It occurs to me that on the preceding panel we may
have some questions maybe we would want to ask and the same
with this panel. In the interest of time, it would be useful to have
the record open and to submit questions in writing to be answered
in writing. I request unanimous consent to ensure that the record
is kept open for that purpose.

Mr. TONY P. HALL. I think it is a good suggestion, and without
objection we'll keep the record open.

I want to thank you very much for your testimony.
This will conclude the first session today. We will take a short

recess for lunch, and come back at 1 o'clock.
[Whereupon, at 12:20 p.m., the committee recessed, to reconvene

at 1 o'clock p.m.]

AFTERNOON SESSION

Mr. TONY P. HALL [presiding]. Our second panel will address the
issues of nutrition, health, and population in less developed coun-
tries. Three panel members from the University of California at
Davis will begin this discussion. They are: Dr. Charles Halsted, pro-
fessor of medicine at the School of Medicine; Katherine Dewey, as-
sistant professor of community and international nutrition; and Dr.
Jarvis, professor of development economics. We also have Mr. Rich-
ard Redder, vice president of Meals for Milliotis/Freedom from
Hunger Foundation. Mr. Redder will discuss the problems of the
foundation, which assists in alleviating hunger.

This is our second panel. We are most pleased to have you. We
would ask you to keep your oral testimony to 5 minutes.

Dr. Halsted, would you please begin.

STATEMENT OF CHARLES H. HALSTED, M.D.. PROFESSOR OF IN-
TERNAL MEDICINE. SCHOOL OF MEDICINE, UNIVERSITY OF
CALIFORNIA AT DAVIS
Mr. HALSTED. My name is Charles Halsted. I am a professor. of

internal medicine in the School of Medicine here, and a specialist
in the field clinical nutrition. I am here to testify on the relation-
ship between world hunger and mortality.

At the outset let me say that people do not die directly from star-
vation but usually from infectious illness which invades the starv-
ing body. Malnutrition and infectious diseases exist in a vicious
cycle. The common link between malnutrition and life-threatening
infection is alteration of the immune system, that is to say the
body's defense against infection.

From research over the past 10 years, primarily in children with
severe protein-calorie malnutrition, we know now that the immune
system is profoundly affected by deficiencies of protein and other
essential nutrients such as zinc. The sick-immune system thus per-
mits invasion of a variety of pathogenic organisms which otherwise
would simply coexist in the environment. Conversely, once infec-
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tious disease is established, the process of malnutrition is acceler-
ated. Acute illness is usually associated with poor appetite, fre-
quent vomiting, and resultant decreased intake of food. Further-
more, intestinal infections, which make up a majority of infectious
illnesses, alter the absorption of essential nutrients and, at, the
same time, increase the requirements for essential calories and pro-
tein.

A typical life-threatening attack of diarrhea in a malnourished
child, for instance, causes severe dehydration, falling blood pres-
sure, decreased kidney function, accumulation of acids in the blood,
and stoppage of the heart. A typical, perhaps nonfatal, attack of
measles in a growing child, on the other hand, will, nevertheless,
cause a 10-percent decrease in body weight. Even without causing
death recurrent infections slow physical growth, including the
growth of the brain, resulting in decreased mental development.
Ultimately, this means that the social and economic growth of the
entire malnourished population will be limited.

The infant mortality rate is the most accepted measure of world
health, ranging from a low of 7 in Sweden, to 12 in the United
States, to greater than 200 deaths per 1,000 population in the first
year of life in central Africa. The leading causes of death in the
first year of life are: Diarrheal diseases and a variety of immuniza-
ble diseases, such as measles, pertussis, tetnus, polio, and diphthe-
ria. The total worldwide infant mortality rate of 12 million per
year is divided between diarrheas and the latter category of diseas-
es. In many parts of the developing world, at least half of all days
in the year during the first 5 years of life are spent with diarrhea,
which has a worldwide annual mortality of 50 million per year and
5 million deaths occurring worldwide in children less than age 1.

Breakout from the cycle of hunger, starvation, malnutrition, and
death from infectious illness requires a broad approach of basic
education, provision of essential nutrients at critical times in the
lifespan, and basic-health-maintenance programs including sanita-
tion. Although immunization is important, history shows us that
improved living standards make the major difference; 100 years
ago in New York City, for instance, the infant mortality rate was
similar to that in much of the present developing world, yet fell
markedly with improved standards prior to the development of vac-
cines.

Studies from many parts of the world have shown that targeting
a pregnant woman, especially in the third trimester, will prevent
low birth weight, which, in turn, has a major effect on susceptibili-
ty to infection in the first year of life. Children born with a birth
weight less than 2,500 grams, for instance, have three times great-
er infant mortality rate than those with a birth rate greater than
3,500 grams. It's also known that family planning with spacing
births more than 2 to 3 years apart, and provision of as little as 500
extra calories per day during the third trimester of pregnancy, will
contribute to normal birth weight and reduction of infant mortality
by more than 50 percent. Beyond this, other studies have shown
that literacy and emphasis on breast feeding for at least 6 months
will further limit infant mortality. Human breast milk is an ideal
source of nutrition, providing essential antibodies against infection
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as well as a sterile source of essential nutrients. And, furthermore,
during breast feeding repeated conception is prevented.

Literacy is essential in educating the pregnant woman and
young mother on the relationship between adequate nutrition, ill-
ness, and child development. More specifically, use of oral rehydra-
tion therapy for diarrhea, *using easily mixed solutions of glucose
and salt, have made a major impact in reducing deaths from diar-
rhea.

In summary, the greatest effect on world hunger is on infants
and small children who become susceptible to life-threatening in-
fectious illness. Malnutrition profoundly affects the immune
system and increasing the likelihood of death from common infec-
tious diseases. Studies from many parts of the world indicate that
infant mortality can be significantly lowered by provision of proper
nutrition in the last trimester of pregnancy, emphasis on breast
feeding and family planning, and provision of adequate fluid re-
placement therapy in diarrhea. Overall improved living standards,
education, and provision of nutrition at key points in the life cycle
appear to be major factors in improving the health of the world
population.

Mr. TONY P. HALL. Thank you, Dr. Halsted.

RESPONSES TO QUESTIONS FOR CHARLES H. HALSTED, M.D.

QUESTIONS SUBMITTED BY HON. TONY P. HALL

Question. Can the development of a network of village level workers to teach
health, sanitation and nutrition practices be a cost-effe6.ive means to address
hunger concerns?

Answer. Yes, I believe this is probably the most cost effective means, particularly
since it places the .primary responsibility on the local community. I am in agree-
ment with the position taken by UNICEF; namely, that the young childbearing
woman should be the target of en-l'ation primarily in matters of birth control and
basic nutritional principles during pregnancy and lactation. Sanitation is also pri-
marily a matter of education, and the local community leaders are most likely to be
credible to the population at risk.

Question. What are the major impediments to the developments of such a net-work?
Answer. There must be a commitment of each government involved to promote

such educational programs, and this requires a favorable political climate. An addi-
tional major impediment is local custom and prejudice. For instance, macho atti-
tudes prevail in most societies where the husband sees it as a mark of pride to have
a large family, and in fact feels it desirable that his wife should be pregnant much
of the time. A prevailing and perhaps realistic attitude is that large families are
desirable to: a Offset high rate of infant mortality, and b. to ensure support of the
parents when the father is no longer able to work.

Question. What can this committee do to address the sanitation problems that
lead to infection and malnutrition as you describe?

Answer. In my opinion the Peace Corps approach has been very effective in pro-
moting the simple principles of sanitation and public health. I believe this kind of
approach, as well as programs directly aimed at receptive governments to provide
assistance should be an effective means of tackling this problem.

QUESTION SURMITTTED BY HON. V1C FAZIO

Question. Could you comment on health conditions in areas of extreme food needs,
such as Sub-Sahara Africa. What are the new health problems resulting from the
famine conditions?

Followup. What should be the U.S. Government's response to these problems?
Answer. I believe that the health problems resulting from the famine conditions

in Sub-Sahara Africa are similar to those that have arisen in any historical famine
situations, with the added complication of severe water shortage. Thus, a variety of
infectious illnesses complicate severe malnutriton, including a variety of diarrheal
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conditions, and other diseases such as typhus, influenza, etc. I believe that the ap-
proach of the U.S. Government should be to continue to support famine relief pro-
grams, preferably administered through regional and international programs such
as World Bank, and provided in concert with educational programs to target popula-
tion control.

I have submitted a recent article in the New England Journal of Medicine which
provides useful statistics on the worldwide incidence of malnutrition and also fo-
cuses on the devastating secondary effects on developing populations of nuclear war
involving the United States and North American, the major supplier of grain. My
personal opinion is that the U.S. Government could serve the cause of world peace,
population control, and eradication of hunger by diverting its resources from the
production of useless weapons, such as the MX missile, toward effective support of
international programs to foster population control and to eradicate hunger.

In addition, a recent editorial from the journal Lancet by Dr, George Silver, Yale
University, which addresses the issue of Government priorities. Here it is pointed
out that our Government has no policy on international health. The point is further
made that military and economic aid is directed primarily on po-political grounds,
rewarding our friends and punishing our enemies, so that Egypt, Israel, and El Sal-
vador receive three-quarters of all foreign aid. Foreign aid is less than 10 percent of
U.S. weapons sales. I personally doubt that the U.S. Government whose present for-
eign policy is tied first and foremost to an anti-Communist crusade is philosophical-
ly capable of addressing the third of the worlds' population which suffers from
severe malnutrition. The only possible remedy is a wide-reaching and fundamental
change in direction of U.S. fceeign policy which will make maximal use of regionl
and international programs to address this issue.

QUIDITION8 BUBBIIITHD BY HON. BILL XMIRBON

Question. A primary focus of the Public Law 480 title II program is to provide
special nutrition programs to relieve malnutrition among infante, children, preg-
nant and lactating women, and needy families. How effective, in your opinion, is
this program in meeting the nutrition needs as you have described them?

Answer. I do not have ready access to data, nor am I certain that there are good
data at present to answer this question. However, the UNICEF report on the state
of the world's children contains reports of many statistical changes brought about
by the GOBI approach when practiced on local levels.

Question. What role can the university community play in determining the cor-
rect mix of nutrition policy and programs which a given country should pursue in
order to maximize our international development assistance efforts in nutrition?

Answer. I think the role of the university should be similar to its role in other
areas of government policy, namely to provide expert consultation and advice based
on selected experience. Beyond specific university programs which may serve as
small scale models for what government should or should not do, universities also
support research programs dealing in specific areas. For instance, Johns Hopkins
University was very successful in Calcutta and later in Bangladesh in developing
programs for treatment of cholera and for many other diarrheal diseases. For many
years, Vanderbilt University supported a nutrition program as part of the U.S.
Navy Research Unit in Cairo, Egwpt, which, among other things, made significant
advances in scientific understanding of the importance of zinc in human nutrition,
proper treatment of kwashiorkor, to name a few. These examples illustrate how fo-
cused 1 rograms can ultimately be of great benefit in reducing disease and mortality.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Halsted appears at the conclu-
sion of the hearing, see p. 155.]

Mr. TONY P. HALL. Dr. Dewey.

STATEMENT OF KATHRYN G. DEWEY, ASSISTANT PROFESSOR,
DEPARTMENT OF NUTRITION, UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA AT
DAVIS

Ms. DEWEY. Thank you. It's a great honor to be able to address
the committee.

Dr. Halsted has nicely explained that malnutrition is not simply
a matter of lack of food, that there are a lot of other complicating
things such as illness and other factors that cause people to become
malnourished. In the morning session we heard a great deal about
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how to increase agricultural production. And what I would like to
do at this time is to examine what the relationship between agri-
cultural deveIbpment, between projects to increase food production,
and the alleviation of malnutrition might be.

One of the common assumptions of agricultural development
projects is that increased food production, and, in some cases, in-
creased income from that food production, will solve the problem of
hunger and malnutrition. But there are several problems with that
assumption that I think must be addressed.

One assumption, or one part of that assumptiori, is that people
are hungry because there is not enough food to go around. And in
most of the world, most of the less-developed countries, today, food
production is generally adequate to meet the needs, on a per capita
basis. of the population. The problem is that many people do not
have access to the food that is produced, so that it is the inequita-
ble distribution of food rather than total food production, per se,
that is primarily responsible for malnutrition. This is not to say
that in the future food production will not be limiting in the face of
rapid population growth, but the malnutrition that exists in
today's world is due more to the inadequate distribution of that
food than it is to a total lack or shortfall in food production.

One example of this fact is in southern Mexico where a very
large-scale agricultural development project was initiated in the
1950's to increase agricultural production. And they were extreme-
ly successful. Over a 13-year period, the economic production of the
area increased sixfold, and for some crops such as sugarcane the
production was a tenfold. increase. But there was a study done,
both before and after this increase, of nutritional levels in the pop-
ulation, and it was found, quite clearly, that the poorest third of
the population did not feel any benefit from this increased produc-
tion. Most of the food that was produced went to central Mexico,
because of the increased demand for beef and sugar in central
Mexico. The local people had no real change in their diet as a
result of the increased food production.

One of the ways in which economists assume that production
programs will improve nutrition is via increased family income.
But the question of whether development projects will actually :n-
crease income of the families who need it depends on which fami-
lies actually benefit from those projects. For example, if an agricul-
tural development project requires that each family has some land,
the landless families in the area would not benefit unless there are
increased emplo'i'ment possibilities as a result of the increased food
production on the land others hold, or if wages rise at the same
time. Even for poor families that have land, if increased food pro-
duction on that plot of land results in a decline in prices for the
product they are producing, we cannot necessarily assume that
their incomes will rise.

Another problem with the assumption that food production will
necessarily solve hunger is that even in the face of increased
income some families will not necessarily have an improvement in
their nutrition. And this is partly because if the production of cash
crops comes at the expense of the production of food for home con-
sumption, then there may be a decline in quality of the food that is
available to that.family. This is especially true when a conversion
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from home food production to cash crop production causes a change
in prices of staple foods in the local area. If those prices increase,
the families who now must purchase their food may be worse off
than before. In my own research in southern Mexico, I found that
families who were able to maintain their own home food produc-
tion were those with the best nutritional status.

For all of these reasons, then,-development projects must pay ex-
plicit attention to the nutritional impact of what is being proposed.
In some cases this has meant that planners attempt to tack on con-
ventional nutrition programs to their overall development scheme,
but this is not sufficient. Nutrition must be an integral objective of
development projects and not merely a subcomponent of nutrition
education or whatever.

To do this one needs to target projects so that the benefits are
not appropriated by those who least need them in an area. This is
sometimes not done by development agencies, partly because the
nutritional criteria for judging the success of a project may conflict
directly with economic criteria for judging those projects. For ex-
ample, in a recent integrated development project in the Philip-
pines, it was argued that targeting the project to the most mal-
nourished farmers who may be somewhat less productive, due to
anemia, for example, would jeopardize project-efficiency criteria.
So, for this reason we need to reexamine the way projects are de-
signed and the beneficiaries to whom they are targeted.

When governments or development agencies do consider efforts
to improve nutrition, they usually think in terms of conventional
nutrition interventions, such as supplementary feeding programs,
nutrition education, or fortification of foods. In some instances
those kinds of programs are appropriate; for example, fortification
of foods with vitamin A, where there is a widespread problem with
vitamin A deficiency. But in many other cases, programs such as
supplementary feeding or nutrition education not only fail to ad-
dress the root causes of malnutrition, that is, poverty, but they also
generally have fairly disappointing success rates.

The benefits of supplementary feeding programs are generally
due primarily to their income transfer effect, but that is something
that could be achieved more efficiently with other sorts of pro-
grams. Nutrition-education programs, which are sometimes initiat-
ed in order to convince local populations to consume foods with
which they are unfamiliar, are of limited usefulness when poverty
is the root cause of malnutrition. How do you go into an area of
poor families and tell them that they should consume more fruits,
and vegetables, and milk products, when all they can afford is rice
and beans? We would do a lot better to target our nutrition educa-
tion to health-care professionals who sometimes, inadvertently, ac-
tually have a negative effect on nutrition, for example, by discour-
aging breast feeding.

Now, because conventional nutrition programs by themselves
don't generally address the root causes of malnutrition, we need to
broaden the concept of what a nutrition program is to include
strategies that are based more on economic policy or on including
health care as an aspect. There are integrated programs, for exam-
ple, which include health-care provision with foods or nutrition
education; and these are very appropriate programs, because as Dr.
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Halsted has explained, there is a synergistic effect between infec-
tion and malnutrition. We cannot expect children to benefit very
much from giving them food to eat if they are constantly plagued
with diarrhea; then they will not be able to gain the benefits of
that food, and, vice versa, they will not benefit. as much from
health care if they are malnourished.

The most effective integrated programs are those that target the
most vulnerable groups such as pregnant and lactating women .and
very young children. And the comprehensive program that
UNICEF has been promoting, the four-point GOBI strategy which
includes the use of growth charts and oral rehydration therapy to
prevent diarrhea from causing death, the use of or the promotion
of breast feeding, and universal immunization of children should be
promoted to the fullest extent possible. There have been some very
dramatic decreases in infant and child mortality as a result of
those efforts.

Some may fear that some of those efforts to decrease infant mor-
tality may actually contribute to higher rates of population growth,
but in reality it has been well documented that improved child sur-
vival actually decreases birth rates by reducing the need for large
families and by preventing the very short birth intervals that
result when an infant dies as a result of termination of breast feed-
ing. Family planning is much better accepted when child survivor-
ship is ensured for families, and, in my opinion, should be promot-
ed only under those circumstances.

The other strategy for improving nutrition and for broadening
our concept of what nutrition programs are, are the economic
based policies. For example, agricultural development projects can
be considered as nutrition interventions if they are properly target-
ed. In many cases, however, economic development of Third World
countries has a built-in urban bias, and we need, as some of those
in the morning session emphasized, to target more on agricultural
development efforts.

A more directly effective type of economic-based nutrition inter-
vention is food-price subsidies. When those are properly planned,
subsidies for staple foods in a population are self-targeted to the
poorest groups, because food is a higher proportion of expenditures
among the poor than among the wealthy. However, as was men-
tioned, food price subsidies can have a deliterious effect on agricul-
tural production if, as a result, agricultural prices are depressed.
As a result, governments sometimes face the costly burden of subsi-
dizing not only the cost to the consumer but also the price paid to
the farmer, and that is a very expensive route to take.

One serious political impediment to the concept of considering
economic-based projects as nutrition interventions is the common
segregation of responsibilities within governments into separate
ministries for either health and nutrition, on one hand, or for eco-
nomic planning and agricultural development, on the other hand.
Nutrition is generally not integrated with economic planning or ag-
ricultural development, and it should be.

Untimately, of course, the only long-term means by which to
eliminate malnutrition is through broad-based national strategies
of economic development rather than through piecemeal individual
development projects. But it is important to reiterate that econom-
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is growth alone will not reduce malnutrition. In fact, some of the
most frequently cited governments that have achieved rapid im-
provements in health and nutrition, for example, China, Sri Lanka,
Korea, and Taiwan did so at a time when their per capita GNP was
extremely low. They were able to make these gains by emphasizing
a more egalitarian distribution of land and wealth and by provid-
ing broad access to primary health care and education.

The most important way in which the U.S. Government can help
to reduce malnutrition in the Third World is to develop a foreign
policy that will support countries making these broad-scale
changes. Thank you.

Mr. Tow P. HALL. Thank you.
RESPONSES TO QUESTIONS FOR KATHRYN G. DEWEY

QUESTIONS SUBMITTED BY HON. TONY P. HALL

Question. What is the impact of maternal and child feeding programs on both the
nutritional status of the participants and, potentially, on breastfeedifg practices? Do
maternal feeding practices change?

Follow-up: How can the U.S. foreign aid programs better address these concerns?
Answer. When maternal and child feeding programs are combined with primary

health care, they can have a significant effect on nutritional status of participants.
This effect is most pronounced when supplementary food is provided during preg-.
nancy: Increases in infant birth weight and decreases in infant mortality have been
documented following prenatal nutritional supplementation in malnourished popu-
lations. An infant of higher birth weight is likely to breast feed more vigorously,
thus stimulating a higher level of milk production dwing lactation and better
infant growth during the early months of life. Maternal supplementation during lac-
tation appears to have a significant effect on maternal health but less of an effect
on milk production, because among malnourished women, milk volume appears to
be maintained at reasonable levels even at the expense of the mother's nutritional
status. Child supplementation programs have recently been reviewed by Beaton and
Ghassemi, American Journal of Clinical Nutrition, 35 (4):864 -916, 1982. Without
provision of primary health care and improved sanitation, child feeding programs
are of dubious benefit, as child malnutrition is usually the combined result of infec-
tion and undernutrition. In integrated programs, the beneficial effect of nutritional
supplementation can be demonstrated, especially if the program is targeted to the
youngest preschoolers-12 to 36 months.

Infant feeding practices may improve in response to feeding programs if nutrition
education is provided to promote breast feeeding and the appropriate timing of sup-
plementary foods. However, if feeding programs provide take-home foods such as
dried milk power without education in their use, they may have a negative effect on
infant feeding if those foods displace breast feeding.

U.S. foreign aid programs can be improved by including primary health care and
improved sanitation as integral components of supplementary feeding programs,
and by targeting such programs to the most malnourished populations and especial-
ly to pregnant women in those populations. Although supplementary feeding pro-
grams generally do not address the root causes of malnutrition, they can have a sig-
nificant effect on health status, which may help underprivileged populations to
work toward larger-scale changes. Care must be taken, however, to ensure that the
provision of foods for feeding programs does not have a deleterious effect on local
food production and hence on rural incomes.

Question. What other U.S. policies, such as those related to agricultural subsidies,
and export-import restrictions, have on food availability and food demands in these
countries?

Answer. This question should be addressed to Dr. McCalla and Dr. Jarvis.

QUESTION SUBMITTED BY HON. VIC FAZIO

Question. What is the impact of food aid on the agricultural system td a country?
Answer. Without careful use of food aid within the recipient country. imported

foods can have a disincentive effect on domestic food production by driving agricul-
tural prices down. However, some countries have successfully used the revenues
from food aid to support domestic agricultural production of specific crops. Dr.
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McCalls can provide more specifics on this point, and I also refer you to the book by
M. Wallerstein which I cited in my written testimony.

QUISITIONS SUBMITTED BY HON. SILL SMIESON

Question. How can we, as a government and major donor of international develop-
ment assistance, :York in countries on nutritional policy on nutritional policy issues
when, in some cases, the recipient government does not place a high priority on
such issues domestically?

Answer. This is an excellent question. Given that the United States already inter-
venes to influence policy in recipient countries, I believe that pressure can be
brought to bear on those governments to place a higher priority on nutrition policy.
Conditional aid would be one mechanism for doing this.

Question. We have heard-much about the GOBL concept from UNICEF director
James Grant. To what degree has this important concept been accepted in Third
World countries and how successffil have bilateral and multilateral organizations
been in implemeting these programs in cooperation with recipient governments?

Answer. The GOBI strategy is attractive to many countries because of iti low cost
and effectiveness. Furthermore, it is a strategy that can be implemented by coun-
tries with diverse political and economic structures and as such, is lees likely to pro-
voke controversy than broad-scale development efforts involving land reform, for ex-
ample. Ultimately, it is my opinion that those broad-scale efforts will be necessary
to reduce malnutrition due to poverty, but the GOBI strategy is an important begin-.
ning in Close countries where broad.ecale changes will not be soon forthcoming. Ex-
amples of the implementation of the GOBI efforts can be found in the report pre-
pared by Dr. Grant, The State of the World's Children, 1984.

(The prepared statement of Ms. Dewey appears at the conclusion
of the hearing, see p. 166.]

Mr. TONY P. HALL. Professor Jarvis.

STATEMENT OF LOVFLL S. JARVIS, ACTING ASSOCIATE PROFES-
SOR OF AGRICULTURE ECONOMICS, UNIVERSITY OF CALIFOR-
NIA AT DAVIS

Mr. JARVIS. Thank you very much. My name is Lovell Jarvis. I
am a professor in the Department of Agricultural Economics in the
University of California at Davis. I have worked in developing
countries for about two decades, and have been a consultant to the
World Bank for the last 11 years, primarily on the expost evalua-
tion of projects in agriculture and rural development.

Many of the points that I consider important have already been
made by my colleagues who have spoken today. I'd like to empha-
size a number of points and provide several examples.

One of the first points I want to make is that many developing
countries in the world, in.the last three decades, have made really
quite noticeable progress. They've grown at high rates of economic
growth, they have made substantial improvements in the overall
living standards, nutritional standards have improved, educational
standards have improved, life expectancy has gone up, infant mor-
tality has gone down. These countries have achieved sustained eco-
nomic growth. They've achieved sustained economic growth which
has been more rapid in this recent period than that rate of growth
which was achieved by the now developed countries like the United
States, Western Europe, and Japan during similar periods of devel-
opment in their own past history.

I say this not to inspire complacencyquite the contrarybut to
indicate that the application of improved policy, strengthened polit-
ical institutions, modernizing ideologies, and applying science to in-
dustry and agriculture has resulted in very substantial progress in
many developing countries. And I think that that should give us
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some hope. It should indicate to many who, I think, suggest some-
times that foreign aid has made very little contribution, that, in
fact, we have been making substantial progress. There is room for
hope and for redoubled effort.

Now, despite substantial progress there are, obviously, a large
number of countries who have not yet achieved sustained high
levels of economic growth nor progress in other levels. If one exam-
ines many of the poorest countries in the world, they are, indeed,
lagging substantially behind. Excluding China per capita incomes
in the lowest income,' less developed countries have increased less
than 1 percent per year annually during the last 20 years. These
countries have approximately one-third of the world's population,
so that clearly the nutrition problem remains large.

Economic growth is essential in all of these countries to achiev-
ing a long-run nutrition solution. But economic growth, with
trickle down, is not enough to solve the short-run nutrition prob-
lem. These countries need both policies designed to achieve eco-
nomic growth and programs to provide their most seriously mal-
nourished with specific aid during the short to intermediate run.
This is a major challenge. They are being asked to undertake two
difficult tasks simultaneously, in the face of scarce human and ma-
terial resources. These countries have not initiated the process of
sustained economic growth in large part because their political,
social, and economic institutions remain weak, they have few _na-
tional resources, and their populations are relatively poorly trained
and educated. Their governments have few tax revenues. In this
situation, external assistance can be extremely helpful to them,
providedand just to come back to a point that Kay

Foreign
recently

madethat there is domestic will to use it wisely. Foreign aid,
therefore, can contribute moral support, encouragement, policy
analysis, and also material assistance.

We've learned substantially about malnutrition, its causes anti
cures, in the last couple of decades. And I believe that several
guidelines, several broad guidelines, have emerged which are
useful in the design of programs.

One of the first points, one which was mentioned by Alex
Mc Calla this morning, is the importance of agriculture. The bulk of
the world's poor are agricultural producers and agricultural labor-
ers. They will achieve improved nutrition only if they can obtain
more productive employment. In the low-income countries, those
countries which are growing most slowly now, approximately 70
percent of their population is in agriculture. There is simply no
physics' means by which thbulk of this population can be em-
ployed in industry or in services in the next few decades. Increased
production and higher incomes, which are the means of gaining
access to food, must come from higher agricultural production.
That means that greater emphasis must be placed on agricultural
development. It means an emphasis on agricultural incentives, on
agricultural prices, on research and extension, and on agricultural
infrastructure investment as a means of achieving economic
growth in the entire society, not just in agriculture.

A second point is the importance of getting agricultural prices
right. Prices affect both consumption and production. There's
ample evidence in less developed countries that both producers and
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consumers respond rationally to prices. And this creates a very im-
portant dilemma. We're focusing here today on malnutrition. It is
clear that if we raise agricultural prices to give producers incen-
tives to produce more, that the poor, who already spend 85 percent

iof their income on food, will be able to consume less food unless
something else is done. Similarly, most governments are extremely
preoccupied with the political support of the urban sector and par-
ticularly the urban middle class, and that group is generally very
sensitive to food price increases which decrease their real income.
Thus, governments are facing pressures from international agen-
cies and from their own food demand to provide their producers
with greater incentives, and, at the same time, placate upper'class
urban groups while trying to stave off the impact of higher prices
upon malnutrition of the poor in both rural and urban areas.

It's not a solution which has any simple or easy answer, but it's
a very crude) dilemma. And I think the points that Alex McCalla
made about Egypt would support that this morning.

I think it is very clear, however, that prices to the producer, both
for the outputs that he sells and for the inputs that he uses, par-
ticularly, for example, fertilizer inputs, those prices have got to be
kept at a level which provide ham with adequate incentives if
they're to have a long-run solution to malnutrition around the'
world. If prices, food prices, are kept artificially low, new technol-
ogies, even if developed, will not be adopted, investments will not
be made, and output and incomes will not increase at a rate ade-
quate to eliminate malnutrition for the bulk of the population.

Now, if one is maintaining agricultural prices at an adequate
level, then it is clear that a large number of poor consumers will
suffer from malnutrition in the short and intermediate run, unless
one designs complimentary programs to assist them. Some form of
targeted food aid and the broader programs that Charles and Kay
have both spoken about this morningor this afternooninvolving
health care, education, as well as nutrition, are necessary. General-
ized food subsidies, in general, are not the answer because they are
simply too expensive. And I'll say more on that just briefly.

The next point I'd like to make is the income distribution and
political element.

Mr. TONY P. HALL. Mr. Jarvis--
Mr. JARVIS. Too long?
Mr. TONY P. HALL [continuing]. We need to move on; and if you

can, summarize in the next 60 seconds, please.
Mr. JARVIS. Fine. I'll do that.
The other positions I was going to state were that income distri-

bution and the political element are crucial. There is a need for the
targeted food Encl. There are also limits on it. Those are, basically:
Cost, the problem of leakagethe fact that much of the aid does
not go to the individuals who are targeted; and the administrative
requirements are very important. Most developing countries have
very limited management skills, and as you implement the larger
and more complex programs, they encounter great problems in
trying to implement them. Finally, the need for a feedback loop is
of great importance, that is devising some mechanism for continu-
ously evaluating the programs which are being' implemented and
making continuing improvements.
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In the testimony there are three cases illustrating a number of
the points which I have raised. Thank you.

Mr. TONY P. HALL. Thank you. .

RESPONSES TO QUESTIONS FOR LOVELL &JARVIS

QUESTIONS SUBMITTED BY HON. MICKEY LELAND

Question. How can the U.S. Government better support health and nutrition ac-
tivities in and with less developed countries?

Answer. No response received.
Question. In your experience, what improvements can be made in coordinating

U.S. Government and national government efforts in these programs?
Answer. No response received.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Jarvis. appeaKs at the conclusion
of the hearing, see p. 171.L

Mr. TONY P. HALL. Mr. Redder.

STATEMENT OF RICHARD A. REDDER, VICE PRESIDENT, MEALS
FOR MILLIONS/FREEDOM FROM HUNGER FOUNDATION, ON
BEHALF OF PETER J. DAVIES, PRESIDENT
Mr. REDDER. I'm very pleased to be here this afternoon to repre-

sent Meals for Millions/Freedom from Hunger Foundation, which
is one of dr: private voluntary agencies trying to implement pro-
grams using some of the theories and ideas that we've been listen-
ing to today. And( we think we have a model which may be the
answerpartly th0 answerto the problem.

First, let me sketch the world hunger problem as we see it.
Chronic hunger and malnutrition, along with world peace and nu-
clear disarmament, are among the most compelling problems of
our time. World food production has increased dramatically over
the past decades, yet hunger and malnutrition have not declined.
In many African countries food production is still declining, and, in
fact, mralliutrition is increasing rapidly.

Most observers agree that the world is currently producing
enough food to feed everyone, and yet, today 400 to 500 million
people remain severely under nourished, with perhaps a quarter of
the world's population receiving an adequate diet. Most of the un-
dernourished are young children. The starving-child-skin-and-bone
image, an image which is too often used to represent the develop-
ing countries, needs to be replaced by a greater international un-
derstanding of what child malnutrition really means.

As James Grant, director of UNICEF notes, while more than
40,000 children died from malnutrition and infection every day last
year, for every child who died, 6 now live on in hunger and ill
health which will be forever etched upon their lives.

Furthermore, the World Bank estimates that about 1 billion
people live in absolute poverty. Malnutrition is essentially a prod-
uct of that poverty. The causes of that poverty are overpopulation,
unemployment, poor sanitation, lack of potable and irrigation
water, inadequate health services, low agricultural production, and
poor dietary habits, among others.

As many have come to realize, and I believe it is important for
the committee to focus on this, food aid, while necessary, does not
get at the root causes of poverty and malnutrition and can be a dis-
incentive to production and to overcoming poverty. These root
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causes are manifold and complex. Women, previously ignored, are
now recognized as crucial to food production, nutritional improve-
ment, primary health care, and family planning. Hence, education
and training of women can have a major multiplier effect on a
community's and a country's welfare and development. Environ-
mental factors also inhibit overcoming poverty and need to be ad-
dressed. Likewise, overpopulation is a major factor that contributes
to poverty and malnutrition, so that family planning information
and services need to be included in developing prograTs.

How, then, do we; a moderately sized, innovative development
agency, do something'effective to overcome these debilitating and
inhibiting problems jog touched on above?

We believe that only through a long-term development process in
which people change their own lives through their own efforts, will
poverty and world hunger be overcome. People must be empowered
to control their own development if they are to break out of the
vicious cycle of poverty. This is what we mean by Meals for Mil-
lions' motto: Self-Help for a Hungry World.

We believe, also, that our people-to-people approach, because it
facilitates a substantial degree of community participation,-Pis the
best way to create opportunities for malnourished, low-income
people in developing communities in the United States and abroad,
to recognize and develop their potential. This people-to-people. ap-
proach is also less capital intensive and more adapted to suit lbcal
resources and conditions. Furthermore, this qualitative factor is as
important as the improved farming methods, better nutritional
practices, and good sanitation. To put this philosophy into practice,
our board has adopted as Meals for Millions' goal:

First, to strengthen the capabilities of people in developing com-
munities to solve their own food and nutrition problems;

Second, to do so within the framework of the community's econo-
my and culture;

Third, to give special emphasis to nutritional needs of infants,
children, pregnant and lactating women; and

Fourth, to advance and perfect the participatory or self-help ap-
proach to lasting development.

To realize this fourfold goal, Meals for Millions has developed an
integrated approach which we call applied nutrition programs.
Meals for Millions conducts these applied nutrition programs in as-
sociation with indigenous organizationsprivate, church, State,
local, and national.

We do not seek to duplicate all disciplines, but to collaborate
with other international and, in particular, local groups.

We seek recognition and approval of the Government involved at
all levels, but do not depend on them.

To the extent possible, we employ local national personnel rather
than placing Americans overseas.

Our approach is to stimulate change rather than simply to trans-
fer technology or knowledge.

Above all else our task is to act as a motivator, catalyzer, orga-
nizer, so as to mobilize local resources, both human and material,
to carry forward programs and to continue them after Meals for
Millions' support and technical assistance ceases.
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Integrating and linking community services and resources is cost
effective. It allows Meals for Millions to extend its program activi-
ties beyond the scope of its own resources and to strengthen the
service delivery capability of local organizations. This, in turn,
leads to a self-sustaining process which will continue once Meals
for Millions withdraws its support and technical assistance.

It is not Meals for Millions' purpose to attempt to overcome pov-
erty and malnutrition in every community in each country in
which we work, but to provide an example and methodology that
perfects the self-help and participatory process so that it may be
extended to others. Thus, our objective is to establish models that
can be reproduced and multiplied manifold by Government.

What impact are we having? Our programs are having a measur-
able, significant result in a relatively short time, 5 to 10 years. For
example, a recent AID evaluation of our Applied Nutrition Pro-
gram in the Olancho Department of Honduras, after only 5 years
of work, shows a remarkable 24 percent overall reduction in seri-
ous malnutrition among young children, and 70 percent reduction
among a group of 100 children closely monitored over the 5 years.

In Honduras, as catalysts and enablers, Meals for Millions staff
have developed fruitful working relationships with the local health
center as well as with government agencies and the villagers them-
selves. Result: The ministry of health is so impressed by our child
health and nutrition monitoring that it has asked us to train Gov-
ernment nurses and is reviewing the program for possible region-
wide replication.

Last year in Honduras, Meals for Millions established an inkind
revolving loan fund which supplied farmers with fertilizer, seed in-
secticides, tools, fencing, and grain storage silosthis all in addi-
tion to the nutrition, education, and primary health care work pro-
vided. With this modest assistance farmers are improving the qual-
ity of their life. Honduras is but one example, and we are receiving
a similar response and are having as great an impact in other com-
munities and countries.

While I could go on with many more examples, the point I want
to leave with you is that development can take place if the people
to be benefited are an active part of the process. The problems of
hunger, malnutrition and undernutrition, and poverty are solvable
if one recognizes that it takes time, commitment. and patience to
build the self-reliance and people involvement so essential to
achieving lasting development.

f thank you and would be happy to respond to questions.
Mr. TONY P. HALL. Thank you very much.

RESONSEti TO QUF:STIONS FOR RtrIIAKI A. REDDER

(2I'ESTION SIMiNWITED HY HUN. MICKF:Y LELANO

quesim In carrying out project design. what analyses are done to determine po-
tntial negative. as well as positive effects of a planned project?

All,wr No response received.

QI.E.STIONS SUI1Mr1-11.1) 11Y TONY

qustran What would you consider the one or two factors coot ribut tog to tho sac
of Meal, tor Millions

Answer No respon,t. received
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Question. flow successful has Meals for Millions been in raising funds for itsprojects overseas? Do you find that Meals for Millionslike other private con-cernsis overwhelmed by the funding process?
Answer. No response received.
Question. What types of problems has Meals for Millions encountered in it's work?Answer. No response received.
Question. How can we in the Congress assist in facilitating your and other orga-nizations?
Anbwer. No response received.

QUESTION SUBMITTED BY HON. VIC FAZIO
Question. How can we in the Congress assist in facilitating yours and otherorganizations?
Answer. No response received.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Redder appears at the conclusionof the hearing, see p. 180.1
Mr. TONY P. HALL I would like to ask a question of Dr. Halsted,and possibly Kay Dewey. You both talked about malnutrition andhunger from the standpoint that it is not just a lack of food, it hasa lot to do with infectionmalnutrition and infection pretty muchgo together. If you don't break the cycle, you're not going to breakthe problem of hunger.
I would like your views on the GOBI method. Would you say thatthis particular method is the most important short-term project wecan stress, coming from this committee or coming from this coun-try, or are there others?
Mr. HAISTED. Well, first of all, there are very good statistics fromcountries like Bangladesh, where the oral rehydration therapy hasbeen widely introduced, showing 80- to 90-percent reduction of mor-tality from diarrheas. The GOBI method, by itself, basically isstressing education of the pregnant and lactating woman. Improvedsanitation is another aspect that also has to be brought in if we aregoing to break the cycle of infectuous illness. Improved sanitationis an essential basis of a better standard of living, which must gotogether with education on proper nutrition and family planning.
Ms. DEWEY. I'd like to make a quick comment. I think one of thevirtues of the GOBI approach is not so much the individual meth-ods. themselves, although they are very effective, but in the con-cept that Dr. Grant has introduced of attempting to promote a chil-dren's revolutionis how he calls itin which empowering poorpeople with these methods to increase the survivorship of childrenand give them the means by which to then go on and move more inthe direction of social change and in other areas such as educationand sanitation, to then go further than that. But I think that, asan initial step, even in countries that are not that committed to thekind', of strategies to really improve nutrition, the GOBI methodsare a very good starting point; so I would encourage them verystrongly.
Mr. TONY P. HALL. Questions of the panel, Mr. Leland.
The CHAIRMAN. Dr. Jarvis, I was at the Chicago Board of Trade

not too long ago, and had the opportunity to speak with the chair-
man of the board. He had suggested that Third World developingnations don't readily use their available resources. Can you com-ment on that?
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This may be out of synch with our hearing, but I'd like to take
this opportunity to ask you for your reactions.

Mr. JARVIS. Well, there has been great progress in the last 10
years on developing food security systems. There are two aspects to
that: Some of the international programs designed to increase food
stocks and to provide concessionary aids from individual countries
like the United States, also with financial assistance guaranteed
through the International Monetary Fund.

There's another development, and that is the growthiand sophis-
tication of private grain markets throughout the world, which
work much more efficiently than before. There are more private
grain stocks available today, private grain traders, and there's a lot
of evidence to suggest that that market is much more competitive,
in fact much less monopolistic, than what we believed it was per-
haps 5 years ago. And many countries, particularly through trad-
ing in the futures marketfor their daily or annual need, not just
famine preventioncan, in fact, save up to 10 percent of their
overall grain bill. There's a good deal of academic literature now
coming out in this area. And there are efforts in some countries,
like Mexico to develop State grain-trading agencies within those
countries to participate in that.

The CHAIRMAN. Do you suggest that this committee look at this?
Mr. JARVIS. I don't think that it's necessary. Developments are

taking place so rapidly in the private sector..The only place where
I think intervention might be useful would be to ensure that many
countries who do not know of these opportunities receive some in-
struction in it, perhaps of staffs. Substantial staff training is re-
quired to be able to take advantage of it. And that might be an
area in which you could-

The CHAIRMAN. I'd like to ask Ms. Dewey, if I can.
Or do you prefer Dr. Dewey?
Ms. DEWEY. Dr. Dewey.
The CHAIRMAN. I don t want to appear sexist, and I think I have

been already. I apologize. That is a major faux pas.
Dr. Dewey you gave the example of Sri Lanka and what progress

that country had made, along with some other countries. Can you
give us a short synopsis of the progress Sri Lanka has made?

Ms. D WEY. Sure. Sri Lanka is an example of a country which
has followed what is called the basic needs approach in their devel-
opment strategy; which means that in order for them to get the
most productivity out of their populiition, they believed that they
needed to work on those aspects that limit productivity of the indi-
vidual members of the population. And so they, therefore, concen-
trated on providing broad access to education, primary health care,
and food. And this was done in such a way that all sectors of the
population had access to those improvements.

One of the components of that was the food subsidy program that
Dr. Jarvis mentioned, which was extremely expensive. And for that
reason. in 1979 they had to cut back on that aspect of their pro-
gam. But by that time, the population had already seen significant
improvements in reducing infant mortality and in improving
health cart' and the statistics. And I mentioned to you that life ex-
pectancy in Sri Lanka is on the order of 70 years, which is very
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close to what it is in this country. And this is with the GNP vastly,
vastly lower. So, they've made very, great progress.

I think maybe Dr..Jarvis would like to also discuss this. But oneof the great questions among development experts is whether one
can take this approach, the basic needs approach, and still have
the resources left for long-term economic growth; in other words, is
there a tradeoff between the short-run improvements that may be
very costly to achieve and long-term economic growth?

Do you want to talk about that?
Mr. JARVIS. That is, indeed, a controversy. I guess I would have

to respond somewhat from the heart as well as the head.
It is obvious from some countries like Sri Lanka, which has not

grown particplarly rapidly but has grown in the midst of the imple-
mentation of these basic needs programs which have had very sub-
stantial impact on the population, that you can do it. China is an-other country which, with a very different political system, has
grown very rapidly at the same time that it has provided a widevariety of basic public needs to its population. I think the difficulty
is to get the political commitment from governments so that they
really want to transfer resources to their poor, and then carry out
intelligent policy analysis to find out What are the resources that
you have available? What are your most crying needs?" and go
after those first, trying to get, in some sense, the most for your
money.

There are limits, but clearly most countries could do vastly morethan what they currently are doing.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. TONY P. HALL. Mr. Emerson.
Mr. EMERSON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Redder, what has been the experience of your organization

in raising funds for your work? Are there particular groups or or-
ganizations in the private sector that take an interest in grassroots
and self- sufficiency oriented programs such as yours?

Mr. REDDER. Yes, indeed, there are. Most of our funds come from
private donors. Fifty percent come from individual donors around
the United States. And, then, we get funds also from foundations
and corporations, about 17 percentchurches 16 percent. And wealso get funds from the Agency for International Development,
which is about 25 percent. So basically, we can say that 75 percent
of our funds come from private sources, and there is a lot of inter-
est in development overseas and in the United States.

Mr. TONY P. HALL. Mr. Fazio.
Mr. FAzio. I would like to perhaps ask Kay Dewey and then

others to join in in response to this.
We've talked both here and outside duriig lunch about trying to

condition foreign aid, to a certain extent, to induce policies in coun-
tries that we assist. Conditions that do, in fact, make some internal
reforms and concentrate on the problems of people who we all
identify as most in need of nutritional assistance. But we also know
that sometimes political realities make either the condition of aid
or the willingness of those countries to agree to those conditions
difficult fbr us to accomplish.
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Would you comment on: No. 1, the political efficacy of setting
conditions. No. 2, what are the most important, as you see them?
And perhaps we can go on from there.

Ms. DEWEY. OK. I m sure other people will want to respond as
well.

I think that Dr. Mc Calla addressed this morning the problem of
disincentive effects that food aid can cause by depressing agricul-
tural prices for the foods thatare imported. And I think there are
ways around that. However, one other major problem. with food aid
is the fact that tile population that benefits most from it is. the
urban sector, and in many cases the urban middle class even more
than other sectors. And this is probably due to the fact that food is
produced in rural areas of developing countries, and so providing
food aid to the rural sectors is not necessarily the way to go; in
fact, it may depress agricultural prices and hurt the poor farmers
and even landless in rural areas even more than it helps thein.

So, the question becomes: How does one target food aid better to
the people who need it the mostif one, first ,of all, assumes that
food aid is a good way of trying to reduce malnutrition? And maybe
we can get back to that later.

But if you are interested in targeting it, there are a couple of
programs under the title II foOd aid, which only applies to 40 per-
cent of food aid, which are designed as food for work or other types
of programs. Now, sometimes food for work programs are not a
good idea. Because if, for example, people are paid in food for work
on land to increase the productivity of that land, but that land is
not held by the poor people, then, in fact, you may be increasing
inequity in wealth in the rural areas more than you are decreasing
it.

So, if you are, then, to have food for work programs in which the
project which people are paid for in terms of food is to increase pro-
ductivity of land that is commonly held, and, therefore, of benefit
to all of those people, that is one way to target it better. Another
way of targeting it is to provide food as some kind of a payment for
people to increase their employability in training programs, for ex-
ample, where people are then brought into areas and paid in food
for learning some skills that will improve their employability.

Those are ways of targeting food that get more at the root causes
of malnutrition than does just providing food ad lib to a population.
The political impediments to doing that, however, are very great,
because, as we discussed, the urban middle class is often the most
vocal sector in a developing country and it is necessary to placate
or appease that population in some way in order for the govern-
ment to keep power. And, so, I think there are very real con-
straints on taking that tac.

Mr. FAZIO. Dr. Jarvis wants to comment, but I just want to read
a sentence from the concluding paragraph of your remarks. You
said when talking about China, Sri Lanka, Korea:

They were able to make these gains by emphasizing more egalitarian distribution
of land and wealth and by providing broad access to primary health care and educa.
t ion.

What I am hoping to elicit is, do you think we ought to be inter-
fering in the policies of these countries to the point where we pro-
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mote land distribution, land reform, this sort of thing, before we
provide assistance specifically?

Ms. DEWEY. I think our foreign policy, in general, should be di-
rected at encouraging those schemes. I think you would run into
great political obstacles in the United States, however, if you made
those conditions on food aid. Because it hasn't yet been emphasized
enough, I don't think, that the main objective of U.S. Public Law
480 food aid is to get rid of surplus production of U.S. farmers and
not, necessarily, to feed the hungry in the Third World. And until
we decide what our objectives really are in terms of food aid, I
don't think we can necessarily say that those conditions are going
to be feasible.

Mr. FAZIO. And the problems of the receiver countries go beyond
simply the urban middle class, too, because I'm sure there are
people who have a vested interest, say, in land holdings in rural
parts of those countries that have a direct interest as well.

Ms. DEWEY. You know, I mean, ultimately the objective of food
aid, in terms of alleviating malnutrition, would be to wean coun-
tries off of that food aid, so that they could produce their own food,
and, therefore, not need it any more. But that is directly contrary
to the objective of food aid in terms of producing U.S. surplus pro-
duction.

Mr. REDDER. I would just say that I support that 100 percent, and
add to that that food aid, the bottom line of food aid, is a short-
term solution to hunger in any case, and that unless food is target-
ed, or policies are targeted toward doing something to encourage
the agricultural production in countries and increasing the level of
income in those kinds of things, that all of the food aid that we are
able to get will be of naught in a short period of time, that it really
has to be targeted to something that's going to be replace that. Be-
cause if you give food for 2 years and then you stop, what is going
to replace it? There has to be something there.

And even in cases of disaster, in natural disasterI can cite a
case in Guatemala when they had the earthquake; I believe it was
in 1977, 1978, in there, maybe earlier. But Guatemala had just ex-
perienced the largest single corn crop that they'd ever had in their
life, and also bean crop; they had a production that was outstand-
ing. And there was plenty of food available to take care of the
emergency, but in our goodheartedness here in the United States,
we shipped down tons of corn, and tons of beans, and demolished
the market for the farmers who were there, who we were supposed
to be helping, and made it almost impossible for them to get rid of
their bumper crop.

Mr. JARVIS. One of the points frequently made by practitioners
as well as academics is about disposal versus commitment, and that
many people are putting an emphasis on productive use of food aid
whereby that assistance is channeled to build up their production
capacity. Usually, to do that you have to have some program which
is established over a number of years, with some continuity, so that
you can do planning and long-term investment. Food which is dis-
posed on an intermittent basis, given for 1 year or 2 and then
taken away, frequently causes more problems than benefits.

We could also do a great deal more to help these countries by
emphasizing the small farmers. That means, particularly, develop-
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ing technology for those small farmerswhich we don't do, or do
much too littleand also by emphasizing employment. Many of the
poorest are obviously those who are landless, and assistance which
goes to small farmers assists them indirectly, primarily through
giving more employment. These farmers use technologies which
are much more labor intensive than the large farmers. So you can
make a large contribution in the intermediate run through appro-
priate government policies which are aimed at benefiting this par-
ticular group within the agricultural sector.

Mr. TONY P. HALL. Mr. Fazio.
Mr. FAZIO. If I could just add, it is probably also a benefit to do-

mestic farmers to have a consistent export market, too, instead of
having the ebbs and flows of foreign markets as we've seen in
recent years.

I would like to ask a question of several of you. Perhaps the best
person to start would be Dr. Halsted. We talked a bit this morning,
and it is Certainly a topical issue, about population control. There
have been some changes proposed in our own administration's
policy in this area. My sense is we tend to look from idiological per-
spectives in our own country.

I'm looking for some information as to when the most effective
population-control programs can take place, and what interest we
should have in promotion, and how much stock we should place
upon them as we look to the future of the burgeoning growth in
the Third World, particularly among the lesser developed coun-
tries, of populations that we heard described this morning. For ex-
ample, there's an under 15-44 percent, or almost 50 percent of the
total.

Mr. HALSTED. I think Dr. Dewey made the point that high infant
mortality does not solve the problem of population control, since
the first indication of the improverished parents is to replace the
dead child with another. From the UNICEF report, it is apparent
that population control and spacing the intervals between children
has a major impact on reducing infant mortality, and, subsequent-
ly, reducing overaq illness and mortality for the population.

So, your question relates to where the proper target for emphasis
on population control? I agree that education, in particular on
birth-control measures and the need to space out their families, is
absolutely essential.

Ms. DEWEY. I'd just like to add that I think that one can't expect
people to limit their families until they are economically able to do
so and still have some security and a livelihood. Many poor fami-
lies rely on their children to work their land later in life or to pro-
vide other sources of income. And also, as was mentioned, if there's
a high mortality of their children, they need to have a large family
in order to make up for that. So, I think that you can't necessarily
encourage family planning until people have security to have small
families. And many studies have shown that when they do have
that security, they will voluntarily limit their family size.

There are some exceptions to that; for example, where there are
cultural reasons for people to have large families, and, in particu-
lar, to have large numbers of male children. And I think education
can go a long way in working on those aspects. But I think the eco-
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nomic aspects of limiting families has to be a part of any emphasis
on family planning.

Mr. TONY P. HALL. We want to thank you for your time and for
your excellent testimony. .As we stated today, we might have some
questions that we would like to submit to you for response. Thank
you for coming.

We will start now with the third panel, Dr. Allen Marr, dean of
the graduate studies and research office at the University of Cali-
fornia at Davis, and Dr. Irma Adelman, professor of agricultural
economics with the College of Natural Resources at the University
of California at Berkeley will discuss the fundamental role univer-
sities can take to alleviate world hunger. They will place particular
emphasis on title XII, the famine prevention and freedom from
hunger section of the Foreign Assistance Act of 1961.

STATEMENT OF ALLEN G. MARK, DEAN, GRADUATE STUDIES AND
RESEARCH, UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA AT DAVIS

Mr. MARR. Mr. Chairman, members .of the committee, ladies, and
gentlemen, I am Allen G. Marr, as you've heard dean of graduate
studies and research of the University of California at Davis. Since
1975, I'N;e been responsible for executive management oVinterna-
tional programs on the Davis campus. I'm a bureaucrat.

The Davis campus of the university is one of the leading univer-
sities in international programs in the United States. Our students
are drawn worldwide, our faculty have studied in most of the coun-
tries of the world. And currently, as you've heard, we have pro-
grams in Egypt, Morocco, Kenya, Mexico, Brazil, Peru, and Indone-
sia.

We were the first university to enter into a host-country contract
and the first to manage a collaborative research support program
under title XII. Our international programs have been mainly in
technical agriculture. In Egypt, we introduced tomatoes, as you've
heard much about, established facilities for propagation of olives
and dates, restored beekeeping, increased rice yields. In western
Kenya, we are introducing the dairy goat. In Peru, we are working
to improve the flocks from the highland range. All of these pro-
grams have involved collaborative research with local scientists
and the training of students to become the next generation of sci-
entists as well as the direct transfer of, we hope, useful technology
to these developing countries.

To a lesser extent we've been involved in policy and economic
analysisas Dr. McCalla mentioned this morning. In Egypt, we've
collaborated with Egyptian economists to examine such matters as
price policy, farm labor, trade, and marketing. This effort has not
only produced policy analyses for use by the Egyptian Government
but also trainee a whole new generation of economists who are con-
tinuing this important work.

Unfortunately, less often we have worked with the farmers in
the sense of developing a real understanding of the basis of the
choices they make in their daily liveschoices which I'm convinced
are collectively critical to the future nutritional welfare of their
country.
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Research universities such as the University of California are
centers of inquiry. Our mission is the search for new knowledge
and understanding. We can be expected to be successful partici-
pants in. international development only insofar as our participa-
tion connects to that central mission. There is much that we can do
collectively, but there is very much more that we and other univer-
sities are simply unable to do.

One of the reasons that the Davis campus began its organized
international programs was the assumption that such engagement
would offer our faculty and our students an opportunity for schol
arship and for a broader perspective of contemporary issues; and
this objective certainly has been achieved. Another reason was the
humanitarian and moral consideration that we might help mitigate
hunger. In fact, in 1974, just before we began our organized inter-
national programs, the campus published a report entitled "The
Hungry WorldA Challenge to Agriculture," in which the popula-
tion and food status of the world were projected into the future by
a task force of faculty from several fields. This study had a great
deal to do with our choice of greater engagement in international
affairs. Thus far, the effects of our efforts in reducing hunger have
been, to say the least, marginal.

In considering ways in which this and other universities might
be more effective in an overall strategy to relieve hunger let me
ask that we focus not on global strategies or on the immediate
relief of hunger in a country in crisis but on a country with chronic
malnutrition: Too many people, too little food. Technical assistance
to the agricultural sector may yield more food but alleviation of
hunger, if it occurs at all, will likely be short lived. The gains made
will be lost to an increasing population.

In its simplest terms a strategy might involve some combination
of population limitation, trade to produce foreign exchange to
import food, and increased domestic food production. Even in its
simplest is such a strategy would involve several entities: The
foreign go%.1rnment, the U.S. Government, international agencies
such as FAO and the World Bank, scientists and scholars from U.S.
universities collaborating with counterparts in the foreign country.
The role of U.S. universities would be not only the familiar one of
providing technical assistance but also to develop and analyze eco-
nomic and social policy options. The main difference between this
sketch and most of our present programs is that the focus is not
singularly on food production but on all of the main factors which
affect the nutrition of the people. The Davis campus has just now a
team of faculty planning such a program.

Mr. Chairman, members of the committee, hunger is terrible
beyond description. I spent my childhood on an Indian reservation
in Oklahoma in the 1930's. I attended a one-room school with a pot-
belly stove on which boiled a pot of beans. For many of the chil-
dren in that school the hot lunch was most if not all the food they
had for all day. Some had the swollen bellies symptomatic of chron-
ic malnutrition. Some died later of disease which, as Dr. Halsted
has pointed out, is the sequel. This is the stuff of nightmares.

Thank you.
Mr. TONY P. HALL. Thank yoli.
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RicspoNsks TO QUESTIONS FOR ALLEN G. MARK

QUESTIONS SUBMITTED BY HON. MICKEY LELAND

Question. One of the most important ways to increase the capacity of developing
countries to combat hunger and improve agriculture is to train individuals from
those countries to carry out the work of development. Do you feel that traditional
Ph.D. programs provide appropriate training for foreign students from. developing
countries?

Answer. My answer is a qualified yes. Ph.D. training of foreign students from de-
veloping countries should be part of a total training programsee below. Ph.D.
training in the United States or Europe provides the developing country with a
cadre of' faculty for their universities and scientists for their research institutes who
can and do improve their educational and research programs and maintain contact
with colleagues abroad. Countries such as Egypt, India, and Pakistan have made
great advantage of Ph.D. training in Europe and the United States. In my opinion,
in many of the developing countries Ph.D. training has been insufficient to support
an appropriate level of indigenous education and research.

Question. Can you suggest any alternative ways to prepare foreign students to
help solve problems of development?

Answer. The alternp,t,ives are many and should be selected to suit the needs of the
country. For exam*, piping the 1960's most of the graduate training of students
from Latin America was at the master's level. This strategy was chosen to provide a
maximum number of teachers and technicians. For many countries postdoctoral
training of mid-career scientists could be used to greater advantage. Finally, I have
found that training programs in the developing country for the personnel participat-
ing in collaborative research and development can be done at low cost and to great
benefit.

QUESTIONS SUBMITTED BY HON. TONY P. HALL

Question. What are the advantages and disadvantages of universities undertaking
title XII grants?

Answer. In my testimony I mentioned that benefit to our faculty and students of
opportunities for scholarship and for obtaining a broader perspective of contempo-
rary issues. These represent significant advantages to a research university. Mem-
bers of our faculty who have participated in title XII programs abroad report signifi-
cant benefits to their teaching and research. For some of our faculty in both the
natural and social sciences the opportunity to do research and participate in devel-
opment abroad is centrally important to their professional development. ?he main
disadvantage to a university participating in a title XII grant is the effort. re .aired
to comply with a myriad of regulations and practices of USAID. The administrative
burden is far greater than that imposed by other Federal agencies which sponsor
programs in U.S. universities. A second disadvantage results from the large and
complex effort needed to provide logistical support to programs abroad.

Question. What changes would you recommend in structuring university contribu-
tions to development assistance?

Answer. First, I recommend changing the body of regulation so that universities
can operate development in a manner similar to that of other federally sponsored
programs. Second, I recommend logistical support from USAID missions abroad.

I take this opportunity to thank you and the members of the Select Committee on
Hunger for providing me with an opportunity to testify. I consider the alleviation of
world hunger as coequal in importance to the fundamental to establishing world
peace. It would be an honor to be of further service to your committee.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Marr appears at the conclusion
of the hearing, see p. 187.]

Mr. TONY P. HALL. Dr. Adelman.

STATEMENT OF IRMA ADELMAN, PROFESSOR, UNIVERSITY OF
CALIFORNIA AT BERKELEY

Ms. ADELmAN. I have been asked to talk about the role that uni-
versities can play in the attack on or alleviation of world hunger.
My message is going to be both positive and negative. First, I would
like to survey the kind of instruments that have been evolved for
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universities to participate in the solution of the developing world's
problems, and in the process, to give you my assessment of their
cost effectiveness.

One instrument which was, in fact, the first instrument was con-
tract research. What it involved is direct contract with a university
to put together a team to provide technical assistance on some
problem or other to some country or other. That has not been terri-
bly effective. The reason is that, basically, universities are not well
organized for the R&D phase of research. They are not well orga-
nized to sell a product, such as technical assistance. And the reason
for that is systemic and not something that universities should
remedy in their own structure; because to remedy it would vitiate
their primary function, which is research and teaching.

The difficulties are that the nature of the system of incentives
facing university professors and the talents that they possess are
not well suited to the chemical assistance efforts. As to the systems
of incentives, professors get brownie points for advancing the state
of knowledge, not for disseminating known knowledge. What they
are being asked to do in the technical assistance phase is, essential-
ly, to take known technology and disseminate it. That does not
bring brownie points in terms of scientific publications, and,
indeed, it is an effort which both younger people and midcareer
people at universities undertake at their own risk.

The other major reason why universities are not good at that
kind of effort is that we do not have a system of accountability
which is built into our structure, which would permit individual Y
to undertake a contract to do something or other, using the serv-
ices of colleague X, and ensure that colleague X performs according
to the stipulated terms of the contract undertaken by professor Y.
The employment contract of professor X is with the university, not
with professor Y. Each individual in a university is a law unto him-
self or herself under the bannerwhich I supportor academic
freedom. Therefore, if somebody performs even outrageously on a
particular outside contract there is no way in which the university
as an institution can hold him or her accountable.

Third, administrative talent is scarcescarcest of all in universi-
ties. These kinds of projects stretch the administrative talent avail-
able even under the best of circumstances, because they involve
long-term and long-range supervision under conditions which are
very difficult and in which the "manager" does not have either full
responsibility or full control over what's going on. He cannot hire
or fire, he cannot increase or decrease compensation.

So, the upshot of it is that, in my view, the first instrument is
not a good instrument for involving universities in providing tech-
nical assistance to developing countries. The same thing is, I'm
afraid, even truer for title XII programs. The reasons are the ones
stated plus the even greater administrative burden that is placed
on the host institution or combination of institutions in trying to
organize, manage, and monitor the large-scale collaborative pro-
grams which are intended for institution building and for the pro-
vision of direct technical assistance.

I'm afraid that in my experience all parties to these kinds of pro-
grams come away disappointed. The commissioning institution
feels that the university has not lived up to its contractual ar-
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rangements, the host country feels that it has not gotten out of this
what it is that they want, and the researchers involved in the pro-
gram wish that they had had the discretion a priori not to get in-
volved in the first place.

I'm afraid I can think of no exception to the above statement,
and I would welcome being enlightened to the contrary.

The third kind of vehicle which has been established with uni-
versities is one to provide direct training and do direct research.
Now, that one, to my mind, has been quite successful wherever it
has been attempted. The kind of model I'm thinking of is the pro-
gram established by Vanderbilt University for training, at both the
masters and Ph.D. levels, of individuals from developing countries.
It's a program which has been going for about 30 years, was prob-
ably the first such established in this country, and by now has in
its graduates a network of current and former finance ministers,
planning ministers, et cetera, spread throughout the developing
world. Another such program which was also quite successful was
the one that was established at Williams to provide shorter term
training.

One of the most cost-effective forms of foreign assistance was the
very early program which was established at Berkeley to train In-
donesians, which has numbered the Indonesian Minister of Plan-
ning among its graduates, and which has successfully staffed all
the major universities and programs of Indonesia. So, what I would
urge the committee to consider is the establishment of one, or two,
or three regional centers for that kind of training. These centers
would combine both individuals from developing countries, midca-
reer or students, degree or nondegree, and provide training for U.S.
nationals in problems of development. It would also foster research
into problems of hunger, malnutrition, income distribution, and de-
velopment policy.

This kind of effort is very much needed. At the moment I can
think of a large number of such institutes in developing countries
funded to the level of $5 million or more annually. I can think of
no such institute funded at anything like that level in any of the
OECD countries. What that means is that, once my generation dies
out, we, in the industrial world, will have difficulty replacing the
current stock of development specialists and keeping the increase
in knowledge going.

The final mechanism for involving members of universities in as-
sistance to developing countries is a mechanism which I have used,
personally, often, which is that of consulting on a specific, rather
well defined problem, for either AID, or an international agency, or
for a host government directly. What is done is tb write a special
services contract with a particular friendly member, in which the
individual involved undertakes a fairly specific task with a fairly
specific product, and is not involved in designing, administering,
and organizing the program, just in providing technical input
where expertise is needed. There are no problems of organization,
there are no problems of accountability. The contractor is in con-
trol and the individual faculty member involved is completely re-
sponsible fbr either success or failure.

What I am urging is in line with the newer forms of technical
assistance, which by and large do not call for a transfer of knoi,v1-
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edge but rather for a transfer of problem-solving ability. The best
way in which universities can contribute to the development effort
of LDC's is by doing that for which they are, themselves, organized
and which they know how to do best; namely, teaching, and re-
search. Their host contribution lies in training the current and
next generations to solve their own development problems in their
own behalf.

Mr. Tony P. HALL. Thank you.

RESPONSES TO QUESTIONS FOR IRMA ADELMAN

QUESTION SUBMITTED BY HON. MICKEY LELAND

Question. How within the traditional university framework, can career incentives
and rewards be given to researchers who focus on local needs in host cou Aries? .

Answer. No response received.

QUESTIONS SUBMITTED BY HON. TONY P. HALL

Question. Dr. Adelman, can you, through your vast experience in poverty, agricul-
tural development, and economic planning, comment on the capacity of universities
engaged in development problems to succeed in the areas they have undertaken? In
other words, what is your assessment of the American university aystem ik 'produc-
ing scholars that concentrate on development studies?

Answer. No response received.
Question. What proportion of AID money is going into the hiring of indigenous

scholars or technicans?
Answer. No response received.

Mr. TONY P. HALL. Questions of the witness?
Mr. Leland
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Chairman, thank you.
Dr. Adelman, in your opinion what can be done about the fact

that university faculty working on collaborative research projects
are constrained by the need to do research which they can publish
in professional journals here at home?

Ms. ADELMAN. Nothing; nor should there be. What I am saying is
university faculty they should not be induced to place themselves
in a situation in which their own career patterns conflict with the
collaberative research obligations which they have undertaken.
This requires their engaging in the kinds of compromises which are
not likely to satisfy either the donors nor themselvesnor their
own interests. What they should do is decouple the two functions.

The CHAIRMAN. I'm sorry?
Ms. ADELMAN. Decouple.
The CHAIRMAN. Decouple.
Ms. ADELMAN. What they should do is one, provide technical as-

sistance under a special services contract, which can be regarded as
a public service activity, and in which their exposure is limited,
and two, do their research as research. They should not try to pre-
tend that technical assistance is research or that research is tech-
nical assistance.

The CHAIRMAN. How, within the traditional university frame-
work, can career incentives and rewards be given to researchers
who focus on local needs in host countries?

Ms. ADELMAN. Well, take the University of California. The Uni-
versity of California has three criteria for advancement. One crite-
rion is research; the second criterion is teaching; the third is public
service. Certainly, in personal advancement at the University of
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California sotne weight is given to public service, whether in the
United States or abroad. However, the ranking is: Research first,
teaching second, public service third.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you.
Mr. TONY P. HALL. Mr. Fazio.
'Mr. FAZIO. I'm interested, since we've had some brief exposure to

one aspect of the CRSP this morning, in your feeling as to where
this fits into the future role of the university. Do you see this as a
model that we ought to be pursuing? Eitgr of you.

Ms. ADELMAN. Well, to the extent that it is a relatively well spec-
ified kind of CRSP which meshes' in with particular research and
expertise interests, I can see that selective, careful use Can be made
of this instrument. But I caution against the kind of overarching
unwieldly, not well specified kinds of CRSP's.

Mr. TONY P. HALL. Any comment?
Mr. MARR. I df.Al't entirely agree with the position that my col-

league from Berkeley has taken. I don't entirely disagree either.
So, in addition to answering that particular question about CRSP's,
I would like to return to the broader question of whether or not
universities can effectively participate in technical assistance.

First off, it depends on what we mean by technical assistance. If
it is merely the delivery of instruction in some foreign country
training programsor technology transfer, then I think, if that's
all there is, you're quite right. For some of our scholars, for those
whose specialty is in animal disease, for example, work abroad may
be the best choice they can make as far as furthering their own
scholarship. And there may even be fields of economicsyour field,
I guessin which that could be the case.

The question, really, rests on those who are in the 'middle
ground, who are involved in programs that are, let's say,, a cut
above ordinary technical assistance and perhaps not the frontier of
research in their field. Can it be, for them, an experience which is
both personally and intellectually rewarding?

To my pleasure and surprise, those many faculty at Davis who've
participated in such programs have said yes. Not every one of them
has, but that has been the prevailing view, that it has been some-
thing personally, intellectually, and professionally enriching. It's a
mixed bag, but some of them say it's a good thing. Again, I point
out that is not merely a cut-and-dried delivery of training pro-
grams or of technology transfer, but something involving collabora-
t ion with counterparts which have some significant intellectual
content.

As to CRSP we know a lot about them in the sense that we've
been running the very first one there was. They are unwieldy to
manage for curt . At least the one we are managing is unwieldy to
manage. And it points out, I think, a matter that universities may
not be the best managers of large, diverse programs.

It may well be that the motive of participation, which is optimal
for our faculty. is something other than anything anyone has men-
tioned so far. Maybe we need a new cut at that. I am leary of ex-
tensive participation of faculty in private consulting agreements
that run separate from their university life. I think there is a
hazard in having too much of that. I believe the level of satisfac-
tion of university faculty whom I know from nine different univer-
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sities participating in CRSP's is very high. I still feel it is an awk-
ward bureaucratic instrument to try to administer.

Mr. FAZIO. Allan, excuse me. I wonder if you would perhaps be
saying as I think I have heard the people with Meals for Millions
say, that we do our best work when we get closest to the ground
and most specifically involved with problems sometimes very
unique to given regions, and perhaps some of our worst work when
were talking about broadest conceptual problems, even when you
limit it to, say, a type of life style.

Now, are you saying that the university's experience, even in
these projects that you've described as unwieldy, is best when its
most specifically targeted to a given problem?

Mr. MARR. It's really not fulfilling the concept of the CRSP
that's the problem, it's the intricate, bureaucratic detail required of
a manager that I'm addressing. I think the scheme is really pretty
good: The idea is to encourage faculty to undertake research of the
highest sort in an area such as beans and cowpeas or sheep and
goats, which have, as ethers have pointed out, been overlooked by
scholars, by and large, and yet they're critically important to
people in developing countries.

I might add that in medicine the diseases that are most serious
problems in developing countries are barely touched by medical re-
search in the United States. So in the sense that these have been
vehicles for directing attention of good scholars to problems that
have been sort of passed over, it's a first-rate idea. The details of
management that have have been fashioned by BIFAD and USAID,
and American universities, are a nightmare.

Mr. FAZIO. Well, just briefly then, if we set up an administ:ative
agency to bring in academicians for specific research and training
requirements, would the universities be as likely to participateif
we had another governmental agency, perhaps an offshoot of AID
or someone else?

Mr. MARR. I'd like to duck the full weight of that question and
answer a cousin of it. [Laughter.]

The cousin is: Is there a Federal agency that understands how to
work with universities in this area?

Mr. FAZIO. Or vice versa. [Laughter.]
Mr. MARR. One of 9, friends in USAID once said that "research

universities really can t work with AID." Think about that for a
minute. I believe we need to have a fix here, either somewhat
deeper understanding of us by them or some modification of us in
order to work with them. There is a problem yet unresolved.

Mr. TONY P. HALL. Further questions?
[No response.]
Mr. TONY P. HALL. If not, thank you.
We will now hear from remaining witnesses of the third panel.
The first witness will be Gretta Goldenman. She is coordinator of

food first education projects which have developed a world-hunger
education curriculum for sixth grade students. Ms. Goldenman will
discuss the importance of world-hunger education and will describe
the sixth grade curriculum, food first and development.

.ccompanying Ms. Goldenman is Judith McGovern, a teacher
. .ini Roosevelt Middle School in San Francisco. She will discuss
their experience with this curriculum.
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Janet Lindgram, a member of the California School Board Asso-
ciation, was scheduled to testify today on the world-hunger educa-
tion. We have received word, though, that she is unable to testicy.

Also here is Diane Brooks. She is manager of the history and
social studies unit within the California Department of Education.
Ms. Brooks has been involved in developing curriculums that in-
clude world-hunger education.

We also have Joyce Buchholz, the director of the schools program
for the World Affairs Council in northern California and codirector
of the Bay Area Global Education Project.

The last two witnesses will speak on public awareness education:
Anita Mermel, director of the Overseas Education Fund, west coast
division, Los Angeles, CA, and Beverly Tangri, director of research,
the Hunger Project, San Francisco, CA.

We will begin with Ms. Goldenman.

STATEMENT OF GRE1TA GOLDENMAN, COORDINATOR, FOOD
FIRST EDUCATION PROJECT, INSTITUTE FOR FOOD AND DE-
VELOPMENT POLICY

MS, GOLDENMAN. I am with the Institute for Food and Develop-
ment Policy, a nonprofit research and educational center. We just
published the "Food First Curriculum" in May of this year.

I want to talk today about four points: Why it is important to
teach children about hunger, misconceptions about hunger that
we're trying to prevent from being instilled in children, a little
about the "Food First Curriculum' itself, and our experiences in
introducing the curriculum into public school classrooms.

As to why it is important to teach children about hunger, I sug-
gest that we cannot avoid the subject. As one inner city teacher
told us: "These children know about hunger already. They see
people taking garbage from the cans in the schoolyard, but nobody
talks about it."

Not only is hunger visible but children themselves are dispropor-
tionately affected by hunger. Though one out of seven Americans
overall lives below the poverty line and, thus, at risk from hunger,
among children the proportion is one out of five. And for a minori-
ty child in a female-headed household, the chances of living in pov-
erty are four out ()Hive.

But all too often the concerns children have about hunger are
not taken seriously. And the idea that hunger is an insuperable
problem and that individuals can have little impact is instilled
early on.

This is a tragedy, because we feel that learn lig about hunger
and its causes can be the starting point for a deeper understanding
of other social problems, and for the development of skills and atti-
tudes fundamental to building a nation with a genuine citizen-in-
volved democracy.

The challenge, then, is how can we talk about hunger without
engendering feelings of helplessness and despair? And how can we
teach children that change is, indeed, possible?

In our experience at the institute, we found that people overcome
despair as they learn why hunger persists in the midst of plenty.
But to get to this understanding, it is necessary to break through
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some of the many misconceptions about hunger, myths that are
perpetuated in the media and even in texts used in the classroom.

Hunger, as we've heard various speakers affirm today, is not
caused by scarcity; there is plenty of food worldwide for all.
Hunger is not caused by overpopulation. There's no correlation be-
tween population density and the presence of hunger in a given so-
ciety. Hunger is not caused by the laziness of the poor. To survive
in a harsh world requires immense effort when you're deprived of
resources.

Hunger has less to do with the physicid limits of this planet than
with human-created systems that perpetuate unfairness. People are
hungry because they do not have access to food-producing re-
sources, whether land, or credit, or jobs.

Since unfairness is at the root of hunger, the solution cannot be
to increase food production, per se. Studies by the United Nations
have shown that where the Green Revolution was introduced with-
out addressing differences in land ownership, access to credit, or
other inequities, poverty and hunger actually deepened even' as
crop yields went up. Foreign aid, when given to a government that
is, itself, part of an inequitable system, will not reach the poor but
will end up strengthening the very forces the hungry must change
in order to achieve access to the resources they need. For instance,
despite $3 billion poured into the Philippines in bilateral and mul-
tilateral aid over the past decade, the average Filipino has less to
eat today than 10 years ago.

So, once we grasp that hunger is caused by unfairness, we begin
to see that the solution to hunger is to create more equitable and
democratic societies where self-reliance is encouraged and where
people are ensured access to the resources they need to feed them-
selves. As parents and educators, we have a choice about what we
teach our children. They can learn that inequity is inevitable and
they can become cynical and apathetic, or we can reinforce their
natural impulses toward fairness.

Since the institute's founding, we have been asked by parents
and educators for materials designed for children. So, first we in-
ve!stigated what is available out there for children. We reviewed
over 90 resources. Although many materials had excellent exer-
cises building an awareness of hunger, very few tackled the much
more difficult question of why hunger existed and what we as indi-
viduals could do. Perhaps even worse, almost all painted a picture
of the Third World poor as helpless and passive, needing our assist-
ance in order to be fed. So we decided to produce the "Food First
Curriculum.-

Laurie Rubin. who is here today. when a graduate student at the
iniversity or California here at Davis. conceptualized and wrote

the curriculum as her masters project in community development.
The "Food First Curriculum- teaches children to ask questions

about the world. It teaches that the way to end hunger is to work
toward greater participation and fairness. It teaches cooperative
problem-solving skills. so that the process of learning itself is part
of the solution. One unit seeks to instill appreciation of different
cultures and different point of view. One unit looks at farming, an-
other at food processing and marketing.
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The unit on global hunger investigates the root causes of this
tragedy. One activity, for instance, looks at the relationship be-
tween population and hunger through a puppet play that demon-
strates how family size is affected by different cultures. Children
learn that economic necessity, not ignorance, causes parents in
rural societies to have large families, and that the poor are people
with dignity who deserve our respect.

"Who's Hungry in the U.S.A.?" is another unit that brings atten-
tion to how some groups of Americans are more likely to go hungry
than others. A simulation game, for instance, Making Ends
Meet," helps children to understand that being unemployed or
having a limited income makes it hard for people to buy enough
food, even though they may be hard working and intelligent.

The last unit, "What Can We Do?" is perhaps the most impor-
tant section of all. Children learn concrete citizenship skills, such
as letterwriting to congressional representatives and community
education. In the activity "What Does Change Mean?" children are
asked to describe changes that they have seen in their own class-
room during the year, and then to expand that to include changes
in their neighborhoods, in their cities, their country, the world.
They compare changes for the better with changes for the worse.
They are asked to imagine how it feels to be an agent for change as

. opposed to being a recipient of change.
One teacher told. us that she was moved by how powerful this ac-

tivity was, because her class found out that by working together
they could effect more significant changes than by working alone.

What are some of the reactions we see to the curriculum? First,
that children respond enthusiastically to being asked to deal with
real life and not a made-up problem. Many teachers have praised
the "Food First Curriculum' for its openendedness; children are
not told what to think but they're asked to deal with problems that
have no easy answers. This stimulates intense classroom discus-
sion.

Other teachers accustomed to textbooks and worksheets with
specific questions and answers have found this aspect of the cur-
riculum uncomfortably demanding. It does ask a lot of a teacher:
An overview of the subject, the ability to lead discussion, and the
courage to admit that one does not know all the answers.

One difficulty we've had in approaching schools and teachers
about teaching about world hunger is that they're afraid of the
topic because it deals with questions of values. For some teachers
that carries the threat of being controversial, of moving beyond
rote subjects into areas of uncertainty. To that concern we have
pointed out that more and more educators today are calling for the
introduction of higher thinking skills into the classroom, including
synthesis and value formation.

Another difficulty we found is that public schools are under in-
creasing pressure for accountability, and often their reaction has
been to implement more rigid curricula restraints, limiting
teachers' ability to use outside materials like the "Food First Cur-
riculum". This rigidity often makes the classroom a boring and ir-
relevant environment for students.

I just want to contrast this with some of the experiences the chil-
dren have had with the "Food First Curriculum." One teacher called
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some of the activities food first math and she watched her children
grasp concrete mathematics, skills like percentages and graphing,
unusually quickly because these skills were being applied to topics
that the children really wanted to learn about.

In our efforts at the institute to get the Food First Curriculum
into as many classrooms as possible, the institute is faced with a
considerable challenge. As a small nonprofit center we do not have
the resources of most educational publishers and must largely rely
on individual teachers, administrators, and parents who are sympa-
thetic to the issue of world hunger.

When I reflect on the larger question about how to get the issue
of world hunger taught in classrooms across the country, I recall
that it took nearly a decade for the gains of the civil rights move-
ment, for instance, to be reflected in texts and classrooms across
the country. So, perhaps the greatest contribution that you here on
this committee can make, is to bring about a similar national
awareness that hunger is, indeed, a growing crisis, that this crisis
is unnecessary, and that we do have the power to change the un-
fairness that underlies this tragedy. This national awareness
would, indeed, help concerned parents and teachers in their efforts
to ensure that the facts about world hunger, as well as the skills
and values that are needed to build a more fair and democratic so-
ciety, reach every child in America's public schools.

Thank you.
Mr. TONY P. HALL. Thank you.

RESPONSES TO QUESTIONS FOR GRETTA GOLDENMAN

QUESTION SUBMITTED BY HON. TONY P. HALL.

Question. Have you developed any other world hunger education programs or cur-
riculums? What have been the results of these programs?

Answer. The Food First Curriculum for sixth grade students is the first education-
al tool developed by the Institute for Food and Development Policy specifically for
use in the school classroom.

Currently we are developing and classroom testing a 2-week curriculum of teach-
ing materials for the high school classroom based on World Hunger: Ten Myths. We
hope to publish these materials for general circulation in the summer of 1985. We
will also he distributing a Food First Source List for the College Classroom within
the next several months, so that college instructors can more easily determine how
to include material on global hunger and development issues within their courses.

However. instructors on the high school; junior college, and university levels do
already use institute publications as classroom texts on a regular basis. Among the
more popular resources:

1. Food first comic, written and drawn by Leonard Rifts and appropriate for
junior high students on up. We have distributed 20,000 copies of our own edition.
primarily to schools and to the religious community, but an additional 35.000 vet,
sions have been circulated as inserts in the New Internationalist and Seeds maga-
zines Next year it will also be reprinted in its entirety in the Journal of Geography,
which has an audience of social studies and geography teachers.

2. World Hunger: Ten Myths by Frances Moore Lappe and Joseph Collins is our
most widely circulated publication. Total number of copies in print in various edi-
tions and translations is now over half a million. This is being used successfully in
high school and college classrooms across the country.

3. Food First: Beyond the Myth of Scarcity by Frances Moore Lappe and Joseph
Collins with Cary Fowler is considered a comprehensive reference point for any in-
vestigation ,,r the global food problem or other development issues. With over
2o0mon copies in print in hardcover and paperback editions, it continues to be
widely used in college' courses ranging from agricultural economics and political sci-
ence to writing and home economics.

,
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Enclosed is a complete list of those institute publications which are regularly
adopted for college coursework. Though it is difficult to give you a concrete assess-
ment of the results of these books being used as educational resources, I do hope
some of the above circulation figures will give you a sense of the demand for accu-
rately researched and accessible educational materials on the problem of world
hunger.

Note.Material referred to retained in committee files.

QUESTIONS SUBMITTED BY HON. MICKEY LELAND

Question What recommendations would you make to this commit on how we
can help facilitate more public awareness on the importance of unger educa-
tion in the schools?

Answer. In my written testimony submitted in advance of the Davis hearing, I
referred to how it took nearly a decade for the gains of the civil rights movement
and the push to end gender-related stereotypes to begin to be reflected in texts and
other teaching materials. At this point in time, the problem of world hunger has not
yet received the equivalent level of attention in the media and among the public at
large, let alone within the schools of our Nation.

Our first task is to help generate this national awareness that hunger is indeed a
growing crisis. But awareness that hunger exists is not enough. People need to be
aware that this crisisbecause human-createdis not inevitable. People need to
know that charity will not end hunger and that we do have the power to bring
about a more equitable social and economic system that could ensure enough food
for all.

Because of the national prominence your committee holds, you are in a unique
position to stimulate this public awarenessthrough advocating for the rights of the
hungry, through investigating and speaking out about the outrage of hunger in
America as well as overseas, through bold legislation which seeks to change the in-
equity and economic powerlessness at the root of hunger.

In addition to helping to create a national commitment to end this unfairness
which would be reflected in the schools, the Select Committee on Hunger is in a
position to support education about world hunger in more concrete ways. Channels
for funding already exist, such as the Biden-Pell Program you mention. The key
issues are:

(a) That educators be encouraged to not only promote broader awareness of other
cultures, but to examine the roots of problems such as hunger; and

(b) that children, as well as adults, be encouraged to acquire the skills and the
knowledge that will help them as individuals to act to change these inequities.

Question. In 1981, AID initiated the Development Education Program as directed
by the Biden-Pell amendr'ent. The Biden-Pell program responds to the recommen-
dation from the Presidential Commission on World Hunger to increase public
awareness on the issues of world hunger.

Have you requested or received any funding through the Biden-Pell program? If
not, have you considered requesting for such funding?

Answer. With regard to your question about funding available through the Biden-
Pell program, it has been the policy of the institute since its founding not to accept
any Government or corporate funds. We feel this is necessary in order to ensure the
institute's unique role as an independent research, documentation, and education
center.

QUESTIONS SUBMITTED BY HON. BILL. EMERSON

Question. ('an you provide the committee with a description of the activities of
your organization? What are your sources of funding? What was your budget in
198:1 and what is it in 1984?

Answer. Attached is a copy of our Progress Report for.l984 which gives an over-
view of the institute's activities as an independent, not-for-profit research and edu-
cation center.

Our funding conies from individual contributors, small foundationsincluding
churches sales of our publications, and speaking honoraria. Our budget in fiscal
year 1989 totaled $1;37,031; for fiscal year 1984, $710,199.

Question. In addition to the educational activities of your organization described
in your testimony, have you undertaken any other such activities in the past? If so,
please provide the committee with a description of them.

Answer. In response to your question about any additional educational activities
undertaken by the institute in the past, I attach a copy of my response to Congress-
man Tony Hall's question. which covers the same ground.
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Note.--Material referred to retained in committee files.

[The prepared statement of Ms. Goldenman appears at the con-
clusion of the hearing, see p. 190.1

Mr. TONY P. HALL. Are you Judith McGovern.

STATEMENT OF JUDITH C. McGOVERN TEACHER, ROOSEVELT
MIDDLE SCHOOL, ACCOMPANIED BY ELIAS WELSH, STUDENT,
REPRESENTING THE INSTITUTE FOR FOOD AND DEVELOP-
MENT POLICY

Ms. MCGOVERN. Yes. I am Judith McGovern, a teacher at Roose-
velt Middle School in San Francisco.

Last semester I used the Food First Curriculum with my two
sixth grade social studies classes. I was unable to complete the
whole curricula, due to a lack of time, but like to tell you about
why I wanted to use the Food First Curriculum and share some of
the results.

I'm concerned with many issues that I think students need to
study in school but that are hard to approach either because they
are controversial, or seem extremely difficult for sixth graders to
grasp, or simply due to a lack of up-to-date interesting materials.
Learning about world hunger seemed to fit into all three of these
categories, so I had never approached the subject other than one-
period discussions of localized events such as the drought and
famine in Africa.

Our textbooks do not discuss the root causes Of hunger, if, indeed,
hunger is mentioned at al:. At their worst they reinforce common
misconceptions on why people are hungry. The most they do is
mention the Green Revolution, implying that this will solve the
hunger problem eventually.

For the past 5 years, I've used a textbook copyrighted in 1976. It
states: "The Green Revolution is helping farmers around the
world." It goes on to mention positive changes in Mexico, Pakistan,
India, Turkey, and the Philippines. On another page students stud-
ied index numbers of food production for each person between the
years 1961 and 1971, that indicated an increase everywhere in the
world. The implication is that each person received more food; it
didn't mention that in many countries the increased production
due to the Green Revolution is used as export crops and poor
people are no better off than what they were before.

The content is often out of date in many texts that we use. Stu-
dents in my classes last year read that three-fifths of the farmers
in India own less then 5 acres of land, but they didn't read that the
percentage of rural people there with no land has doubled since the
introduction of new technology 20 years ago.

When I saw the Food First Curriculum sampler and I talked to
Laurie Rubin, the author, I was convinced that I wanted to try it. I
was interested in the fact that it was cross disciplinary, not only
involving social studies but also maps, language arts, and other
areas. The activities looked like they would motivate my students.

The students were very enthusiastic about the curriculum. Many
mentioned in June that it had been one of their favorite units
during the year. They learned many new facts. For example, in the
activity of if the world: were a global village of 100 persons, they
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were randonily divided into haves and have-nots. They moved to
various parts of the room when statistics were read out It had a
great impact on them to learn that in their group of 25, only 8
would know how to read, less than 1 would go to collegewe could
never figure out how to get that less than 1 thereand only 12
would have all the food they needed to eat all the time. This simu-
lation personalized the facts.

The students also learned about an alternative to competition in
the cooperation squares game, where, to win, the group had to
share. Some of the activities were especially challenging. A graph-
ing activity compared population density and hunger as measured
by infant mortality rate. For students to grasp that population den-
sity does not necessarily cause hunger, and hunger does not neces-
sarily come from population density, is a major understanding. .My
students were able to see that there was no pattern.

Lively discussions stimulated by the activities had to be cut off at
times, due to the bell. We took much longer than the suggested
time to complete some activities because so many ideas were gener-
ated by this open-ended type of format. Many diverse opinions were
expressed as the students explored new ways of thinking and
became deeply involved in the content of the unit. A very good
aspect of this curriculum is that it is not judgmental, all the opin-
ions of the students are valued.

We ended up visiting a dairy farm and a veal lot, because there
was so much interest in the subject, and also because many stu-
dents had not had the experience of visiting a farm. The dairy
farmer nicely illustrated the food first lesson where have all the
farmers gone? by telling us about the considerable amount of land
he had acquired since taking over the management from his father.
Incidentally, the students paid for the trip themselves, as we have
no money in our school budget for such trips.

I'd like to introduce one of my students to you, Elias Welsh. He'll
fill you in on the student's perspective of the Food First Curricu-
lum.

Elias, what activities did you enjoy the most'?
E. WEISH. Well, I enjoyed the ad and commercial activity, be-

cause we had a lot of original performances and some pretty good
slogans. My favorite was the Jackson Four. We made up four five-
person skits and individual ads like Pippin Apple Co. Their slogan
was, We do Pippins rightand many others.

Anderson Bell, a student who played the piano very well, gath-
ered together three more students and they made up a little rhyme
and jingle about the bad ingredients in junk food. That was the
Jackson Four.

I loved the processed food activity where we testedtasted
three different types of macaroni and cheese: frozenyuck, dehy-
dratedOK, homemadeUm-um. We also had to figure out the
cost difference per pound and solve them about food prices.

Ms. M :GOvERN. Elias, did all the students share your same idea
about the macaroni and cheese? Did they all agree that the home-
made was best.

E. WELSH. No. Some people thought that the frozen was good.
Junk yard.
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The dehydrated was- --some people liked that because they were
used to the stuff that they have at home. That tastes like the regu-
lar stuff. And the homemade, I think, was a little bit too expensive
for some people's taste buds, but they liked that.

Ms. MCGOVERN. What activities made you stop and think the
most?

E. WELCH. The how does the world eat? activity made me think
about how the class situation was connected with the real world
and that some groups really do get a lot of food and others get very
little. In this activity six people got zero Hershey's Kisses, six
people got one Hershey's KissOh, Ms. McGovern passed out the
Hershey's Kisses. [Laughter.]

Ms. MCGOVERN. Randomly.
E. WELSH. Six people got 4 Hershey's Kisses, 5 people got 15

Hershey's Kisses, and 1 per . got 30 Hershey's Kisses. Most of
the people. who got a lot of kisses shared their fortune with the
hungry. Of course, there was a select group that didn't want to
share.

Ms. MCGOVERN. Did your ideas about why people are hungry
change at all?

E. WErsH. Well, my ideas changed because I learned about infant
mortality rates and how that has to do with hunger. Before I was
taught about the food first curriculum, I thought hunger was
caused by over population and poorness; but having been taught, I
learned the real causes are poor distribution, inability to pay back
loans, and malnutrition.

Ms. MCGOVERN. One thing seemed to concern many of the stu-
dents in the class. They just couldn't understand why poor families
in other places in the world had so many children and why they
kept having many children.

Was there something in food first that helped the students un-
derstand?

E. WELCH. Well, in food first you taught us that poor people
often, in rural countries, forced by customs, were married to
produce as many children as the father wants, and in other places,
if they can't produce a male child, they'll be thrown out of the com-
munity in shame and never be allowed to come back again. And
they want to have many children because in their old age, who will
be there to feed, clothe, and care for them? And also, they don't
have social security like in the United States and the United King-
dom, so they need somebody to hang around. [Laughter.]

Ms. MCGOVERN. Elias, are there any other activities that you
would like to describe?

E. WELCH. OK. The petroleum palace activity was one where we
pretended to gd to the restaurant and received a menu. The menu
had no prices. The prices would depend upon how much energy
was used for feeding, storing, transporting, and preparing, and
rarity. It was based on what you thought cost less. In the end we
were told the prices and had chances to subtract 10 cents every -
time we explained the reasons why that food cost less than the
competitive foods. We enjoyed that activity.

And, also, as Ms. McGovern has said this morning in her speech,
we did the cooperation squares game. It was a game where coopera-
tion was necessary to win, not competition. We were each given
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about two polygons and sat in groups of six. We had to make a
square by sharing and without taking, gesturing, and talking. It
was an interesting activity, because it made you think.

Ms. MCGOVERN. Thank you, Elias.
Thank you.
Mr. TONY P. HALL. We want to thank you for your testimony.

One would think that since we are on a hunger committee we
would hear from a large constituency speaking out for a means to
end hunger, not only in this country but in the world. This is not
happening, because the constituency is so poor that they are not
aware and not plugged into the various advocacy. groups. For the
most part, I think you've discussed a major part of the problem: It
is the lack of education. It is a simple fact that 40,000 people last
year died every day as a result of hunger. So, this is really impor-
tant that you're starting to talk and educate people, especially stu-
dents. Its great.

I'm sure that the panel will have some questions a little bit later,
but thank you.

Next is Diane Brooks, manager of elementary and secondary
school support services, Department of Education, Sacramento.

STATEMENT OF DIANE L. BROOKS, MANAGER, HISTORY-SOCIAL
SCIENCE UNIT, CALIFORNIA STATE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCA-
TION, REPRESENTATING BILL HONIG, SUPERINTENDENT OF
PUBLIC INSTRUCTION

Ms. BROOKS. Thank you. That's surely a hard act to follow, gen-
tlemen.

I'm manager of the history/social science unit, specifically, of the
California State Department of Education. Bill Honig, the Califor-
nia superintendent of public instruction was requested to testify at
this committee regarding the subject of world hunger education in
elementary and secondary school curriculum in California. This
report responds to the particular request for information about ex-
isting curriculums that include education on the world hunger
issue and about prospects for expanding current curriculum to in-
clude this subject. And it is my pleasure to represent Bill Honig
today.

First of all I'd like to review what the existing curriculum in
California could look like, and then what it does look like.

World hunger issues in grades kindergarten through 12 are most
commonly addressedor taughtthrough the social science disci-
plines. California schools use the history-social science framework,
which is a document adopted by the State board of education, as a
guideline for curriculum development. You have an excerpt of that
attached to the testimony, and I will leave a complete copy for your
committee information.

Textbooks are adopted by the State board of education for
grades K through eight every 6 years, and the textbook selection
criteria include the requirement that the content of those text-
books be in alignment with the framework.

In 1983, senate bill 813 was passed by the California Legislature,
and this required, for the first time in 20 years, some graduation
requirements for high school students in California. This bill will
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be effective for the graduation requirements beginning in 1987,
which means that our current freshman students must have ful-
filled the following years of instruction in high school, including:
U.S. history and geography; world history, culture, and geography;
and American Government, civics and economics.

In addition, in June 1983, the California State Board of Educa-
tion adopted model graduation requirements which were called
raising expectations. I will leave a full copy of that for your com-
mittee use. This included aims, objectives, and recommended
course content for grades 9 through 12, in, for history and social
science, the topics.that I just read to you as far as the graduation
requirements. These guidelines are in alignment with the senate
bill 813 graduation requirements and are similar to the framework
scope and sequence.

Within the guidelines I just described, there is considerable dis-
trict flexibility for determining the curriculum. So, I'd like to sum-
marize what I've said so far: First of all, that there are now course
content high school graduation requirements and that the State
Board of Education provides support to districts in curriculum de-
velopment, through the framework and the model graduation re-
quirethents. In California, elementary school districts receive
money for textbook adoption, and at least 80 percent of those funds
must be used to purchase textbooks that are adopted by the State
board: Again, there is considerable district flexibility as far as cur-
riculum is concerned, regarding the amount of time spent on a
topic, the emphasis of the content that will be delivered, and how
disciplines will interrelate.

That's the situation, and I'd like now to share what the possibili-
ties are. If we took a look at the framework, of which you have an
excerpt, there are many grade levels which would be most appro-
priate to provide opportunities for instruction on hunger issues,
starting at kindergarten, where we look at the topic learning about
the physical, social, and emotional dimensions of self and others
which includes the study of my needs and the needs of others. So,
kindergarten would be an appropriate place to start.

At grade 3, students study people as members of communities
and how people rely upon one another.

At grade fi, the topic of our world, its diverse people and their
societies include areas for study about needs which are common to
all human beings and how peoples of the world can and do work
together on common concerns.

At grade 7, the topic of the changing world provides for a broad
chronological view of the major epochs in the history of mankind.
Possible areas for study are famine and depression. The study of
the geography of the world and how it has changed over time pro-
vides for study about climate, weather, agriculture, and the use of
resources.

At the high school level, world history is studied. Looking at the
historical perspective, provides for study of the development of
global interdependence, the ever-changing relationship among na-
tions and people, and critical events that affect the course of histo-
ry.

Looking at the geographic perspective, that includes the relation-
ship between physical geography and human geography in terms of
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changing spatial distributions of people, their activities, and their
interaction with the natural environment. This includes the impor-
tance of our abundanct resources.

Now in high school, U.S. history is studied. The content includes
how unlimited wants and the scarcity of res,mrces affect custom-
ers, producers, and government. A study of historical development
in contemporary roles includes agriculture.

In high school, American Government, civics, and economics is
studied. Students study the responsibilities of global citizenship. Ec-
onomics includes the study of unlimited wants, productive re-
sources, scarcity, supply and demand, and the market economy,
with the critical importance of agriculture.

I've talked about topics, but there are some specific disciplines
within the social science, which I think bear a look to see what is
the possibility of what could be done. Let's start with geography,
because this has been an evolving, growing discipline.

Geography really links bath the social and the physical sciences.
In recent years geographers have become increasingly concerned
with refining their understanding of spatial patterns of society and
have broadened their discipline to include the study of problems of
human welfare in areas such as hunger. So, we see that as the de-
veloping area for looking at this issue.

Let's take a look at history. Through history each situation and
event is distinct but each is connected to all the historical concepts
by a weba cause-and-effect, probability, and accident. In order for
students to feel a connectedness with current issues, they really
should relate them to where we came from and why, and what
were the various perspectives and reasons people made decisions in
the past. The historical approach to the teaching of hunger is the
one approach that really helps students feel a part of it.

Regarding economics, topics in economics, of course, relate to
hunger naturally, particularly regarding products and services that
should be produced, how much should be produced, and how goods
and services should be distributed. Students need to understand
concepts such as scarcity, interdependence, the examination of
local, national, and global problems, the persistence of poverty, the
needs of the current society balanced against future generations'
essential requirements, and the organization and importance of the
international economic system.

The framework is there, and I wish I could say that everything
that I have just described is happening 100 percent in our school
systems. And, unfortunately, it is not for varying reasons.

First of all, I think financial support has contributed to the de-
terioriation of educational programs, because districts, until just
very recently, have felt the need to cut back in both personnel and
resources. Very frequently the personnel cutbacks were curriculum
specialists at a district or school. As a result, many teachers were
left on their own to bring in the best of what they could.

Time had to be restricted as personnel cuts needed to be made.
And as a result, periods at high schools were cut back or the length
of day at the elementary school was reduced. All of those infringe
on the teaching of social science, because I think what we have
seen is that, fortunately, what tends to be taught in schools is what
is tested. And where the important testing areas have been on
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reading, language and math, the social sciences seem to have been
neglected. Responding to that, the California State Legislature, in
senate bill 813, included social science as well as science be includ-
ed in the statewide California assessment program. And, so, we are
beginning to implement that requirement, starting with grade 8.
And we'll see that, also, at grades 10, 12, and also, later, at grades
3 and 6. So, I think that will bring the particular importance of
social science, including issues of concern such as hunger, to our
attention.

I would like to address, momentarily, the resources for teaching
the hunger issue for schools. Textbooks include hunger themes in
three ways: From an historical approach, through the politics of
hunger, or through cultural geography. And I think you can refer
to the testimony we had previously to know that textbooks address
this in a sporadic way.

There are support materials available for teachers, such as film
strips on the history of hunger. Those are available in a fragment-
ed way. There are certain spezial programs, as the hunger project,
with which you are familiar. Some businesses and manufacturers
provide materials. Nutrition services provide curricula materials.
And we have some particular resources available to teachers, such
as the World Affairs Council and Global Perspectives, the Center
for Teaching International Relations, and, also, there are some uni-
versity sources such as that provided for teachers from Stanford
University and the University of Southern California here in Cali-
fornia.

But, unfortunately, not every teacher has access to these. They
are not always advertised or made available in the best way. Not
all districts have the capacity to obtain these resources or imple-
ment them in the curriculum. So, what we are looking at is some-
thing that is very possible and work still needs to be done.

I'd like to address, now, the receptivity of students and teachers
in this area. In this last week, in response to your request, we
made a survey of 11 school districts in California regarding the cur-
riculum emphasis on hunger education at the school and district
level. Responses indicated that hunger was not generally included
as a curriculum area beyond a curriculum topic in a course of
study, and, second, that emphasis at the classroom level beyond in-
formation in textbooks depended on the interest, knowledge, and
the resources of the teachers. But they did find that where it was
taught, students are receptive and very interested in the issue. And
I think our former testimony certainly responded to that.

The hunger issue was addressed through the health curriculum
in two of the districts we contacted. Of the 11 one district had a
very well articulated curriculum on this topic, and in a second
there was a K--6 pilot program.

So, with that picture let's take a look at what are the prospects
for expanding the current curriculums. It seems to me that the
framework in the model graduation requirements which I've de-
scribed provide the basis for threading the hunger issue throughout
the elementary and secondary schools, through several social sci-
ence disciplines, primarily history, geography, and economics.
Other disciplines in the social sciences which could address hunger
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are: Anthropology, psychology, sociology, and ethics. Science, and
health, and literature can also address the topic.

The vehicles are there, but how much emphasis is actually given
to the issue is left to the discretion of the local school district. So,
from here where, are we going? And I'd like to describe what is
happening in California.

Besides the model graduation requirements, senate bill 813 also
mandated model curriculum standards, which are to be adopted by
the State Board of Education by January 1, 1985. This legislative
mandate would require school districts to compare their curricu-
lum at least every 3 years to these model curriculum standards.

To be included in the point of view to these standards are a
couple of issues which pertain particularly to hunger. One is the
importance of addressing issues of regional, national, and world-
wide concern, both controversial and noncontroversial, and provid-
ing opportunities for students to develop their creative and higher
level critical thinking skills. This could be organized in a current
events program where students report, analyze, interpret, specu-
late, and discuss information and write critically from a variety of
sources while reflecting on the historical past. Also, history-sr.w:al
science should illustrate that individuals, groups, societ'-- and
tions are interdependent members of larger cultural, p.,. , and
economic environments. The model curriculum standard should
provide more specific content assistance to districts, which will
allow fir improvement for a well-organized curriculum which does
not currently exist.

I see these standards as opportunities for including examples, vo-
cabulary and opics which will provide direction toward curriculum
focus on issues such as hunger. These modtq curriculum standards
for California with greater content information should provide
greater direction for textbook publishers as well. And currently,
('alitornia is in a consortium with New York and with Florida,
taking a careful look at the improvement of textbooks for students.

In additiun, I see the schools paying much gremer attention to
the time spent and the content of social science as a result of the
Calif(nnia assessement testing program which I have just de-
sribed.

The hunger issu: .1,.,eves a place in the curriculum, along with
other important concerns of our time. And such a curriculum topic

not ht addressed in a one-shot basis, but to instill the impor-
tanc to the students should really he provided as recurring themes
:mil concepts throughout grades at gradually more challenging
II'kt'k for all students. The concerns of this committee for greater
ilw;trerit., of the hunger issue through educational programs is ap-
preciated

The CHAIRMAN. Thank .V011
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needed pertaining to world hunger would facilitate the process. Both this topic and
nuclear education have worldwide impact and could be handled similarly.

Question. How effective is the National Diffusion Network in disseminating cur-
riculums? Would this be an appropriate area for world hunger education to begin in
the dissemination process?

Answer. The National Diffusion Network (NDN) has piloted some very creative
innovations in both curriculum content and instructional methodologies. Schools or
school districts may choose to adopt the programs, but participation is generally by
particular interest of a teacher or a creative district curriculum specialist. The NDN
could be a good place to develop model programs and priority for funding could be
given to proposals for world hunger education. However, dissemination would not be
as rapid or complete as grants given to departments of education for the same pur-
pose.

rift
the latter, opportunities for institutionalizing the curriculum in the

dist ritt programs are greater.

vien4sTioNs sUBMITTEO BY HON. TONY P. HALL.

Question. Are curriculums that have been developed within the department of
education more likely to be disseminated and utilized through out the school system
than curriculums developed by outside hunger and global education organizations?
Why?

Answer. Yes, curriculums developed as guidelines by the State department are
more likely to be utilized throughout the school system in California because of the
access to statewide dissemination resources and the guiding role that is perceived of
this department. There are many good curriculums developed by outside organiza-
tions, however, limited funding or limited staff for dissemination frequently pre-
vents dissemination beyond the regional level. As the department identifies these
resources, staff ea., share the information, but this may not be the most efficient
way.

Question. In 19x1. the Education Consolidation and Improvement Act was passed.
As you know, this act consolidated elementary and secondary education into a Block
Grant Program. This act eliminated the Federal Government's ability to fund edu-
cation programs under title IIIspecial projectsof the Elementary and Secondary
Education Act of Di5.

How has the education consolidation act effected the development and funding of
new educational projects such as world hunger education?

How much of the funds received under the Block Grant Program are allocated to
education projects pertaining to world hunger education? What are the prospects for
increasing the Block Grant funds into world hunger curriculums?

Nnswer. School districts have an opportunity to use chapter 2. block grant funds,
for special projects under subchapter C (see attached paw from the. A -1271) district
application for funds and the manual of information). World hunger might be in-
cluded in a special project on population education. Our department does not com
puterize the data collected on this page from the HMO California school districts :4o I
am unable at this time to give you a dollar amount for the category. If legislative
action particularly specified issues such as world hunger education or nuclear edu-
cation as special projects for block grant funds, then it would be more likely that
district, would directly address the topic.

Note Attachments referred to retained in committee files.

SCHMITTED HY HON. VIC FAZIO

(hirWvm You mentioned in your testimony that part of the problem in getting
world hunger education to he taught in the classroom is that the text books (10 riot
contain adequate or enough information or' the subject.

What he )done about the inadequacies of the text books? How often are text
books updated arid by whom'

Answer In California, the State Board of ''lucation adopts a new rramework or
framework revision for each curricular area evert. h years Textbook publishers are
to use the framework ;is direction for textbook content and emphasi.-. Two years fol.

ing the adoption of the framework. the State board adopts textbooks for grades
kindergarten through eight Elementary grades must use .,1) percent of their State
,dl cated textbook money for State adopted materials. A chart of the ii-year frame

Adoption cycle :aid the hist history social science framework is attached This
process varies from State to State

In Calitorniii. a1 reasonable place for world hunger education would he grades 7
.ind in For 7. inclusion of this topic in the franoork would support nicht

I1) textbook, Currently the State Department of Edirc:.tion with the assistance
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of an advisory committee is writing model curriculum standards for grades 9-12 to
which districts will be required to match their curriculum at least every 3 years.
The current framework may be followed for grades 9-12, but the standards will pro-
vide more direct guidance to textbook publishers and curriculum developers.

Ultimately, the decisions as to what is specifically taught in the classroom are the
responsibility of the local governing board and the classroom teacher.

Note.Attachinents referred to retained in committee files.

[The prepared statement of Ms. Brooks appears at the conclusion
of the hearing, see p. 353.]

STATEMENT OF JOYCE A. BUCHHOLZ, SCHOOL DIRECTOR, BAY
AREA GLOBAL EDUCATION PROGRAM, WORLD AFFAIRS COUN-
CIL

Ms. BUCHHOLZ. I'm Joyce Buchholz. I'm with the World Affairs
Council of Northern California, and today I'm representing the Bay
Area Global Education Program which is the consortium of the
World Affairs Council, an organization called Global Perspectives
in Education at Mills College and Stanford University Center for
Research in International Studies.

Our purpose is to assist schools of the San Franciso Bay Area
and California to enrich their curriculum with international and
cross-cultural content and to develop the knowledge, skills, and at-
titudes needed by graduates from the public school system to func-
tion effectively in a rapidly changing and increasingly interdepend-
ent world.

Our work takes a very broad perspective on the problem of devel-
oping a more global perspective, and is long-range and comprehen-
sive in its approach to curricular change and the retraining of
teachers. We work not with teachers in the preservice phase but
people who are the field in service training.

We believe tha. chool programs should be conducted so that stu-
dents will recognize interdependence -of- people issues and events as
they interact on the economic, political, and social systems of the
world, develop an awareness of current world conditions, including
such factors as population growth, economic conditions, world
health, resource availability and use, and trends in science and
technology, major international conflicts and efforts to resolve
them.

We feel that school programs should be conducted so that stu-
dents will acquire problem-solving skills to deal with the inevitable
conflicts and changes which occur in a complex, ambiguous, and
pluralistic world. We want students to understand the history, tra-
ditions and values of American societyI should say American so-
cietiesand, also, the values, and tradition, and history of other
peoples in other parts of the world, including Africa, Asia, Lath'
America, and the Middle East. We want students to develop an
awareness that they have a unique cutural perspective that is not
necessarily universally shared with other people, and to recognize
the importance of communicating with people from other cultures
in their own languages.

We hope that students will seek solutions to world problems, to
participate in their own societies' democratic processes. The whole
focus or our educational program is to prepare teachers to prepare
their students to take a greater role in the decisionmaking process
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in the United States. That, of course, includes the foreign policy de-
cisionmaking process.

You can see from these objectives that our program is not merely
focused on education about hunger. However, to the degree that
hunger is one of the prevalent conditions in the world, we try to
make students aware of that condition, how hunger relates to the
world's larger economic, political and ecological systems and what
individuals, organizations, and governments are doing about the
problem.

Throughout our work we emphasize the importance of presenting
a balanced and broad range of perspectives on the issues raised and
try to show the interconnections and interconnectedness of those
issues. I think that one of the things that we have to keep in mind,
gentlemen, is that the issue of world hunger is not a simple issue,
it is a very complex issue and there are many answers to this very
complex issue.

We are very disturbed, at the Bay Area Global Education Pro-
gram, with the very simplistic answers that are offered students
through certain kinds of curriculum, both in textbooks and that
some other community organizations are preparing. While these
don't do too much damage at the elementary level, at the second-
ary !ever we find that they're terribly simplistic. And to offer stu-
dents simplistic answers to complex questions is not preparing
them to take a greater role in the decisionmaking process in their
own country, particularly the foreign policy decisionmaking proc-
ess.

The Bay Area Global Education Program has a number of com-
ponent parts, one of which is instructional materials. We identify
the many good materials already available commercially, and there
are some. We develop other new materials, we show how these ma-
terials can be easily fit into existing history, language, culture, and
science courses, and then we disseminate them to a broad network
of teachers. The World Affairs Council has a resource center for
the Bay Area Global Education Program, which provides free mate-
rials to teachers in northern California. We ship them free of
charge, and teachers return them cheaply, as cheaply as possible,
to our center in San Francisco. Mostly the materials are those that
are developed at Stanfbrd University in the program that we work
wit h. called Stanford program on international and cross-cultural
education.

We also conduct a comprehensive set of leadership training pro-
grams aimed at preparing teachers and administrators to play
long-term leadership roles in international education. The in-
clude. 3- and -I-week summer institutes, study tours abroad, foreign
language seminars, team development workshops, local after-school
and weekend workshop y. and specific skills and content such as
critical thinking, or, for example, Latin American cultures.

We have found that the best way to lead into issues of hunger or
development. is to do) so through the study of family life in other
parts of the world. Por example, our Stanford projects have devel
()lied units on contemporary family life in rural China. contrasting
urban life styles in Brazil, and in teaching itbout migration in
Mexico Each of these uses a case study approach to introduce stu-
dents to the way people live in other countries. including the way
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they work, their standard of living, and how some in each areasuffer or have suffered from hunger and poverty.
Diane mentioned some of the materials that are availablethrough the Center for Teaching' International Relations. at theUniversity of Denver, and, of course, the materials that are avail-able through Global Perspectives in Education, that we work with,

are available from the New York office and are being used a greatdeal now in the schools.
In our program this summer, 46 teachers from the WesternStates as well as northern and southern California will participatein a 3-week summer institute on international economics, tradeand development issues, in order to develop skills needed to helptrain their colleagues, because we are a teachers-teaching-teachers

program on content and skills surrounding the broad topic of eco-nomics and trade. Here they will get an overall grasp of the intera-tional economic system, a knowledge of how to teach about such
concepts as foreign exchange, protectionism, comparative advan-tage, and development, and a chance to practice such skills as sys-tems analysis and problem solving.

In the course of this broad overview, the problem of hungerwould be addressed as one of several others; this, particularly, byexperts from Stanford's Food Research Institute and politicaleconomists. Other issues, such as the debt crisis, unemployment,
the role of multinationals in the developing world, will also be ad-dressed in their institute. Speakers and participants will explorehow these issues relate to each other and to international tradeand investment patterns generally. Teachers will select issues andskills of special interest to them and develop presentations whichcan he shared with their colleagues back home. Based on previous
experience this should result in some 30 or 40 workshops takingplace in the coming year, involving approximately 1,500 to 2,000teachers.

We would like to make a few recommendations for the Congress.I ant going to skip a lot of this, because I think the time is short.The CHAIRMAN. We appreciate that. By the way, your full state-ment will be entered into the record.
Ms. Bucnnot.z. The Congress could greatly aid the efforts of pro-grams such as the Bay Area Global Education Program, by adopt-

ing educational policies and programs which do the following:
Support comprehensive, long-term approaches to the study of

international issues.
Support the study of issues within a historical and global contextand the presentation of diverse perspectives on these issues.
Support approaches to institution building which involve univer-

sities, State and local education agencies and voluntary organiza-
tions sharing the international education concern, and policies and
programs which support clear lines of accountability which ensurethe materials development or leadership training projects are influ-enced by local schools and communities that are designed, in turn,to have an impact on local schools.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much.

s
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RESPONSES To QUESTIONS FOR JOYCE A. BUCHHOLZ

QUESTIONS SUBMITTED BY HON. MICKEY LELAND

Question. How receptive have you found teachers, parents, and students to educa-
tion on world hunger issues? And to what extent do you think students become more
involved in world hunger issues as a result of having had education on these issues?

Answer. No response received.
Question. How much of your work is directed toward educating teachers on world

hunger issues? How do you go about educating teachers on these issues?
Answer. No response received.

QUESTION SUBMITTED BY HON. TONY P. HALL

Question. What is your relationship with the Department of Education and the
school districts? Do you work closely with the Department of Education in develop-
ing curriculums or do you develop curriculums independent from the Department of
Educat ion?

Answer. No response received.

QUESTION SUBMITTED BY HON. VIC FAZIO

Question. What criteria do you use in designing curriculums on developmental
issues? How much of your work is directed toward education on world hunger
issues? Do you see this subject area expanding within your organization? If not,
why?

Answer. No response received.

QUESTIONS SUBMITTED BY HON. BILL EMERSON

Question. Can you provide the committee with a description of the activities of
your organization? What are your sources of funding? WhaL was your budget in
1983 and what is it in 1984?

Answer. No response received.
Question. In addition to the educational activities of your organization described

in your testimony, have you undertaken any other such activities in the past? If so,
please provide the committee with a description of them.

Answer. No response received.

[The prepared statement of Ms. Buchholz appears at the conclu-
sion of the hearing, see p. 370.]

The CHAIRMAN. I think, at this moment, before we bring the last
two people up, that we should engage in a question and answer
period.

I would like to bring Elias back and Ms. McGovern. I'm going to
ask my colleagues if they have any questions first.

Vic Fazio.
Mr. FAZIO. Go ahead, Mr. Chairman,
The CHAIRMAN. Elias, first of all: How old are you?
E. WELSH. I turned 12 this month, July 11.
The CHAIRMAN. You sound like a little manwell, a manin a

little hoy's suit.
E. WHI-sti. Thank you. [Laughter.]
The CHAIRMAN. You are an incredible guy. We really appreciate

your coming before this hearing.
You know, not many young people like yourself' have an opportu-

nity to testify before a congressional hearing, and you have been
fantastic; and we really appreciate that.

Let me ask you: What grade are you in?
E. WEL.sui. I am going into seventh. This is my sixth grade teach-

er, Ms. McGovernsocial science teacher. Ms. McGovern.
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The CHAIRMAN. You might talk to Ms. McGovern and see if shecan get you to skip a few grades. I think you're about ready forhigh school.
Let me ask you, Elias: Why do you think Ms. McGovern wants youto learn about hunger, about world hunger, and other people suffer-ing from hunger?
E. WELSH. She wants us to learn because if we are educated

about it, maybe when we grow up and turn into people like you,we'll make changes and make the world better. [Applause.]
The CHAIRMAN. Do you live here in Davis?
E. WELSH. No.
The CHAIRMAN. Where do you live?
E. WELSH. San Francisco.
The CHAIRMAN. You live in San Francisc.o. OK. Well, if youdecide to run for Congress, move to Davis and rua against Vic

Fazio, don't come to Texas, please. [Laughter.]
We really appreciate your testimony, Elias. Thank you.
Ms. McGovern, have you implemented a prepared curriculum orhave you designed one that closely emulates the curriculum we've

learned about today?
Ms. Mr Gomm. Yes, I've used it.
The CHAIRMAN. In essence, you want the young people to learn

more about this situation so that they can grow up and possibly
contribute their knowledge to the ,alleviation of the very serious
problem of hunger?

Ms. McGovEaN. Of course. And I think that the first thing for
making any kind of change is education. And we approach that in
other subjects throughout the year, too. But hunger, certainly, is a
very important topic for us.

The CHAIRMAN. In your classes do you have children who are
possibly victimized by hunger?

Ms. McGovERN. Yes. That's a possibility.
Cue of the things that I noticed in a part of the curriculum that

I wasn't able to get to because the semester ended was that Laurie
Rubin, in some of the activities, had put some cautions in for exact-
ly that sort of thing: Please be sensitive to the fact that some of
your students may be in the ooverty level, and be careful aboutthis particular activity, or maybe you would want to skip this one,
or maybe you would want to do it another way. There are optionsin that curriculum.

The CHAIRMAN. I am fascinated about what you are doing. And I
would like to possibly take this idea back to Texas. 1 am not cer-tain whether we've got a similar program in our curricula in the
public schools there, particularly in Houston. I will certainly talk
to thP superintendent of schools there to inquire, because I am just
fascinated. This is incredible.

Ms. Goldenman, how long has your curriculum been piloted in
the various schools?

Ms. Goi.DF.NmAN. Well, the curriculum, itself, just recently cameback from the printers, in May. But we did.have it piloted in vari-
ous schools throughout the last school year through the use of Xe-
roxed copies, and had some teachers both in the East Bay and in
the San Francisco school district using the curriculum.
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The CHAIRMAN. Is there significant different awareness level
among the by students?

Ms. GOLDENMAN. Would you repeat that?
The CHAIRMAN. How significant is the increase in awareness by

students on hunger-related issues?
Ms. Got.DENMAN. Well, teachers have told us that the awareness

level is raised in a combination of ways. One said that children
stopped eating candy bars and junk food after using the curricu-
lum. In another classroom we were told that the children measur-
ably started cooperating with each other, and that some of the
competition and some of the hassles in the classroom were reduced;
which is an interesting side effect of the curriculum.

The CHAIRMAN. Is Elias typical or atypical?
Ms. *GOLDENMAN. I think Elias is definitely an exceptional stu-

dent.
The CHAIRMAN. He's either going to be a politician or an actor.
Mr. FAZIO. Not much difference. [Laughter.]
The CHAIRMAN. That's for sure.
Bill.
Mr. EMERSON. I just join with you, Mr. Chairman, in commend-

ing this fine program. It is a fascinating educational endeavor, one
of the most fascinating educational endeavors I've witnessed or
heard about, and I think we need a lot more of it; probably not just
limited to this particular area about which we need a lot of educa-
tion, but many other subjects as well. It appears to be a very fasci-
nating endeavor on behalf of the students, in which they partici-
pate in ways that traditional education, I suppose, does not lend
itself. I think this is a very good and healthy thing, and I commend
you for it.

Ms. MCGOVERN. Could I introduce Laurie Rubin, who we've men-
tioned many times?

Mr. EMERSON. Oh, absolutely.
Ms. McGovERN. She's right here with us, and she's the person

who is responsible. [Applause.]
'Mr. EMERSON. Mr. Chairman, I wonder if a copy of her masters

thesis might be made available for the record?
Ms. Rubin, can you provide'us with the masters thesis?
Ms. RUBIN. Well, the masters project, itself, was the first of about

five drafts of this curriculum. But I think you are looking through
a copy, there, which I guess you can keep.

M. Got.DENDAAN. Yes. We would like to leave that curriculum
with the committee.

The CHAIRMAN. Very good.
Well, without objection, very definitely the curriculum will be

entered into the record.
'The curriculum referred to by Ms. Goldenman appears at the

conclusion of the hearing, see p. 2011
The CHAIRMAN. You have provided this area of the country with

a valuable mechanism to increase public awareness of hunger-re-
lated issues which is now a matter of congressional history.

Ms. RtiaiN. I would be glad to. My father lives in Houston, so

Mr. FAzto. So, she's going to run against you. [Laughter.'
Mr. ('hairman--

C,,
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The CHAIRMAN. Vic.
Mr. FAZIO (continuing]. There have been many times during my

career in Government when I have been particularly concerned
about one problem, and I say, Gee, you know, we've got to teach
that in schools. And then I come to another one, and I say, Gee,
we've got to teach that in schools. And it seems like we always deal
with these problems in a specific kind of curriculum the way you
have with Ms. Rubin's work. I think the testimony that we've
picked up from the State department of education puts the empha7
sis on trying to build this kind of awareness into the entire aca-
demic year for every one of the K through 12 years; and yet, that
seems to be almost impossible to doas you have even admitted,
refreshingly. It isn't happening.

And then we come to a program like the World Affairs Council is
putting on, where you try to take the educator, the teacher, and
expose them to the concepts, and hope that they will integrate
them into their normal teaching program. So we have seen several
different approaches, and I don't know how we get from here to
there: Meaning how we get from the relatively low level of aware-
ness on the issue of hunger to a point where children in all school
systems, in all the schools within them, at all income levels, are
getting the kind of exposure that we understand we need.

I'm just. interested in hearing some of you speak from practical
experience about how we get from here to there without having
every teacher be suddenly provided with a curriculum that may
not be available in that school district, without having the ability
at State or Federal level to force anybody to do anything different
in the local schoolsand we don't want to have that ability, appar-
ently, and probably correctlyor without having the ability to put
every teacher in a State through your World Affairs Council
summer program.

how's that for a downer? [Laughter.]
What do we do?
Ms. BROOKS. It is a tremendous challenge, and I think it is possi-

ble if' we take a look at a careful interweaving of the programs and
the careful interdisciplinary approach. And as much as I hate to
think that textbooks drive the curriculum, in many places, unfortu-
Litely, they are the curriculum. And, so, I would think that the
first lilac( to start is really taking a look at our current textbook
situation, and then set up a network so that the resources available
are readily known and districts are utilizing them so ghat they can
enrich the curriculum appropriately with activities such as those
we have just heard about.

I would really encourage the Congress in whatever way it possi-
bly can to have school districts take a careful look at a well articu-
lated and integrated curriculum, and that is possible. I think we're
about going as far as we can in California right now, with the
senate bill S13, which I have discussed, taking a look at model cur-
riculum standardswhich are not something that are going to be
mandated, but if a district needs to review their curriculum against
them, at least every :i years at a public hearng, that is going to
bring a district curriculum to the focus of the community. And I
think that is a good place for it to be discussed.
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Also, I think that this issue should be approached appropriately
in an interdisciplinary way. When we take a look at wanting to
produce effective citizens, you don't just do that in one one-shot
deal, in one special course, one grade; you really need to take a
look at a theme and have it reoccur from different perspectives, so
that students at one point will get it in the geographic perspective,
at another point from the historical perspective, at another from
the sociological perspective, at another from the nutritional per-
spective, from another from the world interdependence perspective,
so that by the time they graduate from high school, they have a
thorough understanding and the empathy for it is built. into them.
I think that it really is the textbooks, the resource materials, and
the overall developed curriculum that will educate our students ap-
propriately about this.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you.
Ms. BUCHHOLZ. I'd like to say a couple of things about what we're

atte;-inting to do on that issue. We, as I mentioned, have teachers
go through our training program, and th "n we have them go back
and reserve as teacher-trainers. And there is a multiplier factor in
that model. It seems to work very well. We reachapproximately
100 people are reached by each one of the teachers who goes
through our summer institute program.

I think, also, we have to consider that a lot of people who are
currently teaching will be retiring in a few years, and that we find
the average age of people who go through our programs approxi-
mately 53. So, they're getting on, and a lot of good people are going
to be retiring soon. And, frankly, there is just not enough of a fi-
nancial incentive to attract really good people into teaching any-
more; $18,000 to $20,000 was OK perhaps 20 years ago; it isn't now.
And we are worried about the people who are coming into the field.

I think, also, that the Congress and the State should be con-
cerned with preservice education and putting some money into uni-
versity education programs for people who are going through
teacher-training programs, so that there will be more emphasis on
international issues at that level. There is very little right now.

Mr. FAZIO. If I could just comment.
We've talked a lot about merit pay in recent years, and it seems

to me we ought to be doing some things to provide incentives for
people to take training during the summer, continuing education.
Because if they do play that role for the system, of going out and
affecting MO other people, they ought to be given some additional
incentive. It's not just the need for incentive, but it is, in fact, a
difficulty. Younger teachers don't participate, I'm sure, in your pro-
gram because they're out earning money for their families. The
Alder teacher who has, perhaps, a little bit more ability to take a
little time might be more likely to participate, which isn't to say
that it isn't as valuable, but it seems to me we ought to be provid-
ing some standards.

I've been involved in a program that the University of the Pacif-
ic has in in-service teacher training for politics and government,
and I think that's another kind of qualitative enhancement pro-
gram. If we have standards for these programs and we give people
some additional benefits if they'll make the eff'ort, it might help.

The CHAIRMAN. Bill.
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Mr. EMERSON. Ms. Goldenman, your program is so very objective
and I was particularly impressed by that.

How do you get your funding fbr your private research and edu-
cational center?

Ms. GOLDENMAN. Well, we are fundedbasically half of our fund-
ing comes from small, private donors, individual donors. We get
about one-quarter of our funding from small foundations and some
church money. And the remainder is from the sale of our publica-
tions. We don't get corporate or government funding.

Mr. EMERSON. You do this by just making them aware of what
your mission is, is that correct?

MS. GOLDENMAN. Right.
Mr. EMERSON. And what you hope to accomplish?
Ms. GOLDENMAN. Right. There is really a solid constituency out

there. Maybe it's small, but there are people out there who really
do care about hunger, and they support us.

Mr. EMERSON. Ms. Brooks, you are implementing, in a certain
sense coordinating, the policies established by the legislature, isthat correct?

Ms. BROOKS. Correct.
Mr. EMERSON. You are an employee of the State that is making

information available, whether it's mandatory or not, about cur-
riculum requirements?

Ms. BROOKS. Correct.
We're also responsible for articulating with the universities re-

garding teacher training, and also have some responsibility for de-
veloping networks for continuing, ongoing training for teachers.

Mr. EMERSON. And, Ms. Buchholz, you are with a private organi-
zation?

Ms. BUCHHOLZ. Yes.
Mr. EmERsoN.Your organization seeks to influence the public

school curricula, is that correct?
Ms. BUCHHOLZ. Yes, nonprofitnonprofit, nonpartisan organiza-

tion.
Mr. EMERSON. So, you do have a bias; I mean, you have a philoso-

phy that you-
Ms. BUCHHOLZ. No; I say that if there is a bias at this table it's

from the firstif there is a political bias. Not ifif that's not judge
of material. The material that we work on is instructive to have a
wide range of viewpoint expressed. And we are not looking at just
one aspect of world hunger. And that would be the distribution
side. We would be looking at trade issues and how they would
relate to it. We would be looking at growing food in the local coun-
tries, International Monetary Fund, and the United States and for-
eign policyin its foreign policy practicesabout what kinds of aid
should be going into other countries. And I'm at a disadvantage,
because this is not my area of expertise. We work in a number of
we work in all areasworld cultures, area studies, and also inter-
national economics and trade, and development; but food is not my
area of expertise. We rely on Stanford University's program at the
research institute for our expertise in this particular subject.

Mr. EMERSON. But you are a private organization- -
Ms. BUCHHOLZ. Yes.
Mr. EMERSON [continuingi. Not for profit.
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Ms. BUCHHOLZ. Not for profit.
There are three organizations: The World Affairs Council North-

ern California, Stanford University, and Global Perspectives in
Education, without political bias.

Mr. EMERSON. Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much.
Elias, you and the rest of the panelists know that we have other

questions that we are going to submit to you, and we are going to
keep the record open for the purpose of getting your responses.

Thank you very much. Thank all of youparticularly you, Elias.
Good luck to you in your political career.

For the public awareness education section of our panel we are
going to hear from Ms. Anita Mermel, director of Overseas Educa-
tion Fund, west coast division*, Los Angeles, CA, and Beverly
Tangri, director of research, the hunger project, San Francisco, CA.
We want to thank you for coming, and you may proceed.

STATEMENT OF ANITA M. MERMEL, DIRECTOR, CALIFORNIA
OFFICE, OVERSEAS EDUCATION FUND

Ms. MERMEL. Chairman Leland, members of the committee, I am
very honored to participate at this important meeting this after-
noon, and to explore with you the need for widespread public edu-
cation regarding the critical issue of world hunger. For me it is
indeed a personal pleasure to be addressing this particular commit-
tee, as I spent many weekends and evenings last year supporting
efforts to get H.R. 15 passed, so---

The CHAIRMAN. We want to thank you 1.3r that.
Ms. MERMEI. [continuing]. So, it is truly a pleasure to be here

today.
I am Anita Mermel, director of the California office of the Over-

seas Education Fund. Headquartered in Washington, DC, OEF is a
nonprofit international development organization, dedicated to col-
laborating with women, women's organizations and government
agencies in the developing countries to improve the economic con-
dition of low-income women. Based on 35 years of experience in
over 50 Third World countries, OEF believes that women's econom-
ic productivity is so important in these countries that development
cannot occur without improving their skills to participate more
fully.

Today OEF' focuses its technical assistance on training women,
and especially poor women, in small enterprise development, farm
production cooperatives and job skills for the public and private
sectors.

In the United States, OEF educates Americans about global
social and economic issues through focusing development education
programs on carefully targeted audiences of women, and through
them to the broader constituencies they can access or motivate.
OEF development education programs always include long-range
follov.up activities and action strategies. Development education is
the principal mandate of the California office, which I direct, and
these educational programs spread well beyond the borders of this
State. They are national in scope.
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Since the mid-1970's, OEF has been designing and implementing
development education programs that aim to help Americans un-

1 derstand how actions taken in this country affect people in theThird World, and, in turnand this is something that many Amer-
icans don't seem to grasp immediatelyhow Americans are in-
creasingly affected by events overseas..

In March 1978, OEF conducted a pilot workshop in Columbia, SC,
emphasizing the role and status of women in Third World coun-
tries. Two years later the National Endowment for the Humanities
funded OEF's women and world issues project, providing funds to
conduct similar workshops in five new cities: Austin, Phoenix, Los
Angeles, Portland, and Rochester, NY. In addition to the individual
successes per se of each of these workShops, a handbook was pro-duced for use by other communities. This publication, entitled
"Women and World Issues: An Action Handbook for Your Commu-
nity," has been distributed and is being used widely around the
country since its publication. It provides the methodological basefor the project that I'll describe today. And I do have a copy here
for you today that I'll leave for the committee's reference.

In 1982, OEF was privileged to receive one of the first federally
funded development education matching grants commonly referred
to as Biden-Pell funding. In 1983, we became one of five original
grantees to receive renewed funding from US AID, and just recent-
ly we were awarded a third-year continuation grant. Our new cycle
of activities has just begun.

With the Biden-Pell funding, OEF has been able to capitalize on
its specific expertise in the areas of women, economic productivity,
and the agricultural sector in the Third World, as well as on its
proven methodology for initiating long-term and self-sustaining
educational processes within the United States. The resulting
projectand currently OEF's most important educational activity
here at homeis entitled Women and World Hunger: The Role of
Women in Food Production. It is a multiyear project that includes
over 10 major cities, as well as 3 entire States.

The goals of the project ate: First, to increase the public awaee-
ness of the political, economic, technical, and social factors relating
to hunger and poverty, particularly the roles that women play in
food production throughout the Third World; second, to promote
humanitarian values; third, to stimulate individual and community
action aimed at eliminating the root causes of world hunger and
poverty; and the fourth goal is to develop an education program on
world hunger and women for use by both our targeted groups and
their memberships, as well as other community groups throughout
the country.

Over the past 2 years, OEF has sponsored conferences focusing
on the international perspective of women as food producers in five
major cities: Denver, Los Angeles, San Diego, Santa Barbara, and
Tucson. The new round of activities beginning this summer include
the testing of statewide models in Iowa and Connecticut. This year
we will consolidate and strengthen continuing efforts in previous
OEF development education project cities. OEF development educa-
tion project cities.

In particular, and at the request of Austin, TX, community lead-
ers with whom we worked .1 years ago, OEF is providing new edu-
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cational materials and technical assistance for their efforts to
produce a series of community forums on women and hunger
throughout the year. We are also working with women in El Paso,
TX and Ciudad Juarez, Mexico, to explore the potential for a new,
binational, cross-border model of cooperative development educa-
tion. Our discussions are well advanced with the Center for Border
Studies of Northern Mexico.

Now, you may ask: Why the theme of women as food producers?
Throughout the world, women are integral participants in the

food production cycle. They plant seedlings, water and weed the
fields, and assist in harvesting. They are responsible for transform-
ing the raw supplies into edible and nutritious meals for their fam-
ilies. For example, in Africaand listen-60 to 80 percent of the
agricultural work is done by women. There aren't many 'people
who know about that. Until recently, however, African men were
the primary targets of development programs for technical train-
ing, extension services, or improved agricultural inputs. Any devel-
opmental programs focused on women tended to focus on women's
reproductive roles and not on their economic productivity.

In general, Americans do not know that women are primary food
producers around the world, and that technical assistance to them
can double and even triple the food they produce. Experts already
agree, as we have heard today, that large scale transfers of food
from the developed to the developing world is not the answer to
world hunger problems. Growing more food where people live is a
good beginning. Technical assistance to help local farmers, especial-
ly women farmers who grow subsistence food, is of critical impor-
tance, along with the development of simple irrigation technologies
and the availability of credit.

Since women in all corners of the world, including the United
States, are involved in some part of the food chain, the theme of
our project, women's role in food production, has proven to spark
the interest and attract the attention of diverse populations of U.S.
women.

But this shared global commonality between all women, that of
providing food for their families, is not enough to ignite the enthu-
siasm and commitment of American women. We have found that
American women become really excited about the fact that women
are significant food producers throughout the world. They're in-
spired to action by the knowledge that increasing the capabilities
of Third World women in the agricultural sector will produce im-
portant advances toward solving the problem of hunger worldwide.

Frankly. American women are relieved to go beyond talk of
oiotherhood, nutrition, and child care in the developing world, to
actively discuss women's roles as economic producers in these same
countries. The freshness of the theme of women's ecomomically
productive roles. of their significant contributions as farmers, proL-
essors. ond distributors of food, has served as a powerful linking
mechanism fr conferees and their planning committees alike.
That's why we talk about women as food producers.

01.:1; follows a participatory methodology in all projects, whether
here or abroad. We believe that local responsibility fbr and control
of content and format will yield a higher level of sustained commit-
nment from participants.
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OEF's rule as sponsor of this project is to serve as a catalyst, faci-
litator and technical advisor. As part of the start-up phase of any
new city, OEF presents an overview of the issue of women and
world hunger to an ad hoc group of leade representing diverse
community organizations. We then initiate a discussion regarding
why Americans should be concerned and what we can do individ-
ually and as groups about these problems. We invite those present
to commit to the task of educating, motivating, and involving their
constituencies in the discussion and solution of this issue. Self-se-
lected, local steering committees are then given wide latitude to
design the format and content of their project activities.

OEF provides the local planners with our community action
handbook which spells out the steps for planning, financing, publi-
cizing, and executing various formats of development education
events. We offer them special written materials on women as food
producers, that have been prepared by OEF sppcifically for this
project. Thanks to the Biden-Pell funding, we live been able to
provide each city seed funding to cover at least the honoraria for
keynote speakers, their travel expenses, and minimal printing and
postage costs for each community. In kind services, goods, and addi-
tional funds have been leveraged through local community sources.

OEF' returns several times throughout the planning phase, typi-
cally ranging from 6 to 8 months, to help solve any problems that
have surfaced and to assist in identifying sources of information
around the country that will support each communities emerging
and customized project goals.

To date, most cities have opted for organizing 1 to 2 day confer-
ences whose programs typically include one or two guest speakers,
panel discussions featuring local experts, highly participatory
workshops where all conferees have an opportunity to share ideas
and have their questions answered. We also have related interna-
tional entertainment to create empathy between cultures, and nor-
mally an introduction to foods from the developing nations are in-
cluded as part of the meal breaks.

Elias, when he was talking about the Hershey Kisses being in-
equitably distributed, reminded me of some of the hunger simula-
tions that local community citizens, themselves, have decided to
present. The groups have been divided into first, second, and Third
World countries. Food has been unevenly distributed. I want you to
know that the adults were not exactly generous in the first world,
either. We saw that quite clearly. Often, those that had food, kept
it. Some of those who didn't have it were quite ingeneous at how
they went about getting food. We observed acts of counterfitting
money script, and other kinds of crazy little innovations to secure
their food.

It is important to note that with OEF's methodology, the major
part of the learning and motivating occurs throughout the plan-
ning stages. The final event, itself, is more like a graduation cere-
mony. a time to gather families and friends in celebration. to share
a new awareness and to acknowledge the commencement of new
actions towards solving hunger worldwide.

OFT has found, not surprisingly, that the key target groups for a
program with the theme of women and world hunger are women's
organizations iald other associations with a special concern for the
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status of women. OW is currently working with three principal
types of groups.

The first grouping consists of broad-based women's organiza-
tionschurch, community, and neighborhood associations, women's
ethnic associations, and increasingly refugee groups.

The second group consists of entrepreneurs and Corporate
women.

The third and newest constituency -..onsists of rural women in
the United States, a constituency that seems highly relevant to
OEF's overall organizational goals. The issues of property rights,
inheritance, access to credit, educational opportunities, off-farm
employment, et cetera, are all vital concerns to rural women in the
United States as well as in the Third World.

These three target groups are not mutually exclusive, nor are
they necessarily distinguishable by age, ethnicity, education, or eco-
nomic status. The overall project audience, thus, has a broad and
diverse range of perspectives.

The total number of people directly involved in the project
ranges from 200 to 400 per city. Typically, from 30 to 40 organiza-
tions have collaborated at each site. Indirect impacts have been es-
timated from between 3,000 to 8,000 persons per city, as most of
the participating organizations have widely promoted the activities
among their own constituencies.

OEF is particularly interested in monitoring the indirect impacts
of our recently increasing collaboration with women's business
leadership groups. These women participate in policy decisions at
the corporate level, and as they move into positions of even greater
powerwhich we saw this past weekthey have the potential to
educate substantial sectors of corporate and government America.

As we've seen the participation of many varied organizations in
this educational process is essential. In addition to the various
target groups delined earlier, OEF has also actively sought the in-
volvement of other international voluntary organizations, as well
as institutions of higher learning located in the project cities.

Now, let's look at some of the benefits of this project. Based on
past experience, the learning does not end when the workshops are
over. The target groups effect an outreach to groups other than
their own in followup activities. In all of the cities where OEF de-
velopment education programs have been organized, members of
the original planning committees formed subsequent core groups
and have continued activities.

Followup workshops, the formation of study groups and resource
centers, publications on the theme, appearances on local radio and
TV talk shows, efforts to communicate with Members of Congress
and the executive branch of Government, theatrical`presentations,
offers of volunteer work to nonprofit organizations, and visits to
Third World project sites are only examples of examples of the
types of followup that have occurred.

Due to the need for brevity today, I'll have to ask you to refer to
the written testimony for more specific examples of the followup
that we've been producing.

I'm also very pleased to point out that the written materials that
OEF has prepared for our development education programs are in-
creasingly being utilized by other organizations in their education-
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al campaigns. This fall will be filling a void as we release a newsubstantive booklet on women as food producers. This publication
is written in lay terms, and will serve as a supplement to our com-munity action handbook already in wide use throughout the coun-try. Large organizations such as Care International have already
requested permission from OEF to utilize the new publication intheir own evolving deVelopment education program.

Awareness of the importance of women in development is thuson the increase. No longer is the subject area of women in develop-ment seen only as feminist or equity issue: Women in developmentis gaining its rightful recognition as a development issue.
In closing, I'd like to take a brief look at the future. What willultimately determine the continuing success of OEF's developmenteducation program will depend on whether the necessary funds canbe generated for its continuation and growth.
Before Biden-Pell funds were available, OEF efforts to raise cor-porate and foundation moneys for development education programsmet with an essentially negative response. The Biden-Pell amend-

ment has provided essential if modest startup funds for our devel-
opment education programs. It has also called attention to the needfor such funds and to the congressional commitment to initiate thefunding process.

It is our hope that the Biden-Pell moneys will continue to bemade available to OEF and other private overseas development or-ganizations, and at a higher level than at present. It is also ourhope that Congress and the Agency for International Developmentwill bend every effort to encourage private funding sources to helpunderwrite the cost of widespread development education pro-grams.
Finally, it is OEF's considered opinion that development educa-tion programs should go well beyond educating Americans as tothe existence and extent of the problems of Third World hungerand poverty. Americans should be helped to understand that thereare recognized, practical solutions. Although the hunger problem iscomplex and a solution requires diverse and complimentary efforts,OEF's educational programs aim to demonstrate that food produc-tion can be significantly increased by giving women farmers theskills, the technology, and the access to credit they so desperatelyneed.
I thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much.

RESPONSES TO QUESTIONS FOR ANITA MERMEL

QUESTION SURMITTEI) RY HON. MICKEY LEI.AND
Question. In your testimony, you mention that one of the follow-up activities toyour conference being done in Denver, has been to design a curriculum for localschools pretaining to women and their role as food producers. Can you tell us if thisproject has beer completed? Is it being used in any schools? If so. what hay.. beenthe results?
Answer. The Denver school-curriculum subcommittee was just established thispast May, as part of the post-conference action commitments for that city. As withmost volunteer activities of this nature, summer produces a 3-month recess; thiscommittee will thus begin in full swing this fall. Its motivated membership consistsof several members from the original conference steering committee, professors, and
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graduate students at the University of Denver. We anticipate seeing more tangible
results toward spring of 1985.

Because of your interest in school curriculums on this subject, I ,thought you
might be interested to know that the information on women as food producers that
came in light at OEF's Tucson. AZ conference, May 1984, will now be incorporated
into the hunger education program being prepared by another Biden Pell recipi-
entthe Hunger Action Center at the University of Arizona, Tucson. Their project
focuses on high school, junior high school, and local church educators and is aimed
at changing the insights and knowledge base of these educators. These teachers will
be presented with curriculum models and will be trained in their use.

QUESTION SUBMITTED BY HON. VIC FAZIO

Question. Is the work of the Overseas Education Fund, disseminated overseas to
women in less developed countries? Do your publications reach women overseas?

Answer. As mentioned in the introduction to my testimony, the bulk of OEF's ac-
tivities are carried out in the Third World. Many Of our overseas project., especially
in Africa, are focused on improving women's participation as food producers, proces-
sors, and distributors.

As our principle goal is to improve the economic condition of the Third World
women, OEF publications distributed overseas are of a technological or methodologi-
cal nature geared toward increasing women's participation ir. the economic develop-
ment of their countries. OEF publications such as "Navamaga" or "Women Work-
ing Together" ' are utilized not only by OEF staff and overseas project participants,
but also increasingly by other U.S., international, overseas indigenous private vol-
untary organizations interested in improving womens'skills. Other OEF documents
that reach women overseas are of a project-specific nature: Work plane, midterm
and final evaluation reports, customized technological inputs into project develop-
ment, etc.

OEF's development education programof which our women as food producers
project currently forms the most important part, is targeted to the American public,
and American women in particular, and incorporates the learnings from our over-
seas development projects.

QUESTION SUBMITTED BY HON. TONY P. HALL

Question. How closely do you work with private voluntary organizations such as
Peace Corps, Africare and other U.N. organizations? Is there a shared goal in develr
opment education and do you see this cooperation increasing?

Answer. OEF works very closely with other PVO's both in our overseas develop-'
ment work, and within the U.S. in the area of development education. OEF execu-
tive director, Elise Fiber Smith, has served as president of Private Agencies in
International Development (P.A.I.D.) for the past several years and has been instru-
mental in the recently completed merger of PAID with the American Council of
Voluntary Agencies (ACVA). OEF is registered with the United Nations and has of-
ficial NGO status; in addition, we have cooperated extensively with FAO, the Volun-
tary Fund for the U.N. Decade for Women, and other U.N. affiliated organizations.
OEF president Willie Campbell is a member of USAID's Advisory Committee on
Voluntary Foreign AID and cochairs its Development Education Subcommittee.

In response to you specific questionyes, there is a shared goal in development
education between OEF and other PVO's, and yes, not only does OEF see that coop-
eration increasing in the future, but there is an official policy authored by a coali-
tion of PVO's to that effect. In my written testimony I referred to a policy paper

Education
produced by P.A.I.D. and A.C.V.A, members: A Framework for Development

Education in the U.S. OEF was not only very active in designing this policy, but was
the originator of many of the concepts that are included therein. The PAID/ACVA
policy sets out common goals for development education and puts forth both the ne-
cessity and desirability for PVO's to combine forces in this process. I am enclosing a
copy of this policy for the committee's reference.

Returning to OEF's specific hunger education program, approximately 30 local or-
ganizations in each project city have come together to support this educational proc-
ess by having members serve on the various planning committees or by contributing
in-kind services or goods. Local chapters of international and U.S. PVO's working

' NOTE: The OEF publications "Navamaga": Training Activities for Group Building, Health,
and income Generation and Women Working 'together for Personal, Economic, and Community
Development, a handbook of learning activities can be requested for the Select Committee's use
by calling OEF headquarters at (2021466 -343Q.
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overseas such as CARE, the Peace Corps Service Council, Meals for Millions, numer-
ow UNA chapters, VIISA, Africare, the Hunger Project, Direct Relief International,
Los Ninos, etc. have all been instrumental in supporting the planning and imple-
mentation of our conferences. Many of these same organizations have been principal
actors in the post-conference action programs.

Nom.Enclosure referred to above retained in committee files.

QUF.STIONS SUBMITTED BY HON. BILL EMERSON

Question. Can you provide. the committee with a description of the activities of
your qrga:dzation? What are your sources of funding? What was your budget in
1983 and what is it in 1984?

Answer. OEF's primary goal is to improve the economic condition of low-income
women in the developing nations. The key to OEF's 37 year success story has been
to give women the skills to change their own lives while contributing to the econom-
ic development of their communities and countries. We do this in variety of ways:

initiatingnitiating long-term, small enterprise development and jobs programs; by
strengthening local organizations through providing short-term training in small en-
terprise management, credit program expansion, practical market analysis, and how
to get access to funds; by promoting self-help for refugees; by involving U.S. business
women in our project development and funding; and by increasing the public under-
standing in the United States of these issues. It is toward this latter goal that OEF's
development education program, and specifically our women as food producers
project, is oriented.

OEF sources of funding consist of the U.S. Government, foundations, corporations,
and individuals. Forty-five percent of fiscal year 1984 funding came from private
sources: Foundations, corporations, and individual donors. Fifty-five percent came
from the U.S. Government, primarily from USAID. .

OEF's fiscal year 1983 budget totaled $1.5 million; fiscal year 1984 which just
ended June 30, totaled $1.6 million.

Question. In additon to the educational activities of your organization described in
your testimony, have you understaken any other such activities in the past? If so:
please provide the committee with a description of them.

Answer. As briefly mentioned in my written testimony, several OEF development
education activities served as precedents to the women as food producers project. In
March 1978. OEF conducted a pilot workshop in the U.S. emphasizing the role and
status of women in Third World countries, helping participants from the Columbia,
S.C., area to gain a personal understanding of global interdependence through con-
trasting and comparing women's .ssues in their community and overseas. Two years
later, the National Endowment for the Humanities funded OEF's women and world
issues project providing funds to conduct similar workshops in five new cities:
Austin. Phoenix, Los Angeles, Portland, and Rochester, N.Y. The goals of this five-
city project were to educate 1,000 men and women regarding the global interrela-
tionship of women's roles, problems, values, and aspirations amid cultural diversi-
ties, and to assists local organizations, to communicate to their constituencies a
greater understanding of how local and international women's issues impact their
community as well as national policies. The handbook entitled Women and World
Issues: An Action Handbook for Your Community was produced as a result of the
National Endowment's grant, has been distributed and used widely around the
country since its publication, and has formed the methodologice! basis for OEF's
current women as food producers project.

[The prepared statement of Ms. Mermel appears at the conclu-
sion of the hearing, see p. 379.]

The CHAIRMAN. Dr. Tangri,

STATEMENT OF BEVERLY TANGRI, DIRECTOR OF RESEARCH,
THE HUNGER PROJECT, ON BEHALF OF JOAN HOLMES, EXECU-
TIVE DIRECTOR

Ms. TANGRI. Thank you, Mr. Chairman and members of the com-
mittee. My name is Beverly Tangri. My position with the hunger
project is director of research. The hunger project's executive direc-
tor, Joan Holmes, is currently working in London and is not able to
be here today. It is my great privilege to represent the hunger
project on her behalf.
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I think it is fitting, in fact, that we are having this particular
hearing in Davis, because not only is it the home of one of the
great branches of the University of California, but also, in terms of
the hunger project, in 1983, when we did a count, we discovered
that one out of every four residents of Davis had enrolled in the
hunger project.

The CHAIRMAN. That is incredible.
Ms. TANGRI. The hunger project is a 7-year-old, nonprofit, chari-

table organization whose stated purpose is to create the end of the
persistence of hunger by the turn of the century, as an idea whose
time has come.

Since the hunger project was established in 1977, more than 2.8
million individuals in 138 countries have enrolled themselves in
the project.

And in giving you the information today, I would like to present
it from the standpoint of having you aware of three emphases. The
first one is that all the work that the hunger project does is
couched in the context of coming from the end of hunger. In other
words, we do not look at how complex the issue' is nor do we look at
how involved it is or how difficult to solve. Where we approach the
hunger issue from is knowing that hunger can be solved as a prob-
lem, knowing that we can have the end of hunger. So, I would like
to have you keep that in mind as I give the rest of my testimony.

Second, our intention is always to focus on the individual. We
are aware completely that in the political process and in the insti-
tutions that we in the United States have devised, the individual is
key and that the commitment that an individual brings to the
work is probably the most important thing that we'll achieve.

And third, when we educate and inform individuals, .we do this
from the standpoint of educating and informing them for action.
And it has been a great pleasure for me to hear many of the people
who have testified here this afternoon indicate that their intention
is to educate and inform for action.

Enrollment in the hunger project begins with individuals sharing
the basic facts of world hunger in one-to-one conversations and
small group meetings. Enrollment is a declaration by each individ-
ual that the end of the persistence of hunger is his or her personal
responsibility.

In signing an enrollment card, the individual declares:
The Hunger Project is mine completely. I commit myself to making the end of the

persistence of hunger and starvation an idea whose time has come.

Currently, around the world, approximately 1,000 people a day
make that declaration.

Individuals enroll themselves in the hunger project in their
homes, in their offices, in parks, in shopping malls, on beaches and
on streetswherever they live, work, and gather.

Through the process of enrollment and by confronting the issue
of hunger, perhaps for the first time, each individual gives himself
or herself the opportunity to take a stand for the end of hunger
and to express that stand in whatever way is appropriate.

In study after studyand I'm sure most of you have read all of
these by nownational and international commissions have as-
sured us that there is absolutely no reason why hunger cannot end.
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They have come to the conclusion that humanity possesses the re-
sources, technology and know-how to end hunger on our planet.
And they tell us what we are lacking is the necessary will or com-
mitment to get the job done. Some of those commissions include:
The Presidential Commission on World Hunger, the National Acad-
emy of Sciences, and the Brandt Commission.

The hunger project's purpose is to create the individual will, the
popular and political commitment that will result in the eradica-
tion of the persistence of hunger over the next 16 years. And in
order to measure this purpose, The hunger project has set as its
goal an infant mortality rate of 50 or less in every country of the
world by the year 2000.

The IMR is the number of deaths of infants under 1 year of age
per 1,000 live births.

There are several organizations, including UNICEF, the World
Health Organization and the Overseas Development Council, who
have chosen an IMR of 50 or below as the indicator of whether or
not a country is meeting its basic nee& including adequate nutri-
tion.

The adoption of this measure by the hunger project allows us to
focus our activities and be more clear about the impact of the work
that we are doing.

I would like to talk with you a little bit about the activities that
the hunger project has undertaken.

Our activities are designed to educate and inform people about
the fact that hunger exists, it doesn't need to, and that individuals
can make the difference in ending it.

The hunger project raises public' awareness about the issue of
hunger and encourages and stippotts individual and community
participation in the work of ending it.

At the moment, the hunger project's activities are carried out on
an ongoing basis in 20 countries, and they range from: Austria,
Australia, Belize, the British Isles, Canada, to Nigeria, Sweden,
Switzerland, West Germany and the United States.

The explosion of the hunger project on a global basis is one of
the things, I think, that is extremely heartening in looking at the
end of the persistence of hunger, because it seems to have just
jumped national boundaries and cultural differences. When people
hear about it, the hunger project settles into that country and
there are very few difficulties communicating the message. The
publications that we have are translated by volunteers in that
area, and they then become part of the hunger project in Sweden
or the hunger project in Japan, or whichever one we are talking
about.

The specific activities that have been developed primarily in the
hunger project in the United States are:

The ending hunger briefing is a 4-hour presentation which en-
ables participants to know the essential facts about hunger, indi-
cates where the world now stands in the process of ending hunger,
and invites individuals to look at what they will do to further the
process of ending hunger. It makes the complex issue of hunger an
accessible, confrontable problem.

Since the ending hunger briefing was first presented in January
1982, almost 150,000 people have participated in it in the United
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States, incluting more than 67,000 high school students. The
ending hunger briefing is also conducted on a regular basis in
Canada and the British Isles.

Not only do school and college students take it, but people from
all walks of life participate with the briefinghealth workers, la-
borers, journalists. Fm sure that we've had practically one of any
and' every occupation take the briefing.

The ending hunger briefing was developed by the hunger project
in partnership with experts in the fields of hunger and internation-
al development. It is not, however, analysis and discussion alone,
rather it informs people about hunger in a way that they have an
experience of the issue and are moved to take action.

For example, individuals who have participated in the briefing
have, among other things, written to their Congressmen, have writ-
ten to local media about the issue, have participated in TV and
radio programs on this subject, have sponsored children from devel-
oping countries, have joined the Peace Corfirafter the briefing, or
have joined other voluntary organizations and participated with
them. They have become volunteers at local food banks, and they
ha...e taken the briefing into other schools and communities.

The ending hunger briefing is conducted by more than 300
hunger project volunteers who have completed a rigorous training
program to enable them to present the material effectively. At this
point we are taking the ending hunger briefing to one more level
and beginning to train school teachers in school districts to present
the briefing themselves. We believe that this will enable us to
reach.many more students just as effectively.

In addition to the ending hunger briefing, we have a series of
publications. The emphasis of the publications is primarily grass-
roots, but we also endeavor to reach key opinion and policy makers
with some of the publications that we have.

Let me tell you a little bit about them, and I will leave samples
for you so that the committee can be aware of the work we do.

Three times a year the hunger project publishes its newspaper, A
Shift in the Wind. This is the world's largest - Circulation publica-
tion on hunger, and it is sent to more than 1.5 million households.
In addition, special mailings of each issue go to tens of thousamls
of leaders and key opinion makers around the world.

Recent editions of the newspaper have focused on Africa and its
problems, have focused on the United Nations, the progress that
we are makirg in ending hunger and the decline in hunger-related
deaths.

We also publish for key opinion-makers World Development
Forum. It is a semimonthly newsletter which goes to more than
10,000 individuals in the news media, development organizations,
government, and corporate and academic communities.

The Forum has reported on a wide variety of topics and is edited
by Peggy Streit, who is a Washington, DC based journalist who
edited the newsletter when it was published by the U.S. Agency for
International Development.

The hunger project has just recently launched a new publication
called the Hunger Project Papers, a series of occasional papers on
subjects of particular interest to scholars and development experts.
The first paper, entitled the Decline in Hunger-Related Deaths,
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was written by Dr. Roy Prosterman, professor of law at the Univer-
sity of Washington and an eminent authority on world hunger.
More than 11,000 copies of this first paper were distributed in the
United States and selected countries abroad.

We also make a special effort to educate and inform our donors
through a monthly series of pamphlets. We have an arrangement
whereby individuals contribute to the hunger project on a monthly
basis through our financial family. When the mailing goes out each
month to remind individuals that their pledge is due, we also en-
close a small pamphlet which educates them on the facts of
hunger. Some of these small pamphlets have included information
on Public Law 480 Food for Peace Program, the Peace Corps, Sar-
vodayathe grassroots movement in Sri Lanka that has helped
transform rural life thereand the Brandt Co ission.

In 1985, the hunger prOject will publish its t book entitled
Ending Hunger: An idea whose time has co This publication
will be a comprehensive discussion of the major *ssues critical to
humankind in its endeavor to en hunger. Issues hat will be ex-
plored in depth will include: Po lation, food, na onal security,
foreign aid, and the new intern ional economic order. Differing
viewpoints on each issue will be p nted.

The book is geared for grassroo participants who are working
to end hunger and, we believe '11 make the complex issue of
hunger and the debate surroun g it much more accessible. In ad-
dition, we believe it will be a very valuable resource for educators,
policy makers, media representatives, members of private volun-
tary organizations, and community leaders. And in listening to the
testimony here today, I believe it will also serve a valuable func-
tion as a textbook in senior level highschools and at universities
and colleges.

The hunger project was created in recognition of, and in partner-
ship with, the thousands of individuals and organizations working
toward the alleviation of hunger. Although it was first launched in
the United States, as I've already said it's an endeavor that is an
expression of the personal commitment of millions of individuals
living in nearly every country in the world.

To further this objective, more than 3,000 committed individuals
in approximately 250 communities around the world take part on a
weekly basis in the hunger project's grassroots network. The grass-
roots network of volunteers have programs that include everything
from enrollment in ending hunger briefings to enrolling other indi-
viduals, creating public awareness, and, in addition, working with
other volunteers to provide individuals an opportunity to play an
active role in making the end of the persistence of hunger a reali-
ty.

I'm going to drop out some of the examples that will give you
some idea of what they do, and, instead, conclude by saying that
each year between 13 and 18.million human beings die as a result
of hunger and hunger-related diseases on our planet. To end this
tragedy once and for all will require a breakthrough in our com-
mitment.

The creation by Congress of the Select Committee on Hunger
provides an opportunity to forward the work of ending hunger. The
interest and commitment of the members of this committee are
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very clear and these hearings are a very important step in the
process.

On behalf of the hunger project, I want to thank you for the op-
portunity to participate in these hearings.

RESPONSES TO QUESTIONS FOR BEVERLY TANORI

QIJESTIONS SUBMITTED BY HON. MICKEY LELAND

Question. To what extent are the members of The Hunger Project involved in po-
litical issues that effect world hunger?

Answer. The Hunger Project is a chairtable nonprofit organization and as much
does not take a partisan political stance.

This year The Hunger Project, along with 21 other private voluntary organiza-
tions, sponsored The World Hunger Information Center at the Democratic and Re-
publican national conventions under the auspices of ACVAFS/PAID.

The World Hunger Information Center provided a forum for Democrats and Re-
publicans to speak out on world hunger and delegates were given information pack-
ets on the facts about world hunger and the work that is being done to end it.

In addition, as part of the Hunger Project's educational activities, issues of the
Hunger Project newspaper, A Shift in the Wind (ASITSW), have focused on issues
related to the political process. For example, ASITW No. 8 drew attention to the
findings of the Presidential Commission on World Hunger. Issue No. 11 concentrat-
ed on informing readers about the Cancun Summit. Issue No. 15 focused attention
on some of the U.N. agencies and the .work they are doing to forward the end of
hunger.

The Hunger Project has no members as such. However, there are more than 2.4
million people who have enrolled in The Hunger Project in the United Stat:A by
signing a card in which they declare: "The Hunger Project is mine completely. I
commit myself to making the end of the persistence of hunger and starvation an
idea whose time has come." Individuals in the U.S. who have committed themselves
to the end of hunger often take the opportunity to participate in the democratic
process. Some of these individuals communicate with their. elected representatives
about the end of hunger; some may support particular bills in Congress; still others
write letters to the editor and to representatives and administrators on relevant
issues.

Question. Do you see this activity increasing?
Answer. The activities of the Hunger Project, outlined above, which you will note

are essentially educational in nature, will increase.

QUESTIONS SUBMITTED BY HON. TONY P. Ht.LL

Question How is The Hunger Project funded?
Answer. The Hunger Project is funded entirely by private contributions.
Our major program to generate funds is called the financial family. Currently

there are approximately 16,000 donors who contribute between $10 to $1,000 on a
monthly basis. Seventy-eight percent of the donors contribute $10 month, for a year
or longer. Many individuals have committed to donate their money until the end of
hunger.

We also raise money through our contribution meeting program and through our
major gifts program. The latter is for donors who wish to contribute $10,000 or more
a year.

One of the principles on which The Hunger Project is based is that it is a project
of individual and personal responsibility. Our aim is to raise funds in a way that
people everywhere have an opportunity to contribute. In 1983 more than 50,000
people funded the work of The Hunger Project.

Question. have you received or requested any Biden-Pell grants for education pro-
grams you have developed on world hunger issues?

Answer. The Hunger Project recognizes that the availability of Biden Pell Grants
has contributed substantially to the work of development education, however, we
have neither requested nor received any Biden-Pell grants for our education pro-
grams.
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QUESTION SUBMITTED BY HON. VIC FAZIO
::' *.` Question. Based upoi The Hunger Projects experience int the area of educating

the Public. on world hungerlssues, what in. your judgment is the best means of in-
creasing public awareness on world hunger issues'?

'1.4. Answer. In our experience the best means of increasing public awareness on
`.) ,world hunger issues is to adopt a multifaceted approach aimed at different sectors

of the public.
The sectors which we have selected are:
(1) The general public;
(2) The Hunger Project constituency which includes the more than 3 million

people enrolled globally, more than 2.4 million in the United States; the 175,000
people who have partidipated globally in the Ending Hunger Briefing Program, ap-
proximately 152,000 in the United States; over 16,000 monthly donors and over 1,000
active volunteers in the United States; and

(3) Hunger response organization, the academic community, the U.N. and develop-
ment agencies, the media, government and other opinion and policymakers.

In our effort to increase public awareness we use various media and technologies
for each sector. These include, but are not limited to:

General public: Radio and TV public service announcements, billboards, bumper
stickers, newspaper advertisements, posters, buttons, bus and car cards, T-shirts,
calendars, marathons, bike rides and other sporting events, slide shows, films, The
Ending Hunger Briefing.

The Hunger Project constituency: A Shift in the Wind, The Ending Hunger tsrief-
ing, monthly educational brochures for our donors, World Development Forum, the
process of enrollment, conferences and telephone calls.

Key opinion and policymakers: A Shift in the Wind, World Development Forum,
The Hunger Project Papers, conferences, special briefings.

While the means of communicating about world hunger is vital to raising public
awareness, we at The Hunger Project operate from the principle that the most effec-
tive and compelling way to raise public awareness is to communicate the message
that the end of hunger is achievable and that the individual makes a difference.
When individuals know this, they are able to participate in a way that makes a dif-
ference.

QUESTIONS SUBMITTED BY HON. BILL EMERSON

Question. Can you provide-the committee with a description of the activities of
your organization?

Answer. In addition to the activities described in my testimony, a description of
the activities of the Hunger Project is provided in our annual report. I am pleased
to provide the committee with a copy of our 1982 report and will send a copy of our
1983 report as soon as it is available.

Question. What are your sources of funding? What was your budget in 1983 and
what is it in 1984?

Answer. The source of funding for The Hunger Project is the contributions of indi-
viduals. The budget for 1983 was $5.8 million. The budget for 1984 is currently $6.97
million.

Question. In addition to the educational activities of your organization described
in your testimony, have you undertaken any other such activities in the past? If so,
please provide the committee with a description of-them.

Answer. Yes, we have undertaken educational activities in the past.
(1) 1979Education for Action Days: A day-long presantatien to over 4,000 people

across North America which focused on educating members of -the communities on
hunger-related issues. Participants were encouraged to continue their education on
an on-going basis and to take fictions appropriate to them in ending, the persistence
of hunger. The presentations were led by The Hunger Project volunteers and ad-
dressed by leaders from other hunger response groups. The activities for the day
were coordinated with local hunger response groups.

(2) 1979-Cambodia Crisis: The Hunger Project's first public awareness project
around a single issue was launched in November 1979 in response to the crisis in
Cambodia.

In this campaign The Hunger Project sponsored public service advertisements in
newspapers across the country. Nearly $1 million la contributions was raised from
these advertisements for agencies providing relief aid in Cambodia and Thailand.

(:3) 1980-81Hunger in East Africa: In November !WO), a fact-finding delegation
organized by The Hunger Project visited Somalia and Kenya to assess at first-hand
the hunger and refugee crisis in East Africa.
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Led by hunger project executive director, Joan Holmes, the delegation visited food
camps and met with representatives of governments, voluntary organizations, and
It N. agencies.

Coon their return, The Hunger Project delegates undertook a campaign to bring
the hituation in East Africa to the attention of the people of North America by:

Placing public service announcements with more than 600 radio stations;
Briefing Members of Congress and testifying before a congressional subcommittee;
Making public educational presentations in major U.S. and Canadian cities;
Communicating about East Africa to people enrolled in The Hunger Project; and
Producing a documentary film entitled Hunger in East Africa.
The Cancun Summit (19511: In 1951, The Hunger Project undertook to make

people aware of the summit of world leaders taking place that year at Cancun.
The Hunger Project used the occasion of the Cancun Summit to educate our con-

sentiency on the North-South dialog. the Brandt Commission and the New Interna-
tional Economic Order. We sent a special pamphlet to our monthly donors. We also
published a special issue of the newspaper A Shift In The Wind, which focused on
the summit.

World Food Day: The Hunger Project is a member of the National Committee for
World Food Day in the United States. In participating in World Food Day activities
we aim to create awareness of the ability of our planet to feed itself. Our volunteers
give hundreds of media interviews and briefings, school presentations ancl partici-
pate in community rallies. In addition, there are countless unique observances rang-
ing from all day workshops to special messages on the Good Year blimp.

In August 1952, we launched a World Food Day Campaign with a special issue of
A Shift In The Wind for the campaign. Several thousand volunteers participated in
World Food Day activities in more than 100 communities in North America and
around the world.

Symposia Sponsored by The Hunger Project' The Hunger Project has twice spon-
sored and conducted a major international symposium about ending hunger.

The first symposium was held at the Tarrytown Conference Center, N.Y., 1978. It
Incused on the evidence that hunger can be ended and identified what individual
participants would do to further that goal.

The second symposium in Glen Cove, NY, was titled "Ending Hunger: The Power
and Potential of the Hunger Community." Held in June 1980 the symposium was
attended by 100 key opinion makers and included addresses by, among others,
James Grant and Buckminister Fuller. The focus of the symposium was the develop-
ment of actiotk plans in areas such as public education, famine, international aid,
and nongoverrimental organizations.

(The prepared statement of Ms. Tangri appears at the conclusion
of the hearing, see p. 3951 .

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Dr. Tangri and Ms. Mermel. And I
want to thank you, and your organizations, for helping create this
select committee. Your organizations worked very diligently and
we appreciate your commitment to alleviating hunger and malnu-
trition. . .

I have a couple of questions, and then we'll conclude our hearing..
Ms. Mermel, what response have you had as a result of your con-

ferences on women and hunger?
And to what extent do the participants remain actively involved

in world hunger issues?
Ms. MEamm. We've seen different types of results as far as the

people who have participated in these projects.
To begin, I'd like to give you an example of a woman who actual-

ly walked off the street into our conference that we had at UCLA
in Los Angeles a few months ago. She thought she was attending
just to hear a particular speaker that she had heard about before, a
renowned expert on these issues. She thought she would just
attend from 9 until 10 a.m. Well, she spent the whole day there,
the whole evening there, and left at about 10 p.m. that evening.
She felt that she had found a home, she had found a family. She
really Mt that everyone there was so integrated, intertwined, they
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knew each other well, and she just latched onto the excitement.
And that's true, there was a lot of excitement; because it wasn't
just an event, it was the result of 9 or 10 months of planning, of
many, many individuals representing many, many organizations
coming together. It was that type of experience, of a celebration.

Now, one of the results that we have seen is that a lot of the or-
ganizations who participate have a tremendous number of constitu-
ents, not only in the cities where we've worked but statewide and
across the country. In Denver, CO, for example, we worked very
closely with the American Association of University Women. They
brought in their whole statewide chapter system into helping plan
the Denver project, and members arrived at the final conference
from throughout the State. We hadn't designed it that way; it
ended up being a statewide project, however.

Now, out of that experience and out of several dispersed DEF
staff and board contacts with national AAUW leaders, many
women in the AAUW are excited. They are now taking OEF 's
women as food producers project to the State of Iowa. They came
up with the idea and established the initial contacts for OEF in
that State.

That's an example of the networking, the snowballing effect, of
what is happening. Resulting from their participation in our
Denver project, the League of Women Voters now wants to develop
the project throughout the State of Connecticut.

A Mexican woman who came to our conference in Tucson 2
months ago also became excited about the concept. She represents
the center for Border Studies of Northern Mexico and had no prior
contact with OEF or this project before. Well, she came up with the
idea of let's do this in El Paso and Cindad Juarez, Mexico and see
what happens.

Well, great, we'll do a cross-border model. * * * 3 months later,
we are actually exploring this new binational concept.

Women really have networking down pat in this country. I think
there is no end to this project. I mean, it just keeps snowballing
over and over again.

Your other question was about involvement. To give you an ex-
ample, the women who worked on our planning committees back in
1980in the five cities where our first round of development edu-
cation programs occurredare still working on projects involving
women and world issues. And a case in point of that is the Austin,
TX, group. As in other cases, they came to us with a new followup
concept. They have come up with a $3,000 grant from a private
foundation, and now they want to explore the issue of women and
world hunger. We will be giving them a little technical assistance
in that area throughout the upcoming year.

And that demonstration of long-time commitment is also happen-
ing in some of the other cities where we've worked before, in San
Diego and Santa Barbara and others. So, we are really excited
about the prospects of this project, even if Biden-Pell funds end
next year. Our initial project had been written as a 3-year prcigram
and we have hopes to expand that. But even if those funds were to
end, we just think that with the phenomenal networking we've
been able to establish over the last 2'/2 years, that this program
will not end.
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The CHAIRMAN. Thank you.
Dr. Tangri, can you explain, based on the hunger project's expe-

rience, the major obstacles that you have faced in trying to in-
crease public awareness on world hunger issues?

And what solutions are there to these problems?
Ms. TANGRI. In terms of the major obstacles, I think that we

have not faced a lot of obstacles. I think we have found that having
a commitment to get the information out there, has actually
achieved a phenomenal increase and a phenomenal heightening of
awareness.

If I were to look at the one thing, I think, that may actually be
inhibiting the furthering of this kind of awareness, it would be that
people sometimes get charmed or too attracted by a particular posi-
tion, and instead of being willing to put aside a particular pat
answer that they might have or a particular point of view, they
hang onto that as opposed to being willing to move and become
more aware of the issue and to adopt solutions. That would be the
thing that I would like to emphasize as really of prime importance.

The other thing, I think, that keeps people from engaging with
hunger in a meaningful and effective way is that they continue to
look at it and they continue to work upon it as a problem. And
once again, in the work that we have done, I think our saying that
we know that the end of hunger is achievable puts the work that
we do into an entirely different formula, into an entirely different
context, and enables people to actually participate with it in a way
that they feel very gratified and they feel very willing to continue;
so that,' our volunteers, some of them, have started out with the
project and are still continuing and are willing to enroll other
people on an ongoing basis to work with us.

The CHAIRMAN. Very good.
I have other questions, however, we are running late, so I will

submit them to you for your response. And the record will remain
open for that purpose.

Mr. EMERSON. I have further questions.
The CHAIRMAN. I want to thank everyone here, and, in particu-

lar, the University of California here at Davis, and, of course, our
colleague who represents this area, Vic Fazio.

We have heard from many individuals on not only an analysis of
the problems surrounding hunger but also on some solutions. We
appreciate everyones cooperation and I want to impress upon the
people who are present today, that, indeed, the committee will con-
tinue its efforts in Congress, toward the alleviation of hunger and
malnutrition.

I want to thank everyone here for participating today. It's been
an enlightening and profitable occassion. Thank you.

The committee stands adjourned.
[Whereupon, at 4:33 p.m., the hearing was adjourned.]
[Material submitted for inclusion in the record follows:]
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PRIPAUD STATIMARNT OP HON. Vic FAZIO, A RIPIUMENTATIVI IN CONCURS FROM THR
SPATZ or CALIYORNIA

I would like to begin by welcoming my colleagues to the

Fourth Congressional District and by thanking today's witnesses

for their tide and preparation. A great deal of work went into

making this hearing a reality, and a debt of gratitude is ovad to

you, Mr. Chairman, to the staff of theSelect Committee on Munger,

and to the staff of the International Programs Office, who have

been more than helpful and who have patiently complied with the

tight deadlines and extensive preparations required for holding a

Congressional hearing.

The U.C. Davis campus, located in one of the most abundant

agricultural areas in this country, Is an appropriate setting for

a hearing by the Select Committee on Hunger. As a preeminent

member of the distinguished University of California system, UC

Davis has a reputation for academic integrity that is appropriate

to the theme of this hearing.

* * The problems of world hunger are groat. Millions

of people in the world today arm suffering

irreversible damage to their minds and bodies from

chronic malnutrition.

* * A growing number of Americans are deeply concerned

with the problem of world hunger. A survey of

this nation's major newspapers and periodicals
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Rep. Vic Fazio/Page two

reveals headlines devoted to the problems of

hunger at home and abroad.

* * I sea this concern reflected in the communications

I receivs from ay constituents, and I am sure my

colleagues have witnessed similar trends.

* * Yet in some ways world hunger is an enigma. For

the solution is not as simple as merely "more

food " -- increased production and adequate food

reserves.

* * As vitally important as high productivity and

emergety reserves are, they still do not provide

the final solution to the problems of hunger.

Over the past ten years worldwide foud production

has improved, yet we still face widespread

malnutrition.

* * Frustrated by our own inability to adequately

feed the world, we must turn to eliminating the

causes of hunger: namely, poverty and insecure

food supplies. This is where the contributions

of our Universities and Private Voluntary

Organizations are invaluable.
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Rep. Vid Fazio/Page three

The very complexities that surround the causes of and

solutions to world hunger asks the role of educational

institutions in alleviating world hunger even more important. Our

Universities provide valuable foodand nutrition research and --

with Private Voluntary Organisations-- are in the forefront of

assistance geared towards the local needs of the developing

countries. Turthermore, the educational system is an important

means by which the public can be educated about the causes of

world hunger. I lookforward to today's discussions.

PREPARED &ATRIUMOP HON. MIDI= LELAND A RRPRAMINTATIVR IN COMM. FROM
THE STATE OF TEXAS AND CHAIRMAN, SELECT COMMIX ON HUNORR

GOOD MORNING. I AM CONGRESSMAN MICKEY LELAND, MAIL OF THE

HOUSE SELECT COMMITTEE ON HUNGER. WE ARE VERY PLEASED THAT WE

ARE ABLE TO HOLD OUR FIRST INTERNATIONAL TASK FORCE HEARING HERE

AT THE UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA AT DAVIS, AND I WANT TO PERSONALLY

THANK THE UNIVERSITY AND MY COLLEAGUE CONGRESSMAN VIC FAZIO FOR

HOSTING THE SELECT COMMITTEE HEARING, IN WHICH WE SEEK TO LEARN

MORE OF THE ROLE OF EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS IN HELPING TO ALLEVIATE

WORLD HUNGER AND MALNUTRITION.

THE SELECT COMMITTEE, WHICH BECAME OPERATIONS IN APRIL OF THIS

YEAR, RECOGNIZES THE NUMEROUS DIMENSIONS OF THE HUNGER PROBLEM WHICH

ADVERSELY AFFECTS HUNDREDS OF MILLIONS OF INDIVIDUALS THROUGHOUT THE

WORLD. THE COMMITTEE HAS AND WILL CONTINUE TO ADDRESS SUCH ISSUES

AS: FOOD ASSISTANCE PROGRAMS IN THE UNITED STATES; U.S. DEVELOPMENT

AND ECONOMIC ASSISTANCE PROGRAMS AND THE EXECUTIVE BRANCH STRUCTURE

RESPONSIBLE FOR ADMINISTERING THE PROGRAM; WORLD FOOD SECURITY; TRADE

RELATIONS BETWEEN THE U.S. AND LESS DEVELOPED COUNTRIES; FOOD

PRODUCTION AND DISTRIBUTION; CORPORATE AND AGRIBUSINESS EFFORTS TO

FURTHER INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT; AND, POLICIES OF MULTILATERAL

DEVELOPMENT BANKS AND INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INSTITUTIONS.

TODAY, I BELIEVE WE WILL BE FOCUSING ON A CENTRAL ISSUE OF

GREAT INTEREST AND IMPORTANCE TO THE SELECT COMMITTEE - THAT OF

INCREASING PUBLIC AWARENESS OF WORLD HUNGER, AND OF THE CONTRIBUTIONS

OF EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS IN PROGRAMS THAT ASSIST IN ALLEVIATING

HUNGER AND MALNUTRITION.
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THE COMMMTEE IS PARTICULARLY INTERESTED IN HEARING FROM OUR

WITNESSES RECOMMENDATIONS THAT WOULD BETTER ASSIST CONGRESS IN

STRUCTURING POLICY THAT WOULD DIRECTLY AFFECT THE POOREST OF THE

POOR. IN THE PROC'SS, THE COMMITTEE HAS COMMISSIONED AN ASSESSMENT

OF FOOD PROBLEMS ALD TECHNOLOGICAL OPPORTUNITIES IN SUB - SAHARAN AFRICA

B THE CONGRESSIONAL OFFICE OF TECHNOLOGY ASSESSMENT. IT IS OUR

BELIEF, THAT NEW OR IMPROVED AGRICULTURAL TECHNOLOGIES, IF TRANSFERRED

SUCCESSFULLY, CAN HAVE A SUBSTANTIAL EFFECT ON FOOD PRODUCTION AND

DISTRIBUTION 10 TO 15 YEARS FROM THE TIME OF INTRODUCTION. CHANGES

IN AGRICULTURAL DEVELOPMENT AND FOOD DISTRIBUTION INSTITUTIONS CAN

TAKE EVEN LONGER TO BE EFFECTIVE. THUS,TECHNOLOGIES AND INSTITUTIONAL

CHANGES INTRODUCED TODAY NEED TO BE APPROPRIATE FOR AFRICA 10 TO 20

YEARS FROM NOW. AT THE SAME TIME, THESE CHANGES MUST BE USEFUL AND

ACCEPTABLE NOW, OR ADOPTION WILL NOT PROCEED BY THE HOST COUNTRY.

WE BELIEVE APPROPRIATE'FOCUS SHOULD BE PLACED ON TECHNOLOGIES WHICH

THE POOREST SO PERCENT OF THE FARMERS CAN AFFORD. SPECIFICALLY,

CONSIDERATIONS MUST CONCENTRATE ON POOR PRODUCERS AS WELL AS POOR

CONSUMERS.

FOR THESE AND OTHER REASONS, THE COMMITTEE IS VERY INTERESTED

IN HEARING FROM OUR DISTINGUISHED PANELISTS' RECOMMENDATIONS WHICH

HAVE STEMMED FROM THEIR EXPERIENCE IN THEIR PARTICULAR AREAS OF

EXPERTISE.

I WOULD LIKE NOW TO INTRODUCE CONGRE3EMAN TONY HALL, WHO AS

CHAIR OF THE TASK FORCE ON HUNGER IN DEVELOPING COUNTRIES, WILL

CHAIR OUR HEARING TODAY.

38 -561 0 - 84 - 8 114
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PIREPAJUID litATEMISNT or HON. BILL 111111101§1, A RZFIUMBISTATIVF O4 CONO11201 FROM
TIM EITATE or MONIOURI

THANK YOU MR, CHAIRMAN, I AM PLEASED TO BE HERE IN DAVIS,

CALIFORNIA FOR THIS FIELD HEARING, THE OBJECTIVES AND WORK OF

THIS UNIVERSITY IN THE INTERNATIONAL FIELD ARE WELL KNOWN IN THE

CONGRESS.

A FORMER COLLEAGUE OF MINE WHO SERVED WITH DISTINCTION ON THE

HOUSE AGRICULTURE COMMITTEE IS NOW A MEMBER OF THE BOARD FOR

INTERNATIONAL FOOD AND AGRICULTURAL DEVELOPMENT (BIFAD), IN

FACT, PAUL FINDLEY OF ILLINOIS WAS CO-AUTHOR WITH THE LATE

SENATOR HuBERi HUMPHREY OF THE TITLE X11 LEGISLATION WHICH

FOSTERED THIS REMARKABLE SYSTEM OF HARNESSING THE 'VAST

EDUCATIONAL, EXTENSION, AND RESEARCH RESOURCES OF OUR LAND-GRANT "

UNIVERSITIES TO HELP DEVELOP AGRICULTURE IN THIRD WORLD

COUNTRIES,

THE PURPOSE OF THIS HEARING IS TO EXAMINE EFFORTS ON THE PART'OF

SEVERAL ENTITIES TO COMBAT WORLD HUNGER, I THINK IT IS PARTICU-

LAkLY SIGNIFICANT THA7 THIS HEARING IS BEING HELD ON THE ANNIVER-

SARY - THE 30TH - OF PUBLIC LAW 480, THE AGRICULTURAL TRADE

DEVELOPMENT AND ASSISTANCE ACT OF 1954.

THE PURPOSES OF PUBLIC LAW 480 ARE:
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,
0 TO PROVIDE HUMANITARIAN ASSISTANCE; :$

0 TO SUPPORT ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENTMITHIN RECIPIENT

COUNTRIES;

0 TO EXPAND INTERNATIONAL TRADE AND DEVELOP MARKETS FOR 3
3:

U.S. AGRICULTURAL COMMODITIES; AND.
el

0 TO PROMOTE THE FOREWN POLICY OF THE UNITED STATES.

THE FIRST OBJECTIVE FEEDING THE HUNGRY - IS THE PRIMARY FOCUS

OF THE HEARING BEING HELD TODAY.

PUBLIC LAW 480 OR THE FOOD FOR PEACE PROGRAM HAS ENRICHED THE

DIETS AND THE LIVES OF 1.8 BILLION MEN. WOMEN AND CHILDREN IN

COUNTRIES ALL OVER THE WORLD,

UNDER THIS PROGRAM. THE UNITED STATES CONTINUES TO CONTRIBUTE

MORE FOOD ASSISTANCE ANNUALLY TO OTHER COUNTRIES THAN ALL OTHER

NATIONS COMBINED. THIS IS POSSIBLE BECAUSE OUR FARMERS HAVE

ESTABLISHED *AN IMPOSING RECORD OF GROWTH AND ABUNDANCE AND OUR

CITIZENS HAVE AN EQUALLY IMPRESSIVE REIORD OF CARE AND GIVING,

WE ARE FORTUNATE INDEED TO HAVE THE RESOURCES TO ALLOW US TO

DONATE FOOD TO COMBAT MALNUTRITION AND TO EASE EMERGENCY SITUA-

TIONS SUCH AS FAMINE,

FOOD GRAINS AND FEED GRAINS REPRESENTED NEARLY HALF OF THE TOTAL

OF $33 BILLION - THE VALUE OF PUBLIC LAW 480 SHIPMENTS, WHEAT

SHIPMENTS WERE $11.8 BILLION AND FEED GRAINS $3.1 BILLION, OTHER
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MAJOR EXPORTS WERE COTTON ($2,6 BILLION), SOYBEAN OIL ($2,1

BILLION) AND NONFAT DRY MILK (APPROXIMATELY $1,5 BILLION), THIS

MEANS THAT UNDER PUBLIC LAW 480 MORE THAN $3 MILLION A DAY HAS

GONE TO OVER 100 COUNTRIES,

I HOPE OUR WITNESSES TODAY WILL FOCUS ON WHAT HAS BEEN ACCOM-

PLISHED THROUGH VARIOUS GOVERNMENT AND PRIVATE AID PROGRAMS AND

THEN ON WHAT THEY SEE AS THE ROLE OF. EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS IN

COUNTERING HUNGER IN ()UR WORLD,

I WOULD LIKE TO MENTION ONE OTHER AREA OF TODAY'S HEARING FOR

WHICH I HAVE A DEEP INTEREST . THATIS NUTRITION EDUCATION, WE

WILL BE HEARING FROM WITNESSES AS TO THEIR INVOLVEMENT IN NUTRI-

TION EDUCATION IN DEVELOPING COUNTRIES AND ALSO EDUCATION IN

SCHOOLS IN THE UNITED STATES CONCERNING WORLD HUNGER, I HOPE

THESE WITNESSES WILL ALSO COMMENT ON WHAT I FEEL IS SORELY

LACKING IN OUR COUNTRY NUTRITION EDUCATION AND CONSUMER AWARE-

NESS, ESPECIALLY OF LOW INCOME PEOPLE FOR WHOM IT IS ESPECIALLY

IMPORTANT THAT THEY STRETCH THEIR FOOD DOLLAR AND PROVIDE THEM-

SELVES AND THEIR FAMILIES WITH NUTRITIOUS MEALS,

OVERALL, THE ENTIRE CONCEPT OF NUTRITION EDUCATION, AS A PART OF

THE EDUCATION AND TRAINING-OF HEALTH AND OTHER PROFESSIONALS, IS

EXTREMELY IMPORTANT, MORE AND MORE, THERE IS AGREEMENT AMONG

MANY THAT NUTRITION IS AN INTEGRAL PART OF MAINTAINING THE WELL

BEING OF THE POPULATION,

IT MAKES SENSE THAT THE MORE WE, OURSELVES, KNOW HOW TO STAY IN

GOOD HEALTH AND TO SHARE THAT KNOWLEDGE WITH OTHERS, THE BETTER

OFF WE ARE, GOOD NUTRITION IS PART OF THAT PICTURE,

I AM LOOKING FORWARD TO TODAY'S HEARING, THANK YOU MR, CHAIRMAN,
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THIS COMMITTE, IS MEETING TODAY TO-HEAR TESTIMONY ON ISSUES

CRUCIAL TO THE ALLEVIATION OF WORLD HUNGER. AS THE RANKING MINORITY

MEMBER OF THIS COMMITTEE I REGRET THATI.AM UNABLE TO BE PRESENT. I

WILL REVIEW THESE PROCEEDINGS WITH GREAT INTEREST.

WE ARE HERE AT THE UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA AT DAVIS, ONE OF THE

FOREMOST AGRICULTURAL INSTITUTIONS OF HIGHER EDUCATION IN OUR COUNTRY,

TO DISCUSS THE ROIE OF THIS UNIVERSITY AND OTHERS. IN INTERNATIONAL

FOOD AND AGRICULTURAL DEVELOPMENT. OUR PURPOSE IN COMING HERE IS TO

FOCUS ON HOW 1HE WORK OF THE UNIVERSITY IS HELPING 10 DEAL WITH THE

PROBLEMS OF HUNGER WORLDWIDE. I AM SURE THAT I SPEAK FOR ALL MEMBERS

IN EXPRSSINq OUR INTEREST IN WHAT THE ASSEMBLED WITNESSES FROM. THE

UNIVERSITY COMMUNITY HAVE TO TELL US ABOUT THE CONNECTION BETWEEN

THEIR RESEARCH AND HUNGER IN THE WORLD.

TI1LE XII OF THE FOREIGN ASSISTANCE ACT DIRECTS THE U.S.

GOVERNMENT in MAKI MORE EXTENSIVE USE OF THE U.S. LAND GRANT AND OTHER

QUALIFIED COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES TO CARRY OUT FOREIGN ASSISTANCE

PROGRAMS. THE INTIREST OF DEVELOPING COUNTRIES IN TITLE XII PROJECTS,

AS REFLECTED IN USAID MISSION REQUESTS, HAS GROWN CONTINUOUSLY. IN

ROTH 1984 AND 1(035 IT IS EXPECTED THAI TITLE XII PROGRAMS WILL ACCOUNT

FOR APPROXIMATELY $400 MILLION OF INSTITUTION-BUILDING ACTIVITIES IN
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CONTINUOUSLY. IN BOTH 1984 AND 1985 IT IS EXPECTED THAT TITLE XII

PROGRAMS WILL ACCOUNT FOR APPROXIMATELY $400 MILLION OF

INSTITUTION-BUILDING ACTIVITIES IN AGRICULTURE, RURAL DEVELOPMENT AND

NUTRITION, THE UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA AT DAVIS IS ONE OF THE

LARGEST RECIPIENTS OF TITLE XII ASSISTANCE. WE LOOK FORWARD TO

HEARING MORE ABOUT THE PRACTICAL APPLICATION OF THIS WORK IN FEEDING

THE. WORLD'S HUNGRY.

OF PARTICULAR CONCERN TO ME IS, WHAT I CALL THE "PARADOX OF

HUNGER." SINCE WE PRODUCE MORE THAN WE NEED AND SPEND MORE ON FOOD

AID, WHY DO WE STILL HAVE OVERABUNDANCE. AND HUNGER? I HOPE TODAY THAT

SOME OF OUR WITNESSES WILL BE ABLE TO SHED SOME LIGHT ON POSSIBLE

SOLUTIONS TO THIS PROBLEM.

THE U.S. AGENCY FOR INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT (AID), WITH THE

TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE OF THE DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE (USDA), IS

WORKING TO HELP COUNTRIES INCREASE FOOD PRODUCTION TO THEIR

COMPARATIVE ADVANTAGE. WE ARE ASSISTING THESE COUNTRIES IN THEIR

EFFORTS TO BECOME "SELF-RELIANT" - THAT IS TO SAY, PRODUCE THOSE FOODS

THEY ARE ABLE TO GROW TO HELP FEED THEIR POPULATIONS AND ALSO TO

STIMULATE EXPORTS TO EARN FOREIGN EXCHANGE TO PAY FOR THE IMPORTS OF

FOOD THEY ARE NOT ABLE TO PROFITABLY PRODUCE THEMSELVES.

WE HAVE LEARNED A NUMBER OF LESSONS ABOUT HUNGER AND MALNUTRITION

OVER THE PAST YEARS. WE KNOW THAT HUNGER IS NOT JUST AN EMPTY

STOMACH. HUNGER IS AN ECONOMIC ISSUE, AND IS A DIRECT RESULT OF

POVERTY. HUNGER RESULTS FROM THE LACK OF A PROPER DIET --
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MALNUTRITION; THE INABILITY TO GROW ENOUGH FOOD TO FEED THE FAMILY,- -

PRODUCTION; THE LACK OF INCOME TO BUY FOOD -- ECONOMIC OPPORTUNITY;

THE INABILITY TO GET FOOD TO THOSE WHO NEED IT -- DISTRIBUTION; AND

FROM FOOD SPOILAGE FOR LACK OF PROPER STORAGE RESERVES. WE MUST

ADDRESS ALL THESE PROBLEMS IN A COORDINATED AND CONCERTED MANNER IF WE

ARE TO ERADICATE, WORLD HUNGER.

IN SOLVING THESE PROBLEMS, THE ROLE OF THE PRIVATE SECTOR IS A

MAJOR ONE. THE DIFFICULT ECONOMIC CONDITIONS IN THE WORLD HAVE TODAY

CAUSED MANY DEVELOPING COUNTRIES TO RE-EXAMINE THEIR RESPECTIVE

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT PHILOSOPHIES AND PRIORITIES AND TO TAKE SOME

CORRECTIVE ACTIONS. I UNDERSTAND, FOR EXAMPLE, THAT SEVERAL AFRICAN

AND LATIN AMERICAN COUNTRIES HAVE INCREASED EFFORTS TO TRANSFORM

CERTAIN STATE-OWNED ENTERPRISES INTO PRIVATE SECTOR ENTERPRISES.

USAID HAS TOLD US THAT SEVERAL COUNTRIES INCLUDING KENYA, LIBERIA,

INDONESIA AND PAKISTAN HAVE BEGUN TO EXAMINE THEIR RESPECTIVE

INVESTMENT AND OVERALL BUSINESS ENVIRONMENTS TO DETERMINE WHAT POLICY,

LEGAL AND REGULATORY CHANGES ARE REQUIRED TO ENHANCE THE DEVELOPMENT

AND GROWTH OF BUSINESS ACTIVITIES. SOME THIRD WORLD COUNTRIES PLAN TO

DEVELOP PROGRAMS WHICH WILL INCREASE ACCESS OF THE U.S. PRIVATE SECTOR

TO NEW MARKETS AND ENHANCE TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER AND DEVELOPMENT

OPPORTUNITIES. I JOIN MY COLLEAGUES IN LOOKING FORWARD WITH GREAT

INTEREST TO WHAT OUR WITNESSES TODAY HAVE TO TELL US ABOUT U.S.

PRIVATE SECTOR INVOLVEMENT AND WHAT THIS COMMITTEE CAN DO TO ENHANCE

THEIR ROLE IN FOOD AND AGRICULTURAL DEVELOPMENT IN THE THIRD WORLD.
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THIS COMMITTEE HAS A SPECIAL INTEREST IN NUTRITION AND HEALTH.
I

RECENT ESTIMATES INDICATE THAT 500 MILLION OR MORE PERSONS THROUGHOUT
4

THE WORLD ARE CHRONICALLY UNDERNOURISHED. THE VAST MAJORITY OF THESE

ARE IN LOW INCOME COUNTRIES WHERE POVERTY AND UNDERDEVELOPMENT ARE

RESPONSIBLE FOR INADEQUATE FOOD INTAKE, A POOR HEALTH ENVIRONMENT, AND

LACK OF KNOWLEDGE ABOUT GOOD NUTRITIONAL PRACTICES. THE ROLE OF THIS

NATION'S UNIVERSITIES COOPERATING WITH THE U.S. GOVERNMENT IN HUMAN

NUTRITION IS COMPREHENSIVE AND UNIQUE. THE NEED PERSISTS FOR

ADDITIONAL UNDERSTANDING ABOUT NUTRITIONAL REQUIREMENTS, THE NUTRIENT

COMPOSITION AND BIOAVAILABILITY OF FOODS AND DIETS, THE ADEQUACY AND

SAFETY OF FOOD SUPPLIES, FOOD ASSISTANCE, THE NATURE OF DIETS AND'

EFFECTIVE MEANS OF. IMPROVING DIETS OF THE POPULATION. THE EVIDENCE OF

RELATIONSHIPS OF OUR DIETARY HABITS AND NUTRITIONAL STATUS TO THE

PREVENTION OF CERTAIN NUTRITION-RELATED CHRONIC DISEASES MAKE IT

IMPERATIVE THAT WE STRENGTHEN OUR COMMITTMENT TO HUMAN NUTRITION BOTH

HERE IN THE UNITED STATES AS WELL AS IN OUR INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT

ASSISTANCE.

WE MUST DO MORE TO MAKE THE AMERICAN PUBLIC AWARE OF THE

fDIMENSIONS OF FOREIGN AID. UNDER THE HIDEN-PELL AMENDMENT, PASSE Y

THE CONY FSs IN 1981, AFTER THE PUBLICATId14 OF THE REPORT OF THE

PRESIDENT COMMISSION ON WORLD HUN'.ER, WE SEEK TO FACILITATE

WIDESPREAD PUBLIC DISCUSSION, ANALYSIS, AND REVIEW OF THE MAJOR ISSUES

REGARDING WORLD HUNGER. USAID HAS REQUESTED AN INCREASE TO $2.4

UII.LION FOR 1985 FROM $1.8 IN 1984 AND $1. MILLION IN 1983 FOR THIS

PROGRAM. FROM MY POSITION ON THE COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION AND LABOR, I

HAVE A PARTICULAR INTEREST TN ENHANCING EDUCATION AND I COMMEND THE
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EFFORTS OF BIDEW.PELL RECIPIENT ORGANISATIONS, SOME OF WHOM ARE

APPEARING BEFORE US TODAY, IN THEIR WORK IN PUBLIC EDUCATION ON WORLD

HUNGER.

THE TESTIMONY GIVEN TODAY WILL ASSIST US IN OUR WORK ON THE

SELECT COMMITTEE ON HUNGER. NEEDLESS TO SAY, OUR COMMITTEE FACES A

TREMENDOUS CHALLENGE. THESE PROBLEMS HAVE DEFIED SOLUTION !OR TOO

LONG AND BROUGHT TRAGEDY AND SUFFERING TO THE LIVES OF TM MANY. THAT

18 WHY WE MUST CONTINUE TO SEARCH FOR WHAT WE IN THE UNITED STATES CAN

DO TO ASSIST IN THE ALLEVIATION OF WORLD HUNGER.
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF HON. TONY P. HALL, A REPRESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS FROM
THE STATE OF OHIO AND CHAIRMAN, INTERNATIONAL TASK FORCE ON HUNGER

GOOD MORNING AND WELCOME TO THE SELECT COMMITTE ON HUNGER'S

HEARING IN WHICH WE WILL ADDRESS THE ISSUES REGARDING THE ROLE

EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS PLAY IN INCREASING PUBLIC AWARENESS OF

WORLD MINDER ISSUES. WE WILL ALSO DISCUSS THE SPECIFIC

CONTRIBUTIONS THAT UNIVERSITIES CAN MAKE IN HELPING TO ALLEVIATE

HUNGER AND MALNUTRITION IN LESS DEVELOPED COUNTRIES.

I AM CONGRESSMAN TONY HALL, CHAIR OF THE COMMITTEE'S TASK FORCE

ON HUNGER IN DEVELOPING COUNTRIES. I WANT TO BRIEFLY THANK THE

GOOD PEOPLE OP THE UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA AT DAVIS FOR ALLOWING

HS TO HOLD OUR FIRST HEARING OF THIS TASK FORCE, AND, TO CONGRESSMAN

VIC FAZIO FOR BEING SUCH A GRACIOUS HOST AND VALUABLE MEMBER OF

THE SELECT COMMITTEE ON HUNGER.

TODAY WE WILL BE HEARING FROM THREE DISTINGUISHED PANELS OF

EXPERTS WHO WILL BRIEF THE COMMITTEE ON THEIR INVOLVEMENT IN

ACTIVITIES THAT ASSIST IN ALLEVIATING WORLD HUNGER. THE COMMITTEE

IS PARTICULARLY INTERESTED IN HEARING OF THEIR RECOMMENDTIONS ON HOW

TO MAXIMIZE THE EFFECTIVENESS OF U.S. ACTIVITIES THAT ALLEVIATE

HUNGER AND MALNUTRITION. I SHOULD EMPHASIZE THAT WE WANT TO

FOCUS ON CONCRETE BENEFITS TO HUNGRY PEOPLE, RATHLR THAN BENEFITS

ro THE BETTER-OEP POPULATIONS IN THIRD WORLD COUNTRIES.

OUR FIRST PANEL WILL DISCUSS PROJECTS CONCERNING AGRICULTURE

AND ilicHNoLoGY. 1111 SECOND PANIL WILL. DISCUSS HEALTH, NUTRITION
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AND POPULATION ACTIVITIES. AND THE THIRD PANEL. WILL INFORM THE

COMMITTEE ON THE CONTRIBUTIONS EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS CAN MAKE

THROUGH BOTH PROGRAMS IN DEVELOPING COUNTRIES, AND, IN ACTIVITIES

THAT SEEK TO INCREASE THE AWARENESS or THE AMERICAN PUBLIC ON WORLD

HUNGER ISSUES.

IN I9B0, THE. PREsIDENTIAL COMMISSION ON WORLD HUNGER

REcoMMENDED A NUMBER OF STEPS THI UNITED STATES CAN TAKE REGARDING

WORLD HUNGER. AS A RESULT OP A POLL. THE COMMISSION SPONSORED, IT

WAS LEARNED THAT MANY AMERICANS WERE NOT YET AWARE OF THE EXTENT

OR SEVERITY OF THE HUNGER PROBLEM IN EITHER DEVELOPING COUNTRIES

OR THE UNITED STATES. YET, IT WAS LEARNED THAT THE AMERICAN PUBLIC

IS SYMPATHETIC TO TAE SUFFERING OF THE HUNGRY AND POOR, THOUGH

UNCERTAIN ABOUT THE MEASURES NEEDED TO ELIMINATE THE PROBLEM. IT

WAS PROPOSED AT THAT TIME, THAT ONCE AMERICANS BETTER UNDERSTOOD THE

CAUSES AND EFFECTS OF WORLD HUNGER, THE U.S. CAN TAKE THE LEAD AND

WORK TOWARDS A FINAL. ALLEVIATION OF THE PROBLEM.

I BELIEVI 'MIS IS AN IMPORTANT FIRST STEP IN GATHERING GREATER

suppoRT OF ACTIVIlIES THAT INCREASE PUBLIC AWARENESS OF HUNGER

IsSIUs. I LOOK FORWARD TO HEEARING HOW WE CAN INCREASING

1\sTIIHTIoNALIZI. hoRLD HUNGER EDUCATION.

HE COMMITIII hILL ALSO HEAR FROM WITNESSES REGARDING THE

IHNDAMENTAL QUEST IONS OF WHAT UNIVERSIT IES CAN CONTRIBUTE TO THE

Go\L OF ALLEVIATING WORLD HUNGER, PARTICULARLY THROUGH TITLE: xii

IHI PRIUNII0N AND PREEDOM FROM HHNGER PROVISION OF THF

ioRFItA AscltiIANCI \CT OF looI WHICH FoCHsEs ON PARTS OF Till

h,11:1 it 1011.RI. Molt! 111\ IIATI A MI ION PI 01,1.1 ARE HUNGRY AND MAE

\ 011K ! S u l It. l'IO),II c I s ANO PROGRAms slicH AS Hu ONES WI %. I

R I \ I. A imu flu) \I mu: coNci NIRA I I h;111 RI LOW AGRictILHIRAL

"IS
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PRoDOCTIVITY AND RURAL POVERTY ARE ENDEMIC: WHERE RAs IC I\FRA-

sTRUClURLMAKLS THE DEVELOPMENT OF EDUCATION, RESEARCH AND EXTENSIIP

SYSTEMS SEEM ELUSIVE. AS I SAID OUR MAJOR CONCERN WILL RE: ARE

CONCRETE RENEFITs RUING PROVIDED TO HUNGRY PE0PLE?

111E commITTrk WILL ESPECIALLY RE INTERESTED IN HEARING HOW IN

ACTUALITY TITLE XII PROJECTS ARE FAIRING, PARTICULARLY SINCE IT IS

EXPECTED THAT IN BOTH FY 1984 AND FY 1985 ACCORDING TO A.I.D.,

TITLE XII PROGRAMS WILL ACCOUNT FOR APPROXIMATELY S400 MILLION OF

INSTITUTION-BUILDING ACTIVITIES IN AGRICULTURE, RURAL DEVELOPMENT

, \N1) NUTRITION, AS COMPARED TO $330.9 MILLION FOR FY 1983.

AGAIN, I APPRECIATE THE TIME AND EFFORT THAT HAS GONE INTO

PREPARING THE SELECT COMMITTEE ON HUNGER'S HEARING TODAY, AND I

WOULD LIKE TO THANK OUR WITNESSES IN ADVANCE FOR THEIR COOPERATION

IN SHARING INFORMATION WITH THE COMMITTEE.
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF DAVID W. ROBINSON, ASSOCIATE DEAN, INTERNATIONAL
PROGRAM, OFFICE OF INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMS, UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA AT DAVIS

Every day, millions of people suffer from hunger, and recent studies

indicate that deaths from malnutrition are between 15-18 million each year.

The problem is not a new one, but the scale of the problem is new, it is

likely to worsen and the prospect of implementing solutions is decreasing. Of

all the debilities that afflict mankind, hunger is one of the most

agonizing. It strikes the most vulnerable first, small children, old people

and women of child bearing age. The affluent demonstrate a lack of moral

commitment and self sacrifice leading to complacent indifference.

Governments, often posing as generous donors to the needy, pursue policies

which guarantee the perpetuation of hunger. It is almost certain that within

the next two decades, hunger will become a potent destabilizing force in the

world.

The Human Factor

A biological phenomenon, unprecedented in the history of mankind, is

currently unfolding. It is the increase in the human population of the

globe. The doomsday predictions of Malthus became unfashionable long ago as

planners and demographers became mesmerized by quantum leaps in agricultural

production resulting from the so-called green revolution. Mankind, it was

said, has always suffered the vagaries of drought, famine and pestilence and

survived to produce ever more food to cope ulth increased demand. Such

optimism, however, overlooks the power of exponential growth which applies to

population dynamics but not to food production capacity. The green revolution

has not stalled but it has plateaued and its potential is finite.

The battle to control population growth is not being won. It is the

developed countries that have achieved zero population growth and now

experience the problems of progressively aging societies. In the Third World

of less developed, economically deprived countries, population growth rages

out of control at levels between 2 to 4% per annum with up to 60% of the

population below the age of 15. The consequences of human population growth

are:
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That the earth's population has doubled in the past 50 years; it will

double again in the next 25 years, and double again after that in 15

years if current rates of increase are not curbed.

Of this vast human population, an ever increasing number will join the

ranks of the undernourished, malnourished, critically starving or

totally dependent unless population growth is voluntarily curtailed.

If food supplies are allowed to control population growth, the sum of

human misery will be incalculable.,

The natural and renewable resources of the earth cannot sustain the

anticipated human population pressure. Watersheds will be damaged,

forests will disappear, soil will erode, range will be overutilized,

and unique plant and animal species will vanish. In some parts of the

world these processes have already reached an advanced stage.

The strain upon resources and services such as schools, roads,

hospitals and other infrastructure are already so great, that the

numbers of illiterate people in the Third World ire actual}

increasing. It Is well known that literacy rates are closely

correlated with the social acceptance and ability to implement

population control.

It is likely that the gulf between the rich and poor within nations,

and the gulf between the developed and less developed nations

themselves, will widen rather than decrease, and the resulting

tensions will lead to conflicts and recrimination.

An appreciation of the human factor Is a necessary badkdrop because the impact

of practically every agricultural breakthrough made in the past 40 years has

been swept away by the progression of population growth. Standards of living

are not rising in the developed countries, and in the less developed

countries, standards are fallirg disastrously as the future is mortgaged to

the international banks. Moreover, the current trend toward fundamentalism in

Muslim, Protestant and Caltholic thought has thrown up enormous social

barriers against population control to the extent that policies of secular

2
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governments actually work against birth control. By the time these trends

reverse themselves, there may be too many people for the environment to

support.

The Food Factor

Predictions in the mid 1970s that in spite of rising populations, food

supply could keep pace with demand have largely proved to be correct for the

past decade. This is because application of known technology elevated

farmers' yields in developing countries,' sometimes by six to eight fold.

However, it is often forgotten that much of the ground between poor yields and

potential yields has already been covered; the same pace of increase in

agricultural production cannot be sustained in the future. Meanwhile the

powerful force of barely modified exponential growth in the population of

developing countries creates the imminent potential for people to outstrip

their food supply.

With respect to food, especially global perspectives on food supply and

demand, the United States holds a very special place for the following

reasons.

The quiet agricultural revolution that has taken place on the North

American continent in the last 150 years is unprecedented in the

history of mankind. This abundantly endowed continent has been

transformed by the industry and innovation of its farmers from a

relatively insignificant food producer to the only food surplus region

of quantitative significance in the world.

The people of the United States now enjoy the lowest priced food

relative to income of any nation in the world and also enjoy the

widest variety and most sanitary standards in the food supply.

-

The United States has been the most generous supplier of food

surpluses for needy nations in the history of the world and not only

in disaster relief, but through sustained long-term commitment. As

the broker of world food surpluses, the US controls the destiny of

smeller agricultural producers.
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Quite apart from its food surpluses, the US underwrites the major

agencies that promote food production overseas. It is the largest

single donor to the World Bank, FAO, CGIAR, OECD and the United

Nations organizations.

e Food is a weapon, and as such, is more powerful than all the nuclear

arsenals that threaten unkind. A nuclear holocaust is a threat we

hope to postpone, but every person in every family, every day, must

eat. Famine, undernourishment or malnutrition is a threat that two

billion people cannot postpone- -they face the reality, each and every

day.

Because of the political potency of food as a weapon, it is convenient

for the USA to supply first its perceived foes and then its closest

allies in order to guarantee their dependency. And yet, those nations

that cannot help, nor particularly threaten the USA, are often the

ones with the greatest food needs, comprising "Third World" countries

between latitudes 350 North and South.

It is important to understand that the nutritional requirements of people and

the economic for political) demand for food are vastly different things. The

most needy are often the least able to buy and the most favoured are

frequently those most feared.

The Agricultural Factor

Food production is primarily the output of agriculturalists, although not

all agricultural products are food commodities, nor is all food produced from

agriculture. It is a fact that of the total surface of this tiny spaceship

earth, two thirds is covered by water, and that of the land surface,

approximately one fifth is too cold, one fifth is too dry, one fifth is too

high, one fifth is too hot. Only one fifth is ideal for food production.

Actually, about ten percent of the earth's surface is cultivatable.

The development
/
of new agricultural land is fast approaching a saturation

point, and soon losses of already used land to erosion, desertification,

saltation, waterlogging, urban sprawl, or exhaustion will bring the net
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increase of agricultural land to zero. While developing nations desperately

try to open new lands, the developed countries are paying farmers to take land

out of production.

Improved output of existing laid may be anticipated because of new

technology, improved water management and development of salt tolerant plants,

but the cost/benefit of increased output may prevent application.

It is critical at this moment in time to evaluate the agricultural

systems of the world and study them in a wholistic fashion rather than

piecemeal so that a comprehensive food strategy can be developed and

implem.nted. The only lasting soution to world hunger is for nations to

develop food security strategies based upon self help. This leans dealing

with both sides of the equation, not only how much food them is for each

hungry person, but how many hungry mouths there are to feed. Currently,

development assistance policies are bedeviled by some glaring

inconsistencies. Some examples are:

In the intensive areas of small farm agriculture, particularly those

that are in Africa and Asia, women are responsible for the major part

of food production. However, the direction of extension and

technology transfer efforts almost completely ignores the role of .

women.

More than half of the agricultural areas of the world, particularly

those that are in Africa or Latin America, are in the control of

pastoralists. However, the problems of pastoralism as a way of life

have been generally ignored, resulting in disasters of Sahelian

proportions.

Protection of the agricultural base is largely overlooked in national

policies which focus on more intensive exploitation of fragile

environments incapable of sustaining increased levels of human use.

The great watersheds are deteriorating irreversibly and the vast

agricultural regions they serve are faced with collapse. Parts of the

great Indus River Basin, the Nile Delta and the Central Valley of

California are reaching stages of advanced decay.

5
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Development assistance all too frequently focuseA on technology

S transfer or production problems in agriculture, which may not be the

first limiting factors. Economic policy issues relating to marketing,

subsidies, incentives, price controls, import and export quotas are

most frequently the first limiting factors but are rarely examined or

influenced because of they are politically sensitive.

Food distribution is highly inequitouseven in a world of plenty.

However, discussions of food distribution are issues almost beyond the

political pale! While Western Europe continues to uneconomically

produce mountains. of surplus fruit and dairy products, and while the

North American potential for surplus food production is so great that

farmers are either being paid to remove land from production or slide

into bankruptcy because of low prices, countries In the Third World

face famine from deteriorating land.

There is a role for the University as an academic institution and the

training ground for future leaders to become involved in studying the issues.

The Role of University

The University is an institution of higher learning and teaching. Its

purpose is to seek the truth and to search for new knowledge. Its mandate is

to make truth and knowledge available through teaching and extension to all.

As a major University with the largest Agriculture and Veterinary Schools

in the nation and comprehensive capabilities through the schools of Law,

Medicine, Engineering, Letters and Sciences, Business Administration and a

Graduate Division, the Davis campus has been directly and deeply involved in

the issues of hunger. A major contribution of the University throughout its

history has been the individual commitment of many of its faculty to overseas

programs as teachers, researchers or consultants, and particularly through

their connections with scholars and the publication of their work in scholarly

journals.

The University has also made important institutional commitments to

issues of hunger. In 1974, a task force established on the campus publishes a

book entitled, "The Hungry World - A Challenge to Agriculture." Among other

6
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things, this study projected the food status of the world and its population

for the years 1285 and 2000, predictions which can now be compared with

reality for their accuracy. Soon after this publication, the University

engaged in major ventures with the United States Agency for International

Development (USAID) and pioneered several new concepts with the Agency in

implementing food related research programs in developing countries. Among

these initiatives were:

The first host country contract Egypt

The first Collaborative Research Support Program under Title XII in

Kenya, Morocco, Peru, Brazil and Indonesia

The Rice Research and Training Program - Egypt

These and other programs of the University have been described in the attached

brochures.

The University of California at Davis has an enduring commitment to the

issues of food, agriculture and hunger. It is presently undertaking several

initiatives to study food related issues. These include plans for a task

force of a multidisciplinary nature to study issues of poverty, social and

political constraints as well as production - oriented technical issues, that

ippact on world hunger, leading to a proposal for more intensive Study in

which all the Colleges and Divisions on campus will participate. In

particular, it is hoped that graduate student research and involvement will

not only provide pointers towards possible solutions, but train a cadre of

people with the sensitivity and courage to implement them.

7
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF CHARLES E. HESS, DEAN, COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURAL AND
ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCES, UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA AT DAVIS

Mr. Chairmar:

My name is Charles E. Hess. I am Dean of the College of Agricultural

and Environmental Sciences at the University of California, Davis,

California and a member of the Joint Committee on Agriculture Research

and Development (JCARD), a unit of the Board for International Food

and Agricultural Development (BIFAD), Agency for International Develop-

ment.

The Foreign Assistance Act was amended in December 1975 to include

Title XI/ which was called the Famine Prevention and Freedom from Hunger

Act. Congressman Paul Findley and Senator Hubert Humphrey vere basically

developing a strategy for getting the land grant colleges and univers-

ities of the United States more deeply involved in strengthening the

institutional infrastructure in agriculture in the developing countries.

Goals of Title XIIinclude:

1. To build and strengthen institutional capacity and human resource

skills of agriculturally developing countries, so these countries may

participate more fully in international agricultural problem-solving

efforts and to introduce and adapt new solutions to local circumstances.
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2. To involve universities more fully in international network of

agricultural science including the international research centers,

the activities of international organisations, such as United Nations

Development Programs and the Food and Agriculture Organisation and

the Institutions of agriculturally developing nations.

3. To provide program support for international agriculture research

centers to provide support for research projects identified for specific

problem- solving needs and to develop and strengthen national research

systems in developing countries.

The passage of the Title XII legislation and its subsequent implemen-

tation about a year half later heralded a major organised increase

in the participation of US universities in international agricultural

development activities. About this same time, the UC Davis Campus

launched a major program with the government of Egypt and the US AID

Mission in Egypt at the request of the government of Egypt. Although

some times mentioned as a Title XII project, he UC-Egypt Agricutural

Development Systems Project was in fact independent of the Title XII

program. The Campus is playing important roles in a number of Title

XII programs. It is the lead university in the Small Ruminants Collabor-

ative Research Support Program (CRSP) and is a participant in the

beans and cowpeas CRSP and has Nelped in the planning for an aquaculture

and a nutrition CRSP. The Campus has received a strengthening grant

from DIFAD to enhance its capabilities to participate in international

program! In addition, the Campus has a program in Egypt working with

the rice production and cooperative agreements with universities in

Mexico and China.

The contributions of the university in these projects involve tech-

nology transfer, institution building, and the strengthening of human

resources. I vill give examples of each category, based upon our program
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in Egypt, starting with technology transfer. The University of Cali-

fornia at Davis has a long history in the development of new tomato

varieties used for tomato products and for the fresh market.. Improve-

ments have been made in the ability to harvest the tomatoes by machine,

in nutritional quality, soluable solids, flavor and color as well as

disease resistance and adaptability to grow under environmental stresses,

such as high salt conditions. In the past thirty years, yields have

gone from ten to fifteen tons per acre to an average yield of

twenty-seven tons per acre. When the UC-Egypt project was initiated,

the average yield of tomatoes in Egypt was seven tons per feddan, which

is roughly equivalent to an acre. A collaborative tomato breeding

program was established using sera plasm from the University of

California. Five superior high yielding, disease resistant cultivars

were introduced by the project and were grown on some forty thousand

feddans in 1983. The combination of new cultivars, improved induct

control and better irrigation management practices raised tomato yields

from seven tons to twenty to thirty tons per feddan. It.is projected

that the new technology will increase the annual value of the tomato

crop by 161,000,000 Egyptian pounds, a ten-fold return on the fifteen

million ,dollar investment in the Intfte project for this one

accomplishment alone.

There is often concern on the part of domestic agricultural interests

that the international programs create additional competition and may

diminish markets for US products. However, the project in Egypt con-

tributed to the US and California agriculture as well as to Egyptian

agriculture. As an example, Egypt has a tomato disease, tomato yellow

leaf curl virus, which is not yet present in California. However, it

is believed to be present in Mexico and therefore the potential of

its spreading to California is great. The UC-Egypt project provided

the opportunity to screen California tomato cultivars for resistance
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to this disease. The Egypt project has enabled us to get a head start

on developing resistance for the disease before it becomes problem

in California. Screening was also conducted for tolerance to fruit

set under high temperature conditions and for salt tolerance, both

of which are problems to California agriculture. Therefore, there

is an exchange of benefits by participationqn international agricultural

programs.

The second responsibility in international programs, in addition to

the transfer of technology, is institution building. Continuing to

use the tomato activitiea as an example, one of the reasons for the

success of the program was that the project was a systems approach

which linked not only the research activities of the universities and

the ministry of agriculture (which in the past had operated essentially

in isolation from one anotheV), it also linked both of these entities

to the Extension Service. In this way, the new varieties and new cul-

tural techniques that had been developed by research were transferred

for use in the farmers' field. Extension not only provides the transfer

of information from the researcher to the user but also serves % a

feedback mechanism that identifies problems which researchers should

be aware of. The success of the extension/research linkage in the

tomato project and other projects within the UC-Egypt programs has

created a much greater awareness in the the ministry of agriculture

about the essential nature of this linkage. We believe this will be

a contribution that will survive the termination of the prujects.

,?; The third area of responsibility is developing human resources or human

capital and this was accomplished by providing either postdoctoral

or doctoral training of Egyptian scientists at Davis in horticulture,

agricultural economics, food science and technology and other fields.

The training of individuals in the United States and their use of that

knowledge to solve problems in their home country represents a valuable,
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long-term investment in developing nations which strengthens their

ability to help themselves. Often it also represents a bond of friend-

ship with the United States that lasts for a lifetime.

In addition to participation in projects such as I have described,
individual members of our faculty participate in research programs

associated with the International Agricultural Research Centers. The

first International Center, the International Rice Research Institute
(IRRI), was established by the Rockefeller and Ford Foundations in

the Phillipines. The success of IRRI stimulated the development of

twelve additional centers and funding is now provided by the Agency

for International Development which is responsible for 25% of the total

costs, by the World Sank which provides approximately 12% of the funds

and by other nations which contribute the balance of the funds used

by the International Centers. lath center has a major commodity or

theme for which it is responsible. The centers provide information

and cultivare not only for the country in which they are located but
for the world. The short stature rice, a product of IRRI research,
is an example. Although there are substantial variations in quality

and success among the International Agricultural Research Centers,

they are viewed as major contributors to international agricultural

development.

Although it is possible to identify highly successful programs, there

is still much room for improvement. One is to facilitate communication

among the important components of international agricultural development

-- the universities, the International Research Centers, and the

missions. We have proposed, for example, exchange programs for scien-

tists between universities and the International Centers. Also, it

has been suggested that AID personnel responsible for monitoring the

International Agricultural Research Centers be encouraged to increase

the frequency of consultations with the agricultural officers of the

regional bureaus to provide them with an understanding of the capabili-
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tits of the Centers and to obtain their inputs in the evaluation process

of the Centers.

Finally, funding for agricultural and nutritional programs within the

Agency for International Development's budget should receive, in my

opinion, a higher priority. Since 1982, overall funding for development

and assistance programs within AID have increased by 22%, funding for

agriculture, rural development, and nutrition programs increased 6%

and funding for the Office of Agriculture increased by only 3.7%. The

Office of Agriculture is responsible for the US contribution to the

International Research Centers ($50 million of the $82.1 million Office

of Agriculture budget in FY84), the Title XII program including the

seven Collaborative Research Support Programs (CRSP), and research

contracts and grants initiated by AID missions. Clearly, the funding

for the Office of Agriculture has not kept up with increased costs

of research and the results have been the curtailment of existing

programs and diminished flexibility to fund new initiatives. One

important approach to alleviating world hunger is to increase the

capacity of all nations to produce food and fiber in an ecologically

sound manner using to the fullest extent possible existing resources

including human resources. The programs initiated under Title XII

and the International Research Centers provide mechanisms for technology

transfer, institution building, and human resource development which

can provide sustained returns from the investment the United States

makes in international development. It is an investment that deserves

a higher priority within the Agency for International Development and

the full support of Congress.
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Congressman Vic Faziqi
House Office Bu.lding
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Vic,

in, I %I.IEORIE Ablft

July 26, 1984

One of the questions you asked during the afternoon hearing at Davis
was, Is there a need for a new agency for international development
whtch would be add d to alleviate world hunger? The question stimu-
lated some discussion among several of us and I would like to share
with you my own conclusions.

If it would be possible to separate international agricultural development
(Including food production, nutrition and rural development) from the
state department, then I would recommend placing the t-sponsibility
for international agriculture development in the Department of Agricul-
ture. The Department already has an Office of International Development
(OICD) and conducts international programs. The main advantage is
that the Department has a long-established link to all the Land Grant
College through the Cooperative State R h Service (CSRS) which
administers the Hatch program. I could develop this agrument further
but I realize that it is probably not realistic to consider an interna-
tional development program run independently of the State Department.

Why then have the programs in AID under Title XII and the Board for
Internattonsl Food and Agricultural Development (IMAM not been more
successful? First of all, the Agency for International Development
(AID) fought the program from the start. The Office of Agriculture
budget is finite ($82 million as I stated) and the largest and uncon-
trolled part is allocated to the funding of the international research
centers ($58 million). It is uncontrolled because while the US agrees
to fund 25% of the total, the total itself is dependent upon what other
countries give. The total funding of the international h centers
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has grown from 819 million in 19/4 to 385.4 in 1984. The Title XII
program and the Collaborative R h Support Programs (CRSP) added

to the competition. The research contract and grants initiated by the
AID missions now competed against both the international research centers
and the Title XII program. The AID people was Title XII as a ripoff
for US universities and in competition with their own priorities --

rather than as a tremendous resource to help IAD programs. It is true
that the US universities have to make some adjustments as you have heard,
but it is not as bad as some critics would want to project. After some
years, this attitude is improving but, as budgets diminish or not keep
up with inflation, the tension remains.

The other problem was personnel. AID had gone through a period when
personnel with agriculture and university background diminished through
retirement or death and were not replaced. The new personnel did not
understand US universities or agriculture and were defensive if not

hosti/4,40 In the last few years, soils excellent people have been brought
in -- Nyle Brady, Fred Hutchinson, John Stovall, Anson Bertrand and
the relations with the universities has improved greatly. They are
still hampered by inadequate staff support. Also AID still maintains
an arm-length attitude to BIFAD and casts them in a purely advisory
role. As a member of JCARD, a sub:ommittee of BIFAD, I sometimes wonder
if the investment in time given to the committee is worthwhile since

you are not sure your recommendations will even get a hearing in AID.
My suggestion is to give BIFAD some more muscle in the running of the
international agricultural development programs and provide some addi-
tional high quality staff to do the work. I do not recommend creating
another agency.

I would be glad to discuss the issues further if you wish, either in
Washington or here in California.

With best regards, I am

ncerely yours,

C arles E. He
Dean

CEH/lh

cc: Mickey Leland
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PREPARED STATRURNT OF AL= F. McCALLA, PROMISOR, AGRICULTURAL. ECONOMICS,
UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA AT DAVIS

Whether a developing country can meet its food needs now and in the

future depends on complex set of interactions between farmers, consumers,

national policy makers and international actors. lot all of the variables are

amenable to change by direct policy action. Tor example, supplying new

technology and providing incentive prices only increases food supplies if

individual farmers are responsive to economic incentives and have sufficient

education to assimilate the new technology. Fortunately, moat evidence

suggests that small peasant farmers ere rational and do respond to economic

incentives. Nevertheless, the point remains, policy makers must depend on the

behavior of people beyond their direct control. They simply cannot mandate

change even in centrally planned economies as the experience in Poland and the

USSR confirms.

Given that national governments cannot directly influence all elements

that contribute to seating food needs, the entry points for influence on food

outcomes available to developed countries such as the United States are even

more constrained. This is so both because foreign assistance cannot influence

directly some variables e.g., land availability, population growth,

ruralurban distribution, etc., and because any kind of foreign assistance

requires the cooperation of host governments to pursue consistent polic) in

other areas. Thus, my contribution today will be to try to briefly ident.iy

the major determinants of food supply and food needs and to discuss the macro

and international context within which national governments operate. I close

by discussing explicitly where foreign assistance night fit in. The basic
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message is that single approaches e.g., generation of higher yielding wheat

varieties, are unlikely to be successful unless the aid agency understands the

broader context of national policy making. I will use examples from my

Egyptian experience to illustrate my case.

Determinants of a Nation's Food Supply:

- natural resource basesoils, water--and potential for expansion;

- production technology which determines currant and potential yields;

- availability and prices of inputs-4:4., seeds, fertiliser;

- policy with respect to farmer prices, marketing and inputs;

- national policy priority assigned to agriculture sector- -

a. availability of fiscal resources for price supports and

investment, OR

b. use of agriculture as a source of revenue--explicit and

implicit taxes

- role of agriculture in international economic relations- -

a. as source of foreign exchange earnings, OR

b. as a foreign exchange cost for imports (quantities that can be

purchased are a function of foreign supplies and international

prices).

All of these variables interact in a complex interdependent way to

determine the level and stability (security) of a nation's food supply.

Changing one variable does not necessarily improve food supplies because there

are significant complementarities among the variables. For example,

increasing production potential by new high yielding, fertiliser responsive

varieties does no good if price incentives are not there and inputs are not

available at profitable prices. All of these domestic variables are subject
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to uncontrollable shocks e.g., weather, international prices and interests

rates and political variables.

Determinants of a Nations Food Needs (Demand.);

- current population plus the rate of growth is population;

- age distribution of population;

- geographic distribution - rural versus urban;

- levels of oar capita income end rates of growth is income;

- distribution of income overall and rural versus urban;

- nutritional status of population stratified by age, sex, and rural

venue urban (closely related to income distribution).

How Policy. Helps or Hinders in Providing Supplies to Nest Needs

National governments have multiple objectives and may or mar.,not have a

clear-cut food and agriculture strategy. The case of Egypt illustrates nicely

the role of policy in determining current and potential future capacity to

meet food needs. Egypt has limited land area (less than 6 percent of their

land is arable namely the Nile River Valley and Delta). Levels of

productivity are well above moat developing countries but more potential

exists. Yet, notional policy has historically been oriented towards an

industrialization-urbanization policy with the role of agriculture being one

of earning foreign exchange (cotton) and providing tax revenues by paying

farmers prices below prices charged to consumers. Simultaneously, Egypt has

pursued food subsidy programs, particularly on bread, which have fixed nominal

prices very low and guaranteed unlimited supplies. Not surprisingly, rapid

population growth, rising incomes and rapid rural to urban migration greatly

increased food needs particularily is the cities. This coupled with price
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disincentives to farmers and relatively low investments in research and

agricultural improvement has increased markedly Egypt's dependence on imports

of food, particulerily wheat. Given limited export earnings, as cotton

exports have declined (despite forceful mandatei for production) and rising

import needs, Egypt has become increasingly dependent on Food Aid (11,480),

thus making her vulnerable to international politics. While fo)d aid may

benefit urban dwellers, it allows Egypt to defer developing domestic food

production by paying already poor farmers low prices. Domestic political

strength appears to reside in urban areas, this coupled with the government

being the employer of two - thirds or more of the labor force, has made current

low levels of food prices a very politically sensitive issue. Thus, food

subsidy costs now put a drain on domestic fiscal resources that the cost is

reported to exceed defense costs. This Egyptian dilemma illustrates a

pervasive problem of trade-offs between low consumer prices end profitable

prices for local farmers. Farmers cannot be expected to adopt new technology

unless policy provides the proper incentives. Food aid and/or other kinds of

development assistance can help or woreun this problem depending on how

national policy makers utilise the assistance.

The question then becomes how does Egypt break out of the vicious circle

of low food prices, rising budgetary costs, low prices to farmers and rising

food deficits? For the foreign assistance provider the additional question is

- given that a set of policy reforms is initiated--how can, say the United

States, help Egypt to develop a secure and growing food supply?
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foreign Assistance Entry Points

The foreign assistance conundrum should now be clear. Bow can the United

States help Egypt (or any country) improve its food situation? The options

are limited%

provide capital assistance e.g., fund new lend reclamation or drainage

or market infrastructure projects;

provide technical assistance to improve and/or adapt higher yielding

technologies;

provide technical and capital assistance in improving inputs supplies;

provide assistance in policy analysis to assist Egypt diacover

alternative avenues;

provide assistance in human resource development e.g., supporting

training programa;

provide assistance to population control programa (although recent

Administration pronouncements seem to limit this option);

provide monetary assistance to other sectors to free domestic resources

for investment in agriculture (on the basis of past experience this is

unlikely to happen);

provide subsidies to commercial Laporte;

provide food aid;

preach to the country to change their policies.

Any one of these options or even combinations would have to be done in

the context of consistent domestic policies because in the absence of joint

positive action bilateral foreign assistance is doomed to failure.

My purpose is not to be pessimistic about potential roles. Rather, ay

intent is to present the reality of the constraints to foreign assistance.
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Resting trying to force domestic policy change by tying sid to policy reform

(the World Sank-IMF approach), the effectiveness of foreign assistance is very

dependent on co-joint domestic policy initiatives. Recognition of this should

condition both the nature of assistance and the expectations we have when

program (projucts) are undertaken. A final example should make the point.

To provide asaistance to improve the technology of broiler production, when

incentives, inputs, infrastructure and income ars not available to create and

use the output does no one any service.

jd 7/17/84 JD20
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PRIPARID STATSICENT OF A. E. HALL, PROFESSOR AND SCIENTIST, AGRICULTURAL
EXPERIMENT STATION, UNIVIRSITY OF CALIFORNIA AT RIVERSIDE

The issue that I am addressing is the mechanisms whereby
Universities in the U.S. can more effectively contribute to
improving the nutrition and standards of living of people in
developing countries. Improved agricultural systems for the
poorer farmers would provide an important means for achieving
this goal.

The opinions that I will express are personal and should not be
considered as representing an official position of the University
of California. I have some direct experience in that I have
worked in Africa for long and short durations since 1961, as a
farm advisor and research scientist, and in the design and
evaluation of agricultural development projects. In addition,
while working as a Professor for the last 13 years I have gained
some understanding of mechanisms whereby the University of
California can contribute to the development of improved
agricultural systems for both California and developing countries.
will discuss the relative merits of three mechanisms.

1. The U.S. Government spends substantial funds on contracts under
which U.S. personnel conduct research and extension activities in
developing countries, However, in many cases, Professors of the
University of California cannot fully execute their direct
responsibilities to the University or easily meet requirements
for professional advancement if they are stationed overseas for
extended periods. Frequently, the types of research and training
required by these contracts are more applied than those required
of a Professor at the University of California. Consequently,
University involvement in contracts is only appropriate in
circumstances where the specific expertise of the Professor is
needed and is available. Unfortunately, too many universities in
the U.S. accept contracts , and then act as "body shops" hiring
temporary personnel to do the work overseas, and the research may
be totally different from that being conducted by the University
in the U.S. and they have inadequate experience and expertise,.

2. Under Title X11, grants have been provided for collaboration
in research and training between U.S. Universities and
Institutions in developing countries. Ideal opportunities for
productive collaboration exist where cooperative research can be
conducted, both in the developing country and the U.S. by a team
of University and developing country scientists, which benifits
both the developing country and the U.S.. The Collaborative
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Research Support Programs established under Title X11 can also
provide an effective mechanism for training personnel from
developing countries. The highest priority should be given to
helping people in developing countries to solve their own
problems. I have been the Principal Investigator of a project of
this type for four years and I have found that in addition to
being of benifit to Senegal this project has substantially helped
my program to develop imlaved crop varieties and management
methods for California.

3. More funds are needed for collaboration in research between
U.S. Universities and the International Agricultural Research
Centers. These Centers can substantially contribute to
agricultural development in developing countries and the U.S., and
they already receive funding from the U.S. Government. Their
progress could be accelerated by closer collaboration with U.S.
Universities which are doing the supportive fundamental research
which is necessary for long term progress in agricultural
development. Closer collaboration would make sure that the
scientific advances being made at the International Centers are
available to U.S. Universities and U.S. agriculture.

Irrespective of the mechanism uked to enlist the expertise of
U.S. Universities in solving the problems confronting
agriculture in developing countries, in most cases,
field - oriented research is most useful. The value of modern
molecular approaches to plant breeding hr4 been substantially
exaggerated, and is far too speculative to warrant inclusion in
collaborative projects with developing countries. Molecular
genetic engineering has been funded at extremely high levels in
recent years, yet to my knowledge it has provided little of
direct value to crop improvement, and at the most it can only
supplement field-oriented plant breeding programs. More funds
for aggressive and innovative field research programs would
enable U.S. Universities to better siirve agriculture in
developing countries and also in the United States.
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF CHARLES E. FRENCH, DIRECTOR, INSTITUTE OF AGRIBUSINESS,
UNIVERSITY OF SANTA CLARA

My testimony will focus on private sector issues in world

hunger. Within that context some comments will deal with

educational programs that are designed for ,x low. pursuing careers

in international agribusiness.

--My vantage point on this topic comes from thirty-year

career In education, government service, and private Industry

consultation with Substantial specialization on agricultural and

f000 matters. My international travel has men extensive. My

present responsibilities deal mainly with educating young U.S. and

fpreign nationals better to manage in today's agribusiness. Some

of my comments flpw out of seven years (1975-82) of public service
ri

which included National Academy of Science staff work on tme

wgrle_Egog_gra_bustilm_kImOy for The White douse. (1)

Numbers in parenthesis refer to the order of listing of
this reference at end of paper.
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membership on several U.b. food and agricultural delegations

abroad, specific personal responsibilities for melPing inoividuel

countres build better food sector strategies. and oesignir; and

participating in overseas Presidential mission% or. food matters

following' President Reagan's Cancun, Mexico commitment to such

commissions. both the food sector strategy work and tme

post-Cancun commission work nad heavy emphasis on Private sector

involvment.

gow_cmotrt*_co_Mnittral_Wpc10_bmrintrAssme*

World hunger is a serious problem of great concern. It was

consioereo an intrct-ole Problem from ancient times until

recently. My position is basically optomistic I concur

with growing numoer of people who now cbnsioer tne probiem

solvable.

Sucn po tion of optimism may be a departure f,om wnat many

nave discussed witn you. Let me be clear. many nave Peen

convincing in tneir Pessimism aoout world hunger, ano history is

on their sloe. Solving the problem is difficult ono long-term at

best.

1 would be among the last to play down tne Pervasiveness or

the intransigence of the world hunger Problem. For me to raise

false hopes woula be irresponsible. but there are good reasons

Cooay tohope for solution to world hunger and one that wilt

occur in our, time. NC past generation has had tne luxury of such

hope; we should not Pony it.

somewhat optimistic thesis is based on some current
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events. probably fortuitous, but collectively encouraging.

First, strong consensus has evolved that we now have the

scientific and technical know-how to feva the worla, incAubing its

expected growth. The world Food Conference hela in Rome in 1974

advanced this nypothesis and the National Acaoerny of Sciences

worig_Food.ana Nutrition_dy of 1977 verified it. The

scientists are convincinb in their rationale on this point.

Moreover, a world network of food science is fast developing.

Good food scientists in most countries of the world in a cozen or

more international centers r research are proviging the

cooperative thrust with an a :ay of scientific answers vital for

attacking the world hunger pro Ism. The existing science centers

of tne aevel000d world also are being integratea into this system.

Food and agricultural research results are exciting and mole their

own with the marvels of modern science on any subject.

becona, world hunger is appearing on the key agendas of

nations throughout the world. Usually such problems receive

little attention until that happens, so petting on the agenca is

an important accomplishment.

Third, things often have to get worse before tney can pet

better. The global fear of extinction, or at least the fear of

the North about being forced to share its wealth with the South

may have brought us through a catharsis, resulting in a search for

mutuality. We must not overplay this aspect of the importance of

world hunger, but pragmatic solutions for world survival are not

easy to find. Hungry people are restless and restless people can
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be dangerous. So it is not a flight in reasoning to argue tnat

one of our strongest dies for world Deace today may well oe the

eradication of worlo h6nger.

Fourth, our tools for world development are improving. Tne

problem is better defined, even though it is becoming more

complicated. An important component of that definition relative

to world hunger is the preeminence given agricultural prow: m in

enos in ponerai

are having their influence. New emphasis in f000 matters is on

self-reliance by individual countries ratner than on blind

self-sufficiency. this has meant more trace in food. Greater

need for resDonsiole world trade patterns in food is evolvinn.

trade increases will bring more private industry invoivment.

Some success Stories about developing countries having

improved their f000 system are emerging. Thailand. Inola, Taiwan,

brazil, and otners naveorld.

For the first time, most of tne anguished, malnourished a -si

striving masses are learning that scientists, businessmen anc

politicans know how to help them.

These people are restless and are beoinnino to realize tnat

they may not be helpless. Inc Potential for explosion is there.

but more important, this setting which was possibly generateo

by a cotnarsis may have within it tne potential for praowatic

science, a profitable business network, political feasibility,

world peace ano a cradling needed for massive upgraoing in human
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dignity.

W9r1.0_11,Angfir_IfIVAlcatAST5.tPr_._PrPi'att_$ffOcr

Not only have food aria nutrition issues amerce° with pi-pater

visibility in the international arena, out private incustry

involvment in the world food system In recent times accears to

have increasec.

First, any observer of tne u.S. toot] scene is imnresseo wit,

the impact of trace on this country. knc trace trend's in generaa

are nivinp their influence. New emphasis in fooc matters is on

self-reiiance by incivicual countries rather than on biinc

self-surficiency. This has meant more trace in food. Greater

need for resoonsible world trace patterns in fooc is evolving.

Trace increases will briny more private incustry involvment.

Some success stories apout ceveloping countries having

improved their food system are amercing. Tnailanc, India. Taiwan.

brazil, and otners nave mace the news. improvement in tnese

countries is sionificant in its own right, out it aiso se,'ves at

an important example for other cevelooirg countries. Also, tnese

improved economies now are Orovidina valuable markets even for

certain f000stuffs, ano the United States has snare° substantially

in this.

Second, planning for incividual food sector strategies nas

increases widely throughout tne worlo (4). much f.:.f the impetus

for tnis came from the World Food Council; however, incividual

countries, multi-lateral deveioonent agencies and others nave

Picked up the thrust of this development and have moved it

I
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forward. These strategy xercs2Les in and of themselves teno to

take a closer loop it the place of the private sector. Ins

e valuation of many of the government-owned companies snow that

they have not been doing the lob well. The mon.sis in the food

sector strategy work on nutrition planning as contrasted to

e mphasis on proauctIon has placed greater emphasis on the

marxettno system. DartiCular1V the DrIvate sector.

Third, President Redman promised at Cancun tnat he woulo sent

agricultural mission, to other countries at the reouest of Cruet

Executives of those countries. Quite flurry of these missions

has evolveo. no the one tnino tnat has oomtnated most of tnem

has been the heavy emohasts on the Private sector . The selection

of countries, of course, in many ways would tend to move t'ie

e xercise In that Direction. but most of us who worked on these

nave dean increastnoly Impressed that the evolving orodlems of

Priority turned out to be those in one way or another afffectlny

or are Pomp affected oy tne private induscnv.

Fourth, the ortvate sector push has Drooaoly been facilita:ec

oy the basic motivations of many of the individual countries.

Certainly, the inter-relatedness of country motivations today

woulo tend to assure tne longer-run involvment of tnese private

agencies. norlcultural Development, particularly the private

sector portion is a power Domino this whole mutuality. A

convincing case can ow mace for the fact that the selfish novas of

individual countries around till plooe may give us constructive

aroup actions. The thread of mutuality that often orinos this

15
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result Minces on some of the private Sector institutions.

Highly oversimplified, this line of argument develops as

followst Industrialized countries need the marxets of the

developing countries, the newly rich countries, and the socially

planned countries. They need political alliances ano mutual

security pacts with all countries. Also. they need worldwide

technical and social oevelopment -- for examples China's salvage

agriculture, especially in animal production; Southeast Asia's new

multiple crooping systems; Europe's land-intensive culture; ano

true international research con ers' Venetic innovations in such

areas as plant toierance to salinity and trace mineral

oeficiencies.

The develomino countries need the technical and managerial

assistance of the inouttrialized and socially planned countries,

tne markets of the inoustrialized countries, and the caoital of

the newly rich.

ime newly-rich countries need the capital oatouts of tie

industrialized countries but they need those of the cevelooing

countries even more; they need the technical and development

assistance of the industrialized and socially planned countriesi

they need the products of the developed countries; and tuey need

Political alliances and mutual security pacts with industrial ano

socially planned oountries.

Ma socially planned countries need technical assistance and

Products, especially agricultural, from the InoustrialiZeo

countries; they need mutual security from the industrialized and
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newly richt ana they need raw materials ana political alliances

from thadeveloping countries.

Fifth, management aoPears to oe the cornerstone for most of

these Private sector develoPMents. The environment for

agribusiness firms is increasingly aynamsc. Business

consolidations, consumer aloft snifts, hich-technoiogy

aavancments, and global food pressures are probably tne leacino

forces for moaern aalustments and austness strategy. }'boar,

agribusiness managers must anticipate minas ano use tnat chanoe

to forge business opportunities that yield mich returns. the

oenalties ono threats for managers wmo ignore these market

aevelooments are unprecedented. There seems to oe no couoy &pout

the imoortance of management. Also, Its imoortance wiAl increase

relative to that of overall Policy and tracitional technoiocicaA

infusions.

Sixth, the United btates has some special problems tnat are

Particularly related to ouolic Policy in this area. :or examp.e,

the private sector input into the policvmaking orocess has not

been natural one and is in many ways alma Lacking. Read

Questions exist as to how to get this private sector input.

Because of the creme of the global impacts on most u.o.

agriousinesses today, the timing may ow much improved for workina

with the private sector for more airect puolic-orivate sector

Plannina, particularly with regard to issues such as education.

Another problem of the U.S. an thus area is the fact that most of

these problems that are being discussed. even thouon they have
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private sector component, cut across Many &Scoots of the public

policy Process. The proolems are Primarily inter-Cabinet in

nature. Vet, tne executive branch of tne U. S. uovernment abes

not heye a good inter-cabinet functioning system to handos such

problems. Continuity ana memory are lacmina. Analytical

excertise for these larper proalems is in snort supply s

contrasted to tnat used on traditional turf arobiems. A poor

information base exists for such problems. knalysis of this

problem is currently being unaertamen witn particular reference to

Pooa issues by esources For The Future. This stuOv. if well

aone. could mame a major improvement in fooa Policy. p4rticular:y

it coula have significant effects on now tne privcte sector inov

is generatea. Another U.S. Problem at tne public level is tie

Lack of emphasis traaitionally on social science research ano

general backup. Tne manakin/men% matt; into tnat is almost nil.

The managerial programs for research in the Feceral Sovernnent

shoula be uporaded. 1-or example, many mold tzar a great b.:.,tentia:,

exists In preventive medicine via improved nutrition. yet our

atop-medical research program has a very small percentage oevotea

to nutritional research. Another example finos tne whole toca

regulatory issue torn between public vs. private responsibility.

This is becoming a tripper Issue in the way the united States

Involves itself in internation41 trade. Tne wnole management of

public food and agricultural policy in this country neaps

evaluation.
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Imeltert1on_w1ta_eartthutreAtaraLAQ_COmertLenel_Ersmems

First. study of some stature as neeeed to learn more about

the people who run the moOern food system. We know little about

who is being recruited and who is being promoted In agrsousiness

management, both domestically and in other countries. We need this

information if we are to design eoucattonal programs to improve

agribusiness manaciement. bucn a study could be cone witnin tne

Federal Government. but protsaoly snould be done witnin the

educational community.

Second. university eoucational programs in agribusiness

management for educating U.S. nationais at tne university

unoeroraduate and graduate level need to tie strenothened

Stuoent interest in international agribusiness is neon, b't she

Programs nave some problems ana tne demand for current eoucazion

for international worm is ouestsonaole. Tn. Lino Grant

universities are attractino many students for undergraguate

Programs in aoriousiness, put tnese Programs are wide:y varvsna

One often contain little Ousiness management education, and even

less international agribusiness management eoucation.

Universities other tnan Lana Grant LnlyersItles hay.,

difficulty proyielng the aoricultural soeciaity negbed in these

programs unless they are fortunate enougn to nave unusually strong

top-level university suPport for sucn specialized prograwi. In

general. uneergraduate education programs in agribusiness pet weak

support from scnools of business. This problem is tne sane or

even worse for most graduate -level programs in agribusiness.
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Various university experiments for improving agribusiness programs

are unper way. Well-targetec support and appropriate monitoring

of these exoersments by federal cecisionmaHers could Do much to

improve them.

Imre, the growing need for university-level management

education Dv foreign nationals oeserves more attention. The

problems referred to anove all hold for foreign student training

in this area. In at:Watson, the programs are less well eguldged to

handle foreign students. Several universities abroad are trvind

to build up competence in this apricultural specialty. Uver time,

they can handle suite a bit of the training necessary in this

area. However, they have critical staffing neeos at this time.

Improved selection orocecures for foreign nationals and more

SPecialiZed eoucation programs in The unitee States neec to De

Developed. united States resources going for foreign national

eoucation should prooabiy be focuseo on craouate rather than

uncereraduate programs. Those-aesisting in the placement of

foreign nationals in Unites States universities need to ne fully

informed about program ouality ono content. SeIectino tne

program for the right student is vitally important. 'rho

university most appropriate in agribusiness management education

may not be the one typically used for more technical agricultural

teaching.

Fourth, funds for preparation of appropriate teacrong

materials, such as case studies for this type of ecucation, WOULQ

be well spent. The Agency for International Development has just

15j
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mad prepared a series of about a dozen case studies on foreign

agribusiness Proolems. This type of thing is commenoable.

Fifth, educational programs directly joining u.S. national

and foreign national stueents on the same Projects could be most

valuable. Title XII has some provision for this, put special

funds to both U.S. and foreign universities to alrow them to

concentrate on this specifically could have Mich return. uverseas

.experience for u.S. national graduate stucents in the manasement

area is extremely valuable.

Sixth, conditions have chanced which now allow us to lox for

more short-term management education abroad; Many countries now

have an infrastructure of Qualified educators and business beonie

with foreign experience, landuade capability, are a:aptitude

sufficient to maximize the use of many more different Kinds of

university educators than in the Oast. The traditional criteria

of long-term overseas experience, extensive language traininc, Ana

specific country knowleace ano contacts may be subutarbial,y ico

rigorous for necessary dualifications for L.S. staff recruited to

teach in the short-term programs abroad. Ins balance between

staff input trom this country and that Whibb can be recruited

locally has shifted. these programs might be Adis to leverage

substantial in-country talent with a low marainal input front U.S.

universities.

Seventh, specialized management lops, sucn as Public

agricultural adency management, or even more specific manameNent

,Jobs such as resource management, research laboratory management,

.10
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animal health program mangement, could use short-term specialized
programs. The ugOortunities for teaching these abroad are

becoming much more realistic. Also. these programs are Paolv

neeaea and more innovative programs need to be oevelopec.

in.SYTmarY

Private-sector invoivment is manaatory if worla hunoer is to

be eliminated. The management input is critical. Moaern

management recognizes formal education as a hiph-return input.

Puglia programs to suopot Quality agrigusiness manlaement

eaucation will be critical in the outlook on world hunger.

Exciting, out often highly fractionated programs are unoerway.

Many things are happening in agribusiness education. The area is

no longer a stepchild and must not be treated as such. It needs

some airect attention Dy public aecisionmaaers. well- places

special resources should viola mph return for fairly nominal

investments.
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF CHARLES H. HAIIITED, M.D., PROFESSOR OF INTERNAL
MEDICINE, UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA AT DAVIS

lb place the issue of world hunger in proper perspective, it is important

to recognise that malnourished population& are at sharply increased risk for a

variety of infectious illnesses which, in turn are the ultimate causes of

mortality. Furthermore, the presence of an acute inteccurrent infectious

illness greatly exacerbates malnutrition. Thus, malnutrition and infectious

disease exist in a vicious cycle. Break out from this cycle requires a broad

Approach of basic education, provision of better diets at critical times in ta
Weapon (pregnancy, lactation, and early infancy), and basic health maintenance

programs including sanitation and imam/ration.

The common link betwee malnutrition and life threatening infectious

illness is alteration of the imam system, 1.41. the body's defense against

infection. Detailed and convincing studies over the pest ten years have sham

that in children with Kwashiorkor (protein-calorie malnutrition) key parts of

the lymphatic-thymic system atrophy, with resultant decreased production of T

cells, which are essential for cell-mediated inanity and, the basic defense

against viral and many parasitic and bacterial infections. Although the other

major component of the immune system, the ability to produce antibodies, as

generally intact, there are defects in synthesis of other proteins (complement

system) essential for killing of bacteria. Studies in children with protein

calorie malnutrition show that these processes can be reversed with adeq.Aate

nutrition.

38-561 0 - 84 - 11
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The Infant mortality rate UMW is defined as the number of deaths

occurring per thousand of population during the first year of life. The IMR

ranges from a low of seven in &olden (12 in U.S.) to greater than 200 in Central
Africa. Worldwide, the leading causes of death in infancy are diarrheal

diseases and variety of immunisable disrobe. 500 million children have 3 to 4
bouts of diarrhea every year, and in many ports of the woad at least half of

all days of the year are spent with diarrhea.
Morldelde mortality from diarrhea

is about 10 II, half of this
group before age five, and is or 5 million per year

before age one. Diarrhea is due to a variety of different bacterial and

parasitic organisms, and has the common outcome of severe debilitating

dehydration, falling blood
pressure, accumulation of acid in the blood with

resultant stoppage of heart. The other mein groups of diseases affecting

infants in the first year of life include measles, pertassis, tetra s, polio and

diptheria, all of which can be prevented by proper immunisation. The total

infant mortality rate world wide of 12 million per year in roughly divided

between diarrhoea diseases and the latter category of diseases.

Malnutrition and acute infection work together in a sinister alliance.

Together with poor sanitary
conditions, malnutrition alters the imams' mechanise

with increased risk of infectious disease. In turn, infectious &arose

accelerates malnutrition through several mach/riles,. Acute illness is usually

associated with poor appetite and frequently vomiting, with resultant decreased

food intake. Intestinal infections alter the intestinal absorption of essential

nutrients. Furthenrore, acute infection increases the requirements for

essential calories and protein. For Instance, a typical non-lethal attack of

measles usually causes a 101 loss of body weight and will slow the growth rate

by on -half. Even in Its. populdtion which
deute infection, the effects

16 is
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of recurrent infections are devastating. In addition to decrease in physical

growth, there is also slowing of mantel develtpment due to the apathy of acts

illness, and to decreased development of tocsin tissue. Ultimately, this means

that the social and 000110111iC growth of the population will be limited.

How can this cycle be prevented? Immunisation is important, but hardly the

complete answer. Estimated costs of immunisation of the common viral infections

is 85/Child, or about $500 million dollars per year (the cost of 10 fighter

planes). However, history show us that improved living standards are most

critical. Cos hundred years ago in New York City the INR was greater than 100,

and fell to less than 50 prior to development of any vaccines. Improved INR

occurred at the same time as rising living standards, including improved

sanitation and housing.

While standards of living require decades and centuries of progress,

concerted efforts can nevertheless be made at key points in the life cycle to

break the cycle of malnutrition and infection. The major target should be the

young woman who will bear and ultimately suckle the infant at risk and who will

be responsible for treating illness at hum, or bringing the child to medical

attention. Literacy is essential, and studies in at least 15 different nations

have shown a fall in infant mortality by more than 50% in women who have had

more than four years of schooling. Family pdanning is assent:161# studies in El

Salvador and Chile have shown that the fifth child is about three times more

likely to die of malnutrition and infection than the first child. Other studies

in India and Turkey have shoal that the infant mortality rate is greater than

200 when there is lees than one year spacing between children, falling to less

than 80 when children are spaced out beyond three years. In addition to being

more likely to understand fend; planning, the literate mother will be sore

1 6'
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aware of her child's need for greater nutrition, since infants and children

require three times more calories and twice as such protein per body weight than

adults. Reading and understanding simple growth charts are excellent means for

the literate mother to develop an appreciation between adequate nutrition,

illness, and child development.

Many population studies have shown that the underweight child, less than

2.5 kilograms at birth, is three times more likely to die in the first year than

the child who weighs more than 3 kilograms at birth. Studios in Watemala and

India have shorn that the simple provision to pregnant women in the last

trimester of 300-500 calories and 10 grams of protein with adequate iron and

foist* will sake normal birth weight much more likely and ultimately reduce

infant mortality by more than 50%. After birth, continued adequate nutrition of

the mother and an emphasis on breast feeding for at least six months will

further limit infant mortality. Studies in India, Canada, and Chile have shown

that bottle fed - babies are three times more likely to develop diarrhea or

respiratory disease than breast-fed infants, and in the Phillipines a concerted

program of breast feeding reduced diarrhea and infant mortality rates by more

than 95%. Hunan breast milk is an ideal source of nutrition during the first

six months, since it provides essential antibodies, is non-allergenic, and is

easily available, in contrast to bottle formulas which may be mixed with dirty

water, may not always be available, and may not be properly mixed. Finally, a

revolution in treatment of infant diarrhea may be occuring, based on detailed

studies of nations with cholera. Now it is known thal oral rehydration therapy

WRI1, with simple, easily mixed solutions of glucose and salt can promote

proper fluid balance and prevent deaths from diarrhea. Studies in Bangladesh

have stemn 95% BUCC488 rate by such treatment. This approach underscores the

interrelation of literacy, and basic education.
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In summary the greatest effect of world hunger is on infants and mall

children who become suseptible to life threatening infectious Wow.
Malnutrition has profound effects on the immune system, and, together with poor

sanitation and crowded populations leads to increased risk and mortality trial

common infectious disease,. Although 111.14MillitiOrt practices are an important

adjunct, studies from many parts of the world indicate that infant mortality can

be significantly lowered by provision of proper nutrition to proper& women,

amitosis on breast-feeding and family planning, and provision of adequate fluid

replacement therapy in diarrhea, the IOU osuse of infant mortality world wide.

Thus, world hunger, ignorance, and infection take the major toll of deaths in

early childhood. Improved living standards, education, and provision of

nutrition at key points in the life cycle (pregnancy and lactation) appear to be

the major factors in invroved health of the world population.
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IFrom the New England Journal of bladicine, July 1984]

SPECIAL REPORT
Fool), NUTRITION, AND NUCLEAR WAR
Sous will imisider tlw analysis tithe 1111111h diet is

of thermonuclear war on food and nutrition to Iw
meaningless exercise kw a society whose populatimis
would be decimawd, and its social kiwie den n led, by
such a war. However, consideration of these 11410 s ran
add another dimension to the professiustal and public
undemanding of the horror of the threat. Must aware
persons arc aglow at the public utterances of those
who emphasise the posaibie number ofsurvivors alter
nuclear war in ways that seem to imply that there
would be enough people left to pick up the pieces and
feu on to rebuild, that such a war is thinitaWe because
the (Mihaly and its population would not be totally
devastated. Many who emphasize the number of sur-
vivors appear not to have considered how survivors
would obtain Gad. However, there is considerable
past experience on which to base estimates of some of
the cousequences of nuclearwar with respect to loud
and nutrition.

Disaurnon or Doirunc Woo, Suntan
Others have pointed out the difficulties of roast

evacuationa of the U.S. urban populations by private
car and have warned about the .nassive traffic snarls
and impossible housing problems that would result,
even if the proposed seven to nine days' warning were
realistic. Assuming that partial evacuation could be
achieved before nuclear bombs fell, where would the
lord come from afterward? In Massachusetts, bar ex-
ample, at least three fourths of the God arrives from
out of state by truck or rail, and supplies on baud
would last only a kw days. In an attack MOW of thew
supplies would be destroyed.

In the United States, loud is no banger carried by
farmers to nearby markets, as it once was. It is sup.

16?
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plied by artribusinesa, a compkx mistook that involves
*pots of farm machinery, petroleum products, fertil-
iser, pesticides, and commercial seeds and requires an
sairsatructute to handle the food produced, including
train elevators, slaughter houses, cold storage plants,
Now mills, and a variety of other kodprocesaIng and
iseckaging industries, plus the whole rienvock fur
tranaportetion and storage and the wholesale and re.
tail distributiun of Saida. Although an area such as the
isortheastern United States is particularly vulnerable
to any bregidwan im fuod peoceasing, nammetation,
wad marketing, SUM about 10 per cent of its food is
,mplisted, other sections tithe country would not be
math better off.

Thruuelsout the country, of course, there would he
aautve destructsost of stored food, and depending on
the arum, most env* and livestock would be oat to
inuaehk. 11 key railroad links were destroyed, as
could must certainly occur, and tithe interstate high-
way system were disrupted, and gasoline and die.
.el fuel unavailable, how would hod be distributed
tionally? laghtylive per cent of U.S. awn is pro-
tweed in I I nodwestern states. One sixth of the wheat

11101111CCII in Kansas alone, and most of the rest
s grown Iron) texas myth to Minnesota, North
.0111, and falltilliafta, with VIM to the Facile North.
seat. Nit Inman, and New York but only a negligible
minion in the Northeest. Twu thirds of the soy beans
Ire grown in the Great ladies states and the Corn belt,
std rit e is grown mainly in Arkansas, Louisiana, Tex-
is, Mississippi, And t:altfornia. Fruit and vegetable
maim nun is almost as narruwly concentrated.

(N the fund that did become available, how far
would it go and huw would it he paid for? So much of
he physical and social infrastructure would be de.
truyrd that the economy would cease to function.
sursoval instincts wuuld take over, and food would be
melded it bartered, not given away. As emphasized
slow, must histuncal famines were caused not by sh-
allot shortages of food but rather by the lack of
twang to pay kir it and inadequate or nonexistent
chef distributinn.

Parading surviving the initial assault would soon not
able toilful fund either in stores or in a civildefense

twill tory and woukl begin to forage for it. But where
ould they had it Local farm supplies outside the
lammed area would soon be exhausted even in bar-
est seaman Government officials in underground
helices or flying command posts would not be able to
ccomplish I' herculean task of sustaining food sup-
ine' 'they wuuld not be able to arrest the frantic and
razed behavior of starving and desperate survivors
'est breaking into stores and warehouses and then
wading aid 'magi king individual homes. Many
.oukl be killed by persons trying to protect their own
trues, lAmilies, And livid supplies.
Survivors would begin iodic hum mAlnuirition and

nit, tut) within a I. w weeks Even mold malnutrition
nd moth-dud rAttlAtion FC11111 in decreased iellmedi
tied And other iudispei unmutitty. With rrststanee

tu infection weakened, the lark of elementary unitary
facilities, and the breakdown of programs of petven
aye medicine and public health, the synergistic inter-
action of malnutrition and infections disease would
begin to decimate the survivors further, even before
radiation sickness and the late effects of trauma added
their toll.

Typhoid fever is still present in the United States
and Europe, and along with other diarrheas and dye.
emeriti, it coukl be expected to reach epidemic pro-
poctions under the condition* that could be anticipat-
ed after a nuclear exchange. Reduced resistance and
increased exposure would akin exact rbate the hequen-
cy and severity of reapiratory inketions. With all sem-
blance of organised medical and public-health serv-
ices destroyed in much of the country, the ravages of
radiation poisoning would be compounded by un-
checked infectious disease.'

Famine sal ills Devasonioci Wow.°
The disastrous effects of a thermortur tear exchange

wnuld not be limited to the kod supply of the areas
and countries directly experiencing nuclear attack; the
Meets on the kind supply would be elnhal./ Fnr many
111111161.11, the problem tif uhtaining needed food tin
ports even mm results in chronirally returning Mod

II a nuclear wai omitted, haw many more
ships would leave North American pins with had for
't'hird World countriexf

As population growth rates in the less developed
synthl accelerated its the 1930s. the flow M. grain iin
ports gradually increased and by 1978-1979 had
grown to 104 million metric tons. Current U.S. lad ex
parts require two fifths of the acreage cultivated; grain
exports from North America (Canada and the United
States) now amount In nver 163 million metric tons
of which about 70 million go en the developing coon
tries of Asia, Africa, and Latin America. In addition to
Western Europe, the only other maim exporters. Aus-
tralis and Argentina, supply only about 14 and 19
million metric tons, respectively, of wheat and torn.

Ilse number of malnourished penmen its develnping
cnumries is simmering, approaching a quarter of all
humankind. On the basis of the 1980 data, the World
Batik has estimated that finti million persons iii devel-
oping countries from 61 to 73 per cent of their
populations have delwient diets.' Even with the
more stringent dietary criteria of the Food and Agri-
culture Organization of the United Nations. 16 to 23
per cent ill the glottal population, lir 431, million per-
sons, have a level of food intake that permits little
more than mere survival this number must be
Added At least 450 million t hildren identilid by the
World Health ()rgAnirAiinn as suffering horn vArying
degreei of proteincAltirie malnutrition A large num
her nI these persons are dependent on the hind supply
And prier sidg lure niAtIc pensible by the load exports
of North Amcor a A disruption of these unities wthild
have grave i uosrquenresleer mini of thli lopolAsions
developing cnuntries
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because the foudom port needs tithe lescleveloped
onuntrses are continuing to increase, the consequences
of a cutoff of fund exports Irons North America are
growing steadily worse. According to the humilities-
al Food Policy Research Institute, grows deficits of the
major staples in fixelclefirtent countries will total at
least 121 to 143 million metric tuns by 1990 despite all
these nuns to increase agricultural production' and
control population growth.

Fund security depends on a steady, year-round flow
of 'nod among countries. Mold food reserves at any
given time are fnghteningly limited. For a period in
1974 the world held only a 33-day supply of grain in
storage. This supply increased later in the decade, but
since 1980 it has dropped sharply again; at the begin-
ning of 1982 there was a 28-day supply. Although it
has since increased, any disruption of Mod produttion
end distribution systems in the world would have
global consequences. Of course, it is not just the pour
mamas that would sutler food shortages in the alter
math of a nuclear war between the superpowers; many
u4 the countries now sonolereil well nit might suffer
even mace because of their greater dependence on Wed
unisons. If Europe were also destfuyed, which seems
likely in any ccoanu that we can envisage. Ils prob-
knit I have described would be compounded, because
Europe is a large exporter of livel; European grain
export' alone amount to 20 million metric tons and arc
ineusly shipped to the developing world.'

Fawner Corerarenraesors
Fallout contamination offood with lontlived neck-

arfiwion products would be a serious and long-term
problem not only rue survivors in the countries in
which nuclear bombs fell but kit the whole world.
About 170 different fragments result from Mission,
about 4 to 5 per cent of them struntium-90, which has

half-life of 28 years, along with cesium137, with a
half life of 33 years, sincb5 with a half -life uf245 days,
and a large number of fragments that have a shorter
hellfire, such as iodine-131 with a half-life of 8 days,
or are invent in smaller amounts.

The world became alarmed in the 1950a when levels
of strontium-90 in the food supply, especially in milk,
including breast milk, ruse worldwide as result a the
American and kussian hydrogets-bumb tests in the
ainsuspiwre.1 Appreciation of the donor led to the
moratorium on atmospheric testing, broken only by
the French in the South Pacific and by limited tests
conducted by India and China. With large hydrogen-
bomb explosions, half the fission products are pushed
into the stratosphere where they gradually leak into
the trupospliere and are deposited slowly around the

Strimitum90 moves (rum sod to plants to the
rumen of the cow and, hence. min milk.' 'lite levels of
stronnun90 in milk mu rased during the 1950s until
1959 and have since declined except for a sharp but
transient increase' dot. the Ferris Ii almonloneric nu'
flea) detonations"' in February and April uI 19(51.

1 6

'Ile radioisotopes of strontium are biolueically
similar to tali iuni. They are metabolised like calcium
and affected by the same variables." (;atrium, and
therefore strontium-90 ions, enter bone within min-
utes eller ingestion and almost immediately after gain-
Ina entrance into the body. Subsequent urinary teem-
thin is so amidl as to be negligible under 'tunnel
circumstances. 'Ilse strontium contest of both milk
and bone is contnakd by the rectors that mediate cal-
cium metabolism, and It is conventiunal to express
strontium in relation to calcium.

The reason for concern, of course, is that any in-
crease in radioactivity in bone increases the occur-
rence of sarcoma of the bone and leukemias originat-
ing in the Isetnatopuietle tissue of the bone marrow.'"
Nevertheless, as conspired with other consequences of
nuclear war, this hideous prospect may be one tithe
least devastating. It is not the purpose of this paper to
discuss further the effects of radioactivity on human
beings. Others have done this in stark and horrifying
terms on the basis of actual experiences in Iiimshima
and Nagasaki.'' It is relevant, however, to point out
that radioactive atoms ingested with fond are a major
source of continued capture to radioactivity lung
idler the acute radiation and thermal effects of the
blasts havu dissipated.

Experience with erects tin Spud supply, buwever, is
limited and very much the content of this paper. Wr
know that crops would immediately be contaminated
by radioisotopes through falluut, including many iso-
tope with half-lives of up to a year. Once again, stems-
tium-91,1 with its half-life of 28 years, along with et-
sium.137, would he the serious lung-term hazard.
Plants would absorb strontium-90 from the soil rela-
tively slowly, but sines it would neither be leached
from the sod nor fixed in forms that would make tt
Matecsoible to plants, plants would be a dietary mot11-4r
of trontium.%) rue many years.

Initially, direct radioisotope contaiiiimointi nl
leaver' would be the problem, whtber consumed di-
rectly or fed to animals. The hazards to children
would be particulas4 great, both because they de-
rive a greater fraction of their dietary calcium from
milk and because they are affected more by radia-
tion hazards. Animal milk and breast milk would
soon become dangerously contaminated with strum
tium-90.

Not only would plants, terrestrial animals, and
products from them Ire contaminated with strontium-
90 but also aquatic life lush, shellfish, lobster,, and
crabal` and drinking water." The rcolugis al e Iles is
on higher plants and animals would he tar more sect.
ous.11.1) Exposures to gamma radiation in vein,. of
MU /I in Slur days or less would de. +nate t mine' our

anti Iwtd,nr rxlssnurrsol 10,1)0II K would olci i
wate tirt olitutiv 1.110% MO il4Cialit elf '" I I id&
.111011 thollagr billowed In, fur And 'Minion 411111111
Lig.. arras, who It sel lit, probable trrs141111,61m it
many %pt ten would lx .10w, min pal '&1%14411 141111,11114 a
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non Id der Ilnra would ia-cur. The resultant establish.
menu Ill stable but pauperised plant systems would
disrupt the rumples Gaut) weh of natural ecosystems,
Nine Annual communities would be alketed in the
lame way.

he accelerated kisses of nutrient minerals from the
land to the water would cause eutrophicadon and ixil
lotion of lakes, rivers, and estuaries. The Lind would
be degraded and less fertile because of these bases. All
these influences would extend to the production cif
kid And fillet Irani both natural and manmade ens.
systems This wuukl he compounded by she pndifera
tam lid insert pests, since they are far less aflicted by
mailman' than are higher animals and plants. It might
out be quite the "Republic of Insects and Grass" fore.
seen to Jonathan Schell in his bunk The hit of the

bet ause the rat is one of hardiest of tram.
male, and n too would probably flourish.

Curare CHAPeali
The above tonsequences of a nuclear exchange

would to themselves he sufficient to threaten human
antis lion. At the least. such an exchange would ile
limy the society that we know in the Northern Hemi.
sphere Even noire disastrous dimensions have recent
ly la t mite apparent. Outsell and Birks° report that
the 1975 U h Nations! Academy of ht MIMS study4'
rerlooked the Meets of the thmasistois of lines that
would 1w ignited in cities, forests, agricultural fields,
and oil And gas held.. They predict that the sun would
be blotted out for many months and that temperatures
would 1411 %Latin wilily In destroy loud plants and the
animals dependent on them

Toren et al "stale that a fullstale exchange would
'elute average light levels to a small percentage of
normal light. loathing in a harsh nuclear winter at
any serum Your effects would be combined: (Ancor.
mg smoke in die troposphere, obscuring dust in the
straiosphrie, the fallout of radioactive debits, and the
polenttal debt rut non tithe ozone layer These invesii
aeons c mot luck that even with a relatively "conserve.
live" st charm for a nuclear exchange (501X) megatons,
10,00 esplosionsi, the dust and smoke generated
would em net Ir the Northern Ilvoiniphere within one
to two weeks Average light woad be reduced tri
'mad Iran Him of normal light, and temperatures
would be reduced to as low as -.15 to 251% with
sublrei tang land temperatures (hr months evert in
summer.

%%stamina% the longterm comet/twines of nuclear
war, tairlich and colleagues'' provide support for
thew conclusions rood production in natural and age
;Kohut al et laystems winild he virtually eliminated for
several months and seriously aliert..... for a year. At the
end of dim tune extensive trreversible demote to eta-
norms would have occurred Sower analysts have
agreed with dint polio 11011I

Carl Segel' thx owes further the implications of this
analysts, melting it clear that the consequences could

he much worse it the exchange continued toe longer
than the "conservative" estimate, or Ina if an exchange
were limited or aborted early.'' Even with a "conger-
vetive" exchange, however, the darkness alone could
cause a collapse in huh aquatic and terrestrial Weld
chains. Moreover, biologically dangerotte ultraviolet
light would probably be increased by several hundred
per cent because tifdestruction cif the osone layer, and
this too wnuld threaten plant and animal life.

The temperature drop alone in the Northern Hemi.
sphere would eliminate wheat and corn production. It
would he less cold and len dark at ground level in the
Southern Hemisphere, but massive climatic and envi-
ronmental disruptions could be triggered there as
well. Thus, there is no prospect that the food supplies
destrnyed or rendered unusable could he replaced in
the first year afler an attack, lending further credence
to the prediction of hunger and starvation.

ra4101 Or HUNGIUI

Historically, famines have been Of Iwo kinds: those
in which there was an absolute shortage of kind and
those in whit h people simply did not have money to
buy food and it was not distributed to them. Nuclear
war would precipitate both kinds simultaneously. We
have no precedent for the climatic erects cif a nuclear
exchange, but we have an abundance of grim histiwi
cal evidence of what would happen to the nutrition
and health of human populations. Money to buy lived
would not last long ktr people whose jobs had been
eliminated by the conflict, in a country where govern.
mere and infrastructure had been destroyed and mono
cy had probably lost meaning. As has happened so
open in the past, most recently in Ethiopia and the
Sahel but several times in this century in India, the
regional movements of feud necessary to alleviate local
famines would not occur.'

Famines caused by natural disasters and wars have
plagued mankind throughout histnry, and the coast
quences are only too familiar. Hungry, desperate peer
pie do not remain orderly and disciplined. In the lath-
century famines in Europe, storehouses, markets, and
even granaries were plundered, and the riots often
could toil be controlled, even by large numbers of
troops.".'"

The evidence of the 20th century is even more
shoa king bersuse it derives from events that has In,
curled within lei cm memory aiiii Is so well dm mein
ed Herbert Hoover, its his ihrervolorne
4'1-.1" describes An absolute lainme alter (mg 25 ind
lion people in the Volga valley and Ukraine of kussca
in 1921. Iketh fin the whole population la these areas
was estimated to be 11111y 4 few months away. Mein u
onion and starvation were evident everywhere, and
the dead were seen lying in the streets and on roads
leading into towns, where they sows became prey to
clogs and birds. The naked dead were piled together to
be transported later to the cemetery where great pits,
approximately 3 m deep, could ACCOMITIOilitt several

1' U
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hundred empties. In the city ul fheribura skate, IOU
deaths a day were reported fur a time

by Jainsary 1921, the bodies of those who had died
were too 141144101/4 to bury and were piled in heaps in
buildings. They were often stolen, and the firth was
boded for fund. Typhus and typhoid fevers were yin..
drmic, and dysentery was prevaktn, with a case-1.
131in rate of up to SO per cent in t hildren. Bread was
made from leaves, the bark of birches and elms, saw-
dust, nut shells, rhubarb. rushes, peanuts, WSW, po-
tato peels, cabbage, beet leaves, and even bone mi
nun. Dead animals were luxuries. by the summer of
1921, survivors were fighting fur Ilk by eating dog.,
rats, rums, skins, bones, and all manner of refuse. Men
Wm their reason and became cannibals. A variety of
infectious shaman aggravated the dreadfulsuffering of
the famished. A contemporaryact own describes them
as "Seekma kind, the exhausted, sick, and naked
starved people dragged themselves hither and thither
seeking the larger towns and villages in the hope of
finding fund there. (hie met, at every step, living slide.
tuns, scarcely able to move, Of already completely es.
Nitrated, and dying where they lay."'

This uccurred in the present century as the result of
wartime dvastation that was trivial by unnparistal in
a nuclear holocaust and was uncomplicated by the
dints of radiation. Can there he any doubt of similar
scenes in North America and Europe among any con.
centratiun of survivors af a nuclear exchange with the
kmd of destruction certain to occur? At the end of
World Wars I and II, the large shipments of anal from
the United Slain ultimately saved millions d lives.
With nuclear war involving both Europe and North
America there would be no source for such a rescue.

CONCLUSION

There are so many aspects of a thermonuclear ex-
change that *mild be devastating for the world as we
know it that it may seem academic to single out fond
and nutrition. but in today's world everyone must be
made to understand that estimates of numbers of po-
tential immediate survivors of such an exchange are
Winos' irrekvant, as compared with the full scope and
magnitude of the destruction and disruption that
would result. In addition to initial deaths from blast,
lire, and radiation Glover billion people, with per.
haps an equal number succumbing during the ham,
Mg year in the devastated regions, theconsequences of
a nuclear war and an ensuing nuclear winter would
kill many more people in countries and regions nos
part of the nuclear nit hang.% especially among those
already malnourished in developing countries.

Almost immediately, food and water supplies would
become a desperate problem lot survivors in North
America and Europe, and famine and infectious die.
ease, as well AS radiation sic kness, Woad soon hrl(in to
decimate them further With a world depending heav-
ily on North American fund supplies. the tragedy 14
(mute would ION Ire 111,111r41 in the warring powers.
Fund damages and local 'amines would sewn occur iti
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other clamor), that ale now hvat )1y Arta ilarm eel
fond minor to The nu* lear winos, with set rrt. chop
nl litiwrritity Alml 144 lir sunlight, would be a total
disastrous blow. The kolaterm etuhopral
(turners for developed f011111firt cannot be predicted,
but the blionwint (AWN Ivimlhl certainly be 111401fllt
Everyone' must come to understand the lull conse-
quent r.s sirs nuclear exchange, tithe Emir Hui mitten
of the Atari alypse - War, Famine, Pestilence, and
Math - are not to ride again on an unprecedented
teak. Nutleat war would end human society as we
know it in the Northern Hemisphere and at bast dam-
age it fur generations in the rest of tbe world.
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[Fran the Lancet. June 19841

Health Watch

IMITOND PL00G/1$244k11.141

lbla aim who feel keenly the suffselag oft* pow end
hungry on this globe are stinatavly treonkletod by the
feebleness actions to raider help. The mattes is oat neatly
araightionvilid, °out*. moth the *votaries in need and the
donor countris have 'Akins' quasidants that obstriki any

'mowers. Neverthelok the evidence or de1441111C
need-drought and starvation in a wok tend error Aida,
foe example; oe the millions of cars of river bkridnesk of
schstosomiasis. of malaria and Illation: instil mortality
mks of WU pet thousand live barter -aught to call forth
prompt and Liftmen regionals.

Why. then, the misclirediso and ineffecilveniem sondem
in imetnelonal peogronsma2 The mladlh4tlon may be in
Pawl aktdmige, a consequence of
manic , where aid le daereninted by
much of out ad u used to reword saiskolgaiwklles
(the uncoannistnal). HA:mrta.wilsawg.itaL

now, goal l l5alvador. ti um not mini to matter
icalqua hr an iriVormonalny rate of 90 (the US rate this

year is 12). Wilsey want our help, let than swear faulty to the
entreommunut cruse, or their children must the. Aid
'morons are not set by the anent of hunger, the degree of
devastation by diseases.

Another aspect of the misdirect ion of assisisoce may derive
limn a residue of colonialist attitudes. The bulk id our
financial commitment specilkally designated at "health
appropriation" is actuelly foe family planning. While there
can be no 'libation of the utility and necessity of sack
programmes, the same. the food emphasis on this is
sometimes a subtly root euphemism for population control,
while ostensibly exhibiting concern for food supply.
Furthermore, this earmarking of funds makes it extremely
difficult to kiwis the measures 10 a pout 1)LIntry'a needs. All
kinds of resources are so desperately shoes-a handful of
physicians fur millions of people in Mali, Niger. Upper
Volta. or Chad, tot example-that maximum flexibility is
required.

The most forbidding obstacle to rational assistance
programmes has in the ruthless antagonism and hostility
among the rest Noma. &WON viiiivndiuurg devours
resouhes al a rate die dwar 1 other nainoiar iniewawa&
activities. Of the roughly-sr ffiniffir(Sik IV) that make up

17TISIcoas national product ((NP), less than 0 I% is
Ala:steel w "raft= aid". Only a freaion Orme smounrgoof
le providing loud or Whimsl advice, equipment, and loans
to improve food growing potential: even Iola to educational

*divide* Ind WA servios or improsnissent of health
issourtis ..reset, theme of providing hsolthservoces to
Ike Aliostican pee* ague IN pet came talent thin 10% of
our GNP.

War and peeperat on foe war is s big business. lest year, Pow
clam*, the US wild weapons to the tune of$211 billion. That
isabout 1%of the GNP or more then ten iirMOM much as the
US pa whir for "aid ". A detailed and datinbing review of
these Moues is proviikd by /loth 1.. SiVitd in the Lem edition
of Week/ A theory am/ Social fix peetkiems Mudd heroin.
Sox 25140, Washington, IX: 20007). Mrs &yard points out
ilia, in 1111 ex mkt urea of the deer re

I lot oder' bun of all SPIN: latlinitleb to 0:011011114
lwassgiattisl egineeiniberreached 1121 . And sorb old n

. y teresktearing loans, has us
own damaging Wpm. The economic recision el the Pas

# kw years, couplet with uncontrolled Inflation and high
widest rates in the USA, has kopeolocd theoPubtlile onhc
poen manna to handle the Ilneocing. bankers and
industrialists, Adana officials, and poluial leaders are
terrified of possible bankruptcy of the world's linamool
Mr, witate.

In short, the ittellenivenksa results front both the
madequisey and the inappropesiotenne of the Ain. The US
'Id mask many st 'Wolof its"' ma net tonal halt h"activities.
'is dote, soothing much in the way of improvement an be

nkerned. Ws lock a clear statement a( whet an insane, and
width pulley is oe should be, for one thing. We clearly lack a
immunel commitment to foreign aid *homed to the pennies
of nead in the world.

In lloorW as threatening as ours is today, where I he fan; Of
all are so imatineably intertwined, we obviously cannot
afford to continue with the politsmaapsthy and neglect. We
need to adopt a new language of concern, a commitment
expessed by something like an maisuationel tax or lithe Out
will provide *Jettison: limincial support fur reasonable and
appropriate programmes. Senator Gary Hari, I peesidentkil
undulate, said it ". . . there is a latent idealism in the
American people, a need to serve something other than their
own interest& When it isn't tapped, people get %Towel". So it
may be. lor other peoples and other nations as well.

Ikpalontibt.11.0.1.. 11..55.
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PREPARED STATEMENT OP KATHRYN G. DEWEY, PH.D., DEPARTMENT OF NUTRITION,
UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA AT DAVIS

A common assumption of development assistance programs is that increased

food production will lead to improved nutrition either directly or indirectly

via increased family incomes. However, this assumption can be challenged on

several grounds. First, at the present time per capita food availability

in the Third World is adequate to meet the needs of the population (although

there are isolated areas, in E. Africa for example, where there is an absolute

shortage of food due to severe climatic conditions) (1). Why, then, are an

estimated 400 million people malnourished? The Presidential Commission on

World Hunger in 1980 (2) gave the answer quite simply: "... they are hungry

because they are poor, and they are poor because they rio not have jobs that

provide a decent income" (p. 49). In most areas, it is the inequitable

distribution of food and wealth that causes malnutrition, not inadequate

total food production. This is not to say that food production will

necessarily continue to keep pace with population growth in the future, but

the malnutrition that exists today is not caused by a global lack of food.

Therefore, increasing food production will not automatically solve the

problem of malnutrition. This is borne out by statistics from areas where

agricultural production has boomed, yet malnutrition continues unabated.

In southern Nexico, for example, agricultural production increased 6-fold

over a 13 year period as a result of an extensive drainage project, but the

same proportion of children suffered second and third degree malnutrition

after this period as before (3).

Economists often argue that increased food production will have a beneficial

effect indirectly by increasing incomes of families producing that food.

Whether this will have any impact on malnutrition depends on which families

benefit from increased food production; hence the emphasis in current

development lingo on helping the "poorest of the poor. But if the poorest

families are landless, increased income via increased agricultural production

is not likely unless employment opportunities and wages rise concomitantly.

17
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Even for poor families with land, if increased food production causes a fall

in the price obtained for those crops, increased income cannot be assumed.

The final aspect of the assumption that must be critically evaluated

is whether increased family income will automatically lead to improved

nutrition. If increased cash crop production by poor families comes at the

expense of the production of food for home consumption, this may not be

the case. In my own research in southern Mexico, children of families with

gr income from commercial agriculture were not any better off, while

families who were able to maintain home food production had better nutritional

status. There are many demands for cash income that may divert it away from

purchase of food. In addition, local prices for staple foods may increase

if cash crops for export take the place of local food production (4).

For all of these reasons, development assistance programs must be planned

with explicit attention to nutritional impact. In some cases, this has been

taken to meen merely tacking on conventional nutrition programs as

subcomponents of development projects. This is not sufficient. Nutrition must

be included as an integral objective of development projects. To do this,

it is necessary to target projects so that the benefits are not appropriated

by those who least need them, and to examine each aspect of a project in

terms of its ultimate effect on nutrition. This is rarely done by development

agencies, partly because nutritional criteria for judging 'success" of projects

may conflict with economic criteria. For example, in the planning of an

integrated development project in the Philippines, it was argued that targeting

the project to the most malnourished farmers, who might be less productive

due to anemia, for instance, would jeapordite project efficiency criteria (5).

Fortunately, in that project nutritional considerations were taken seriously

in the final design. All too often, however, as Levinson points out (5, p. 29),

programs are 'pursued in the traditional manner, with premiumt on productivity,

yield, and higher incomes for the producers. It may not be ultimately important

to the planners of these programmes (a) that the producers themselves are not the

hungry, (b) that the choice of production technology may not employ the hungry,

or (c) that the crops produced may not be those consumed by the hungry."

When governments or development agencies do consider efforts to improve

nutrition, they usually do so in terms of the conventional nutrition interventions

with which we are all familiar: supplementary feeding programs, fortification

of foods, and nutrition education. In some cases, such efforts are appropriate,
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for example. fortification of foods with vitamin A in areas where vitamin A

deficiency is widespread. But not only do supplementary feeding and nutrition

education programs fail to address the root causes of malnutrition, i.e. poverty,

but their success rate in improving nutritional status is generally disappointing.

The benefits of supplementary feeding programs are due primarily to income

transfer effects, but there are more efficient ways for achieving this than the

direct provision of food. Nutrition education, sometimes promoted In order to

convince populations to consume imported foods with which they are unfamiliar,

Is of limited usefulness when poverty is the cause of poor diets: how do you

tell a family to consume more fruits, vegetables and milk products when all

they can afford is rice and beans? We would do better W target nutrition

education to health care providers, who, sometimes inadvertantly, may have

a negative effect on nutrition by discouraging breast-feeding, for example.

Because conventional nutrition programs by themselves generally do

not focus on the causes of malnutrition, our concept of "nutrition programs"

must be broadened to include strategies based on economic and health care

interventions (6). 'Integrated programs', for example, combine supplementary

foods and nutrition education with primary health care and/or improvements

in sanitation. The combination of components creates a synergistic effect

in improving nutritional status: if children get sick less often, they are

better able to make use of nutritious foods and vice versa. The most effective

integrated programs are those that target the most vulnerable groups: pregnant

and lactating women. infants and young.children. All countries should have

comprehensive programs for these subgroups. UNICEF's 4-point 'GOBI" strategy

to encourage use of Growth charts, Oral rehydration therapy to prevent deaths

due to diarrhea, promotion of Breastfeeding, and universal Immunizations

against childhood diseases should be supported to the fullest extent possible.

The decreases in infant and child mortality that have been achieved through

these efforts in some countries recently are extremely heartening. James

Grant. executive director of UNICEF, describes eloquently how these strategies

can lead to a "children's revolution" to break the cycle of malnutrition and

Poverty and to empower the poor to work towards the ultimate goals of economic

justice and social development (7).

Some may fear that dramatically reducing infant and child mortality might

contribute to even higher rates .f population growth. But in reality, it has

1 7
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been well documented that improved child survival decreases birth rates by

reducing the need for large families and by preventing the very short birth

intervals that result when an infant dies and breastfeeding is terminated.

Family planning is much better accepted when child survivorship is ensured,

and in my opinion, should only be promoted under those circumstances.

Economic-based policies and programs are the other major tactic for

alleviating malnutrition. Agricultural development efforts, if properly

targeted, should be considered es nutrition interventions. Because up to

80% of Third World populations live in rural areas, economic development

policies must focus on rural development and avoid the "urban bias" that

has characterized economic growth in many countries. A more direct

economic-based nutrition intervention is food price subsidies. When

properly planned, subsidies for staple foods are self-targeted, since food

is a higher proportion of expenditures among the poor than among the wealthy.

However, food price subsidies may have a deleterious impact onrural producers

if as a result agricultural prices are depressed. Governments then facethe

costly burden of subsidizing not only the cost to the consumer but the price

paid to the farmer.

A serious impediment to the concept of considering economic-based projects

as nutrition interventions is the cannon segregation of responsibilities into

separate ministries within the government. Nutrition is generally by itself

or within a ministry of health; rarely is nutrition integrated with the

institutions charged with economic planning.

Ultimately, of course. the only long-term means by which to eliminate

malnutrition is through broad-based national strategies of economic development,

rather than through piece-meal individual development projects. But it is

important to reiterate that economic growth alone will not reduce malnutrition.

In fact. some of the most frequently-cited countries that have achieved rapid

improvements in health and nutrition - China. Sri Lanka, Korea, and Taiwan. for

example - did so st a time when their per capita GNP was eitremely low. They

were able to make these gains by emphasizing a more egalitarian distribution

of land and wealth and by providing broad access to primary health care and

education. The most important way in which the U.S. government can help to

reduce malnutrition in the Third World is to develop a foreign policy that

will support countries making these broad-scale changes.

ti
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF LOVELL S. JARVI8, ACTING ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF
AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS, UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA AT DAVIS

Munger and malnutrition affect many persona in less developed countries.

The United States seek* to assist such persons for humanitarian and for

strategic reasons. We need to understand the causes of hunger and

malnutrition, and trends in their development, to design policies appropriate

to dealing with these problems.

I would like to sake three points. First, many developing countries have

achieved high rates of economic growth during the last three decades by

improving economic policy, strengthening political institutions, modernising

ideologies, and applying science to industry and agriculture. Foreign aid has

contributed to these achievements. Second, despite this progress a

signtficant number of countries have lagged behind. Malnutrition in these

countries is serious and will be difficult to overcome. These countries must

achieve sustained economic growth because this is the only long run solution.

Nutritional programs can complement or hinder this effort, depending on how

they are designed and implemented. Third, past experience with nutritional

programs has resulted in useful lessons. Several lessons regarding economic

policy are discussed, followed by illustrative examples.

Progress.

The evidence available suggests that such of the world has made

substantial progress toward raising living standards during the last three

decades. Per capita incomes, nutrition, infant mortality, life expectancy,

and educational levels have improved in most countries, although the degree

varies significantly across regions and countries Aggregating across all

38 -5G1 0 -- 84 - 12
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less developed countries, economic growth
has been rising --at en accelerating

k
rate. As group LOC per capita incomes grew at more than 3 percent Annually

between 1960 and X9150. Their economic growth has been more rapid than was

expected at the beginning of that period, and has significantly exceeded the

long-term growth rates (about 2 percent per capita annually) achieved by the

now-developed countries (e.g., the United States, !astern Europe and Japan)

when they began the process of sustained economic growth.

I say this not to create complacency but to leggin that'development

efforts have produced increasingl- visitiVe r.eulte. The process omodern

economic growth and its benefits heu: peen spreading fairly rapidly to an

increasing proportion of the world's population. This success, should

encourage continued and, indeed, increased deielopment effort, including

international aid.

Larger, more widely held and closely monitored food stneki., variety of

international.agremsents guaranteeing grain supplies to nations in need, and

the development of international grain mmrkets have greatly increased food

security. The likelihood of famine has been reduced even in Mill and in

Sub-Saharan Africa, the two areas where malnutrition is most prevalent.

Economic porch has reduced hunger and malnutrition in most of South America

and in North Africa and the Middle East. Much of Asia--which was considered

by many as almost beyond hope three decade. ago --has made great progress.

This iocludes Korea, Taiwan, Thailand, Sri Lanka and, especially, China --one

of the world's largest and poorest countries. Progress has been achieved

chiefly through economic growth, especially agricultural growth. Efforts to

improve income distribution and to target at -risk groups through government

programs have beln secondary factors in most countries whet* success has been

achieved to date (although Sri Lanka and China are important exceptions).

1 7 d
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Such efforts require especially difficult and tendentious political

decisions.

Lagging Behind.

Although much progress has been wade, major problems remain. Incomes and

nutritional levels in most of Sub-Saharan Africa are declining. Poverty and

malnutrition are widespread in much of Asia, and economic growth in India,

Pakistan, and, especially, Bengladosh is currently too slow to significantly

improve the situation of the poor during the next two decades. Population

'growth in these areas is high and shows little sign of declining, making

development efforts more difficult. Purthermore, economic growth and

agricultural production have been lowest precisely in the poorest countries.

Excluding China, per capita incomes in the lowest income LDCs have increased

it less than 1 percent annually during the last 20 years. These countries

constitute approxisatoly one-third of the world's population, so that clearly

the nutrition problem remains large.

Economic growth is essential in all of these countries to achieving a

long run malnutrition solution, but economic growthwith trickle down - -is not

enough to solve the short run malnutrition problem. These countries need both

policies designed to achieve economic growth and programs to provide their

most seriously malnourished with specific aid during the short to intermediate'

run. This is a major challenge. They are being asked to undertake two

difficult tasks simultaneously, in the face of scarce husan and material

resources. These poor countries have not initiated the process of sustained

economic growth in large part because their political, social and economic

institutions remain weak, they have few national resources, and their

populations are relatively poorly trained and educated. Their governments

have few tax revenues. External asaiatance can be extremely helpful to them,

U
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provided there is domestic will to use it wisely. Foreign aid can contribute

moral support, policy analysis, and material assistance.

Useful Lessons.

We have learned substantially about malnutrition, its causes and cures.

We can design and implement progress to alleviate it throughout the world.

Several guidelines are listed below:

1) The Importance of Agriculture. The bulk of the world's poor are

agricultural producers. They will achieve improved nutrition only if they can

obtain more productive employment. in general, this requires increased

agricultural production. In low income countries, high proportion

(averaging 702) of the population is employed in agriculture. Industry will

not be able to provide employment and income for the bulk of the population in

the next four decades. Agriculture vas long neglected in most development

efforts where emphasis was placed on industrialisation. A focus on

agriculture is now recognized to be essential in nearly all low income

countries. This requires new emphasis on agricultural incentives, research,

extension, and infrastructure investment as an engine of economic growth.

2) The Importance of Getting Agricultural Prices Right. Establishing the

appropriate incentive structure is essential. Prices affect both consumption

and production, and there is ample evidence in LDCs that both producers and

consumers respond rationally to prices. There is an important dilemma,

however. Higher prices are needed to encourage higher agricultural

production, but they have important costs. They reduce food consumption and

have an especially harsh nutritional impact on .he poor who spend a high

proportion of their income on food. They also are often unpalatable to the

politically important urban middle class. On the other hand, lower prices

1 S
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benefit consumers but they reduce agricultural production, and thereby reduce

overall economic growth and employment.

Experience shows that a long run solution to hunger and malnutrition

requires that domestic producer prices generally reflect world prices so that

efficient resource allocation is achieved. If prices are kept artifically

low, new technologies will not be adopted, investments will not be made, and

output and incomes will not increase at a rate adequate to eliminate

malnutrition for the bulk of the population. The design of agricultural

sector price policy is therefore an integral part of efforts to improve

nutrition. Of course, if adequate price incentives are to be provided to

producers, poor consumers will suffer during the short to intermediate run

unless some compleeentary assistance is provided them. Targeted food aid is

needed. Generalized food subsidies are not the answer because they are too

expensive. Food aid is discussed more below.

3) Income Distribution and the Political Element. In most LDC's

sufficient food is produced so that the entire population could he provided

with adequate nutrition if the available food were distributed equally across

all persons. However, incomes are not distributed equally and some persons

are poor and unable to purchase sufficient food. To an important degree,

therefore, malnutrition is a distributional problem, and political impute are

crucial in the design and implementation of nearly all nutrition programs.

The political issues must be faced. Nutrition programs are generally

administered by middle class individuals whose control allows them to distort

program instruments to their own benefit and to bypass the targeted poor. An

example from Bangladesh is used below to illustrate how urban groups may

benefit. Efforts have been made in some programs to decentralise

administrative control to local communities to improve efficiency, but local
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elites may be squally self interested and the local poor may be less willing

to challenge these elites, on whom they depend for daily employment and other

benefits, than national officials. The only solutions are establishment of

simple progress involving clear criteria for participation and honest

administration. Waking aid conditional on improved policy delfts is

reasonable.

4) The Need for and the Limits on Targeted Food Aid.' There is general

agreement that neither poverty nor malnutrition can be eliminated by growth

alone durIog the next four decades under even the most favorable assumption

regarding economic growth. Specific, targeted programs are needed to provide

the most seriously unnourished individuals with aids they require

identifying those who are most harmed by salnooriabeent (such as young

children), the specific nutritional problems they fete, and the delivery

system which are capable of improving nutrition at at aceepteble cost. The

primary problem faced by food aid programs is their cost -- efforts to

distribute significant amounts of nutrients require large fiscal expenditures.

Such expenditures can exhaust government revenues, leaving inadequate funds

for investment or other welfare expenditures, a:* if exaggerated can work

against both economic growth and welfare for the poor. Food distribution

progress are also subject to substantial "leakege" - -a significant part of

program expenditures is received by person, who are not malnourished and/or

result in nonfood rather than food expenditures. This can be alleviated by

using "inferior" staple foods like sorghum or CiSRAYA which ore outritioue

and will be eaten by the poor, but which the rich mould prefer not to sat even

when they are cheap. Administrative tequLtwaente are great - -end most

developing eountries have scarce administrative skills available. Despite

1.83
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there problems, political will end good policy analysis can permit success --as

the programs in Sri Lanka and China attest.

5) Management Considerations. It is obvious and yet frequently

overlooked that 'management is en important constraint os project success even

when political will is present. Large and especially couples progress

requiring large bureaucratic framework are unlikely to succeed. This is

important because of the potentially positive interactions enlisting between

nutrition, health, educational, agricultural production, and other

Investments. These synergistic interactions wake it attractive to coordinate

the design and implementation of such programs., However, the difficulty of

administering such progress has resulted in significant efficiency losses in

several cases. It in important to seek positive interactions, but programs

must generally be kept simple and Mated to a small flusher of closely related

components.

6) The Heed for a Yseback Loop. Much is known about nutrition programs,

but such remains to be learned. All nutrition programs ought to be

continously evaluated to make improvements in design and implementation.

Errors must be identified and corrected. This can be done only if projects

include ar.cific provision for a monitoring and evaluation component and if it

is given high priority.

Several examples illustrate points made above.

Bangladesh in largely an agricultural country. About SO percent of its

labor force Is engages in agriculture and 60 percent of its GNP originates in

that sector. Rice accounts for SS percent of the average per capita caloric

intake of the population. Rice production is growing more slowly than the

population and Bangladesh depends importantly on food aid to avoid famine.

However, almost all food aid is chanelled through a "rationing system" which

1.64
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is designed to allocate food primarily to urban middle clang residents who

were provided permanent ration cards in 1974. These individuals, composing

about 4 percent of the total population, received about one - quarter of total

food distributed in 1978. The rural poor received a relatively small

amount of food distributed, averaging only about one-tenth the amount received

by middle-clams ration card holders. Thin case illustrates that food aid is

useful in reducing hunger and malnutrition only if it is channeled to those

who are lnouriahed. Frequently, political and economic pressures induce

governments to channel food aid to others. The urban middle claims, who are

better organised and better situated politically, ere frequently the principal

beneficiaries rather than the rural poor. It is also true that Bangladesh has

maintained domestic food price, below international levels to subsidize urban

consumers at minimum cost to the government. The low food prices faced by

producers are an important reason for slow food production growth.

Sri Lanka introduced a system of ration books in the early 1970s allowing

a large proportion of its population, in both urban and rural areas, to

purchase staple foods at low prices. This program contributed to a

significant reduction in malnutrition and in infant mortality rates, but the

untargeted program had a high fines' cost, absorbing up to one-quarter of the

government budget and reducing the amounts available for investment and

expenditures on health, education, and the like. Cost pressures led Sri Lanka

to adopt an alternative targeted ',totem in 1979 which provided coupons to the

poor using income, age and family size as criteria. Although the new system

excludes about 10 percent of the poor, it is much more efficient and the

budgetary cost was reduced to about half its former level. Efforts have been

made to target other welfare and employment programs am well. This came

illustrate, that it in possible for even very poor countries to finance and
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administer nutrition programs with substantial impact. Good design

(targeting) and administration (lack of corruption) are essential for

success.

India has utilised concessionary milk aid to benefit both milk consumers

and encourage domestic milk consumption. In many countries, concessionary

food aid has depressed domestic food prices by adding to supply, and has

thereby reduced domestic agricultural output. In India, however, the revenue

obtained from milk aid is used to expend the system of national milk

cooperatives. The cooperatives live technical assistance to producers,

provide a reliable and profitable outlet for their product, and process and

sell their milk to urban centers. The resulting regular cash incomes are

important to many rural poor. Dairy animals are often maintained by women and

children; their higher incomes are likely to improve household nutrition. The

higher cash inccess are also used to purchase modern agricultural inputs, so

that milk output increases agricultural output as well. This case illustrates

that food aid can be designed to improve nutrition while simultaneously

stimulating domestic agricultural production rather than depressing it.

To summarise, progress has been and is being made. There is reason to

redouble efforts, not to quit. Serious problems remain and they will be

difficult to solve, but lessons have been learned which can serve as useful

guidelines. Efforts to improve nutrition for the most seriously ealnour4shed

are essential, but economic growth, especially in the agricultural sector, is

the only long-run solution.

7/20/84 JS-25
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF RICHARD A. REDDER, VICE PRESIDENT FOR PROGRAM, MEALS
FOR MILLIONS/FREEDOM FROM HUNGER FOUNDATION

1D.PhD

PhD

I am sorry that our President, Peter J. Davies, could not be

were to provide this committee with this statement. He has asked

me to convey his strong conviction that the Select Committee can,

and hopefully will, play an important role in focusing attention

on the critical problem of world hunger and on ways to overcome it.

First, a wora on who we are: The Meals for Millions

Foundation was founded in 1946 as a voluntary relief agency by

Clifford Clinton, a California restaurateur who fed the hungry free

in his Los Angeles cafeteria. His search for a low cost food

supplement with which to feed still greater numbers here and

overseas led to the development of Multi-Purpose Food, a high

nutrition protein, vitamin and mineral supplement. Shiploads of

MPF were sent overseas and to hungry communities in the United

States between 1947-77. One of the recipients was the Dr. Albert

'Gsc Schweitzer Hospital in Lambarene.

In the early 1970's, the Board of Trustees and a professional

staff recognized that a relief feeding program was essentially only

a stopgap response to problems of hunger and malnutrition. Since

then, Meals for Millions has emphasized self-help programs --

invelviT.I teaching people to grow food, build latrines, dig wells,

raise small animals and organize themselves.

lb!
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In March 1979, the Board of Trustees agreed to become successor to the

American Freedom from Hunger Foundation fed to amend Meals for Millions'

charter, adopting a new name: Meals for Millions /Freedom from Hunger

Foundation.

In 1983 the Foundation moved from its inadequate headquarters in

Santa Monica, California to a new international center in Davis, California

close to the University of California at Davis which is a leading institution

in agriculture, food science and nutrition.

Today, Meals for Millions has approximately 80 staff persons, (pro-

fessionals and support staff) working in eight countries including the United

States. Most staff are nationals of the countries in which they work. The

dedication, commitment and professional competence of this staff has led to

an enviable reputation as an effective development agency working to over-

come hunger and malnutrition in many of the poorest countries on the globe.

Our orientation is world wide with programs in Latin America, the

Caribbean, Asia and Africa, as well as in nutritionally disadvantaged com-

munities in the United States. In 1984, Meals for Millions is operating

Applied Nutrition Programs in seven countries: Ecuador and Honduras in

Latin America; in Antigua in the Caribbean; in Kenya and Sierra Leone in

Africa; in Thailand in Asia and in the Southwestern United States in and

near Tucson, Arizona. We expect to start or are already commencing new

Applied Nutrition Programs in Nepal, Togo and Bolivia.
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A volunteer Board of Trustees establishes policy and overall organi-

zational direction and consists of persons from varied disciplines. It

includes businessmen, church persons, professional and academic people.

Sources of Support

Meals for Millions does its work with a small budget, 2.2 million

for 1984. We are very proud of the fact that 75% of this amount goes

directly into programs, only 7-8% is used for administration and 14-17%

to raise the funds.

Our support comes through individual donations from the general public

about 501; churches about 12-15%; foundations and corporations 15-18%;

Agency for International Development of the U.S. Government 25-30% and

others 0.5%

Development Philosophy, Goal and Approach

Let me sketch briefly the world hunger problem as we see it. Chronic

hunger and malnutrition, along with world peace and nuclear disarmament,

are among the most compelling problems of our time. World food production

has increased dramatically over the past decades, yet hunger and malnutrition

have not declined. In many African countries food production is still de-

clining and, in fact malnutrition is increasing rapidly.

Most observers agree that the world is currently producing enough food

to feed everyone, and yet today 400-500 million people remain severely under-

nourished with perhaps a quarter of the world's population receiving an

inadequate diet. Most of the undernourished are young children. The starving

child skin-and-bones Wane -- an image which is too often used to represent
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the developing countries -- needs to be replaced by a greater international

understanding of what child malnutrition really means. As James Grant,

Director of UNICEF notes, while more than 40,000 children died from malnu-

trition and infection every day last year, for every child who died, six now

live on in hunger and ill health which will be forever etched upon their

lives.

Furthermore, the World Bank estimates that about a billion people live

in absolute poverty. Malnutrition is esentially a product o(that poverty.

The causes of that poverty are over-population, unemployment, poor

sanitation, lack of potable and irrigation water, inadequate health services,

low agricultural production and poor dietary habits, among others.

As many have come to realize, and I believe it is important for the

Committee to focus on this, food aid, whil xessary, does not get at the

root causes of poverty and malnutrition and can be a disincentive to pro-

duction and to overcoming poverty. These root causes are manifold and

complex. Women, previously ignored, are now recognized as crucial to food

production, nutritional improvement, primary health care and family

planning. Hence education and training of women can have a major "multiplier"

effect on a community's and country's welfare and development. Environmental

factors also iroibit overcoming poverty and need to be addressed. Likewise,

overpopulation is a major factor that contributes to poverty and malnu-

trition so that family planning information and services need to be included

in development programs.
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Philosophy: How then do we, a moderately sized, innovative development

agency do something effective to overcome these debilitating and inhibiting

problems just touched on above?

We believe that only through a long term development process in which

people change their own lives through their own efforts, will poverty and

world hunger be overcome. People must be empowered to control their own

development if they are to break out of the vicious cycle of poverty. This

is what we mean by Meals for Millions'
moto: "Self-Help for a Hungry World."

We believe, also, that our people-to-people
approach, because it facil-

itates a substantial degrep of community
participation, is the best way to

create opportunities for malnourished, low- income people in developing com-

munities in the U.S. and abroad, to recognize and develop their potential.

This people-to-people approach is also less capital intensive and more

adapted to suit local resources and conditions and that furthermore, this

qualitative factor is as important as the improved farming methods, better

nutritional practices, and good sanitation. To put this philosophy into

practice, our Board has adopted as Meals for Millions' goal:

First, to strengthen the capabilities of people in developing

communities to solve their own food and nutrition problems;

Second, to do so within the framework of the community's

economy and culture;

Third, to give special emphasis to nutritional needs of

infants, children, pregnant and lactating wwen; and

Fourth, to advance and perfect the "participatory' or

self-help approach to achieve lasting development.
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Our Approach: To realize this four-fold goal, Meals for Millions has

developed an integrated approach which we call Applied Nutrition Programs.

Meals for Millions conducts these Applied Nutrition Programs in association

with indigenous organizations (private, church, state, local and national).

We do not seek to duplicate all disciplines, but to collaborate with

other international and, in particular, local groups.
4

We seek recognition and approval of the government involved at all

levels, but do not depend on them.

To the extent possible, we employ local national personnel rather

than placing Americans overseas.

Our approach is to stimulate change rather than simply to transfer

technology or knowledge.

Above all else, our task is to act as a motivator, catalyzes, organizer,

so as to mobilize local resources -- both human and material -- to carry

forward programs ai;c1 to continue them after Meals for Millions support and

technical assistance ceases.

Integrating and linking community services and resources is cost

effective. It allows Meals for Millions to extend its program activities

beyond the scope of its own resources and to strengthen the service delivery

capability of local organizations. This, in turn, leads to a self-sustaining

process which will continue once Meals fur Millions withdraws its support and

technical assistance.

192
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It is not Meals for Millions' purpose to attempt to overcome poverty

and malnutrition in every community in each country in which we work, but

to provide an example and a methodology that perfects the self-help and

participatory process so that it may be extended by others. Thus, our

objective is to establish models that can be reproduced and multiplied

manifold by government.

What impact are we having? Our programs are having a measurable,

significant result in a relatively short time, 5-10 years. For example,

a recent AID evaluation of our Applied Nutrition Program in the Olancho

Department of Honduras, after only five years of work, shows a remarkable

24% overall reduction in serious malnutrition among young children, and 70%

reduction among a group of 100 children closely monitored over the five

years.

In Honduras, as catalysts and enablers, Meals for Millions' staff have

developed fruitful working relationships with the local health center as

well as with government agencies and the villagers themselves. Result: The

Ministry of Health is so impressed by our child health and nutrition

monitoring that it has asked us to train government nurses and is reviewing

the program for possible region-wide replication.

Last year in Honduras, Meals for Millions established an in-kind

revolving loan fund which supplied farmers with fertilizer, seed insecti-

cide, tools, fencing and grain storage silos. With this modest assistance,

farmers are improving the quality of their life. Honduras is but one

example and we are receiving a similar response and are having as great an

impact in other communities and countries.

193
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While I could go on with many more examples, the point I went to leave

you with is that development can take place if the people to be benefittid

are an active part of the process. The problems of hunger, malnutrition.

and undernutrition and poverty are solvable if one recognizes that it

takes time, commitment and patience to build the self reliance and people

involvement so essential to achieving lasting development.

I thank you and would be glad to respond to questions.

PREPARED STATEMENT OF ALUM G. !WARR, DIAN, GRADUATI STUDIES AND RESEARCH,
UNIVIRBITY OF CALIFORNIA AT DAVIS

Mr Chairman, Members, Ladies and Gentlemen:

My name is Allen G. Marr. I am Dean of Graduate
Studies and keseareh of the Davis campus of the

University of California. Since 1975 I have had

executive responsibility for international programs of

the Davis campus.

The Davis campus of the University of California

is one of the leading universities in internationtl
programs. Our students are drawn worldwide. Our faculty
have studied in most of the countries of the world. Our

current programs aria in Egypt, Morocco, Kenya, Mexico.

Prazil, Peru, and Indonesia. We were the first

university to enter into a host country contract and

were selected to manage the first Collaborative Research
Support Prugram developed under Title XII of the Foreign

Assistance Act.

Our international programs have been mainly

technical agriculture. In Egypt we have introduced new

tomato varieties, established facilities and trained

personnel to propagate olives and dates, restored

beekeeping, and increased rice yields. In western Kenya

we are introducing the dairy goat. In Peru we are

working to inprove flocks on highland range. All of

these programs have involved collaborative research with
local scientists and training of students to become the

next generation of scientists as well as the direct

transfer of useful technology to these developing

countries.

To a lesser extent we have been involved in policy

and economic analysis. In Egypt we have collaborated

with Egyptian economists to examine such matters as

price policy, farm labor, trade, and marketing. This

effort not only produced policy analyses for the
Egyptian government but also trained a new genet.tion of

economists who are continuing this important work.

Less often we have becoia acquainted with the

farmers in the sense of developing a deep understanding

of the basis of the choices they make in their daily

lives--choices which are collectively critical to the

nutritional welfare of the whole country.

.Research universities such as the University of

38-561 0 - 84 - 13 194
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California are centers of inqUiry. 134 mission it the
search for new knowledge and understanding. We can be
e'rloected to be successful participants in international
development only insofar as our participation connects
to that central mission. There is much that we
collectively can do but there is much more that must be
done which is beyond reach of a university or of all

universities.

One of the reasons that the Davis campus began its
organized international program* was the assumption that
such engagement would offer our faculty and students an
opportunity for scholarship and a broader perspective of
contemporary issues: this objective has been achieved.
Another reason was the humanitarian and moral
consideration that we might help to mitigate hunger. In

fart. in 1974, 3ust before we began our international
programs, t; campus published a report entitled The
Hungry World - A Challenge to Agriculture' in which the
population and food status of the world were projected
for the future by a task force of faculty from several
fields. This study had a great deal to do w'th our
choice of greater engagement in international affairs.
Thus fur, the effects of our efforts have been
marginal.

In naidering ways- in which this and other
universities might be more effective in an overall
stragegy to relieve hunger let us focus not on global
strategies or on the immediate relief of hunger in a

country suffering famine as a consequence of flood.
drought. or disease but on a country with chronic
malnutrition: too many people and too little food.
Technical assistance to the agricultural sector may
yield more food but alleviation of hunger will likely
be short lived. The gains made will be lost to an
increasing population.

In its simplest terms a stragegy might involve
SOMP combination of population limitation, trade to
produce foreign exchange to import food, and increased
domestic food production. Even in its simplest terms
such a strategy would involve several entities: the
foreign government, the United States government.
international agencies such as FAO and World Bank, and
scientists and other scholars from U.S. universities
collaborating with counterparts in the foreign country.
The role of U.S. universities would be not only the
familiar one of providing technical assistance but also

'to develop and ,analyze economic 'nd social policy
options. The main difference between this sketch and
most of our present programs is that the focus is not
singularly on food production but on all of the main
factors which .affect the nutrition of the people. The
Mavis campus has a team of faculty now planning just

195
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such s program.

Mr. Chairman, members of the committee, hunger is
terrible beyond description. I spent my childhood on an
Indian reservation in Oklahoma in the '30s. I attended's
one room school with a potbelly stove ,on which cooked 4
pot of beans provided by a federal progrem. For many of
the children that hot lunch was most it no t. all of their
food for the day. Some had twollen bellies symptomatic
of chronic malnutrition. A few died.kater of disease
which is the sequel. Thu is the stuff at.-049htielres.

Thank you.

A
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PRISPARID STATIMINT of GRWTTA GOLDENILAN, COORDINATOR, FOOD FIRST EDUCATION
PROJECT, INITITUTZ VOX FOOD AND DIVILOPMENT..POLICT

Also representing the Institutes. Lurie Rubin, author of the Food, First
Curriculum

3udith McGovern, leather at Roosevelt Middle
School, San Francisco

Elias Maildt, student at Roosevelt Middle
School, San Francisco

My name is Grote Goldenman. I coordinate the Food First Education Project atthe Institute for Food and Development Policy, a nonprofit research and
educational center based in San Francisco.

We applaud this committee forrecognising the importance of educating the
American pubic about hunger, and we thank you for the opportunity to share ourexperiences with ski here today.

The goal of the Food First Education Project is to reach student' and educatorswith accurate and objective information about the causes of hunger In a way thatempowers them to work to bring about the changes needed to end hunger. We
work towards this goal by producing materials for the classroom end then
distributing them to the widest possible audience. In May of this year, after
three years of development and testing, we published the flosilytt Curriculumfor the sixth grade.

0
Today, there are four points I want to covert

I. why it's important to teach children about hunger;
2. misconceptions about hunger that discourage people from acting or that inthemselves perpetuate hunger;
3. how we set about developing the Food First Curriculum to meet chikkons'

special educational needs.
C. our experiences in introducing the curriculum into pUblic ichool classrooms,

and our suggestions for wider implementation of hunger education.

Why it's important to teach children about hunger

The pi oblem of hunger can seem overwhelming even to adults. What can an adult,
let alone a child, do to help solve such a vast problem? Most people would

1 9 7
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prefer to ignore the uncomfortable Iseling generated when confronted with the

reality of hunger.

Yet we cannot avoid the subject. As Ilea Krivetsky, leacher at Commodore

Stockton Elementary School in San Francisco, told um "These children know about

hunger already. They see people taidng garbage from the cans on the schoolyard,

nobody tabs about le

Not only has the striking rise of people living In poverty made the homeless and

y of America more visible to is today, but children themselves are

oportionstely affected by hunger.

Thoh one out of seven Americent overall lives on an income below the poverty

line thus at risk from hunger, among children the pkoportion is one out of

five. For a minority child living In a female-headed holitehold, the chances of

lie' in poverty are four out of five.

Vicerldekde, one out of four people chronically do not get enough to eat. Of the

estimated 40,000 people who die each day from hunger or hunger - related diseases,

the majority are children. High Infant mortality rates are considered a telling

Indicator of undernutrition among a given population.

Out all too often the concerns children may have about hunger are not taken

seriously. They are made conscious of an adult's silence or discomfort when they

ask questions about hunger.

To compound feelings of helplessness, they are often told that the solution is for

them to finish eating the food off their platesa silly suggestion that not only

reinforces the myth that there's a scarcity of food but that trivializes their

concern.

Or children are told that they should share their pennies with the poorthat the

solution is charity. This leaves children with the impression that hungry people

are pathetic and helpless, needing our pity. Children are quick to grasp that, it

the poor cannot help themselves, their meager contributions are a useless gesturtu

198
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This the idea that hunger is an Insuperable problem and that Individuals can have
no impact is instilled early on.

This is a tragedy, because learning about hunger and its causes can be the
starting point for a deeper understanding of other social problems and for the
development of skills and attitudes fundamental to carrying on or goal of
building a nation with a genuine citizen-involved democracy.

The challenge then 1st How can we talk about hunger without engendering feelings
of helplessness and despair? How can we teach children that change indeed is
possible?

Exploding myths abnut hunger

At the Institute for food and Development Policy, our efforts are net Just to
build awareness about the extent of hunger. Ire equally lorgortant to empower
people, to help them learn their own ability ea citizens to participate in building
a world where all people are ensured the resources they need to feed themselves.

Many people are discouraged because they:can see that the old

"aolutionswcharity, more food production:)ust frap,ot working. Despite billions of
dollars in foreign aid, despite the so-called greervroviiheion, despite the pledges
to end hunger made by international conferences, more isiople are hungry today
than ten years ago, within the United States as well as in the third world.

How can people be motivated to act? We have found that the most important
step for people is to learn hunger persists in the midst of plenty. In our
experience, people overcome despair as they begin to understand root causes and
to make sense of what was before just a jumble of frightening facts. But to get
to this understanding, its necessary to break through the many misconceptions

about hungermyths perpetuated in the media and in textbooks, myths that keep
people from acting.
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TM image that most Americans have of hunger famine induced by natural

disaster has. little to do with the day-to-day experiences of the $00 million to

one billion people who chronically do not get enough to eat.

Hunger is not caused by scarcitythere's plenty of food for all. Hunger is not

caused by overpopulationthere's no correlation between population density and

the presence of hunger. Hunger is not caused by the laziness of the poorto

survive In a harsh world deprived of resources requires Immense effort.

Unfairnessthe cause of hunger

Hunger has less to do with the physical limits of our planet than with

human-created systems that perpetuate unfairness. People are hungry because

they are denied access to the resources they need to feed themselveswhether

land or credit or jobs.

In a village in Bangladesh, those who have lost their land because of usurious

moneylending practices are condemned to live at the edge of survival, In chronic

hunger. In the United Sto. those who have been cut out of decent-paying jobs

or who are unable to work for paythe disabled, the elderly, mothers of small

childrenmay find themselves trapped into lives of poverty and desperation, at

risk of hunger.

Since unfairness is at the root of hunger, the solution cannot be to increase food

production per se. Ussited Nations studies have shown that where the "green

revolution" was Introduced without addressing differences in land ownership,

access to credit or other inequities, poverty and hunger actually deepened even

as crop yields went up. Foreign aid, when given to a government that is itself

part of an inequitable system, will end up strengthening the very forces the

hungry must change in order to achieve access to the resources they need.

Once we grasp that hunger is caused by unfairness and that this unfairness Is

maintained by systems that favor a privileged few, the path towards change

becomes clear. We begin to see that the solution to hunger is to create more
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equitable and democratic societies, where self-reliance is encouraged and where

people are ensured access to the jobs, the land, or the other. resources they need
to feed themselves.

We perceive how our own daily life chOiceswhat we eat, where we shop, what

we try to learn, where we work, and so onconnect us personally to the causes
of hunger and to the solutions.

Chien have an innate sense of fairness. When confronted with the injustice of
hunger, their instincts are to share. As parents and educators, we have a choice
about what we teach our children. They can learn that inequity is inevitable and
become cynical and apathetic. Or we can reinforce their natural impulses toward
fairness.

Developing the Food First Curriculum to men
children's special educational heeds.

Since the Institute's founding, parents and educators have asked our advice on

how to teach children about hunger and for materials designed for children that
would counter the myths about hunger still so prevalent In textbooks and the
media.

In response to these requests, we first investigated what is available for children.
Laurie Rubin, then a graduate student at the University Of California at Davis
concentrating on food and hunger problems, reviewed over 90 educational

resources, ranging from curricula to audiovisuals and games. Though many

materials had excellent exercises building an awareness of hunger, very few
tackled the more difficult questions of ELI hunger, and what we as individuals
could do. Perhaps even worse, almost all painted a picture of the third world
poor as helpless and passive, needing our assistance in order to be fed.

So we developed the Food First Curriculum for elementary and middle school

students. It took us three years in afl. Laurie Rubin conceptualized and wrote
the curriculum as her masters project in community development. We then tested
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the curriculum in public school classrooms.

The curriculum itself is a multidisciplinary program that explores global

per*ectives, farming, the path of food from farm to table, causes of global
hunger, who goes hungry in the U.S.A., and ways to work for change. Its six
units contain 35 creative activities and over 25 student worksheets utilizing social
studies, language arts, reading, music, drama, nutrition, and art. Though aimed at

sixth grade students, many of the activities contain modifications for fourth
through eighth grades.

Becoming part of the solution

in developing the curriculum, we were concerned that children be given more than
just the facts about hunger and an understanding of its root causes. If ending

hunger means people working togethr toward more fair economic and political
systems, then children need to learn not Just the facts but group problem-solving
skills as well. The process of learning Itself becomes part of the solution.

The Food First Curriculum teaches children to ask questions about the world, to

not just accept it the way it is if they feel something is wrong. It teaches that
the way to end hunger is to work towards greater participation and
fairness -- skills and values for good citizenship that children need to incorporate
to carry on our democracy.

What did we think children needed to learn?

The first unit, Why Do People Around the World Do Things In So Many Different
Ways?, seeks to instill in children an appreciation of different cultures and of
different points of view through activities like "There's More Than One Way to
LOU at Something." it also introduces cooperative problem-solving skills.

Where Does Our Food Come From? builds awareness that our food originates from
places all around the world and that people who work on farms to grow our food
work very hard. In this unit, we encourage teachers to take children on a field
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.visi)to a farm, for instance,. and there is a role play that graphically shows how

the AMirican family farm system today is in crisis, with farms dwindling in

numbeis and growing in sin.

Unit Ill; How Do We Get Out Food?, explores the path of food from the land to

our tables. It builds consumer awareness among children about the consequences

of food processing and advertising. A field trip to a supermarket shows which

brands of food are controlled by just a small number of companies in the food

industry and which foodstuffs are not.

The fourth unit, Why are people hungry?, looics at how one out of four people on

this earth chronically do not get enough to eat and investigates the root causes
of this tragedy. In a simulation game, "How Does the World Eat?", a snack food

is distributed to the class in the same proportion as food is distributed around
the world. That is, one-fourth of the children receive little or nothing, while a
few students receive more than they can eat. The resulting class discussion

usually leads to attempts to redistribute the food more equitably, which in turn

leads to an understanding of the difficulties of negotiating fair solutions to world

problems. Through a puppet play that demonstrates how family size is affected

by different cultures, children learn that economic necessity, not ignorance,
causes parents in rural societies to have large families. Readings about people in

a Bangladesh village show that the poor are people with dignity who deserve our
respect.

Who's Hungry in the U.S.A.? brings attention to the hunger that exists in our own

country. A simulation game, "Making Ends Meet", helps children to understand

that being unemployed or having a limited income makes it hard for people to buy

enough food, even though they may be hardworking and intelligent. Other

activities show how some groups of Americans are more likely to go hungry than

others.

The last unit, "What Can We Do?", is perhaps the most important section of all.
The key concepts in this unit are that ordinary people can make changes, and
that children and others can work on large problems by starting with themselves

and thew local areas. Children learn concrete citizenship skills, such as letter
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writing and community education. They also learn that hunger is not inevitable.

In the activity "What Does Change Mean?" In Unit VI, children are asked to

describe changes they have seen in their own classroom during the year, and then
expand to include changes In their neighborhoods, country,and the world. They

compare changes for the better with changes for the worse, and also talk about
who causes change. One teacher said, "I was moved by how powerful this activity

was." Her class discovered that by working together, they could effect more
significant changes than by working alone.

In Bea Krivetsky's class, the children became energised with the idea that change

is possible and that thze can make it happen. Soon her students were writing

essays on how to Improve everything from San Francisco's cable cars to

U.S.-Soviet relations. As one child told Krivetsky: "Maybe it won't be
enough...but at least I helped."

Reactions to the Food First Curriculum

Food is the most basic human need and right. Children immediately grasp Its

importance. They respond to being asked to deal with a real-life, not a made-up

problem. They are stimulated to learn new skills because they can see how tbese

skills are relevant to the Information they want to acquire.

empowerment/The Food First Curriculum takes special care not to overwhelm
children but/to motivate them to start at their own level and work to bring.
about change. Alice Lukas at San Francisco Community School told us how her

students found the curriculum empowering: "One of my students normally has a
very difficult time writing out her thoughts. The Food First Curriculum really

motivated her. She labored and labored to produce a concise two-page essay."

Many teachers have praised the Food First Curriculum for its openendedness.
Children are not told the answers, but asked to deal with a problem that hjs no

easy answers. This stimulates intense discussion among the children. They

become involved because their views are being taken seriously.
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Challenging. Other teachers, accustomed to textbooks and worksheets with

specific questions and answers, have found this aspect of the curriculum
uncomfortably demanding. It does ask a lot of the teacheran overview of the
subject, the ability to lead discussions, the courage to admit that one does not
know all the answers.

Values. Many schools and teachers are afraid of approaching a subject like world
hunger, because It resists being categorized into a discipline like social studies or
reading. Even scarier, It deals with questions of values. For teachers, that
carries the threat of being controversial, of moving beyond rote subjects into
areas of uncertainty.

Yet more and more educators today are calling for the introduction of higher
thinking skills, including synthesis and value formation, into the classroom. In

193i, the California State Department of Education introduced a new framework
for historysocial science education with these words: "Preparing people to

become humane, rational, participating citizens is an awesome task. It is one
which is shared necessarily by many Institutions in a democratic society. Acting
alone, no single institution and no single program of studies is sufficient. Even

so, schools and the historysocial science program, kindergarten through grade
twelve, must bear a major portion of that resp?risibility. Schools are the
institutions created by society for the express purpose of directing students

toward acquiring the knowledge, skills and values essential for effective
citizenship."

Rigid curricula restraints. Another difficulty within public schools is the pressure

they are under for accountabilitycertainly an appropriate demand in itself. Yet
often the reaction of schools has been to design and implement more rigid

curricula, and to place teachers under time and content restraints, limiting their
ability to use outside materials like the Food First Curriculum. This rigidity
often serves to make the classroom a boring, irrelevant environment for students
and actually hampers the learning process.

Fun. Contrast this with the experience of Rhea Irvine at Berkwood Hedge
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School, who termed some of the activities of the curriculum "Food First math."

Irvine watched her children warning concrete mathematic skills, such as
percentages and graphing, unusually quickly, because these skills were being

applied to a topic in which they were intensely interested.

In our efforts to get the Food First Curriculum into as many classrooms as
possible, the Institute itself is faced with a considerable challenge. As a small

non-profit center, we do not have the resources that most educational publishers
must extend in order to get adoptions or certifications by each individual state
curriculum department, though we have begun the process within the State of

California.

Therefore, we must largely rely on individual teachers, administrators and parents

who are sympathetic to the issue of world hunger. A number of individual

supporters of the Institute are currently working to get the curriculum introduced

into their local schools across the country. Other teachers involved in global

education or peace advocacy have been supportive, because they perceive the

curriculum as a resource exploring peace as something more than the absence of

bombs, and as a multicultural experience that allows children of all races to

appreciate diversity and to feel self-pride.

Future perspectives

As Bill Henderson, a teacher from Massachusetts who tested our curriculum, wrote

us: "Although kids shared many of the same myths about the causes of hunger as

adults before these lessons, they seemed to have an empathy as to how control of

land and productive resources could be the cause of poverty and hunger. They

were more bewildered, though, as to how people have been oppressed so long.

'Why don't they do something about it?', they asked."

When I reflect on the larger question of how to get 1;x issue of world hunger

taught in classrooms across the country, I recall that our nation has faced similar

challenges in the past. It took nearly a decade, for instance, for the gains of
the civil rights movement and the push to end gender-related stereotypes to begin
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to be reflected in texts and other teaching materials.

Perhaps the greatest contribution that yot. on this committee can make is to
bring about a similar national awareness that hunger is indeed a growing crisis,
that this crisis is unnecessary, and that we do have the power to change this
outrage. Such a national awareness will help concerned parents and teachers in
their efforts to ensure that the facts about world hunger, as well as the skills
and values needed to build a more fair and democratic society, reach every child
in America's public schools.

Therefore we ask this committee, in the confidence that you too are outraged by
the continuing scandal of hunger in the midst of plenty, to use your powers to
help create the national commitment needed to end the unfairness underlying
hunger in this country and overseas.
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To Harry Chapin

I distinctly remember hearing Harry Chapin sing Flowers
Are Red (see newt page) for the first time In Bailey Hall
at Cornell linive say on December 7, 1977. I have been
singing it to myself ever since. This curriculum was
designed in the spirit of helping all children see all the
colors of the flowers.

*hen I first wrote those words in 3une 1981, little did I

know that one month later a car wreck would tear Harry
from this world. In his. brief lifetime (1942-1981), Harry
Chapin gave endlessly of himself to build a better world.
Each year he played more than 200 concerts, over half
of them benefits. He raised money for the arts, for
social services, for Ralph Nader-affiliated groups, for
political campaigns, and predominantly for anti-hunger
organizations. In 1975 he and Bill Ayres founded *orld
Hunger Year, Inc. (see page 16 to write for more
information on SHY).

Harry combined boundless, vibrant energy with intense
self-honesty to form a powerful, gentle, caring person.
*ith his amazing ability to understand human emotions
he reached out and touched people everywhere. He
touched me. Listening to and talking with Harry Chapin
changed the course of my life. In 1979 I rearranged my
life to commit my future to social change. Perhaps this
curriculum will spread a little Chapin-style enthusiasm
for ending hunger to child-en who will never have a
chance to experience Harry's warmth and enthusiasm.

3a-'0,) - 134 - 9
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VW Gorrimisas

FlOWIXS *re Zed oy Harry Chapin

I he little boy went first day of school,
He got some crayons and started to draw.
He put colors all over the paper
For colors was what he saw.
And the teacher said, "that you loin'

young man?"
"I'm paintin' flowers," he said.
She said, "It's not the time for art young

man,
And anyway flowers are green and red.
There's a time for everything young man,
And a way it should be done.
You're got to show concern for everyone

else
For you're not the only one."

And she said, "Flowers are red young
man,

Green leaves are green.
There's no need to see flowers any other

way
Than the way they always have been

seen."
hut the little boy said ...
"T here are so many colors in the rainbow,
So many colors in the mornin' sun,
So many colors in a flower, and I see every

*ell the teacher said, "You're sassy.
There's ways that things should be
And you'll paint flowers the way they are
Su repeat after me ..."

And she said, "Flowers are red young
man,

Green leaves are green.
There's no need to see flowers any other

way
Than the way they always have been

seen."
but the little boy said ...
"T here are so many colors in the rainbow,
So many colors in the mornin' sun.
So many colors in a flower, and I see every

one."

*ell the teacher put him in a corner.
She said, "It's for your own good.
And you won't come out till you get it

right,
And are esponding like you should."
Well finally he got lonely,
Frightened thoughts filled his head.
And he went up to that teacher
And this is what he said ...

And he said, "Flowers are red,
Green leaves are green.
There's no need to see flowers any other

way
Than the way they always have been

seen."
1 ime went oy like it always does,
And they moved to another town.
And the little boy went to another school
And this is what, he found
The teacher there was smilin'
She said, "Painting should be fun.
And there are so many colors In flower,
So let's use every one."
did that little boy painted flowers
In neat rows of green and red.
And when the teacher asked him why
This is what he said

And he said, "Flowers are red,
And green leaves are green.
There's no need to see flowers any other

way
Than the way they always have been

seen."
dui there still must be a way to have our

children say ...
"1 here are so many colors in the rainbow,
So many colors in the mornin' sun
So many colors in a (lower and I see every

one."

Copyright 9 1978 Chapin Music
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Tornvord

So often Americans think of the
hungry in the third world as people
totally unlike themselvesas hopeless,

helpless, and ignorant. All of our work at
thr Institute, including this curriculum,
attempts to break down such stereotypes by
demonstrating the many parallels between
the causes of hunger in the Third World and

our own food and agricultural problems.
Though food is the most basic human

need and human right, the hungry are
increasingboth in absolute numbers and as
a percentage of the world's people. In the
third world, twenty million people a
yearmostly children die each year from
hunger and hunger-related diseases. In some
U.S. inner cities, infant mortaLty rates
linked to material malnutrition are as high
as in some underdeveloped countries.

Why? Our research here at the Institute
demonstrates that hunger is not caused by
scarcity. The world produces enough in
grain alone to feed every person 3,000
calories a day as much as the average
American eats. Hunger is not caused by too
many people, or insufficient technology, or
ignorance. 13oth in this country and
overseas, more and more people go hungry
because they do not have the land, the
lobs, or the other resources they need to
teed themselves. Around the world, a

privileged minority is concentrating its
economic control over these resources at
the expense c.: the poor.

Awareness of these trends could lead to
frustration and discouragement. So
manyyoung and olo alike feel overwhelmed
by problems of a glob.: scale. How Can we
counter this paralyzing despair?

In our experience, people overcome
despair as they begin to understand root
causes. As an understanding emerges, we
begin to make sense of what before was a
jumole of frightening facts. Mnrt important,
we begin to see how our own .ally life
choices--what we eat, where we shop, what
we try to learn, where we work, and so
onconnect us personally to the causes of
hunger and to the solutions.

Many times, messages to children about
hunger play upon feelings of guilt. We
reject this approach. We believe that many
people, especially young people, are loolrig
for ways to understand the world that veil
give greater meaning to their daily lives.
Instead of a depressing and paralyzing
subject to be avoided, we have come to see
that understanding the roots of hunger can
be a potent tool in awakening people to
their power to change themselves and the
world around them. It is in this spirit that
we offer this curriculum guide.

Frances Moore Lappe
San Francisco, 1934
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Why thin rood Ilirst Curriculum

Asampling of the daily mail at the
Institute for Food and Development
Policy often offers comments like

these: "All the children's hunger activities
I've tried leave my students feeling
overwhelmed and helpless. The books of the
Institute offer so much hope. Do you have
any resources for children?" "I want my
children to learn ways to work agaIns
hunger that go beyond charity. Do you have
any suggestions I can share with their
teachers?'

Ending hunger is a long, hard job. To
build a more just and democratic food
system requires knowing the facts. Children
need to understand where their food comes
from, how it gets to them, and who gets
bypassed. They need to learn about people
already working to end hunger.

In addition, children need to develop
skills for working for democratic
changehow to communicate with other
people, to analyze situations, to solve
problems cooperatively, and to organize
workloads.

Because children learn best when they
are enjoying themselves, I've worked to
make the curriculum as tape; iential and
interesting as possible. During the
development of the Food First Curriculum,
I've circulated drafts to educators around
the country for review. Each activity has
been classroom tested.

The responses have been inspiring. One
teacher described the powerful effects on
her students, particularly during the
activity, "How Does the World Eat?" (IV/lh
"They really took it seriously. Each one
watched carefully to see how much food the
others received. The 'hungry' ones asked to
be served more food. The ones with
adequate 1.1rtions were outraged that one
'rich' person could keep so much. They
demanded a fairer distribution."

Introduction

Goals of Isla Curriculum

To enable students:
I. To think critically and Independently
about the world around them.
2. To be self-directed individuals capable
of participating In shaping their world.
1. To develop an inquisitiveness about the
world in general and our food system in
particular.
4. To become aware of our f000
system--where food comes from, who
produces It, who controls it, who Is
bypassed by it, and why.
3. To understand the roots of hunger.
6. To be aware of possible solutions to
hunger and methods for bringing about
change in the food system.
7. To practice forms of group problem
solving and decision making.

Xgry Noss

Unit I
There can be more than one correct way

to get some things done.
Cooperation leads to problem solving.
In this world there exists a rich

diversity of ways of life. One can
appreciate all of them.

Unit U
The food we eat originates in places all

around the world.
The people who work on farms growing

our food work very hard.
The number of farms in the U.S. has

been decreasing. The average size of farms
in the U.S. has been increasing.

Unit In
Most of the foods we eat follow a

complicated pathfrom farmer to processor
to distributorbefore reaching our table.

The extra steps food companies take to
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process and sell food are not always
beneficial for the consumer. Examples:
additives, energy-intensive packaging,
deceptive advertising.

A small number of manufacturing
companies control many of the brands of
food.

Unit IV
One out of four people on this earth

suffers from hunger.
Hunger is not caused by a scarcity of

food or by too many people.
People go hungry when they

access to land to grow food or t jobs
they can earn money to y too

Unit
Many people go hungry in the U.S.A.
Some groups of Americans are more

likely to go hungry than othersminorities,
children, seniors, and women.

Being unemployed or having a limited
income makes it hard for people to buy
enough food, even though they are
hardworking, intelligei t people.

Unit VI
Ordinary people can make changes.
Children, and others, can work on large

problems by starting with themselves and
their local areas.

Charity will not end hunger (although it
can ease the immediate suffering).

Hunger can be ended by people working
together to build a more just life for all.

ye

Who this Curriculum Is Poe

Idesigned this curriculum for sixth
grade children because I found a
particular lack of good

materials for the middle gradescrucial
years during which children begin to
integrate ideas and to form their own value
systems, when they are curious and eager to
learn.

Almost any activity, though, can be used
for younger or older children. Often I give
specific modifications for adapting an
activity for younger students (fourth and
fifth grades) and older students (seventh and
eighth grades).

Much of the material is based on my
own feelings on how to achieve an ideal
learning situation. Since I was brought up in

21
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middle -class suburban neighborhoods, the
activities may be slanted toward teaching in
31-nilar situations. To get the most from this
curriculum, teachers will need to adapt the
activities to their own special environments.

Though this curriculum is set up to
become a part of daily classroom use in
public and private schools, its usefulness is
not limited to these environments. By using
a shortened selection of activities, religious
educators may find this curriculum to be a
helpful addition to Sunday School classes.
Activities in the last three unitsUnit IV,
"Why Are People Hungry?"; Unit V, "Who's
Hungry in the USA"; and Unit VI, "What
Can We Do?"would be especially
appropriate for religious school classes.

Youth organizations, such as Scouting
and might also successfully incorporate
a selection of activities into their programs.
Unit II, "Where Does Our Food Come
From?"; Unit III, "How Do We Get Our
Food?"' and Unit VI, "What Can We Do?"
would be the most appropriate areas.
Individual activities can be used in
workshops with a wide variety of groups of
children. For example, community food
activists could put on special educational
events for young people using these
activities, possibly in conjunction with other
hunger awareness programs for older people.
Unit IV, Activity I, "How Does the World
Eat?" would make a useful and Involving
workshop seSsIon.

Xoor to Use this Curriculum

The Food First Cirrladurn is a
complete social studies unit of 35
lessons (50 class hours) designed

to be used once or twice a week throughout
the school year.

The following rating system .,red
throughout the curriculum may he in
further organizing lesson plans:

Key activities put across the mos'
central concepts of the unit. They co, be
used when time Is limited to one-day
workshops or short courses.

important activities, when used with
key activities, will provide a general
understanding of the unit material. These
we good for use in courses with some time
limitations, religious school classes, and
weekly events.

Useful activities, when used with key
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and important activities, will supplement and
reinforce understanding of all unit concepts.
These are suggested for Classes that meet
regular ly throughout the year.

For those who have limited time for
Food First activities, here Is a suggested
short course of ten activities,

I. Unit Ii Activity Two. "If the World
Were a Global Village"
2. Unit It Activity Five. "We Can All Be
Experts"
3. Unit II: Activity Four. "Where Have All
the Farmers Gone?"
S. Unit 1111 Activity
Supermarket"
3. Unit 111: Activity
Ads -- What's in Them
6. Unit IV: Activity
World Eat?"
7. Unit IV: Activity
Bangladesh Village"
S. Unit IV: Activity
Population"
9. Unit V: Activity
hungry"
10. Unit VI: Activity
Change Mean?"

In addition, I strongly suggest the use of
journals to help children digest newly
learned ideas and to help teachers evaluate
children's progress. At the beginning of the
course, have the children prepare a
looseleat binder, notebook, or a file folder
to store their work on food and hunger.
Journals arc also a good place for recording
thoughts and feelings about each activity.

or a good background in the roots of
hunger, I suggest reading World Hunger: Ten
Myths by Frances Moore Lappe and Joseph
coilins, available from the Institute for
Ioott ...Id Development Policy (see end of
c *au, ilium for order information).

One. "Visit to a

Five. 'Food
for Me?"
One. "How Does the

Three. "Voices from a

Five. "Puppets and

three. "Old and

Two. "What Does

Teaching Rotated Areas

his curriculum focuses on the social
science aspects of the food system,
an area where 1 saw a great void

in available educational resources.
Optimally, this handbook should be used
following a nutrition unit so that there is a
strong understanding of the connection
between proper eating and good health.

The Center for Science in the Public
Interest (1755 "5" Street, N.W., Washington,

-------
DC 20009) has a wide variety of materials
on nutrition. Their Food Scorecard Is an
excellent booklet on the subject written
from a school child's perspective for rune to
thirteen year olds.

Integrating school gardening into the
currics lum will also ennance it. Most
children live life that is very far removed
from the origins of their food. Growing food
will put them in touch with this vital
resource. Suggested resources are A Emile
Curriculum Guide for School Gardens by
Diane L. Peterson (P leasant Hill, Calif.:
Cooperative Extension of Contra Costa
County WOO Oak Park Boulevard, 94.523)
and Gardening with Chlldrem A Guide for
Parents and Teachers by Thorn and Patty
Dunks (Santa Crux, Calif.: Harvest Press,
1976).

For additional resources, see the
annotated bibliography at the end of this
curriculum.

Using and Integrated Curriculum
by Rhea Irvine, Berkwood Hedge School,
Berkeley, California

Because the Food First Curriculum
takes a multidisciplinary approach to
our food system, there are extensive

possibilities for integrating language arts,
science, and math. An integrated curriculum
allows students to apply skills while
inimersed in the study of a topic. Students
gain an appreciation of skills not possible
through an out-of-context textbook. Children
remember and relate concepts because they
use them to understand and communicate
ideas and information which have
significance for them. Because the Food
First Curriculum provides a context that
children find compelling and motivating, it
is an lOr..al vehicle for teachers who wish to
attempt an integrated curriculum for the
first time, or for those who wish to refine
this powerful teaching technique.

Built into the Food First Curriculum
lessons are these language arts experiences:

Interviewing Role-playing
Journal keeping Oral history
New vocabulary Panel discussion
Poetry Research
Puppetry a Reporting
Letter writing Questionnaires
Debating

Social studies and science units which
can be developed to expand on Food First

_ --- ---------- -

21c8,
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topics include:
Map reading Plant genetics
Advertising World geography
Nutrition Natural resources
Energy use Decision making
Recycling Current events
Consumer skills

Opportunities to apply math concepts
appear in discussions of such topics as
infant mortality, population density, protein,
and distribution of resources. Students can
put to use:

Fractions Averages
Percentages Big numbers
Statistics Brainstorming
Graphing Problem solving
Charts and tables

Supportive Classroom

Ihave always learneg the most from
those who had the "highest
expectations of my ability to

improve. The more responsibility actively
delegated to me, the more I worked to
produce high-quality results. The teachers I
remember now are those special few who
stepped away from the rigid role of fact
givers. They allowed us as students to
explore new ways of thinking. For this
reason, I believe in the importance of
promoting democracy and independent
thinking in the classroom.

To prepare a classroom atmosphere
supportive of children learning to
participate in the shaping of the world, I
strongly recommend reading Chapter Two,
"An Idea Grows," and Chapter Four,
"Getting Started," from Prutzman et al.'s
The Friendly Classroom for a Small Planet
(Wayne, N.3.: Avery Publishing Group., 197$;
available from CCRCP, Box 271, Nyack, NY
10960); along with "Peace and Justice In
scnools: Mutual Education" from McGinnis
and McGinnis' Educating for Peace and
Justice (St. Louis, Mo.: Institute for Peace
and Justice-2913 Locust, 63104-1980).

Some characteristics of a supportive
classroom include the promotion of
individual dignity and self-worth, an
emphasis on cooperation and sharing,
creative conflict resolution inside and
outside the classroom, and mutual
education -a process involving the
democratic participation by students and
teachers alike.

_ .
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Feeling positively about oneself Is a
prerequisite to feeling positively about
others and seeing other points of view.
Conscious affirmation of every individual In
the group is one tool in developing strong
self-concepts and allowing caring to be
communicated. Though affirmation is
practiced in Unit VI, Activity 7, "Affirming
tech Other's Efforts for Change," teachers
may want to introduce it earlier in the
curriculum by periodically setting aside time
for all persons to talk about a nice thing
that they witnessed or learned recently that
is somehow related to our food system.

Participating actively in the classroom
teaches young people to participate in other
areas of life. Because it is Important to
give every individual a chance to be
listened to respectfully by other classmates,
I recommend the use of a circle structure.
Circles show the equality of every person
more eloquently than any verbal lessons on
equality can.

One of the most important aims of
mutual education is mutual responsibility,
the sharing of decision making. Children
who feel they have some control over their
learning situation will contribute much more
fully to and gather much more knowledge
from their education.

To achieve mutual responsibility, it helps
if the teacher views himself or herself as a
facilitator of group learning rather than as
simply a presenter of lessons. The
facilitator keeps things moving in the
classroom, balances the needs of individuals
with the needs of the whole group, checks
how the group feels about planned
activities, and helps to modify the Plans as
needed to make the whole group
comfortable.

Mutual decision making often utilizes the
consensus process, a method in which an
entire group tries to come to an agreement.
This differs from voting. Voting involves
choosing from among alternatives. Consensus
synthesizes the viewpoints of all persons to
arrive at a final decision acceptable to
everyone.

Answer key to pretest/posttest (page 5k
I) yes; 2) 1 out of 0; 3) yes; 8) all over
the U.S. or around the world; 3) fewer
farmers today; 6) 75*; 7) Native Americans,
women, people over 70 years old, people 1

to II years old; 8) fewer people deciding;
9) yes; 10) ordinary people.

1
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rood First Curriculum Pretest/Posttest

1. Is there enough food grown in the world today to feed all the people?
Yes No

2. How many people go hungry in this world?
Everyone (100 %) 1 out of 100 persons (1%)
1 out of 4 persons (25%) No one (0%)

out of IU persons (10%)

3. Can there be more than one correct way to describe an event?
Yes No

4. 1 hulk about the food you ate yesterday. Where was it grown?
Your neighborhood
Your state (including your neighborhood)
All over the United States (including your state)
Around the world (including the United States)

5. Compare the number of farmers in the United States now with the number of farmers
lOu years ago. Are there:

More farmers today
The same number of farmers today
Fewer farmers today

6. Many types of food we find in the supermarket are made by the same few food
inanulacturing companies. *hat percentage of all the breakfast cereals, all the canned soups,
and all the packaged cookies are made by just one to lour food companies?

100% 75% 50% 25% 0%

7. *hut people in the United States are more likely to be hungry? Check one of each pair
be

People of European ancestry or Native Americans
Men or women
People over 70 years old or people 30 to 40 years old
People I to 15 years old or people 20 to 30 years old

a. There are many more people in the world today than there were 100 years ago. Compare
'he number of people now deciding what food will be grown and for whose benefit to the
:lumber ul people deciding this 100 years ago. Are there:

More people deciding
The same number of people deciding
Fewer people deciding

9. Is it possible to make changes in this world?
Yes No

lu. In the task of working to end hunger, what group of people is most important?
Scientists Farmers
Ordinary people like you or me Businesspeople

hOtt mu teacher: see page 4 for answer key.
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Why Do People
(46 ; Around the World

7liet0 Do Things in So
Many Different Ways?

T his unit adds a global perspective to
the curriculum as well as providing
students with a deeper understanding

and acceptance of people's differences. It
allows them to practice new types of social
skills by learning creative methods of group
problem solving. Groups that utilize these
lessons will benefit from a much richer
experience throughout the rest of th,s
curriculum.

The teacher can use this opportunity to
develop students' awareness and knowledge
of different cultures and geography. Lessons
in this unit also enhance mathematics,
reading, vocabulary, language arts, and oral
communications skills.

UNIT GOALS
I. To help children appreciate the diversity
of ways of life on this globe.
2. To creao, an awareness that there are
many different ways to work out problems
and to look at situations.
3. To enable children to practice group
problem-solving skills.
4. To enhance children's abilities to
critically assess situations with an open
mind.

Activity One
"FoodFirst Impressions" is a quick and
easy useful activity that introduces children
t4 food issues. They will gain vocabulary
and communication skills by discussing their
first impressions of words related to the
food system.

221

Activity Two
"If the World Were a Global Village" is an
Important simulation exercise that
demonstrates global inequalities in access to
and control over resources. It will increase
geographic knowledge and develop
understanding of the differences found in
countries around the world.

Activity Three
"There's More than One Way to Look at
Something" is a key activity that prepares
children for considering controversial issues.
Reading comprehension and analytical
thinking will be improved as students study
essays on several subjects written from
opposing viewpoints.

Activity TOW
"Cooperation Squares Game" is an Important
and enjoyable activity that gives children a
chance to practice the skills needed for
cooperation. In addition, the game serves as
a springboard to thinking about and trying
to understand one's actions.

Activity live
"We Can All Be Experts" is another key
activity in this unit. By looking at how
differently things are done in other-lands,
students will come to appreciate other
cultures and to understand that there is not
just one right way to get tasks done.

Activity Six
"Global Quiz Game" is a useful wrap-up of
ulna I. The quiz game provides an enjoyable
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way for children to review the important
concepts and global perspectives taught in
this un.r

ososhons

For more creativity and variety in your
classroom you may want to add one or more
of the following activities:

I. Global Poetry--Have students read poems
written by people of other lands. Discuss
the country the poem comes from, what it
means, who wrote it, and how it compares
to the other poems. Ask children to write
their own original poems about our
similarities to and differences from people
around the world.

2. How Should We Decide?-11 you are
familiar with consensus decision making, you
may want to have your group practice
making decisions this way. Choose a topic
that affects the lives of the children such
as playground rules, classroom chores, or
plans for an upcoming holiday. Try making a

ARIIIINAETIC
Of POVERTY

(from India)

Decide mother,
who noes witout
Is i

ghe strongest
t Ra ma, t

or
, the weakest

who

Da ca
may not

need it much

or perhaps
its?

dab
Who he expenie

ho

Decide,
mother,

kill a part

ot yourselt
as you resolve

Decide,
mother

decide
and hate

longer

the dilemma.

Reprinted from the Presidential Commission
Report on World Hunger, Overcoming
Hunger: The Challenge Ahead (Wa.hington,
D.C.: II.S. Government Printing Office,
1980).

lose First Curristshiss gals I totreduelles

group decision or' a particular topic In other
ways. Examplest authoritarianismone person
decides; majority rule a 31 percent share
of the vote decides; consensuseveryone
agrees.

Some of the main differences between
consensus and voting mei (I) Consensus puts
together many proposals to form one best
one while voting requires persons to choose
from among many proposals. (2) Consensus
groups try to reach a decision that every
person feels comfortable with while voting
groups try to reach a decision that at least
31 percent of the people are comfortable
with. (3) When deciding matters of personal
importance, consensus can take a long time
and be difficult to achieve.

3. Flowers Are RedHave children sing the
following song about education written by
Harry Chapin. The song celebrates creativity
and the ability to took at life from many
perspectives. For the complete lyrics, see
the dedication, pp.

DING DONG,
UTTLE BELLS OF ST. JOHN(from Ec-uador)

Ding ding,
Little Bells

of St. John.The rich eat cheese
and breadAnd those

who needThey get none.
Ding Bong,
How will they be fed?
Ding dons,
The little bells cry.The

allA nd
rich

the
eat

rest
cheese and bread

They will die.
Ding dong,
Who will bury the dead?

Reprinted from William I. Kaufman, UNICEF
Book of Children's Poems (Harrisburg, Pa.:
Mai kpole Books, 1970), used by permission.
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ACTIVITY OMB * useful

_Aar-
Food: First Impressions

Descriptkro
The children will respond to words about
food with the first thoughts that come to
their minds and will list their ideas on what
makes up the system that brings them their
food.

Related Subjects
Social Studies, Vocabulary, Nutrition,
Geography, Science.

Okiectives
1. To begin to think about concepts related
to hunger and the food system.
2. To demonstrate how much is already
known about food.
3. To acquire new vocabulary words
associated with food and agriculture.
4. To appreciate the wide variety of
impressions people have and to accept that
these are not necessarily "right" or "wrong."

Materials
tliackJoard and chalk, butcher paper and
mar'ung pen, pencils, paper, and list of
words.

.225

Procedure
1. Explain to the group that they will be
asked to give the first idea that comes to
their minds when seeing a word written on
the board. They are not expected to know
the meanings of all the words. Stress that
there are no right or wrong answers.
Distribute writing materials if needed.

2. Either the teacher or a selected student
should have the list of food words, Write
the words on the board one at a time. You
may want to have everyone silently write
down reactions to each word before ariyone
gives a verbal response. Let one child
respond out bud to each word. Go around
the room so that everyone has a turn at at
least one word.

Word examples: food, hamburger, rice,
Pepsi, black beans, Hostess Twinkles,
tortillas, hunger, Hershey, poverty, rich,
wheat, farmworkers, corn, food stamps,
prime rib, Safeway (or other large
supermarket chain), tractor, bananas, hoe,
Dole, Frosted Flakes, farmer, debt, peasant,
cocoa, China, harvest, profits, co-op. seeds,
water, land, commesciah.

3. Discuss the responses after each word
association.

4. Now ask the children to think about the
system that brings food to them. H,.ve them
list steps that are related to food while one
child writes all of these on the butcher
paper. When all the ideas are listed,
connect them with lines, showing the
sequence of steps of the food system.

Essayist of stew selling seeds,
cultivating sops, canning vegetables, milling
flow, transporting food to the food store,
shopping for food.

Note' Save this food syste-t diagram for
discussion in Unit ill, Activity 6, "What
Path Did My Food Take?"
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S. Administer the pretest found on page 3.
Luiphasice that this is a survey and not a
"test." tutients are not expected to know
the "correct" answers. Save the results for
evaluation at the end of the Food First
Curriculum.

Motlifications
For groups not knowing each other, have
them divide into pairs of children who do
n..it know each other. Ask each child to
interview his or her partner asking questions

38-561 0 - 84 - 15

Food Met Ostrrieulan Mats I Al
_

Such as: "What is your favorite food?" or
"1)0 you know someone who F.:A gone
hungry ?"

For younger students, omit step 4.

For older students, add these words to the
list of word examples; legume, caviar,
export crop, food additive, agribusiness,
money lender, fertilizer, pesticide, organic,
competition.

2g6
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antrvirr rwo * * IMPOrtant

If the World Were a Global Village
-14

Description
Students will participate in a simulation
showing differences and inequalities In the
use of and control over global resources and
will make charts showing the proportions of
people with access to certain resources.

Related Iltaldeeta
Geography, Math, Art, Social Studies.

Objectives
I. To appreciate the global inequalities in
control over and use of resources.
2. To understand differences and similarities
in ways of life in other places around the
world.
3. To practice putting information into a
chart format.

Xatarials
3" x 3" information cards with names and/or
pictures of the resource being discussed
(one for each recipient in each part of the
activity), paper, pencils, colored pencils,
pens.

Procedure
I. In advance, prepare a list of resources
and the percentage of world population that
has access to each resource. Determine how
many persons in your grow will make up
each percentage. Make enough Information
cardswith names and/or pictures of the
resourcefor all children who will represent
the global users of each resource. Resource
use examples mo.y be found at the end of
this activity (1.e a-I for grade 6).

Optional fou may want the children to
he in the preparatory stage by making the
cards, writing the correct phrase, and
drawing a simple Illustration on each one.

2. Explain to the group that members will
be taking part in a simulation to show how
global resources are used. Explain that a
resource is a supply of something. Discuss
the children's concepts of the most
important resources needed for human life.

3. For each resource, one at a time,
randomly divide the group into "haves" and
"have-nots." Ask the haves to move to a
separate part of the room. Distribute the
cards to them. Read the statistic aloud,

. Discuss the resource, its Importance to
human life, the degree of Inequality in its
use, what it would be like to have the
resource, what it would be like to go
without the resource, and why everyone in
the world does not have the resource.

3. Repeat 'steps 3 and for resource
statistics through (1).

6. Journals--Allow time for the children to
place their charts in their Journals and to
make entries on their thoughts and feelings
about global inequalities In resource use.

OptionalAs a follow-up, ask each
person to draw a circle graph for one or
more of the resources glowing the haves
and the have-nots.
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Modiftestiosts
, For younger students, have them use rubber

stamps or stencils of people to make posters
showing each resource use example. Use a
different color ink for the haves and the

rocil Tint Ourrlashlas Milt I Al

have-nots.

For older students, add resource use
examples j, k, and I.

Resource UM Examples

If the world were a global village of 100 persons:

(a) 30 would know how to read (in a
group of 25, 8).

. . .

(b) 20 would never even go to one day I

of school (in a group of 21, 1). 1

(c) 1 would get to go to college (less ;

than 1).
_ . . . . .

(d) 20 would live in sturdy, safe homes ,

(5).
- - - - -

(e) 50 would have all the food they
needed to eat (12).

(f) 3 would own or control almost all 3

(80 percent) of the land for growing '

food. (Less than I person would have
314 of the space; 24. persons would
have 1/4 of the space.)

- - - - -
(g) 6 wc.uld be Americans (2).

, (h) 25 would be Chinese (6), t

(I) The 6 Americans would use the
same amount of energy just for air
conditioning in the summer (not
including transportation, heating,
industry, agriculture, and other uses of f

energy) as all 25 of the Chinese would
for every energy use in their country
(2, 6).

(j) The 6 Americans would use more
than 1/3 (40 percent) of all the energy ;

and minerals in the world. The other
94 would use less than 2/3 (60
percent) of all the energy and mined
minerals in the world (2, 23).

(k) 30 would eat an average of 2,000
pounds ot grain per yearmostly in meat i

(total - 6u,0u0 lb.)* (al.
-

Cl) 70 would eat an overage of 400
pounds of grain per yea.- (total 28,000 I

.
t...piattationi Cattle eat much of the world's grain supply. Most of tht world's

inhabitants usnnut al ford to buy beef from rattle. Those who do eat beef use up Much

.11,1rk. grain.

228.
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There's More than One WAy to

Look at Something

Description
Students will read and discuss pairs of
essays presenting varying interpretations
the same situation.

Procedure
1. Ask the children to be prepared to

of compare several interpretations of the same
event. Distribute copies of the handout.
paper, and pencils or pens.

2. Begin by reading and discussing the first
example concerning a nighttime automobile
encounter. how do the reports differ?
Sample questions are found at the bottom of
the handout.

Related Subject;
Reading, Language Arts, Vocabulary.

Objectives
I. To appreciate that there are many
different ways to look at a situation and to
learn how differently one event can be
interpreted by different authors.
2. To develop critical thinking skills and to
appreciate the importance of determining
the source of a written article.
3. To !rriprove reading comprehension.
4. To practice writing a comparative
analysis.

Materials
Paper, pencils or pens, and copies of the
handout at the end of this activity. Teacher
may also provide other pairs of written
descriptions from opposite perspectives of
several events or policiesenough copies of
each for everyone. Pouibilitiesi Nuclear
disarmament (hawk and dove perspectives),
the Equal Rights Amendment ( supporters and
opponents), the death penalty (supporters
and opponents), apartheid (South African
government and black African perspectives).

22P

3. Ask the group to read Examples 2 and 3
In the handout either silently or by taking
turns reading aloud. Discuss.

. OptionalRepeat with descriptions of
one or more other events.

3. Ask each child to dmose one pair of
essays and to write one or two paragraphs
comparing the two viewpoints.

6. When the essays are finished, have the
grow share some or all of the essays with
each other. Discuss. Also, ask for examples
of other issues that can be looked at in
different ways.

7. JournalsProvide time for children to
place their essays in their journals and
make entries about appreciating many
perspectives.

Modifications
For younger students, give the group a
chance to practice observing a situation and
then describing it. Present a situation to
the group (these ran range from a television
episode, photographs, drawings, slides, tapes,
skits to machirr's or sculpture). Ask three
children to leave the room. One by one
have them enter and describe the situation
to the group in their own words. Afterwards



discuss why different people can have
different interpretations of the same event.

or older students, have students read the
original essays instead of the paraphrased
ones.

Original sources for points of view given in
the handout:

Examples (I) A and B are from African
Studies Handbook for Teachers, 2nd ed.
(Worcester, Mass: Worcester Teaching
Corp./University of Massachusetts, 1971).
Reprinted by oermission.

xdmples (2) A and B rs given on the
worksheet have teen paraphrased specially
for tne Food First Curriculum. The original
sources: (A) a letter from the U.S. Dept. of
Agriculture to author, January 6, 1982:

"you wanted information on the reasons
for reducing the F000 Stamp Program
taloget. The Reagan Administration is
committed to reducing the level of growth
in Federal expenditures, to improving the
current economic conditions and to
controlling inflation in this country. Food
stamp laws that have been passed by this
Administration will curtail fraud, waste and
.rouse in the Program and will save Federal
Num.,"

031 from Action (March IS, 1951), a
newsletter from IMPACT, an interreligious
nonprofit group based in Washington, D.C.
Reprinted by permissions

"The Food Stamp Program serves over 22
million persons. As unemployment and
inflation rise, so does the need for the
program. The recipientsmostly mothers
with small children, the elderly, and the
working poorrely heavily on food stamps
to meet their basic nutritional needs.

Proposed cuts would lower average
benefits from 43 cents to 38 cents per
meal, this loss of an eighth of a family's
Lod assistance, coupled with inflation,
would make a significant difference in an
already inadequate diet. Maintaining the
program at current levels is essential to
millions of Americans."
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Examples (3) A and B have been
paraphrased for sixth-grade reading level.
The original sources: (A) on advertisement
in Business Week (June 29, 1981). Reprinted
by permission:

"The Philippines has come a long way in
the last decade. As S. Shahid Husain, World
Bank Regional Vice-President for East Asia
and the Pacific, told the press last January,
the country's development record 'is one of
the most Impressive In the developing
world.' ... Between 1972 and 1980,
Philippine agriculture/ output gained an
average 5 percent annuallyone of the
highest rates In the developing world.

The country has had remarkable success
in other areas as well. The Philippines is
now self-sufficient in rice, Its staple crop....
Gerardo Sicat, Minister for the National
Economic and Development Authority, ...
adds, 'All our development programs are
designed to lift up the poor, to enable them
to participate fully in our country's
growth.'"

(tH Walden tiello, "Rural tieback.: The World
bank and the Philippines," in Food Monitor
(July/August 19a1), available from World
Hunger Year, Inc., 350 droadway, Suite 2U9,
New York, NY 11013. Reprinted by
per mission

"The World Bank's fears were
compounded by the results of a study done
by a high-powered 'Poverty Mission' to the
Philippines in 1979. According to the
mission, in spite of the increasing
application of modern technological inputs
to agriculture and a real growth rate of 5
percent a year in agricultural output, the
number of rural families living in absolute
poverty grew by 23.1 percent between 1971
and 1975....

The study suggested ... most of the
benefits from these investments were being
reaped by large commercial operators
producing export crops such as sugar,
coconut, and pineapple.... 'One could argue
therefore that the benefits from the high
level of agricultural growtl ... may not
have reached the poor.'"

230
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There's Nom than One Slay to Look at Something

Example (1) "An Automobile

A

One night last summer ; was walking
in a rough part of town.ilt was late
and no one was around. A taxi came
up from behind and so startled me
that I tripped on a broken bottle
getting out. of its way. I picked up the
bottle and was looking for somewhere
to put It when I noticed that the taxi
had stopped a hundred yards ahead.
Suddenly three doors of the taxi and
four kids in leather jackets Jumped out
and started running towards me. I
looked quickly In all directions to see
where I could run but the houses were
too close together and there were no
lights anywhere. I only had a moment
to think what to cb. As they Can*
close 1 ... and they ... and then 1

Il

One night last summer Jack, Ray, Dick
and I were coming home late from the
show. I knew my mom would already
br wort led so I suggested taking a
taxi to get home quicker. After we

Encounter" (for clectiasion).

got in I went through my pockets and
realized that I had spent all my money
and I remembered that the other guys
had spent all theirs. I nudged Jack In
front and then Dick next to me and
gave each of them the sign and told
Dick to nudge Ray. About three blocks
from my house we turned the corner
real fast and there was this crazy
guy, or maybe he was drunk, standing
In the middle of the road and we
almost hit him. This got the driver

.real mad and we knew he wasn't
thinking much about us. I said, "Right
here, please," and he stopped suddenly.
We opened the doors and ran as fast
as we could back in the other
direction. We figured If he tried to
chase is we'd just split up at the
corner. But before we got there we
had a surprise waiting for us. The
crazy guy was standing in the middle
of the 'met, Just waiting for us. As
we got closer we saw the danger. He
had a broken bottle in his hand, and
we knew by his face that he meant
business. As we got closer he ... and
we and then he ...

__ -- - - _-___
Example (2) "The Food Stamp Program"

A

U.S. Department of Agriculture:

You wanted information on the reasons
for reducing the Food Stamp Program
budget. The Reagan administration is
working to lower government spending,
improve the economy, and control
rising prices in this country. Food
stamp Laws that have been passed by
this administration will end fraud,
waste, and abuse in the Food Stamp
Program and will save government
money.

ale
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IMPACT, an interreligious nonprofit
group:

The Food Stamp Program serves over
22 million persons. As unemployment
and inflation rise, the program is
needed more. People who receive food
stamps are mostly women with small
children, old people, and poor working
people. They rely heavily on food
stamps to meet their basic food needs.

The government plan cuts food
stamp benefits from 3 to 33 cents
per meal. This would make a big
difference In the diet of people who
already cannot afford to buy enough
food. Millions of Americans need food
stamp benefits to stay at the same
level.

e
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Example (3) "Development

A

An advertisement in Business Week, a
lxisinesspeople's magazines

The Philippines has come a long way
in the last decade. A World Bank
expert said it Is one of the most
impressive countries in the developing
world. Between 1972 and 1930
Philippine agriculture grew more than
most countries In the developing world.

The Philippines now does not have
to buy rice from other countries. Rice
is the food of the country. A minister
in the Philippine government said that
all his government's development plans
are designed to help the poor share In
his country's growth.

_

example (2) or (3) and answer these questIonSt

1. 110w are these two statements different?

in the Philippines"
B

An article in Food Monitor, a
magazine for people concerned about
food, land, and hungers

A study of poverty In the Philippines
found that the number of families
living in poverty grew between 1971
and 1973, even though more food was
grown at the same time.

The study found that most of the
help to farmers from government
programs went to rich farmers who
grew export crops such as sugar,
coconut, and pineapple. The benefits
from growing more food may not have
helped the poor.

_ -- - ---------- -------------------
2. aho *rote each one?

tlnere was each one printed?

4. now i an there be two views of the %dine idea?

5. ',then too read something, why is it important to know who wrote it and where it was
minted?

- _ -_._-,..-__-_-- -- .--.--__ ----.
; 6. any i% it important to WI, at more than one opinion betore you make your own de, ision

,shoot something?
. ---___.-

- - - -- -
1. t hoose one of the examples and write one or two paragraphs comparing the two

232
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ACTIVITY POIII * * important
P Cooperation Squares Game :4

14-

Description
Students will work together in
teams to put together a puzzle that can
only be solved cooperatively.

Related 8311460U
Communication, Problem Solving.

Objectival
1. To practice cooperation and develop
social skills for helping others.
2. To develop an appreciation for the
usefulness of cooperation.
3. To use comparative thinking skills to
:ontrast the differences between
.ompetition and cooperation.
4. To begin to think about and analyze
personal actions and feelings.

Materials
A rules sheet and a set of squares for each
groli) of live persons.
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Procedure
1. Before class, prepare a set of squares
and an instruction sheet for each five
students. A puzzle set consists of five
envelopes containing pieces of Stiff paper
cut into patterns that will form 6" x 6"
squares, as shown In the diagram. Several
individual combinations will be possible but
only one total combination. Cut each square
into the parts a through J and lightly pencil
in the letters.

2. Then mark the envelopes A through
and distribute the pieces thus!

Envelope A i,h,e
B a, a, a, c
C -- a, j
D d, t
E g, b, f, c

E

3. Erase the small letters and write instead
the envelope letter A through E, so that
the pieces can be easily returned for reuse.
By using multiples of three inches, several
combinations will form one or two square:.
Only one combination will form five 6" x 6"
squares.

4. Make a rules sheet such as:

Object of the game: To form five squares
of equal size.
Rules: (I) No member may speak or
communicate in any way by smiles, glances,
hand signals; (2) No member may ask for a
card or signal in any way that s /he wants
ore; (3) Members may give puzzle pieces to
others.
-- ------------- ----- ----

3. Before distributing the envelopes, ask
:he grow what cooperation means. List on
the board the requirements for cooperation.
For example: everyone has to understand
the problem; everyone has to believe that
s/he can help; everyone needs to think of
other persons as well as him/herself.

. _ .
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6. Divide the group into teams of live and
seat each team at a table with a rules
sheet. Those persons left over can be
appointed as observers and asked to take
notes on the teams' interactions.

7. Explain that the puzzle can only be
solved by cooperation. Read the object of
the game. Explain the rules. Distribute the
envelopes. Ask the group to begin.

8. When the game is over, review the ideas
about cooperation from before the game.
Discuss the following:

Flow did you feel while playing the
game' Did you have any problems in
completing the game? If so, how did you
solve them'

Flow did you feel when someone held a
piece and did not see the solution as
you saw it' If you were that person,
how did you feel/

What was your reaction when someone
finished his/her square and then sat back
without seeing whether this solution
prevented others from solving the
problem'

What were your feelings if you
finished yeti' square and then began to
realize that you would have to break it
up and give away a piece?

Did you learn anything about yourself
from this game' What sorts of things?

7004 First thorlaluat that I 44. -
Often there will be a person in the

group who begins to grab pieces from
other members, either to keep or
redistribute. If this happened, how did
the group react/ Why did that person
act the way s/he did? (While this
behavior is contrary to the ruies, the
teacher may choose to let the group
handle it Or may Intervene and say,
"Members may only GIVE cards to
othersli

9. Ask the group to compare cooperation
with the process of competition used in
most games. To do this you may want to
set up another round of the Squares Game
changing the rules to make it competitive.
For example, the winner could be the first
person to complete one square. Persons
could be allowed to take pieces from each
other.

10. Ask the children to each write one or
two paragraphs on the difference between
cooperation and competition.

II. JoirnalsAsk each child to make a
journal entry on what was learned about
cooperation.

Note: This lesson has been adapted from An
Experiment in Cooperation: Cooperation
Squares Game, el 1970 by NTL Institute.

23 ,1
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*MIME FIVS * * *
We Can All Be Experts

_

Description
The children will each receive information
on one or more aspects of global affairs
and will help each other to fill out a
questionnaire requiring the information of
all.

Note: The important part of this activity
is to show that differences exist around the
world. It is not necessary for the children
to mernorizejicts about other countries.

*elated guldens
Nutrition, Health, Reading, Oral
Communication, Writing/Language Arts,
Geography, Science.

ObJiativea
1. To develop an appreciation for customs
in other lands.
2. To understand that our way of doing
things is not always the most sensible way
for other people in other places.
3. To practice cooperation and realize how
collaboration helps to get work done.
Id. To incre.wi geographic awareness of
where countries are on the map.
S. To improve analytical thinking.
6. OptionalTo gain research skills.

Materials
A questionnaire for every child, one or
more a" x 6" expert cards with information
for the answer to one question for each
child, pencils or pens, paper, world map,
and optional reference materials, such as
books and magazines, for the children to
research the questions and answers about
ways of doing things in other lands_
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Procedure
1. OptionalIn advance, in addition to or
as a substitute for the questionnaire and
expert Lards provided, you may want to
have the children help prepare the questions
and answers. Explain the types of
Information needed. Give example, of
questions and answers, such as the ones
provided at the end of this activity. Ask
each child to create several question/answer
pairs. Provide the reference materials.
Assist with the researching as needed. Then
prepare the expert cards and questionnaires.
See step 3 to determine how many
duplicates of each card are necessary.

2. Explain to students that they will be
responsible for collaborating on a research
project. You may want to increase the
role-playing facet of this activity by calling
this a "world research conference." Each
child will be an "expert" on one or more
topics of global affairs. Together they will
he responsible for helping each other
complete a copy of the research
questionnaire. Have volunteers find each
country that will be discussed on the world
map.

3. You will probably want to break the
group into teams of six to eight persons. If
the group works well together, however, you
may want to let them try to work on the
questionnaires in one large group.

If you plan to divide the gri..up into
teams, you will need to make duplicates of
the expert cards, one for each team. Most
teams will need the supervision of an older
person. Depending on the size of your group
and the number of helpers available, you
may need to run this activity at the same
time that some children are working
individually. For example, they could be
writing essays for Activity Three "There's
More than One May to Look at Something."
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Pass out questionnaires to each student
an each team. Pus out one to three expert
cards to each person. You may want to
organize tins so that each person has

I answers that are related to each other,
! either by subject area or by geographic

-region. Pass out writing materials as
needed. Ask each child to fill out the
questionnaire by using the advice of the
other "experts." Allow the teams (or the big
group) to decide on the process. They may
,house to go around individually, to work
together in one group, or to use some other
prat ess.

5. When all the teams are finished, bring
the group back together. Go over the
questions and answers.

6. Discuss the processhow it felt to work
together and to be responsible for helping
each other and how the group might have
worked more effectively. Also, discuss the

answers - -what were the reaCtions to the
information, which of the differences
sounded better than life in this country,
which sounded worse (and why), what are
some other differences tnat were not
mentioned, and what do other countries
have in common with the United States.

7. JournalsProvide time for children to
put their questionnaires into their journals
and to make entries about how it felt to
collaborate and what was learned about
ways of life in other lands.

X0ellff011ti03111
For younger children, do question/answer
examples .3, 4, 7, a, 9, 12. Omit
question/answer examples I, 2, 5, 6, 11. 12.

For older children, try letting the teams
work without adult supervision, giving the
children more responsibility for problem
solving.
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Q. What is one way that lobe ere
different in West Germany than they
are here?

.In West Germany the factories can't
close without telling the workers a
long time before the factory closes. A
child from West Germany might not
understand that in America a factory
can close and move away quickly. A
parent who worked for that factory
might not have time to find a new
job.

Q. What is one way that lobs are
different in El Salvador than they are
here?

A.In El Salvador lobs are Ksrd to find.
One out of three people has no job. A
child from El Salvador might not
understand why Americans think it is
bad when one out of ten people
cannot find work.

Q. What is one way meals are different
for families in India than they are
here?

In India the father gets food first
because he has to be able to work.
The sons and daughters and the mother
get food if any is left. An Indian child
might not understand that in America,
when there is not enough food,
children eat first.

EXPERT
CARDS'

Q. What Is one way that eating meals is
different on an Israeli kibbutz than it
is here?

In brael some families live and work
together on a big farm called a
kibbutz. On kibbutz hundreds of
people eat together in big dining
rooms. A child from a kibbutz would
think it was funny that in America
families eat by themselves.

Q. What is one way farming Is different
in the People's Republic of China than
it is here?

A. In China fertilizer to help make plants
grow is made from animal waste. In
the United States, most fertilizer is
made from chemicals. A Chinese child
might not understand why American
farmers spend hundreds of dollars to
buy chemical fertilizers.

Q. What Is one way farming in Japan Is
different than It is here?

A. In 300141 farmers vow one-third more
grain on each acre than American
farmers do. A Japanese child might
not understand why our big American
farms grow less food per ace.

237
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Q. What is one way that having babies Is
different in Nor'vay than it is here?

A. In Norway fewer babies die before
their first birthday than the babies
here. This is a sign that they are
better nourished. A child from Norway
might not understand why more babies
in America die of hunger or sickness.

Q. What is une way that farming is
different in Somalia than it is here?

A.In Somalia on small farms mothers in
the family grow all the food that the
family eats. A child from Somalia
might not understand why some
Americans think growing food is men's
work.

Q. What is one way that drinking water
is different in Ethiopia than tt is
here?

,11.1n Ethiopia most homes have no
running water. In small villages a
mother and her children may have to
walk five hours a day to get water. A
child from Ethiopia might be surprised
how easy it is to get water in
America and how much water most
Americans use.

Q. What is one way farming is different
in Nigeria than it is here?

A. In Nigeria it is hard for small farmers
to borrow money to buy Seeds and
fertilizer. Some spend 192 percent per
year on interest. A child from Nigeria
might be surprised that farmers in
America can usually borrow money and
pay interest of 70 percent per year.

Ar

Q. What Is one way that food shopping in
Sweden Is different than It Is here?

A. In Sweden half of the families go
shopping in cooperative food stores,
which they can help control by voting.
A child from Sweden might not
understand that most American families
shop at supermarkets that they don't
control.

Q. *hat is one way that having babies is
different in Brazil than it is here

.1n Brazil many more babies the before
their first birthday than babies here.
This is a sign that they are not as
well-fed. A child from Brazil might
think it unusual that American babies
get more to eat and don't get as sick
as babies in Brazil.

238
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I. What is one way that jobs we different in West Germany than they are here?

2. What is one way that jobs we different in El Salvador than they we here?

3. What is one way meals we different for families in India than they are here?

4. What is one way that eating meals is different on an Israeli kibbutz than it Is here?

5. What is one way farming is different in the People's Republic of China than it is here?

6. What is one way farming in Japan Is different than it is here?

7. What is one way that having babies is different in Norway than it is here?

8. What is one way that farming is different in Somalia than it is here?

9. What is one way that drinking water is different in Ethiopia than It is here?

10. What is one way farming Is different In Nigeria than it is here?

ll. What is one way that food shopping in Sweden is different than it is here'

12. What is one way that having babies is different in Brazil than it is here?

. _.
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Global Quiz Game

Description
The group will play a quiz game using
concepts covered in this unit.

lated Ilubdeete
Social Studies, Geography, Communications
Skills.

Otk leittiVes
) I. To evaluate students' grasp of concepts

taught in this unit.
2. To reviec concepts learned in this unit
about looking at things from different
perspectives and on appreciating values and
customs of other cultures.
3. To improve analytical thinking.

Materials
A list of correct questions and answers with
point scores for each (see samples below).

* useful

Procedure
1. In advance, prepare question/answer
pairs, Se sure to write questions based on
what went on In your classroom. You may
want to have the children submit possible
question/answer pairs based on information
learned in this unit. Assign point values to
each question. Organize the questions into
subject categories.

Notes If you we familiar with the TV
game show, "Jeonartly," you may want to
enhance the creativity and fun of this
activity by turning the quiz game Into a
Jeopardy game. The main factor is to
reverse the question/answer process es that
the contestant picks an answer to which he
or she must ask the correct question.

2. On the day of the quiz game set up a
"game board" on the blackboard or on
butcher paper. This Is a representation of
the categories and point scores.

3. Explain to the class that they will be
playing a quiz game. Divide the grow into
teams of live or six children. Explain the
rules:

Each team is trying to win as many
points as possible.

The moderator will decide when each
team will have Its turn. This will be
done by following a speed.: order so
that all teams have equal opportunities.
First optionOnly one child from each
team may guess the answer at a time.
Team members will take turns 30 that
each child has an equal number of
opportunities. Second optionTeam
members may quietly discuss each
question when It Is their team's turn. A
team spokesperson will state the answer
once all members have agreed.

If a team fails to provide an answer
after one try, the next team will have a
chance until either the correct answer

240
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comes up or all the teams give up
(decide they do not know the correct
answer).

When a correct answer has been given,
points are awarded tr the team that
stated it. Then the nest team has a
chance to choose a question square. The
team that chooses has the first chance
at guessing the answer.

In choosing a question square, for each
category the chooser must choose the
lowest point bevel on the board at the
time. The chooser may choose any
category that has points left on it. You
have the option of deleting this last

rule, if you simplify the game by making
all questions worth equal points.

S. Play the game. Discuss.

3. JournalsProvide time for making Journal
entries on the Global Quiz Game.

6. EvaluationAsk the group to think about
the entire first unit and to evaluate what
they liked and disliked about he activities.
You may choose to discuss these as a group
or you may want to have 04 children write
their ideas down.
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First CategoryFood Impressions

10 pts. 1. Qt What is another word
for farming? A: Agriculture.

20 pts. 2. Q: Name two grains. At
Rice, corn, wheat, barley,
oats, millet ...

30 pts. 3. Qt Name a food we eat
that comes from another
land. A: Bananas, pineapple,
cocoa, coffee, coconut,
sugar ...

21

Second Category inequalities

10 pts. 1. Q: Out of 100 people in
the world only one is able
to have this. As A college
education.

20 pts. 2. Qt What country uses
more energy than any other
in the world? At United
States of America.

30 pts. 3. Q: Out of 100 people In
she world approximately
how many are ablt to read?
At 30 (you might Accept 20
to 10).
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Thud CategoryLooking at Things from Two
Sides

10 pts. I. Q: What government
program helps poor people
buy food? At Food stamps.

20 pts. 2. Qs Why does/did
President Reagan cut bade
the food stamp program? A:
To spend less government
money.

30 pts. 3. Qs Why do poor families
Want the food stamp
program continued? As So
they can afford to buy
enough food to eat.

Fourth Category--Ways of Life In Other
Lands

10 pts.

20 pts.

30 pts.

I. Q: Name a country
where half the families
belong to cooperative food
stores. A: Sweden.
2. Q: Why do mothers and
children In *y African
countries have to walk up
to five hours a day? A: To
get water.
I. Qs Name an Asian
country where farmers grow
more grain per sae than In
the United States. M Japan.

38-561 - 84 - 16

Fifth CategoryDefinitions

10 pta. I. Qs *net is cooperation?
A: Working together.

20 pts. 2. Q: Name a way of doing
things that is the opposite
of cooperating. A:
Competing.

3t) pts. 3. Qt What is a sign of
whether babies are fed well
enough? A: The number of
babies dying before their
first birthday (infant
mortality rate).
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This unit begins the core subject area
of this curriculum. Students will start
the step-by-step process of studying

the path of the food we eat - -where it
comes from, who grows it, and what forces
affect it. Unit H contains a variety of
activities aimed at acquainting children with
farms and farmers. This unit will he most
effective if used In conjunction with or
following a science unit on how plants grow
and/or a school gardening project.

The emphasis for this unit should be
placed differently for rural than for urban
students. Teachers working wi41 children
from farm communities may wish to shorten
this unit. Depending on your community, you
may with to omit part or all of the
introduction-to-farmers material found in
Activity Two, "What Does a Farmer Really
Look Lile?," and Activity Three, "Life of a
Farmworker." You may choose to use a
more in-depth approach than is described
for Activity Four, "Where Have All the
l'armerx Gone'," and Activity Five, "Let Me
lell You a Story about a Farmer." Make
rise of your students' knowledge of local
farm conditions.

UNIT GOALS
I. Children will gain an appreciation for
the people who grow the food we eat.
2. Chlicten will learn about the variety of
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Our Food

Come
From?

farms that exist and discover some of the
differences and similarities among these
farms.
3. Students will understand the historical
trend In the U.S. toward fewer farmers and
larger farm units.
t. Children will improve their abilities to
creatively portray subjects in a variety of
media.

Activity One
"Breakfast Can Be a Global Activity" is a
useful and enjoyable exercise which will
spark interest in the origins of the food we
eat. Students will plan a group breakfast
and use research and geography skills while
learning where the meal was grown.

Activity Two
"What Does a Farmer Really Look Like?" is
a key activity in which children meet and
talk with farmers. For nonfarm residents,
this should provide essential insights Into
American agriculture.

Activity Three
"Life of a Farmworker," an important
lesson, introduces the work of farmworkers,
the people who cultivate and harvest much
of this nation's fruits and vegetables.
Students will read and discuss a descriptive
narrative about a woman who has worked In
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the fields for over SO years..

Activity Tour
"Where Have AU the Fsrmers Gone'?" is a
key lesson in this unit. Students will learn
the history of American farming and
practice role-playing and communication
techniques in this simulation game.

Activity Thy
"Let Me Tell You a Story About a Prater"
is a useful activity that will give students a
chance to put together the concepts learned
in this unit by writing original stories. It
will help the teacher evaluate what has
been /earned in Unit II.

Papa Plors4 assaimidam Mat U Ule4Miked._ -
OPdons
1. Farm Pantomimes. Have the chiltten
mime a variety of farm tasks. Examples;
plowing a field with a tractor, picking
apples on a cool autumn morning, milking
cows, going to the bank to try to borrow
money, feeding chickens and collecting eggs,
hand-picking tomowes on a hot summer day,
bookkeeping in a study with piles of
receipts to sort through, spraying a field
with pesticides from an airplane,
hand-planting seeds, and repairing a tractor
inside a barn or garage on a cold rainy day.

2 4
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_Breakfast Can Be a Global Activity

Description
The group will plan and cat a breakfast
which includes a variety of foods and will
learn what parts of the world the foods
cause from.

Related Subjoins
Home Economics, Geography, Art, Nutrition.

Objectives
; I. To increase awareness of the many

places art..nd the world our food comes
from.
2. To improve geographic knowledge of
where specific countries are.
3. To tie together the ideas from Unit I to
those that will be studied in Unit II.
4. To utilize planning techniques.
S. To develop knowledge of sex stereotypes
relating to food and agriculture.

Islaterials
Eating utensils, a variety of breakfast
foods, world map, optionaloven or hot
plate to keep foods warm, materials for a

such as paper, pencils, magazines to
it uP. construction paper, scissors, glue,

drawing implements.
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Procedure
1. In advance, discuss the idea of a group
breakfast. Have each child describe his or
her favorite breakfast food. Make a list of
these. Plan a breakfast menu together which
includes a variety of common breakfast
foods. Choose whether the meal will take
the place of the children's breakfasts or
whether they will only sample the foods.
Organize a method for getting the foods to
the classroom. Individual children can be
responsible for different sections of the
meal, or the group leader can bring in all
the foods.

This is a good opportunity to involve
parents in the classroom. You will need to
alert them to what the breakfast is all
about. You may want to invite fathers and
mothers to prepare special breakfast foods
and/or to come with their children to the
group breakfast.

2. Ask each child to try to find out where
his or her favorite breakfast food
originates. See the list of suggested sources
of information at the end of this activity.

3. On the day of the group breakfast have
each person sample each food. Invite
volunteers to point out the place of origin
of the foods on the world map. Make a
chart on the board with columns for each
food and its origin. Have each child fill in
the information about her or his favorite
food.

4. Discuss paths the food traveled before It
reached the local store, the different types
of people who grew the food, the types of
countries the food came from, how the food
was transported...

Examples of food origins:
pineapplesHawaii; Mandarin orangesJapan;
oranges, grapefruitsCalifornia, Texas,
Florida; bananas -- Philippines, Honduras,
Ecuador; sugar -- Dominican Republic,
Nicaragua, El Salvador; grain in cereal,
toast, and pancakesmidwestern states;
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raisinsCalifornia; bacon, sausageIowa,
other cornbelt states; Swiss
rheeseSwitzerland; coffeeBrazil,
Nicaragua; Hershey chocolate (coccaGhana;
milkPennsylvania; corn syrupfosse; paper
wrapperCanadian lumber mill).

You will find that much of the food we
eat has traveled a considerable distance
from its place of origin. Some foods, such
as bananas, can only be produced in special
climates. Other foods, such as wheat, eggs,
potatoes, and pork, can be produced in most
places in the United States. You may want
to consider the positive and negative
aspects of a food system that requires the
massive use of transportation. Discuss the
effects on energy use, freshness of produce,
variety of produce, livelihood of local
farmers, and community preparedness for
emergency conditions.

This is a good place to discuss
male-female stereotypes strrounding food.
Discuss who usually grows food, prepares
food, and serves food in different situations.
Give examples of both sexes contributing to
all steps of the food process. Discuss what
stereotypes are and why they occtr.

S. OptionalYou may want to expand on
the idea of our connection to other places.
Ask the children to make a list of other
things they have at home that come from
other countries, such as stereos from Japan,
cars from West Germany, or clothing from
India. Ask each student to make a collage
of things in his or her life that come from
other parts of the world, using packages,
magazine pictures, or drawings.

4. OptionalThis may be a good time to
sing "The Bread Song" which can be found
In Unit III Activity Six, "Whet Path Did my
Food Take?"

7. Journals Have the children glue their
collages into their journals. Give them a
chance to write down what they have
learned about how they are connected to
other parts of the world.

Hetet To get information on the origins of
food sold in your area you can contact the
State Department of Agriculture, the local
Cooperative Extension office, beat farmers,
or local farm organizations. By looking in
the phonebook yellow pages under Food
Brokers (wholesalers) and Food Products
(manufacturers), you can find further
resources on the subject. To find out about
a canned product, submit the number on the
can to the store where it was purchased.
Employees can trace the origin of the can.

liodltleetions
For older students, have them research
farming in some of the countries which
grow our food. Save the reports to compare
with what will be learned about U.S.
farming in future activities in this unit.

For younger students, prepare individual
world maps. Have the children draw pictures
of foods that come from other countries in
the appropriate areas of the world.

246
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What Does a Farmer Really
I

Look Like?
IN e.

Deacription
The group will visit several types of farms.
if possible, ranging from a small organic
Lam to a large, highly mechanized,
chemical-intensive farm. farmers will
come to the classroom as guest speakers.

Related Subjects
S. lenre, Music, History, Social Studies.

Objectives
I. To improve observing and listening skills.
2. To experience people who grow food and
plates where food is grown.
1. To understand the variety of types of

a. To gain exposure to coorepts related to
agrlt UitUre.
5. To practice music skills.

Materials
e Reim of tiansportation for the group

to farms in the are.s, if possible; pictures
inclior stories of farmers around the world.
ovncils, paper, and clipboards or other hard
Aritesg surfaces.

24/

Procedure
1. In advance, find out about farmers in
your area. You can Contact the State
Department of Agriculture, your local
county Cooperative Extension office, state
agricultural schools, produce managers of
local food stores, high school Future Farmer
of America organizations, local farm
organizations such as the Farm Bureau, or
local food wholesalers for information. Also,
you might try to contact these national
organizations for information about farmers
in your area: National Farmers Organization
(475 L'Entant Plaza S.W., Washington, DC
20024), National Farmers Union (1012--14th
Street N.W., Washington, DC 20005),
American Agricultural Movement (100
Maryland Avenue N.E., Washington, DC
20002).

Find out if anyone in the group has farm
contacts. If your class is in a City, you
should also I:heck with municipal agencies to
discover if there are urban farms in your
area. Many cities have areas of unused land
that are being turned into producing
farmland.

Contact local farmers to learn who
would be willing so host a tour of their
farms or come to the classroom to speak.
Plan a trip to two to four farms. Try to
include a variety of sizes, crops, and
methods. If possible, visit one small organic
farm and one large-scale farm where the
management uses more highly mechanized,
chemical .intensive methods. Set a date.
Organize transportation. If a field trip
cannot be arranged, invite two to four
farmers to Come to the classroom. Prepare
a set of standardized questions. Ask each
farmer to be prepared to discuss these
questions, as well as to be ready to
contribute other relevant information.

Note: Farmers can be extremely busy
people. Mott farmers will have more time
for tours and speaking visits during the
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winter months.

attligesSed ?arm Questions
(I) What size is your farm?
(.2) What crops do you !grow/
(3) What Livestock do you raise?
(4) How would you describe your method of
farming'
(5) What type of fertilizers do you use"
(6) What type of pest management system
do you use?
(7) What methods of soil conservation do
you use'
(8) Whcre do you go to get information on
farming'
(9) Who do you sell to?
(10) How much choice do you have over
whom to sell to or what price to sell for?
Ill) How much would it cost today to start
a farm like yours?
(12) How could the government improve its
larm walk Y'
(1 II How was taming on your land dune
differently fifty years ago?

2. Ilefore the field trip or guest speaker
visit, discuss with the class the types of
information they are going to be receiving.
Remember that the purpose of this activity
is to give children exposure to farming
concepts. They will not be expected to
d.hieve a thorough knowledge of farm
te, "moors and problems. Ask cads child or
t.arri of two to four cfolcken to be
responsihle (or note-taking on one of the
tar in question topics.

3. s)ptional If ',either a field trip nor a
guest speaker fan be arranged, show a film

fir ming.

4. Visit the farms or hove the guest
we,user mi...

et mid First Oarrieslan 9141U ILI

S. As a follow-up activity, provide some
information about farmers in other
countries, since much of our food does come
from other countries. Have pictures and/or
stories available about farmers around the
world for the children to look at and
discuss.

Suggested sources for pictures and
stories! U.S. Committee for UNICEF (331 E.
21Sth Street, New York, NY 10016), local
libraries.

6. Teach the group to sing "The Garden
Song," (found at the end of this activity).
You may want to teach this before the
visits with the farmers and have the group
sing for the farmers.

7. JournalsHave the children make entries
in their journals about what they have
learned about farmers.

Action Ittsas
Find out where you can buy farm products
from local farmers in your area. Tell your
family and friends how they can support
local farmers through direct farmers
markets, roadside stands, food co-ops, and
local food stores that sell local farm
products.

iffexUtication
For older students, have the group research
and compare different types and scales of
farming. Make a chart using three scales of
farming! (1) a home vegetable garden, (2) a
small family farm, and (3) a large -scale
farming operation. Consider differences in
inputs needed to get started such as seeds,
fertilizers, pesticides, tools, machinery,
buildings, fences, and livestock. Look at
costs, sources of funding, ease of getting
started, and markets.

24s'
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ACTIVITY TERRI * * Importsnt.

) Life of a Farmworker

Description
Children will read and discuss the narrative
of a longtime farmworiver.

Maid Ilutklats
Reading, Vocabulary, Music.

°Wad's*
1. To develop an appreciation for the role
of farmworkers in cultivating and harvesting
much of our food supply.
2. To improve reading comprehension.
3. To build vocabulary.
4. To practice music skills.

Copies for everyone of the narrative of
Jessie de la Cruz. This piece is excerpted
from an interview in American Dreams: Lost
and Found by Studs Terkel (New Yorks
Pantheon Books, 1930), used by permission.

251

WV

Itsocedvui
1. Explain that the group will be reading a
narrative on the life of a woman
farmworker. Discuss what the Children know
about farmworkers.

2. Distribute copies of the narrative. Ask
everyone to read iteither silently or
taking turns to read aloud.

3. Discuss the story, what Jessie de la
Cruz's life has been like, whether other
farmworkers would have similar stories, and
how the story changed students' perceptions
of farmworkers.

4. Have the group sing the song "Pastures
of Plenty," found at the end of this
activity.

3. Journals--Allow time for the chilcken to
make journal entries of their thoughts and
feelings about farmworkers.

Kodificationa
For younger students, read the story aloud
to the group.

ri
1.-..,

l

................
..., 40104
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A one-family dwelling In Fresno. A small,
well-kept garden is out front.

When I was a child wowing up as a
migrant worker, we would move from place
to place. In between, I'd see homes with
beautiful gardens, flowers. I always looked
at those flowers and sal& 'If I could only
have my own house and have a garden.' We
couldn't as migrant workers. Now, as you
walk onto my porch, everything you see is
green. (Laughs.) I have a garden row."

She haS six grown children; the youngest
is twenty-one. She is active in National
Land for People.

"The American Dream for me is owning a
piece of land. Something you can call home,
where you can stay in one place all the
time, raise a decent family, build a
community. Where you have a job all the
time and nobody's gonna fire you. My
mother's dream was having a house, but she
got sick and died in 1930."

She is fifty-nine.

How can I write down how I felt when I
was a little child and my grandmother used
to cry with us 'cause she didn't have
enough food to give us? Because my brother
was going barefooted and he was cryin'
because he wasn't used to going without
shoes' How can I describe that? I can't
describe when my little 10.1 died because I
didn't have money for a doctor. And never
had any teaching on caring for sick babies.
Living out in labor camps. Now can I
describe that' How can I put into writing
when I'm testifying about things that are
very deep inside") About seeing all these
many people that have their little Cliicten
killed in the fields through accidents' It's
things that are a feeling you can't put into
words.

I think the longest time I went to school
was two months in one place. I attended, I
think, about forty-five schools. When my
parents or my brothers didn't find any work,
we wouldn't attend school because we
weren't sure of staying there. So I missed a

lot of school.

My children were picking crops, but we
Saw to It that they went to school. Maybe
one or two of the oldest would stay away
from school dosing cotton - picking time
around December, so we could earn a little
more money to buy food or buy them a pair
of shoes or a cost that they needed. But
we always wanted them to get an
education.

I musts been almost eight when I started
following the crops. Every winter, up north,
I was on the end of the row of prunes,
taking care of my younger brother and
sister. They would help me fill up the cans
and put 'em in a box while the rest of the
family was picking the whole row.

In labor camps, the houses were Just
Clapboard. There were just nails with
two-by-fours around It. The houses had two
little windows and a front door. One room,
about twelve by fifteen, was a living room,
dining room, everything. That was home to
us.

Eight or nine of us. We had blankets
that we rolled up daring the day to give us
a little place to walk around doing the
housework. There was only one bed, which
was my grandmother's. A cot. The rest of
us slept on the floor. Before that, we used
to live in tents, patched tents. Before we
had a tent, we used to live under a trey.
That was very hard. This is one thing I

hope nobody has to live through. During the
winter, the water was lust seeping under
the ground. Vote clothes were never dry.

We followed the crops till around 1966.
We went up north around the Sacramento
area to pick prunes. We had a big truck,
and we were able to take ow refrigerator
and my washing machine and beds and
kitchen pots and pans and our clothing. It
wasn't a hardship any more. We wanted our
children to pick in the shade, under a tree,
instead of picking out in the vines, where
it's very hot. When I picked grapes, 1 could

252
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hardly stand it. I felt sorry for twelve,
thirteen-year-old kids. My husbr.d said:
"Let's go up north and pick prunes."

A friend of ours said: "Pll rent you slx
acres." We started farming those six acres.
We were out there from morning till late,
on our hands and knees, planting tomatoes.
There was the risk of a cold wave coming
and killing our plants. So we had to use hot
caps.

One day we had finished planting and
said: "Tomorrow we'll put the hot caps on."
They're cap-shaped papers with wire.
Around two or three o'clock I heard on the
radioI always carry a little portable I
heard the weather was gonna be
twenty-three degrees. It was gonna kill our
plants. I we scared. I ran back to the
group and .it "Hey, it's gonna freeze
tonight, we're gonna lose our plants." Right
away we started pulling the hot caps on.

We put dirt around it to hold it down.
We had them by the thousands. It was very
windy and very cold. We started out there
on our hands and knees. I was crying. It
was beautifuL I'm not calling It beautiful,
my crying. But to have little children five,
six years old helping us, because they knew
how important it was to save those plants.
The wind was very strong, it was just
ripping those pawl caps off of our hands,
and you could see them rolling. (Laughs.)
We ran out of caps. Okay, each of us got a
hoe and started pulling dirt over our plants,

very gently. We covered all of them. We
came home, it was dark, told, and wet.

The next morning we were all anxious to
find out what had happened during the
night. Oh, It was great to go out there and
remove the dirt from those plants and
watch 'em shoot straight up like anything.
We saved every one of 'em. It took hard
work to do it.

If It had been one of the big growers,
what would have happened? The farmer
would just go out there and look and see
all the dead plants, and he'd say: "Oh, what
the heck." He'd go home and forget about
everything. He would get on his pickup,
push a button, lift up a telephone, and call
the nursery to bring over this certain
amount of thousands of plants and all the
workers to plant them over again. That's his
way of farming.

When we own land and we're working it
for ourselves, we're gonna save everything
that we can. We're not about to waste
anything or lose anything. We keep on
working every day. There's no holidays.
We're picking until, oh, November. That is
work and income. That first year, we sorted
our tomatoes and we took 'em to the
shipper and we ended up making sixty -four
thousand dollars. Six acres between six
families.

From American Dreams: Lost and Found, by Studs Terkel. Copyright 0 1980 by Studs Terkel.
Reprinted by permission of Pantheon Books, a division of Random House, Inc.
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ACTIVITY POUR ***keyl-
Where Have All the

Warmers Gone?

Description
Students will participate in a simulation of
historical changes in the American farm
structure.

Rs Wad Subjects
Drama, History, Social Studies, Music.

01411etives
I. To increase knowledge of historical
trends in American agriculture.
2. To understand the decrease in number of
farmers and the increase in size of farm
units in the U.S.
3. To improve communication skills by
practicing role-playing.
a. OptionalTo use music skills.

Materials
Masking tape, marking pen, measuring tape,
6" x 6" cards with information about
families in a rural area for two time
periods (enough for two for each team),
reference materials on agriculture in your
area (optional), paper, and pencils.

2 JJ

Procedure
1. OptionalIn advance, do some research
on an agricultural county in your state.
Look for Information about farming for two
different time periods, such as 1930 and
1980. Research the number of farms, farm
sizes, types of crops, types of livestock,
farming methods, and any other related
information that seems relevant. One
suggested source Is the Census of
A s; knit uret State and County Data (U.S.
Dept. of Commerce, Bureau of the Census),
which can be found in most libraries. You
might want to find books and articles on
farming in your area so that children can
research local farming changes themselves.

Sample Information, which can be used in
the simulations, appears at the end of this
activity. The data are based on national
averages found in U.S. Census agricultural
statistics for the years 1930-1980.

2. Make cards--one for each team for each
time period. Each card will describe one
family's working, living, and eating
information. In addition, for each farm
family there should be a description of
types of crops, types of livestock, and size
of farm. For the second time period
simulation, each team will represent one
family of descendants of the family it
represented in the first simulation. The
number of teams needed depends on the
researched information and the Size of the
class. You may choose to have the children
help prepare the information cards.

3. On the day of the simulation, use
masking tape to mark off proportional farm
sizes on the the floor of the room where
the simulation is to be done. Provide spaces
for town and city inhabitants, too. The
sample diagram is designed for a 30' x 30'
classroom but could easily be adapted to
rooms of other sizes.
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4. Explain to the children that they will be
acting out the changes in American t..rms
that have happened over the last 50 years.
Ask for the children's ideas on the types of
changes that have taken place.

Divide the group into the appropriate
number of teams of one to three chilcken.
It you use the sample information provided,
divide the grow into twelve teams. Issue
one family information card to cads team.
Have each team stand or sit in the
appropriately marked-off area.

5. Ask the children to read the information
cards and to be prepared to pretend to be
a part of the described family. They should
feel free to add details such as the names
of the farms or first names, ages, and
personalities of family members.

6. uo around the room and have each
family team tell the group about itself.

7. When the first part of the simulation is
finished, adjust the masking tape floor
markers to represent the new farm sizes.
t.xplain that each team will now represent
descendants of the first family described.

Issue the second information card to each
family team. Have the participants sit or
stand in the appropriate spaces. Ask them
to pretend to be a part of the described
family. Again, they should feel free to add
details.

S. Go around the room and have each team
tell the class about its family and how life
has changed since the first round.

9. When the simulation is finished, discuss
the role-playing process, the farmers and
townspeople portrayed, the changes in
American farming over the last 50 years,
the reasons for these changes, and how
these changes have affected who has
control over ckcisions about farming in this
country.

lO.OptionalHave the grow sang "The
Farmer Is the One."

11. lournalsAllow time for journal entries
on the people portrayed, how it felt to play
the roles, and changes in American farming.

256
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6' 12'
Sampi data for famiiy information cards

(This describes life in Agri County, U.S.A.,
a rural farming area containing the small
town of Smaliton. Metro City is fifty miles
away from Agri County.)

(I) 1930:

Mr. and Mrs. Jones live with four children
on a 25-acre farm. Their crops Include
apple trees, pear trees, raspberry bushes,
and vegetables for home eating. (1930)

Mr. and Mrs. Sujimoto live with three
children and two grandparents on a 25-acre
farm. Crops include feed corn and
vegetables for home eating. Livestock
includes chickens for sale as roasters and
fryers. (1930)

- --
Mr. and Mrs. Kinky live with two children
and three grandparents on a 50-acre farm.
Their crops include clover and timothy for
hay or silage, oats, and vegetables for home
eating. Their livestock includes dairy cattle.
(1930)

- -
Mr. and Mrs. Bradley live with one child
and one grandparent on a 50-acre farm.
Their crops include tomatoes for fresh
market sale and vegetables for home eating.
Their livestock includes chickens for
egg laying and one dairy cow for borne milk
drinking. (1930)

1

2 57

Mr. and Mrs. Milligan live with four
children on a 100-acre farm. Their crops
include potatoes, beets, and carrots for sale
and vegetables for home eating. (1930)

A4r. and Mrs. &Witch live with one child on
a 100-acre farm. Their crops include
pastureland, feed corn, oats, alfalfa for hay,
and vegetables for home eating. Their
livestock includes dairy cattle. (1930)

-
Mr. and Mrs. Carlos live with four children
and three grandparents on a 100-acre farm.
Their crops Include peach trees, plum trees,
peas and green beans for fresh market sale,
and vegetables for home ea ng. Their
livestock includes one dairy -vs* for home
milk drinking. (1930)

Mr. and Mrs. Baum live with two children
on a 200-acre farm. Their crops include
pastureland, oats, feed corn, and vegetables
for home eating. Their livestock includes
beef cattle, sheep, and two ponies for the
children to ride and care for. (1930)

----
Mr. and Mrs. Larkin live with five children
and one grandparent on a 500-acre farm.
Their crops include pastureland, alfalfa for
hay, wheat. feed corn, and vegetables for
home eating. Their livestock includes beef
cattle. (1930)
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and Mrs. Schwartz live with two
children and two grandparents in a house in
Smallton. He is a doctor. She is a
housewife. They have a small vegetable
garden in their back yard. (1930)

-
Mr. and Mrs. Flgaretto live with tour
chilcten in a house in Smallton. The family
runs a small grocery store. (1930)

Mr. and Mrs. Jenkins live with three
children and one grandparent in a house in
Smallton. He is a mechanic and manages his
own gasoline service Station. She is a
housewife. They have a small vegetable
garden in their back yard. (1930)

/C
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(2) 1980

Mr. and Ms. Jones. He is a son of the 1930
Tones faintly. They live with one child on a
2S-,u re farm. Their ,rops include apple
trees and pear trees and vegetables for
home eating. She is a full-time high school
te.s, her in Smallton. (1980)

Mr. Suilmoto is a son of the 1930 Supmoto
family. He moved to Metro City because he
wanted the excitement of city life. He
woiks in the electronics Industry. He lives l
alone in an apartment and buys food in a
supermarket. (1980)

Mr. and Ms. Kittsky. He is a son of the
1910 Kinsky family. They moved to a house
uh Smallton because they could not make
ecco.igh money on the farm to support their
family. They live with two children. They
both work in the new food processing plant
in town. They have a small vegetable
garden in the back yard but buy most of
their food at the new supermarket. (1980)

- H4 -

Ms. Bradley is a daughter of the 1930
Bradley family. She moved to an apartment
in Metro City. The farm had to be sold to
pay off farm debts. She lives alone. She
works in a clothing store and buys her food
at a neighborhood grocery store. (1980)

- - -- -
Mr. and Ms. Mallory. She is the daughter of
the 1930 Milligan family. They live with
three children in a small house near Metro
City. He is an engineer: she is a housewife.
The farm was sold because it was losing
money. Prices for fertilizer and seeds
increased greatly, but prices for the
vegetables they grew did not. They have a
small vegetable garden in their yard and
buy the rest of their food at a supermarket.
(1980)
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Mr. and Ms. Saentch. He is the son of the
1

1930 Saentch family. They live with one 1

.hild and one grandparent on a 123-acre
farm that consists of the original family
farm and the old Supinoto farm, which they I

bought. They butt, work on the farm. The
irops inc,ode alfalfa for hay and a
vegetable garden for home eating. The
livestock include dairy cattle. (1980)

- - - - - - - - -
Mr. and Ms. Carlos. He is a son of the
1930 Carlos faintly. They live with two
ihildren in Metro City in a house. He is an
ai tot in the theater and she is a dancer.
They sold the farm because prices for
peaches and plums went down for a few
years while prices for insecticides and the
new tractor they needed went up. (1980)

Dr. Schwartz is the daughter of the 1930
Se!iwartz family. She is a medical doctor.
;Ise lives alone in a small house in Sinallton.
She shops for food at the new supermarket.
(1980)

. .

Mr. and Ms. Figaretto. He is a son of he
1930 Figaretto family. They live in the
same house in Smallton with three children.
They both run the small grocery store. The

1 new supermarket is giving them some
I trouble because of its competition, but many
i people still prefer to shop in a smaller

place from a family the know. (1980)

Ms. Baum and Mr. Milne. She is the
dadghter of the 19 30 Baum family. She

1

married MT. Milne and kept her awn name.
They live in all apartment in downtown
Metro City. The Baums sold the farm to
pay off farm debts. She is a lawyer. He is

newspaper reporter. They shop for food at
a food co-op. OM)

- _
Mr. and Ms. Larkin. He is a son of the
1930 Larkin family. They live with two
ihildren and two grandparents on a
1300.a. re farm. The Larkins bought the old
Kdisky, Bradley, Milligan, Carlos, and Baum
farms. They decided that the only way to
make enough money from farming for the
family to live comfortably on was to have a
larger farm. which would bring in more
total profit. Their crops consist of wheat,

rn, oats, and a vegetable gaden for home
eating. They have one dairy .ow for home
milk (kinking. (19801
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Mr. and Ms. Jenkins. He is a son of the
1930 lenkins family. They live with two
children in a house in Smallton. lie and one
of his brothers now run the service station
as partners. She is a housewife. They shop
at both the Figaretto small grocery store
and the new supermarket. 11980)-
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I ACTIVITY nine * tia0ful

Let Me Tell You a Story
About a Farmer

dI

Description
pe hilien will rate stirrer about
people whir ,vork on fat,i.s with the help of
fr,n pic.tures.

Related SubJects
tative 4riting, larigii.ige Nrts, Ifistorv,

Objectives
1. 10 WISP as s vdluatIon of knowledge
g.lored from Pus Hunt.
2. le, review the concepts ahout farmers
an.I farming learned 10 this unit.
3. T., impl.ise story-telling and
reatisewriting

Materials
Paper, pen. ils 11 1014CS 11111 01

pit Psi.% of rur.il and farming
its of farm patfitutgi

Jr an 1.al libraries, hooks with pittures of
fatmuig.

Procedure
1. In advance, (lip and save magazine
pre tures of farming and rural life. You may
want to ask the ciulcten to bring in some
of they.. Possible sources: Mother Earth
News, Organic Farm 'f/orksheet. Redwood
Rancher, California Farmer, Farm Journal,
and Organic Gardening.

OptionalObtain prints of farm si enes
and hooks with pictures of farming.
Suggested hook: The American Farm: A
Photographic History (tronrat and Conrat,
Houghton Mahn, 1977).

2. Explain that the class will be writing
stories about farmers. Pass aromid the
folders of pictures. Ask each child to selei.t
one picture. Have each child write a
creative story about the picture using
information learned in other activities III
MIN unit. lInt outage them to add tarts and
details learned from meeting farmers.

261
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3. Ask the children to write a second
chapter to their stories describing farm life
fifty years ago.

4. When everyone is finished writing, bring
the group back together. Have volunteers
read their stories to the group. Dm Cuss.

5. JournalsHave the children put their
stories into their journals.

6. Evaluation- -Ask each child to write a
short evaluation of the activities in this
tout. These should also be placed in the
mut oats.

sew mess osuktausk urns 1R as

Modttkistion
For younger students- -Have the group create
a group story. Show a picture to the group
or let a student choose a picture. Have the
group plan the type of story it will
create -- comic, tragic, truthful, fantasy,
past, future, or present. Make sure that the
story-telling rules are agreed upon.

One procedure is to have a child begin
the story. After finishing a short section,
the story-teller suddenly claps her or his
hands and points to someone else, who
continues the story. This proceeds until the
last child is pointeo to, who then finishes
the story.

4
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"1 UNIT III INTRODUCTION

Jr-How Do We
/ Get Our Food?

This unit continues the step-by-step
study of the food system begun in
Unit II, "%there Does On Food Come

f rom?" Unit III is a very important unit
that will clarify students' understanding of
the food system. They will learn how and
by whom food is processed, packaged,
transported, advertised, and sold. Because
Old food system is so vast and
well integrated, activities in this section
will be of high relevance to groups in every
section of the country.

UNIT GOALS

I. Chilett-ri will understand the steps their
food gors through between farm and table.
2. students will learn some of the methods
of i onsumer psvi hology used by processors,

kagers, retailers, and advertiser s.
3. hildren will imprave their abilities to
c ritually analyze and compare different
pro, esses.

Activity One
"Visit to a Supermarket" is a key a, tnvnty
that invokes reseal', brig ., variety of topics
at the super rilar 1.t. This exercise lays the
groundwork for many fl the following
d. tivitirs .h.lr teaching a %.1, us? v of

oismier, n,athernaths, and observation
skills.

263

Activity Two
"Processed FoodsWhat's the Difference?,"
a useful lesson, asks the students *o prepare
and then compare and contrast three similar
meals made from ingredients with different
levels of processing. This enxiyabk activity
utilizes mathematics, home economics, and
comparative analysis.

Activity Thrall
"What's In the Package?" is a short
important activity which analyzes the
packaging stage of the food system.
Students will learn about ecology as well as
discovering some consumer psychology
methods.

Activity tour
"Petroleum Palace Restaurant" is an
important ectivity that presents the
interrelationship of food and energy in a
very enjoyable way, using "mends" showing
the energy "costs" of a meal.

Activity /Iv.
"Food AdsWhat's in Them for Me?" is a
key activity that will enable students to
analyze the rule of food advertising. The
children w. observe av' .nake a record of
food ads in a variety <.f media. They will
hate a chance to employ drains techniques
and creative writing skills by making their
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own truthful and informative ads.

Activity ifs
`What Path Did My Food Take?" serves as
an evaluation of what was learned during
th.s unit. In this useful exercise, children
create graphic and written presentations on
the steps in the food system.

Options

1. What's in a Name? For older students,
ask each to research the parent
corporation of the company manufacturing
his or her favorite food. Visit the reference
section of a local library and ask to use
the Standard Directory of Advertisers
(Skokie, National Register Publishing
Co). This identifies parent companies for all
adv.: tised items.

Fog example, one corporation, Beatrice
Foods, owns more than one hundred brands

tuding Bannon Yogurt, La Choy Chinese
foods. Sunbeam bread, Meadow Gold milk,
Nosarita Mexican foods, Eckrich sausages,
loins Sherry ice cream, Holloway Milk Duds,
and Butter Krust bread.

RNA :Km Ourriavaws Italt to latretualiss
. . _

Another useful reference is Everybody's
Business: The Irreverent Guide to Corporate
America by Moskowitz, Katz, and Levering
(New York: Harper & Row).

2. Food Monopoly. Discuss the concept of
monopoly. Ask the students to picture a
"Monopoly" game. At the Start of the game
there are many players, all with money, and
"rents" for landing on spaces we very low.
At the end of the game there is only one
player with moneya great deal of It.
Everyone else has gone "bankrupt." "Rents"
for landing on spaces we very high.

Pretend that the obiect of the
"Monopoly" game is to build supermarkets or
to produce brand-name food products Instead
of houses and hotels. At the end of the
game there would be one supermarket owner
or food manufacturer left, charging very
high food prices. The other supermarket
owners would be bankrupt. Discuss how this
applies to the increasing size and decreasing
number of food companies today.

( 1

A., 0 4.1
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Visit to a Supermarket

Description
Students will visit a lor al super market. They
will observe and make ler ords on a variety
of [owes.

Related Subjects
i.iathernatics, Nutrition, Home Icononucs.

Objectives
1. To improve observing and note-taking
ski Us.

2. To increase assareness about
supermarkets, the older', most Americans
purr hate their food.
I. To anpr,,ye c on \ umer skills and
knew ledge.
4. To use indtheinatos skills.

Materials
paper, p+(1 is, and

lipt>+drds, nr other sortaces for
...titing on 19 a store.

E3 5-

Procedure
1. In advance, organize a field trip to a
local supermarket. Arrange for permission to
visit the store from the store manager. If a
group field trip cannot be arranged, plan to
have the child-en visit a supermarket as a
homework assignment. This is a good
opportunity to involve parents.

2. Explain to the c-hildren that they will be
visiting a supermarket to prepare for future
ac tivities. Explain that they will be
expected to observe what a supermarket
sells and how it displays the items it has
for sale. They will research how certain
foods, both processed and unprocessed, are
available, and they will compare the prices
of food items in different stages of
processing. They will also look for how
many companies produce different food

You may want to divide the class into
teams of three to six children so that each
team is responsible for finding one part of
thP information needed. For example, Team
I could find the package weight and price
of several types of potatoesfresh, frozen,
and canned. Team 2 could find the package
weight and price of several types of
prepared potatoespotato chips, scalloped
potatoes, and french-fried potatoes. Team 3
could find the package weight and price of
several types of tomatoesfresh, sauce, and
ketchup. Team 4 could research which items
have the most display space and which have
the least. Examples to compare: pet food,
breakfast cereal, grains, cheeses, and dried
beans. Team S could research the total
number of companies that produce particular
items -- breakfast cereal, soup, or baby food.
A sample worksheet appears at the end of
this activity.

3. Have the students visit the store and fill
out their worksheets.

4. Afterwards, discuss what was seen. Have
the teams share their records with the

.1
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group. Help the group work through the
mathematics to determine prices per pound
as needed.

3. As a grog), compare and discuss the
results. Consider why the cost of similar
food Items varies and where the extra
money goes. Discuss the items that were
most obviously displayed, how nutritious
they were, and their price per pound.
Discuss the number of companies producing
the different types of food and how much
competition exists.

6. lournalsAl!ow time for the child-en to
put their supermarket record sheets in their

259
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Journals and to make entries on what they
learned about supermarkets.

Modifications
For younger students, limit the number of
researched Items. Have the children research
three types of potatoes and three types of
tomato products,

For older students, ask for additional
information. Ask the children to make their
own choice of a food and find out its price
per pound In various stages of processing.
Ask them to write an essay on why they
think certain foods are displayed more
obviously than Others.

W.% %. 't SV.s. Cs...1113.7.w
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and the proctor-vs listed below in a supermarket. Give the prir e and weight of
each. If you find more than one price, use the lowest pit e. (16 oz. - 1 lb.)

- y - - - _
1. Potatoes

Type of Item

Price on Package

Weight on Package

Weight in Pounds

Price per Pound

Fresh
- --..--.

2. Prepared Potatoes_

Frozen Canned

Type of Item Potato Chips French Fries Scalloped Potatoes

Price on Package- - ^- _ -. -
Weight on Package

Weight in Pounds

Price per Pound

____......
3. Tomatoes

Type of Item

Price on Package

Weight on Package

Weight in Pounds

Price per Pound

Fresh Tomato Sauce
- _ , _ _ 1

26?

H

_ .

Tomato Ketcht
. _
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List some of the items that are displayed most obviously (for example, by
the checkout stand or at the ends of the aisles).

I.

2.

For three of these items, give

Type of Item

Price on Package

Weight on Package-
Weight in Pounds

Nice per Pound

the price and weight.
7,--

3. List a few of the ypes of Items that take up the most display space

(suggestions: pet food, breakfast cereal).

I. .

2.

List a few of the types of items that take up the least display space
(suggellsoin: gr..iisss, dried beans).

1. .

2.

G. I-1nd the following stems in the store. Count the number of different
i ompanies that inanufar tore eacti item.

-

Item rotal Number of Manifacturing Companies

1. canned soup
. -

12. Breakfast terpl

3. Baby food

-- - - -- _- v.-

can you find any item in the store with five on more manufacturing
sonspanies"

'a. huh item, How many companies?

2
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ACTIVITY TWO

Processed Foods-What's*
utleful

145
1.

the Difference?

Description
Students will prepare and taste one food
purchased at different levels of processing,

Belated subjects
Nutrition, Mathematics, Home Economics.

0140011M
I. To practice comparative analysis
2. To learn the differences in the cost,
taste, nutritive values, and preparation of
foods purchased at different levels of 4
processing.
3. To utilize home economics skills in
preparing food.
4. To practice mathematics.

Materials
Kitchen utensils (the list depends on the
faod to be prepared) and fond at different
levels of processing to he prepared.

269

Procedure
1. In advance, discuss the purpose of
comparing foods made from products with
different levels of processing. Have the
group choose a type of food to prepare that
can be bought in three or more levels of
processing. Example: frozen precooked
macaroni and cheese; packaged macaroni and
cheese (the kind you mix yourself); and
macaroni, cheese, milk, and spices to cook
from scratch. Other examples: enchiladas,
spaghetti and sauce, and mashed potatoes.

2. Have ingredients, utensils. and recipes
ready. Divide the group into teams. Each
team will prepare one of the three levels of
convenience food. Depending on the size of
the group, the number of adult helpers, and
the amount of kitchen space, you may have
to stagger cooking times and plan quiet
activities for the children while their team
is waiting to cook.

3. Have everybody sample the results of the
three different levels of processing after
they have been prepared. Compare taste,
nutrition, cost, and time spent to prepare.
Discuss the advantages of processed foods



(savings in time and Labor) and their
disadvantages (food additives, loss of
nutritional value, higher cost). Review the
advantages of buying unprocessed foods and
cooking at home (more nutritional value,
lower cost, control of taste) and the
disadvantages (time of preparation).

Notes For more information on nutrition
you can read Nutrition Scoreboard by
Michael Jacobson (New Yorks Avon Books,
1975).

263
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. JournalsProvide time for the chlicten
to make journal entries about their
experiences preparing and eating foods of
different levels of processing.

Utica Ideas
Find out where in your community you can
purchase whole unprocessed foods. Tell your
family and friends how to save money by
purchasing and preparing unprocessed foods
when possible.

2 7

-4,
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ACTIVITY MAZE * * important.

1.9 What's in the Package?

Description
Children will bring in food packages from
home and make a chart of their composition
and uses.

Deleted Subjects
Nutrition, Science, HeadiN, Eology, Home
Er onomics.

Objectives
I. To appreciate the variety in food
Packaging types, purposes, and uses.
2. To improve comparative thinking skills.
I. lo practice oiganizing ideas into a
hart.

I. To learn about he ecological aspects of
the renewability and recyclability of food

kages.

Materials
Pa, kages which the students bring in from
home, huicher paper, inarking per., paper,
and writing materials.

-

Pr ocedur e
whim to the group that you will be

studying the types, purposes, and uses of
food packages. Asi. each &lid to bring In
at feast one food package from home. Try
to get a wide variety with as many
imaginative styles as possiblecans, jars,
styrofoam, plastic, cardboard, and
multipackaget. Empty packages are
preferable, but unopened ones are
acceptable as long as they do not require
refrigeration.

2. Have each child present her or his
package horn home to the group. Make a
chart on the N:her paper, and/or ask each
child to make an individual chart. A sample
worksheet is provided. Include the Marne of
product, contents, manufacture, material
used, whether the material is renewable or
nonrenewable, if nonrenewable whether it is
recyclable, or not, number of layers of
par kaging materials, and other comments.

3. Discuss the energy use. deceptiveness or
truthfulness in site, shape, or artaurk,
whether the number of layers of mimpackets
is isistrfiabk, for the par ti, tilar food, and if
there ar° alternatives that are more
environmentally sound.

'Peat i 1
M AT
rti.At ,ven
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4. OptionalMk each child to read aloud
the ingredients listed on his or her package.
Discuss.

Action Ideas
Write complaint letters to companies that
you believe have put out a deceptive or
wasteful package or supportive letters to
companies that seem to put out honest,
practical packages. Find out about recycling
centers In your community. Educate your
family and friends on how and why to
purchase fewer nonrenewable, nonrecyclable
containers and to recycle when possible.

Modifications
For older students, you may want to have
the children research and repbrt on various
aspects of food packaging. Divide the class
into teams of three to eight students. One
team could study the concepts of renewat.e
and nonrenewable resources. One team could
study recycling and how food packages can
be recycled. One team could study
packaging uses for preservation and
protection. One team could study packaging
"gimmicks" for consumers. Each team should
prepare to give a ;row teach-in on its
topic.

272
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Name of product
and contents Manufacturer-- ---
Example:

Pc .totxt,s AN oisq RA. FOOD)
(!RIM coKPoRAT Ion

Materials in
Dockage

1. Renewable or
nonrenewable

Recyclable or
onrenewable nonrecyclable

1 CARD WA .D Oct I RENEWABLE

ftAith utate BAG t NONftnEvAbLE

Comments

'co

otecyctARE
t NOttRECYLLAttlE
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4 ACTIVITY POUR

Petroleum Palace Restaurant

rood tint Curriculum Unit III ,14
.

* * IMPortaltt

Auk

Description
spat,,ts k huoSe lunch menu item', from
an 111,4AI liar y restaurant where prices
based on energy effiriencY.

Related Subjects
Mafheinatics, 'screnie, Ecology, Nutrition,
nrairia.

Objectives
I. "1",) galn knowledge of the
ult err elationchsp of fund and energy.
I2. lo utilize mathematics skills.

Materials
Paper, pent ils, rupees fur everyone of the
"Menu," copies fur everyone of the chart
"Energy flied in Producing Food,"
optionalcopies for everyone of the "Price
List and Explanations for Food Sold at
Petroleum Palace," copies of real menus
from restaurants (optional).

1.4

Procedure
I. Distribute copies of the chart, "1- ner gv
Used in Produi mg I and." niceties the stages
of producing vat i.mc foods and how energy
is used during pad', stage.

2. Divide the group into teams of two,
three, or four. Explain that they are going
to pretend to order lunch from an imaginary
restaurant. The le aim may want to move
their desks or Lhait Into groupings that
simulate a restaurant. Read the ,following
explanation:

You have all been invited out for
lunch at a very special restaurant. It
is called "Petroleum Palace" and its
unusual feature is that prices are
based on the amount of energy used
for each food. the owner of the
restaurant is a serious
environmentalist, and she is concerned
about the need to conserve energy in
this country. In order to do her part
she charges a great deal for foods
requiring much energy to grow and
process, and lower prices for food
using less energy. She is so concerned
that Americans understand energy
used in food production that she
offers a discount to any patron who
explains why one food Is
"energy-cheaper" than another. V.,e
won't be able to eat at the
"Petroleum Palace," but I'll pass out
menus and allow you to choose the
food you would order there. For this
meal, I want you to base your
selection not on what you like the
best or on nutrition, but on energy
conservation.

J. Distribute menus. Give the students time
to make their orders. Encourage them to
write a line or two explaining each choice.

4. Read the costs per item, and instruct
students to record these on their order.

274
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.

Allow students to add up Owl: bills and
place the amount in the space laeeled
"'subtotal."

5. have the group disc tiss the energy
differences between foods in each course of
the meal. Students should take a ten-Ce.tt
don-Ount for ever y correct explanation they
make.

6. tnter the amount of discount in the
Space !aoeled "lliscouia." .'subtract the
discount from the subtotal to determine the
'1 otal

1. s:ou may want to pass out cupies of the
"1 xplanations" for the chinfreit to keep and
put in their yolk nals.

11. OptionalPass Jut kupies of real menus
horn one or awe restaurants. Have the
ruldren try to alter some of the Prices fir

items on the ineito to make them reflect the
dimwit of energy involved .n the growth,

es
_ . .

transport, storage, and preparation of the
foods.

9. JournalsPro, ide time for Journal entries
on food and energy.

Note: Inns activity nas been adapted from
Deborah Katz and Mary Uoodwin, Foodt
;there PC- itrition, Politics, and Culture Meet
(Center for Science in the Public Interest,
1755 "5" Street N.W., Washington, D.C.
200U9, 1976, $5.50)

For further information, Katz and
Uoodwin suggest reading Energy and Food,
by Albert Fritsch, Linda DujaCk, and
Douglas 3irnerson.

Utica Ideas
Research paths for '1 to rras,.:
ground to table small e ter gy
inputs. help educate t.. 'le ar uund yeu
about the interrelation. ip GI energy and
loud.

L'Ll1011tit L11111
I,
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1-e'E I HOU UM FAL Pa ME Nu
la:rom rIbuw.W.1-Tartircentl22201m0Mg

APPLTIZERsi CHOOSE ONE FROM EACH PAIR

Fresh Juire or Frozen Juice
Cracker A (unwrapped, available to the store in bulk), OR
Cracker B (wrapped individuall), packed in small cartr -s)
Butter or Margarine

MAIN DISH: PLEASE MAKE A FIRST AND SECOND CHOICE AS WE DO Nor ALWAYS
CARRY EACH ENTREE.:

Luncheon Meat
Chicken
Turkey
Rice and Vegetables
Beef (Grass-Fed)
Beef (Grain -Fed)

vEGET-BLEt SORRY, TODAY WE HAVE ONLY CARROTS, BUT YOU MAY CHOOSE
YOUR PREFERRED TYPE:

Fresh Carrots
Dehydrated Carrots
Frozen Carrots
Canned Carrots

Ohl;;XS: PLEASE CHOOSE. A FIRST AND SECOND CHOICE AS WE SOMETIMES RUN
SHl ' OF ONE KIND OF DRINK AT LUNCH;

Sof' )rink (in aluminum can)
Soft Drink (in returnable glass bottle)
Milk (in carton)
Beer (in aluminum can)
Beer (in returnable glass bottle)
'Juice (in returnable glass bottle)

DESSERT: CHOOSE ONE

Apples (homegrown in our restaurant's own garden,
OR store bought)

Walnuts (shelled,
OR unshelled)

lee Cream

SUBTOTAL

DISCOUNT

TOTAL BILL .1.1..
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1 ACTIVITY FIVE * * key
Food Ads-What's in Them for Me

I

Description
The children will make records of the food
ads they see or hear over a specific period
11 tone. They will analyze the ads and then

vale their own food ad, and food-ad
This a( ti vitv incldes a series of

motadrial vserr se', And may take a little
c s r a tr WC to 0,111.1etP.

Related Subjects
Rea hog, Nutriton, t reatis Writing, Drarna,

Objectivee
I, la 'reprove understanding of the role of
adver in Ott so, tot v.

e e ohsersing and r ecord-keeping

i, 1., itt,pi live the lc apactry for ,ncfependenr

4. To use ireativr skills.
S. I a pr a. to 11.1111.1 .1,I1 role pl.iying
ter teirques in front of a large group.

Materials
ifs, impel , ird, her paper dart marking

err of hiackrxhird and r halt,, newspapers
d n,.noz,neS with food ads, chiming paper,
ir.cl pen, Is or other drawing implements,

,diar.a1 - rape re, order and !dm "Seeing
"000gh t ...runet ials, (available from the
',you,. And Pea, ( enter, 1016 N. 19th

Milv..arrke, 9,1 55241).

279

Procedure
1. OptionalShow the film "Seeing through
commercials." Discuss.

2. Explain that this artivity will start the
rhildren thinking about how the food
indntry uses advertising. Ask each child to
fill out the arcompanying chart with a log
of the food ads seen or heard over a
spec [tic period of time. This chart should
.outain the name of prodact advertised, a
description of the product, the company
that sells it, where the ad was found, when
the ad was broadcast or printed, the size or
length of the ad, and brief description of
the ad. Suggested sources: billboards, TV,
radio, newspapers, magazines.

'suggest that everyone pay attention to
the types of people portrayed in different
types of adsfemales, males, children,
adults, aged persons, Blacks, Hispanics,
Asians, Native Americans, Whites.

3. When the children bring back their logs,
have each present his or her findings to the
group. Make a chart on the butcher paper
with name of product, company, and
advertising method. The methods will include
as,iciations with idealized attributes such
as youth, beauty, sexiness; testimonials by
famous persons; presentations on the facts
behind why a product is superior to `iers;
special qualities such as convemen..
newness, or healthfulness; gimmicks sue h as
priies, gifts, coupons; and nonsensical lines
or songs.

t. Drscuss the types of methods the
iffercores found in different media, the

truthfulness of the ads, the types of ads
people think would be effective for
themselves or their families. Also, disc:uss
how different types of people (women,
children, men, aged persons, Blacks,
Hispanics, Asians ...) are represented,
whether the portrayals are truthful, whether
prejudices are shown ...
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J. Optionali
tsplain that the children will be

, menus for one day's meals fur an
tar v family using infot motion in food

ads. D.side the group into teams of two to
lour chili:ten. Ask each team to plan an
imaginary menu on paper using only foods
that were found in arts. The menu should
nulude a full day's meals and snacks. Invite
t',e tea.ns to be creative when designing the
sneak and nut to feel Obligated to present a
balanced nutritious plan (as this will be
very hare with some advertised foods).

(b) Ask each team to also come up with
a short desc.rvion of the imaginary people
for whom this menu is cksigned, based on
the types of people portrayed in the food
ads, to far ther bold on the use of creative
writing yr.' mas want to ask individuals or
teams to write short stories about the
ittaaginars penpk. they have planned menus
for. !hese stories could chronicle the daily

ol they people fe.g., ". Day in the
te

e. ) *Iwo all the menus, des, i,ptions, and
,ho ies ar ,t ten, bring the class back
tagettier. Have vulunteers share their efforts

WI tie gt
(d) how the t)pes At food

ads in t using relate to nutrition. how they
relate to general eating habits of pimple in
!tie I nited States, how eating habits have

aged over the years, and whether
advr i ising has of tested this.

6. I vplain that the students will he
'eating their own food ads. lour will he

iig .ids to on. e people to purchase
ell it iOn, whole foods MO are not often

ads, ti-.ed, so, h as fruits. vegetables, and
who'' grails. Others will win k on truthful
a., ahont products mat are highly

tised, sub hr ealslast cereals, snack
1.,,r1s, or soft drrni.s. Divide the group into

t.f three to foot child. en based on
tie Lines of ads the hit& en want to work
on. h.s. .ms adsortising nertio Is such as

at 'ty N..; uniting. snappy
langoag. and I dust f 16111S.
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7, Make writing and drawing materials
available. Have each team draw one or more
newspaper or magarine ads. Ask the teams
to create one radio ad about food to be
read aloud to the group and one TV ad to
be acted out for the class.

L Share with the wow, Discuss.

9. Journals- Cove children time to put
copies of their ad records, food ad menus,
short stories, and original food ads into
their journals. Ask them to make entries
about the role of food advert sing,

Action Ideas
Write to Action for Children's Television
(a6 Austin Street, Newtonville, MA 02160)
to find out their strategies for improving
the quality of advertising on children's
television. Write complaint letters to
corm' -..es that you think have presented
inn tul advertisements or supportive
letters to ones that seem to use honest
advert I sing.

Modifications
Fur younger students, simplify the
record-keeping by asking children to merely
list the names of the products they see ot
hear advertised. Disc uss the ads as a group,
Omit step S.

I-or older dude:Its, try for a more in-depth
Study of food ads. Assign different students
to different media categories. These could
include two bouts of Saturday morning TV
(this could be broken down so that different
children cover different stations or they
Could choose a combination of statmns), one
Sunday newspaper. three inagaline,
(different ihildrei can be responsible for
specific. categories such as chd.)trn
worm's). s, men's. aew.. )r sportS), or
billhoards. Have <hell a

ategory of ads fei making Vat.,
sure Cm, all that Ow th:Qc
ore 01.:in tan: 0 vcr !nr at lea .1 sn,
st ,.dnt.

`t2 ,5) a



0 i& ELICOND gUllft4
Name of

Ad.,ertised
Food

Type of Food
and Name of

Company

Where
Found

Examples, TV, radio,
billboard, magazine,
newspaper (II TV,
bst when seen)

Brief
Description

Including how women,
children, aged persons,
and people of color
are portrayed

Advertising
Method

Examples, association with
ideal qualities, testimonials
by famous persons, gimmicks,
nonsense words, special
qualities, factual comparisons
to other products

281
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What Path Did My Food Take?
1

Toad rust Ourrfinalose Unit III AS

* useful 1-

DescripUon
St 'dents will create a diagram of the
pr or e sws studied in this unit, tracing the
path of their favorite hsods (rum farm to
Wile. They will write short essays about
the steps studied ui this unit.

Related Subjects
Art, %ming, Nutrition, Science, Music.

Objectives
I. To review concepts learned in this unit.
7. To serve as an evaluation of ,on.lepts
lr it nett iii this
1. I o pr at to r gi aplai ally representing a

4. f o etipi aye %rattly, skills.

Materials
111.1.111). p.tprr, win 1,1 luau, drds41,94
I p,1.11.tIntS. Writing .).tiler, and
pens, 1r pr.. it..

Procedure
1. Sing "The Bread Song," found at the end
of this activity. Discuss.

2. Ask each child to think about her or his
favorite food and the path each of its
ingredients must travel frail where it is
grown to where th food is eaten. Make a
list On the board of the types of
information to include, based on knowledge
gained from the activities in this unit.
Examples: where and by whom the food was
harvested, transpor:ed, processed, packaged,
stored, advertised, sold, and eaten. Describe
the path of one food, perhaps your favorite
one, as an example. A sample diagram is
sin-m.1 at the end of this activity.

T. Distribute materials. Ask each child to
draw, in any style, the path of his or her
fasorite food. Some may want to show all
steps on one piece of paper. Others 'nay
t house to draw each step individually and
annert them later wih tape or by

mounting them on a larger piece of paper.
'Wow tor .is motif freedom and creativity
Js possibl the arrangement of steps :rid
methods of illustrating.

4. In .addi non, ask the Children to write
short essays deist r thing the processes that
take plat r along the path of the food, using
information from all the activit ies of this
taut.

5. When eser yone ;, finished, bring the
grog) hat k together. 11.1Ve vallitoper share
their diagrams with the group. Disc ass.

6. 1nornals Provide time for the children
to put their path diagrams 4fid essays Into
their 101K nab.

T. I valuatuni Ask students to evaluate on
paper what they Irked and disliked and what
was useful or not useful about the at tivitieS
ei this unit. these evaluations should also
hr nlat ed iti the 'nor nals.
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UNIT IV INDUCTION

Why Are
People

Hungry?

u nit IV deals with the root causes of
world /Hinge and iontains some of
the most important aitivities in this

iiirriiiitum. The lessons will help children
creatively explore why people are hungry in
a world of plenty. They will dispel some of
the minor misconceptions surrounding hunger,
showing that hunger is not caused by too
many people or not enough food -- rather,
hunger is a result of human actions leading
to inequalities in the control over
food-producing ref urces. In addition to
teaching the causes of hunger, the variety
of imaginative activities found in llrut IV
will improve children's abilities to think in
an independent manner. Background read ng
for the teacher should include the Food
First "Hunger Is Not a Myth" fact sheet.

UNIT GOAL S
1. Students will improve their capacities for
independent thinking.
2. Children will become familiar with the
i oncept of a root cause of a problem.
3. Students will appreciate the existence of
hunger in a world of plenty.
C. Children will learn that hungei is not
caused by overpopulation or by scarcity.
I. Students will understand that people are
hungry because of inequalities in the control
of food-producing resources.

Activity One
"How Does the World Eat" IS a key a( tivit y
that introduces children to the existence of
hunger through their participation in a game
simulating the distribution of resources to
world population.

Activity Two
"Brainstorming tite Causes of Hunger" is a
useful activity which will stimulate students
to think about the root causes of hunger by
having them practice brainstorming, a
creative group idea-gathering process.

Activity Throe
"Voices from a Bangladeih Village" Is an
important activity that will develop reading
comprehension through the reading of
firsthand accounts of how hunger affects
the lives of villagers in Bangladesh.

Activity Pour
"What Do the Numbers Mean?" is an
important exercise in which children
research and compare population densities to
degrees of hunger in countries around the
world. The exercise will improve analytical
thinking and the ability to read graphs.
white dispelling the myth that
overpopulation causes hungei.
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Activity rive
"Puppet! and Population" is a key lesson
sti,1.ing that ahrldbearmg an be a rational
i.sprise to honor and poverty in some
Part: of tire skut Id. Students will learn to
aPprer fate customs ot a variety of cultures
odu'e Ili ;lig art and drama tet longues
*it). 'tappets.

279

Activity Six
"Scrambled Words" is a useful activity that

f pr ivides clocure and serves as an evaluation
for oon,epts /earned in 1V. 'students
%till Millie analytical thinking to decipher
...rambled words and will pra.t...e writing
skits as they describe that oey hove
teamed about the r eases Of hunger,

rood Tint Ourrtautunt Unit IV InircKluction

Option
1. Let's Cook a Third-World Food. As a
group, prepare and taste a dish prepared
from traditional staple food from somewhere
in the third world. r samples: tortillas and
beans from Latin America, tofu and rice
from Stslitilekt5t \sin, or cassava from
Africa. Find out it there is someone in the
lass whose family originally came from

another part of the world and who would
like to bring in a recipe.

2 (3
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1 ACITVITY ONE
I.

Til

How Does the World Eat?

Description
The group will be divided up int,' sections
simulating world population divisions and
served a snack food divided into portions
proportionate to the control of world
resources.

Related dukiscis
Nutrition, Social Studies, Geography.

Objectives
1. To develop an appreciation for the
widespread existence of hunger in a world
of bountiful resources, and to understand
that scarcity is net the rouse of hunger.
2. TO become more inquisitive about the
dllSeS of hunger.

3. To become familiar with the inequality
of distribution of resources.

Material/
sSoricl ,nap, and enough of a nutritious snack
food to provide every person with a
generous snack portion. Examples: graham
roc kers, fruit slices, peanuts, popcorn,

r

Procedure

Note: This activity requires sensitivity on
the part of the teacher.

1. In advance, obtain the snack food and
divide it up in the appropriate portions
simulating world resource distribution. Start
with a more than generous portion for each
child. Plan to divide the food so that
roughly one quarter of the participants will
receive either some crumbs or nothing,
roughly one quarter will receive a very
small portion, roughly one quarter will
receive a moderate portion, and roughly one
quarter will receive a very large portion.
Within the last group you may want to
subdivide so that one or two children have
even larger portions than the others.

Example: For a group of 24, start with
24 medium- to large-sized apples cut into
quarters, for a total of 96 slices.

6 persons (25%) will recei e nothing or
crumbs

6 persons (25%) will receive one slice
each

6 persons (25%) will receive three
slices each

5 persons (22%) will receive ten slice
eat h

I person (I%) will receive 25 slices
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2. Explain to the group that you are going
to serve a simulation snack that reflects
how much people around the world get to
(.41. Ask for discussion on the children's
ideas on the distribution of food in the
worldhow many people go hungry and
where they live. Do not let individuals or
groups of individuals pretend they represent
a particular country.lt is iranportant to stress
that, while the distribution of the snack
represents global food distribution, there are
hungry people and well-fed people in
virtually every country.

3. Ask the participants not to eat until
told to do so. Distribute the snack randomly
so that children receiving large portions are
close to children receiving small portions
and to those receiving nothing.

t, explain how the distribution corresponds
to that in the real world. In some countries,
sat ti as the tr.'s., there are a few very rich
per,ons, many middleincume persons, and a

number of poor persons who often
hangry. In wine i ountrIeSi SU( h as

s.eden, almost everyone has a
puddle-income levet and no one goes hungry.
In some c ountr ies, UM i, as India, most of
ine people are poor and often hungry, but
there are a few rich persons and a few
oodole-1111 user' persons. In souse countries,
sum li as the People's Republic of China,
al.ost all of the people have low to middle
in, omes, out no one goes hungry.

sllow the children to ream t to the
sit aot ion. Let the group try to wilt k out
.....ether it would like to distribute the loud
..ot Ian ly or to eat it ,is is. If they
I...ow to change the distiibution, let them

its to .ralesign a fait 'De thud in their own

Veal first eturisultua %MIMI 111.

way. This should be an extremely difficult
task. The purpose Jf this is to give students
a feel for how hard it is for people of the
wo,;(1 to negotiate fair solutions to
problem:

Notes if your group has had a lot of
experience working together and
cooperating, you may choose to not allow
discussions on redistribution of the snack. If
this step is done quickly and easily, it
would negate the realism of this simulation
of the inequalities in the world.

3. Allow the children to eat. Explain the
fact that the world produces enough to feed
every child, woman, and man the equivalent
in calories to what the average person in
the U.S. eats every day. Discuss the
processhow it relates to the real world
and relationships among countries, how the
children with the biggest portions feel, how
the children with the smallest portions feel,
how the real world might be able to
equalize the availability of food, and how
the distribution of food compares to the
children's previous ideas discussed in Step 2.

6. Make It clear to the children that the
inequalities in food distribution exist here in
the United States and Canada as well as in
other parts of in the world. Discuss the
existence of hunger in your area, the
children's experiences with hungry people,
the possible causes of hunger, and possible
solutions.

7. .TournalsAllow the children to make
journal entries on how it felt to he a part
of the simulation, and about the existence
of hunger in a world of plenty.

288-
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t ACTIVITY Two * useful

Brainstorming the Causes
of Hunger

Description
The group will do a brainstorming exercise
on the causes of hunger.

Related Sualeets
''ocial Studies, Nutrition.

Otdectins
I. To stimulate the children to think about
the causes of world hunger.
2. To give students practice in the process
of brainstorming for generating ideas.
3. To help children understand the concept
of a root cause of a situation.
4. To demonstrate prior conceptions of the
rauses of hunger.

Materials
butcher paper and marking pen.

2b9

ye

Prooedure
1. Explain to the group that you will be
using the process of brainstorming to come
up with a list of possible causes of world
hunger.

Brainstorming is a process of gaup idea
gathering that stimulates creative Winking.
Group members take turns throwing out any
and all thoughts that come to mind on a
subject while one person records all the
ideas. There are no right or wrong answers
at this stage. Ideas that may seem to be
ridiculous often are the ones that stimulate
the best ideas in the end. No one is allowed
to criticize any of the Ideas. This
encourages a free flow of ideas that often
leach to a better final product than any
other method of idea gathering. When
everyone has run out of ideas, the group
looks over the list and discusses the
possibilities, trying to choose the best, most
correct, or most practical idea.

2. Ask someone to be the recorder. Every
idea should be recorded on the butcher
paper. Choose a process that gives all
persons a chance to present their ideas but
prevents two or more persons from speaking
at one time. Begin the brainstorming by
asking for the group's Ideas on the causes
of world hunger. Explain that the goals are
to show what the prior conceptions about
hunger are and to stimulate thinking about
world hunger. Future activities will show
what the causes really are.

3. When all the ideas have been thrown
out, ask the group to think about why the
ideas listed exist. Explain the meaning of a
root cause of a situation. A root cause is
an underlying factor thr: lies at the
foundation of a probleri.

Examples:
e ProblemA boy has trouble doing math

problems In school. CauseTiredness,
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sleepiness. Root causeThe boy's parents
often have loud parties that last until late
at night, preventing the boy from getting a
good night's sleep.

Problem - -A girl cannot answer
questions about a story the class was given
to read. Cause- -She cannot read well
enough to understand the story. Root
causeThe girl has a sight disorder that has
nut been detected which prevents her from
seeing the words and letters clearly.

. Continue the brainstorming session by
asking the children to contribute possible
root causes related to the ideas listed on
the butcher paper. Record ideas from this
second round in another column. Afterwards,
have volunteers draw lines to connect the

rood Ilril Curriculum tali IV Al

root causes with the appropriate ideas on
the first brainstorming list. This step can be
done individually as a homework exercise by
having the children copy the list of causes
onto one column of a piece of paper. On a
second column they should list root causes.

3. Discuss. See if there is any consensus on
which of the ideas listed might be the most
important in causing hunger.

Note: Save the results of this
brainstorming session for discussion after
completing Unit V.

6. JournalsAllow time for children to
make journal entries about brainstorming,
root causes, and the causes of world
hunger.

CAs/SES OF WORLD tlinic,E,1

38-561 0 84 19
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I ACTIVITI MUM * * Important -HT

I Voices from a Bangladesh Village
PP)

Deseription
Students will read descriptions of persons
living in rural Bangladesh and discuss how
hunger affects these people.

Italidad Ilutdocda
Reading, Vocabulary, Geography, Nutrition,
Communication Skills.

Objectives
1. To become familiar with hunger's effect
on many of the people of the world.
2. To increase awareness of the inequalities
of control over land and other
food-producing resources.
3. To improve reading comprehension.
4. To practice communications skills
necessary to report to a large group.
5. To build vocabulary.
6. To gain knowledge of conditions in
Bangladesh.

Materials
Copies of "Shah* Paikur: Landlord,
Merchant, and Moneylender," "Abu and
Sharifa: Poor Peasants," and "Hari and
Komla: Landless Laborers"--enough for one
third of the class to receive each one,
copies for everyone, or a transparency for
an overhead projector of "The Five Classes
of Bangladesh Villagers"; paper: pencils; and
a world map.

The handouts are excerpted from
Needless Hungers Voices from a Bangladesh
Village by Betsy Hartmann and James Boyet
(San Francisco: Institute for Food and
Development Policy, 1980).

291.

Promotion
I. Explain to the group that you will be
studying hunger in a Bangladesh village. Ask
a volunteer to find Bangladesh on the world
map. Discuss what the children know about
this country.

2. Distribute the handout, "The Five Classes
of Bangladesh Villagers," or show the
transparency on the projector. Go over it
with the grow.

I. Divide the grow Into three teams. Team
I will read "Shah* Paikur," Team 2 will be
responsible for "Abu and Sharlfa," and Team
3 for "Hari and Komia." Each team will
read and discuss Its description and then be
responsible for telling the rest of the group
about the persons described. Distribute
copies of the handouts appropriate for each
team.

4. Allow time for everyone to read the
descriptions. Answer questions if necessary.
You may want to have the grow read
together the three descriptions before
breaking ias Into teams to answer the
questions and prepare reports.

5. When everyone has firished reading,
distribute writing materials as needed. Have
the teams meet to quietly discuss their
descriptions. They should plan and prepare a
team report based on the questions with the
stories. Or you may want to have
individuals work by themselves to prepare
answers to the questions.

6. When the reports are ready, bring the
group back together. Start the discussion
with Shaha Palkur. Have volunteers take
turns presenting Information aosut Shahs
Paikur. Next have Team 2 volunteers
present information about Abu and Sharifa.
Then have Team S volunteers report on Hari
and Komia. Discuss the different characters,
their lives, their work, how their lives
relate to each other's, how the stories



compare to those that might be written
about villagers In other places around the
world, and what group members have
learned about hunger.

7. Journals -- Provide time for the children
to put the descriptions into their journals

285
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and to make entries on how hunger affeCtS
people In a Bangladesh village.

Modifications
For younger students, read the three stories
aloud and work out the answers together as
a group.

Yive 01811141i of illanglatiesh Villages

Based on their different relationships to the
land, the villagers of Bangladesh fall into
five basic classes;

I. Landlords do not work on the land
themselves, except sometimes to supervise
their workers. Instead they hire labor or let
nut land to sharecroppers.

2. Rich peasants work in the fields but
nave more land than they can cultivate
alone. They gain most of their income from
lands they cultivate with hired labor or
share :Topper S.

3. Middle peasants come closest to our
image of the sell-sufficient small farmer.
They earn their livings mainly by working
thee own land, though at times they may

work for others or hire others to work for
them.

4. Poor peasants own a little land, but
not enough to support the.aselves. They earn
their livings mainly by v.,orking as
sharecroppers or wage laborers.

3. Landless laborers own no land except
for their house sites, and sometimes not
even that. Lacking draft animals and
agricultural tools, they seldom ran work as
sharecroppers, and must depend upon wages
for their livelihoods.

A villager in Katni once said, "Without
land, there is no security." Indeed, without
land there is often no food.

292
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Shahs Paikur lives with his four wives in a
cement house In Dosutari, a village adjoining
Katni. He is typical of the local merchants,
for he is also a landlord and moneylender.
He deals in jute, rice and mustard seed, and
his warehouse is large enough to hold the
produce of many local peasants as well as
that of his own extensive landholdings.
When he sells his jute, a caravan of 30
oxcarts carries it to town. Villagers often
speculate about his riches, and some claim
he buries gold in his courtyard.

Shahs Palkur's moneylending has earned
him an unsavory reputation.

"Shahs Is clever," a neighbor explains.
"When a man falls on hard times, Shahs
offer* money. He acts so friendly, 'You
have no rice? You have no clothes? Here,

I. Who is described in this story?

R WAN

take this! You can pay me back at harvest
time.'

"Men are weak. They know they
shouldn't tale his money, but they thinks
'Let me eat today. Let the future bring
what it may.' !.. harvest time Shahs is
back, demanding payment in rice at half the
market rate. When a man cannot repay,
Shaba takes his land--he never lends money
to a landless man."

"I vow the Jute In Shaha's warehouse,"
said one middle peasant. "Without me, where
would he be? What do I get for my labor?
Worn hands, aching muscles, and lust enough
to eat so that I can live to work another
day. Meanwhile Shahs sits and eats, and
counts his money."

2. Which of the five classes of Bangladesh villagers do the persons fit Into?

3. How do they make their living?

4. How much land do they own?

3. Would you describe them as wealthy, poor, or In between? Why?

6. Are they hungry? Why or why not?

7. What is the most interesting thing you learned about these persons?

293
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Abu and Sheila live with their six children
in a one-room bamboo house with broken
walls and a leaky straw roof. They are poor
peasants, and year by year they are
becoming poorer.

Today Abu and Shards own less than
one-fifth of an acre of land. Most of this is
mortgaged to Mahmud Hazi, a local landlord.
Until Abu repays his debt, he must work his
own land as a sharecropper, giving Mahmud
Hazi half the crop. "I can't even earn
enough to feed my family," he says, "let
atone enough to pay off the mortgage."

Sharecropping is difficult. "When I work
for wages," he explains, "at least we have
rice, even if it's not enough to fill our
stomachs. But I don't eat from my
sharecropping until the harvest. To plow the

I. Who is described in this story?

POOR

Peed PIM °ordeals* WWI re
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land I have to rent oxen from a neighbor.
plowing his land for two days In exchange
for one day's use of his animals. In this
country a man's labor Is worth half as much
as the labor of a pair of Cowsl"

When Sharifa can find work husking rice,
she usually receives only a pound of rice
for a day's labor. Often she cannot find
employment. "If we had land I would always
be busy," she says. She unwraps a piece of
betel nut from the corner of her sari.
"Without this we poor people would never
survive. Whenever I feel hungry I chew
betel nut and It helps the pain in my
stomach. I can go for days without food.
Its only worrying about the children that
makes me thin."

1. Which of the five classes of Bangladesh villagers do the persons fit into?

3. How do they make their living?

4. How much land do they own?

S. Would you describe them as wealthy, poor, or In between? Why?

6. Are they hungry? Why or why not?

7. What is the most interesting thing you learned about these persons?

..........
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"Between the mortar and the pestle, the
chili cannot last. We poor are like chills.
Each year we are ground down a little
more, until there is nothing left of us."

These are the words of Hari, a Hindu
landless laborer who lived In Katni with his
wife Komla, their three young children, and
a niece whose parents died in the 1974
famine. Their house consisted of a packed
mud floor, a sagging straw root and walls
made of a few dried palm leaves hanging
from bamboo poles. Inside there was no
furniture. Hari did not even own the land
on which the house was built.

In the autumn of 1970, Hari and Komla
came lace-to-lace with famine. "I had no
work, and we had nothing to eat," Hari
recalled. "We begged from house to house,
but no one had much to give. One day when
I went to town, I saw people fighting over
the intestines of a thicken. I saw people
selling their children in the baaaar."

"Later the government set up a gruel

1. Who is described in this story?

DLE LAKORER

kitchen in the town. One day I went with
m, brother Klrct. We waited all day, and
each got one coil (a piece of unleavened
bread). Who can live on one roti a day? I
decided I would rather die here than in
town. My wife at,d I collected wild greens
and roots, and when we weren't looking for
food, we slept. When the children's cries
woke us, we went out again to search for
food. Kirot and his wife died at the gruel
kitchen. That's why their daughter Gopi
lives with us now."

The famine had passed by the time we
arrived in Katni, but Hari and Komla were
still living dangerously close to the margin.
During the planting and harvesting of the
crops they could find work, but in the slack
seasons they often went for days without a
decent meal. Hari's health slowly
deteriorated. He was trapped in a vicious
Cycles without work he could not eat, not
eating made him weak, and because he was
weak, employers did not want to hire him.

2. Which of the five classes of Bangladesh villagers do the tersons fit into?

3. Hnw do sy make their living?

4. How much land do they own?

3. Would you describe them as wealthy, poor, or in between? Why?

4. Are they hungry? Why or why not?

1. What Is the most interer'ng thing you learned about these persons?

2t5
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ACTIUM POUR * * impertant,

What Do the Numbers Mean?
.1.. 4T------"*"

Description
The children will read charts and prepare
their own graphs comparing hunger and
Population density.

Relate Subjects
Mathematic., Nutrition, Health, Geography.

Ott jectives
1. To understand that *overpopulation" does
not cause hunger through learning that
population density and hunger are not
correlated.
2. To become familiar with the concept of
infant mortality, a sign of the prevalence of
hunger and malnutrition.
3. To improve the ability to read and
analyze charts.
. To develop graphing skills.
5. To increase awareness of global
geography.
6. Optionalto become aware of the
difference between correlation and
causation.

Materials
World map, colored pencils, pencils, and
copies for everyone of graph worksheets
comparing population density and infant
mortality.

Procedure
1. Explain that the class will be doing an
exercise on population and hunger. Discuss
whether any children think that hunger Is
caused by too many people. Explain that
this is a very common belief in the U.S. and
that you will be working through an
exercise to show whether this is true or

Discuss the meaning of infant mortality.
This is a statistic that is frequently used to
indicate how much hunger exists in an area.
Infant mortality represents the annual
number of deaths per 1,000 Uve births of
infants under one year of age. Malnourished
and hungry infants and those born to
malnourished and hungry mothers are much
more likely to die than are well fed babies.
Diseases are more likely to strike
undernourished babies, and once afflicted
with a disease, undernourished babies are
more likely to die. Thus, hunger is a major
underlying cause of infant mortality.

Make sure that everybody understands
tl.at a infant mortality rate means
there is lots of hunger. A low infant
mortality rate means hunger is not
widespread. Rates of 25 or below can be
considered low. Rates of 75 or above can
Ix considered hie. Rates of 26 to 74 can
be considered moderate. Hunger is commonly
found in areas where the infant mortality
rate is above the low range of 0 to 25.

2. Discuss the concept of population
density.

The population density figures shown in
this activity refer to the number of people
per hectare of permanently cropped and
arable land. One hectare 2.5 acres. This is
approximately the size of a football field.
Permanently cropped land has crops whirls
occupy the land for long periods and do not
need to be replanted every year. Arable
land includes land that is used for
temporary crops, temporary meadows, market
and kitchen gardens, and temporarily idle
land. 4

296
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Make sure that everybody understands
population density. Some countries have
many people and a small amount of farmland
( exampiei the Netherlands). Some countries
have very fe.v people and much farmland
( examplei Australia). A population density of
2 or below can be considered low. A
density of 7 or above can be considered
high. Densities of 3 to 6 can be considered
moderate.

.3. Distribute the graph worksheets and
writing materials as needed. Go over the
information about the countries that are
already plotted on the graph. Show the
children how to plot the information from
the chart onto the graph on the worksheet.
Each country's point could be plotted in a
different color. Underneath the graph the
name of the country should be written out
and the color used for It should be shown.
Show what the graph would look like if
population and hunger wore positively
correlated. A sample graph is shown at the
end of this activity.

There are several ways to have a group
work through this exerciser as a group, in
teams of two to four children, or as
individuals.

4. When the graphs are completed, bring
the group back together. Discuss the graphs,
the countries where many people go hulffy,
the countries where population is dense, and
whether hunger and population density are
related.

3. OptionalDiscuss the differences between
correlation and causation. Correlation means
that the incidence of two factors is related
in some way. 11 one of the factors causes
the other one, the two will be positively
correlated. If the two things are correlated,

however, one does not necessarily cause the
other. You may want to come up with a list
of pairs of factors. Write them on the
board and have the children decide whether
each pair is correlated and if so, whether
one could cause the other. You may want
to have the children wilte their own
examples.

Examplesi
Freckles are found most often in

people aged 5 to 12. Measles occur most
often in people aged S to 12. Freckles and
measles are correlated. Freckles do not
cause measles. Measles does not cause
freckles. se

it snows more in Maine in the winter
than in Florida. It is colder in Mahe in the
winter than in Florida. Snow and cold are
correlated. Cold is one of the factors
causing snow.

The density of population varies a lot
from country to country. There are hungry
people in some countries but not in others.
Population density and hunger are not
correlated. Population density does not
necessarily cause hunger. Hunger does not
necessarily cause population density.

6. JournalsAllow time for the children to
put their charts and graphs into their
Journals and make entries about population
and hunger.

Xoditicatlons
For younger students, do the graphing and
answer questions together as a group.

For older students, have them graph
additional points from the extended
population density list included here. Ask
for individual research reports on some of
the countries.

2 9'?
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Population Density and Infant Mortality in Selected Countries *

Continent Population** Infant l*
and Country Density [tanking Vicriiiity Benicia/

North America
Canada less than 1 low 12 low
U.S.A. I low 13 low

Central America
Mexico 4 moderate 70 moderate
Guatemala 4 moderate 76 high
Cuba 1 moderate 23 low
Puerto Rico 21 high 20 low
El Salvador 7 high 51 moderate
Haiti 6 high 110 high

South America
Brazil 3 moderate 64 moderate
Argentina I low 66 moderate
Chile 2 low 40 moderate

Europe
Sv.eden 3 moderate 8 low
United Kingdom 8 high 14 low
Poland 2 low 22 low
the Netherlands

16 hmoitel

10 low
France 3 moderate 1I low
West Germany 8 high 15 low
East Germany 3 moderate 13 low

Asia
Israel 9 high IS low
Bangladesh 9 high 153 high

People's Republic of China 9 high 56 moderate
Japan 23 high $ low
India 4 moderate 134 high

Saudi Arabia 7 moderate 150 high

Afghanistrn 3 moderate 226 high

Sri Lanka 7 high 42 moderate
The Philippines 6 moderate $0 high

E urasia
U.S.S.R.l I low 31 moderate

Africa
Egypt 14 high 90 moderate
Nigeria 3 moderate 157 high

Ethiopia 2 low 162 high

Zimbabwe 3 moderate 129 high

Sudan 2 low 141 high

Guinea-Bissau 2 low 208 high

Somalia 3 moderate 177 high

Zaire 4 moderate 160 high

South Africa 2 low 97 moderate

Australia
Australia less than I low 12 low

Figures for this chart were taken from the 1979 FAO Production Yearbook of the
United Nations Food and Agriculture Organization and from the "1980 World Population
Data Sheet" of the Population Reference Bureau (Washington, DC).
**Number of people per hectare of permanently cropped and arable land.
"Annual number of deaths per 1,000 live births to infants under the age of one year.
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POPULATION DENSITY: People per hectare of farmland

INFORMATION FOR 6 VAN%

1

Continent Continent
and Country Density 1MR*Coior and Country Density. lAiltaCofor

North America Asia
I. U.S.A. I 13 S. dangladesti 9 153
Central America 6. Japan 33 8

2. Guatemala 4 76 Africa
Europe 7. Ethiopia 2 162
3. Poland 2 ?2 South America
4. France 3 II b. brazil 3 64
Additional Countries Additional Countries

Number of people per hectaie of permanently cropped and arable land.

Annual number of deaths per 1,000 live births to infants under the age of one year.
. ..._ ...
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CORMISEEINV (WeggilingS)
1. Which country has the highest infant mortality rate?

2. V ich country has the lowest infant mortality rate?

3. 'Which country has the highest population density?

4. Which country has the lowest population density?

S. W' ich countries have high infant mortality rats and high density?

6. Which countries have low infant mortality rates and high density?

7. Which countries have high infant mortality rates and low density?

4. Which countries have low infant mortality rates and low density?

SAMPLE GRAPH

If hunger and population were positively
correlated, the graph would look something
like this

MN NON
Slummill

41111111111111
pommememoympM

111.411111.111:
1111111111111:111

PONLATION DENSITY

t goes there seem to be a pattern between the two numbers? if so, the points you plotted
.would look something like a line. Or do the numbers seem unrelated? if so, the points on
the graph will be in all different places.

300
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ACTIVITY FIVE * * key

Puppets and Population

Description
The children will create their own puppets
of members ol families from different parts
of the world and will contribute to puppet
show stories explaining why families around
the world decide to have ur not to have
babies.

Related ilublects
Drama, Reading, Art, Cieugraphy.

Objectives
1. To learn that overpopulation is not the
rause of hunger; rat .er, it is an effect of
hunger aid poverty.
2. To understand that bearing children is a
rational response to poverty and hunger in
many parts of the world.
3. To appreciate the variety of lifestyles in
different cultures.
Y. To practice art techniques in creating
puppets.
S. To develop drama skills through
puppetry.
6. To increase geographic understanding of
the location of countries around the world.

Xaferlala
Magazines and books with pictures of people
trom Asia, Latin America, Africa, Europe
(suggested source of materials: U.S.
Committee for UNICEF, 331 E. 33th Street,
New York, NY 10016), world map, copies for
everyone of one of the puppet show script
starters (see Step I when deciding how
many of cads script are necessary),
puppet-making materials. (There are many
ways to make puppets and any way will do
for this activity. Materials could include
scissors, glue, paper bags, crayons or other
coloring implements, felt, yarn, string,
colored paper, pins, buttons, socks, needles
and thread.)

301

Procedure

Note: This activity requires a lot of
direction from the teacher and takes a
considerable amount of time to complete.
However, the concepts taught (see
Objectives I and 2) are extremely
important.

I. Explain that the children will be making
puppets to represent members of families
around the world. Discuss the students'
ideas on why parents plan to have children.
Have the students choose the area of the
world for which they would like to make
puppets. Divide the class into teams of two
or three children. Each team will create a
pair of puppets or three puppets to be the
characters of one puppet show skit based on
the life of one family from one region of
the world. Make sure that there is at least
one team designing puppets for each region
for which there is a sample script starter.
Each team can plan by itself which
characters its members will make. You may
choose to omit the puppet-making and have
the children act out the skits.

Distribute copies of the script starters
to the appropriate teams. If the group is
large, you may choose to give the same
script to more than one team. Or you may
want to have larger numbers of people on
each team.

2. Have the book and magazine pictures
available. Distribute the puppet-making
materials. Explain the puppet-making
instructions. These will vary depending upon
the materials chosen. Paper bag puppets are
usually the quickest. Construction paper,
yarn, or string can be glued to the bags to
create facial features and clothing. Marking
pens or crayons can be used to draw on
additional detaik. Provide time for the
children to make the puppets.

3. When everyone is finished, set up a
puppet stage. This can sit on a table or
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desk top.

4. As group leader you may want to begin
the puppet show skits and then allow the
chilcken to core behind the stage and take
control of the puppets once the skit is in
progress. Or the children may be able to
start the skits by themselves. Use your
judgment.

Use the scripts as starters. These will
lay the groundwork for the stories and put
across the most important information about
why families plan to have babies. Strongly
encourage creativity within the skits. Team
members should feel free to let their
imaginations go, adding characters and lines
to each skit.

S. When a puppet show skit is over or
starts to drag, Start another skit. Have
another team come to the stage and begin a
ne. story about a family in a different part
of the world.

6. Repeat until everyone has had a chance
to participate and you have presented skits
on all the major regions.

7. Discuss the puppet show skits, how
families differ around the world in size,
traditions, and lifestyles, how families are
similar, why families plan to have babies,
why poor parents in many ts of the
world need to have large families, why
people in other parts of the worlu usually
ha..: small families, and whether males are
treated differently than females in the
different areas of the world.

3ournalsProvide time for the students
to put thek scripts in their journals and to
make entries on why people have children.

71godificatkes
For younger students, limit the activity to
two scripts, numbers two and four. Read
the scripts together as a group before
making a puppet show.

For older students, ask individuals to do
research on the five countries other than
the United States presented in these scripts
or on other countries around the world and
to prepare reports on lite in these
countries.

302
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Setting: Hut in a rural village in Nigeria.
Characters: Mother and Daughter.

Mothers Hello. I am 33 years old. I have
been married since I was 15. I have five
children. Here is my daughter, Kawe. She is
ten years old.

Daughter: Hello, Mother. Have you any work
for me to do?

Mother: Yes, Kawe. Perhaps you could help
me pound this grain into meal so that we
can have it for dinner tonight. We must
have this done before the men come back
from their work.

Daughteri (pounding the grain by hand)
Mother, whatever became of Father's first
wife?

Ms I do not know, Kawe. She left this
village in disgrace when your father
divorced her.

Di Why did he divorce her?

M: Because she did not bear a child during
the first two years of their marriage. In our
society, a childless person is to be despised.
Clukten prove that a marriage is
successful. I have helped your father

become well respected in this village
because I have borne five children. We are
especially lucky since three of them have
been boys. I am pregnant again now.

Di Why is It important to have boy
children?

Ms Children are very valuable to our family.
As we grow older we will depend on the
work of our children to support, feed, and

clothe us. Male children are especially
important because boys can earn more
money at jobs than girls can. We are poor
and need all the money we can earn so that
we all may eat.

DI My brothers are all at school now,
learning skills like reading and writing. Will
that help them to get jobs to help support
you when you get old?

Ms Yes.

Di I bet I could learn those things just as
well as they can.

Mi I'm sure you could, Kawe. You are a
bright girl. But then who would he me
farm the fields, pound the grain, and fetch
the water? Besides, girh cannot get hired
for the same paying jobs that boys can in
this area.

3
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Setting: Home in a aural town in India.
Characters: Mother and Son.

Son: My name is 3a:winder. I live with my
mother, my father, my grandmother, and my
tour sisters. I am seven years old. Two of
my sisters are older than I am. Two we
younger.

Mother+ Hello, my son.

Sons Hello, Mother. Hrs.++ are you feeling?

Mother: I am not very well. I feel a little
weal + and dizzy. It is hard to be pregnant
and carrying another child when there is so
much work for me to do. Lately, there
never seems to be enough food for me to
feel strong and full after you and your
father have eaten. There is not much left
tor me.

S: Why do you feed my father and me
before you and my sisters eat?

Ms because that is the custom. You we the
most honored member of the family since
you are a male child. It is irnpoi tant that
you are healthy and strong. Soon you will
be helping to earn money for the family and

then times will be a little easier for us.

Si I see, Mother. Do you think this baby
will live? The last two babies you had
never made it to see their first birthday.

Mi I do not know, Jaswincler, but I hope so.
Because it is so easy for babies to die here
I must have many Children to be sure that
there will be sr:viral males who live to
strong and healthy. In order for our family
to be secure in our old age we wiU need to
have several sons to earn money and take
Care of us.

Si Don't you love your daughters, too?

MI Oh, yes. I lave my daughters! Sons in
our society are important because they keep
the father's name going and can bring fame
and fortune to a family that girls we not
allowed to.

Si Someone said that in the cities soine
girls go to school and even work in
factories and hospitals. Is this true?

M: Yes. I have heard that too. But for
now, girls in our small village cannot think
of doing these things.

304
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Settings An apartment in an urban area in
the People's Republic of China.
Cho/rectors *de and Husband.

*lies Hello. My name is Mei-Ling. I am n
years old. My husband's name is Liu. We
have been married for one year.

Husbands Hello, Mei-Ling. How are your
patients at the hospital?

Wiles Most of them are doing very well,
which pleases me. I just found out today
that my trip to the countryside to doctor
the peasants will take place in tw. months.
I will serve in the country as a doctor for
one year and then return to the city.

Husbands I will miss you while you are
away. I wish the government did not want
you to go and me to stay and work at the
factory making clothes. We have loved each
other for many years, but our fellow
community members did not approve of our
marrying until one year ago. There are not
many doctors it the countryside, so I know
you will be much needed to he with the
health of the people there.

Ws Yes, Liu. I will be proud to go serve,
although I will miss you. 3irit think, before
the Revolution of 1949, the poor peasants
had no doctors and almost no medical care.
And many of them went hungry. My
grandmother has told me that many people
were miserable.

Hi Yes. Life must have been very hard
then. Families tried to have many children
so that the young could provide the old
with old age security.

Ws Now the government assures
everybody of food, clothing, and health
care. We do not need to have very large
families, and our communities try to cause
people to have small families to make the
population smaller. That is why we waited
to marry.

Hi That is true. but I would like to have a
child or two to make our family more
complete. What do you think?

Ws I would, too. 1 wish we could start our
family now, instead of waiting until I come
back from serving in the country.

305
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Setting: suburban area in Sweden.
Characters: Mother and Son.

Mother, I am 34 years old. My husband and
1 hart one child. My son's name is San
(pronounced Yon). He is II years old. I am
meeting him at his school to take him to
his ice hockey team practice.

Son: Hello, Mother. Did you just come from
working?

Mothers Hello, Jan. Yes, I did. The
laboratory I work in wet very busy today.
Have you been waiting long?

Sons No, only for a little while. Some of
the other kids and I were talking about the
future and what we would like to do when
we grow older.

Mt What would you like to do, 3an?

5: I'm not sure. I might like to be an ice
hockey player. Or I might like to work for .
the government and he people like some
of the officials we learned about in school.

You know, I really liked the actors and
dancers we saw In the play at the theater
last weekend. Maybe I would Re to be one
ci them. Do you suppose I could take dance
lessons?

Mt I think so, 3an, It you would like to,
let's tab( with your fathet this evening
when he comes home from his office.

Ss Some of the boys in my class have big
families witii n.sny brothers and sisters. How
come Father ..nd you just have me?

Mt *ell, your father and I both are very
involved in our careers. I do research on
cancer at the University Laboratories and
your father is an editor at a magazine.
Having many children often means that one
or both of the patents must give up much
work time to help raise the children. Also,
both our lobe have pension funds. We know,
too, that the Swedish government has a
social security system that will care for us
when we get older if we have no money.
We will not have to depend on our children
to support us in our old age.

38-561 0 84 20 306
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PUPPETS AND POPULATION

Settings A small house in * rural area of
Mexico.
Characters Mother and Daughter.

Daughter: My name is Maria. I am le years
old. Next week I will be married to Carlos,
who lives in my village. He is IS years old.
I bve him.

Mothers Hello, Maria. Are you dreaming
about your wedding again?

Daughter: Yes, *ohs. I was thinking about
the type of family Carlos and I will have. I
think he would like to have a large family.
Sometimes I think I might like to have only
a few children to that I might spend some
time doing the pottery that I love to do. It
seems that you spend all of your time
working to take care of your five children
and my grandparents.

Mother: Yes, I must work day and night to
feed and care for you, your three brothers,
your sister, your father, and your father's
parents. I am 311 years old now and very
tired. Soria, you must be careful that you

do not anger your husband by talking of
having a small family, U he does not want
that. In ow society It has always been the
man's choice of how many children to have
in a family.

Di Hut that is changing a little now.
Especially in the cities and for the people
who rrove to the U.S.

Ms Still, you must be carefuL The law is
still written saying that a husband can
divorce a wife if SAO does not produce a
son with him.

Di That does not seem fair. It is not
necessarily the wife's fault lf there are no
sons. That's what we learned in school.

PA: No, but our society has traditions.
besides, when you live in the country it Is
very useful to have a large family so that
there are many people to labor in the fields
at harvest time and bring in money for the
family. And, of course, no matter how many
children you have you will bve all of them
dearly.
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Setting: A small house in a city in the U.S.
Characterm Sister and Brother.

Brother (IU years oldk Hey, Susan, when do
you think Mother will be home from work?

Sister (12 years oldh I don't know, Billy.
Probably she's going to be late tonight. It's
the holiday season and salespeople need to
work late at department stores.

Brother' I'm hungry.

Sister: *ell, we could try to cook something
ourselves for Mother and Father when they
come home.

Brother: Some of the kids in my class at
school say that in their families both of the
parents do not work at the same time. They
say they get to see them more of the time.

Sz I know. It's the same in my class. Mother
once told me that she wished she did not
have to work so many hours. Sne said that
Father and she used to think they could
work it out so that they both would not

work full time at the same time. They
wanted to have lots of kids and spend lot
of time with the family.

B: *hat happened?

Si Mother says it costs so much money to
bee these days that both Father and she
ha.e to mirk full time Just to pay for our
fcod and clothes and the house and stuff.

B: Oh, I guess maybe that means we never
will have baby brothers and sisters.

Si I guess not. I guess parents who work In
stores and factories cannot have lots of
children like our ancestors did who owned a
farm.

8: Yeah. Form kids helped on the farm.
There's not much we can do to help with
money.

5: *ell, we could at least try to help
around the house. Maybe we should try to
make some food for dinner tonight.

308
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Scrambled Words

Deseriplion
The children will unscramble letters to make
words. They will write sentences and
paragraphs using the words, based on
concepts learned from this unit.

Belated 1111141111ta
Vocabulary, Language Arts, Nutrition,
Social Studies.

Objectless
I. To serve as an evaluation of concepts
learned in this unit.
2. To review concepts used in this unit.
3. 1 o practice analytical' thinking.
4. To utilize writing skills.

Martial'
Copies for each student of a worksheet
with the scrambled words printed on it,
paper, and pens or pencils.

309
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Procedure
1. In advance, make worksheets with
scrambled words on them. You may want to
ask each child to submit one scrambled
word that pertains to activities in this unit.
de sure to make the list representative of
the words and ideas you explored in your
classroom.

2. Distribute copies of the scrambled-words
worksheet to all. work together through a
couple of examples. Explain that each group
of letters can be turned into a word that
relates to the lessons learned about why
people are Hungry.

Each person should unscramble each word
and write a sentence or two about It. If a
person sees a relationship between two
words, the person may use both words in
the same sentence or pair of sentences.
After unscrambling all the words, each child
Should write a one or two-paragraph essay
discussing why people are hungry. They
should use as many as possible of the
unscrambled words. The paragraphs should
use information learned during this unit.

3. Allow the children a choice of whether
to work individually or in pairs. Ask them
to complete the worksheets.

4. Afterwards, go over the words and
sentence. Discuss how they relate to why
people we hungry.

3. JournalsProvide time for students to
put their worksheets in their journals.

6. EvaluationDiscuss as a group or ask
individuals to write down what was useful
in the activities in this unit, which
activities they liked, and which ones they
disliked.

notlifisation*
For younger students, use simpler list of
words such as land, food, farm, eat, rich,
poor, hunger, baby, world, die.
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For older students, add on more complex
words such as peasant, paradox, density,
mortality, population, consume.

Worksheet key
1. *omen, 2. Resource, 3. Power, 4.

Scarcity, S. Control, 6. Grain, 7, Land, 1.
Babies, 9. trry 'silty, 10. Plenty, II. Poor,
12. Price, 13. Hunter, 14.Root Cause, IL
Work.

310
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Unscramble the following words:

1. NE*M0 9. LINEQTYUlA

2. EORSUC.ER 10. TNLEPY

3. WREOP 11. ORPO

4. CCT YISRA 12. RCEPI

5. LORONTC 13. GUNNER

6. AlNGR 14. OTOR ESUAC

7. ADM., 13. WKRO

S. tlaEll

*rite a sentence using each unscrambled word. You may use more than one unscrambled
word m each sentence.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

11.

9.

iu.

II.
12.

13.

14.

15.

*rate one or two paragraphs describing why people go hungry.

--

311.
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his unit looks at the often forgotten
poor of our own country. Students
will learn about the 34.4 million

Am.:elms below the poverty line who often
have trouble affording food in a country
sometimes called the breadbasket of the
world. The activities in Unit V will point
out what groups of Americans suffer a
disproportionate share of the nation's hunger
and poverty.

1IXIT GOALS

I. Children will become familiar with the
existence of millions of hungry Americans.
2. Children will learn the' some groups of
Americans suffer a disproportionate share of
this nation's hungerolder persons, children,
women, and minorities.
3. Children will appreciate that poor,
hungry people are people of dignity capable
of working to end hunger.
4. Students will learn the meaning of the
concepts of prejudice and discrimination and
their relationship to hunger in America.

Most of the activities in this unit were
created to Introduce the majority of
Americans who are not poor to the realities
of hunger for many other Americans.
Teachers working with groups from
impoverished backgrounds will need to
utilize a somewhat different perspective and
may choose to shorten this unit. (For
example, you may choose to emit some or

all of Activity One, "Making Ends Meet,"
and Activity Three, "Working and Eating.")
Emphasis should be placed on the existence
of inequalities In America and on strategies
for ending, the problems causing hunger and
poverty.

Each teacher will need to adapt the
lessons to individual environments. The
conditions of hunger and poverty and the
groups of sokopie suffering vary from rural
area to urban area, from region to region,
and from town to town. Try to utilize local
examples wherever possible.

AU teachers will need to be careful with
the thrust of the activities on who is
hungry In America. It Is very Important to
.ishow children that the groups of Americans
who are most often hungryolder persons,
children, women, and minorities are not
hungry because there Is anything wrong with
them as people. It is Important to portray
poor Americans as persons of dignity,
capable and willing to work to free
themselves from hunger. Hunger exists due
to inequalities that often do not give poor
people the options to be able to teed
themselves.

Background reading for the teacher
should Include the Food First Hunger In
America Action Alert, available from the
Institute.

arrilvliy One
"Making Ends Meet" Is an important
activity. "Low - Income" participants In this

342
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game try to "teed their families" for a
month, developing an appreciation for the
difficulties of living on a poverty budget
and utilizing mathematics skills.

Activity Two
"Old and Hungry" is a key activity. Students
will read and discuss a striking personal
deAcription of the conditions of hungry older
Americans.

Activity Urea
"Working and Eating" is an important
exercise in which students will look at
unemployment statistics categorized by race,
sex, and age to learn which groups of
Americans have the most trouble finding
jobs and earning money to feed their
families. Chart reading abilities and
analytical thinking will be improved as the
children create their own bar graph.

Activity Your
"Creating a Group Drawing" is a useful
activity that lets students be imaginative
together as they produce a scene detailing
the environment of the hungry in America.
This will serve as an evaluation and a
review of the activities in this unit and
give children a chance to practice art
techniques as well as the art of
cooperation.

Options
I. Ron Playing Native Americans. Native
Americans are at greater risk from hunger
and poverty than other groups in the
population. To he students discover why,
have them research one or more Indian
nations in your state. Some children should
research traditional ways of life with
emphasis on food growing, gathering, and
hunting. Also, look for information of the
geographic region inhabited by each tribe.
Have some children look for information on
current conditions of each nation--where the
people live, the size of the federal Indian
reservation it there is one, their food and

313

agriculture, sources of employment. amount
of dependence on government food and
income programs, health cond.tions, and
other related topics. One possible resource
is the American Indian FOUcy Review
Commission Final Report (Washington, D.C.t
U.S. Government Printing Office, 1977).

Use the information to create two short
role plays. The first will focus on the food
self- sufficiency of North America In the
past. The second will show how life has
changed since the coming of the white
people. The skit should depict the poverty
of modern Native Americans and their
dependence on federal food and income
programs through no fault of their own.
Other high hunger-risk population
groups--blacks, children, women, the
elderly--could also be reseerched for role
playing.

2. People Helping People. Take your grog)
to visit several organizations that help
hungry people. Some possible categories of
organizations: (I) government services such
as a food stamp office, a welfare office, or
a community action army; (2) private
organizations providing direct services such
as a soup kitchen, a food bank, a gleaners'
organization, or a community garden
program; and (3) self-help groups trying to
change conditions causing hunger and
poverty such as a neighborhood block
organization, a community development
corporation, a tenants' rights group, a
welfare rights vow, or a local political
party.

Be sure that at least one of the
organizations visited is staffed and run by
representatives of the community it serves.
When talking to the organization
representatives, let them know that you
would !Ike them to paint an honest picture
of their group for the class, including
problems and weak spots. If a field trip
cannot be arranged, me representatives
from two or three loco ups to come to
the classroom as guest spe s.
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Description
Students will participate in a simulation
game or fill out a worksheet in which they
budget their incomes, trying to pay rent,
utilities, and food costs for their "families"
for a month.

Island Subjects
Mathematics, Nutrition, Reading, Vocabulary.

Objectives
1. To experience the difficulty of paying
for housing, heat, and food on a
poverty-level income.
2. To use comparative thinking to contrast
the food-buying abilities of persons with
different incomes.
3. To practice math.

llatariais
Pencils, paper money in $S, $10, $20, and
$100 denominations, enough for each player
to start with the total shown in Step I.
(This money can come from any board game
or you can make it yourself.) Rent Receipt
Cardsone for each player, Utility Receipt
Cvdsone for each player. Weekly Food
Ticketsi Weekly Gourmet Meal Ticketsfour
for each player, Weekly Moderate Meal
Ticketsfour for each player, Weekly
Subsistence Meal Tickets - -four for each
player. (Tickets and Receipt cards can be
made from any paper or cardboard. The
"value" of each depends on the Player
Description Category of each Player. See
Step 1 to determine how many of each
category of Tickets and Receipt Cards are
necessary.) Budgeting Worksheetone for
each player, Player Description Sheetsone
for each player. (There are four categories
of Player Descriptions. See Step 1 when
determining how many of each are necessary
for your group.) Samples of all needed
materials are shown at the end of this
activity.

Noon Itue

* * 1211part4t4

Notes This activity can be used as an
individual worksheet exercise Instead of es
a simulation. If you choose to eliminate the
simulation game, you will need only one
budgeting worksheet and one player .
description sheet for each player and no
Rent Receipt cards, Utility Receipt cards,
or Weekly Food Tickets. "Helpers" will not
be needed.

1. In advance, prepare the materials for
your class. You may want to have the
cl"Idren help you draw and cut the paper
money, Weekly Meal Tickets, Rental Receipt
Cords, and Utility Receipt Cords. First, plan
the number of each Item that you will need
by determining how many children will be
assigned to each game category.

Three people will be needed as Helpers
to play the roles of Landlord, Utility
Company Representative, and Food Store
Worker. You will probably want to be the
Food Store Worker yourself or hove another
older person do this as this role is a little
more complex than the others. (It is

described In Step 2.) The rest of the group
members will be Players.

The Players should be divided Into four
categories. Each category represents one
Income level.

Category As Have one player take the
role of Stephen Stephenson,
butledhousekiseper for Tom Trueblood,
banking executive.

Category bs Have one or two players
play the role of Sam Ohito, community
college lecturer, husband, and father.

Category Cs Have one half of the
remainder of the Players play the role of
Bertha Brown, fast food restaurant cashier,
mother, and head of houaehold.

Category Os Have the rest of the
Players play the role of Millie Mililchsky,
recent widow of a retired shopkeeper. (In a
group of 23, two will be Helper. if the
teacher Is the third Helper, one will play

314
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_ over of NUMBER AKIDVAtur OF MATERIMS
NEEDED TO PtAx mAKINt, tNDS MEET

Category (Numb:)

partici-
pants

in group

Dollar
Number of Value

Mon
Monthly income Rent

oar

Dollars of of

Receipt

Dollar Dollar Dollar Dollar
Value Value Value Value

Monthly Gourmet Moderate Subsistence
Utility Weekly Weekly Weekly
Receipt Meals Meals Meals

A 1 13,000 2,000 350 350 140 53

B 2 '1,500 600 100 130 60 25

C 10 350 173 0 200 30 33

D 10 150 100 23 30 20 10

4 per Player of each Meal Ticket.
- -

Category A, two-Category B, ten-Category
C, ten-Category D.)

Notes This game points out the
inequalities in incomes and food-buying
abilities in the U.S. Since the focus of the
game is on understanding the difficulties of
caring for a family on a poverty-level
income, the game does not attempt to
simulate the actual proportions of Americans
in each income category.

2. Explain to the group that you will be
playing a simulation game based on
budgeting and spending monthly income.
Choose three persons to be Helpers. (One
may be yourself.) The Landlord will take
possession of the Rent Receipt Cards. She
or he will be responsible for "selling" these
to the Players (one per player; players must
pay for rent appropriate to their category).
The Utility Company Representative will
take the Utility Receipt Cards and be
responsible for selling these to the Players
(one per player; category of Player and
Receipt must be the same). The Food Store
Worker will take the Weekly Meal Tickets
and be responsible for selling these to the
Players (four per player, category of Player
and Meal Ticket must be the same)

Randomly divide the other students Into
Player Categories A to D in the proportions
described in Step 1. Distribute a copy of
the appropriate Player Description Sheet to
each child. Ask the children to read their
descriptions. Explain the different roles and
answer any questions. Tell the Players to
keep the sheets with them in case a Helper

needs to see proof of category before
completing a purchase.

3. Distribute the paper money to the
Players so that each Player receives the
correct amount of "monthly income." (If
there is surplus money, you may want to
give this to the Helpers to use as change.)
Explain that each Player Is responsible for
taking care of his or her "family's" expenses
with this sum. Distribute the Budgeting
Worksheets (and pencils as needed). Go over
these. Make sure all persons understand
their roles, the costs of the necessities of
rent, utilities, and food for their families,
how to fill in the Budgeting Worksheet, and
how to purchase the Weekly Meal Tickets,
Rent Receipt Cards, and Utility Receipt
Cards.

Each Player has the freedom to spend,
save, or plan to spend this money in any
manner she or he chooses, but the object of
the game Is to take care of a family's
needs for a month.

'4. Encourage Players to attempt to balance
their budgets by planning them on paper
before making any purchases. Prepare the
Players for the possibility that some Players
may not be able to afford to fill every
category while others may have extra
money. Begin the game.

3. When everyone has made all the
purchases and filled In the worksheets as
completely as possible, bring the group back
together and discuss. Have one or two
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volunteers from each of the four categories
go over their worksheets out loud with the
group. Compare the different purchases and
planned purchases. How did the members of
Categories C and D spend their incomes?
Were they able to provide a balanced diet
for the full four weeks? How did the
Players in Categories A and B spend their
incomes? What did they plan to do with the
money left over? Discuss how the game
related to real Ilfe, what it would be like
to live from month to month on a low
income like the persons In Category C and
1), what it would be like to live like the
family in Category A, why there is so large
a range of incomes, and possible ways to
end the poverty and hunger of Americans.

6. JournalsProvide time for the child-en
to place their worksheets and descriptions
in their journals and to make entries about
how it felt to try to budget income and
take care of a family.

Action Haas
(I) Find out about groups in your area

that work on Issues of concern to
low-income people such as tenants
organizations, co-op housing advocates, food
buying clubs, etc.

(2) Research less expensive sources of

food in your area such as food co-ops,
food-buying clubs, and direct markets.

Modifications
For younger students, provide the cost of
monthly meals instead of weekly meals of
each type for each category. Modify the
Budgeting (Worksheet, omitting Nos. 6 to 4
and 14 to 17, and replace with cost of
monthly meals.

For older students, as a homework
assignment ask the group to visit a food
store and pretend to shop for a week's
worth of food for their families.

divide the group Into four teams. Each
team will represent one family of Lou.
Team AMigrant farmworkers earning
$6,000 a year, weekly food budget $40i
Team dTextile mill workers, $12,000 a
year, weekly food budget $54 TeamCEngineers, $35,000 a year, weekly food
budget $10U (can afford to spend $40 a
week to eat out); Team D$100,000 a year,
corporate executive, no limits on weekly
food budget (no limits on money spent to
eat out).

Explain that members of each team will
be responsible for pricing items and coming
up with a food list that could be purchased
on one week's food budget.

SAMPLE RECEIPTS MONEY AND TICKETS)

t

ViCCEDIT7

megitv
MONBILY UTILITY CRAMS:
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Plit`tE.R DESCRIPTION SHEET A STEPHEN irEPHENSON

Pretend you are Stephen Stephenson (33
years old), butler and housekeeper for Tom
Trueblood (42 years old), banking executive,
and his family. The family Includes wife and
mother Elizabeth Trueblood (60 years old),
who Is not employed, and five children:
James (13), Susanne (13), Sandra (Ii),
Michael (9), and Patricia (6).

The Truebloods live in a large 20 -room
condominium In an elegant district of a
city. Your Job is to attend to the
day-to-day household tasks and budgeting
for the family.

Budgeting Information

I. The Trueblood's monthly income is
Si 5,000.

2. The monthly rent is $2,000. (This is
often called a maintenance fee.)

3. Utility charges for one month In the

winter are $350. (This includes heat, hot
water, and electricity for lights and
appliances.)

4. Cost of meals for one weeks
Gourmet meals for a week for the

family cost $350. (This Includes steak,
lobster, special desserts, fine wines,
imported cheeses, all varieties et
vegetables, all types of dairy products,
special bakery breads and pastries, all
varieties of fruits, and all varieties of
meat: fish, and poultry.)

Moderately priced meals for a week
for the family cost $140. (This Includes
ground beef, poultry, cheese milk, in-season
vegetables, In- season fruits, bread, stains,
some snack foods, some desserts.)

Subsistence meals for a week cost $33.
(This includes potatoes, beans, rice, bread,
some soup, occasionally some other food
varieties.)

Pretend you are Sam Ohito (34 years old), a
part-time teacher at a nearby community
college. Your wile Anita Ohito (36 years
old) is an engineer. You have one daughter
Lisa (10). You and your wife share most of
the household responsibilities. You we
usually in charge of monthly budgeting. You
live in a modern two-bedroom apartment In
a suburban area.

Budgeting information

1. The Ohito family's monthly income is
51,300.

2. Monthly rent is $600.

3. Utility charges for one month in the
winter are $100. (This Includes heat, hot
water, and electricity for lights and
appliances.)

4. Cost of meals for one weeks
Gourmet meals for the family for one

week cost $150. (This Includes steak,
lobster, special desserts, fine wines,
imported cheeses, all varieties of
vegetables, all types of dairy products,
special bakery breads and pastries, all
varieties of fruits, and all varieties of
meat, fish, and poultry.

Moderately priced meals for the family
for one week cost $60. (This includes
ground beet, poultry, cheese, milk, In-season
vegetables, In- season fruits, bread, grain,
some snack foods, and some desserts.)

Subsistence meals for one week cost
$25. (This Includes potatoes, beans, rice,
bread, some 'ow, occasionally some other
food varieties.)

. 1.
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PlAYER DESCRIPTION SHEET( BERTHA DROWN

Pretend you are Bertha Brown (40 years
old), part-time cashier at a fast-food
hamburger restaurant. You are divorced.
You have three children: Jessica (II), Billy
(I), and Leroy (6). You live in a small
two-bedroom apartment in en old, run-down
section of a Large town.

Budgeting Information

I. Monthly income is $350.

2. Monthly rent costs $175.

3. Utility charger for one month in the
winter cost $40. (This includes heat, hot
water, and electricity for lights and
appliances.)

. Cost of meals for one weeks
Gourmet meals for the family for one

week cost $200. (This includes steak,
lobster, special desserts, fine wines,
imported cheeses, all varieties of
vegetables, all types of dairy products,
special bakery breads and pastries, all
varieties of fruits, and all varieties of
meat, fish, and poultry.)

Moderately priced meals for the family
for one week cost $110. (This includes
ground heel, poultry, cheese, milk, in-season
vegetables, in-season fruits, bread, rains,
some snack foods, and some desserts.)

Subsistence morals for one week cost
$35. (This includes potatoes, beans, rice,
bread, some soup, and occasionally some
other food varieties.)

(-PLAYER DESCRIPTION SHEET D MILLIE MILLICHSKY

Pretend you are Millie Millichsky (70 years
old). You are not employed. You are the
widow of a retired shopkeeper who died
three years ago. You live alone in a tiny
apartment in a decaying section of an old
city.

Budgeting information

I. Monthly income Is $150.

2. Monthly rent costs $100.

3. Utility charges for one month In the
winter cost $23. (This includes heat, hot
water, and electricity for lights and
appliances.)

4. Cost of meals for two weeks,
Gourmet meals for one week cost $50.

(This includes steak, lobster, special
desserts, fine wines, imported cheeses, all
varieties of vegetables, all types of dairy
products, special bakery breads and pastries,
all varieties of fruits, and all varieties of
meat, fish, and poultry.)

Moderately primed meals for one week
cost $20. (This includes ground beet,
poultry, cheese, milk, In-season vegetables,
in-season fruits, bread, grains, some snack
foods, and some desserts.)

Subsistence meats for one week cost
$10. (This includes potatoes, beans, rice,
bread, some says, and occasionally some
other food varieties.)
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I. Category

2. name of role you are playing S.

6.

3. Size of family 7.

4. Monthly income $.

9.

Costs of possible expellees

Monthly rent

Monthly utility charges
1 week 4 weeks

Cost of gourmet meals

Cost of moderate meals

Cot of subsistence meals

Note: you have the choice of buying four weeks of one type of meal or buying different
types of meals each of the foie weeks.

lu. Rent

II. utilities

Meals:

12. *eek I:

13. *eek

14. *eek 3:

I). *eek

Planned Expenses for One Month

Type

Type

Type

Type

Cost

Cost

Cost

Cost

16. Total cost of planned expenses

17. Monthly income (line 6)

18. Less total planned expenses (line 16) (subtract)

19. Money left over for other living expenses

ill. If you have left-over money, list some of the additional things you might buy.
examples: clothing, movies, books. If you could not afford all items, list the ones you
decide not to buy.
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Old and Hungry

Description
Children will read and discuss a personal
account of the life of a hungry aged
American.

Related subjects
Reading, Vocabulary, Nutrition.

Objective,
I. To better understand how hunger affects
many aged Americans.
2. To improve reading comprehension.
I. To become familiar with the concept of
agism.
4. Td build vocabulary.

Materiels
Copies for everyone of the story that
follows. It is reprinted by permission from
Starving in the Shadow of Plenty by Loretta
)chwartz.Nobel (New Yorks The Putnam
Publishing Group, 1941).

321
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Procedure
1. Explain to the group that you will be
reading and discussing a personal account of
a hungry aged American. Discuss the older
people students already know or are familiar
with and whether or not these people might
be hungry. Distribute copies of the story.

2. Ask the children to read the story.

3. When everyone has finished reading,
discuss the story, what life is like for older
people In the United States, the number of
aged persona who go hungry (13 percent of
the aged In America live under the poverty
line), the causes of their hunger, possible
Solutions, and other groups of Americans
that contain a large proportion of hungry
persons.

Have the group consider the fact that
there are two general groupings of hungry
people.. The solutions to each group's hunger
will be different. The first group contains
able- bodied people who cannot afford to
feed themselves either because they cannot
find jobs or because their jobs do not pay
them well enough to live on. The second
group contains people who are not able to
feed themselvesthe very young, the very
old, some very disabled persons, and those
who are very

4. JournalsProvide time for putting the
stories into journals and making entries
about thoughts and frtlings about the
realities of hunger for aged Americans.

Nodilication
For younger students, read the story
together. You can read it yourself or have
the strongest readers help.

J
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An emaciated woman pulled at the edges of
a torn gray sweater; her bony fingers were
red in the cold. She leaned heavily on the
porch railing for support. Her body was still
but her large bright blue eyes darted back
and forth. Her head turned less quickly, and
becausw she was so thin, the muscles and
tendons f her neck stood out. She was
waiting for food. As the car eased to the
curb below her porch on Weld Hill Street in
Boston, the woman began to come down the
steps, with what seemed like almost frantic
gestures. She was at the door of the car as
the director of the Ecumenical Senior
Citizens' lunch program turned off the
engine.

"How are you today?" the director asked
politely, handing her the packaged lunch and
starting to close the car door before the
woman could respond.

"I'm very weak," the woman said quickly.
The worth were clipped, the voice high and
nervous, with a Costal-Irish accent.
Although she spoke well, as a person who
was educated, there was fear in her voice
and in everything else about her.

38-561 0 84 21

At 62, she was almost a living skeleton,
her eyes were framed by huge dark circles,
but the ashen skin, stretched tightly, still
revealed a small, upturned nose and finely
shaped lips which made It clear that she
had once been beautiful.

"I need help. Will you come back? You
must coma back," she pleaded, her voice
trembling.

"You know that we're very busy and we
have a lot of other meals to deliver," the
director answered as she turned the key in
the ignition.

"I'll come back," I said as the tar drove
on.

I went back later that afternoon.
The woman explained to me that once

the had done civil-service work In City
Hall, then had served with the Boston
School Committee as a legal secretary.

She lost her job several years ago, and
after her unemployment compensation ran
out she received welfare for a while. But
then the Welfare Department told her that,
due to cutbacks In their b4dget, they could
no longer he her. They said she could
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work, and she said she wants to work, but
no one will hire her.

"I've had no income and I've paid no
rent for many months. My landlord let me
stay. He felt sorry for me because I had no
money. The Friday before Christmas he gave
!Tie ten dollars. For days I had had nothing
but water. I knew I needed food; I tried to
go out but I was too weak to walk to the
store.

"I felt as if I was dying. I saw the
mailman and told him I thoaght I was
starving. He brought me food and then he
made some phone calls and that's when they
began delivering these lunches. But I had
already lost so much weight that five meals
a week are not enough to keep me going.

"I just pray to God I can survive. liceep
praying I can have the will to save some of
my food so I can divide it up and make it
last. It's hard to save because I am so
hungry that I want to eat it right away. On
Friday, I held over two peas from the
lunch. I ate one pea on Saturday morning.
Then I got into bed with the taste of food
in my mouth and I waited as long as I
ould. Later on in the day I ate the other

pea.

Owe elm efarvlialw UM II as

"Today I saved the container that the
mashed potatoes were In and tonight, before
bed, I'll lick the sides of the container.

"When there are bones I keep them. I
Imow this is going to be hard for you to
believe and I am almost ashamed to tell
you, but these days I boil the bones till
they're soft and then I eat them. Today
there were no bones."

Upstairs, the old double bed was filled
with neatly stacked plies of papers. The
woman told me that they were mostly
copies of letters she had written to the
Social Security office, the Department of
Public Welfare, and to local church groups
and lawyers, pleading for food. Social
workers from local social service agencies
Claimed that they had done all that they
could. They said that they tried repeatedly
to help her but that she had failed to
quality or had been unwilling to follow their
rules.

I walked Into the small clean ki.chen
and opened the refrigerator. Exce,,t for the
container with the bit of masher' potatoes
left. from lunch, It was empty. i'here was
absolutely no food in any of the cupboards.

Copyright 4, 1981 by Loretta Schwartz-Nobel.
Reprinted by permission.

- ,WEST-IONS FOR DISCUSSION

I. why is this woman hungry?

2. Neniors often have more trouble getting enough food than other adults do. Why do you
think this is so?

3. sometimes adults under 65 years go hungry, too. How is heir problem different from this
*cowl's? Row is their problem the same?

4. Children in the United States are often victims of hunger. How is their problem different
litho this woman's? How is it the same?

Action Ideas
( I) Write to the Grey Panthers (3635 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, PA 19104) asking about

their projects to aid hungry older Americans.
(21 Research food stamps and other government programs for poor people.
(31 Find out what organizations in your community are doing to improve these programs

for the aged residents of your area.
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Description
The children will look at unemployment
statistics and consider why some groups of
Americans have more trouble finding jobs
than others, and how this relates to their
ability to buy food. Students will complete
a tar graph on unemployment.

Iteleted Butdects
Graphing, Mathematics, Nutrition, Social
St utiles.

Objectives
1. To practice reading charts.
2. To develop analytical thinking.
3. To appreciate that some groups of
Americans have more trouble getting jobs
than others.
4. To understand the relationship between
being employed and being able to buy food
for oneself and one's family.

Wisteria's
Copies for everyone of the "Working and
Eating Graphing Worksheet." The statistics
given come from the U.S. Department of
Labor, Second Quarter, 1981.

Preeedture
I. Explain that the group will be looking at
unemployment statistics broken down by
people's race, sex and age. Discuss what
unemployment Is. Ask for the children's
Ideas on how unemployment is related to
hunger. Explain that most people go hungry
because they cannot afford to buy enough
food. Being unemployed makes It very hard
'to have enough money to buy food for one's
family. Ask for students' ideas on whether
people of different sexes, races, or ages
have different unemployment *rates.

2. Distribute the graph worksheets. Help the
children fill out the bar graph.

1. Discuss the statistics, what types of
people have higher rates of unemployment,
what types have lower rates, why this might
be so, how the Inequalities could be
remedied, and how more people could be
employed. Also, discuss the concepts of
prejudice and discrimination.

4, 3ournelsProvide time for entries on
how unemployment and hunger are related
and on why some groups of Americans are
more often hungry than other groups.

Modltioalioot
For older students, discuss these statistics
on poverty from the 1980 U.S. censusi

Category of People
A11
White
Black
Native American
Asian/Parifk Island
His snit-

Below Poverty Line
12.1%
9.2%

21.9%
26.6%
124%
23.1%

The poverty line Is an arbitrary income
level developed by the Census Bureau. It is
equal to three times a minimum cost
emergency food plan. In 1980 a family of
four earning less than $8,414 per year
(1983, $9,862) was considered to be living
below the poverty lbw. 1

324
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People go hungry uecause they cannot afford to buy adequate food. This worksheet will
show that some groups of people are more bkely than others to be too poor to buy
enough food. People who cannot !Ind jobs often cannot afford to buy enough food. 5o
unemployment and hunger often go together.

A. Use the unemployment statistics to complete the bar graph below.

Percent of
Category

Percent of
Category

Category of Labor Force Unemployed Category of Labor Force Unemployed

I. Ali workers 9.9 6. White teenagers 20.6
1. Adult men 9.4 7. blacks 20.7
3. Adult women 8.5 a. black teenagers 51.1
S. teenagers 23.3 9. Hispanics 14.1
). Whites 10. Hispanic teenagers 26.6

Category of
Labor Force

I. All workers
4. Adult men
3. Adult women
4. Teenagers
I. whites
6. white teenagers
7. blacks
a. .Slack teenagers

hiSpoilics
I U. hispanic teenagers

Percent of Category Unemployed
10 IS 20 23 30 33 40 43 30

B. Study the income Statistics below and answer the following questions.

Median Weekly Race Males Females
Earnings of
F ull -Time All $185 $232
Empbyed Persons *We $398 $255

slack $291 $233
Hispanic $273 $223

I. who earns mere -- whites, blacks, or Hispanics?

2. *ho earns the least whites, Blacks, or Hispanics?

3. who earns moremales or females?

4. *by do you think there is such a big difference in incomes?
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Creating a Group Drawing

!Ai

Des4r4410u
The group will create together a scene
involving people who go hungry in the
United States.

Ildated 11101444.
Art, Nutrition, Social Studies.

Ofbjeetteservell

I. To e as a review and an evaluation
of concepts learned in this unit.
2. To clarity perceptions of the existence
of hunger in America.
3. To practice collaborating on a project.
4. To use art skills.

Materials
Butcher paper and marking pens or
blackboard and chalk, paper, and pencil,.

Prosedure
I. Explain to the children that they are all
going to work together to create a scene
depicting who's hungry in America. Review
the groups of people who most commonly go
hungry in this country, for examples
children, seniors, women, Native Americans,
Hispanics, Black Americans, and other
people of color. The group should decide
either to put all the types of people into
common scene (for example, a soup kitchen
or welfare office) or to work on four or
five miniecenes, each showing the
surroundings of one group of hungry
Americans.

2. Have the group agree on a set of rules
for working together on a drawing. Possible
ruless (I) Each child will be responsible for
drawing one thing that fits proportionately
into the rest of the drawing. (2) No more
than five children at the drawing at one
time. (3) Children should know what they
plan to draw before they take their turns.
Also, decide on a fair order for children to
come up and draw.

3. Start the drawing or have a volunteer
start. Give everyone a chance to
participate.

4. When the last child has contributed to
the scene, discuss the results, how well the
picture depicts the scene decided on, and
how the process of group drawing worked.

3. Distribute writing materials as needed.
Ask each child to write one or two
paragraphs on one group of hungry
Americans discussing who they are, where
they live, why they are hungry, and possible
ways to end hunger.

4. Journals Allow time for the chlicken to
put their paragraphs in their journals and to
make entries on how it felt to collaborate
on a group drawing.
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7. EvaluationDiscuss which activities In
this unit were useful and which ones the
children liked or disliked.

OPtiott
If you have completed Units IV and V, this
is a good time to see how the students'

perceptions of the causes of hunger have
changed over time. Once again, ask the
class to brainstorm the causes of hunger.
Folbw the procedure shown in Unit IV,
Activity Two, I'iirainstormIng the Causes of
Hunger." Afterward compare the results with
those you saved from Unit IV, Activity Two.
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Milli VI EITIODUCTIOX

Unit VI concludes the Food Fired
Curriculum with a positive approach
to problem solving. Participating In

this unit's activities will acquaint children
with examples of positive change caused by
ordinary people in our society working
together. Students will. be encouraged to
think for themselves about the world around
them, its problems, and visions for its
future. They will have a chance to plan
practical steps for making changes happen
and consider ways to get involved with
community groups working to end hunger
and improve our food system. Wherever
possible, teachers should focus the activities
on local situations, local problems,
strategies for local Improvements, and local
community organizations.

In many ways, this unit could be

considered the most critical section of the
entire curriculum, Thus It Is of considerable
importance for the teacher to plan ahead
and save adequate time for working on
these activities.

=IT 41010,41

I. Students will be introduced to examples
of positive change brought about by
everyday people in our society.
2. Children will become familiar with
variety of tactics for causing change.
3. Children will become more self-directed
thinkers.
4. Children will understand that it is
possible for people working together to end
hunger and improve our food system.
3. Students will consider ways that they as
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individuals can participate in making
changes.
6. Children will understand the concept of
self-reliance.

Activity One
"What Do People Think?" is a useful
exercise in which students create and
distribute a survey questionnaire about our
food system. This will improve
cummunication skills and broaden
perspectives on the way people in their
community think.

Activity Two
"What Dots Change Mean?" is key
activity showing children that change can
occur. They will learn some historical
examples of change and develop original
ideas for making changes happen In their
own world.

Activity !bra
"Is Giving Food the Answer?" is an
important activity for older students that
will make them question whether giving
people food Is a solution to hunger. The
group will participate in role-playing based
on an actual 1976 food disaster in
Guatemala following a major earthquake.

Activity Your
"Picture a Self - Reliant World" is an
important lesson teaching the concept of
sllreliance. Children will utilize creative
thinking and art skills to draw a scene from
a self-reliant world.

Activity rive
"Tactics of Change" is a set of three useful
subactivitles. In Activity Five-A. ""Iducating
fur Change," the Mass will choose a topic
un which community members need more
education and decide on a ptograin to teach
this subject. This exercise will teach a
broad range of skills for working with
people and for organizing work tasks. In
Activity Five5, "Letters Can Make a
Difference," students will write letters to
business officials and government
i.presentatives to encourage changes in our
food system. They will learn how effective
ltter writing ran be while practicing
business letter composition. In Activity
Five-C, "What Does a Boycott Do" students
v.ill research and prepare group teach-ins on
current boycotts using information from
buy(ott advocates and from the

323

manufacturers of the boycotted products.

Activity
"Planning for a Better World to Live In" is
an Important activity in which students will
aeate stories on their conceptions of a
better world and work In small groups to
put together a logical sequence of steps for
changing the present world into that world.

Activity Seven
"Affirming Each Other's !Hon, for Change"
is a key activity. It gives children a chance.
to think about how they would like to
contribute to ending hunger and improving
our food system while they practice the
technique of affirming their classmates.

Activity sight
"That's News to Me" is a useful activity in
which children will create a group news
magazine about our food system. This will
he to review concepts learned throughout
this curriculum while improving the
communication skills used In writing and
designing a news magazine. This exercise
will he evaluate the children's progress in
this unit and throughout the entire
curriculum.

Options
I. Visaing Examples of Positive Change.
Plan a field trip for your group to sites
where people have successfully worked
together for change such as a food co-op,
farmers market, cooperative bakery,
community garden, or cooperative farm. For
ideas on alternatives in your area, you
might try contacting the publishers of A
Guide to Cooperative Alternatives (Box 426,
Louisa, VA 23093) or asking representatives
of loral government, people in religious
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social action c, ittees, or members of
nearby politica groups.

2. Eating a Local Lunch. Have your woop
plan, prepare, and eat a meal using locally
grown foods. Call or visit local farmers,
farmers' markets, or food co-ops to
determine what foods are available in that
season in your area. This exercise will show
the contv!ction between personal actions and
improving our food system because buying
locally grown foods supports self-reliance.

3. Tying Together Our Interconnected Food
System. Ask students to sit In a circle. One
by one, have the children contribute one
factor affecting whether or not people
around the world at a balanced diet. Each
idea should be written on a tag and pinned
to the clothing of its contributor. Connect
related factors with string. By the end of
the exercise you will probably have created
a string web demonstrating the
interconnectedness of the world food
system.
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What Do People Mink? rj

Description
The grow will create I list of survey
questions about food and hunger. Each child
will ask several persons in his or her
neighborhood to till out the survey.

dilated lubjects
Mathematics, Communication, Social Studies.

Objectives
I. To learn how community members view
the world food system and to assess the
need for education about food Issues.
2. To be able to analyze and compare
different persons' perspectives.
3. To develop communication skills by
putting together survey questions,
disseminating questionnaires, and interpreting
the survey results.

Materials
Copies of a survey that the group will
design--enough for three or four for each
person, pencils.

331

Procedure
1. Tell the children that they are going to
be responsible for creating a survey to find
out other people's knowledge and attitudes
about food and hunger. Explain that a
survey is a study of a sample grow of
people's Ideas and attitudes mn a subj....t.

2. Go around the room and ask each
student to contribute possible questions for
the survey. Ask a volunteer to record these
on the board. The questions should relate to
interesting concepts learned In previous
activities. Thin, the content of the survey
should reflect the activities your class
emphasized. Questions from a sample survey
are shown at the end of this activity. You
can add on to this survey or start a new
one.

3. Have the group choose a list of eight to
fifteen questions to be used in the survey.

M. Type or carefully write out the survey,
leaving spaces for the answers. Make copies
so that there are three or four per person
in the 'joss.

S. Distribute the surveys. Have each person
fill one out. Compare the results.

6. Ask the children to take two or three
surveys home and find people in their
neighborhoods of any age to answer the
questions. Suggest that at least one
surveyed person should not be a member of
the surveyor's family. Ask that they bring
the surveys back to class.

7. When the surveys are returned, compile
the results. Make copies for everyone of a
synopsis of how the different surveys
compare.

S. Distribute the survey results and return
each survey to the child who was originally
responsible for it. Discuss how people's
attitudes differ or are the same, how -
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attitudes of community members differ from
attitudes of group members, how
well-informed people seem to be, whether
there are any attitudes that the children
would like to change, and how these could
be changed.

Note: Save at least one copy of the
synopsis of results for use in Activity
Five-A "educating for Change."

9. Journals - -Give the children time to put
their surveys In their journals and to male
entries about what other community

to

members think about food and hunger and
on what they've learned about doing a
survey.

Itodifictations
For younger students, limit the surveys to
five or six questions.

For older students, expand the number of
questions to sixteen to twenty. Have each
child survey five others, at least tit of
whom are not family members.
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Sample Survey

Name

Age Occupation

1. What proportion of the world's population do you think goes hungry each night?

2. What proportion of the people of the United States do you think pas hungry each

night?

3. What is the major cause of hunger?

. Should all people be guaranteed a healthy diet? Why or why not?

3. Can hunger be ended? How?

6. What do you think is the biggest problem with our food system?

7. What do you think is the best thing about our food system?
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9\ ACTIVITY TWO ***key1
What DOW Challe Man?

Description
The group will discuss changes members
have witnessed, changes they have
participated in, and changes they would like
to see happen. They will plan a way to
make a change occur.

Melded Inidoets
History, Social Studies, Nutrition.

OWeetives
I. To increase awareness of the meaning of
change and of the possibility of making
changes happen.
2. To learn historical examples of changes
made by ordinary people.
3. To develop self-directed thinking.
. To learn problem-solving techniques.

aestarials
Blackboard and chalk, optionalpaper and
prnci Is.

Procedure
1. Explain that you will be discussing the
meaning of change. Ask the children for
definitions of change. If your group works
well together In small groups, you may want
to divide it into teams of three to five
children. Each child will have more chances
to participate in the discussions If the small
groups quietly discuss the topics
independently.

2. Go around the room asking the children
to describe changes they have witnessed in
the classroom over the year. Then ask about
changes they have witnessed in their
neighborhood, state, country, and finally,
world. You may want to have everyone
write these down first and then discuss
themone level at a time. Allow discussion
on any type of change, but try to
concentrate on changes caused by people.

Note: Younger students may need help
understanding the differences among states,
countries, and the world.

3. Ask the children to think of changes
that were for the better, changes that were
for the worse, and changes that were good
for some people and not for others.

4. Ask the children to think about
situations in which they were recipients of
another person's efforts to make duinges.
Ask them to think about situations in which
they were the agents of change. Which type
of situation was the most satisfying?
Discuss.

3. Present to the group examples of
positive change that have occurred due to
people working together. Remind them that
changes happen because people respond to
problems that they see. Give some examples
from underdeveloped countries. Point out
that wherever there Is hunger, one can find
people who are working for change. Find
out about movements by people In your area
and tell of successful efforts by local
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farmers, farmworkers, or consumers to
improve the food system. Are there some
types of people who might not like these
changes?

Examples: In the last 23 years the
people of China, one-quarter of all the
people in the world, have succeeded in
virtually ending hunger in their
poverty-stricken .xtuntry. In the 1960s
Americans were outraged to discover the
existence of more than 30 million hungry
people in their own country. These citizens
succeeded In convincing Congress to
legislate a group of programs (suds as food
stamps and the Woman, Infants, and
Children program) to help people who
cannot afford to feed themselves. The
Reagan administration has cut back many of
these programs.

6. Ask what the children would like to see
changed in their classroom or school. Try to
focus on situations related to food.

Examples: the degree of waste in the
school lunch room, the availability of free
meals to children from families with low
incomes, the amount of locally grown food

being used in the school cafeteria, the
quality and quantity of foods served in the
cafeteria. (This is a good chance to
practice brainstorming as described in Unit
IV, Activity Two.)

Make a list on the board of the changes
the children would like to see. Have the
class prioritise which would be the best
ones for the group to work for, keeping in
mind the Importance of the issues and the
practical possibilities of making the changes
happen.

7. Have the children come ,41 with a plan
of action for one change discussed in Step
6. Allow them to carry through the plan,
possibly at a later time.

S. Ask what things the children would like
to see changed on a larger scale than
within the school. Write these on the board.
Try to relate local actions to the changes.

9. 3ournalsProvide time for the children
to male entries in their lotrnals about
making changes happen.
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Is Giving Food the Answer?

Demi:Mtn
The children will participate in role-plays
showing how U.S.-based aid organizations
can affect the lives of hungry persons,
based on a 1976 food disaster in Guatemala
following a major earthquake.

Nalatad Sutdoets
Drama, Nutrition, Global Studies, Geography,
Science.

014}0141ne
I. To understand that food giving does not
prevent hunger in the long run.
2. To realize that givers of aio must be
very sensitive to local needs.
3. To appreciate that hungry people are
capable and willing to work to free
themselves from hunger.
4. To practice the dramatic skills involved
in role-playing.
3. To learn some information about the
country of Guatemala.

Materials
World mapi copies of Directions and Role
Description Sheets for each participant in
the role-plays. (There are three different
role descriptions. The number of each
needed depends on the size of the group
and how you decide to break down the roles
in Step 2. The rotes are Guatemalan "Small
Farmers Cooperative" members, U.S. "We
Give to YouCharity" workers, and U.S.
"We Listen to YouDevelopment" workers.
Role descriptions ran be found at the end
of this activity.) Optionalpaper, pens, or
pencils.

Procedure

Nona This activity may be difficult for
younger students to grasp.

1. Explain that you will be role-playing a
food disaster that actually happened In
Guatemala. Have a volunteer find Guatemala
on the map. Discuss what the Children know
about Guatemala, adding Information you
feel Is relevant. (Guatemala Is a small
Spanish- speaking nation In Central America
with a large Native American population. It
is mostly rural and agricultural, producing
export crops such as coffee, cotton,
bananas, and sugar. The climate is tropical.
Much poverty and hunger exist. In 1976 a
major earthquake struck Guatemala, causing
destruction and havoc.)

2. Divide the rime) Into teams for the
role-plays. There will be two role-plays,
each involving two teams. The first involves
Guatemalan "Small Farmers cooperative"
members (ten to fifteen children) and U.S.
"We Give to YouCharity" workers (three
to five children). The second involves
Guatemalan "Small Farmers Cooperative"
members (ten to fifteen children) and U.S.
"We Listen to YouDevelopment" workers
(three to five children). The participants in
each role-play will try to solve the
Guatemalan people's hunger problem.

I. Distribute the Role Description Sheets
for the first role-play. Ask the participants
to silently read their roles. The role-play
will probably work better if the children
keep their role description secret from
members of the other team.

4, When all have read their parts, have the
members of each team meet with one
another to discuss their roles and plan a
strategy for interacting with the other
team. It possible, have the teams meet in
separate rooms. Set a time limit for this
session, perhaps ten to twenty minutes.
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3. When time is up, end the strategy
session. You may want to give a five- minute
notice beforehand. Arrange an area for the
two teams to meet together and negotiate.
Set a time limit for this, perhaps fifteen to
twenty minutes. Start the role-play.

4. When time is up, end the negotiating
session. Again, you may want to give
five-minute notice. Hold a debriefing session
in which participants and observers can
discuss the roles, the emotions felt, the
dialogue, the results of the negotiating
session, and what they've learned about
food aid.

7. Repeat Steps I to 6 for the second
role-play, distributing the Role Description
Sheets to the second team of Guatemalan
"Small Farmers Cooperative" members and to
the U.S. "tie Listen to YouDevelopment"
team.

S. Afterward, discuss how the two
role-plays compared, the differences
between the two types of aid organizclons,
whether or not food giving is effective In
lessening or preventing hunger, when it
mien be appropriate to give food to people,
and what types of actions Americans could
take that would be most helpful to hungry
people in other lands.

9. OptionalYou may want to ask the
children to write a few paragraphs on what
they have learned about aid giving and
hunger and on their ideas about how
Americans can help hungry people in other
lands.

10.3ownalsGive the students time to put
their role descriptions and their essays In
their journals and to make entries on how It
felt to participate in the role -play.

11
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Directions

1. Read your role descript.un. Pretend to
be one of the people described.

2. Meet with the other members of your
team for a strategy session.

3. Decide how to rogotiate with the U.S.

aid organization.

4. Choose who will speak and what they
will say.

5. Meet with the other team for
negotiation session. The purpose of the
role-play is to solve the problem of hunger
in Guatemala.

071, --r ALAN "SllittlfARMERS COOPERATNEwMEMDERi

Role Description

You are all small farmers who have joined
together to improve your earnings by
sharing tools and information and by helping
each other.

Your ages vary from i3 to 60 years old.
You all have families to care for. Some of
you are men. Some of you are women. Most
have many children.

This tall you had an excellent harvest.
You stored away many pound' of grain to
sell throughout the year.

Your village was lust hit by an enormous
earthquake. Most of your houses and barns
were almost destroyed. Your stores of grain
are covered by rubble and debris.

If you could only get to your stored
grain, you could feed your family and sell
some of the grain to raise money to rebuild
your homes.

Most of you no longer have tools with

which to dig out your grain.
Your children we hungry because there

is not much food available in your village.
So are you.

Sometimes people from other countries
say they want to help. They act as It they
think they know everything, but they seem
to have no understanding of what life in
your village is really like.

When other people give food away in
your village, you cannot find anyone who
will pay to buy your graineven the small
amount that you can get to. This makes you
poorer 2nd hungrier.

You wish the "Americans" would listen
to you. It only they would give you took so
that you could dig out your grain and
rebuild your homes! You could tell them
which kinds you needed. It they would lend
you the money to buy tools, that would
help, too. You could repay them after
recovering from the earthquake.

38-561 0 - 84 - 22 3 3
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Role Description

You are a rot* of people from all over
the United States. Yaw ages range from 20
to $0 years old. Some of you are men. Some
of you are women.

Y.-,u work for "We Give to You Charity"
because you care about hungry people. You
believe giving food to people Is the most
direct way to end hunger and that "We
Give to You" Is the best of all the aid
organization. It has been feeding people
around the world for SO years. You came to
Guatemala because there has recently been
a huge earthquake. It destroyed many homes
and farms and caused many people to go
hungry.

You thank the people of Guatemala are
nice, but you do not think they know as
muds as people from the U.S.A. do. You
think Guatemalans should be very grateful
for your help. You do not like it when they
act lispleased or win they try to tell you
how to do your lob. After all "We Give to
You" has had year. of experience and Is an
expert at Its work. These people we only
peasants with little education.)

You we kind people. You believe you
are doing the most generous kind of work
possible.

Your prom has brought tons of grain to
Guatemala that you plan to feed to as many
people as you possibly can.

US WE LISTEN TO YOU- DEVELOPMENT'S WORKERS

Role Description

You are a group of people from all .rer
the U.S. Your ages range from 20 to 40
years old. Some of you we men. Some of
you are women. You work for "We Listen to
You" because you care about hungry people.

' You think hunger is unjust and Is an
outrage because we all live in a world of
abundance. You want to help people to feed
themselves.

You came to Guatemala because there
has recently been a huge earthquake. It
destroyed many homes and farms and caused
many people to be hungry.

We Listen to You" tries to listen to the
local people wherever it tries to help. You
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believe that people we the best judges of
their own needs. It is your job to use your
skills to help these people plan stet they
need to cis. Your organisation's money can
help these people to accomplish their goals.

You think it is Important for the
Guatemalan people to share in making the
decisions about what your organization will
be doing because these decisions will affect
their lives.

Your organization has come to
Guatemala to do whatever it can to help
end hunger for the earthquake victims. It is
important to you to see that this is done in
the best, most efficient, most practical
manner.
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,-Picture a Self-reliant World ri

Description
Students will learn about self-reliance and
draw pictures of a scene of a self - reliant
community.

Islairnd Woods
History, Art, Geography, Science.

Objectives
1. To appreciate the concept of
self-reliance and how it has contributed to
American history.
2. To creatively think about self-reliant
develbpment.
3. To develop art techniques.

ataterlals
Drawing paper, drawing or painting
materials, and blackboard and chalk or
butcher paper and marking pen.

Proeseurs
I. Discuss the concept of self-reliance. Ask
the children to think about historic
examples of self-reliant America. families
and communities. Ask for examples of
self-reliance In their own families' lives,
suds as planting a vegetable garden,
home-canning of foods, home -sewn clothes,
hand - wafted toys, chopping wood for a
trood-burning stove, or doing one's own
cleaning or repairing.

2. Contrast the concept of dependence with
the concept of self-reliance. Make a
two-column chart on the board lith the
headings* "Self-Reliance" and "Dependence."
List each example of self-rellante discussed
In Step 1, historic and current.
3. For each example of soli-reliance In the
first column, have the children give an
example of dependence In the second
column. These mien include eating at a
large global fast -food restaurant such as
McDonald's, buying Irish vegetables in the
winter shipped from South America and sold
at a large supermarket chain, or purchasing
a shirt from a large chain department store
such as Sears that was manufactured in
Taiwan by a transnational corporation.
S. When everyone understands self-reliance,
ask the children to picture what one
community might look like in a self-reliant
world. Distribute drawing or painting
materials. Ask each child to create a scene
from a'communIty in a self-reliant world.
Encourage creativity in choices of what to
portray and in methods of expression.

5. When everyone is finished, share the
drawings with the group. Discuss the scenes,
what is displayed, how this relates to
self-reliance, and how the scene is different
from or similar to communities the children
live in.
5. 3ournalsAllow the children time to put
their drawings into their journals and to
make entries on self-reliance.
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Tactics of Change

This activity contains three subactivIties,
each designed to each one method that can
be used In working for positive change In
the food system.

A. =outing for Change

Description
Students will plan and carry out some type
of educational program on a topic
concerning hunger and our food system.

Belated Doldoele
Art, Creative Writing, Language Arts,
Communication.

Objectives
I. To gain experience in analyzing a need
In a community and responding to it.
2. To appreciate the usefulness of
education in working for positive change.
3. To Improve communication skills.
t. To utilize graphic abilities.
3. To develop organizational skills to:
working with other people to plan and
conduct a program.

Miamian
Survey results from Activity One, "What Do
Peoule Think?" Blackboard and chalk or
butcher paper and marking pen. Other
materials will depend on the type of
program chosen.

useful

Provider*
1. Explain that the group will be planning
and carrying out on an educational program
on a topic related to food and hunger.
There are many possibilities. The grow will
choose a topic on which community members
(children, adults, or both) need to be
educated and will then choose a method for
getting acroes their message.

Possible subjects: food advertising (*hat
it really means), what has happened to
Arner;ca's farmers, why scarcity of food and
overpopulation are not the ceases of hunger,
who Is hungry in the U.S.A., or any of the
subjects covered by activities In this
curriculum. Possible methods: &awing and
displaying posters, putting on a play, staging
a puppet show, presenting a lecture, holding
discussions, compiling and distributing fact
sheets. You might want to work Activity
Eight, "That's News to Me," Into this
process.

2. Go over the survey results from Activity
One, if available. Choose one child to writ*
the Ideas on the blackboard or on butcher
paper. Ask the children for possible topics
on which to educate other people. (This Is a
pod chance to use brainstorming as
described in Unit IV, Activity Two.)

3. Discuss the list of possible topics.
Choose one.

t. Discuss possible methods for putting
across the message chosen. Again. have one
child write down the ideas.

3. Choose the type of program the row
will take on. This can be an event that
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community members for fellow schoolmates)
are invited to attend or a project that
involves distributing Information to
individuals In the community for school).
Keep in mind time constraints, the skills
and abilities of students, and the
effectiveness of each possible method of
educating others.

6. When the method is chosen, have the
group plan the steps necessary to carry it
out. Assign children to take part in each of
these steps.

7. Prepare and put on the educational
program.

S. Afterwards, discuss the process, the
program, the success of the task, and the
value of education in working for change.

9. JournalsProvide time for journal entries
on education as a tactic of change and on
how it felt to work on an educational
project.

s. Letters Can KWIN a Differson

Description
Students will write business letters to
government representatives and business
officials, encouraging changes in our food
system.

Related Subjects
Writing, language Arts, Social Studies.

Objectives
1. To develop communication skills for
writing business letters.
2. to appreciate the effectiveness of
letter-writing campaigns in bringing about
positive change.
3. To express one's feelings about improving
our food system to someone who can have
an effect on the issue.

Itaterials
Plain white writing paper or lined paper for
writing letters, pens, envelopes, and stamps.

Proeedtui
1. Explain that the students will be writing
letters about changing our food system and
sending them to business officials or
government representatives. Each child will
choose a topic and decide to whom to send
the letter. Then she or he will write the
business letter. You rajght want to read
examples of letters about change, such as
those found in the letters-to-the-editor
section of a newspaper.

2. Discuss the possible topics. You may
want to have a volunteer record the
suggestions on the blackboard. Possible
subjects Include complaints to corporations
about deceptive packaging or advertising;
support to corporations about truthful,
high-quality packaging or advertising
methods; suggestions to U.s. politicians
about farm programs, corp ate business
regulations, food stamps, social security, or
one of the many other topics Covered In
this curriculum.

3. Discuss possible recipients of these
letters. Record these, also. These include
managers of food manufacturing companies,
managers of supermarket chains, the
president of the United States, members of
the U.S. Senate or House of Representa-
tives, the governor of your state, members
of the state legislature, or local government
officials.

4. Ask each child to choose a topic on
which to write a letter and to decide to
whom to send it. Go around the room and
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have each child quickly tell his or her plan
to the group.

If many children have chosen the same
topic, you may want to discuss having all
the children write to the same person on
the same subject. (Of course, each child
would still write an original letter.) Letters
sent in large numbers often have greater
influence In changing policy.

3. Review the correct form for writing a
business letter. Most good language arts
books have sections on this. The letters
should includes

Return address
Date
Mailing address
Salutation
Body
Description of problem
--Who Is affected
When
--Where
--Reason for writing
--Suggested solution
Closing -

Vasa PIM Cantinas's Vais VI as

Notes Manufacturing company addresses
are usually on their packages. Government
addresses can be found in the phone book
or by consulting with a reference librarian.
Be sure to avoid sexist salutations such as
"Dear Sir." Use "Dear Sir or Madam," "Dear
Madam or Sir," or "Dear Business Manager,"
instead.

6. Distribute letter-writing materials. Ask
every child to write at least one letter.
You may want to have the children write
rout drafts first to smooth out content,
punctuation, and spelling before making final
copies to be mailed.

7. Mall the fetters.

IL Provide time for journal entries on letter
writing as a tactic of change and how it
felt to write a letter about change.

Notes You might want to prepare a bulletin
board area for responses to the letters.

C. What Doss a Boycott Do?

Description
Students will research current boycotts to
learn why people are boycotting specific
products and why the manufacturers of the
products disagree with the tactic.

Related Subjects
Reading, Nutrition, Science, Geography,
Communication.

Objectives
I. To learn what boycotts are and how
effective they can be as a method of
working for change.
2. To develop research skills.
3. To improve communication skills for
presenting information to a large group.
I. To practice comparative thinking.

Materials
Information on several current boycotts from
advocates of the boycotts and from
manufacturers of the boycotted products
(see Step 1 to determine how many copies
of each are needed), paper, and pencils.

3 4

Procedure
I. In advance, research current boycotts.
To do this you Weft ask representatives
from food co-ops, antihunger organizations.
or religious social Justice committees for
suggestions. (The Grapevine Is a boycott
information newsletter available from 217 S.
Hyland Street, Ames, Iowa 50010.) Choose
one or two boycotts for your class to study.

Write to the organization advocating
each boycott for information on the
boycott, reasons for the action, and is
effectiveness to date. (Since most of these
organizations have bw budgets, you might
send a donation to cover copying costs if
you request multiple copies.) Also, write to
the manufacturer of each boycotted product
line for information on the product,
information on the boycott from their
perspective, and a discussion of their labor,
manufacturing, and marketing policies. Ask
for multiple copies for the class. You may
want to have the children themselves write
to the companies and the groups which
advocate boycotts.
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When you have received the boycott
information, make sure you have an
adequate number of copies of each type of
material for your class. If you plan to study
two boycotts, divide the class into four
teams. Team / will research the first
boycott from the advocates' Information.
Team 2 will research the first boycott from
the company's information. Team ) second
boycott, advocates' information. Team
4second boycott, company's information. (If
you study only one boycott, only two teams
will be necessary.)

2. Explain that you will be learning about
boycotts as a method of working for
change. Explain that a boycott is a refusal
to purchase a company's products in order
to express disapproval of the company's
actums. The goal is to pressure the
company to change its policy. Discuss
boycotts with which the children may
already be familiar.

3. Divide the group into the appropriate
number of teams (as described in Step 1).
Distribute p'oer and pencils as neec'ed and
the appropriate set of boycott information
materials to each child. Ask each team to
read the information and prepare a group
presentation to be given to the rest of the

1335.

V. When the reports are ready, start with
the first boycott. Have volunteers from
Team I present Information on the boycott.
Then have volunteers from Team 2 report.
Allow time for questions and answers.
Repeat with the second boycott.

5. Afterwards, discuss each boycott, which
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side seemed more credible, whether students
plan to support the boycott, ways to
purchase alternative products, whether
students want to get involved in helping to
publicize the boycott, whetilet the tzryLott
seems to be an effective way of making
change, and other possible methods of
working for change for that particular
problem.

4. Journals--Give the children time to make
journal entries about the effectiveness of
boycotts as a tactic of change and on what
they have learned about the researched
boycotts.

Suggested boycott to research:

All products manufactured by Campbell's
Soup Co. (Camden, NJ 08101) or its
subsidiaries. Advocates: FLOC (Farm Labor
Organizing Committee, 714-1/2 S. Saint
Clair Street, Toledo, OH 4)604). Reasons
More than 2,000 farmworkers are on strike
in tomato fields belonging to growers who
have contracted out to Campbell's Soup.
They are striking for the right to be
recognized as a union. Their problems
include low wages, dangerous working
conditions, inadequate housing, and child
labor practices. FLOC charges Campbell's
with preventing negotiations between the
processor (Campbell's), the growers, and the
farmworkers.

Itodiflostion
For older students, organize a debate
between individuals or teams researching
opposing sides of a boycott.

344
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Planning for a Better World
to Live In

=1-

Duarlptioa
The children will write stories describing
their conceptions of a better world and
prepare a step-by-step plan for the changes
necessary to convert the real world into
that world.

lasted lubjarts
Creative Writing. Social Studies.

Obleetlyee
I. To view the future in a positive manner.
2. To organize steps into a logical sequence
for completing a task.
3. To practice creative writing.

Materials
Paper, pens or pencils.

345

Madan
1. Ask the grog) to think positively about
the future. Have everyone Imagine how
things would be different In a more ideal
world. List on the board some of the
aspects they should be considering, such as
food, energy, housing, jobs, leisure time, and
a system of government. Consider what
rights would be guaranteed to allfreedom
of speech, the right to free education, the
right to eat, or any other rights.

In addition, ask them to think about how
people would actfor example, how would
they treat each other, what would their
goals and ideals be, what kind of work
would they do, would they try to work
together cooperatively, would they aim to
Improve their society for everyone's benefit.

Notes You may want to divide the class
up into teams of four to eight children to
quietly discuss these Ideas.

2. Distribute writing materials as needed.
Ask each child to write a short story
telling about a better world to live in.
Encourage creativity In characters and plot.

3. When the stories are finished, bring the
group back together. Have volunteers share
their stories with the class. Allow time for
questions.

4. Explain to the grow that students will
now plan the changes necessary to convert
the present world into a more ideal one.
Divide the group Into teams of three to five
children, growing students with similar
visions of the Ideal together. Ask each team
to come up with a one-year plan and a
long-term plan with a step-by-step list of
changes that would need to occur.
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5. When all the
plara,wbring the
volunteers share
Discuss.

rum a*
teams have finished their
group back together. Have
their plans with the group.

889

4. journals -- Provide time for the children
to put their stories and plans Into their
iournals and to nudes entries on how it- VW
to maim pier with their team.
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Affirming Each Other's Efforts

for Change

Dm:1p liss
Each child will affirm another child by
thinking of one thing that she or he would
like to give to the other child to help that
child work for change.

Iebell Weds
Social Studies.

Ottheattews
1. To learn about and practice affirmation,
a process that helps people express positive
feelings about each other.
2. To consider changes In which you would
Mee to participate.

Materials
None.

1PreeettOre
I. Have the grow sit In a drat. Ask the
children to think about a way In which they
would like to work for change. Discuss the
idea of wing whatever you already have
and starting where you already are to work
for change.

For example, students can work for
change by studying topics that will help
them build a better world; people who work
in factories, offices, or stores can try to
make their workplace a better place;
families can work to become more
self-reliant, democratic, or loving. .

2. Ask one child to describe how she or he
would like to work for change. Demonstrate
what an affirming response is by saying one
thing that you would like to give this child
to help him or her work for change. Explain
that affirming is a way of sharing positive
feelings with someone.

3 4 '7
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Examples of affirming responses: it
someone wanted to help new farmers get a
start in farming, someone else might offer
to write a letter to a government official
asking for legislation to help new farmers
buy land. If someone wanted to help
residents of an Indian reservation start a
food co-op, someone else might offer to
help research the history and customs of
that tribe. If someone wanted to make the
classroom a more cooperative place,
someone else might offer to teach the group
a game using cooperation.

3. Describe one way you would Uhe to work
for change. Have a third person state what

she or he would Ulse to give you to help
you. Then have this child describe one way
she or he would like to work for change
and have a different child make an
affirming response.

4. Repeat until all children have affirmed
someone and described how they would like
to work for change. You might want to
break the pow into circles of six to eight
students to do this.

3. Journals Allow time for Journal entries
on how It felt to practice affirmation and
on thoughts about working for change.

348
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)1_
That's News to Me

IDeeeTIPM0D
The group will create a newsmagazine or
newspaper about our food system.

Violated bolded.
Art, Creative Writing, Nutrition, Geography,
Science, Social Studies.

Oldeolivos
I. To serve as an evaluation of concepts
learned in this unit and In the entire
curriculum.
2. To review information gained from all
the activities in this curriculum.
1. To develop the cornmunicationnournalism
skills of writing, editing, and designing
layouts.
4. To practice art techniques.

natoriala
Paper, pencils or pens, drawing paper,
drawing material,, scissors, glue, two sheets
of oaktag, string or yarn, a hole punch, and
butcher paper and marking pen or
blackboard and chalk.

343
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1. Explain that the group Is ping to
publish a newsmagazine or a newspaper
about our food system. Help the group make
a Ust on the board of topics that could be
covered.

!tunes's., hunger In the United States,
loss of farms, purpose of food advertising,
our connection with people round the
world, causes of hunger, and solutions to
hunger.

You may also want to include fictional
sections, humor, comics, and other special
features. Place a special emphasis on the
Information gained from this unit by
planning to include a number of articles on
people working for change.

2. Have the group decide what topics it
will cover and choose a name for the
newsmagazine.

3. Match each child to one of the topics.
Remember to have someone work on a title
page and a table of contents.

. Distribute the materials. Ask the children
to write their parts and/or draw
illustrations. Encourage everyone to work
together and help each other.

3. When Melted, have the children share
their work with the vow. Discus*.

fw The finished product can be bound
together by punching two holes in the left
margins of each of the two sheets of
oaktag and in each page of the
newsmagazine and then tying them together
with the yarn or string.

7. If possible, make the finished product
available to other classes and other people
to help them learn about food and hunger.

S. JournalsProvide time for journal entries
about making a newsmagazine.
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9. Evaluations
Ask the group to think about what has

been learned from the activities they have
covered In this curriculum. Make a list on
the butcher paper of lessons learned,
including bath skills and Information.

Afterward, ask the children to think
about how they could use the Information
and skills listed. Make list of these

thoughts in another column. Use lines to
connect items in the "learned" list with
those In the "will use list.

10. As a final exercise, administer the
posttest found on pay 5. Compare the
posttest results with the original answers to
evaluate how students have learned and
grown through using this curriculum. Discuss.

350
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Resource Guide

Information for Ilettroators In General

1. Fyson, Nance Lui. The Development
Puzzle. 6th ed. London: Centre for World
Development Education (Parnell House, 23
Wilton Road, SW I), 1979.

This book contains much valuable
information on teaching development in
schools in a way that will give students a
good understanding of third world problems.
It hi% extensive resource lists but little
information about the roots of
underdevelopment. Solutions other than
increased foreign aid are not discussed.

2. Harty, Sheila. Hucksters in the
Classrooms A Review of Industry Propaganda
in Schools. Washington, D.C.: Center for the
Study of Responsive Law (available from
Education Exploration Center, P. 0. Box
7)39, Minneapolis, MN 554071, 1979.

This very interesting book explores the
expanding role of materials produced by
corporations in public school classrooms.
Part 1 reveals the use of corporate
materials on nutrition, energy, economics,
and the environment. Part 11 offers specific
proposals for reform.

3. McGinnis, James and Kathleen.
Educating for Peace and Justice. St. Louis,
Mo.: The Institute for Peace and Justice
(2913 Locust, 63104), 1960. This is an
excellent guide for teachers with
information on teaching varying age groups
important concepts such as nonviolence,
equality, and participation in social Justice.
The "National Dimensions" section is
particularly useful and contains materials on
institutional violence, mutual education,
racism, agism, sexism, poverty, etc. Other
sections are "Global Dimensions," "Religious
Dimensions" (from a Christian perspective),
and "Teacher Background Readings." There
are many additional teacher resources listed.

4. Wolf-iVasserman, Miriam, and
Hutchinson, Linda. Teething Husain Dignity:
Social C.herip Lessons for Everyteacher.
Minneapolis, Minna Education Exploration
Center (P. 0. Box 7339, 5:5407), 197$.

This is a collection of essays written
by and for teachers containing many good
ideas for new approaches to teaching. There
is an excellent list of resources, such as
children's books, media and songbooks, and
resource centers.

Tesok1241 ilesnentary Students

1. Cramer, Judith Kern. I Cooked It
Myself It NutritionA Cookbook/Handbook.
Windsor, Calif.: Resources for
Commun :ation (331 Mark West Station
Road, 95492), 1920.

This is a beautifully illustrated
handbook with nutrition Information and
easy step-by-step recipes. It provides helpful
information on how to cook with elementary
school classes.

2. Food Comics. San Francisco, Calif.:
Educomics (Ed.scomics, P. O. Box 40214,
941101, 1960.

This is a collection of comic strips by
different authors including fantasy stories
for young children. The other comics are
written for secondary school students and
adults. Some of the storks are "The Ayribiz
Game," "Hungry for Fairness" (an excellent
look at some of the myths of hunger), and
"When Socrates Drinks, Everybody Drinks" (a
story on problems with pesticides).

3. Children and Ada. Milwaukee, Wis.:
Economic Justice Program of the Justice
and Peace Center (1016 N. 9th St., 53233),
1977.

'this booklet provides excellent
activities for teaching children to analyze

Indicates resources highly recommended by the author.
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advertisements 111X1 understand their purpose.
There are also short sections on background
Information for teachers and resources
Including films, books, and groups.

4, Goodwin, Mary T., and Po !den, Gerry.
Creative Food Experiences for Children.
Washington, D.C.t Center for Science in the
Public Interest (1733 "5" Street, N.*.,
20009), 1980.

This book is full of ways to Involve
children in activities relating to food, It has
sections on the bask food groups, recipes,
holiday snacks, how food study relates to
other curricula, and additional resources for
teachers and children.

3. Kutznee, Patricia L., and Stoerkel,
Linda. Have You Ever Been Hungry? A
Church School Curriculum Guide for Grades
3-4, 3-6, and 7-8. New York: United Church
Press (287 Park Avenue South, 10010), 1978.

One of the lew resources for
elementary teachers that realistically deals
with the causes of hunger, this book
provides excellent background information
for teachers as well as many activity plans.
Unfortunately, it does not deal with
solutions to hunger other than donations to
relief organizations. Much of the material
has a Christian focus.

4. Lamy, Steven L. Comparative World
Issues for Grades l-12. Denver, Coloa
Center la International Relations (Graduate
School 01 International Studies, University of
Denver, SUM), 1981.

This very creative curriculum contains
activities geared toward varied age groups
on inequality, development and technology,
human rights, and human fleece. The
inequality and human rights sections are
particularly useful. Unfortunately, the
nutrition lesson does not Seal with the roots
of hunge'.

"7. McGinnis, hi sn.1 James.
Parenting to Peale .1 Justice. Maryknoll,
N.Y.: Otto. Books (10543), 1981.

This beautiful book on educating
chlicten has many parts that are lust as
applicable to classrooms as they are to
homes. There are chapters on
stewardship/simplicity, nonviolence (very
useful), helping children deal with violence
in our world, multiculturalization, sex-role
stereotyping, social action, and peace. It

food Mrs earrilmosua IMAM adios

lays a foundation for having children live a
world of democracy, justice, and equality.
Seine sections deal with Christian religious
teachings.

S. Melcher, Joan. Connections, A
Curriculum in Appropriate Technology for
the Fifth and Sixth Grades. Butte, Mont.:
National Center for Appropriate Technolog
(P. 0. nos )8IS, 39701), 1980.

This well-designed manual contains
several activities on food as well as on
other areas such as conservation,
transportation, and solar energy. It teaches
facts well, although there is not much
material on social and political Issues.

9. Peterson, Diane L. A Basic Curriculum
Guide for School Gardens. Contra Costa
County, Calif.: Cooperative Extension of
Contra Costa County, n.d.

This guide for K-8 teachers suggests a
procedure for setting up a school garden
and integrating this into a traditional
curriculum with activities in math, language
arts, social science, health/nutrition, and
science. The appendix contains charts,
diagrams, references, a glossary, and
interesting lesson plans.

10. Preusch, Deb and others. Red Ribbons
for Emma. (1941, New Mexico Energy
Collective, New Seed Press, P. 0. Box 3016,
Stanford, CA 94305.)

This is the story of a Navajo Indian
woman who herds sheep In New Mexico. It
tells of how a large power company
disrupted the ecology of the land and how
she and others fought back to preserve
their land.

Prutzman, Priscilla Burger; Leonard, M.;
Bodenhamer, Gretchen: and Stern, Lee. The
Friendly Classroom for a Small Planet: A
Handbook on Creative Approaches to Living
and Problem Solving for Children. Wayne,
N.J.: Avery Publishing Group, Inc. (available
from Children's Creative Response to
Conflict Program, P. 0. Box 271, Nyack, NY
10960), 1978.

This book oilers a wealth of ideas on
how to teach cooperation, nonviolence, and
other democratic processes to children. It
gives suggestions on how to run a classroom
and has many excellent activities for
teaching communication, conflict resolution,
and decision-making skills.

3 5 g.
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12. Unlearning Indian Stereotypes& A
Teaching Unit for Elementary Tea Chers and
Children's Librariaas. New York: Racism and
Sexism Resource Center for Educators
Division of the Council on Interracial Books
for Children (1841 Broadway, 10023), 1981.

This is an excellent presentation on
common stereotypes found in children's
literature and suggestions on how to avoid
use of American Indian stereotypes. Several
teachers give examples of activities
developed in their classrooms.

13. Energy, Food, and Your An
Interdisciplinary Curriculum Guide for
Elementary Sdtools. Washington: Washington
State Office of Public Instruction (Office of
nvuonmental Education, Educational School

District No. 120, first draft 1977.
This is a large book with many

activities for elementary classes on energy
and food and some very good lessons on
farming, packaging, processing, and
advertising. There is much replication of
ideas from activity to activity.

14. Weiss, Ellen, and Pettit, Nance. Eclipse
of the Blue Moon Foods.- Rev. ed. Nashville,
Tenn.: Cooperative Food Education Project
(2606 Westwood Dr., 37204), 1978.

This excellent and creative publication
contains three manuals: A Guide to
Teaching Food Education is an 11-lesson
nutrition unit for fifth and sixth grades; A
Food Education Student Workbook provides
workspace for students; and A Nutra Treks
That Boldly Goes Where No Families Have
Gone Before is a family pamphlet for good
eating and food buying.

13. Wilson, Wendy, and Jacobson, Michael.
Food Scoreboard, Rev. ed. Washington, D.C.:
Center lot Science in the Public Interest
117)) "S" Street, N.*, 20009), 1980.

This highly readable booklet discusses
basic nutrition from the perspective of nine-
to thirteen-year-olds. Chapters describe
members of food categories such as
beverages, soups, protein foods, etc. It
provides numerical scores corresponding to
nutritional quality for many common foods
ranging from negative scores for soft drinks
to a high score for liver.

I6. African Studies Handbook for Teachers
2nd ed. Worcester, Mass.: University of
Massachusetts/Worcester Teaching Corps, n.d.

353

This is an excellent handbook for
teaching elementary students an
identification with and understanding of
African people. Creative classroom- tested
lessons deal with preconceptions of
Africans, perceiving Africa as a diverse
continent, identifying with African dill*en,
identifying with Africans experiencing social
change, respecting African institutions, and
appreciating African art forms. There Is a
large annotated bibliography.

?Sieland keetesdary Intudenta

I. Co-op Food Facts. Winona, Mich.; Food
Learning Center (114-4 E. 2nd Street, 33917),
n.d.

This packet contains a set of fact
sheets for nutrition education. All the food
groups are covered, with information on
nutrition, buying tips, storage, eating tips,
origins of foods, etc.

2. The Case of the Sweet Roils A Nanny
Natchez St. Adventure. Seattle, Wash.:
Hunger Action Center (2324 16th Street
South, 91144), leil.

This sharp mixture of script and
comic-book illustrations chronicles the
adventures of Nanny of Natchez Street,
protector of the powerless. In this episode
she saves Gus from the ravages of
overconsuming sugar and explores the
importance of sugar in sweetening corporate
profits.

1 Katz, Deborah, and Goodwin Mary T.
Foods Where Nutrition, Politics nd Culture
Meet. Washington, D.C.: Center for Science
in the Public Interest (17)) HS* Street,
NA., 200091, 1976.

This excellent activity book Is aimed at
junior high through adult levels. Background
information is combined with exercises
stressing student participation. There are
action-oriented sections on eating patterns,
nutrition, consumer issues, food supply,
hunger in the United States, and world
hunger.

4. McGinnis, James R. Bread and Justices
Toward a New International Economic Order.
New Yorks Paullst Press (available from
Institute for Peace and Justice, 2913 Locust
Street, St. Louis, MO 63101), 1979.

This excellent two-volume set contains
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ra teachers manual and a textbook for high
school students. It suggests creative
processes such as role-playing, simulation
games, and social actions for teaching about
hunger, justice, multinational corporations,
trade, and global interdependence. A small
proportion of the book deals with Christian
religious studies.

3. Feld, Need, Greeds Food, Resources,
and Population, A High School Curricukan.
Rev. ed. Cambridge, Mass.: Science for the
People (897 Main Street, 02139), 1981.

This well-designed book, NU of lively
cartoons, has sections on population and
resources, hunger, nutrition, and actions for
change. There are some excellent activities.
The authors wrote this to "counter ... texts
which are clearly proindustry" and use some
fairly strong political language. This book
could best be used to provide students with
an alternative perspective in conjunction
with one of the widely available
pro-status-quo resources on hunger.

6. Learning for Change in a World
Society, Reflections, Activities, and
Resources. Rev. ed. London, World Studies
Project, 1979.

This interesting book provides
background for teaching world studies with
indlly ideas for opening student minds.

7. Study Action Pack for World
Development. New York, United Nations
Development Programme (1 United Nations
Plaza, 100171, n.d.

Thus packet is full of interesting
information on global development issues. It
contains posters, wall charts, flyers, an
issue of the New Internationalist magazine
on the New International Economic Order,
and a 40-page newspaper on "Yes, But What
Can We Do?" The materials view food,
population, energy, unemployment, and the
environment as global, related problems.
They provide many examples of. what people
are doing in developed countries around the
world to solve global problems.

Teaching Adults (including college students)

I. Land and Hunger, A Biblical World View
New Yorks Bread for the World Educational
Fund (32 Union Square East, 10163), 1982.

This is a six-session study manual with

38-561 0 - 84 - 23
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a leader's guide. It contains simulations,
case studies, and discussions. Land reform is
the only solution discussed. There are many
Christian-oriented passages.

2. Di Hills, Gonda. World Hunger: The
Reality, the Causes, What You Can Do,
Leaders' Guide and Kit. Boston, Mau.;
Unitarian Universalist Service Committee (72
Beacon Street, 02100, n.d.

This very complete study guide provides
an eight-session look at population,
colonialism, tranSisational corporations,
agribusiness, food aid, and what you can do.
It is based on democratic learning process.
One of its strongest points Is the
presentation of two opposing perspectives on
all the issues covered.

3. The Politics of Food. San Francisco,
Calif.: Ecumenical Peace Institute (944
Market Street, 14102), n.d.

This resource consists of a study guide
and a series of pamphlets for an
eight-session study of world hunger. The
units promote democratic learning processes
and focus on subjects such as colonialism,
aid, and population and contain much
valuable information.

4. Moyer, William, and Thorne, Erika,
Food/Hunger Macro-Analysis Seminar. New
Yorks Transnational Academic Program (1140
Avenue of the Americas, 10036), 1977.

This manual provides a plan for looking
at hunger from the local to the
international level. It is clearly written and
easy to follow. It promotes democratic
process and has many action-oriented
activities.

3. Making a Living: Ten Days for World
Development 19$04 Leaders' Study Action
Guide to the Work leaue.Toronto, Ont.: Ten
Days for World Development (Room 313, 113
St. Clair Avenue E., MST IMS, Canada),
1981.

This book relates food and work issues
to each other. It is a collection of articles
on third-world development containing very
interesting information. A large section of
the book Is devoted to Christian religious
analyses.

6. Ten Days for World Development
Making a Living Year II, A Study Action
Guide to the Work Issue. Toronto, Ont,: Ten

35.4.
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Days for World Development (see previous
entry), 1951.

This graphically pleasing book contains
a series of interviews about work with
people around the world such as a teenage
Mexican electronic assembly plant worker, a
Chad peasant farmer, and a North American
steel worker. There are also several other
articles on social, political, asd economic
issues, some of which have a religious
education focus. This is very Interesting
reading material.

7. Van Dreser, Susan. Hunger Liberation
ManuaL Boston, Mass.: Unitarian Universalist
Service Committee (see no. 2), 1901.

T his is a very good action manual with
units on individual and family projects,
church and Iotal small-group involvement
am; state, national, and international
projects. It lists a large variety of ways to
get involved with hunger on a local level.
There are projects for children and advice
on monitoring local school-lunch programs,
vending machines, and nutrition education
classes.

Games

I. back to the Farm (that isa small,
organic family farm), A Game About
Organic Farming. Santa Barbara, Calif.:
Animal Town Game Co. (P. 0. Box 2002,
93120).

This board game it for two to tour
people ages eight and up about life on a
family farm in rural America. Players build
their farms up by acquiring nineteen
ailferent farm items such as tools, chickens,
tractors, etc. A fun learning experience.

2. luegelman, Andrew, ed. The New
Games Book. Garden City, N.Y.: Dolphin
nooks, Doubleday and Co., Inc. (available
from The New Games Foundation, P. 0. Box
7901, San Francisco, CA 94120), 1976.

This book has more than sixty games
for groups from two to one hundred players.
The games value competition but place no
importance on winning. The New Games
motto is "play hard, play fair, nobody hurt."

Posters

1. center for Srience ai the Public
_ - -

interest, 1755 "S" Street, N.W., Washington
DC 20009. They publish a series of bright
color posters including:
(a) Nutrition Scoreboard is a chart of
common foods with nitritional ratings
ranging from -38 for jelly beans to +119 for
beef liver.
(b) Chef Permypincher's Shopping Guide.
One side contains vegetarian recipes, hints
on cheap foods, eating tips, information on
the food industry, and Information on food
co -ops. The other side contains a "Test
Your Inflation Fighting Skilk* quit.
(c) New American Eating Guide contains
information on the new foie food
groups beans, grains, and nuts; fruits and
vegetabies; milk products; and poultry, fish,
meat, and eggs. There is also Information on
sweets, fats, snacks, salts, additives, and
alcohol.
(d) Chemical Cuisine. This chest
categorizes food additives into "avoid,"
"caution," "safe," and explains why.

ilsoords

Seeger, Pete. Folk Songs for Young
People. New York: Folkways Records (63 W.
61st Street, 10023), 1960.

Pete Seeger introduces and sings
sixteen folk songs for children about
friendship, work, and love. This is an
excellent Introduction to American folk
songs. One of the selections is "The Farmer
is the Man."

Audiovisual'

1. Hamburger U.S.A.. San Francisco, Calif.:
American Friends Service Committee (2160
Lake Street, 94121), 1979. 28 min. color
slide/tape show.

This is a good show which focuses on
economic concentration in the food system
of this country and the world and the
extent of corporate Involvement in our daily
lives. After examining each layer of the
cheeseburger and some of the social and
environmental costs therein, it ends on a
hopeful note with suggestions far what we
can do. For junior high and above.

2. Guess Who's Coming to Breakfast.
(rental by American Friends Service
Committee, see last entry), 1977. 19 mm.

355
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color slide/tape show.
Using the companies which produce

breaklatt foods as examples, this
well-designed show explores the
interrelatedness of the world food system. It
focuses on the Cult and Western
Corporation's sugar operations in the
Dominican Republic's sugar plantations. For
upper elementary to high school, probably
most effective for junior high and below.

3. limo's: Tiger and the Big Wind.
Norwood, Massa Beacon Films (1230
Washington Street, 02062), n.d. min. color
film.

This is an animated story, written and
narrated by William Faulkner, using drawings
by children. During a drought, hungry
animals find out that by cooperating and
working together they need never be hungry
again. Excellent. For preschool to lower
elementary, high school, and above.

4. Potatoes. National Film Board of
Canada (distributed by Bullfrog Films, Inc.,
Oley, PA 19347), n.d. 28 min. color film.

This documentary on potato growers in
Canada shows how the multinational
corporation McCain controls potato
marketing in the area. It shows the
protound changes in rural life in North
America caused by new agricultural
methods, markets, and methods of control. A
very good look at the realities of farmers
trom a farmer's perspective. For high school
and above.

3. A Day Without Sunshine. (rental from
California Newsreel, 630 Natoma Street,
91103), n.d. 60 min. color film.

This excellent documentary depicts the
life of Florida farmworkers and contrasts it
with the power, size, and profits of the
agribusinesses that dominate Florida citrus
production. Many interviews with
larmworkers themselves are used. For junior
high and above.

6. Supergoop. Los Argeles, Calif.:
Churchill Films (662 N. Robertson Boulevard,
901)69), n.d. 13 min. color film.

In this animated story Rodney the Cat,
an actor in TV commercials, reveals the
process of promoting Soopergoop cerealthe
refining away of nutrition from grains, the
addition of sugar, and the creation of ads.
The ads tell people that eating Soopergoop

will he them to be big, smart, popular,
and strong and to have fun. Very good. For
lower elementary to junior high.

7. Seeing Through Commercials. Milwaukee,
%Visa Justice and Peace Center (1016 N.
19th Street, 53233), n.d. IS min. color film.

This excellent film shows children how
to interpret the commercials they see. An
actor dressed as a pirate comes behind the
scenes to reveal advertising gimmicks and
special effects used to make toys or candy
seem better than they are In real life.
Camera tricks, sound effects, prizes, and
gimmicks are discussed in a very clew
fashion. For elementary to junior high.

H. When the Almsgiving Stops. Oakland,
Calif.! Key Light (4266 Balfour Avenue,
91610), 1930. 22 min. color slide/tape show.

This beautifully photographed and
narrated show presents the political and
economic causes of world hunger. By
focusing on famine in Bangladesh, it shows
that hunger is not a problem of
overpopulation, natural disaster, or lack of
technology, but rather one of human
interactions. Excellent for junior high and
above.

9. Discover America. Fresno, Calif.:
National Land for People (2341 N. Cordelia,
93711), n.d. 40 Min. color slide/tape show.

This show provides a good look at the
national and international implications of
growing food monopolies by focusing on
agribusiness's control of federally subsidized
irrigation in the fertile San Joaquin Valley
of California.

Catalogs and Ilarrourea Lista

1. Alternative iteou-cts for Curriculum
Balance. Washington, D.C.: Center for Study
of Responsive Law (P. 0. Box 19367,
20036), n.d.

Twelve-page annotated bibliography of
education resources In areas where
corporate educational efforts predominate:
nutrition, economics, energy, environment,
consumer education, and citizenship.

2. Catalog. Santa Barbara, Calif.: Animal
Town Game Co., (P. 0. Box 2002,
93120),n.d.

Twenty-eight-page catalog by a small
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family game company. It has alternative
types of games dealing with Mother Nature,
cooperation, simplicity, self-sufficiency,
conservation, and human values.

3. Educating to Justice Lending Library
Catalogue Chicago, Ilk: Archdiocese of
Chicago (155 E. Superior, 6061 I), 1980.

This over-100-page publication has a
multitude of resources that can be borrowed
by teachers. Some of the categories of
resources are justice, food/huncer, power,
and global awareness.

4.Cataiog. Washington, D.C.: Center for
Science in the Public Interest (1755 "5"
'street, N.*. 20009), n.d.

This catalog lists the center's books,
txochures, and posters on food and
nutrition. The CSPI is a nonprofit
organization providing the public with
reliable yet interesting and understandable
intorniation on the ellects of technology.

5. Catalog. London: Center for World
Development Education (128 Buckingham
Palace Rd., S*I W9511), n.d.

this 14-page catalog is a very
extensive list 'of resources distributed by
CWDE. There ate books, booklets,
informstion sheets, packets, games,
suoukitions, and audio-visuals listed about
development and global perspectives.

4. Fifth World Tales Catalog. San
Francisco, Calif.: Children's Book Press
(1461 Ninth Avenue, 94122), n.d.

More than twenty books of myths,
legends, folktales, and stories by
contemporary authors are available from this
publisher. The stories are for K-6 and were
written by people of the Latino, Chicano,
Asian, Afro-American, and Native American
c.nimunitieS.

7. Catalog. New York: Council on
Interracial Books for (hildren (The Racism
and 'sexism Resource Center for Educators,
1841 Broadway, 10023), n.d.

This 15-page catalog lists books,
audio-visuals, curriculums, periodical.,
pamphlets, and lesson plans to combat
sexism, racism and other antihuman biases in
s..no,l and society.

LCatabg. Minneapolis, -.'-on.:
karthwurk/Center for Rural Studies, (NOS

t,
I

Blaisdell Avenue South, 55409), n.d.
This is an extensive list of resources

distributed by Earthwork on people, land,
and food.

9. Catalog. Minneapolis, Minn.: Education
Exploration Center, (P. 0. Box 7339,
Powderhorn Station, 55407), n.d.

This 17x22 -inch newsprint sheet catalog
.lists several books on teaching social
change, covering suds subjects as Vietnam,
controversy in the classroom, corporate
involvement in education, and being gay.

10. Catalog. Perth, Ont.: Family Pastimes
(R.R. 4, K7H 3C6, Canada), n.d.

This IS-page catalog has games for
learning about cooperation on subjects such
as mountaineering, community house building,
space futures, etc.

1 1. Food/Hunger Issues: A Global
Perspectives Approach. Montclair, N.Y.:
Global Learning, Inc. (40 S. Fullerton Ave.,
07042), n.d.

This 9-page resource list is an excellent
annotated bibliography for teachers of texts,
books, curriculums, simulation games, kits,
audio-visuals, and periodicals.

12, Brochure. New York: Global
Perspectives in Education, Inc. (218 E. 18th
St., MO)), n.d.

This is a list of GPE's publications on
culture and area studies, environment,
humanities, etc. GPE's purpose is "to
provide the kinds of education needed for
democratic national citizenship in a global
age." GPE also publishes a monthly list of
new re.ourres from many publishers;
Clearinghouse Memo.

13. Catalog. Philadelphia, Pa.: Movement
for a New Society (4722 Baltimore Avenue,
19143), n.d.

This 4-page lost has books on social
rhange, nonviolence, democrats: group
process, lifestyles, hunger, and global
educationall from a radical perspective.

14. World Hunger:Audio Visual Resource
Guide. New York: National Council of
Churches (Coordinating Council for Hunger
Concerns, 475 Riverside Drive, Room 868,
10115), 19811.

This 14-page catalog is an excellent
guide to audio-visuals on all aspects of
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hunger with clear descriptions and
information on prices and distributors.

13. Fowler, Kathryn Mervine. Hunger: The
World food Crisis, an NSTA Environmental
Materials Guide. Washington, D.C.: National
Science Teachers Association (1742
Connecticut Avenue, N.N., 20009), 1977.

This is an annotated bibliography on
food and hunger literature with sections for
teachers, 9th 12th, and preschool-9th.
There are also guides to films and
curricular maser ials.

16. Simulation Games for Fourth Grade
Through CoUsge. Del Mar, Calif.: Sirile 11
(P. 0. Box 910, 92010i n.d.

This 32-page catalog has simulation
games for a wide range of ages on a wide
range of subjects including decision-making
power, future studies, business, etc. It also
provides some good information on what
simulation games are, how to use them in a
classroom, and how to run them.

17. Catalog. San Francisco, Calif.: World
Affairs Council of Northern California (312
!utter St., 94101), n.d.

This is a free ban 20-page catalog for
teachers with teaching resources on Africa,
Asia, Latin America, Middle East, Soviet
Union, North America, ethnic studies, and
global studies. It includes books, simulations,
audio-visuals, etc.
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About the Institute for Food and Development Policy ...

1 he Institute for Food and Development Policy is a
not-for -prof it research and educational center which
investigates the root causes of hungep-land supports the
efforts of people around the world who we struggling to
create food and farming systems that meet the needs of
the majority. Founded in 197) by Frances Moore Lappe,
author of Diet for a Small Planet, and 3oseph Collins,
coauthor with Lapp e of Food Firsts beyond the Myth of
Scarcity, the Institute has been hailed as "one of tW
most established 'food think tanks' in the country" by the
New York limes.

Internationally reknowned for as groundbreaking research
and Food First publications, the Institute looks critically
at government and corporate policies asking, "What can
we du to create social, economic and political structures
that will ensure loud security for all?" The Institute has
also been credated with playing a key role in shifting the
giooal debate on hunger from a discussion of charity and
technological solutions to a recognition that poverty and
powerlessness are the root causes of hunger.

In 1> countries and 20 languages Food First studies and
publications are helping lay the groundwork for more
democratically Controlled food and fanning systems.
Universities and colleges throughout the United States
have adopted the Institute's books for courses in
development, history, political science, sociology, and
geography as well as nutrition and philosophy. Hundreds of
labor, church, consumer and activist organizations have
found our Action Alerts useful in educating North
Americans about hunger in Central America.

For a complete publications list, write' Food First
Doindist, Institute for Food and Development Policy, 11115
Mission Street, San Francisco, California 94103.
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CALIFORNIA STATE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION DR Hone

721 coot Mall Superintendent
. _

Sacianiento. CA 95e1e of Public Instruction

August 3, 1984

The Honorable Mickey Leland, Chairman
Select Committee on Hunger
U.S. House of Representatives
koom H2-507 House Office Building Annex 2
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Congressman Leland:

Attached is a revised copy of the testimony presented to
the Select Committee on Hunger in Davis, California on
July 21, 1984. This version includes the additional
remarks made which were not included in the original
written version.

Thank you for your efforts with this vital issue.

Best wishes,

%If

Diane Brooks, Ed.D., Manager
Htstory-Soctal Science Unit
offiie of Humanities Curriculum

and School Climate
(916)121-0887

DB:lu

Enclosure
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CALIFORNIA STATE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

721 Cap/or Man

Sacma.ento l'A OSAi

July 23, 1984

TO:

FROM:

SIN Honig - - --
supeffolendenf

. . .

of Public Instructor)

Mickey Leland, Chairman
and members of the Select Committee on Hunger

Diane Brooks, Manager 05
History-Social Science nit
California State Department of Education

SuBJECT: Response to Request for Testimony REVISED 7/21/84

Good afternoon, Mr. Chairman, members of the committee, ladies
and gentlemen.

B111 Honig, California Superintendent of Public Instruction, was
tequested to testify to the Select Committee on Hunger, regard -
trig the subject of world hunger education in elementary and
secondary school curriculum. This report responds to the
particular requests for information about existing curriculums
that include education on world hunger issues, and about pros-
pofS for expanding current curriculum to include this subject.
It is my pleasure to represent Bill Honig today.

1. Existing Curriculum in California

World hunger issues in grades kindergarten through
twelve are most commonly taught through the History-
Soc:ial_Scienceframework, a document adopted by the State

aBord of Education, as a guideline for curriculum devel-
opment. Textbooks are adopted by the State Board of
Education for grades K-8 every six years. Textbook
selection criteria include content alignment with the
frarwork. Attached is an excerp from that framework
whit* describes the grade level content.

Senate B111 fill, 1983, required three courses in
social screne for graduation from high school fa course
is described as one year of instruction). Effective
19111, students shall have instruction in:

O.S. History and GeographYt
world HInt.ry, Culture, and i1eography: and
Amer Ivan Government, c'ivic's and EonomIs

In June, 1981, the state Board of Education adopted
ExpetrtarronstModel_Gradu.ation..Re_gtints

which arms, obiectives, and recommende'd course
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,ontent for grades 9-11. These guidelines are in align-
ment with the gradoatin requirements of Sf3 813. The
guieline'; ::tiara similarities with the framework scope
and sequence.

Within the guidelines of the framework there is
.eniderahle distrirt flexibility for determining the
urriculum. An a review: high school course content for
graduation is required. The State Board of Education
pieviden ditection and disticts must use 80% of allo-
ated money for textbook selection for adopted texts.
There is inisideroble district flexibility in emphasis:
time, content, how disciplines interrelate.

Following the framework and model graduation require-
ment, certain utado levels most rlearly provide oppor-
tunities for instruction in hunger issues.

o Kindergarten - Learning about the physical,
and emotional dimensions of self and others

includes the study of my needs and the needs of others.

o .;tad.' 1 - Students study people as members
of commnnirl,!: and how people rely upon one another.

o rade 6 - The topic of out world, its di-
verse roople and their soriefips include areas for
study about needs which are common to all human beings,
and hew roplo!: of the world can and do work together on
common concpfng.

'o grad!, - The topic cif the changing world
Provide.: for 0 !gem! chronoloqi,:al view of the major
t-eh': in the history of mankind. Possible areas for
study are famine and depression. The study of the ge-
eqtliv of the wot ld and how it has changed over time
rtovId: for qtudy about climate, weather, agriculture,
and the I:o of nw:oll',(s.

e !lecendary world History - The historical
trpe.tive pteviden for study of the development of
global interdependence, the overchanging relationships

nit ion'; and peoples, and critical events that
ll., t :,mt" or hlOofy. The cp....graphic per-

.,1e.-11...en luden tho relationship between physical
Joon-it-1) homan 0e...trophy in (elms of the changing
.patial dintilhutien., of 11V.41V, fh011 aotivIttes, and
their int.racti-m with the natural environment. This
include., the Imertanco of our abundant resources.

no-ondity History - Tho ontent includes
h"w w intn and the :n.arcity of resources affect

and gevettiment. The study of his-
t" 1 it cuntemporary roles includes
4.1t1.
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o Seondary American Government, Civics, and
Eonomi,s - Students study the responsibilities of global
citizenship. Fconomirs includes the study of unlimited
wants, productive resources, scarcity, supply and demand,
and the market economy with the critical importance of
agriculture.

Following is additional information pertaining to
how subret areas can or should address the hunger issue.

o Ccriments_on_geograplly: Geography links the
social and physical sciences. Geography teaches the
interrelatedness of humans and their environments.

In recent years, geographers have become
increasingly concerned with refining their understanding
of spatial patterns of society. They have broadened
the discipline to include the studies of problems of
human welfare In areas such as hunger.

A basic geographic concept: Any human society
must form 4 workable connection with the ear.th's resources.

o Comment' on history:

In history, each situation and event is
distinct, but each is connected to all the historical
concepts by a woh of cause and effect, probability and

accident. All thinking is based, consciously or uncon-
sciously, upon recollection of past experiences.

In order for students to feel a connectedness
with eutrwit issues and how they relate to where we came
from, an historical approach to the hunger issue should be

used. The historical perspective links the past to the
present to the future. Specific topics could include
depresiens in 0.S. and Russia, famine in Ireland, gross
population, limited production, drought, and a look to
the future (such an food sources from the sea and hydro-
ponics) .

commentnoneconomics:

'elks in economics related to the hunger
i!:o0 include which prduln and services should be
pr-du--ed, hew w-ti should be produced, and how goods
and !:TV1.".i .diould be distributed. students need to
understand the following basic concepts:

Interdependence (npeciall...ation in products:
ioduction in .elf product ton)

Fxominotion of loc ol. notional, and global
Itobtom:, In nut mixed

-
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Persistence of poverty in a generally productive
society.

Needs of current society balanced against
future generations essential requirements.

Organization and importance of the international
economic system; the distribution of
wealth and resources on a global scald;
the struggle of the developing nations
to attain economic independence and a
better standard of living.

This discussion does not even include the instruc-
tion provided for students on nutrition through the health

or science curriculum.

2. Resources for teaching the hunger issue

Textbooks include the hunger theme in three ways:
1) from an historical approach as a social issue, 2) through
the politics of hunger, and 3) through cultural geography,
i.e., among the top twelve themes in cultural geography
And ecology, hunger is a topic. Cultural geography text-
books frequently include chapters on world hunger; agri-
culture, productivity, and hunger; and population and
hunger.

Support materials, such as filmstrips on the History
of Hunger, are available.

The. Hunger Project provides for volunteer personnel to
meet with school children, upon request of a teacher or

school, and present an overview of the issue. The "Ending
Hunger Rriefing Workbook" is provided free of charge for
the students. This resource has been used in several
areas of California including Sacramento and Los Angeles.

Food and drug manufacturers, such as Foremost and
McKesson, provide instructional materials related to
nutrition and hunger. Resources are available. Implemen-

tation level varies.

Nutrition curriculum provided by the State Department
of Education child nutrition division are available.

Supplementary curriculum materials are available to
teachers through Global Perspectives, the World Affairs
counril, the ('enter for Teaching International Relations,
and university sources, such as SPICE Stanford and USC.

3. Receptivity_of students and teachers in this area

To this point, I have talked about what is possible,
now I would like to address the realities of what is

oc,-utring in History-Social Science education. Resources

-4-
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are available, however only some districts have a curri-
culum with this scope and sequence. in school programs.
the time spent each day for history-social science varies.

It is generally inadequate at the K-8 level, and addressed
at the interest of the teacher. Secondary programs vary
in topic addressed and units required for graduation.
Staff training (either pre-service or continuing in-
service is needed.

A survey was made this week of eleven selected dis-

tricts throughout California regarding curriculum emphasis
at the district and school level. Responses indicated
that 11 hunger was not generally included as a curriculum
topic in a course of study, and 21 emphasis at the class-
room level beyond information in textbooks depended on
t:tie interest and knowledge of resources of the teacher.
Students are receptive and sensitive to the issue.

The hunger issue was addressed through the health

curriculum in two districts.

one disttiet described a well articulated curriculum
on this topic. Another was implementing a K-6 pilot program.

4. Proripe,:t_fdy expcinding current curriculum

It appears that the framework and the model graduation
requirements provide the basis for threading the hunger
issue throughout the elementary and secondary grades
through several social science disciplines, primarily his-
tory, geography, sociology, and ethics. Science health
literature can also address the topic. How much emphasis
is actually given to the issue is left to the discretion
of the local school district.

Where _are wp_golea2

currently, the state Department of Eduration'is carrying
out an Sit 811, a legislative mandate to develop model curriculum
,;tandards to which school districts must compare their curricu-

lum at least every three years. To be included in the point of

view to these standards are the importance of addressing issues
f regional, national, and worldwide concern (both controversial
and non-controversiall, and providing opportunities for students

to develop their creative and higher level critical thinking

skills. This r.tri be organized in a current events program
where students report, analyze, interpret, speculate, and
discuss Information and write critically from a variety of
sonrcps, while reflecting on the historical past. Also, his -

tory- rinrial science should illustrate that individuals, groups,

'tocietres, and nations are interdependent members of larger
culturil, political, and economic environments.

mo,1,1 standards would provide more specific
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assistance to districts which will allow for improvement
where a well organize) curriculum does not currently exist.
These standards will be adopted by the State Board of Education
by January, 1985. / see these standards as includingexam-
ples, vocabulary, and topics which will provide direction
toward curriculum focus on issues, including hunger. These
model curriculum standards, with greater content information,
should provide greater content direction for textbook pub-
lishers.

In addition, I see schools paying greater attention to
the time spent and content of social science as a result of
the CAP testing program.

The hunger issue deserves a place in the curriculum
along with other important concerns of our time. A well
organized curriculum would provide for recurring themes
and concepts at gradually more challer levels for
students.

The concern of this committee Cur greater awareness of
the hunger issue through educational programs is appreciated.

I am happy to respond to questions.

Attachment.

-6-
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'11114rirr.

Selected Settings,
by Grade Level
1112=17:/aMSW,MCIZ4=

The term sating, as used in this framework, teen to mon-

tem or area of study recommended for each grade level. The Set-
sings recommended in this framework have bean chosen, with
regard for these considerations:

The level of student maturity which can be expected, peer-
ally, at particular grades
The relative importance of the topics suggested

The need to include topics that are concerned with the stu-
dent's immediate ens konments --clauroom, playground, home.
neighborhood, and community--as well as with the wider
state, national, and world environments of which they also are

a part
The desire to provide breadth, depth. and balance in the kin-
dergarten through grade twelve history -social science program

Users of this framework may wish to add loin enrich the Content
suggested for particular grade levels. Indeed, they are encouraged

to do so, bearing in mind the considerations that have governed the

selection of the recommended content.

Kindergarten Through Grade Six
. .

Research documents the importance of the elementary school
years in helping children develop positive self - Images and pro-
social attitudes. For those reasons the time and attention to
history-social science should be increased significantly in the com-
mon core of the elementary school curriculum. At every level, kin-
dergarten through grade six, history- social science should be an
integral part of the curriculum and 'elated to raiding, language
arts, mathematics, science, an, mute, and physical Waukee.

This framework emplunins the it tsane of people is the
study of history-social science in kindergarten through grade sia.
Students begin their study of people in kindergarten by doming
about themselves and others in their immediate world. They con-
tinue their study of people in ever-widening circles: people as home

and at school, as members of groups, as members of communitks,
people in the region known as California. people of theAmerican
nation, and finally, at grade six, the diverse peoples of the world
and the societies in which they live.

In the course of their study of history-social science, students in
the elementary grades need to engage in active learning experiences
that foster oral language development and encourage social partici-
pation. Children need not only to learn to contribute and to partici-
pate actively, but they ako need to learn to listen and to reflect.
They need opportunities to present their own feelings, ideas. and

It
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concern to others; conversely, they need opportunities to limn to
respect viewpsoints which differ from their own. Such opportunities
enhance children's abilities to conceptualize and to communicate.

Grades Seven and .Eilhe
History-SOCill science in grades seven sad eight should be viewed

as a two-year, Interrelated sequence of Instructlea which builds on
the foundations laid in kindergarten through grade Ma. In these
grades, students learn how the unique present hi which they live
came to be. Is grade seven the (pens isms the ever-chanting world
and the major epochs in the history of humankind. In grade eight
the focus is on die Americas expmitam. Students team about the
Significant eventkmajor happenings, and critical turning points in
our natioa's history, and they ham about the men and women who
have made contributions to political, economic, social, and aes-
thetic dimensions of American life.

Grads Nine and Ten
Just as grades seven and eight should be regarded as a two-year

sequence, so, too, should grades nine and ten. Heretofore in Cali-
fornia. Indeed throughout the nation, those grades have lacked a
clearly defined identity in the history-social science curriculum.
At the same time two serious shortcomings in many history-social
science programs become ever more apparent. Students, by and
large, have not been provided with sufficient opportunities to
develop civic literacy or to develop a world view.This framework,
therefore, is concerned with the provision of organized, account-
able instruction in grades nine and ten which will remedy those
lacks.

In recent years concern about civic literacy has been increasing.
Several prestigious national task forces, scholars, and citizens and
professional groups have conducted studies. Without exception,
they have concluded that there is a "crisis in citizenship education"
in the United Slates. They recommend the Institution, reinstitu-
tion, or redesignwhichever is appropriate in a given school
situationof a required course in 'civics." Most often they have
suggested that it be taught at the ninth grade. Such a course, how.
ever, is intended to be far different from a static, "dry bones."
structural approach to the study of government. it should focus on
the real, vital, challenging roles which people play as citizens,
workers, and consumers. A course in civics should provide each
student with basic knowledge about how governments local
state, and nationalare organized and should function; it shout°
allow students to acquire and practice citizenship skills and to
encounter and examine the values to which our democratic society
is dedicated; and it should help students examine and seek solu-
tions to the problems and frustrations with which we as a people
are wrestling as we strive to achieve our goals while adhering to our
values.

In some school districts, organized accountable instruction, such
as that just described, has been deferred to grade twelve and
regarded as the crown of the social science program. Given the
realities of life today and the earlier age at which students are
maturing and coming into contact with the legal system, making
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consumer decisions, going to work, leaving school, and Pen
becoming parents, it no longer seems prudent to delay or to limit
such instruction to grade twelve. Such instruction then is too late
for some students It aho is too little instruction for all students,
given the increasingly complex problems with which our society, its
subgroups, and individuals currently must deal.

Broadly conceived, civic literacy is not limited to theacquisition
of that knowledge and those skills essential to participation in
American society. Today's citizen must be knowledgeable about
and capable of functioning in an increasingly interdependent
world. It is recommended. indeed it is essential, therefore, that one
year of history-social science insulation in grades nine and ten be
devoted to the development of a world view.

Finall), sf any further justification for giving express attention to
organized. accountable instruction in citizenship is needed, it
would be well to d the central purpose of history - social
science instruction set forth at the outset of this dOtutnerti:

The centrel purpose of history-social adeare education is to prepare
students to be humane, rational. undemanding. and participating eni-
rens in a dmerse soviets and in an increasingly interdependent *Odd
students rho will preserve and continue to advance progress towatd
just society

Grades Eleven and Twelve
In gradei eleven and tuelve, the emphasis on citizenship is con-

tinued in a molter sequence of interrelated courses. Grade eleven
provides for the historical study of the ideals, traditions, and insti-
tutions that are uniquely American. It is concerned with the devel-
opment of a realistic perspective on the nature of American society
and on an understanding of the American experience in a world
context Studies in grade eleven furni.h background imsential for
students who soon will be assuming roles as fully enfranchised
citizens.

In grade twelve students take a more penetrating look at Ameri-
can government. and they study the economic, social, political, and
legal systems of which Meyers a pelt. They then engage in compar-
ative studies of other political. economic, social, and legal systems
and of the roles which individuals and groups play in those
systems.

Grade twelve can and should be considered a laboratory in
which students synthesize their previr -min. and develop into
informed citizens who are capable of a a...g ellectisely and respon-
sibly on issues that are of concern to them at the school, commu-
nity, state, national, and global levels.

Summary of Recommendations
for the Kindergarten Through Grade
Twelve Sequence

It is recommended that:
The amount of time and attention given to history-social
science instruction be increased significantly in kindergarten
through grade sic
Grades seven and eight be regarded as a two-year, required
sequence in the history-social science curriculum.
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In grades nine and ten, one year be devoted to organized
instruction that will promote civic literacy and one year to the
development of a world view.
History-social science be required in grades eleven and twelveit and that the required instruction be supplemented by a variety
of electives.

At every grade level teaching and learning in history-social
seism be concerned with knowledge, skills, values, and social
participation.
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Specific Grade Level Recommendations
OMIMIIIINIMMINIMINEIMIIIIIIM1161111200101
KladerprtenMyself and Others In My World

Learning about the physical, social, and emotional dimensions
of self and others is entical to the development of a positive self-
concept and an appropriate entry into the history - social science
program. Comparisons with other living things may also help mu-
dents to undentand their uniqueness as human beings.

Some suggested topics suitable for kindergarten are:
I. The uniqUeness of me; my similarities and differences
2. Finding my way in my world (map skills)
3. My needs and the needs of others and how people, including

me, pow and change
4. Self-awareness and the employment of my five senses
S. My parentstheir Jobs and jot* that 1 can do
6. Special occasions in my life
7. Rules and why we need them
I. Cooperation and conflict between friends and classmates

through work and play
9. Songs, stories, games, and dances my friends and I like
10. Learning to listen and listening to learn

One People at Home and st School
Exploring relationships of people in students' own homes and

schools, as well as homes and schools in other cilium and socie-
ties, provides many opportunities to develop understandings and
appreciations of how roles, ethnic heritages, traditions, the physi-
cal environment, and social and economic factors influence people's
daily lives.

Some suggested topics suitable for grade one follow:

I. Getting from home to school safely
2. Time and my life (times for work; times for play: minutes,

hours; days of week; months of the year; seasons)
3. Roles people play in my family and at my school
4. Relationships of home to school (space; time; people; rules;

responsibilities; learning at home and at school; my rules at
home and at school)

S. Familiesmy own and others in the community and in the
world

6. Meeting needs at home and at school
7. Cooperation, conflict, and communication at home and in

school
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People who hale made my world better and more beautiful
9 Who is an American"

Grade Two People as Members of Groups
Explor.ng relationships among people in groups, as well as

among groups prosides opportunities for students to further
understand and appreciate themselses as social beings Concepts
such as norms. toles and responsibilities, communication, group
problem solving. and dectsion making are included in this setting.

Some suggesied topics suitable for grade two are:

I Groups to which I belong
2 American ethnic groups, their roles and contributions
3 People and the groins they form join
4 Roles within groups (e g leaders. followers, innovators;

isolates)
5 How groups use resources
6 Rules, responsibilities, and group norms
7 Communication, problem aolving, and decision making in

groups
8 Cooperation and conflict withir :between groups
9 How and why groups change with time
10 How art, music. and dance influence and enrich group life
II People who hese contributed to the groups to which I

belong

Grade ThreePeople as Members of Communities

Communities locally, nationally. and worldwideare dynam-
ic using and changing phenomena Within every community Pro'
ple act in hoth their Inch% idual and group capacities. They rely
upon and influence one another. Within communities there is a
great diversity Understanding the nature of different communities
and how people make commundses function it the major focus of
this setting

Some suggested topics suitable for grade three are:

I What is a community?
2. My communitywhere is it?
3 Our communityits past, present, and future
4 How community groups rely upoi and influence one another
S. The diverse cultures and pe.sples who make up and contribute

to our community
6 How is our community governed
7. Cooperation, conflict. and comriuntcation within our com-

munity
K. Appreciating and preserving the beauty of our community

and improving the quality of life in it
9 How does our community compare/contrast to other com-

munities in the United SUMS and in the world?

Grade FourThe Pe4ple of a Retlom CaNIOnlit1
The great diversity of California's geography, people, and social

environments and its rich history offer excelknt opportunities for
students to explore important aspects of a significant region and
their interrelationships Comparing and contrasting California
with other regions in the world provide an introduction to system-
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*tic learning experiences in a comparative study of people and
their environments in the social sciences.

Some suggested topics suitable for grade four are:
I. The peoples of California today: who we are; where we live;

the work we do; the way we participate as citizens
2. California: its land and its environment (e g., regional setting:

major physical features; economic and cultural geography,
current environmental concerns)

3. California in prehistoric times
4. The history of California and the diverse peoples who made

that history (the major historical periods)
3. Californians all: men and women who have made significant

contributions to our social. political. economic, and cultural
life

6. California's government: past and present
7. California: its place/role in the United States and in the

world
S. Looking toward the future in California

Grade MeThe People of a Malmo
TM UMW Sims of America

In grade five, students learn about the geography of the United
States, and they are introduced to its rich history. The emphasis
should be on people, focusing on the many and diverse individuals
and groups who have helped shape our nation. The contributions
which men, women, and groups of various kinds have made to the
political, economic, social. and cultural life of the United States
should be highlighted.

Some suggested topics suitable for grade live are:

I. The land we call the United States
Where is it? How is it divided into regions, states, communi

sties? What are its major landforms. physical features. natural
resources, major industries, current environmental concerns'

2. We, the people of the United States, today
Who are we? Where do we live? What kinds of work do we
do? How do we communicate with one another? What are
some important ideas/values in which we 4$ a people believe'
How do we participate as citizens of our nation, state,
communities?

3. The first Americans: peoples of yesterday
When/how did the first Americans come to this continent'
Into what groups were they divided? Where how did those
groups live? Who were their leaders? What were the major
accomplishments;contributions of the various groups" When
/how did the first Americans come into contact with the
Europeans and Africans who came to explore. settle in
America?

4. Explorers and settlers in Americanorth, south, east, and
west

1 Founders of our nation
6. Peoples who have helped our nation meet its major chal-

lenges, respond to changes, and grew politically, economi-
cally, soc.ally, and culturally over the years
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7 The United States and its people. their place, roles in the
world today

Grade SixOur World, Its Diverse
Peoples, and Their Societies

In grade six. students learn more about the geography of earth
and the many diverse peoples who inhabit our world. They kern
about both the similarities and the differences among individuals
and societies They consider those needs and life experiences which
are common to all human beings :hey also karn about the rea-
sons for %orations in human appearance and behavior.

In this grade students are introduced to the important concept of
culture They then explore its four basic elements in greater depth
The four baste and umscrsal elements of culture are defined as
language. technology. institutions, and beliefs.

Finally. students study some of the ways in which peoples of the
world can and do work together on common, current technological
and ecological concerns or through serious economic, political,
and cultural Institutions

Some suggested topics suitable for grade six are:

I Earth as home for human beingsthe world's water, land.
Climate, and natural resources and how they affect where and
Koss peoples hve

2 The world's diverse peoples and the reasons for differences in
appearance and behavior
Human needs and life experiences common to all peoples

4 IA by human societies de* clop different "ways of life" or
diverse cultures

5 The role and importance of language in all human societies
6 Technology. tools, toolmakers, tool users, and technological

change yesterday and today
7. Five basic institutions on whu h peoples in all societies

depend. government, economic institutions, education, the
family. and religion

II The importance oft uman beliefs about the nature of the
world, about beauty. sr ! about right and wrong

9 Earth's people working ,her

Grade SevenThe Changing ark!
The setting in grade seven is intends l to extend students' under-

standing of geography and to provids : broad chrono-
logical overview of the major epochs in the history of humankind.
Important ideas. inventions, institutions, movements of people,
and great civilizations should be emphasised. Attention should be
focused on both the Western and the non-Western worlds.

During the course of their study, students will have many oppor-
tunities to widen their acquaintance with and deepen their appreci-
ation for the humanities. Music, painting, sculpture, architecture.
archeology, law, philotophy, and ethics can be Incorporated in a
course of study designed for this grade level. The study of l.serature
in its various forms from folklore to biography to drama also can
be encompassed. So. too, can be the history of science and
technology.

Some suggested topics suitable for pule seven are:
1. Knowledge about the geography of the world and how it has

changed over the centuries
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2. The transition from prehistoric to historic times
3. Selected case studies of great Civilizations in the Western and

non-Western worlds
4. When peoples meet: conflict, controversies. cooperation, and

cultural change
S. Men and women who have made significant contributions to

the social, political, economic, intellectual, and cultural life of
the world or to its ethical thought

6. Great ideas and inventions that have transcended time and
place: their origins. functions, and importance

7. hang change in the world today and tomorrow

Grade Eight The American Experience
During the course of this study, students should develop a better,

deeper understanding of how the unique present in which they lie
came to be. To do that, students need to learn about those signifi-
cant .events, major happenings, and critical turning points in the
American experience that have generated emotions, ideals. institu-
tions. and values. They should become acquainted with peoples
who lived during those critical times and get a sense of their feel-
ings. values, and motivations. Students also should become more
knowledgeable about the contributions which men and women
have made to the political, economic, social, and aesthetic dimen-
sions of American life.

Some suggested topics suitable for grade eight are:

I. Old World.'New World: continuity and change
2. The Colonial experience viewed from a sanely of perspectil et
3. Founding a new nation: ideas, events, persons, values, and

basic documents
4. Critical episodes. major happenings, and great turning points

in the American experience from the days of the early Repub-
lic to the present time

3. Contributions of men, women. and groups to the political.
economic, social, and cultural development of the United
States

6. The unique present viewed in light of Its historical antecedents

Grades Nine and Ten Citizens and Civics
The emphasis in grades nine and ten is on preparing students to

function effectively as citizens of a democratic society To do that.
students need to become both politically and economically literate
They need to develop a basic understanding of what it means to be
a citizen of a democratic society. They need to know what govern-
ment is, why and how governments are organized, how they func-
tion, and the buic values which undergird a free society.

Important as that knowledge is, it cannot be acquired in a
vacuum. Students also need regular organized opportunities to
practice the skills essential to effective citizenship so that they can
assume the many roles as individuals and members of groups
which are incumbent upon members of a democratic society.

Some suggested topiii suitable for grades nine and ten are

I You, your life, and government
2. Why government?
3. What governments are. h iw they are organized and function

at national, state, and lo at lesels
4 individual rights and responsibilities in a democratic society
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5 Last and Justice in a free society
6 Functioning effectively as an individual and as a member of

groups in a democratic society bit

a Becoming informed about public issues
b Vann/
c Knowing the law and respecting it
d Serving on Juries
e Working for volunteer groups
f Paying taxes
g Serving the community. state. and nation in a variety of

ways
h f....emonsirdiing concern for the environment
i Respecting property and persons

Behaving as responsible consumers
k. Participating in political parties
I Advocating positions on public policy questions

m Influencing decnionmakers
n Monitoring the work of public officials and agencies
o Holding public office

7 Selected case studies of current public policy issues

Grades Nine and TenWorld Cullum
An in-depth stud) of selected cultures or culture areas chosen

from both the Western and nonWestern world should give stu-
dents both an historical outlook on and a more contemporary view
of the world In the course of such study, students should have
opportunities to compare and contrast philosophies, language,
literature, religions, the arts. and drama of different cultures, as
well as to become more knowledgeable about the historical events
whicn are of significance.

Some suggested cultures or cultural areas suitable for this setting
are the following

Australia The Middle East'
Canada Philippines
China Polynnia
Eastern Europe Southeast Asia
India Sub-Ssharan Africa'
Japan USSR
Korea West riiropt
Latin America'

Some suggested topics suitable for in-depth studies of cultures
follow:

I. The land and the peoples
2. Political and economic developments across time
3. Social and family life, traditional and modern
4. Language, literature, and law
5. Religion and ethics
6. Philosophies and ideologies
7. The ansvisual, performing, and applied
8. Science, medicine, mathematics, and technology
9. Status and roles of women in varying cultures
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10. Important men and women who influenced the meting
I I. Cultural perspectives: How the people see themselves and

how others see them
12. Cultural cheep and exchange

Gado Eleven end TwelveThe linked Satan
Welk Testliiiene, and InstInenons

The development of the ideals, traditions, and institutions that
an uniquely American form the focus for the setting in grades
eleven end twelve. To understand the role of the United States in
the world require* an historical study of hew and why those ideals,

traditions, and institutions have been formed and reformed. Such
study contributes cn the formulation of a realistic perspective on

the nature of American society, its achievements, its problems, and

the direction in which it is headed. It facilitates an understanding of
what experiences and values Americans skate with *liter poples of
other times and places and in what respect Americans are different.

Some suggested topics suitable for grads eleven and twelve are:

I. The genesis of American ideals, traditions, and institu-
tions

2. Unity and diversity among the American people

3. Americans shaping and reshaping their elleironment
4. Forming and reforming Ame-ican political. economic,

and social institutions
5. Americans expressing their beliefs and values in action

and through the arts
6. Viewing the American experience in a world context
1. Shaping a positive future

Grades Dom and Tersie-.The Individual
to Political. Economic, and Soda Systems

As students migute and prepare to claim additional rights and to

assume additior... responsibilities as citizens, it is essential that
they engage In a more penetrating study of American government.

Students also need to acquire a better understanding of other eco-

nomic. political, and social systems In the world in! to examine
the role of the individual in those systems. Such study should en-

able students to develop understandings andskills essential to them

for making wise decisions regarding their own lives and for dealing

with critical issues in their local communit:es. in their state and

nation, and in the larger global society of which they are a part.

Some suggested topics suitable for grades eksen and twelve are:

I. The socialization of the individual
2. Foundations of American government. Majority rule minor-

ity rights; representative and limited lovernment. separation

of church and state; individual rights and responsibilities
interest groups and influence channels: power shared and
power checked; due process and equal protection; equality of
opportunity; consent ano consensus

3. The individual and comparative political systems

4. The individual and comparative economic systems
3 The individual and comparative social systems
6. the individual and comparative legal systems

7 The individual and international and global economic,

and political systems
a. Selected case studies

376
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PREPARED STATEMENT SUBMITTED BY JOYCE BUCHHOLZ, CO-DIRECTOR AND DIRECTOR,
SCHOOLS PROGRAM, WORLD AFFAIRS COUNCIL ON BEHALF OF THE BAY AREA GLOBAL
EDUCATION PROGRAM; ROBERT FREEMAN, CO-DIRECTOR AND DIRECTOR, WEST COAST
OFFICE, GLOBAL PERSPECTIVES IN EDUCATION; DAVID GROSSMAN, CO-DIRECTOR AND
DIRECTOR, STANFORD PROGRAM ON INTERNATIONAL AND CROSS-CULTURAL EDUCATION

Thank you for this opportunity to present our ideas on how

to effectively educate K-12 students in the general area of

global awareness and more specifically on the problem of hunger.

The Say Area Global Education Program is a consortium of

international education resource providers, composed of Global

Perspectives in Education, West Coast; The Stanford Program on

International and Cross-Cultural Education, part of the Center

fur Research in International Studies at Stanford University; and

the World Affairs Council of Northern California, Schools

Program. Our purpose is to assist schools of the San Francisco

Bay Area and California to enrich their curriculum with inter-

national and cross cultural content and to develop the knowledge,

skills and attitudes needed by their graduates to function

effectively in a rapidly changing and increasingly interdependent

world. The Bay Area Global Education Program was first organized

.1:,tler the impetus of NDEA Title VI, Section 603 in 1979. Since

tile end of that funding source in 1982 this program has been

3::i,ported primarily by foundations and local education organize-

During these five years we've worked extensively with

oviz 25 n.-hool distri,:ts and involved nearly 4000 teachers and

iininIstrators in a variety of training and cur: iculum develop-

377
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Tent ptojucts. our work takes a very broad perspective on the

izublem of developing a more global perspective and is long range

no comprehensive in its approach to curriculum change and the

retraining of teachers.

Objectives

School programs should be so conducted that students will:

*It

* *

*It

* *

* *

Recognize the interdependence of people, issues and events

as they interact in the economic, political, social, and

ecological systems of the world.

Develop an awareness of current world conditions including

such factors as population growth, economic conditions,

world healtn, resource availability and use, trends in

science and technology, major international conflicts and

eftorts to resolve them.

Acquire problem solving and communication skills to deal

with the inevitable conflicts and changes which occur in a

complex, ambiguous and pluralistic world.

Understand the history, traditions, and values of American

society and their relationships to other major areas of the

wor11, including Africa, Asia, Latin America and the Middle

East.

Develop awareness tnat they have a unique cultural

perspectiv that is not universally shared by others.

Reoqn.t, the impottance of communicating with people from

otnei cultures in their own languages.

Seek solutio": to world problems througn participation in

tne). own socis,ty's democratic procesf:.es.

2
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from these objectives that our program is not

. ,I..)wly focused on education aboul. hunger. However, to the

t:"st hunger is one of the p.l'evalent conditions' in the.

4,-A, we try to make student:: aware of that condition, how

h..gor t utes to the world's larger economic, political and

sistem, and what individuals, orgahizations and

,vernmeats are doing about the problem. Finally we help

students to acquire skills and perspectives that will enable them

to think creatively about new solutions to the problem and even

participate in solution strategies which they wish to support

personally.

Approacn to Change

Throughout our work we emphasize the importance of present-

in; a balaLned and broad range of perspectives on the issues

raised and try to show the interconnectedness of those issues.

our schools are not currently equipped to provide the kind of

education un internaticu.al affairs needed for responsible citizen-

shlp. Relatively little classroom time is devoted to world

hi:,:tory, to other cultures, to foreign language study, or to the

internatiiaal dimensions of current issues and students generally

lack the motivation or critical thinking skills needed to gain

tn:s background on their own. Such finding:; were confirmed by

tne 1979 President's Commission on Foreign Language and Inter-

national Studies and reconfirmed locally by a 1982 survey in the

sa:1 Francisco Bay Area.1 Although the need for more attention to

Foreign Language and International Studies in Selected Bay Area
High Schools: A Preliminary Arsessnent, Bay Area & The
World Project, 1983, 312 Sutter St., S.F., CA 94108

3
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International affairs is sometimes recognized by local educators,

toddy's schools are beset by a whole range of problems - -an aging

t4culty, declining enrollments, ethnically diverse school popula-

tions, discipline and drug problems, inadequate funding, etc.--

which demand immediate attention and divert effort from the

complex task of improving and enriching international affairs

instruction. When it is difficult under these conditLons to

Improve teaching of any kind, instruction on current internation-

al issues, with its historically low priority, is at a particular

disadvantage requiring a comprehensive approach.

Our approach is an incremental one of gradually

strengthening the global dimension of schooling across a broad

front. To do this we work on the following elements

simultaneously:

1. Improved Instructional Materials on International Affairs

We identify the many good materials already available

commercially, develop other new materials, show how these

materials can be easily fit into existing history, language,

culture and science courses and then disseminate all of

these to a broad network of educators. A key criterion in

the selection and developmtnt of materials is that of

providing diverse perspectives.

2. Leadership Development

We conduct a comprehensive set of leadership training

programs aimed at preparing teachers and administiators to

play long .term leadership roles in international education.

These include 3 & 4 week summqr institute", study tours

abroad, foreign lanquane sen!r,drf., tpao

4
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workshops, local after school and weekend workshops on

.specific skills and content such as critical thinking or

Latin American cultures, and introductory events aimed at

teachers, school board members, administrators and parents.

3. Strengthening Institutional Capabilities"

We work systematically over the long term with schools,

districts, county offices of education, education

professional organizations, other universities and with the

State Department of Education to bring their institutional

resources to bear on aspects of international education

which they are ready to work on. We also engage local

funding and world affairs organizations in supporting such

work.

Some examples from each of these areas will show how this

cumpiehensive approach is building a base of interest and concern

which will gradually bring broad based international education

into more and more schools and as a result students will acquire

the interest and skills needed to deal with issues such as hunger.

Instructional Materials Usage.

We have found that often the hest way to lead into issues of

hunger or development is to do so through the study of family

lite in other parts of the world. For example Stanford has

developed units on ContemiTrary Family Life in Rural China,

ici!,trastini Urban Lifestyles in Brazil and Teachira About

MIlration: Mexico. Each of these use a case study approach to

introduce students t..) the way people live in other countries

:nludinty tne way they thelz standard of living and ho4
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each area suffer for have suffered) from hunger and

pevezty. These experiences are compared to students own lives

which lays the ground work for dealing with why some of these

people are very poor. At that point other materials such as Food

!t Hunger by the Center for Teaching International Relations or

Food for All:. Teaching Against Hunger by Global Perspectives in

Education or World Development by the world bank become relevant

to students and can more directly satisfy student's interest in

th, subject. The point is that there are many ways to peak

st,Ident interest in issues surrounding hunger & poverty and that

tnts need:: to be done first. Such an approach is also easier to

interest teachers in because they, like their students, have

difficulty facing, unpleasant issues like hunger unless they have

!,ome larger context in which to place it.

LeadershLp Development

This summer 46 teachers will participate in a three week

institute on International Economics, Trade and Development in

order to develop the skills needed to help train their colleagues

in content and skills surrounding this broad topic. Here they

will get an overall grasp of the international economic system,

-Inderstanding of the differences between capitalism and

-uctalism, a knowledge of how to teach about such concepts as

roreign exchange, protectionism, comparative advantage and

development! and a chance to practice such skills as systems

dnAlysrs and problem solvino. In the course of this broad over-

i,w %he problem of huner will iddressed by experts from

,tuLford'! Food Research Instil.e and by politIcal economist::.

3B2
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(,th.-z issues such as the debt crisis, unemployment, the role of

multi-nationals in the developing world will also be addressed.

Speakers and p.rticipants will explore how these issues relate to

each other and to international trade and investment patterns

generally. Teachers will select issues and skills of special

interest and develop presentations on them which can be shared

with colleagues back home. Finally, they will plan with an

implementation team from their districts how to conduct in-

service training workshops throughout the year. Based on

previous experience this should result in some 30-40 workshops

involving 1500-2000 teachers in 1984 -85.

Strengthening Institutional Capability

During the past year we founded four university based

consortia, two in the Bay Area, one in San Diego and one in the

Central Valley. One of these held its own institute this summer

with a focus on Latin America. It used the Latin America

expertise from two universities and brought teams of teachers and

administrators from two school districts. Participants were

introduced to broad cultural learning about Latin America, some

of the issues of development and especially the impact of the

debt crisis (both in Latin America and in the U.S.) and the issue

of migration from Mexico. Thee teams will work during the next

several years to gradually raise awareness of global issues

especially as they touch on Latin America and as appropriate will

begin to introduce the lessons mentioned above. because of the

bniversity and County Education Department involvement teams will

7
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o her ve db resources fox future projects along with the

,ity expert: se.

Conclusion

These illustrations and the background above suggest how a

comprehensive program in international education can work to

Increase citizenship skills in this vital area. It is a long

term effort with the potential for improving the international

dimension of education throughout California. We believe that

only through such comprehensive efforts can any real progress be

made in this difficult educational arena.

The Conyress could greatly aid such efforts throughout the

U.S. by adopting educational policies and programs which support:

1. comprehensive long term approaches to the study of

international issues.

1. the study of issues within a historical and global context

and the presentation of diverse perspectives on these

issues.

1. approaches to institution building which involve

uaiversities (the repositories of valid international

knowledge), State and local education agencies and voluntary

olganizations sharing the intendtional education concern.

4. a clear focus on the local school as the institution most

qualified to carry out local publt: elucation on

international issues.

clear lines of accountability which insure that materials

,'evelopmet or leddershrp traininj projects are influeced

the outset by 10(:01 schools and and are

8
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designed in turp to have impact in local schools.

periodic assessments of the state of international knowledge

dnd attitudes in the general public as a means of measuring

the overall success of the effort over time.

7. the development of networks (both personal and electronic)

which encourage those developing global awareness projects

to share their learnings with each other and with

government.

0
Thank you for this opportunity to share our cooperative

experience with the Committee. We will be glad to respond to

your specific questions about our work.

9
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF ANITA M. MERMA,IL, DIRECTOR, CALIFORNIA OFFICE, OVERSEAS
EDUCATION FUND

MR. CHAIRMAN, MEMBERS OF THE COMMITTEE, I AM VERY HONORED TO PARTICIPATE

AT THIS IMPORTANT HEARING AND TO CONSIDER WITH YOU THE ROLE OF EDUCATIONAL

INSTITUTIONS IN ALLEVIATING WORLD HUNGER, AND IN PARTICULAR TO EXPLORE THE NEED

FOR WIDESPREAD PUBLIC EDUCATION REGARDING THIS CRITICAL ISSUE.

I AM ANITA MERMEL, DIRECTOR OF THE CALIFORNIA OFFICE OF THE OVERSEAS

EDUCATION FUND (OEF). OEF WAS FOUNDED IN 1947 BY THE LEAGUE OF WOMEN VOTERC,

THOUGH WE ARE NOW INDEPENDENT OF LEAGUE AFFILIATION. OEF IS A NONPROFIT

INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT ORGANIZATION, OR "P40", DEDICATED TO COLLABORATING

WITH WOMEN, WOMEN'S ORGANIZATIONS AND GOVERNMENT AGENCIES IN THE DEVELOPING

COUNTRIES TO IMPROVE THE ECONOMIC CONDITION OF LOW INCOME WOMEN. WITH A CORE

STAFF IN WASHINGTuN, D.C. AND RECENTLY ESTABLISHED OFFICES IN SRI LANKA, HONDURAS,

ECUADOR, AND SENEGAL, OEF HAS WORKED IN OVER 50 THIRD WORLD COUNTRIES TO INCREASE

WOMEN'S CONTRIBUTION TO THE ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT OF THEIR COUNTRIES. OEF

BELIEVES THAT WOMEN'S ECONOMIC PRODUCTIVITY IS SO IMPORTANT IN THE THIRD WORLD

THAT DEVELOPMENT CANNOT OCCUR WITHOUT IMPROVING THEIR SKILLS TO PARTICIPATE MORE

FULLY. TODAY, OEF FOCUSES ITS TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE ON TRAINING WOMEN,

ESPECIALLY POOR WOMEN, IN SMALL ENTERPRISE DEVELOPMENT, FARM PRODUCTION

COOPERATIVES AND JOB SKILLS FOR THE PUBLIC AND PRIVATE SECTORS.

IN THE UNITED STATES, OEF EDUCATES AMERICANS ABOUT GLOBAL SOCIAL AND

ECONOMIC ISSUES THROUGH FOCUSSING DEVELOPMENT EDUCATION PROGRAMS ON CAREFULLY

TARGETTED AUDIENCES OF WOMEN, AND THROUGH THEM TO THE BROADER CONSTITUENCIES

THEY CAN ACCESS AND MOTIVATE. OEF DEVELOPMENT EDUCATION PROGRAMS ALWAYS

INCLUOE LONG RANGE FOLLOW UP ACTIVITIES AND ACTION STRATEGIES. DEVELOPMENT

EDUCATION IS THE PRINCIPAL MANDATE OF THE CALIFORNIA OFFICE, WHICH I DIRECT,

BUT OEF'S EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS SPREAD BEYOND THE BORDERS OF THIS STATE.

THEY ARE NATIONAL IN SCOPE.

38-V,1 0 - 84 - .366



AS AN ASIDE, PERHAPS I SHOULD MENTION HOW THr. TERM "DEVELOPMENT

EDUCATION" IS GENERALLY USED BY OEF AND BY MANY OTHER PAIVATE VOLUNTARY

ORGANIZATIONS. AS THE RESULT OF AN INTENSE COLLABORATIVE EFFORT INVOLVING

REPRESENTATIVES OF MORE THAN 50 U.S. VOLUNTARY AGENCIES, THE FOLLOWING STATEMENT

SUMMARIZES THE CURRENT SHARED VIEW:

DEVELOPMENT EDUCATION HAS AS A. PRIMARY GOAL THE BUILDING OF A
COMMITTED CONSTITUENCY FOR DEVELOPMENT BOTH AT HOME AND ABROAD.
IT BEGINS WITH A RECOGNITION OF GLOBAL INTERDEPENDENCE AND THE
CONTINUING NEED FOR JUSTICE AND EQUITY IN THE WORLD. ITS PROGRAMS
AND PROCESSES CONVEY INFORMATILN, PROMOTE HUMANITARIAN VALUES, AND
STIMULATE INDIVIDUAL AND COMMUNITY ACTION AIMED AT IMPROVING THE
QUALITY OF LIFE AND ELIMINATING THE ROOT CAUSES OF WORLD POVERTY.f,

°
AS MANY OF OEF'S OVERSEAS PROJECTS HAVE BEEN FOCUSSED ON RURAL COMMUNITIES

IN DEVELOPING COUNTRIES, OEF HAS ACCUMULATED CONSIDERABLE "HANDS-ON" EXPERIENCE

IN DESIGNING AND IMPLEMENTING PROGRAMS THAT IMPROVE AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION,

PROCESSING AND MARKETING. EXPERIENCE WITH THESE PROGRAMS HAS HEIGHTENED OEF'S

AWARENESS AND CONCERN OF THE GREATER TOLL THAT HUNGER EXACTS FROM WOMEN IN

THE DEVELOPING NATIONS. BUT, MOST IMPORTANTLY, OEF UNDERSTANDS THE IMPORTANT

CONTRIBUTION WOMEN MAKE IN GROWING FOOD STAPLES THROUGHOUT THE THIRD WORLD.

IMPROVING WOMEN'S AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTIVITY IS CRITICAL TO SOLVING WORLD HUNGER

PROBLEMS.

CONSCIOUS OF A GENERALIZED LACK OF PUBLIC AWARENESS IN THE UNITED STATES

REGARDING THE SEVERITY OF THE POVERTY, HUNGER, MALNUTRITION AND DISEASE FACED

BY MILLIONS OF THIRD WORLD INHABITANTS, OEF HAS BEEN DESIGNING ANO IMPLEMENTING

DEVELOPMENT EDUCATION PROGRAMS FOCUSED ON THE PROBLEMS OF HUNGER ANO POVERTY

WITHIN THIS COUNTRY SINCE THE MID- 1970's. THESE PROGRAMS ARE DESIGNED TO

HELP AMERICANS UNDERSTAND HOW ACTIONS TAKEN IN THIS COUNTRY AFFECT PEOPLE

IN THE THIRD WORLD, AND, IN TURN, HOW AMERICANS ARE INCREASINGLY AFFECTED

A Frarwwork for Development Education In the United States, prepared by the
Joint Working Group on Develpoment Education of PAID (Private Agencies in

International Development) and ACVA (American Cotocil of Voluntary Agencies),
Washington D.C., Nov. 1983.
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BY EVENTS OVERSEAS.

IN MARCH, 1978, OEF CONDUCTED A PILOT WORKSHOP EMPHASIZING THE ROLE

AND STATUS OF WOMEN IN THIRD WORLD COUNTRIES. PARTICIPANTS FRDM THE COLUMBIA,

SOUTH CAROLINA AREA GAINED A PERSONAL UNDERSTANDING OF GLOBAL INTERDEPENDENCE

THROUGH CONTRASTING AND COMPARING WOMEN'S ISSUES IN THEIR COMMUNITY WITH THOSE

OF COMMUNITIES, OVERSEAS. TWO YEARS LATER, THE NATIONAL ENDOWMENT FOR THE

HUMANITIES FUNDED DEF'S "WOMEN AND WORLD ISSUES PROJECT", PROVIDING FUNDS TO

CONDUCT SIMILAR WORKSHOPS IN FIVE NEW CITIES: AUSTIN, PHOENIX, LOS ANGELES,

PORTLAND AND ROCHESTER, N.Y. IN ADDITION TO THE INDIVIDUAL SUCCESSES PER SE

OF EACH OF THESE WORKSHOPS, A HANDBOOK WAS PRCDUCED WHICH DESCRIBES THE PROCESS

OF PLANNING ANO IMPLEMENTING SIMILAR WORKSHOPS FOR USE BY OTHER COMMUNITIES.

THIS HANDBOOK, ENTITLED WOMEN AND WORLD ISSUES: AN ACTION HANDBOOK FOR YOUR

COMMUNITY HAS BEEN DISTRIBUTED AND USED WIDELY AROUND THE COUNTRY SINCE ITS

PUBLICATION.

IN 1982, OEF WAS PRIVILEGED TO RECEIVE ONE OF THE FIRST FEDERALLY-FUNDED

DEVELOPMENT EDUCATION MATCHING GRANTS, COMMONLY REFERRED TO AS BIDEN-PELL FUNDING,

ADMINISTERED B' THE U.S. AGENCY FOR INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT. AGAIN IN 1983,

OEF WAS ONE OF THE FIVE ORIGINAL GRANTEES TO RECEIVE RENEWED FUNDING. JUST

RECENTLY WE WERE AWARDEu A THIRD YEAR OF FUNDING AND ARE CURRENTLY INITIATING

A NEW CYCLE OF ACTIVITIES.

WITH THE BIDEN PELL FUNDING PROVIDED BY AID, OEF HAS BEEN ABLE TO

CAPITALIZE ON ITS SPECIFIC EXPERTISE IN THE AREAS OF WOMEN, HUNGER AND THE

AGRICULTURAL SECTOR IN THE THIRD WORLD, AS WELL AS ON ITS HIGHLY SUCCESSFUL

AND PROVEN METHODOLOGY FOR INITIATING LONG-TERM AND SELF-SUSTAINING EDUCKIIONAL
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1RO:.11SfAS WITHIN THE U.S. THE RESULTING PROJECT --AND CURRENTLY OFF'S MOST

IMPORTANT EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITY-- IS ENTITLED WOMEN AND WORLD HUNGER. 711F ROLE

OE WOMEN III 100D MODUCTIOU. IT IS A MULTI"AR PRGJECT THAT INCLUDES. OVER

10 MAJOR CITIES, AS WELL AS THREE ENTIRE STATES.

GOALS AND OBJECTIVES

THE STATED GOALS OF THE PROJECT ARE TO INCREASE THE PUBLIC AWARENESS

OF THE POLITICAL, ECONOMIC, TECHNICAL AND SOCIAL FACTORS RELATING TO HUNGER

AND POVERTY, PARTICULARLY THE ROLES THAT WOMEN PLAY IN FOOD PRODUCTION IN THE

THIRD WORLD; TO PKOMOTE HUMANITARIAN VALUES; TO STIMULATE INDIVIDUAL AND

COMMUNITY ACTION AIMED AT ELIMINATING THE ROOT CAUSES OF WORLD HUNGER AND POVERTY;

ANU TO DEVELOP AN EDUCATION PROGRAM ON WORLD HUNGER AND WOMEN FOR USE BY

fARGETTED PROJECT GROUPS AND THEIR MEMBERSHIPS, AS WELL AS OTHER COMMUNITY

GROUPS NATIONWIDE.

FUNDAMENTAL OBJECTIVES OF THE PROJECT ARE:

1) TO INVOLVE A VARIETY OF WOMEN'S ORGANIZATIONS, COMMUNITY, CIVIC,

AND OTHER AFFINITY GROUPS, IN PARTICIPATORY EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITIES RELATED

TO THE THEME;

2) TO TEST VARIOUS MODELS FOR ORGANIZING PARTICIPATORY WOMEN AND HUNGER.

WORKSHOPS IN VARIOUS GEOGRAPHIC SETTINGS;

3) TO DEVEIOP NEW WRITTEN AND VISUAL EDUCATIONAL MATERIALS OH THE

PROJECT THEME;

4) TO EXPERIMENT WITH INNOVATIVE EDUCATIONAL TECHNOLOGIES, SPECIFICALLY

VIDEO PRES1NTATIONS AND TELECONFERENCING, AND

5) TO CONSOLIDATE AND INSTITUTIONALIZE OEF'S EARLIER EFIORTS IN

DEVELOPMENT EDUCATION.
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OVER THE PAST TWO YEARS --AND WORKING IN COLLABORATION WITH OVER 30

GRASSROOTS ORGANIZATIONS IN EACH COMMUNITY-- OEF HAS SPONSORED CONFERENCES

FOCUSING ON THE INTERNATIONAL PERSPECTIVE OF WOMEN AS FOOD PRODUCERS IN FIVE

MAJOR CITIES IN THE WEST: DENVER, LOS ANGELES, SAN DIEGO, SANTA BARBARA AND

TUCSON. THE NEW ROUND OF ACTIVITIES BEGINNING THIS SUMMER INCLUDE THE TESTING

OF STATE-WIDE MODELS IN IOWA AND CONNECTICUT. THIS YEAR WE WILL CONSOLIDATE

AND STRENGTHEN CONTINUING EFFORTS IN PREVIOUS OEF DEVELOPMENT EDUCATION PROJECT

CITIES. IN PARTICULAR, AND AT THE REQUEST OF AUSTIN, TEXAS COMMUNITY LEADERS

WITH WHOM WE WORKED FOUR YEARS AGO, OEF IS PROVIDING NEW EDUCATIONAL MATERIALS

AND TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE FOR THEIR EFFORTS TO PRODUCE A SERIES OF COMMUNITY

FORUMS ON WOMEN AND HUNGER THROUGHOUT THE YEAR. WE ARE ALSO WORKING WITH

WOMEN IN EL PASO, TEXAS AND CIUDAD JUAREZ, MEXICO TO EXPLORE THE POTENTIAL

FOR A NEW 81-NATIONAL, CROSS-BORDER MODEL OF COOPERATIVE DEVELOPMENT EDUCATION.

OUR DISMISIONS ARE WELL ADVANCED WITH THE CENTER FOR BORDER STUDIES OF

NORTHERN MEXICO.

THEMES

THROUGHOUT THE WORLD, WOMEN ARE INTEGRAL PARTICIPANTS IN THE FOOD

PRODUCTION CYCLE. THEY PLANT SEEDLINGS, WATER AND WEE() THE FIELDS, AND

ASSIST IN HARVESTING. THEY ARE RESPONSIBLE FOR TRANSFORMING THE RAW SUPPLIES

INTO EDIBLE AND NUTRITIOUS MEALS FOR THEIR FAMILIES. FOR EXAMPLE, IN AFRICA,

60-80":. OF THE AGRICULTURAL. WORK IS DONE BY WOMEN. UNTIL RECENTLY, HOWEVER,

AFRICAN MEN WERE THE PRIMARY TARGETS OF DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMS FOR TECHNICAL

TRAINING, EXTENSION SERVICES, OR IMPROVED AGRICULTURAL INPUTS. ANY DEVELOPMENTAL

PROGRAMS FOCUSED ON WOMEN, TENDED TO FOCUS ON WOmiN'S REPRODUCTIVE ROLES, AND

NOT ON THEIR ECONOMIC PRODUCTIVITY.
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AMERICANS DO NOT UNDERSTAND THAT WOMEN ARE'FRIMARY F000 PRODUCERS

AROUND THE WORLD AND THAT TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE TO THEM CAN DOUBLE AND EVEN

TRIPLE THE FOOD THEY PRODUCE, NOT ONLY TO FEED THEIR FAMILIES BUT TO

PROVIDE FOOD STAPLES FOR THEIR COMMUNITIES AND THEIR COUNTRIES AS WELL. EXPERTS

AIREADY AGREE THAT LARGE SCALE TRANSFER'. OF FOOD FROM THE DEVELOPED TO THE

DEVELOPING WORLD IS NOT THE ANSWER TO WORLD HUNGER PROBLEMS. GROWING MORE

FOOD WHERE PEOPLE LIVE IS. TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE TO HELP LOCAL FARMERS,

ESPECIALLY WOMEN FARMERS WHO GROW SUBSISTENCE FOOD, IS OF CRITICAL IMPORTANCE

ALONG WITH THE DEVELOPMENT OF SIMPLE IRRIGATION TECHNOLOGIES AND THE AVAILABILITY

OF CREDIT.

SINCE WOMEN IN ALL CORNERS OF THE WORLD, INCLUDING THE U.S., ARE

INVOLVED IN SOME PART OF THE FOOD PRODUCTION PROCESS, THE THEME OF OUR

PROJECT: "WOMEN AND WORLD HUNGER: WOMEN'S ROLE IN FORD PRODUCTION" HAS

PROVEN TO SPARK THE INTEREST AND ATTRACT THE ATTENTION OF DIVERSE POPULATIONS

OF U.S. WOMEN.

BUT THIS SHARED GLOBAL COMMONALITY. B4TWEEN ALL WOMEN, THAT OF PROVIDING

FOOD FOR THEIR FAMILIES, IS NOT ENOUGH TO IGNITE THE ENTHUSIASM AND COMMITMENT

OF AMERICAN WOMEN. WE HAVE FOUND THAT AMERICAN WCilEN,8tCOME REALLY EXCITED

ABOUT THE FACT THAT WOMEN ARE SIGNIFICANT FOOD PRODUCERS THROUGHOUT THE THIRD

WORLD. THEY ARE INSPIRED TO ACTION BY THE KNOWLEDGE THAT INCREASING THE

CAPABILITIES OF THIRD WORLD WOMEN IN THE AGRICULTURAL, SECTOR WILL PRODUCE

IMPORTANT ADVANCES TOWARDS SOLVING THE PROBLEM OF HUNGER WORLDWIDE. AMERICAN

WOMEN ARE RELIEVED TO GO BEYOND TALK OF MOTHERHOOD, NUTRITION AND CHILD CARE

IN THE DEVELOPING WORLD, TO ACTIVELY DISCUSS WOMEN'S ROLES AS ECONOMIC

PRODUCERS IN THESE SAME COUNTRIES. THE FRESHNESS OF THE THEME OF WOMEN'S

ECONOMICALLY PRODUCTIVE ROLES, Of THEIR SIGNIFICANT CONTRIBUTIONS AS

FARMERS, PROCESSORS AND DISTRIBUTORS OF FOOD HAS SERVED AS A POWERFUL
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LINKING MECHANISM FOR CONFEREES AND THEIR PLANNING COMMITTEES ALIKE.

AS PROJECT PARTICIPANTS EXPLORE THE ISSUES, THEY UNRAVEL MANY

COMMONALITIES BETWEEN THEIR OWN LIVES AND THE LIVES OF WOMEN OVERSEAS.

THEY BEGIN TO RECOGNIZE THAT THE DISPARITIES OF WEALTH AND POVERTY THAT

THEY HAVE BECOME SO AWARE OF IN THIS COUNTRY, AND WHICH ARE INCREASINGLY

REFERRED TO AS THE FEHINIZATION OF POVERTY, ALSO HAVE THEIR COUNTERPARTS

ABROAD. THE BARRIERS AGAINST WOMLq GAINING GREATER ACCESS TO THE RESOURCES

THAT DO EXIST ARE THE SAME ACROSS CULTURES, AND EVEN ACROSS DIFFERING

POLITICAL AND ECONOMIC SYSTEMS. THIS NEWFOUOXAWARENESS BECOMES THE LINK

THAT IMPELS WOMEN OF THIS COUNTRY TO TAKE ACTION\TO HELP THEIR SISTERS

OVERSEAS.

OEF'S PARTICINIT MODEL FOR COMMUNITY EDUCATION

OEF FOLLOWS A PA WPATOAY METHODOLOGY IN ALL PROJECTS, WHETHER HERE

OR ABROAD. BASED ON THE THEORY THAT LOCAL RESPONSIBILITY FOR AND CONTROL

OF CONTENT AND FORMAT WOULD YIELD A HIGHER LEVEL OF SUSTAINED COMMITMENT

FROM PARTICIPANTS, OEF INVOLVES THE BENEFICIARIES IN THE PROJECT'S CONCEPTUAL-

IZATION, PLANNING, IMPLEMENTATION, EVALUATION AND PLANNING FOR FUTURE

ACTIVITIES.

OEF's ROLE AS SPONSOR OF THIS PROJECT IS TO SERVE AS A CATALYST, FACILITATOR

AND TECHNICAL ADVISOR. AS FART OF THE START-UP PHASE OF ANY NEW CITY, OEF

PRESENTS AN OVERVIEW OF THE ISSUE OF WOMEN AND WORLD HUNGER TO AN AD HOC

GROUP OF LEADERS REPRESENTING DIVERSE COMMUNITY ORGANIZATIONS. WE THEN

INITIATE A DISCUSSION REGARDING WHY AMERICANS SHOULD BE CONCERNED AND

WHAT WE CAN DO INDIVIDUALLY AND AS GROUPS ABOUT THESE PROBLEMS.
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WE INVITE THOSE PRESENT TO COMMIT TO THE TASK OF EDUCATING, MOTIVATING

ANO INVOLVING THEIR CONSTITUENCIES IN THE DISCUSSION AND SOLUTION OF THIS

ISSUE. LOCAL STEERING COMMITTEES ARE TNEN GIVEN WIDE LATITUDE TO DESIGN

THE FORMI.T AND CONTENT OF THEIR PROJECT ACTIVITIES. THERE IS ONLY ONE

STIPULATION: THAT THE CENTRAL THEME BE ON 'WOMEN AS FOOD PRODUCERS." THE

CONTENT OF SUPPORTING ACTIVITIES, PANELS, DISCUSSION GROUPS, ETC. IS LEFT

TO THE COMMITTEES TO FORMULATE.

OEF PROVIDES THE LOCAL PLANNERS WITH OUR COMMUNITY ACTION HANDBOOK,

WHICH SPELLS OUT THE STEPS FOR PLANNING, FINANCING, PUBLICIZING AND EXECUTING

VARIOUS TYPES,OF. DEVELOPMENT EDUCATION EVENTS. WE OFFER THEM SPECIAL WRITTEN

MATERIALS ON WOMEN AS FOOD PRODUCERS, THAT HAVE BEEN PREPARED BY OEF SPECIFICALLY

FOR THIS PROJECT. THANKS TO THE BIDEN-PELL FUNDING, WE HAVE BEEN ABLE TO

PROVIDE EACH CITY SEED-FUNDING TO COVER AT LEAST THE HONORARIA FOR KEYNOTE

SPEAKERS, THEIR TRAVEL EXPENSES, AND MINIMAL PRINTING AND POSTAGE COSTS FOR

EACH COMMUNITY. OEF RETURNS SEVERAL TIMES THROUGHOUT THE PLANNING PHASE

(WHICH TYPICALLY RANGES FROM 6-8 MONTHS) TO HELP SOLVE ANY PROBLEMS THAT HAVE

SURFACED, AND TO ASSIST IN IDENTIFYING SOURCES OF INFORMATION AROUND THE COUNTRY

THAT WILL SUPPORT EACH COMMUNITY'S EMERGING AND CUSTOMIZED CONFERENCE PROGRAM

AND GOALS.

TO DATE, MOST CITIES HAVE OPTED FOR ORGANIZING 1-2 DAY CONFERENCES WHOSE

PROGRAMS TYPICALLY INCLUDE ONE OR TWO GUEST KEYNOTE SPEAKERS; PANEL DISCUSSIONS

FEATURING LOCAL EXPERTS; HIGHLY PARTICIPATORY WORKSHOPS WHERE ALL CONFEREES

HAVE AN OPPORTUNITY TO SHARE IDEAS AND HAVE THEIR QUESTIONS ANSWERED; RELATED

INTERNATIONAL ENTERTAINMENT TO CREATE EMPATHY BETWEEN CULTURES; AND AN

INTRODUCTION TO FOODS FROM THE DEVELOPING NATIONS AS PART OF THE MEAL BREAKS.
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IT IS IMPORTANT TO NOTE THAT WITH OEF'S METHODOLOGY, THE MAJOR PART OF

THE LEARNING AND MOTIVATING OCCURS THROUGHOUT THE PLANNING STAGES. THE

FINAL EVENT ITSELF IS SIMILAR TO A "GRADUATION" CEREMONY, A TIME TO GATHER

FAMILIES AND FRIENDS IN CELEBRATION, TO SHARE A NEW AWARENESS AND TO

ACKNOWLEDGE THE COMMENCEMENT OF NEW ACTIONS TOWARDS SOLVING HUNGER WORLDWIDE.

PARTICIPATION

BASED ON ITS YEARS OF EXPERIENCE IN DEVELOPMENT EDUCATION PROGRAMS IN

THE U.S., OEF BELIEVES THAT THE PRIMARY TARGET GROUPS FOR A PROGRAM WITH THE

frIEME OF "WOMEN-AND WORLD HUNGER", ARE WOMEN'S ORGANIZATIONS AND OTHER

ASSOCIATIONS WITH A SPECIAL CONCERN FOR THE STATUS OF WOMEN. OEF HAS

DEMONSTRATED ITS CAPACITY TO MOBILIZE GROUPS NOT USUALLY TARGETTED BY OTHER

ORGANIZATIONS. OEF HAS HAD TWO PRINCIPAL TARGET GROUPS IN THE PREVIOUS YEARS

OF ITS PROGRAM, AND ITS EXPANDING TO A THIRD TARGET GROUP THIS SUMMER.

THE FIRST GROUP CONSISTS OF BROAD-BASED WOMEN'S ORGANIZATIONS, SUCH

AS CHURCH, COMMUNITY AND NEIGHBORHOOD ASSOCIATIONS, AND REFUGEE GROUPS.

MANY OF THESE GROUPS WHICH OEF HAS DEMONSTRATED SUCCESS IN WORKING WITH,

SUCH AS BLACK, HISPANIC, ASIAN AND AMERICAN INDIAN WOMEN'S ASSOCIATIONS, HAVE

FREQUENTLY BEEN VIEWED AS "HARD TO REACH." OEF's DEVELOPMENT EDUCATION PROGRAMS

HAVE ALSO INCLUDED MORE TRADITIONAL WOMEN'S ORGANIZATIONS, SUCH AS THE

AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF UNIVERSITY WOMEN (AAUW), LEAGUE OF WOMEN VOTERS

(LWV), YWCA AND WOMEN'S CHURCH GROUPS. THROUGH THE PARTICIPATORY NATURE

OF OEF-SPONSORED WORKSHOPS, A FORUM OF COMMUNICATION BETWEEN THE LEADERS

AND MEMBERS OF "TRADITIONAL" AND "HARD TO REACH" GROUPS HAS BEEN ESTABLISHED.

THE SECOND GROUP CONSISTS OF ENTREPRENEURIAL AND CORPORATE WOMEN.

THIS GROUP OF LEADERS IS RAPIDLY EXPANDING AS MORE AND MORE WOMEN MOVE INTO
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TRE'WORK FORCE AND AS OPPORTUNITIES FOR ADVANCEMENT IN CORPORATIONS AND

PROFESSIONS INCREASE FOR WOMEN. THESE WOMEN ARE FORMING NEW ORGANIZATIONS.

THROUGH OEF'S KEY CONSTITUENCIES --BOARD MEMBERS AND TRUSTEES, THE OEF

NATIONAL WOMEN IN BUSINESS COMMITTEE, THE OEF ASSOCIATES PROGRAM IN LOS

ANGELES-- ACCESS HAS BEEN ESTABLISHED TO THE EMERGING NATIONAL NETWORK OF WOMEN IN

BUSINESS LEADERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS. THESE LEADERS HAVE GENERALLY ORIENTED

THEIR EFFORTS TOWARD IMPROVING WOMEN'S ECONOMIC POSITION IN THE UNITED STATES.

THEY ARE INTERESTED IN BROADENING THEIR CONCERNS, AND THROUGH PARTICIPATION

WITH OEF, THEY HAVE THE OPPORTUNITY TO INCREASE THEIR UNDERSTANDING OF

WOMEN'S ECONOMIC STATUS THROUGHOUT THE WORLD.

THE THIRD AND NEWEST CONSTITUENCY CONSISTS OF RURAL WOMEN IN THE UNITED

STATES. THROUGH THE BROAD BASED ORGANIZATIONS EARLIER MENTIONED, ANDITATEWIDE

HOME ECONOMIST EXTENSION SERVICES TIED TO THE LAND-GRANT COLLEGES, OEF PLANS

TO INTRODUCE ITS DEVELOPMENT EDUCATION PROGRAM TO A CONSTITUENCY THAT SEEMS

HIGHLY RELEVANT TO OEF'S OVERALL ORGANIZATIONAL GOALS. THE ISSUES OF PROPERTY

RIGHTS, INHERITANCE, ACCESS TO CREDIT, EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITIES, OFF-FARM

EMPLOYMENT, ETC. ARE ALL VITAL CONCERNS TO RURAL WOMEN IN THE U.S. AS WELL

AS IN THE THIRD WORLD.

THESE THREE TARGET GROUPS ARE NOT MUTUALLY EXCLUSIVE. THE CONSTITUENCIES

OF ONE OFTEN OVERLAP WITH THE OTHER TWO. FOR EXAMPLE, A FARM WOMAN MAY OWN

AN EXPORT-IMPORT BUSINESS, AND MAY BE AN ACTIVE MEMBER OF THE AAUW. THE

THREE TARGET GROUPS ARE NOT NECESSARILY DISTINGUISHABLE BY AGE, ETHNIC,

EDUCATION OF ECONOMIC STATUS. THE OVERALL PROJECT AUDIENCE OAS A BROAD AND

DIVERSE RANGE OF PERSPECTIVES. SPECIFIC WORKSHOPS AND ACTIVITIES ARE

SOMETIMES DIRECTED TO SPECIFIC AUDIENCES. IN A GIVEN ACTIVITY THERE MAY
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NJ1 B1 A (0:1PLI.1FIY AO0IiNII, IH.1 IN IHL PhOJIIT AS A . THE

PARTICIPANTS RIPR1'dNT A RIAONARLI (Ross-ctot('tl OF 1111 U.S. POPULATION 01

WOMEN.

THE TOTAL NUMBER OF PEOPLE DIRECTLY INVOLVED IN THE PROJECT RANGES

FROM 200 - 400 PER CITY. TYPICALLY, FROM 30 - 40 ORGANIZATIONS HAVE

GOLLABORPTIG AT EACH SITE, INDIRECT IMPACTS HAVE BEEN ESTIMATED FROM BETWEEN

3.000 - 8.000 PER CITY AS MOsT OF THE PARTICIrATING ORGANIZATIONS HAVE WIDEIY

PROMOTED THE. ACTIVITIES AMONG THEIR OWN CONSTITUENCIES.

OEF 13 PARTICULARLY INTERESTED IN MONITORING THE INDIRECT IMPACTS OF

OUR RECENTLY INCREASING COLLABORATION WITH WOMEN'S BUSINESS LEADERSHIP GROUPS,

MEMBERSHIP IN THESE GROUPS TENDS TO BE SMALLER THAN WITH THE MORE TRADITIONAL

WOMEN'S GROUPS, YET THE INDIRECT IMPACTS WITH THE CORPORATE WOMEN MIGHT PROVE

HIGHLY SIGNIFICANT IN OTHER WAYS. THESE WOMEN PARTICIPATE IN POLICY

DECISIONS AT THE CORPORATE LEVEL, AND AS THEY MOVE INTO POSITIONS OF POWER,

THEY HAVE THE POTENTIAL TO EDUCATE SUBSTANTIAL SECTORS OF CORPORATE AND

GOVERNMENT AMERICA.

INTEGRATION: COOPERATIVE EFFORTS AND FOLLOW-UP

bEF's WOMEN AND WORLD HUNGER PROJECT IS
"INTEGRATED" IN THREE SENSES:

A) MANY ORGANIZATIONS AND INDIVIDUALS FROM VARIOUS PERSPECTIVES PARTICIPATE

AND COLLABORATE IN THE PROGRAM: 8) AS LONG -TERM FOLLOW-UP ACTION IS A MAJOR

ELEMENT OF THE METHODOLOGY OF THIS PROJECT, IT IS INTENDED THAT THIS PROJECT

BE SELF-PERPETUATING IN EACH OF THE TARGET CITIES; C) THE PROJECT CAN BE

REPLICAT:D IN OTHER COMMUNITIES AND WITH
ADDITIONAL TARGET CROUPS ONCE

BIDEN PELL FUNDS HAVE BEENEXHAUSTED.

THE PARTICIPATION OF MANY VARIED ORGANIZATIONS IN THIS EDUCATIONAL

PROCESS .4S ESSENTIAL. IN ADDITION TO THE VARIOUS TARGET GROUPS DEFINED
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EARLIER, OEF HAS ACTIVELY SOUGHT THE PARTICIPATION OF OTHER INTERNATIONAL

VOLUNTARY ORGANIZATIONS LOCATED IN THE PROJECT CITIES. WHILE MANY MIGHT

THINK THAT GROUPS SUCH AS THE PEACE COPS SERVICE COUNCIL, AFRICARE, U. N.

ASSOCIATIONS, THE FOUNDATION or THE PEOPLES OF THE SOUTH PACIFIC, ETC. MIGHT

BE NATURAL COMPETITORS FOF6FUTURE FUNDING SOURCES, I THINK THAT WE ARE ALL

DISCOVERING INSTEAO THAT COOPERATIVE EOUCATIONAL EFFORTS EXPAND EACH OF OUR

INOIVIDUAL ORGANIZATIONS' FUTURE OPPORTUNITIES FDR CREATING COMMITTED CONSTITUENCIES.

AS ONE OF THE OUTCOMES OF THE WOMEN ANO WORLD HUNGER PROJECT HAS BEEN INCREASED

VOLUNTEER RECRUITMENT, IT IS INTERESTING TD NOTE THE COOPERATION BETWEEN

PARTICIPATING ORGANIZATIONS TO GUARANTEE THAT EACH VOLUNTEER ENDS UP WORKING

WITH THE ORGANIZATION MOST APPROPRIATE TO THEIR INTERESTS ANO ASPIRATIONS.

BASED ON OUR EXPERIENCES TO GATE, OEF IS ALSO INCREASINGLY ENCOURAGING

CONTINUING EDUCATION INSTITUTIONS AND COMMUNITY COLLEGES TO COLLABORATE WITH

LOCAL COMMUNITY GROUPS IN THIS PROJECT. THESE EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS HAVE

CONSIDERABLE ACADEMIC, MATERIAL, AND FINANCIAL RESOURCES. OEF HAS EXPERTISE

IN OUTREACH TO COMMUNITY CONSTITUENCIES.IN MAW CITIES-SUCH INSTITUTIONS OF

HIGHER LEARNING HAVE ALSO PROVIOEO THE OPPORTUNITY TO CREATE A PERMANENT ANO

ACCESSIBLE CENTER FOR THE WRITTEN AND VISUAL MATERIALS ON THE THEME OF WOMEN

AND WORLD HUNGER THAT WERE GENERATED DURING THE PROCESS OF PLANNING THESE WORKSHOPS.

IN THIS WAY, THE WOMEN AND WORLO HUNGER PROJECT BECOMES "INSTITUTIONALIZED"

IN A GIVEN TARGET COMMUNITY.

A PRIME EXAMPLE OF THIS COLLAOORATION IS THE CASE OF OEF's WORK WITH

UCLA IN LOS ANGELES. AS MICHAEL LOFCHIE, OIRECTOR OF THE AFRICAN STUDIES

CENTER AT UCLA STATED IN A LETTER TO OEF PRESIDENT WILLIE CAMPBELL:

ONE OF THE MANDATES OF A PROGRAM SUCH AS OURS HAS TO DO WITH 'OUTREACH'
TO THE BROADER COMMUNITY. BY ASSOCIATING WITH OEF, WE ARE ABLE TO
IMPLEMENT THIS CRITICAL OBJECTIVE. IT IS IMPERATIVE THAT DISCUSSION
OF THIS ISSUE BE TAKEN UP BY THE DIVERSE MEMBERS OF THE LOS ANGELES
COMMUNITY. WORKING TOGETHER, WE ARE ABLE TO INVOLVE A TRUE CROSS SECTION
OF INDIVIDUALS AND ORGANIZATIONS IN OUR ENTERPRISE.
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THAT WAS A STATEMENT MADE AT THE BEGINNING OF OUR PARTNERSHIP. SINCE THEN

OEF AND THE AFRICAN STUDIES CENTER HAVE GONE ON TO SPONSOR A HIGHLY SULCESSFUL

AND WELL ATTENDED WEEKEND CONFERENCE, TOGETHER WE ARE CO-PUBLISHERS OF A

BOOK JUST SENT TO PRESS CONTAINING THE COMPLETE PROCEEOINGS FROM A PARTICULARLY

ILLUSTRATIVE AFTERNOON SESSION. THE BOOK ALSO PRESENTS A PLAY COMMISSIONED

FOR THIS PROpIECT, WRITTEN BY A YOUNG NIGERIAN THEATRE ARTS STUDENT ON WOMEN

FOOD PRODUCERS IN HER COUNTRY. AT THEIR EXPENSE, AND ALSO WITH THE COLLABORATION

OF OEF, THE AFRICAN STUDIES CENTER IS PUTTING TOGETHER A PUBLICATION SUMMARIZING

ALL OF THE SALIENT FEATURES OF OUR CONFERENCE, PRESENTING THE WORDS TO SOME OF

THE MORE MEANINGFUL SONGS SUNG BY OUR INTERNATIONAL ENTERTAINERS, AND

INCLUDING EXPLANATIONS OF THE SYMBOLIC MEANING OF CERTAIN PARTS OF THE CLOSING

EVENING'S ENTERTAINMENT. WHILE THE BOOK IS TARGETTED FOR ACADEMICS AND

PROFESSIONALS IN THE FIELD, THE LATTER PUBLICATION IS GEARED TOWARDS THE

GENERAL PUBLIC, PARTICULARLY THE CONFERENCE ATTENDEES, AND WILL BE CIRCULATED

FREE OF CHARGE.
A

BENEFITS

BASED ON PAST EXPERIENCE, THE LEARNING DOES NOT END WHEN THE WORKSHOPS

ARE OVER. THE TARGET GROUPS AFFECT AN OUTREACH TO GROUPS OTHER THAN THEIR

OWN IN FOLLOW-UP ACTIVITIES. IN ALL OF THE CITAS WHERE OEF DEVELOPMENT

EDUCATION PROGRAMS HAVE BEEN ORGANIZED, MEMBERS OF THE ORIGINAL PLANNING

COMMITTEES FORMED SUBSEQUENT CORE GROUPS AND HAVE CONTINUED ACTIVITIES.

IN SANTA BARBARA, A RESOURCE COLLECTION OF WOMEN ANO FOOD MATERIALS

HAS BEEN ASSEMBLED AND IS BEING HOUSED AT THE "LOS NINOS" HEADQUARTERS

OFFICE. A SPECIAL STUDY GROUP WAS FORMED BY THE OEF CONFERENCE ORGANIZERS

WITHIN THE SANTA BARBARA HUNGER COALITION, TO SPECIFICALLY CONTINUE STUDIES
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AND FOCUS PUBLIC ATTENTION IN THAI COMMUNITY ON WOMEN, HUNGER AND FOOD

PROOUCTION ISSUES.

SAN DIEGO CONFERENCE PLANNERS CONTINUE TO HOLD MONTHLY MEETINGS WITH

DIFFERENT SPEAKERS FOCUSING ON DISTINCT WOMEN IN DEVELOPMENT ISSUES. A

GREAT EMPHASIS IS BEING PLACED ON PLANNING FOR THE U.N. DECADE FOR WOMEN

CONFERENCE IN NAIROBI NEXT YEAR.

IN LOS ANGELES, AS MENTIONED EARLIER, SEVERAL PUBLICATIONS ARE

FORTHCOMING AS A RESULT OF THE UCLA/OEF PARTNERSHIP. CONFERENCE PLANNERS

ARE CONSIDERING PRODUCING THE PLAY WRITTEN BY ONE OF THE PARTICIPANTS ON

WOMEN FARMERS IN NIGERIA, AND UTILIZING AUDIENCE PARTICIPATION TECHNIQUES.

SEVERAL PARTICIPANTS ARE INTERESTED IN ASSISTING THE LOS ANGELES OEF OFFICE

INITIATE A NEWSLETTER BETWEEN PARTICIPANTS FROM ALL THE CITIES WHERE THIS

PROJECT HAS TAKEN PLACE, TO SHARE INFORMATION, IDEAS AND FOLLOW-UP PROJECTS.

ALREADY'SOME INTERACTION BETWEEN CITIES HAS TAKEN PLACE. FOR EXAMPLE,

REPRESENTATIVES FROM BOTH THE SAN DIEGO AND SANTA BARBARA 1983 CONFERENCE

PLANNING COMMITTEES PARTICIPATED IN THE 1984 LOS ANGELES CONFERENCE.

SUBSEQUENTLY, TUCSON CONFERENCE PLANNERS WHOSE OWN EVENT FOLLOWED THAT OF

LOS ANGELES' BY TWO MONTHS, ACTIVELY SOUGHT THC ADVICE OF THE LOS ANGELES

STEERING COMMITTEE. SEVERAL WORKSHOP LEADERS FROM THE LOS ANGELES PROJECT

ALSO PARTICIPATED IN THE TUCSON CONFERENCE.AT THEIR OWN EXPENSE.

IN DENVER, AS PART OF THEIR POST-PROJECT COMMITMENT, STEERING COMMITTEE

MEMBERS HAVE REDIVIDED INTO FIVE NEW SUBCOMMITTEES TO CONTINUE STUDYING ANO

FOCUSING ATTENTION ON THE FOLLOWING ISSUES AND PROJECTS: THE END OF THE

DECADE FOR WOMEN CONFERENCE IN NAIROBI; THE DESIGN OF A CURRICULUM
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APPROPRVTE FOR THE LOCAL SCHOOL SYSTEM TO CREATE AN AWARENESS AMONG STUDENTS

OF WOMEN AS FOOD PRODUCERS; THE CREATION OF A BIBLIOGRAPHY AND RESOURCE

CENTER FOR LOCALLY AVAILABLE WRITTEN AND VISUAL MATERIALS ON THIS THEME; AN

EDITED VIDEO TAPE AND A WRITTEN REPORT OF THE CONFERENCE PROCEEDINGS TO BE

CIRCULATED WIDELY THROUGHOUT THE DENVER COMMUNITY; AND THE STIMULATION OF

NETWORKING AMONG ORGANIZATIONS AND THE SHARING OF RESOURCES TO CONTINUALLY

EXPAND THE PUBLIC AWARENESS OF THESE ISSUES.

OEF IS COMMITTED TO FURTHER REPLICATION OF THIS THEME TO OTHER TARGET

GROUPS AND COMMUNITIES. THE TECHNIQUES LEARNED IN THIS PROJECT, THE

MATERIALS PREPARED SPECIFICALLY FOR IT, OR THOSE THAT HAVE RESULTED FROM IT,

WILL BE PERMANENT TOOLS FOR OEF AND ALL PARTICIPANTS TO USE IN EXPANDING

THESE GOALS TO ACHIEVE AWARENESS AND ACTION ON THE THEME THROUGHOUT EVEN

GREATER AREAS OF THE COUNTRY.

THE FUTURE

WHAT WILL ULTIMATELY DETERMINE THE CONTINUING SUCCESS OF OEF'S

DEVELOPMENT EDUCATION PROGRAM WILL DEPEND ON WHETHER THE NECESSARY FUNDS

CAN BE GENERATED FOR ITS CONTINUATION AND GROWTH.

BEFORE BIDEN-PELL FUNDS WERE AVAILABLE, OEF EFFORTS TO RAISE CORPORATE

AND FOUNDATION MOVIES FOR DEVELOPMENT EDUCATION PROGRAMS MET WITH AN

ESSENTIALLY NEGATIVE RESPONSE. THE BIDEN-PELL AMENDMENT OF THE INTERNATIONAL

SECURITY AND DEVELOPMENT COOPERATION ACT OF 1980 HAS PROVIDED ESSENTIAL,

IF MODEST, START-UP FUNDS FOR OUR DEVELPOMENT EDUCATION PROGRAMS. IT

HAS ALSO CALLED ATTENTION TO THE NEED FOR SUCH FUNDS AND TO THE

CONGRESSIONAL COMMITMENT TO INITIATE THE FUNDING PROCESS.
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IT IS OUR HOPE THAT BIDEN-PELL MONIES WILL CONTINUE TO PE MADE

AVAILABLE TO OEF AND OTHER PRIVATE OVERSEAS DEVELOPMENT. ORGANIZATIONS --AND

AT HIGHER LEVELS. IT IS ALSO OUR HOPE THAT CONGRESS.AND THE AGENCY FOR

INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT WILL BEND EVERY EFFORT TO ENCOURAGE PRIVATE

FUNDING SOURCES TO HELP UNDERWRITE THE COSTS OF WIDESPREAD DEVELOPMENT

EDUCATION PROGRAMS.

FINALLY, IT IS OEF'S CONSIDERED OPINION THAT DEVELOPMENT EDUCATION

PROGRAMS SHOULD GO WELL BEYOND EDUCATING AMERICANS AS TO THE EXISTENCE

AND EXTENT OF THE PROBLEMS OF HUNGER AND POVERTY. AMERICANS SHOULD BE

HELPED TO UNDERSTAND THAT THERE ARE RECOGNIZED PRACTICAL SOLUTIONS. ALTHOUGH

THE HUNGER PROBLEM IS COMPLEX AND THE SOLUTION REWIRES DIVERSE AND

COMPLEMENTARY EFFORTS, OEF'S EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS AIM TO DEMONSTRATE THAT

FOOD PRODUCTION CAN BE SIGNIFICANTLY INCREASED BY GIVING WOMEN FARMERS THE

SKILLS, THE TECHNOLOGY AND THE ACCESS TO CREDIT THEY SO DESPERATELY NEED.
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF BZVRRLY TANORI, DIRECTOR OF RISRARCH, THE HUNG=
PROJECT

Mr. Chairman andMemtwrs of the Committee. My name is Beverly
Tangri. My position with The Hunger Project is Director of
Reiearch. The Hunger Project's Executive Director, Joan
Holmes, is currently working in London and is not able to be
here today. It is my privilege to represent The Hunger Project
on her behalf.

INTRODUCTION

The Hunger Project is a seven-year-old, nonprofit, charitable
organisation whose stated purpose is to create the end of the
persistence of hunger by the turn of the century as an idea
whose time has come. N
Since The Hunger Project was established in 1977, more than 2.8
million individuals in 138 countries have enrolled themselves .

in the Project.

Enrollment in The hunger Project begins with individuals
sharing the basic facts of world hunger in one-to-one
conversations and small group meetings. Enrollment is a

. declaration by each individual that the end of the persistence
of hunger is his or her personal responsibility. In signing an
enrollment card, the individual declares: The Hunger Project
is mine completely. I commit myself to making the end of the
persistence of hunger and starvation an idea whose time has
come. Currently, around the world, approximately 1,000 people
a day make this declaration.

Individuals enroll themselves in The Hunger Project in their
homes, offices, parks and shopping malls, on beaches and
streets - wherever they live, work and gather.

Through the process of enrollment and by confronting the issue
of hunger, perhaps for the first time, eac.. individual gives
himself or herself the opportunity to take a stand for the end
of hunger and to express that stand in whatever way is
appropriate.

38-561 0 - 84 - 26 402
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PURPOSE OP THE HUNGER PROJECT

In study after study, national and international
commissions, including the Presidential Commission on
World Hunger, the National Academy of Sciences and
the Brandt Commission, have come to the conclusion
that humanity now possesses the resources, technology
and know-how to end hunger on our planet. What we
are lacking, they say, is the neccessary will or
commitment to get the job done.

The Hunger Project'. purpose is to create the
individual will, the popular and politicrl commitment
that will result in the eradication of the
persistence of hunger over the next 16 years.

In order to measure its stated purpose, The Hungqr
Project has set as its goal an infant mortality rate
(IMR) of 50 or lass in every country of the world by
the year 2000.

The IMR is the number of deaths of infants under one
year of age per 1,000 live births in a given year.

Several organisations, including UNICIP, the World
Health Organisation and the Overseas Development
Council, have chosen an IMR of SO or below as the
indicator of whether a country is meeting its basic
needs including adequate nutrition.

The adoption of this measure allows The Hunger
Project to focus its activities and more clearly
define the impact of its work.
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THE HUNGER PROJECT'S WORK

The Hunger Project's activities are designed to
educate and inform people about the fact that hunger
exists, it doeso't need to and that individuals can
make a difference in ending it.

The Hunger Project raises public awareness about the
issue of hunger and encourages and supports

. individual and community participation in the work of
ending it.

Hunger Project a^tivities are carried out on an
ongoing basis in 20 countries -- Austria, Australia,
Belize, the British Isles, Canada, Denmark, France,
India, Ireland, Israel, Jamaica, Japan, Mexico, the
Netherlands, New Zealand, Nigeria, Sweden,
Switzerland, West Germany and the United States..

SPECIFIC ACTIVITIES

THE ENDING HUNGER BRIEFING

The Hunger Project has devised a four-hour
presentation entitled the Ending Hunger Briefing
which allows participants to know the essential facts
about hunger, indicates where the world now stands in
the process of ending hunger and invites individuals
to look at what they will do to further the process
of ending hunger.

Since the Ending Hunger Briefing was first presented
in January 1982, almost 150,000 people have
participated in it in the U.S. including more than
67,000 high school students. The Ending Hunger
Briefing is also conducted on a regular basis in
Canada and the British Isles.

In addition to school and college students, people
from all walks of life have participated in the
Ending Hunger Briefing including health workers,
laborers, journalists, business professionals,
educators and representatives of religious and other
private voluntary organizations.

The Ending Hunger Briefing was developed by The
Hunger Project in partnership with experts in the
fielos of hunger and international development. It
is not, however, analysis and discussion alone.
Rather, it informs people about hunger in a way that
they have an experience of the issue and are moved to
take action.
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For maple, individuals who have participated in the
Ending Hunger briefing have, among other things,
written to their Congressional representatives and
local media about the issue of hunger; participated
in TV and radio programs on the subject; sponsored
children from developing countries; joined the Peace
Corps or private voluntary organisations; become
volunteers at their local food bank and taken the
Briefing into their schools, offices and communities.

The Ending Hunger Briefing is conducted by more than
300 Hunger Project volunteers who have completed a
rigorous training program to enable them to present
the material effectively.

PUBLICATIONS

Three times a year, The Hunger Project publishes its
newspaper--A Shift in The Wind, the world's
largest-circu a lion puEncinron on'hunger, which is
sent to more than 1.5 million households. In
addition, special mailings of each issue are sent to
tens of thousands of leaders and key opinion makers
around the, world.

Recent editions of the newspaper have focused on such
issues as the urgent problems facing the people of
Africa, the work being done by UN agencies to end
hunger, the progress being made by hungry people
themselves in ending hunger and the decline in recent
years in hunger-related deaths. The next issue of A
Shift in the Wind, to be published in the Fell.wilI
Eiraivoted-to-Wit actions individuals in the world
can take to end hunger.

The Hunger Project also publishes World Develo sent
Forum, a semi-monthly newsletter orlias, tren s and
op non in international developmeqt which is sent to
more than 10,000 key individuals in the news media,
development organisations, government, and corporate
and academic communities.

The Forum has reported on a wide variety of topics
inciiiTai village-level approaches to family planning
and education, rural solutions to the desertification
of farmland and the discovery of new and affordable
controls for such diseases as leprosy and malaria.
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World Development Forum is edited by Peggy Streit, a
iiinngton, D.C.-braidjournalist who edited the
newsletter when it was published by the U.S. Agency
for International Development.

The Hunger Project has also recently launched a new
publication--The Sumer IroJect Papers, a series of
occasional papers on sub ects of part interest
to scholars and development experts. The first
paper, entitled "The Decline in Hunger-Related
Deaths," was written by Dr. Roy Prosterman, Professor
of Law at the University of Washington and an eminent
authority on world hunger. More than 11,000 copies
of this first paper were distributed in the U.S. and
selected countries abroad.

The Hunger Project also makes a special effort to
educate and inform its donors through a monthly
series of pamphlets. These communications have
covered a wide variety of topics such as the Brandt
Commission's Report on the North-South dialogue, the
work of Sarvodaya, the grass-roots community-based
movement that has helped to transform life in rural
Sri Lanka, the Peace Corps and PL 480, the Pood for
Peace program.

In 1985, The Hunger Project will publish its first
book--Endin un sr: An Idea Whose T1m1 Has Come.
This publication will of a comple insiVre alicairon
of the major issues critical to humankind in its
endeavor to end hunger. Issues explored in depth
will include population, food, national security,
foreign aid and the new international economic
order. Differing viewpoints on each issue are
presented.

Ending Hunger: An Idea Whose Time Has Come, is
written for the grass7TrAill-FaiirdifiNti-Oo are
working to end hunger and will make the comple:
debate surrounding hunger accessible. In addition,
we believe it will be a valuable resource to
educators, policy makers, media representatives,
members of private voluntary organizations and
community leaders.
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GRASS-ROOTS NETWORK OF VOLUNTEERS

The Hunger Project was created in recognition of, and
in partnership with, the thousands of individuals and
organizations working toward the alleviation of
hunger. Although The Hunger Project was first
launched in the United States, it is a global
endeavor that is an expression of the personal
commitment of millions of individuals living in
nearly every country in the world.

To further this objective, more than 3,000 committed
individuals in approximately 250 communities around
the world take part on a weekly basis in The Hunger
Project's grass-roots network of volunteers. In
every Hunger Project program, from enrollment to
Ending Hunger Briefings, from public awareness
programs to fund raising, these volunteers bring to
their communities the opportunity to play an active
role in making the end of the persistenve of hunger a
reality.

For example:

* In 1983, Hunger Project volunteers gathered more
than 125,000 signatures in support of a petition to
the U.S. Poste' Service, to issue a stamp with the
end of hunger by the turn of the century as its

subject.

* In Monterey, California, local Hunger Project
volunteers presented the Ending Hunger Briefing to
more than 200 people, including three mayors, two
county board supervisors and representatives of six
local hunger organizations. The event was covered on
three radio talk shows and on local TV.

*In celebration of the third annual World Food Day,
Hunger Project volunteers distributed a radio public
service announcement to more than 600 stations across
the U.S. This announcement brought to citizens in 41
states an ending hunger message from Millicent
Fenwick, U.S. representative to the UN Food and
Agriculture Organization.
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CONCLUSION

Each year between 13 and 18 million human beings die
as a result of hunger and hunger-related diseases on

our planet. To end this tragedy once and for all
will require a breakthrough in our commitment.

The creation by Congress of the Select Committee on
Hunger provides an opportunity to forward the work of

ending hunger. The interest and commitment of
members of this Committee are very clear and these
hearings are a vary important step in the process.

On beha3t of The Hunger Project, thank you for the
opportunity to participate in these hearings.

BOARD OF DIRECTORS

The following individuals serve as the Board of
Directors of The Hunger Project.

Ellis M. Deull (Chairman of the Board)
Senior partner, Leat Deull Sternklar 6 Drogin

namkrishna Bajaj
Head of the Bajaj Group of Industries

Dr. Peter G. Bourne
President, Global Water, Inc.

John Denver (Emeritus)
Composer, musician, entertainer

Werner Erhard
Werner Erhard and Associates

John Gilligan (Honorary)
Professor of Law and Public Policy, Notre Dame
University

David Guyer (Emeritus)
President, Save the Children Federation, Inc.

Joan Holmes
Executive Director, The Hunger Project

Dr. Donella Meadows (Emeritus)
Adjunct Professor of Policy Studies and Environmental
Studies, Dartmouth College

Dr. Roy Prosterman
Professor of Law, University of Washington

Arturo Tanco
Former Minister of Agriculture. the Philippines

Ian Watson
Chairman and Director, Tellson Holdings, Ltd. (U.K.)
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The Pramework for
Development Education in
the f 'Wird States suggested
by voluntary organizations
working both here and
abroad will serve a vital
need in the public's educa-
tion about Third World
countries and how their
problems and our prob,
lens are explicitly related.

Voluntary organizations'
valuable experience should
he utilised in A's impor-
tant program".

The Honorable
Andrew Young

Mayor
00 of Atlanta
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Notts to the Reader
For mom 01 Ilh III 1111. 1'111041 Stall'h. 1111. (Imes -development-- probalth
conjures up images III high 11S4'S .111(1 parking lots. it v. e're Ill gaiti/A
tumidly minded. we may associate Ili,' term with Itillitraistng lint tor
professionals around Ow (wld who work to eliminate Ihv symptoms
01 mass 1)0%1'1 Iy- hunger. disease. illiteracy and injustice - and their
deepasvoted causes. development means something else

II 1111,a115 ehlablishing higher living standards lor 11w hundreds ul
millions who re.gtilarlv go %%idiom the barest essentials -III ing stall
dards that not only Itilfill people's basic needs. but provide enough
material stability. that they can pursue their own social. political and

. economic aspirations INA rlopment van tx ilit. at a local, national Or
global IMO. HUI If it is to have impact on the tinselly found 011 a mass
scale in the Third at,(I 4111141 ill (111'111!1'h ell our ow ii yy valthy oun.
try, development must occur (111 all three levels

,t Frame-mirk tier Ilevelopmera h.:duration in the 'Hard nay.% is
!minded on the premise that development must become a reality it vs t,
are to ham economic and polineal stability, and if 141` art. to have
peace 'The Prminnturk hirtlwr asstmws 11).11 the public must be
educated by every means available to care about and insist upon
development as a motor national policy objective %Ve have scat this
110(11111.11I to 11111 because your work has a bearing on our g7il 01

developing a decent und dignified lilt, for all iteople. and thus no the
educational task befewe us.

11A, believe, that there IN a l'10/41, et`lati1111H11111 I/01%14'11 the 141111%01011a'

14101:: of the development community and those (il environmentalists.
advocates Of civil rights. women's rights and human rights. the peace
movement. and those, striving lor reform in a wale, variety of human
institutions. We share the rot lllll itment to seek societal changes that
will improve the quality of lite for the many. and not just the priv
lge(' few. and we pursue, these changes 1)', raising public avvateness

and appealing to the (/113:1111`tlel` 01 001' Cal/A.11M
Furthermore. Our iSSIWS 0114'11 overlap and with Illf` passage, of time

seem In he converging 111a11y of us in development education !eel that
the time has come to reach (1(11 to the coalitions and groups whose
goals intersect ours. and to pose this question. Do we have sill ficimil
commonality of interest to work together. to cooperate and even col-
laborate on educating Americans 10 help shape a 1(11(111' in ulnh
Immunity can tririveo

AS you study this Fnuriework, we lupe you I will commie! this (pies
11(111 411111 l'1100SC ID 1(1111 1(11(1'S 551111 1(5 (1111' 11.111011.11 41011111 1114111 IS 111 a

SNIP (II (Th1111111411 M111110(111 11(111 1/1411`111 1111111 the suggrslions 1)1

anyone who shares our concerns It \1111 111111111 pike to 11`.101 any ul us
directly. lists of those most closely iiwolved with this Fratnrwurk (.,111

limn(' at the end 01 this 11110kk't 1'011 1',111 also 1011141( 111111I'S

stmial associations that sponsor us 11'111..10` Agplitles in Itlivrild
11(111411 Development) and At V.Al.'S (American (Minutl of ()Mowy
Agencies lor Foreign Se icel 1.111`11' 1)110111. 111111111VI'S .111(1 41(11111,SSI,S

311' 1111 page 14
111, are prvpaivd to provide additional nitormation to all\ 01 01111

(5110 wish 01 know more allow our work %Se can supply background
Ill wrial. arrange for yin' to receive descriptions of dot
education programs now tinder way. and pim ide, Ihr 01/1H11111111ty t11
rest (qv(' regular loadings in the future tVe 1111 111, 111.11 (11/1`St1(111.4. 11/111'
I 111111111`111s..111i1 ahoyr all. your participatton ell tilts national ells l('.1

nonal campaign

1 11(..101111 111(111.111g 1.111110 1111

VI(11/111('Ilt 1 4111ratalll
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PREFACE
An Historic 'awning Point
John G. Sommer
( °thaw Joint Atorking Group
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Most private and ectiwttary orwantsadotui (1+0s) in the United States
conrerned with helping poor people in other (-tumbes lun focused
on providing material and technical resources to needy communities
in those countries_ Beginning with relief and welfare aid In the
mediate aftermath of World War II (even earlier in sonic cases), and
continuing through the recant emphases on development assistance,
the assumption has been that the surest way to alleviate poverty is to
help those most in need to help themselvesto achieve self-reliance.

Recognition of a Needy In recent years we have seen increasing
frustration among Americans with the limitations and contradictions
of foreign aid in this process. Building self-reliance at the grass roots is
difficult and complex, particularly given the often negative effects of
outside policies and events over which the poorand those who work
with themhave no control. Examples of these include the introduc
Lion of government trade barriers, promotion of consumer products
injurious to health, foreign aid cutoffs for purely political reasons, the
use of food as a political and economic weapon, and emphasis on
military build-ups over economic development. Consequently, the rem
teal role of larger economic and political policies has come to the fore.
and with it the need for an informed U.S. public that understands
development concerns and can influence the enactment of policies
favorable to development.

We have conic to believe that KM can and should play an eve ..
tint role in assisting our constituencies and the American public at
large to understand and act on issues related to development and
global interdependence. Several factors combined to make this the
strategic time for P1Os to take such

P10s themselves are increasingly aware of causes of world
tenet-1y and the appropriate responses to it;

the impact of glohal interdependence on both our own daily
lives and those of people in the 'Mini World has become mom
evident:

European and Canadian development education efforts have
shown us by example that PVOs can he an effective force.

Organizational Initiatives: A sign of the new importance attached
by our private and voluntary organizations to development education
was the decision in 1980 of PAID (Private Agencies in International Om
opment) to make development education one of its three major areas of
organizational concern, along with federal relations and private binding.
'I he PAW concern parallels that of the American council of Aoluntar
Agencies for Foreign Service 1AUit which had already formed a sub
committee on development education.

Initially. the separate and colletiye armdies of the two focused largely
on sharing unomatioo about approaches to development Mutation,
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CPO l am happy to learn of the
increasing attention being
given by Imerican private
and voluntary organiz.u-
lins to development edu-
cation activities in the
l'nited States. The 1oAD1/
,ICIAJFIS Joint Working
Group statement and action
plan constitute an impor-
tant step forward in help-
tug the American people
understand the urgency of
finding solutions to prob-
lems of Third World
poverty-solutions that, in
our increasingly inter-
dependent world, will
benefit not only the poor
but people in the Indus-
Wanted countries as well.

Although a number of Eu-
ropean voluntary organiza-
tions have been engaged in
development education ac
Drifters for some time, it is
clear to me from my work
on the Independent Com-
mission on International
Development issues that
the I' S. role, by virtue of
your country's example and
economic power, is most
critical. I therefore com-
mend yovr efforts and
look forward to following
their progress and seeing
them bear fruit in the
months and years ahead.19

Willy Brandt
Chairman

Independent Commission
on International

Development Issues
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'Molded to Hardy and spur ilisrussion 'thin prn an, and %utopia(
in-gam/Aunts totirerm,(1 %%ith devi,loputrot sprint(' an. guideline, 1111
1111.10111011 and MllixIology dmeloptimut ',duration for tli I'S KO
rommunity as .1 %%holy I ht. AC lump V.tit lung
1/11.11.11141111111141111.11..11111111111/10111111111g thp program Inn thr proposal

also ronlanis Rivas on IA lutli 'dual agonies 1.111 (I'M% 101 111141
<A% 11 pangolins

I.1) tat-oral Immo. that appear In thy tratneinta ari sill In 'mil% um.
and crowal to %%arrant spyrial attention Flit I. the nerd 111 11111' 141111".1
111111 1.1101'IS 10 s1.11-1 %%1111 1111. ISS1.11'S 01 11111111 11 10 1110 t 011s111111411 ItN

1.111114 01.111 a111n %%11.11 %, may think the% should knim I his %%ill wean

int ipasing our etlott to tick global .11111 1111.11 11/111 1,1401111

1114'.111NV 1.1010111/1 :,1/44.111NIS 11.1111,NP111 a 11.1.111%1'k small group

of potential allies %%' sluoild it %%ant to plan,
issm, on the national agpiiiia mak'. 11)111111M 1 MINI' %% 1111

1,11/.11119 likPlitinded groups. vsp4-rially tliosp that thp
to Innulips ul public ',din-atom and (1( tiou 1,1 TIP i/1 1111. 1411111 111.1111. III

1111' '11'11110111 11'11111 1101141 %1I OH/11111 11.1111 11111,1 1111. 111111111 111.1'/1

WM1.1111'111 /III' 1".111.e 11 1.111 111. .11141111 IN II" 111111111 tail I tilling
t% and aultimingeotin% and ovatee like tiv %%yawns ol

nut teat 'lest' twoon t 1 1111'.11 10 1111111.111 .111%1.11
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PART 1
DEVELOPMENT EDUCATION:
A Statement for Private and Voluntary Organizations

Development education has as a
primary goal the building of a
committed constituency for derel
opment both at home and abroad.
II begins with a recognition of
global interdependence and the
continuing neat for justice and
equity In the world. Its programs
and processes convey informa
Lion, promote humanitarian val.
ues, and stimulate individual and
community action aimed at im-
proving the quality of life and
eliminating the root causes of
world poverty.

INFORMATION
Development education
conveys knowledge:

by disseminating analyses of
impediments to genuine develop-
ment, particularly conditions of
poverty and hunger in the Third
World and their relationship to
first World affluence;

by reporting on people and
nations struggling for a better
life, and the social, political, and
economic context within which
development efforts are being
made;

415

tr

by presenting the facts that
document the reality of global in
terdependence, mutual interest.
and common threats and con-
cerns: and the inextricable link
between local and global prob.
lems and their solutions;

by familiarizing the public
with transnational inequities and
conflicts that inhibit people's
capacity to achieve their own
goals for a decent quality of life;

by making known the wide
variety of structures and models
through which development, in
all its diversity, occurs.

VALUES AND ATTITUDES
Development education

promotes a COIICerll
for justice and equity:

by instilling respect for
women and men of all cultures
and their differing traditions,
skills, beliefs, and expressed
needs;

by encouraging a sense of per.
sortal responsibility for assisting
development:

by helping people to clarify
the relevance of their values in
relation to world hunger and pov.
arty;

by promoting an acceptance of
global interdependence as an ir
refutable fact of life upon which
action must be based:

by fostering the understanding
that sharing and cooperation are
not only the most efficient but
the most desirable means to im
proving the prospects for global
security

582 3
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Arric)N
11rwlopwisil nfuranon
stimulates rt. iliv.

1w seeking collahuranisi b-
tween rich aiHi plan people at all
lesvls ul problem solving

by ruminating !iliu% to ad
dress both nhotlerni and long
terns deselopment prublenis

by encouraging the personal
and structural changea needed Iti
meet huth local stint global need

by skelotaing the eompetence
to influence puhlic

by roaltiton-bnikting among
groups that *hare similar %alums

Development education Illits
pnnids a teamwork nithin
which individuals atxl groups nl
all ages ran heroine informed
shout and contribute to the
tkvelopment maims Oh the hwal
national. and international levels
Iknelopmnt education has the
rysponsitillity of bringutat about
behavioral change as It addresses
the rtstieal problems and 11111(11.11,
opportututtes cut out glohal

111111%1111.11 and

group continnitient doll anon in
hmWing 11e11411M11 and polint al
will to eliminate tan erlt and III
/11:01(e through social and
annlunnc descloputent

416,
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13.%14'1'
lirogrant Guidelines for Itectlopnent Education

frte -_
-OA\ +4°

.11111 11 11111' Ill.

114)

(t.

folo 1 n ish hi commend t on
and finer rediengnes of the
.11'111-1'.'t'1 Jnint ;forking
Group Jirr the significunt
unnt.ihution tint are
making In the area of
Ileteininnent Etinntinn. us
ri idenred by your recent
publiention. Fr cliork
/or net 'gunmen! Etinentitin
in the l'nited Stutes."..

%1. Peter NIrlolurtsint
%/itulubitrator

t %genes fur lutertudiunal
Itevelot ill

The program guidelines that
follow constitute the foundation
lit the FramenprkS :tenon Ilan
I het ar also designed ti he used
ht I'VOs planning their .axii
(let (+)peen! education programs

GOALS AND OBJECTIVES

The m (Tall goal of development
education is to create a lige! of
public- unapt standing, promote
s aloes. anti stimulate actions that.

recognize the intertlepeothinict
of the uorltIN twople and par-
licohirh, the commonality of it
ter est.. hearten the United Statics
and the dtgeloping world:

c maritime concretely to
eliminating root causes oi %%twia
pox mix and inequity and to
roma cog obstacles to
druelopment

I lie obiectives of development
education programs are

to place development cm the
tuitional agenda for the general

to raise the awdomoss. (Ion-
olthorto. anti competei.ce of
MOs ui dewhipttient education.

GLIDING PRINCIPLES

I les viopinvill education. like any
Iglu( alum. Is a learning process
and takes alto account faith the
feelings and the hum% ledge of
those xx ho participate in the pen

I.N1 II pun Ors dire s to into'
:nation and creates d cluodt von
tIto i%I. In the following

417

idtgittfy mg a problem, its im
piiratum tor the person or glum).
obstacles to the solution. and the
elements that can be she'd
through individual or group
It llhalit t'.

examining a wide range of
possible solutions. 1114111g
11'S011rrt'S and anticipating possi
tilt' eonsequences:

deriding to art, or not to art.
tot the basis of analysis:

organizing to take action:
assessing the results

fkelopment education programs
must utilize and build upon the
(concept of pluralism- a special
experience and strength of the
United States. Considering the
variety. and difference's that exist
among segments of the public
dll<I within the Mleominuility.
wide spectrum of detitilieN must
he encouraged and 118141.

KEN El.F.11F.K114 OF A
HATEGY

t. PIA) expeione with people
xxho sal ler from poverty and
hunger confirms that all
developmentarlated atilt ides -
including education-should be
based on the prituiple of tqual
parmershtp. This principle eau
phasizes both what the United
States can learn from the third
%Vie Id in relation to our own
dexelopmnt problems am' vIldl
the (turd %%brit' rim leant from
the ('iii It'd states The shit ring of
prspectixes and mutual learning
should tensile esery aspect of
titglopment education



66in an age of increasing in-
terdependence, global hun-
ger and poverty has be-
come an issue of critical
importance to the I.S. 11 is
imperative that the Amer-
Iran public recognizes bet-
ter how conditions in less
developed nations of
our nation. tbr that reason,
I commend the Joint Work-
ing Group on Development
Education for preparing a
much needed, solid and
thoughtful approach for
furthering development
education in the linked
Matt-8.99

Congressman
Benjamin A. Gilman

(1---NY)

2. Fite( 1 Is v 1011 01 pa

(11111,11' bo,gel authences tor
(11.%110inool illoration iv Ill III,
1/4411/ I/I/ Iln..11/1/111"./1i0/) Of such
('s1.11111N11141 l11111"1.1 OS IN'

1111111%1 111).;

IN' III1411.1. Ill %%hull the au
ilinre n tirgaiiiwil ,ii i
and eminieos v.

the pnu oust nudtp4rr eltet
Ube Audience

tile degree to is hi( I, the au
them e 1. [111111 ni 1 011.0111.1 1111011 ul

Issvs
OW 111%11.1. 10 55 111(11 It 1".111 III

1101.!11 r I ihnige

Based (tit liwse Cl terra reItiotnts
It..tclvi tunic ials
eilut Ihi.ett opinion

38-561 0 84 27
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makers and, of course, prominent
members of WO constituencies,
am strategically important target,
audiences. Others Include cm,
poratlon executives, labor leaders,
professional assiwiations, grass
roots organizers, special interest
groups. These leaders must be
marked through the communica
lion channels they regularly use
and should be encouraged to
educate their constituencies
about development.

3. Formulation and selection of
clear and powerful themes and
messages ran reinforce develop.
norm eiliwation programs "Utley
will vac hoot time to lime and
10,111 place to place but should be
mamined ill terms 01 bask. compo-
nents.

the significance and timeliness
ot Ihr ihhIlf. addressed.

the aecuracy of the information
Oven:

the relevanee the particular
audience or group:

the values conveyed;

the action steps suggested.

Some examples of develop.
ment education messages:

Pin erty in it world of plenty is
iminwessary and unacceptable. Its
causes are multiple and inter
linked, and its many symptoms
(hunger. malnutrition. illiteracy!
(-amen he eliminated without ad.
Messing these relish. Ic g mahlis
mine ion of resources: interna-
tional and n.uinnal inequities1

1niericifs ellbeing is depen-
dent on global welllwing National
security depends on international
'('((lilt! Resource allocations must
take this into account

Individuals can make .1 ail
I-Sell 0 here haste societal
sue needed Inilisidnals

iv oi king together tail make .1 log.
ger ihttrrenre

,he ssoilil II.I. 111I. 11.s(1111I'h

411(1 all' 1111111.111 I ;111,111111R 1.11111.

11.1s hlI'll dr.

Mans oaths !mid in des elop
mein I 111.11. Is 00 (t111. 1110(11.1

Themes and messages must relate
to the learners' concerns rather
than to the PV) community's
special interests. What PV0s
neve to be important about devel-
opment may be remote and have
little meaning for others. it is 1 at-
ter. therefore, to focus on issues of
immediate and local Nwer, fun
employment, for instance, r food
prices or inunigiationh an 1 relate
theme to developtnent and interna-
tional issues.

4. Effective development educe.
lion requires use of appropriate
means anti media, with attention to
the following:

natural settings (where target
audienves ran lie found; e.g .. in the
halls of Congress. ill meetings of
special interest grutips. in gather-
ings of religious leaders. in super-
markets Ind video arcades. in cor-
porate oftlees):

natural idioms (the language
used and understood by these
audiences):

appropriate media (the means
by r Inch they can be reached).

S. Working in coalition with af
fink,. groups is essential for &Tee-
the PVO development education
itch% Ries 'On general public: often

iews Ptt) concerns as precious.
men arcane 'fb reach beyond such
barriers and to achieve outreach,
inquiet and consensus, PVC hi

should make Nieman cause with
related mvements: human rights.
jwacc. environment. wonwifs
rights. inwlear rot nd Collabor.
at km on hunger and poverty issues
should of course continue. 'fb bo
el lectlie. coalitions among affinity
1.timips must he issue-specific and
actionorieuted. )l Os should seek
to ow back issues on related
movements and to tie I't'() con
cents w curirot public problems
H. In order III :ISSI'SS till' (.1111.
11.1.111W. ni ihnelopment education
act 0 ire.. es alum ion oink st ra
uNws should be used by partici-
pating agencies E% a Illation is ill en-
ahle ili development education

tHIM11/011% ID 11)V.ISIIIV 11Np01P.I.
.111l1 10 than 11111111 directions
55 INVI%
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Development Education Programs:
A Sampler

Local and Community
Organizations
In Michigan, county task forces
made up of community mem-
bers and cooperative extension
agents developed a variety of lo-
cal programs on global poverty
and the production, distribution
and consumption of foodboth
in the United States and the
Third World.

Southern Arizona's connection
to the less developed world is
the theme of workshops for lo-
cal church and school educa-
tors; they are informed and
trained to present issues of
world hunger and the role of
donor nations in international
development to their
constituents.

Schools, Colleges and
Universities

1Wo multi-media traveling ex-
hibits bring developm. Tit right
to the students: one is a hands-
on experience for children ages
S-15: the other goes to student
groups on college campuses
and also provides resource kits
for further study.

Elementary and secondary stu-
dents nationwide study hunger
in class and then form student
action groups. Students have
raised funds. collected and
served food. supported overseas
proiects. educated their com.
munities. and made their con-
cerns about hunger known to
policy makers and the media.

419

B usiness and Professional
Groups
A nationwide program using
speakers, press conferences, ad-
vertising campaigns, and the
mailing of printed materials ed-
ucates business leaders about
the developing world and ways
to assist its private enterprise.

In the 1.'est and Southwest. a
series of workshops for
business and professional
womena organizations ex-
amines the problems of world
hunger and the role of women
in food production.

The Media
An organization that runs a
Third Vkirld news service Is
holding a series of seminars for
journalists; the aim Is to in-
crease the network of journal-
hits who will write about the
causes and effects of under-
development.

Cash awards, presented by a
well-known entertainer, are
given each year to members of
the media who most effectively
present the issue of world hun-
ger to the public. The awards
ceremony held at the United
Nations. further focuses press
and public attention on the
issue.

Groups with Specialized
Interests and Constituencies
Through workshops and writ-
ten materials for existing publi-
cations. one organization edu-
cated the leaders of major black

7
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fit wish to commend ACIAMPAInfor compiling 'A Frame-
work for Development Education in the United Mates."
This comprehensive and well thought-out plan of action
could go a long way in promoting the education of recep-
tive groups as to the development process and possible
measures they could take to alleviate the poverty suf-
fered by so many of the world's population. tiny organ-
ized and effective action in our pluralistic society must
be based on the widespread understanding and support
qf the Hazen at large. The "Framework for Development
Education" Is a first and necessary step forward in edu-
cating citizens to recognize that interdependence
with the Third World is afar., of life and that many of the
problems which the world faces today and will contend
with tomorrow originate in developing countries. This
realization in conjunction with the humanitarian values
espoused by the "Framework" should help in forming a
consensus as to effective actions concerned groups and
individual citizens can take to promote indigenous
modernization and keep change peaceful in the devel-
oping world,"

The honorable Harlan Cleveland
Director

Hubert H. Humphrey
Institute of Public Affairs

University of Minnesota

institutions itatiotm Me about
dinelopment. A military objec-
tive %vas to tint:mirage II S. racial
minorities to lwome involved
ill collalvoative programs with
Third World communities.

A coalition of over :100 organ
itAtions with a common interest
in addressing the problem of
global hunger, shares resources
and plans local programs every
y ear on October 16, kVorld Foixl
)a.

Thc General l'ohlte
Ill one large western ity.
iewers revi%vd a basic intro-

durtion to the problems Di 11(111-
MT and dmelopment through a
three.hour "televent They
%%ere asket1 to voluntivr not
only money, but their time and
commitment to help end
hunger.

One national organiution pro
tides schools. businesses. chti
ches, service and ereation
clubs %ith an audio-visual pre
sentation on world hunger
lasting ailywhere from three to
cite hours.

V:ommerial films. like "Gandhi."
and national television shows
like "'fl u% Day After:' have been
used to spark discussion groups
and as the basis for loyal semi-
nars kdditional development
education programs are
desribetl in lkyrknaniml
hlinwium Programs of Non.
pmrit ()rganizsfinn.v, published
in 1913 l 'IAICIl (technical
Assistance Information Clearing
lime:el Edited by Florence M
41111.11sit'111. it is a directory of

domestic development etitic.r
non prop anis sponsored
t ' s nonprofit organizarions in
%ol%ed .11 merseas dmeltipmnt
assistance and is available from

S It includes a descry-
ion (11 I he "BidenPell !knintl

meld. %%filch authorized AID to
support de% elopmelit edtiratinit
el tory,. and lists agein n s thal
11.1% I. 1141%111 grants under the

mentimettl

420
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P. "RTIII
ACTION PLAN AND IMPLEMENTATION

A. PROGRAM ACTIVITIES
I. Plan and Conduct Market Survey. RESPOMUBLE

Market Survey
Group Martin

Repot Convenor
Purpose: 7b deter .tine what perceptions of development exist;
what audiences are moot strategic; what messages and media
work; and what affinity groups are most appropriate for PM)
development education programs.
Mau Thrgef Dates
a. Conduct 'mapping exercises" of Pis using completed

ACVAYS and PAID membership files and other 11/301113
appropriate sources.

b. Review and analyse TAlailACVAIPS survey of completed
agencies engaged in development education. 1111114

Publish directory.

c. Consult Information analysis firma for completed
assistance on marketing strategy

d. Undertake secondary, exploratory. and l/84-8/84
dencripthe noseeivh, which would review and
analyse existing data, survey public opinion.
and dimity and test specific themes.

2. Develop Strategies Around Develop. RESPONSIBLE&
ment Issue. and Rbrk With Cots Coolttioto and De.
Bona and drafty Groupe. voisposesst Image

Gnaw Marais
MolaseshNn Gene

Thientaan, and
Robert Mon,

Conremore
Purpose: Tb bring national and international issues critical to devel-
opment to the forefront of public concern; In this process, to estab-
lish common ground for cooperative efforts with coalitions and of-
finny groups.
Mom Born Deter
a Identify significant haute and formulate ap.

ta strategies for each Examples of such=re.
The individual dtlesete personal stake in
global Interdependence leg . the nature of
poverty. the extent of domestic hunger and
unemployment. motivations for foreign aid.
value of menses inursimentst
V S Impact an the international system
itrede. commercial lending. various kinds of
aid. security pulley);

421
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OH Framework for Develop-
ment Education in the
United Slates" la the most
extensive statement on
public education that we've
ever seen, and we look for

to its implementa-
tion",
Kenny and Marianne Rogers

Sponsors,World Hunger
Media Award

10
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Maar Target Dates
Food Insecurity in sub-Saharan Africa lin
eluding food aid is a development Maria-
mem. host Downy policies to provide pro-
duction incentives for small farmers):
'Double In our own backyardsocial.
economic, and political Inequities in Central
America and the Caribbean

b. Collaborate on education and action programs ongoing
with groups such as

Education leaders
Citlaen exchange programs
Labor and corporate leaders
U S community-based groups
Women's groups
Religious groups
fewironmentaists
Nuclear control movement
World affairs organisations

c Plan strategy on 'elected issues. including 31s4
coalltionbulidIng and local education action and ongoing

d Plan for dlacivaion of development Woes In 3164-1144
national elections

e. Plan and participate with coalitions and elfin- on-going
ity groups in pint conferences

f Promote and Implement programs with 12Jas and
elementary and secondary schools and Manna. on-going
none of higher education.

3. Facilitate Communications and
Resource Sharing. Communications

.red &source Mar.
In Group: Carrot

Joy and Brien
Seiclim Convertors

4r Purpose: lb design communications vehici4s that will assist PV0s in
improving their development education skills and in educating the
broader public on development issues; and to facilitate the sharing
of educational resources and experience among PVOs in the United
States, and between American PsUs and their counterparts abroad.
Plant Urger owes
a Publish quarterly journal for development

education practitioners to include:
Substantive articles on development
education;
Product reviews of development education
"tools":
Reviews of hooks on development education
topics:
Calendar of important events.
Organisational profiles.
Currant news,feature articles.
Letters to the editor.
Guest editorials.

h Gain access to the media for development
issues through news services. media alerts.
radio and television.

1954 on

ongoing

Produce white paper on development Fall 1984
education

d Provide training workshops assist nd Pall 1984
stimulate development education program.
ming in the MO rommunity

Design audiovisual presentations for use In
development education pregame

422

Winter 1984
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Man: 77srwel Dales
Plan computented data system and other 19$4
means fur the exchange ul development
education information and duserninatinn of
snateruils

g Plan and conduct roundtable. on Siden Pell
Winn is and WO reLintinships with VI1Ufa
Initial institutions

h Pnirrenr and implement international
cooperative ventures in devekipmem
luxe such as

International meetings under fluted Na
lions and other aegis.
Joint protects with KU" from other
countries

I Prtunuto and implenwtst S colonial ac
billies sponsored by the International
DeveMpment Conference t'NIC I+ etc

I Set up des elopment education consultant
prod

Plan xclay media workshop for Mien
mune ditector

I Plan training workshop in inmnwing writing
and interiiewing skills for effective use of the
neifta

nt htlkws op on Ailiectising I aunt d campaign on
development

*

4. Review and Formulate Evaliza
lion Strategies for Development
Education.

completed
9(26153 and

12/13413

en-seioa

ongoing

on going

%inter
1954.115

Winter
mums

IRAS

RESPONSIBLE:
Evahaatton Group:
Nate Vaaskrittorf,

Convenor
Purpose: in recommend and. where necessary, to design evaluation
tools and strategies that will measure effectiveness in carrying out
development education programs.
Plain Urge( Dates
a Gather and analyze all Amiable evaluations of Spring 1981

development educationopmgrams to serve as a
resource This will include such US efforts as
Menhon Center in Columbus and Kettering in
Dayton. Ohio. as well as experience of other
nitwit-to%

b ( overate with AID developnood education
eS1111.1411.11111111AU1111111

c Sums I'S nt)s to learn from present and
past evaluation effons

(i conduct at least own evaluation workshops

e ties are methodokooes based on experience and
solid esaluation theory and encourage a nom.
moment In an investment in evaluation by WO
I (immunity

I develop and maintain an Eialuation Resource
( noel and track the effectlWrIPSA Of develop
mein edit, atop programs on a inlet and
king WI m basis

423

ongoing

Spring Summer
1984

Fall )9g4(55

MRS

ongoing

contmod

(*UNICEF welcomes this
publication as a positive
step toward raising the
awareness of the American
public about their connec-
tion and responsibilities to
children in developing
countries. The framework
outlined is a concrete and
viable one. Supported by
private voluntary organiza-
tions and their broadbased
constituencies, it has the
potential to awaken con-
cerned citizens across the
country to the realization
that it is now possible to
make this works a healthier)
safer place for all children.
We need only the determin-
ation to make it happen.*

James R Grant
Executive Director

United Nations Children's
Fund (UNICEF)



liftin a time if domestic bud-
get cuts and increased re-
sistance to foreign ass
Lance programs, it is essen-
tial that the American pub-
lie better understand and
support the importance of
these programa. Develop-
ment education is crucial
to this effort, and private
voluntary organizations
are uniquely suited to
carryt outa fact which
the Congress has recog-
nized in law. I hope that the
"Framework" proves to be
a catalyst for the broader
development education
needed to help alleviate
hunger and poverty.0

Congressman
Dante B. Farwell (113-FL)

Chairman
House of Representatives

Committee on Foreign
Affairs

417

S. Develop Organisational and
Financial Resource& Organisational end

Phsenchil
sources Groups
John 900410191)

Cotwersor
Purpose: 'lb support the PVC community in its efforts to carry out
development education in the United States by helping to mobilise
the necessary organisational and financial resources.
Rom Varier Mars

a Consult with other key members in PV0 devel-
opment education movement to gain support
for the Fronsmork for oevefopment education.

b. Stimulate the development of nwources from
within the IWO community;

Develop plan whereby ACVAIWPAID and
PVtle wit be encouraged, AA a necessary step
toward tasking outside funding, to specify
their gosh for allocating megrim resources
to development education;
Complete audit guidelines on development
education, in cooperation with PV0 Financial
Managers Asaociation:
Provide proposal writing workslwps
PY08.

c. Encourage private sector support:
Plan and conduct seminar on private philan
thropic and corporate support for develop-
ment education In the neat decade, in coop..
oration with the Committee on International
crentmaking of the Council on Foundations
and In consultation with the Advioory Com
mince on voluntary and Foreign Aid.

d Review and make recommendations on public
support for development education:

Meet with Al) and leaders on Capital Hill for
briefing on MD development education
plans
Establish task force to consider structures
and level of public support for development
education.

e Plan second retreat to review progress. under.
take intensive future planning. and determine
new initiatives.

424

9183-
11183

on-going

Spring
1984

1984

tompleted
tifl4

on-going

12183
and ongoing

t

li83-
3184

for Summer. tO84



OPERATIONAL PROCEDURES
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Implementation of tne foregoing
Action Plan is guided by the
PAIWACVAFS Joint Working
Group which consists of 22 mem-
bers of the Development Educa-
tion Committee who are moat ac-
tive in the field. The Committee is
made up of approximately 70 in-
dividuals associated with PAID
and ACVAFS who have demon-
strated an interest In develop.
ment education, and who advise
the Joint Working Group as
needed.

The Joint Working Group meets
quarterly at which time it re-
views, approves and coordinates
specific implementation proposals
from the five Program Groups ap.
pointed by it. The Program
Groups are accountable to the
Joint Working Group for timely
completion and evaluation of
their activities.

Kach Program Group is made
up of the following:

a. A convenor or convenors ap.
pointed by the Joint Working
Group;

b. Advisors from the Joint
Working Group, the Develop.
ment Education Committee,
or from other appropriate
WO entitles;

c Members from the PVO I
community;

d. ACVAFSIPAID staff support.

Each Program Group deter-
mines the moat appropriate style
for its operations and establishes
sub-groups as needed. Activities
the Program Groups would like to
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I* Congratulations on the
publication of "A. Frame-
work for Development Ed-
ucation in the United
States." 1 believe your doc-
ument will help Americans
realize that truly we live in
an interdependent world.
All of us at Save the Child-
ren Federation will do
everything we can to help
implement the publication's
important recommen-
dations",

Marjorie Benton
Honorary Chair

Board of Directors
Save the Children

undertake are submitted to the
Joint Working Group for ap-
proval. If funding is required
beyond existing resources, these
needs are submitted to the Joint
Working Group for consideration
along with proposed activities.
Program activities endorsed by
the Joint Working Group are then
submitted to appropriate PAID
and ACVAFS committees for
approval.

PAID and ACVAFS are commit.
tad to implementing this develop.
ment education initiative in con
cert with a number of additional
groups and networks from within
the PVO community. Of special
importance are the Public Policy
Committee, the Financial Mana.
gers Association, the Private
Funding litsk Force, TAICH, and
the Information Services
Committee.

So ambitious and comprehen-
sive a program as this requires, in
addition to the groups and organ.
izations mentioned, the active
participation of all those who
consider development education
a significant priority for our time.

13
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JOINT WORKING GROUP
on DEVELOPMENT EDUCATION
CuChairs: John Sommer. PAID and Gene Thiemann, ACVAPS

AMERICAN COUNCIL OF VOLUNTARY AGENCIES
FOR FOREIGN SERVICE, ING (ACVAFS)
200 Park Avenue South
New YOrk. NY. 10003
12121777.8210

Mr Jack Mahnowski
'American Friends

Service Committee
1501 Cherry Street
Philadelphia. PA 19102
12151 241.7000

Mr Jerome Spitzer
Amerlr.an Jewish Joint

Distribution
Committee

HO East 42nd Street
New York. N111 10165
(212) 687 6200

'Mr Robert Wilson
Bread for the World

Education Fund
6411 Chi Hum Place
Washington. IX: 20012
(2021 722. 4100

Ms Helen Seidler
'CARR
1160 First Avenue
New York. NV 10016
(2121 686.3110

Fr Lawrence Olszewain
Catholic Relief Services

S Catholic! Conference
1011 First Avenue
New York, NY 10022
12121 838.4700

Mr Morriss Hampson
"Off ice on Global Educa-

tion Church World
Service

2115 North Charles Street
Baltimore. MD 21218
(3(111 727-6106

Mr Nathan VanderWerf
CODEL
79 Madison Avenue
New York. NY 10157
(2121 685.2030

Or Charles Mart ormack
'Experiment In

International Living
Kipling Road
Brattleboro. VT 0531)1
18021 257 7751
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PRIVATE AGENCIES IN INTERNATIONAL
DEVELOPMENT (PAID)
2101 "V Street. N.W.. Suite 916
Washington, DE.. 20036
12021 822.8429

Mr John Sommer
Experiment In

International Living
Kipling Road
Brattleboro. VT 05301
(14021 257-7751

Mr Andrew Smith
'Global Perspectives in

Education
218 East 18th Street
New York. NY 10003
(2121475-0850

Dr Beverly Tangri
The Hunger Project
2015 Steiner Street
San Francisco, CA 94115
(415) 346.6100

"Mr Angus Archer
United Nations, Non-

Governmental Liaison
Service

Room DC2.1103
New York. NY 10017
(2121 754.3125

Dr Carrot Jay_ Dr Martin McLaughlin
'Impact on Hunger 1.1.8 Catholic

145 East 49th Street Conference
New York. NY 10017 1312 Massachusetts
12121 355.2922 Avenue

Washington. DC 2000.5

Rev. Gene Thleinann (202) 543.2800

Lutheran World Renee Mr. James Sheffield
360 Park Avenue South 'U.& Committee for
New York, NY 10010 UNICEF
(2121 532.6350 331 East 38th Street

Mr John Sewell New York. NY 10016

'Overseas Develop.
ment Council

12121686.5522

Ms. Rosiban Billamoria
1717 Massachusetts Ave. 'Young Women's

N W Christian Association
Washington. DC 20036 World Relations Unit

Mr Joseph Short 135 West 50th Street

**Oxfam America New York. NY 10020

115 Broadway (2121 621-5223

Boston. MA 02116 Staff:
(6171 482.1211 Mrs. Dao Spencer ACVAFS
Ms Haleh Wunder Mr. Thomas B. KeehnPAID

*Oxfam America
115 Broadway Es-Off Ivo:
Batton. MA 02116 Mr. Frank KiehnePAID
01171482 1211 Ms. Elise SmithPAID

'Mr Martin Rogol Mr Leon MarionACVAFS
200 EAU 90th Street Mr. David GuyerACVAFS
New York. NY 10028
12121 876.2512 Member agencies of At:5 APS

Dr Beryl Levinger Member agencies of PAID

"Save the Children Member agencies of both
54 Wilton Road A('%'AFS and PAID

Westport. CT 06480 individual participants with
(2121 678.4081 special expertise
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Small Ruminant
Research Bolsters
Developing Country
Production Efforts

lit
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(From Horizons, Summer 19841

AGENCY FOR INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT
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nesian animal scientists. Eric Brad-
ford and Mate Bell or the Uni
versity of Calif Davis learned
that the intervals between lambing.
multi be shortened simply by rout-
ing the available breeding rams
systematically. Fle team designed
a "lam rotation scheme" to solve
the problem. Additional constraints
In flock produrtion and problems
of postnatal mortality are being
studied by other CKSP projects on
mitt-Mom feeding systems. econom-
ics. and sociology

Congress mandated the C.ollahotis
live ltescanh Support Program in
II)75 as part of 'I its XII legislation
aimed at famine pi event ion. The
ameutiment thee( is AID to make
Kreider WK. ill 111t. Ii1.111ifiC and
1111 *al resources in 1: agri
cultural lilt iversities to help Solve
lood production 111(110ms in (level
oping countries. Ii authorires long-
term support or resari h programs
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with institutions in developing coon-
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colon:II esear entre s. Nato mai
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shoulder 2'04 of the program costs
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cc., ldw talc assessment in 1977
11714 1.1111111 out by the former Joint
Rcseari h Committee of the lloard
lot 1111011U t llll al Food and Agricill
tin 1 Development and AID Wenn
fled t ',eon h on small ruminant
ntnials 1111. of 'went. tummy
JI1,1% I he Collaborative Reseal( It
scippott Ptomain on Small Rum
nano,. imitated to 1979. was the first
of night NI DU 1 Universals CRSPs
to take shape

sr illitsis hum It) institutions
l.imed tip with tounterparts from
131011,1111, and ilIWN in 1114/11,
Pvl II. 1.11.11% a. Morocco. and ludo.

Partners in Research
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'testa I hes nations were selected
because of the importance of sheep
and goats in their agricultural (ta
put, and because federal and re-
gi llll al research institutions are
already in place. These overseas
collaborating institutions have made
it kind contributions equivalent to
a total of 11 million a sear to the
small ruminant* program alone

"the original planning group eni
phasised genetic research for sheep
and gnat production in developing
countries." explains Weir -Blends.
ingly we f 1 that some of the

Other fill 10 be studied.

'the Collaborative Research Support Program on
Small Ruminants (CRSP) recently marked its fifth
nnivetsary by publishing a major report. Partners
oi Reward, describes the CRSP and cites accom
pltshments of its 15 research projects carried out
in five host countries (Peru, Morocco, Kenya, In.
donesia. and Brazil) and the United States. Scien-

tists from U.S. institutions and host countries have contributed to this
1'w...itch program '11 he icpart also lists project publications, research
tollabot atom trainee programs. and administrative officers. Single
copies of the report can be obtained from Charles Haines, AID,
Bin eau for Solent. and technohly. Office of Agriculture, Room 420
NA Is. Washington, DC 20529.

Sheep and Goats in Developing Countries

i7_

Shorp and roan m neelorng entivesei, a study
produced for the World Bank by 'inrock Intern'
umiak assesses the role of small ruminants its the
food production systems of developing countries.
the study concentrates primarily on mixed herds

of sheep and goats grazing dry rangelands. and
small mixed hum systems in of medium and

high I am fall Cc noramts on production are discussed, and a balanced
%smell] Jilin oar f fin research. training. and \levelopment programs is
Aso( dull Also discussed ate support activities like herd health
1""KI ano and uedtt. marketing, and pricing strategies for increased
small ruminant podduutuu f he study is available for $5110 front the
robin anon. ~airs not, Depat tmett t World Bank. 11418 /I St. NW,
Washington. DC l.lot t
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partic III:lily those related to indica.
I ticni and sources of feed." In Kenya.

he says, "CRS!' 114 ientists are plant.
I ing forage crops along fences and

OD the edges of fields where food
for human consumption is grown
Wi want to test and adapt varieties
of cops for ruminants to see if they
tail be moduced without interfering
with food planted for human con.
sumption."

In 19140. while selecting goats im
ported in previous years for a prop
etl to improve milk production by
crowing (I .S. and E !wan goats
with native goats, researchers in
Kenya noticed symptoms of capriole
arthritisencephalitis (CAE). CAE is
a crippling disease that tithes lame.
new and swollen joints Sometimes
called "big knee disease," it is
caused by a reirosirus- a virus that
lasts throughout the host's life and
produces the disease only after long
incubation periods. Scott Adams of

i the University of Washington well?
to Kenya and worked with officials
in Kenya's Ministry of Livestock
1)evelopment and CRSP scientists
checking imported U.S. and Euro-
peon goats and native goats that had

I been in contact with the imported
goats. While only a few active cases

I were identified, other goats showed
o linic al signs of CAE. A train of
Kenyan veterinarians continued the
task and eliminated the diseased
animals. thus bringing the disease

, under control. Continued Iescarcle
was ahk to demonstrate that CAE
had not passed from buck to clue
(luring breeding, not through
semen to kids. '11 he researchers
fnund that CAE is mainly traits

' mixed in the milk Iran dam to
offspring. Preventing CAE's spread
throughout Kenyan heeds saved the
«min ry mil I 101IN of dollars

"With the CAF. matter settled."
says Wee, "the magma' plait of
niti (din ing genes through the use
of Ve1111.11 for high milk mishit non
is being al c 111111i141141 PI111111.1

mute . new 411:1)ithl slautiods
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Feeding a hungry world
MUCH OF 714E WORLDS population is better led and clothed than at any
time in history. But for many millions of persons in the icasideveloped
countries, hunger and malnutrition remain a grim reality of the present
and a haunting specter of the future. For the poorest of the poor, security
of food and fiber supplies it an immediate daily concern.

The citizens of the United States and many other pans of the developed
world are more fortunate. Natural resource endowments mostly are boon
tiful in these countries and investments in science have yielded technologies
to conserve resources or make them more productive when they are limited.
Highly developed economic Institutions have encouraged specialization and
trade among countries. Public investments in education have enhanced the
quality of human capital in agriculture as elsewhere in the economy. Public
policies and market systems have provided strong incentives for agricultural
development. Taken for granted, food security has become almost an en
titlement for most Americans.

Assessing the future

The discrepancy between the developing and industrialized worlds is reason
enough to try to glimpse the future and to make it better than the past.
Nor is there any guarantee that U.S. problems always will be characterized
by abundance. But from what vantage point do we peer ahead?

To the extent that people consider the future, they are tempted to give
excessive weight to the circumstances of the moment: old lessons soon are
forgotten. If relative scarcity is the present condition, people tend to see
the future in the same light. When supplies are large and prices of resources
relatively low, that too is projected. Agriculture. being inherently unstable.
is more subject to such cyclical impressions of its future than are most
industries. Witness the past decade, when forecasts ranged from near cat.
aclysmtc shortages to abundance.

Realistic perspectives of possible courses of development are essential
to rational public and private planning. To assess what will happen if trends
continue or change provides a basis for achieving socially desirable goals
(or avoiding less-desirabk outcomes). Such -indicative- or "contingenci"
planning is by now commonplace In business and is becoming increasinglj
so in governments It is critical to both public and private investment
decisions that have lengthy time horizom, and agriculture is a prime es
ample.

This special issue of &WWI% based on a report to the U.S. Department
of Agriculture by RFF's Kenneth R. Farrell, Fred H. Sanderson, and Trang
T Neo, examines the future of U.S. agriculture, with primary reference to
the next two decades and a more general assessment to 2020. The authors
caution that their projections and assessments are hated on past experience
and that some trends probably will not persist as new constraints and
opponurnties emerge But this is not to say that the future must merel)
-happen The inability to forecast uncertainties inherent an the future
should not inhibit present actions to shape Its outlines
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U.S. food and fiberAbundance or austerity?
If F1 it or s.F EDS for U S food and fiber
were limited in the domestic market. few
would he concerned shout physical's
meeting those needs well into the next
century With the U S population growth
rate expected to decline to perhaps 0 5
percent annually by 20I0 and the likelo
hood of only small increases in per capita
demand from higher real incomes. total
domestic demand for food and fiber will
be increasing less than 1 percent per year
by iUxt and perhaps ex en more slowly
thereafter In such a closed economy . the
major issues would he growth in produc-
toe capacus. dealing with low agricul-
tural incomes. and the resource and hu-
man adjustment problems raised by slow
growth

Bet a closed economs is a fiction The
agricultural products of 2 in es en t acres
of harvested II S cropland are exported
International interdependence in agricul-
tural markets is pets mot and reinforced
by the increasing mobilo% of knowledge
technology. human and capital resources.
and a aide range of goods and sets ices
As the world's largest producer of food
and fiber. a major recipient of those prod-
ucts in world trade and a wellspring of
agricultural technology. the United States
is mesmerists Ins °he'd in a widening web
of global interdependence

By the year :OM. world population is
projected to increase hs i 7 billion per-
sons to 6 I billiona lump of nearly 40
percent retails e to 19811with more than
9(t percent of that growth in the least-
des eloped regions of the world The pro-
jected merge annualincrease of 57 mil-
lion persons is the equnalent of adding a
Bangladesh each year for the new Merits
The importance of such an increase to
world food supplies is difficult to co er-
state The world produced 157 billion
metric tons of cereal grains in 1A1. 27U
million metric tons of it in the United
States To pros ide the same amount of
grain per person to the I 7 billion addi-
tional consumers in 211X1 would require
an additional 650 million metric tons
more than mice the U S average pro-
duction of 1979 -1t1 If per capita eco-
nomic growrh of recent decades in the
developing countries is extended into the
twenty -first century. global demand for
food could be much higher perhaps dou-
bling current lesels hs 21120

Much of the future growth in world pro
duction must come from the countries
where population growth ocrurs Even so
expanded world trade will be needed in
such product a. feedgrains and oilseed
which the l Inn d Slates produces in
ahundince and with comparatise eco.

2 RI SOuRCE 5

mimic advantage Warne to many coun-
tries Total demand foe U.S food and
Sher could expand substantially . with im-
portant conseqtainCes for domestic con-
sumer% as well as for producers and re-
lated institutions.

Beyond thelldiyucal and economic ca-
pacity of the United States to meet pro-
spective demand. long-term issues and
uncertainties will affect the supply and
quality of natural resources. including the
natural emirooment, on which agricul-
tural and other biological systems ulti-
mately depend. Even at current levels of
agricultural production, there is disquiet-
ing evidence of Sod erosion. water pol-
lution, and declining water tables, and of
chemical hazards in the environment and
in the food chain in the United States and
other countries. And in the long run looms
the possibility of global climate changes.
with unknown but likely uneven effects
on agriculture and the natural envoon-
men'

Food aril fiber protections to
2000 and beyond

Surveying me probe

World output of goods and services tri-
pled in real terms between 1933 and 1950.
Population rose from 2.8 to 4.4 billion,
but per capita income doubled

Agricultural production and trade pew
with economic development. Worldwide.

agricultural output rose at 31 percent per
year in the 1930..2 6 percent in the 1961*.
and 2.2 percent in the 1970. The growth
was beady shared inane developed and
developing countries, with the latter en-
joying higher rates of growth than the for-
Nier.lBy 1910, world agricultural produc
non. nduding Cline's. bad

of World
doubled

the levels the early 19Rh. orld ag-
ricultural trade grew at 3 percent per year
in the 1960 and 4.3 percent in the 1970s
Undergirding that youth were forces of
sustained economic development that ex
paroled and altered the composition of
demand, stimulated international trade.
and induced structural changes in agri
culture. Massive foreign investments im-
proved the infrastructure of agricultural
production systems and the development
of natural resources. particularly water
resources for iniption Human capital was
enhanced through education Real ex
penditurea for agricultural research more
than doubled, yielding myriad producto
ley- enhancing technologies.

Not all countries and people shared
equally in the benefits of these impresses e
gains. The 21 percent annual population
growth in the low-income developing
countries from 1935 to 1950 left little room
for improvement of per capita incomes
and food supplies foe millions of people
In Africa. panirnlarly Sub-Saharan Af-
rica. even the 2.7 percent growth in total
food output in the 1960s provided only
slight increases in per capful output. in
the 197th. per capita production fell pre-
aplomb by an average of more than I

411111.
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percent per year from already low loth
In South Asia. a here population Ill
creased by n7 million between 1960 and
IWO. the footoporiulation balance on
pros ed slightly from its ratorhin pow
bon at the beginning of the 19tits Esen
in those deselopmg countries able to ail-
ment per capita supplies by imports mil
lions remained undernourished

Global economic conditions once again
hate changed dramatically Economic
growth in the industrial countries slow ed
to I percent in 1981 and in 196: was a
'legato e It 2 percent In the highinclo..w.
01esporting nations and in Latin An...,
wa and the Caribbean growth declines
clefs more sharply World agricultural
output has been maintained at Mantels
high lends in the Mos. but international
grain trade has declined si 191s1

The United States

The I.' S economy began strengthening
In 1953 but for the industrial countries as
a whole. 'math is and will be modest
the immediate future. with relatisels high
lends of unemployment Nearterm re
emery prospects are tenuous in mans of
the deseloping countries because of the
combined effects of declining export earn-
ings Setare problems in serocing Mar-
nal debts mimed under inflationary et-
pectations of the 1970, and stringent
deflationary policies that base reduced
import and slowed economic growth

The three ciccade of global economic
development prosided mayor impctus to
the growth ail S agriculture Output
expanded by fleets 711 percent and the

United States !sesame a dominant sup-
plier of coarse grams (mostly corn and
sorehuml. cereals. and oilseed in world
trade and an increasingly important bal..
ante wheel of the world food system.

In the fifteen-year period from 1950 to
1965. the nominal value of U.S. agncul.
tutu exports grew at about 4 percent per
year (figure 1). Throughout much of the
1950,.. Vie value of U.S. agricultural im-
ports exceeded that of exports. But by the
middle of the 1960s. foreign economic
growth was stimulating a sustained growth
of 1.1.S exports and the balance of alti
cultural trade became panne. in the range
of $1.3 to S1.9 billion annually. Then a
probably unique combination of events
generated dramatic increases in U.S ex-
ports -a global shortfall in agricultural
production large-scale entry of the USSR
in world serwultural markets. rapid eco-
normic growth in many countries. &din.
ing value of the dollar in international ex-
change. and expeciatww.-.. of commodity
shortages and inflation. In 1973alone. the
value of exports surged some R5 percent
In the middle 197t.h. with U S farmers
planting -fencerow to fersectOrfi...allpOrls
ranged between S22 and 523 billion per
year. with an annual trade surplus of $10
to $12 billion In the late 1970s. the salue
of exports Jumped once again to a new
plateau, capped in 1951 by 141.1 billion
and a surplus balance of trade totaling
mats $21 Nilson Between 1910 and pain.
the nominal taluc of exports grew at an
astonishing 19 percent compound annual
ra.c In real terms. the total increase was
close to Ili) percent

All major groups of commodities shared
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1980 1983

on the expansion of capons. By the late
197th and earls 19141s. exports of U.5
wheat equaled nearly two-thirds of ex-
panded annual production. At the same
time. more than welt' toter of mane grain
production. 611 to 70 percent of rice pro-
duction. and 50 to 60 percent of soybean
and cone* production were being ex-
ported. The U.S. share of world trade had
grown to 40 percent for wheat. SS to ral
percent for coarse grains. Ml to 66 percent
for soybeans. 30 to 0 percent for cotton.
and about 20 percent for rice.

Geographically. U S. exports to all re.
pons increased Exports to Amu. domi-
nated by Japan. grew at an annual com
pound rate of 19 percent between 197u
and NM and by the end of the decade
accounted for more than one-third of all
U.S. agricultural exports by salute Esen
with the import protection policies of the
European Economic Community (EEC i
exports to Western Europe grew at 17
percent per year and absorbed about Ni
percent of total exports by the end of the
decade The fattest increases were 1,,
Eastern Europe and the USSR. reflecting
both slow growth in agricultural output in
that region and central prominent de
visions impulse the food supply. to
North Africa and the Middle East. to Latin
America. mainly Mexico. and to other
middle-income desekiping countnes a here
rates of economic growth acre high And
in the late loth the People's Republic of
China also emerged as a major t. 5 M.O
ket (52 2 billion in 19Niii primaii, tor
cotton and grains Although both the t aluv
and %ohmic of aggregate U S exports hatv
crime off their 191i1 peaks they remain at
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lesels fat abuse those of preceding dec
Ades (see figure

Less well recognized is the fact that the
United States now is the second largest
importer of agricultural commodities.
mamls from the deseloping countries of
Latin America. Asia. and Africa The
nominal salue of these imports two'thirds
of which compete duet Os with domes!'
calls produced products quadrupled to
317 billion between WO and 198o-- a 25
percent increase in real terms

Although the domestic market still s
the primarl outlet for U S agricultural
producis. the sector clearls has become
increasing's trade oriented The growth
in U S trade has been high's and posi
Lively correlated with world economic de
velopment Fot the remainder of the cen-
tury and he%ond. the pace and pattern of
*;,..sal population. et:011mm. and agn
cultural des elopment will be crucial to S

agriculture

World poporanon

Changes in regional and world population
commute the fundamental and moo trn
portant force Reis to increase the de-
mand for L. S commodities flapid pop.
ulation growth means larger potential
markets for esports but it also mas ch
minish growth in lising standards and
dampen demand

Muh only one merino,- esers region
in the world %here 1970, population growth
rates exceeded I percent is experiencing
declining tales Coda) and expects much
slower growth hs tit: end of the centurs
(table I t The exception is SubSaharan
Africa. where growth rates are expected
to increase through the 1911th before be
ginning to slow In the late 199th

Declining youth rates notwithstand
in the global prospect is for melting
economic pressure from population As
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noted at the outset, the increase expected
osei the last two decades of the centurs
is enormousan average of 17 million
persons per year Funhermore. the dis
tnbutson of the growing population is crit
teal Some 91 percent of the growth dur
mg the coming two decades will be nl the
worlds six least developed regions. with
more than 25 percent in South Asia alone
and 20 percent in SubSaharan Africa B's
2000 only 10 ,rercent of the world's peo-
ple will live in the six most developed re-
gions. down from 23 percent to 19$0

Economic growth

Important as are the implications of pop-
ulation growth and its distribution. most
of the developing countries base the po-
tential for rapid. sustained economic
growth Mans did grow rapidly during the
1970s. a pattern interrupted Iss the world
wide recession. which has had an ;nor-
dinate impact on deseloping countries

Me hale assumed that dunng the next
two decades real economic growth will
a ge well below the rates of the 197th
The recession of the earl's 19603 and the
mpaci of policies implemented Ds both
developed and developing countries to
constrain inflation will result in compar
am els slow economic growth through the
rest of the 1910A and into the 1990s (table
2) We assume growth rates will pick up
during the 1990s and. 1:$' the end of the
century. possibly exceed the ge rate
of the 197th We project annual penis.
leum price increases averaging between I
and 2 percent In general. we see the most
difficult problem facing the developing
nations as balancing their needs for eco
Witte growth and for more yobs for a
ragnclis growing labor force against the
need to reduce large debts and high in
nation rates

In each region. economic growth and

4011Prefees Averse*
Arast Meg et Neal GNP Grenn

flneon 1070401500 -2000

AlzroalkaSe
1 East 56 39
Sub-lkilwan AMU 3 t 26-3 2

Illavoon Coror de
Commie/ 2 I 2 5

101hat Wow Loops 33 3 0
1X804 4.1 3 3
Eason br004 4 5 3 1
1-oull aas 33 3 6
East Awl LI 6 6
Paia. seninly aimed

ennorrate 6.0 4 2
10054111411 42 3 6
Win Amoco 110 4 1
North Arrant* 34

Tow world

area 1101Drie aaA *err, Ms worm lank LI
Ospoinewo M AproArni. and raw swim

population growth are CIOei1 Inter-
twined We project that. for csamplc
1990. SuhSaharan Africa and the El
will base Similar rates of real economic
growth. with the rate in SubSaharan At.
nca sheds higher (table 1l Hinve% er
the population growth rate there is so high
and the EEC rate so low that the per
capitainconie growth rates differ pearls
The EEC economy will grow a moderate
2 2 percent per capita per sear while we
see economic growth in SubSaharan Al
nca declining percent annualls
through 1990

General policy assumptions

Among the several factors that determine
the global demand for C.' S commodities
economic policies are both extremels im
portant and uniquely difficult to prole.'
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The impact of macroeconomic policies
on food consumption is direct: mil) with
economic growth can growth be sup-
ported in consumption and traptovid nu-
trition When economic growth slOws. the
growth in food and Ober consent/Mon and
trade also slows. and investment in pro-
durum agriculture is et rbed The result
n slower production growth. which often
lags renewed growth m consumption and
trade and mutts in volatile prices.

The demand for food was stimulated
during the 1910s by a number of (*Clerk

Demand from the oil-exportine
counting% was fueled by ming incomes

The Soviet Uruon. hard-pressed to
meet its meat consumption targets. also
profited from higher oil and raw ma.
tenet pnces

The adsanced developing countries
experienced rapid income and capon
growth at a stage in their development
when much of increased income n spent
on upgrading diets Their purchaung
power was reinforced by their ability to
borrow recycled petrodollars

Eastern Europe also borrowed heat.
sly to finance its imports. including grain
and soybeans

These favorable developments more than
offset the depressing effects of the oil
shocks on income growth and hence the
demand for agncultural products in the
developed world Another canoe factor
for U S capons was the decline in the
exchange rate of the dollar

The economic retrenchment of the early
1980, ended the espon boom Production
responded floss)). supplies soon became
excesuse. and export prices fell sharply
E sooners were hurt especially those who
depended on agricultural capons for a
major share of their foreign exchange
earnings Importer, recetcd a temporary
*Indian But the strong dollar made more

difficult debt servicing and paying for lef
porn in dollars

More rapid real economic growth 'would
make the developing country debt prob-
lem easier to resolve. but obtaining an
aocapubk balance bernien debewerrke
ability sod Imam* seeds will be an
moduring coeceen. Countries that rely on
tropical product reports for most of their

y=sbeemne growth in trade
*arm. will Sod It es-

these products will be salbstannally
dower than foe other ',sniffiest prod.

Each ss prone to see agrtrulture according
to his For ail% o few see n its a IS hole. and

rr 1,-c is a% an integral pan of an Inter,
dependent et °nom%
- Theodore W Schultz. Agriculture in
an Unstable Economy

Food and agricultural policies

Governments actively intervene in agri-
culture in most countries. The centrally
planned economies and many developing
countries long have attempted to main-
tain stable and low food prices. while few
have had policies of relatively high pa
dicer pnces Most Indust nal comma have
had complex structures of producer price
incentives. and some notably the EEC
also hate held consumer prices relatively
high Both types of structures have proved
increaunely cowl) and cumbersome and
are in the process of change

The consequences have depended on
the polies structure Where food prices
and producer pnces hate been held low.
consumption tends to outpace ptoduc-
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don. requiring costly conuttodity imports
When food -pekes an It_ql low and pro-
dicer prices relatively 110. consumption
and production Wrath., but the subsidy
becomes an reer-lwasier budget burden
Where producer Incentives are held very

high
especially where consumer pesos

are high as well. production has far out
paced comsamption sad surplus disposal
has become noun* eapsamse.

The implication of these developments
in food and agriconstal policies are two-
fold First. they nemonstn4 the power
of economic isorstras for both produc-
lion and consumption. The sharp in-
grown is national production correlate
n early perfectly with patterns of wen-
toes. and the implication for both cen-
trally plumed and developing coun
Oieswhere procketion lap behind pain
objectives is dear. Second. these trends
portend a rationalization of the price and
incentive policies woeldwide. In spite of
the fact that production incentives insat-
iably develop a political momentum that
is difficult to counter. the very large costs
of incentive structures unrelated to do
inane or world markets are difficult to
Justify and Mel> to become intolerable
over the longer run. The implications of
this rationalization are not now well
understood. either foe the countries them
seises or the global food system. and need
ODOR scrutiny

Whin the agricultural production and
food consumption and trade of indisiduai
countries are. of course. markedly influ-
enced by the senorad and macroeconomic
policies these countries usdiodually pur
War. their cumulative effects also mils,
ence the global foodstuffs balance and the
reselling patterns of world trade More.
met. some countries and regions are s t
<Indwell> so important to the global food
system that a major shift in their policies
could alter the entire m-stem
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Proapcno global amend

The effects of economic changes on food
and fiber consumption are extremely
complex Generally. food consumption
increases with income to a point where
consumer needs become satiated As in
comes increase. consumers first attempt
to meet their caloric needs. then to in-
crease the s anety and quoins of their diets.
usually by substituting animal protein for
carbohydrates more meat. eggs. and
dairy products and fewer gratrbased
foods Table 4 shows the general dimen
lions of the change in world diets we ex
pent to result from projected patterns of
economic growth and food availability For
the last two decades of the century. we
project average annual increases in per
capita meat consumption smaller than
during the 1970s. along with a contin
ued although slowerdecline in per
capita milk consumption The combine
tion of substituting animal products fir
food grains and increasing feed use of ce.
reels almost is offsetting. and results in
pet capita cereal consumption only slightly
mhos e the level of 19711 -SIT Oilseed con
sumpt ion likely will continue to increase.
but not as rapidly as dunng the 1970s ie
increases in aggregate demand are. never
theless. very large once population growth
is taken into account We project world
demand for meat to increase lvs, 89 million
tons or 64 percent. for milk. by 168 mil.
lion tons. or 36 percent for grains. by 722
million tons. or 46 percent. for oilseed.
by 95 million tons. or 62 percent (figure
21 The largest percentage increases tend

a: to be in the des eloping world The larger
demand for Its estock products will con
tribute significantly to the growth of ag-
gregate demand for cereals and oilseed.
cis er and above the increased demand for
grains and oils for direr human con.
sumpt on tied to the population increase
We prclect global consumption of natural
fibers to grow 37 percent by 2tial or about
1 5 percent annually Consumption of
cotton. as a result of somewhat less in.
tense competition from synthetic fibers.

mowted to increase 1 85 percent an
nualls to Nix;

Gobs, production

Detailed examination of land and water
resources and of the possibilities of rasing
yields by increased applications of inputs
and technology suggests that all regions
will meet increased demand largely out of
domestic production While the rates of
grow th of demand are particularly high in
some of the developing regions. these
generally also are the regions where pro-
duction technology has been lagging and
the potential for productisio growth is
therefore relatively large Roalizirl this
potential will require massive leas esiments
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in land improvement, Irrigation, re
search. and extension; adequate inputs of
fertilizer. pesticides, and improved seeds;
improved marketing and storage facili.
Ws; and adequate economic incentive'.

The projections presented here repre-
sent our judgment of what isiikely to hap-
pen under present or modified policies
They take into account considerations of
comparative advantage and consumer
welfare that favor increased trade. but also
foreign exchange constraints and selfsuf.
fiaency and farm income objectives that
may work in the opposite direction.

Cereal,. Accounting for about three.
fourths of the wotld's crop area and pro-
duction. cereals dearly are the most im-
portant commodity group. The s.8 per-
cent projected annual rate of increase in
production is significantly less than the 2.6
percent annual growth experienced in the
197th (table 3). Mon of the increase m
production will come from improved
technology rather than additional land. as
has been the case for the Iasi several dec.
odes. indeed. we expect area expansion
to contribute only IS percent of the pro-
duction growth. compared to 25 percent
in the 197th In absolute magnitude. har
vested grain area. which increased by 46
million hectares in the 1970s. is projected
to increase by another 40 million hectares
in 1960-2000. (One hectare (ha) equals
2.47 acres.)

010441 The 1970s brought a sharp
increase in oldseed production as nations
attempted to improve food quality and
the efficiency of animal production. In
1969-71. nearly 113 nalson ha were used
to produce oilseedabout 17 percent of
the area devoted to cereah By the end
of the decade. the share increased to 21
percent Ninotenths of the increase was
in soybeans. mainly in North and Latin
America

The annual rate of growth of world oil.
seed production projected for 1960-2000
(2 I percent) is only half that experienced
in the 1970s (table 6) For Nonh America.
the projections call for 1 8 percent annual
prat h. only one -third of that in the 197%.
for Latin Arnenca. 1 9 percent. down hem

4 37

11.3 percent in the 1970s
As with cereals, most of the increase

will come from increased yields This con
trash sharply with the 1970,. when arc.
expansion contributed more than half of
the Marne in production

World Van pa:00ms
World trade In commodities depends not
only on consumption needs not satisfied
by domestic production. but also on eco
nano and trade polls-Ks, and on the fir
mina' and foreign exchange position of
each nation.

In the short run, trade policies fre-
quently are determined less by compar
atom advantage in production than by bal.
ante of payment constraints. self.
sufficiency considerations. or farm in
come objectives. Many nations tights
control prices of agricultural products.
holding them at target level> by impon
quotas, variable fees and levies. or di.
racily administered prices.

Although such policies are vitally im
portant to world trade and changes are
difficult to anticipate. the prospect by and
large is for policy structures unular to those
eutrently in place, except for slight mod.
Motions in some regions where forces for
change are building These are pnmaril
the EEC. USSR. China. and Sub-Saharan
Attica We project that the world will de
pond more on trade by 201:81. and assume
implicitly that current protectionist prey
sums will abate as economic growth re.
hones.

National financial conditions are major
considerations in world trade protections
Two diverse impacts anse from the hems
debt burdens and weak financial situa-
tions that now exist in many developing
nations. primarily in Latin America. but
also in Africa and Asia. and in Eastern
Europe The first is that the stronger dol.
Is. has made both oil and U S commod
ettiv more expensive to purchase and
hereby tends to reduce mans imprimis-

ability to import these products white en-
hancing U.S Competitor. positions The
second is the pressure such conditions pl., 'e
On developing nations to increase exports
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even when world markets are depressed
and it s uneconomical for them to do so.
thus further increasing competition ith

S exports
e expect the current difficult financial

conditions for the Third World to con
tinue through the mid-1980s at least (and
longer for the most dehodden court
trust. but to 'morose Meath') through the
1990s The increases in per capita fond
consumption projected for the end of the
century- modest as they are-depend
hersil) en world trade Cereal consumr
non is expected to exceed production in
ten of the twelse regions 115 2rXxi and
meat consumption in five of twelse

Projected trade volumes in major com
modules derived hum
sumption and production projections are
presented in figure 3

Foi meal the aggregate solume of
regional net imports is projected to to

B RESOURCES

plc. from 2 6 million metric torn in 1978 -
Iv to 7.4 million in 2000

Trade in dam) products. as measured
by aggregate regional net imports. it
projected to increase by 60 percent. from
IS 7 million metric tons (milk equisa
lent) in 1978-10 to 26 million in 2000

Trade in cereals is protected to al
moil double. with aggregate regional
net imports rising from 131 million met
ric ions in 1978-80 to 242 million by
the end of the century. This, however.
represents a much slower rate of growth
than that txpenenotd in the 1970s

For °shred. the aggregate volume of
net regional imports ts promcied to In
crease by 52 percent. from SI million
metnc Ions in 1978-80 to 78 million in
21X0 This. again, represents a much
slower rate of growth than prevailed in
the 197th

World trade in messed fibers. as
measured by regional net tmpons. is
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protected to gross by 25 percent from
4 8 million metric tons tn 1978-811 to
6 0 million tn 2(511. also a slower rate
of growth than in the 1970a

Some major uncerfamhes

All projections. including ours. are at the
mercy of uncertainties at every step in the
analysis. with changes in public policies
undoubtedly the most important sources
of uncertainty For example. an EEC poi.
icy tn which food production. contump
Don. and track were geared to world pores
could swing the region from being a net
exporter of cereal grams to being as ce
project. a net importer of those products
by 20151 The difference could he as much
as 2(1 to 30 million metric tons Simians .
a reorganuation of Soviet agnculture Could
hose major effccrs on the global food ass
tem And other uncertainties should he
noted. as follows
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populonon trpwrh For man) year
following World War II. future popula
lion growth tended to be underestimated
mainly because forecasters did not fulls
foresee the effects of progress in medicine
and sanitation in reducing mortality in the
deseloping world More recent!). the
tendency has been to os crest imam growth
because of a lag in recognatng the decline
in fertility rates in the wake of urbani-
zation and industrialization. more wide-
spread education and farm!) planning
programs. and the gradual enhancement
of the social status of women Esen small
downward revisions of population growth
rates can have significant effects on food
projections '

Population projections are lull coniroset
la The latest medium *anent projections hi
the United Nations (leant show a somewhat
more rapid decline in world population growth
rules than the World Bank protections used
here from I /: percent in 10N in I 5 percent
in main!) because of a sharp downward
resision for China Although the I:** growth
rate is ooh 0 IA percentage points lower it
yields a world population that is 55 million tor
I ',thewn smaller than the Vint Id Bank pm
)(mn lot 2taii

Meat

Oilseed

Fiber

Milk

Cereals
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Acorn, growth Assumptions about
future economic growth are Cf111Cal Ac.
cordingly. . we estimated changes in the
demand for meat. milk. cereals, and oil.
Red. and in the corresponding trade les
els to 2000 resulting from "high" and "low"
growth rates Even though the alternatise
growth rates differ. in general. by only
onehalf of a percentage point from those
used in the baseline projections. the re
suiting world demand estimates for meat
for the year 2000 vary from minus T -6
percent to plus 8 6 percent around the
baseline estimates For the other. less in
come sensitive commodities. the differ
erkes are smaller The effects on trade
are even more significant. the highin
come growth anant raises the aggregate
regional net meat imports by 42 percent.
the low vanant reduces it by 29 percent

Income thUrrcifier As in the case of
population. analysts often hose to work
with outdated incomeconsumption rela
tionships and thus are slow to incorporate
changes that already have taken place, let
alone changes that might occur in the fu-
ture Moreoser. past income growth may
ha, e delayed future effects because it may
take yearseven a generationfor na

tional diets to adjust to higher levels of
affluence.

Income elasticities also are affected by
changes in income distribution. which are
not considered here Poor people spend
a higher proportion of any additional in
come on staple foods than their more af
fluent compatriot* Consequently, the as
(rage income elasticity of demand for
foodgrains would be significant15 higher
in South Asia. say. should the income dis
tribution become more equal

Competitive *ton offecroos trade pal.
terns Trade patterns are high!) sensi
live to changes in competitive conditions
The United States has a substantial corn
partitive ids image in grain and soyhean
production. but other countries. including
Canada, Australia. Argentina. and Bra
ail, have become major competitors The
United States is not now a significant ex
porter of livestock products and is not like's
to become one, but competitise condi.
Lions could become more fasorable A
great deal of uncertainty exists about the
extent to which importing countries will
satisfy the increased demand for lisestock
products by importing meat and dairy
products or by des eloping their own live.

World totals in thousand merit tons
500 1.000 1.500 2.000 2.500

Production
19711-80 to Consumption

EI Production
2000 Consumption
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stock industnes based on imported teed.
stuffs

Beyond 2000

World population probahls will continue
to increase through the filo two decades
of the brents-lost centur) to perhaps /
billion. despite the projected decline in
the growth rate 123 percent annual!)
from 2000 to 262(I compared with 1 67
percent from Pinti to 21101 The mend'.
cance of a trails 3 billion increase in
the next km) years is difficult to assess
from 1910's %aware point but it clearls
implies mounting pressure on resources
and technologies to meet human needs for
food and law

The projections in figure 4 are high's
agmerated hutches do indicate the lien
era' order al magnitude that might mesa,'
for prinsipal satiable. :101

Production of cereals required to meet
projected 2020 consumption levels would
be 90 percent ribose the 1974-11 world
aserapc production. that of calmed and
meat more than double (123 and 140 per-
cent. respecto el)). and that of cotton is
neat:, Braise Inc 1971-141 as
trap Although an increase in the cunt-
sated land base (10t million ha) would be
necessary from the current Mock of un
used arable landestimated to range be
(wren 15 and 2 0 billion hamost of the
Inc d production prohahls would he
dertsed from increased crop yields be-
cause it is more economic The projec-
lions suggest increases of 7(110 75 percent
in global melds of cereals and oslseed would
be needed Is, 202o relative to tinsi_sti
Such an increase would equal alrliCe rage
annual vield increase of 1 I to I 4 percent
riser the tort) years Increases of this
magnitude on a sustained hasis would he
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possible onls with major new technolog
Teal advances. expanded irrigation dou
bre cropping. and other types of intense
fled production An even greater reliance
on world trade would be needed

Protected demand for U S food
and *beg

Since the late 1906. the I, S polics for
grain. Odited, and cotton has been pcatesi
to the world market It domestis demand
lestkd off, production responded per
maul) to trends and fluctuations in export
demand (table 7) The sharp use in export
volume in the 19716 was attained to in
creasing acreage and pelt!, without last
in effects at real prices Bs comparison
growth in both domestic and esport de
mand for S products is like's to esal
more moderate in the nest two decads
particular's in the Pitas.

SPRING 1954 11
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Projected total demand for cereals a 31
percent greater in 2000 than the 1979-81
average, that for oilseeds about 42 per.
cent greater, and for meat, milk. and cot-
ton about 20 percent greater than in 1979-
81 The implied annual growth rates. in
the range of 0 9 to 1 6 percent. all are
well below those of the 1970s Under al
ternatoe economic growth rates, Cereal
demand might range between 379 and 40S
million metric tons (a 24 to 33 percent
increase relapse to 1979 -81). and de
mand for oilseed might range between 41
and 44 percent chose 1979.81

If realized these projections will rein
force the trend of increased dependence
on foreign markets fl) Ulu. close to 60
percen: of the total consumption of U S
cotton and tosbeant and 40 percent of
consumption of S cereals will be in
foreign market, while projected per cap.
sea domestic consumption la 21xxi,mil be
on), 3 to 6 pet( ent aboie 1979 - 81 lock

The long-term productive
capacity of U S agriculture

hat will It tale to meet projected do.
me soy and foreign demand in 20t51 at real
pies apprtoomaling those of recent sears'

iinunatels no ourasles are required the
inipiled production growth rates to 2(551
are well below those of the Win (table
Ri which suggests less pressure on the
nation s agricultural base than foreseen
M some anahtti in the 19705 Howeser.

ITOsio 1 Malone end Projected Annual
'Timm of Growth Of Tool Proehmoon.
WOO Maim

Growth ram 1%)
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1117911
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it should be noted that these growth rates
are from the relatively high production
levels and resource'use base of 1977-61,
when land used for mops attained a re
cord high 390 million acres, with average
crop yields sl(ghtly above trend.

Agriculture's ability to meet projected
demand depends on many uncertain var-
iables. both technical and economic. The
quantity and quality of resources Corn-
bored with production technologies avail-
able through time define physically at-
tainable moduciive capacities. These
boundaries have expanded subnormally
in recent decades and may be expected to
Continue to do so a a result of techno
logical ethane But the combination of
resources and production methods that will
be used to 'Oleic any physically attain-
able output depends on economic rela-
tionshipsthe price relationships among
production inputs. between those inputs
and product pnces and among product
prices themselyes Ohs nsusi). projecting
such economic relationships several dec.
ides ahead is fraught with great uncer-
tainty Nevertheless, without attempting
to project precise quantitative dimensions
of future productive capaaty and output.
we do assess potential technological. eco
nomic. and natural resource develop-
ments that may affect the future rate of
esparmon of physical and economic es-
pied)

The Awe sylph of natural resources
and other production inputs The Ode
gum's of the natural resource base to sus.
lain continuing expansion of agricultural
production came under intense scrutiny
during the 197ot And well it might take
the case of the most basic natural ye.
SOW, e the land itself High rates of
growth in esports resulted in the return
to production of some Ml million acres of
cropland held in reserve under govern-
ment programs in the late 19601, \kith the
ins entise of high commodot prices in the
mid 197th. expectations of continued en
pansion of export demand and the reads

ailahilits of lowvint capital planted
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Cropland expanded to a record high 390
million acres in 1981. The emergence of
large stocks of grain in 1981 and 1982 and
the withdrawal of neatly 83 million acres
from production in 1983 mutedbut did
not eliminatepublic concern about the
adequacy of the land base

Man's relationship to the natural en
vuonment and nature's Influence upon
the court, and quality of human 111c.
are among the oldest topics of specu
lotion of which we are aware Msth-
folktale. and fable. custom militia
lions. and law. phdosoplu science. and
technology all as far back as records
extend attest to an ahlifing intereit in
these concerns
Harold J Barnett and Chandler
Morse. Scorns and Grim:It Tlw I let
minuet of %whilst Resiiiirir At adahil
tai

At the Same time. mounting evidence
of soil erosion. water pollution. and oi-
erdrafts in water use in some regions.
combined with concern about the ensi.
eonmental impacts of agricultural chem-
icals raised serious questions about the
longrun consequences of continued high
rates of growth of -hightech" agncul-
ture Some statistical evidence of a slow.
down in agricultural producta it) growth
rates added to the wort)

Two major reports in the earls 19ttt6
Global 2000 and the National Agricultural
Lands Studs further fueled puhln con
cerr and debate Glohal Incorpo.
rating and extending high 1970s rates of
growth in export demand for S. farm

'President s Council on EasiiiPineniel
1 Q

iStilit and fs tkpartmeni of Alin, wliaic and
President IC ountst.mtncirt-nmeniciQu41.1,
hrtal Rrp,ni %at..nal 4tn, uhroal I 4.34 %.j.
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products. foresaw a world with rising teal
costs of production. higher real prices of
food and Mitt. and increasing's serious
environmental problems caused by sou
erosion and agricultural chemicals The
Aattonal Ascuhurol Lands Stwdl. also
assuming high rates of growth in export
demand pointed to fosses of prime ig
ncultur al cropland to urban and industrial
uses and an esentual national "ciopland
crisis In the late 197th. government pot-
icy decisions to slow public insestmenis
in deseloping water supplies. coupled with
threats of further pollution and increas-
mils intense competition among urban
industrial. and agricultural uses of water
in the western United States. adckd fur-
ther to what some foresaw as impending
shortages And serious degradation of the
nation's natural resource base tis the end
of the twentieth century. if not before

These are serious fears and charges and
the% deserve to be addressed seriously
At the outset. hoarser. we should mate
clear that we do not accept a basic premise
of this line of argument that the world's
resources are akin to a pie of a certain
And fixed sae that is doomed to he con
turned at a more or less predictable rate

The specter of impending rose, in the
a% 'liability of land and water resource,
arises in part from preoccupation with their
physical limits But the demand for and
use of esource tenices from that phstical
stock are determined tis human choke
and powertulls influenced by social and
economic cntena Scarce resource% are
towns saluable resources Economic
scarcity of a resource induces an increased
Suppls of technologs to substitute for the
!came' higher-priced resource sets ice
And as a resource becomes scarcer and
more social's % aluahle users conserse that
resource by substituting other resources
and his adopting resource sating iechnol
ogle% and management practices This
principle of substitution dra mans all
esident in the performanse of 1.' S ;ion-
culture in recent decades

Seteral complex sometimes counter
sailing forces will shape the competition
fat natural resources into the tacit's first
centurs In an insreasingls interdepen
deni societs competition for natural re-
tout/es doubtless will heighten On the
margin the aloe of %met and general's
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the value of land in nonagricultural uses
exceeds its value in agriculture Thus.
where markets are operating unlettered
and efficientls agriculture in many lo-
cations in the twenty first century will be
in a weak competitive position for use of
those resources, much as a is now Some-
what related is the likelihood of continued
erosion of the political power of agricul-
tural imams at the national level and in
mans states By the next century. aso
cultural polies-makers will find it more and
more difficult to obtain or even maintain
"ipecuilmteresr policies for water. other
resources. or. for that matter. agricultural
commodities themselves

The growth in nonagricultural demand
for resources will be highly uneven, given
protected demographic and economic
growth patterns to the twenty.first ctn.
fury Broad's. agriculture close to urban
centers. and in southwestern states in gen-
eral. will experience the greatest in some
areas irresistible competition from
nonagricultural forces

Air:cultural land Economic pressure
on the agricultural land base from nona-
gricultural demand probably will be lower
in the next three decades than in the past
three Most important. S population
growth rates are diminishing The dra-
matic migration from metro to nonmetro
areas, prominent in the 197th. may slow
The rate of household formation
to decline. beginning in the I99th. be-
cause of the age composition of the pop.
ulation Housing starts, retarded in the
ears 198th because of high construction
costs. high real interest rates. and feces-
Mon. may increase in the late 1980%. but
ultimately can be expected to slow be-
cause of declining rates of household for-
mation Construction rates for new air
ports. alter and highway transport
systems dams. and reservoirs all
nifis aro past claimants on croplandal-
reads base slowed There are. of course.
Important regional and local exceptions
to such generalizations In the Sunhat
States for example. competition for land
and water will intensify posing critical
(hone% among agricultural. urban. Indus
trial and other enterprises in the use of
resources well before and into the tamy
firm century
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Seen in the light of the principle of re-
source substitution and prospects for Inset
growth in competition for land for non
agricultural uses, an impending "cropland
crisis" seems lets Mitts than was popu-
larly depicted in the 1970s

The national cropland base is estimated
to be about 540 million acresal mil-
lion acres of current cropland and In mil-
lion acres of pastureland. rangeland for-
estland. and other land of "high or
-Medium- potential for growing crops
(figure 5) Although the annual net con-
version of 875.000 acres of cropland in
1967-75 was high's dramatized. the cu
mulanse conversions during those nine
years constituted only slightly more than
one tenth of 1 percent of the cropland
base But preoccupation with a single. na
Donal keel statistic can be misleading Soil
characteristics differ. and land in one area
ma> not be a perfect substitute for land
m another area in either a physical or eco.
nomic sense The cropland base is a sat-
iable national asset that warrants prudent
husbandry

Of the 127 million acres considered to
base "high" and "medium" potential for
emersion to cropland. shout SO million
Mtn pasture and 70 million in rangeland
This land would he an obvious first choice
for conversion, but It clearly would have
peptise effects on livestock production
Another 30 million acres of the poten
Halls culosable land are pnsatels held
forests Putting that land under cultism-
lion generally would cost more than con-
verting pasture or rangeland. and it would
mationalls depress the production of for
!St products

Growth in demand for food and fiber
is likely to he expressed not ones in de
mand for additional cropland but alto in
more interim% e uses of cropland attract,
in production Increased tnitcm,to, could
be achiesed in several w ass Amory them
greater use of inputs such as fertilizer
pesticide% labor. and water shift, Irom
lower to higher %slue crops highs.: plant
population per ate and reduction. in crap
failure and summer fallow

SPRING t 084 13
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Doublectoppine is another way to pro
duce more from the same amount of land
According to Robert Bosky. 14 million
Met were doubledcropped in 1981
three and a half times the 1909 level
Bosley points to several factors conducive
to expanding double-croppingfaster-
maturing plant varieties with shorter
growing seasons. unproved machinery and
equipment. and minimum or no-till tech-
nology He suggests that. by 1992. dou-
bie-cropped acreage might be 22 million
ages. with much of the increase occumng
in the Delia end southeastern states

Expanding the land base and using it
more intensely means capital investment.
improved management, and increased use
of other inputs But it also means several
types of social costs accruing over long
prinds but not incorporated immediately
or fully into markets for resources or
peoductsmvuonmental degradation and
loss of wildlife habitats, for example Of

'Robin Boa ley. "The Supply of Cropland "
Economic Research Service Report I: S Ili
penmen. of Aviculture

t4 RESOURCES

the various environmental threats. soil
erosion probably ts the most significant.
through its effects on water quality and
potential productivity losses on agncul-
tural cropland These effects. however.
tend to be highly localised Regardless.
the potential to exacerbate such vivaria-
mental and productivity costs increases as
the cropland base expands The supply of
cropland probably will not physically or
economically limit U.S. food production
by the beginning of the twenty-fitst cen-
wry. but actions to preserve it and plan.
rung to regulate its we in environmentally
acceptable ways at the local level are an-
ther irrektant nor unnecessary. Indeed.
these issues and choices are likely to mit
ever larger as the next century ap-
proaches

Water resources Most people are un
aware of agriculture's tremendous thirst
In fact. however. agnculture accounts for
80 to 85 percent of the total amount of

'Pierre ft Cresson and Sterling Brubaker.
Resource en/ Etrirotnremal Memo of U S
Ar, WIWI (V. astuntion. D C . Resources for
the future. 19821

water consumed each year in the United
States. Some other basic points

Irrigated land in farms doubled be-
tween 1950 and 1978 to a total of nearly
31 million acres

Some 93 million acre-feet of w ater
that is. 22 inches of water per impaled
acrewere used on this land. about 51
percent of it from surface watercourses
and the rest from groundwater aqui-
fers.

The western United States. where
more than one-half of the value of crops
derives from i marrow. contains Se per-
cent of the nation's irrigated acreage

Irrigated agriculture accounts for
roughly I' of the nation's MI*
and nearly oneseventh of the nation t
cropland

Initially, when the West was settled
water was heavily subsidized by govern-
menu and treated almost as a free rod
by western agriculturalists The original
users not only were allowed to use water
without eharp. but also were granted
water rights as long as what they used w as
put to "beneficial" use Alto. until re-
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Gently. low energs pnces coupled with
federal or stet: subsidies hose helped In
keep the MIS of moving water low and
this has been important to developing
groundwater supplies

ccorchrq to Kenneth Fredenck. how
. ever The doss of cheap water are ending

in the West In many areas. unpaton now
depend on essentially nonrenewable water
supplies Current irrigation le% els with as
crap precipitation result in the mining of
(net 2: million acre-feet of water from
!,stern aquifers '''

In the United Stales as a whole. the
metale rate of groundwater withdrawals
has men 3 ft percent pet year since 1950.
almost twice the rate of increase in the
use of surface water. much of the increase
was in the water-short areas of the Vies'
Nationally. neatly one-quarter of the
groundwater withdrawn is not replen
'shed the water table is declining an as
crap of up to 6 h feet per year under IX
million acres of land irrigated by ground.
water F tom the Rio Grande to etuaska
in Arizona and California falling ground
water testis and higher energs costs are
boosting substantially the coos of ground-
water ongation Nor is surface water Inlets
to pick up the slack sense the demands
on the risers and streams of the nation s
principal irrigated area, ahead% coin
moms es, eed aside-de supplies The
asailabilits and price of water and energs.
rather than land. mac be the critical nat-
ural resource satiable, for agriculture in
the Nest in the sears ahead Public pokes
for water in the Nest is mining from de-
veloping additional suppls rn managing
the inereasingls more saluahlc current
suppls

Altai stems likels to ensue user the
nest several decades is a series of mar
final agricultural adjustments to higher
priced waterMire effii lent water ap
plicatinn reduced rates I application and
shifts from lower to higher valued crops
The potential to consent water in these
was' is high Howes er the linesment
earn' needs achieve more effment
irrigati n s% veins ., subsiantiat running
int.. se eral billions of dollars

'Kenneth Fredehis lamei ( Nan
ion Han, In. V{ nn, Ar., uhwr (Machin?
Inn Li Res.unes I. Inc f 'nun Ivu 'u

'Poe, Rope,. Maize, Rewcii.c 1 echnol
since M.naperntm in du KIWI, tt I S

A iv., w( Post., p,- ,.crated ar Iht 1.1 and
Mon c I onct t..11.n A,, tin 4,
Sump. -.,um hon. Arn"(1,01

kt..ince nnsenanon N.O.nin m (I
Deicnsc, r
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The physical requirements for water to
meet projected urban and other nonagri-
cultural uses in the West to the year Altai
are small relave to the total quantities
now used in agriculture Nevertheless. the
water issue will force many difficult, con-
trovenial dunces One of the major chal-
lenges is to develop institutions to reduce
distortions anon' from policies pre&
cited on an abundant, low-priced nett
resource

Beyond water's physical and econoo
dimensions he major tstues of water quay
in Groundwater contamination fro if
ricultural (as well as nonagricultue II J
sources is senous In many parts of the
country. and western tmption practices
hese increased groundwater salinity As
Fredenck notes, "Perhaps one - quaver of
the lands currently under imgation an the
West are heavily dependent on nonre-
newable water supplies. and the produc
into of several million additional acres is
threatened by nun, salt levels "' And
pesticides and fertilizers may seep into
groundwater

Other water quality problemsdn
robed oxygen. suspended solids carrying
bacteria. nutnents, pesticide% excessive
phosphoric and norogenic nutnentscan
be laid at agriculture's feet in pan, and
occasionally in major part The 1972 Fed -

rat Water Pollution Control Act set forth
ambitious goals to improve water quality
Progress has been madescattered es o
dente suggests that some of the wont pol.
lution pr ohlems ma% be abating but much
remains to be accomplished Maintaining
or IMprosing water and environmental
qualify mac require modifying agncul
tural production practices and ultimately
mac mean higher direct costs of agricul
total production

Omar prOduChOn factors

apnal As noted. the growth of U 5
agricultural productivity and total output
in recent decades spnngs from the sub
stoution of capital-embodied technolo
lies for land and labor Seseral factors
were at wnrk

Public and pnvate investments in re-
search and development made mail
able a %au array of new or improved
technologies. including laborsasing
machinery and equipment. improved
stocks of seeds. more effectise inor-
ganic fertilizers.* plethora of pesticides
man ilartured for specific control pur
poses and scientifically blended. nu
tritionalls balanced animal feeds

Institutions such as the agricultural
extension sersires and extensise publo
and Innate communication and odor
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oration systems helped in transfer new Is
developed technical information from
scientist to farmer and assisted its ad
aptation to local use Education and
Improved management skills and tech
fugues speeded the transfer and actor,
bon process

Fel-Watt use increased from an as-
trap of 22 million tons in 1951 -55
more than 50 mullion tons current's and
pesticide application jumped from 144
million pounds in 1964 to nearly 480
million pounds in 1982

Direct eneto use in Irincullur al prim
dUction now approximates 2 Om tril-
lion Bus annually

Capital requirements in agnculture for
Investment and operating purposes will
pow substantially in the decades ahead
and competition for capital for domestic
and international development and for the
financing of public debt may maintain real
rates at levels well abuse those of recent
decades Nevertheless capital as olahillis
and costs are not likely to serious's impair
growth in U S agriculture in the low:
run context of 20011 and beyond Ctnin.
Mt business structures will become in-
crtasinels prevalent among the larger
more highly capitalized and biggest pro
duct'', farms And it seems plausible that
a growing number of these corporations
will be securing ins estmem capo..1 di-
rectly from equity markets by the end of
the century

teettOnlit IrIMIli1es In addition to
technology and institutions to effect its
transfer. powerful economic
reinforced the "technolog cal t o u

t incexices

ton Low real pnces of petroleum and
other energy supplies induced the substi
ninon of mechanical power and fertilizer
for lughet-priced labor and land An ex-
pending spectrum of more efficient pes
nodes offered opportunities for higher crop
yields and lower per unit production costs
Between 1950 and 1976 the aserage s alue
of land increased 6:41 percent and farm
wage rates some 380 percent But the pnce
of gasoline increased only 150 percent and
that of fertilizer shout 84 percent pow
erful incentives for resource su
And the competilise economic structure
of agriculture pros it:led an economi, im
peratne for farmers to male w idespivad
use of the technologies The result, are
apparent in table 9 Tntal inputs in paw
51 were all but identical to the 'serape
of 19O-39. but output a ged neaty
h.) percent more Total factor product.%
its the Min of !Mal output to rural in
put was near!) two-thirds higher in Ivan
81 than in 1441 -t9

Lobo, These technicalch.,nge,grraiis
enhanced re,ouice use Ott rot% In taint
mg expanded production and kept food
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and fiber prices low for domestic and for-
eign consumers. and freed resources from
agnculture for producing goods and serv-
ices else% bete in the economy Mauve
structural adjustments ensued The num-
ber of farms fell from 5 6 million in 1950
to an estimated 2 4 million in 1982 Pro-
duction became ever more concentrated,
with 20 percent of the farms now account
mg for 88 percent of product sales Farm
employment fell from 7.2 million in 1950
to 3 4 million in 1982 In the two decades
between 1910 and 1960 a net of 21 5 mil-
lion persons moved to the cities or to ur-
ban nonfarm residences an average of
more than 1 million persons every year

The plunge in farm employment came
as farm and nonfarm wage rates ap-
proached equilibrium and labor-saving
production technologies Came on-stream
With labor now representing only 12 per
cent of all inputs used in farming and farm
employment constituting only 3 percent
of total U S emplos ment. future absolute
declines in employment and labor Inputs
obsioush will slow compared to historic
rates Roues cr. assuming national eco-
nomic growth and continuing achances in
labotsasing technologies. much of the
unskilled labor now in farming ma% well
disappear by Nan On the other hand.
demand will grow for labor with high!)
technical skills to manage increasing's
complex technology and production sys
terns Overall Acmes er farming will be
a shrinking part of the national labor mar-
ket. and the tame is likely to he true in
allied input and product marketing sys-
tems if automation and other labor-saving
technologies &chance as expected

input prices With respect to future
prices of off farm production inputs that
of energy is perhaps most uncertain Al
though agriculture adjusted faith readily
to the sharp increases in energy (and en-
ergs feedsiockl prices in the 1970s. it did
sounder condition% of genera) using farm
product prices The real price of fossil fuel
micro is not expected to rise much for
the remainder of this decade and possihl)
to MU but the evats of the last decade
are fresh enough to remind us that es .
pectations are not necestards realized
Energy uncertainty highlights the moor
rance of U S public policies that will en
courage energy consersation deselop.
mem of indigenous entre) supplies
including nonpetroleum sourcesand
deselopment of energy- conserving tech
nologies and production systems

Energs is an important component of
inorganic fenilims but fertilizer prices
hase increased les% rapidly than the price
of energy in recent years Assuming only
gradual increases in real energy prices.
fenslizer prices seem Mal) to increase at
rates close to general price lesels in the
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decade or two ahead Further. some pro
act much slower rates of growth in fend-
izet use, to part because of higher fend.
tact -farm price ratios and in 111111 because
of possible environmental regulations

As for other types of major manufac-
tured inputs, such as machinery, equip-
ment. feed. and pesticides. long-term sup-
plies seem to pose no majot constraint to
2000 Their prices. too, are expected to
follow general price trends in the econ-
omy

Governmental regulation Environ-
mental policies to restrict the use of fee
tilizer and pesticides ma) become 'moort
ant enough to significantly change the
mos of production Inputs Ds 2000

About 1.000 new chemicals are intro-
duced each year in the United States. with
some 55.000 to 60.000 marketed pnmanl)
from domestic manufacturers Onl) a small
proportion of the total is used directly in
agriculture. but it is a proportion that in
absolute numbers has been growing es
ponentiall) in the last twent) years Com
parativel) little is known about the po-
tential totted) of man) of these chemicals.
how they are used, whether and how they
enter the food chain and other
toms. and their ultimate effects on human
health and on other species. Controls on
pesticides in agriculture have become more
stringent. and progress has been made in
less toxic but effective pesticides and in
integrated pest-management systems that
reduce application rates Nonetheless.
pesticides remain a solid part of the pro-
duction of major field crops

The issues surrounding agriculture and
the qualm of the natural environment are
neither transitor) nor ephemeral Nor are
solutions simple or absolute It is moos-
obit to reduce the environmental risks of
high-tech agriculture to zero tradeoffs
between food production. food quality,
and quality of the environment are in.
esitable 8) the twenty -first century. the
choices will be more compirs. more dif-
ficult. and more important to both art.
culture and the remainder of soeicts
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ProfCted eteCiduCOOn and Marmot
2000 Tied 2020

Production increases to meet protected
demand for U.S food and fiber might be
met through various combinations of nat-
ural resources. other production inputs.
and production technologies Three such
possibilities are presented in figure 6

No breakthroughs In general. the
scenarios in figure 6 (column A) might he
regarded as a "static technologs" option
With no increase in per acre yields of ma
jor crops. an additional 95 million har-
vested acres would be needed to meet
projected requirements in 2000. more than
200 million harvested acres would be re-
quired 11) 2020 Clearl).denund for crop-
land of this magnitude would place enor-
mous pressure on the Cropland base The
result would not only be dramatically
higher land prices. but also higher costs
of crop and livestock production. higher
food and fiber prices to consumers. and
economic pressure on the forestry sector.
with possible higher prices for forest
products Soil erosion and water pollution
surely would worsen as production ex-
panded to more and more ecological])
(Hstle cropland

However. such a land-using course of
development represents an unlikely outer
bounders Increased demand for land
would stimulate substitution of other in-
puts and management practices And if
prices of farm products rose as result of
higher production costs. the projected in-
crease in Consumption of food and fiber
would slot Thus. hen without new tech
nologies to enhance crop yields. the
"equilibrium" demand for land would fall
far short of the forgoing projected land
requirements. albeit at lesels well abuse
the present

Optimism A much different scenario
would ensue from the -most probahlr
vield increases protected hi scientists par
miming in the NS: R( A Symposium
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(sec figure 6. color. 0. Were that yields
manned generally on the order of 1.5
to 2 percent per year pins relative to the
1979-111 averaee harvested cropland
requirements would decrease by as much
as 55 million acres by 2000 and. by 2020.
still would be Manly 30 million acres be.
low the 1979 -g1 average

The RCA Symposium projections of
yields are based on technology that al
ready exists but has not been adopted
the best efforts on today's test plots could
be the farmer's r yields in the year
2000'" Similar optimism prevails for live-
stock productivity probable production
isms per breeding animal of 25 percent
for beef and pork awl 30 percent gain in
milk output per cow are projected for the
turn of the century Productivity puns
projected to 2020 are based on recently
conceived technoiopes that could be made
practical through further research and de
vetopmem dunng the next forty years
Implicit in these high tech projections are

RCA Srnarnrnon hater Aim-Id:tool TtrA.
tookly and Rf101aff Eereelme
Sunman (Ames Iowa Suit Unmersot Cen
ter for Aincuhural and Rural Development.
J911.7)

'Ibut p 17

meumptiont of favorable ecitutenic dr-
cvmstances to encourage farmer adoption
of technology. improved managetial ca.
pabilitin. melon& and interrepotal *do
in mount net. increases in. donble-crop-
ping. and hicremed ce mon effective use
of inputs soh as Welber& pesticides. and
livestock feed additives. lw major pins
also would come from Rids 1111131R1
technologies as nitrogen Station. Mod-
and doessereilitant and drotightwesist-
ant crop varieties. lad a variety of ge-
ottic.based livestock technologlet.

A eilfee coot*. An intennediate
scenario is presented in column I in lit
ure 6. The yield projections me bawd on
ions-term needs adjoined to conjoin with
what we believe tonsbeal:11111blewin=
rates consirkrin
probable product-factor price reletion:
ships. end the expend= of crop preen,
tots on blade likely to be lei madame
than current cropland. Under these con-
ditions. an increase of about 23 Wilkie
acres of harvested cropland would be
needed by 2000 -17 million acres so nea-
ten Increased production of meals. 13
million acres for oiliest and slightly less
than 1 million acres for cotton. Reduc-
tions of nearly 6 million acres in harvested
cropland for barley. oats. and other ce.
male would partially offset increases in
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cereal and oilseed acreage By 2020 nearly
50 million additional harvested hues rel
g ive to 1979-11 would be required

Soma totottially important implica-
tion can drawn from these pettier-
dom. Under the high -tech projections (ire
Spire 6. mimic q. lem pressure would
be pot on the cropland bast than has ex.
Wed in recent years. Indeed. the posit.
baty of major crop surpluses would have
to be monitored carefully. However. with
intensive we of land in (induction. in.
creased use of fertilizers and pesticides.
and a relative Shift in land use to soybeans
sad Corr. problems of soil erosion. water
q uaky. aid mirommistal cillution could
be exacerbated. Under the nd-usingsce.
uric (Rpm 6. column A). the tendency
would be so plant lemma' to fence.
row." using relatively lets of the high-tech
inputs. Soil erosion. water qua%ty. . and
environmental degradation problems also
we part of this picture. but they come
from a different munethe expansion
of production on land that is ecologically
more fragile. nos, in either case eco
g amic and ecobally pleusible reusurce
conservation Molopes. management
practices. and public policies are likely to
play critical roles.

In the intermediate projection (figure
6. column 8) problems of several types
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might emerge with erosion heading the
lost Again. this is because the projected
net expansion of 25 million acres of Isar.
vested cropland would require Substantial
additional capital investment and in some
areas of the Midwest. Delta. and the
Southeast might push production onto
etosise fragile land Also. the conversion
of land now in pasture could lead to eco-
nomic adjustments in the livestock-dairy
sectot in several regions

Thus. while attaining projected output
levels seems reasonable with the eco-
nomic supply of natural resources. tech
nologoes. and nonfarm inputs we expect
for the neat two decades. it will not be
achieved without substantial adjustments
throughout the sector, including adjust.
menu of human capital Nor will such ad.
justments be distnbuted evenly among re
ions. farms, and farm families

Science and education

Public and pris ate investments in science
and education have been mainsprings in
the Amencan economy and in =proved
standards of living and in no sectot is this
more es dem than in agriculture Annual
internal rates of return to public invest
menu in agricultural reseatch range from
34110 35 percent. sometimes highet " The
benefits are man) Abundant. relatisely
low -cost food and fiber are available for
domestic and foreign consumers Human
resoutces hose been released to produce
goods and services elsewhere in the econ
oms Export markets have been devel-
oped and foreign exchange earned for
consumption of imported goods and seat.
ices

But along with the benefits have come
social costs and unanticipated side effects
associated with technical change hu
man and institutional adjustments not
readily reduced to dollars. and enviton
mental externalities and nsks to human
health And the net benefits of science
and eduvation based technical change have
been unevenly distributed witlyn the pop-
ulation

Some analysts note esidence of an ap
parent slowing in longt !TM tota: factor
productivas growth rates since the mid
furs* a gains from tht t .thnnlogies of
an earlier era itti widespread
adupinn Sol .ocrined that the
nearsiatg rem, mi. .xpenditutes for al-
ncultgel research in the U S Depart.
mem of Agriculture and the state agn
cultural experiment mations lot almost
twenty years may furthei slow productiv
ity gains in the decade ahead Others al-
lege declining emphasis and reduced real
funding levels for basic research in recent

"%CrnonN Ronan A ittu Wive Melee,
Porn Minneapns l'Insermr% of htennewta
Press I qv.. pr, 24: 24t
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years that will magnify the possibility of
a future slowdown in productivity growth
unless such trends are reversed

Our projections suggest that longterm
planning for agricuhure should be pied.
Seated on a 70 to 100 percent increase in
effective &hal demand by 2020 for U.S.
food and fiber at real prices close to those
Of recent years Moreover. we do not el.
low for the great martainty inherent in
developing Slobsl agricultural systems. or
for food assistance to persons IA the United
States and abroad who are unable to se
cure adequate audition In the owlet.
place. In short, we believe that meeting
the projected demands for 2020 without
additional productivity-enhancing tech-
nologies and improved production sys-
tems would place inordinate pressure on
the nation's natural resource base. Induce
serious environmental consequences, and
substantially increase real prices to C011
sumers of food and fiber

Given these uncertainties and possible
undesirable outcomes. it seems prudent
public policy to base research, develop-
ment. and education policies for the long-
term fume on continued advances in pro-
ductisity at rates approximating those of
recent decades This means planning. mat
for lags remain between initiation of re
search. subsequent development, and ap-
pis:ration Today's strategies for investment
sn science, research, and education must
be based not on circumstances of the mo-
ment but on perceptions of the needs in
a distant and uncertain future.

The planning of future agricultural re-
search, however, must be based on more
than technology per re or a sample mul
tiplication of product output. for inno-
vation and productivity gums come not
only from discocenes in the physical and
biological sciences Emphasis should be
given to the development of socially ap-
propriate technologies that take into ac
count not only longterm demand for food
and fiber but also national goes concern
ins environmental equality. natural re
source conservation. and human health
and nutrition Equally Important is in
nosation enhancing the effectiveness of
institutions that govern the use of tech
nology. human development, capital ac-
cumulation, and social science research
that improves understanding of human and
institutional behavior

What kinds of things do we have in mind
when we call for more emphasis on re-
search and development' Johnson and
Witt* er identify the following as among
the most promising "

Glenn I. Johnyon and Sylvan H Winwer.
Pet spec in el no the Role of Terhnolog, in De-
ternioung Paso, Sappfiet of Food hive and
Forts, Froduenon in the United Ssales pre
pared under contraci with RrF by Michigan
Sate UMIrtflat1 October IM1.1
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Mechanisation and automation. par.
ocularly that employing improved elec.
meal sensors and controllers to monitor
biological and environmental stress on
plant cultural and harvest operations.
improved machine &tipsier. corset.
station tillage. and reduced fuel and la
boo consumption

Thematic mapping and multispectral
imagery. including remote sensing
lad:aquas. for Monitoring resource use,
crop conditions, water and energy
availability, and weather forecasting

Improved, more economical. live
stock fending using sonprotein nitro
gen combined with Mates, by.prod
sins, and waste

Improved animal health through bet
ter management systems. vaccines and
other products of microbial synthesis.
hormonal regulation, and genetic se.
'Warts and engineering

Biological nitrogen fixation as an al
temative to chemical fixation to in
crease crop productivity, , more effec.
dye use of fertilisers through better
understanding of nitnfication and den.
itntication processes

Genetic improvements and genetic
engineering to achieve more depends.
ble and higher yields, disease rears.
lance, greater uniforms, climatic and
poor soil adaptability. and improved
nutndonal value Increased presto,.
tion of genetic diversity for future re-
search

Basic research in plant growth rev,
laton to increase yields and quality.
hasten maturity. extend storage life. and
aid mechanical harvesting

New approaches to pest control
through basic research in plant protec
Lion and integrated pest management
to reduce the number of pests resistant
to chemical pesticides, to establish re.
salvia in economically important crops.
and to insure health and safety of ag.
ncultural wotkers. nearby communi
ties. and consumers

Improved reproductive efficiency of
livestock through basic research on ge
nem improvements. semen presena
Lion. pregnancy detection, multiple
births, super ovulation. and nonsurp
cal embryo transfer and implantation

Food science research to enhance food
safety. product storage. handling mar
ketine. and nutrition. and to develop
fabricated foods

Research to enhance photosynthesis
and reduce photorespiration. including
identification and possible control of the
mechanisms that regulate respiration.
identification of growth regulators. and
improvements in plant architecture
anatomy. cropping systems planting
designs and culiural practices

Assessment of biological effects of in.
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creased atmotptrenc carbon dioxide,
ozone. and other air pollutants and trete
elements on product's ity

Besse social science !match regard-
ing risk bearing. conservation and in-
vestments in n a I resources. orga.
nizanon and control of institutions and
institutional decision making and
administration. and measurement of
human values

Johnson and %tosser estimate that a IS
percent increase in agricultural output in
corporating about a 30 percent increase
in crop yields could be attainable by 2020
by maintaining public funding of agricul-
tural research al the real les el of 1981 and
as a constant proportion of the value of
agricultural output throughout the fon)
years To obtain a 75 to 80 percent in-
crease in Output and a 55 to 60 percent
Increase in crop yields in 2020 they es-
timate that public funding of research
would need to be increased at a cons
pound annual rate of I0 percent between
190 and 199.1 and as a constant plopiii
oor of tht value of agisultutal output
over the forty years

Summing up

No one's crystal hall is in perfect working
order. and ours no doubt has its slime of
cracks and clouds micas The future after
all cannot be foretold Still we believe
this report to be a reasonable men con
frentoe. estimate of the global shape of
food and agriculture when this ccrsuis
(math gives was to the nest That out
con( tuitions tend to be uphei espruahs
when computed to UM. lisle prophesies
of gloom and doom is all the more lap
nation' in that we do not shrink Isom ad
dressing negative trends and taking them
into account

&low weigiklfOns

For example, we foresee many more
mouths to feed World population, al-
though slowing in growth. will increase
nearly 40 percent or 1.74 bilbon persons
by 2000 relative to 1990, with the over-
whelming majority of them living in the
kart developed regions of the world Be-
tween 2000 and 2020 population may in-
crease another 179 billion to nearly 0 0
billion persons almost double the pop-
ulation of 1990

Moreover, global economic growth
rapid during the 1970swill be postwar-
&lively Clow in the 1999h as economies re.
Myer from recession and. in the case of
several des-doping countries. strive to
manage large external debts while re
straining inflation Nevertheless. given an
appropriate mix of development policies
and an environment conducive to inter-
national trade and capital investment.
economic growth can increase in the 1993s.
with two major possible exceptions pros-
pects for growth are particularly fragile in
Latin AmetiCa and Sub-Saharan Africa

The combination of population and
economic growth will boost effectne de-
mend Al real prices approximating those
of 1979 RI . we expect effect's e global de.
mand (consumption) for agricultural
products to jump substantially by 2000
about 60 percent for income-sensitise
commodities such as meat and misted.
close to MI percent for cereal grains. and
3S to 411 percent foi milk and natural 6
tiers By 2020. effecti.e demand could
more than double for income-sensitise
commodities and increase as much as CU
percent fog cereal grains

Fsen [risen these trench. however. we
believe that thr rrolld pnisnies the pa.
tennul in feed a art. mg population 016 1
6,11,on people Migkrileh better Its the seat
Pee, shun is led 4 t trillion in IWO Bill
we should %lie, the word peuenoal lo
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do 60 will require large investments to
ill3F4Ove the infrastructure of agriculture.
increased investments in research and ed-
ucation to stimulate development and ap
phonon so productivity-enhancing tech-
nologies, public policies to provide greater
economic incentives to agricultural pro-
ducers in many developing countries. and
expanded international trade We esti-
mate that some IS percent of projected
production increlletelwilidepend on vetoer
productivity of resources and only IS per-
cent on expanding the cuhivated land base

Lot us also make clear that we are not
predicting a world of perpetual plenty or
one unniarked by worry or regions of
shortage. Even with the projected modest
Inman ht per capita food supplies and
ootwunipuon, die_ global food supply -de-
RUM: alma to 2000 will be tenuous and
Subject to much year-to-year instability
Large aumben of people in the de.el-
oping countries unable to share in eco-
nomic growth will continue to be under.
nounthed.

U.S. pew-bons

I) S. agricultural production grew near].
40 percent m the past two decades By
2000. production of cereal grains and oil-
seed will need to increase another 30 to
40 percent and that of other major prod-
ucts about 20 percent By 2020. produc.
tan of major crops may be 70 to 100 per.
cent 'those recent levels to meet projected
growth in demand in domestic and foreign
markets. especially the latter. Indeed. we
believe that LI S agnculture will depend
increasingly on cash crops and on the ex-
port market.

Greater reliance on exports implies
greater instability and Untertaint!. for f. S
producers and consumers of food and fi-
ber. in large pan because of domestic and
foreign economic policies Thu.. in ad-
dition to being required to grow at a sub-
sunhat tOntinsints rate into the hien',
first century. the United States need, to
Maintain a fint balance between impish
of food and fiber and a potentially s 0131111-
export demand

As we noted at the Outset the pio tic
toe capacity of U S apiculture has is
panded a great deal in recent deed.
and we see no reason for the process to
come to a halt On the controls ii can be
further expanded through carious c..m
hinations of improved management of lc
sources and technologies now J
expanded use of resources and new or
imptostd technologies to enhance re
source productivits The Minn!! and es
tent to which productive capoc its is es
paneled and utilized &Tends on a pleth.o.,
of crimples technolopv al insisuil.-nol and
economic sandhi', and on protc an.I
pubis chose but we hellos' that the
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United States can readily sustahl in-
creases in output to meet protected global
demand for its products to 2000 at real
prices in the neighborhood of those of
1979-81

To expand productive capacity to per.
Rut a neardoubling of output to meet
projected demand in 2020 without major
increases in real peas will require major
public and private investments in science
and education to yield new and improved
technologies and management systems to
maintain or enhance resource productiv.
ity. Continued growth in total factor pro-
ductivity is needed to maintain our com-
petitiveness in world markets and stave
off growing pressures on the natural re-
source base, uicreaungly serious environ-
mental problems and. ultimately, higher
real costs for food and fiber

Two bg unknowns

We close with a word about weather. one
of the most important short -term maw
saes on agricultural production and food
&satiability As will have been noted. we
do not expressly treat year -to -year vari-
ations in global weather Rather. by im-
plication. the rrends projected assume
"normal weather. that is. weather about
as favorable as the le during 1970 -
82 In any goes year. unusually favorable
weather can push production well above
trend and permit higher consumption the
following year Conversely, especially ad
verse weather would depress output well
below trend and subsequently decrease
consumption A series of good or bad years
would amplifs those impacts. but the year -
to -year variations Are expected to cluster
around the trend

And undergirding our entire analysis is
the assumption that world peace will not
be shattered in the decades ahead
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Energy discussion papers

RFF's Center for Energy Policy Research
announces the avadabilits of the follow.
mg Ducsissson Papers:

Discussion Paper D-929. Natural Gas
Policy Series "Social Costs of Natural
Gas Market Ripdows." by Harry G.
B radman, Joel Datmatadser. and W.
David Mohr ry.

°mansion I . n D-92C. Natural Gas
Policy Series. 'Transport CMS and the
Spatial Distribution of Natural Gas
Pisces." by W. David Montgomery and
Michele Gottheb.

Damian Paper D.92D. Natural Gas
Policy Series "Field Price Deregula-
tion and Changes in the Regulatory.
Carrier Status of Natural Gas Pipe-
lines." by Harry G. Bradman. W.
David Montgomery, Ind Milton Rus-
sell

Discussion Paper D-92E. Nauss! Gas
Policy Series. "NonPna Provisions in
Lag-Term Natural Gas Contracts." by
Harry G. Bondman and Michael A.
Taman.

Ducession Paper D-92F Nam r' Gas
Policy Sines. "No Single Solutc n. An
Analysis of NA" Responses to Gas
Market Rigidities. by Harry G.
Bradman and W. David Montgomery.

Discussion Paper D-92G. Natural Gas
Policy Serves. "Elements of Market
Power in the Natural Gas Industry and
the Role of Pm ate Carnage." by Harry
G Bradman
c Discussion Paper DI10 "Modeling
Nonrenewable Resource Supply." by
Michael A. Taman

Discussion Paper D111. "Depletion
Effects and Nonrenewable Resource
Supply. A Diagrammatic Exposition."
by Michael A Tartan.

Discussion Paper D-112 "Common
Propeny Resource Externalities and
Free Entry." by Michael A. Taman

Discussion Paper D-113 "Common
Property Resource Externalities and
Entry Deterrence." by Michael A To.
man

Ordering information A very limited
number of these papers is available with-
out charge to interested members of the
research and policy communities. Specify
the paper desired in a written request to
Resources for the Future. Center for En-
ergy Policy Research. 1755 Massachusetts
Avenue. N W Washington. D C 20036
Discussion papers are tentative presen-
tations only and are not considered to be
published materials As such. they are
available only as described and may not
be ordered from The Johns Hopkins Uni-
verso! s Press nor from RFF's Publications
Office
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Book review

The Making of Federal Coal Pokes. Rob-
in H. Nelson (Durham. N.C., Duke Uni-
versity Pms, 1983). 532.50. cloth

Coal lining revisited

Although western federal coal resources
have been leased for over 100 years. it
was not until the decade of the souks that
widespread commercial interest des el-

that greatly accelerated their rate of
I. Between 1960and 1971 so much

ral coal was leased that widespread
concern developed about whether the De.
partment of the Interior had a coal-leasing
plan that was protecting the public inter-
est. By then. 17 billion tons of coal re-
sources had been transferred to private
handswell over SOO times the average
yearly rate of all western Mal production
To allow for an in-depth review of the
situation in order to develop a rational
leasing scheme, the secretary of the in-
terior declared a moratorium on further
goal leasing that was not lifted until 1951

Federal coal resources present some
unique allocation problems Much of the
western coal is in federal ownership and
a good portion of the remainder that is in
private hands needs federal cooperation
and anion for efficient mining In addl.
tion, a large number of environmental is.
sues that only began to receive public at-
tention in the late I960s added further
pressures on those responsible for des el-
oping the leasing program During the
moratorium. Congress passed the Federal
Coal Leasing Amendments Act (FCLAAI
of 1975 to bong what it hoped would be
more order into the leasing program

In The Making of Federal Coal Pohrs.
Robert Nelson documents the long his-
tory of the numerous attempts. during the
moratorium of the 1970s. by Congress and
the Department of the Interior to design

coal.kasme policy that would satisfy the
competing interests. assure fair market
value for the federal coal resources and
provide a leasing rare adequate for ss
temabc development of the resents but
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF WALTER W. MINGER, SENIOR AGRICULTURAL OFFICER, BANK
OF AMERICA

Mr. Chairman, my name is Walter W. Minger. For 38 years, prior to February

1, 1984, I was employed by Bank of America and for the 'eat ten of those

years, I was the Bank's Senior Agricultural Officer. During my tenure with

that global banking organization, I was sent to 45 countries in connection

with financial aspects of agricultural developments that were of interest

to the Bank of America.

Since my retirement, I have been engaged in consulting on agricultural

matters with a diverse group of clients whoa. interesta range from the

development of agribusiness projecta in foreign countries, the creation

of a viable private-sector agricultural credit delivery system in the

Middle West, providing an Eatate Planning service to farmers, evaluating

the agricultural credit operations of a major bank, and so on.

My intereeta continue to include exploring and becoming involved in ways

by which the Leas Developed Countriea can improve and enhance their agri-

cultural resources for he betterment of their people. So, Mr. Chairman,

I am grateful for this opportunity to present to you and your committee

this written statement for inclusion in the minutes of your Committee's

proceedings.

It is hard to identify the real concerns of multi-national companiee who

are involved inthe development of LDC's food systems. Over a 20 year

time span, government to government programa have attempted to improve

the ability of the farmers in developing countries to increase domestic

production of foodstuffs which ia now recognized as a still unachieved

goal. Certainly there haebeen a transfer of wealth from the donor coun-

tries to the recipient nations. But the legions of rural small- holders
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'generally oor In all of the necessary modern agricultural reaources such

as technical knowledge, adequate credit, availability of public and com-

mercial infra-structure, profitable markets, an environment encouraging

private enterprise and growth have not usually been the beneficiaries

of this largess. It is the urban bureaucracy that has absorbed this flow

of well-intentioned but poorly administered capital. As a result, the

rural poor are not much better off today, materially or nutritionally,

than they were 20 years ago.

Most food projects proposed and begun during the development heyday span-

ning the years from about 1966 to 1976 were most often co-ventures of hoist

governments, multi-national companies, world-class financial institutions

such as the World Bank, additionally supported by U. S., Dutch, German, and

French government guarantees and/or insurance. The scope, purpose, and

form of the projects were decided by the foreign partners. These decisions

were more often than not accepted by the host governments but without really

havtng much say in the development, administration, and control of the pro-

je,:t. During this decade, there were, in my view, two major mistakes made

in the fealibility analyses made of most projects. The altruistic motives

of the leaders heading the developed world's institutions and the overly

optImistIc expectation of the contribution modern technology to LDC growth

and development could make, led to the undertaking of projects that were

too large in scale and that depended on the coordination of techniques and

systems that were just not applicable to countries with still relatively

prtmitive rood infra-structures.
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Almost all the large agricultural projects railed. Either they were

never completed; they suffered coat over -rugs that negated any hope of

comeercial feasibility; they were not supported by the host govirnments

as originally envisioned. The host governments were quite ready to re-

ceive the capital investments, but the ides of being serious about in-

creasing domestic food production and building the economic power of the

rural poor was only paid lip service. And why not: The LOCts sales of

their few but basic commodities were earning handsome amounts of foreign

exchange, foreign investment was pouring into the LOC's at an unprecedented

clip, and their domestic standards of living were improving every year

at least for the urban populace.

Then abruptly, the business environment changed. Energy prices increased

dramatically; commodity prices declined almost as dramatically; inflation

took off; interest rates lagged inflation rates for awhile, but rates have

recently hovered at the largest margin over and above the inflation factor

that anyone has seen for many years. One result of all these changes and

influences is that global trading activity slowed and many countries suf-

fered cash flow problems. The problems third world countries are having

with servicins, their external debt is wall-known to the members of this

committee.

The multi-national companies are today generally unenthusiastic about under-

taking agricultural/food system development projects on their own in LOC's.

Unstable governments, !nsurrections, bureaucracy, graft and corruption,

appropriation and confiscation along with country political philosophies

not supportive of private sector enterprise are among the factors that led

U. S. companies to decisions limiting investment in LDC's.
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A positive result is that LOWs now recognise their 01 priority is to util

Lae domestic resources the farmers and the land to domestically grow

more food.

Many small land holders have not even been able to maintain a decent sub

statism* level of production, let alone produce little surplus farm pro

duct to sell into the commercial 'Lector.

to my mind, one cannot talk about improving the nutritional level of the

world's rural poor without considering ways end means to improve the income ,m

")-
. ---,

level of those families. Opportunity to &norm, income must be provided -444
.

-.v.,

because it is the only practical way to attack the problems of inadequate diet.
.-4,7

-4!

The committee might want to explore few of the organisations and schemes

that have enjoyed some success in raising the income levels of previously

desperately poor landless people and smallholders which increase has afforded

the families better diets and improved health care.

An outstanding example is the upgrading of poor Turkish farm families

through the integrated poultry enterprises developed with the hands-on

leadership of the Development Foundation of Turkey.

A more modest but positive improvement In income, nutrition, and attitudes

of poor rural people in two villages resulted from the self-help programs

initiated by Project Hope in Ghana. This project also included poultry-

table eggs for cash sale - and increased production of vegetables for local

consumption.
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There are a great number of Private Voluntary Organisations operating on

a village level in many LDC's. ?heir projects are modest in both scope

and cash investment,, but many have achieved a positive impact.

.71;

In Thailand, Bangkok Bank has developed rural land and farming projects with

either or both crop and livestock orientation that has resulted in great econe

omic imptoveseni for several hundred families. The projects were perceived

originally to be high-risk by the bank, but.ihe previously landless people

have maintained their debt repayment programs and one must believe that the

projects have met the original objectives.
.

Several years ago, a joint U. 3. AID, University of California at Davie.

and Government of tgypt program was implemented. It provided a canoes -

slavery-rate credit delivery system extension of knowledge., and almost one

on-one supervision. While it required the intensive use of numbers of

agricultural technicians, and this is one of the OrogresOs defeats, it

also provided the unschooled Wile Valley peasants with "Look, Jane, look"

types of training aids to assist this in modernising the cultural practices

of certain basic crops. The impact on income, nutrition, and agricultural

practices has been positive.

In the U. S. there has been a growing concern over the lack of success of

T the grandiose agricultural projects undertaken and funded during the last

several decades and of the failure of government.to-governmer programs

that were supposed to improve the LDC's food producing and processing

ability? Little of the money expended to date in these programs has
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trickled down to the person on the bottom of the system r the landless. or

the peasant farming 1/2 to 1 1/2 sores of land. There has been little

direct or concentrated effort to top the resources in the private sector.

In recent months, the U. 3. Agricultural Development Corporation has been

incorporated in Washington. DC. Its mission is to attract a pool of equity

capital from the larger U.11b. agribusiness entitle', leverage the equity by

borrowing, and then channeling the resulting pool of loanable funds into

private sector enterprises in Less Developed Countries. Ot course, its

lending, investment, and guarantee operations will be carried on only in

those countries that recognise and encourage private sector enterprise. It

should be.of interest to the committee members that some LOCos who formerly

permitted only state-owned companies to be involved in their domestic food

systems have finally recognised the folly of continuing to maintain money-

losing, inefficient food companies. They now are interested in finding

ways to convert public sector companies to private ownership. The U. S.

Agricultural Development Corporation believes it can assist in the con-

version of these parsstatal entities.

Your committee is interested in developing programs that will improve the

quality of the diet of hundreds of millions of people presently suffering

from inadequate nutrition intake. I con suggest no magic means to sitcom-

WO that improvement. Give-aways of our foodstuffs seems appropos only

In cases where disaster has secured and large scale hunger and suffering

is likley.
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Concessionary pricing end repayment terms have been more successful in moving

out surplus U. 11. commodities than these incentives have been as creators or.

a more productive domestic I.DC food system. The use or bettor amodstocks his .

often resulted in ahort.term increases or locally produced basic foods. tut

the usually Maher cost of the laprovedvarietiss, the inconsistait'availibility

of the new seeds, lack or Wort licenses due to dollar shiftiest and the look'

or economic incentives to warrant the higeer growing coati work against the .

Inatitutlamlbdag or the new techniques.

In my view, the following are some or the inputs that could be made to Medea,

push several things: 1) Raise the income potential or reduce the unit colts;

2) permit, as a result of (i) an improvesimi in the standard ofliving which

may include the family's choice to eat better..

I. Explore the present food production system to determine what local products,

seedatocks, practices are available or amenable to change so as to leprove

food production. These purchases would utilise local currency rather than

scarce foreign exchange.

II. Provide local demonstration plots and simple instruction to encourage the

use of practices and techniques that will have a positive impact on pro-

duction.

III. Help design and demonstrate the construction of village warehousing to

decrease the present tremendous loss of foodstuffs to vermin, spoilage,

and loss from leakage and theft.

IV. Help develop a communications network or system that disseminates market

Information - availability and prices for domestically produced products.

phis may not be feasible due to government price controls and/or the manner

in which the country's food system is effectively controlled.
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V. Incourage the participation of the U. i. priesteSoeter in weysthat utilise'

the private sector in the WC's. that is badly ndedoe is the creation of an

entrepreneurial class in lost of these countries. The most feasible way to

accoiplish this is to provide acme summit incentives. There are existing

and operating, mien to medium' sire food and agricultural sorties, supply and

processing businisies that could benefit from the. infusion of capital tooknOlegy

mnagement, end/or Credit. LOW governments must provide airtelness.and Poll

tidal climate that is supportive of growth and progress in the private tom.

mercial sector. A vehicle such es a U. A. hued agiicultural development

company would be able to tap the food system expertise of Its U. A. share.

holders or cooperating participants as will u espital to 'omit those for..

sign privately held asributinesses to exiand, and by doing thit, intrust,

the country's GNP, and provide to the local farmers, a growing market for

their products. This approach is not designed to be charitable or to seesaw

plien.sociai restructuring. Its success, or failure, is strictly dependent

on how moll the users of the management/technology transfer equity infution

credit program integrate the program's inputs into their commercial ventures.

A group approach to assisting LOC agribusiness reduces the visibility and ex-

posure of the individual U. S. agribusiness company. The concept of having a

number of such companies join in a mutual effort to accomplish something pmal

tive is encouraging, as is the pool or broad-based talents and skills that

such A group effort provides to capitalstarved and often technologystarved

LDC egribusinessee,
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Mr. Chairman, I again want to thank you for giving me the opportunity to

submit my personal statement relating to hunger and my thoughts as to how

the U. S. could assist the global food system. Enhancing the production,

preservation, and distribution of foodstuffs in ways that might improve

the small farmer's and the LDC agribusinessman's income should have a

beneficial effect on nutritional levels. LDC growth in GNP should provide,

over time, some additional opportunities for U. S. exports of capital and

consumer goods to these LDC's many of whom have excellent long-range growth

potential particularly if the income levels of their farmers can be raised.
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PREPARRD STAMM? or J. IAN !kWh UtT, MUM WORLD HUNGU ALLEVIAIION
THROUGH RISPONU PAUSING,

SUBJECT and PUIPOSR: Submission of written testimony for inclusion
in the record of the Congressional Hearing held by the Mouse Select
Committee on Hunger in Davis, California on July 21, 1984. Purposes

are (1) to relate university research to research on hunger over-

seas, (2) to identify the moat threatening aspect of the world
hunger problem es to its nature, location and requirements for
solution, and (3) to briefly outline the technology which can
achieve a solution, the present state of the art and future
requirements.

Chairman Leland opened the hearing by saying the major hunger problem
in the world today is in sub-Saharan Africa among the rural poorest of the
poor, i.e., subsistence farm families. He outlined the requirement ae appro-
priate technologist: ready for adoption now, which can be fully adopted

and functional in a time span of 10-15 years.

I wish to soy I fully agree. For the past six years I have been USDA

scientist on a USAID funded research project in Kenya. My titles were
Supervisory Soil Scientist and Agroesteorologist. The project title was
"Development of (Food) Cropping Systems for the Marginal Rainfall Areas",
later changed to "Dryland Cropping Systeme Research Project". Objectives
were to stabilize and enhance food crop yields In the semiarid areas.

I was the principal author of the project in January, 1975, and worked
within it in Kenya from its start in October, 1977 to its termination in
January, 1984. The people we served are the poorest of the poor. They are
smallholder' farming essentially at the subsistence level in low rainfall
zones characterized more by extreme variability in rainfall from season to

season than by the amount. More will be said on this critical point in the

discussion of a solution.

Relation of University Research to Hunger Research Overseas -

Regarding the role of the university, the agrometsorological research
in Kenya was a direct extension of my Doctoral research at UC Davis, which
began in February, 1967 and continued (well beyond the degree) until Sep-

tember, 1977. Principal research collegues at Davis were Dr. Robert M.
Hagan and Professor William 0. Pruitt, both of Water Science in the Depart-

ment of Land. Air and Water Resources.

w(111LD HUNGER ALLEVIATION THROUGH RESPONSE MINING

K L). I at Vsk .tch17 IISS (411.1.- WHAM Oavo (A fisnrw 41A ?CA %WI.
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The Davis investigations, termed "water production function research"
were a pioneering effort aimed at developing transferable relationships,
useful anywhere in the world, to make quantitative predictive estimates for
important crops of (1) their water requirements in any given set of cli-
matic conditions, (2) their ability to extract water from any selected
soil, considering its depth and water holding characteristics, (3) the
maximum yields attainable with plentiful water and other growth factors,
as limited by sunshine, and (4) the rate of decline in yield when water
supply is limiting.

The above relationships were developed at Davis for corn, grain sor-
ghum, beans, tomatoes, alfalfa and cotton. In the 1977 drought in Cali-
fornia, these findings formed the basis for published guidelines instructing
farmers en how to attain maximum crop yields end returns when irrigating
with limited water supplies (California Agriculture, April, 1977 - attached).
This was the first demonstration of the practical field applicability of
information arising from what had initially been rather basic research.

Kenyan food crop production in the marginal lands lies at the other
end of the agricultural spectrum. Rather than being high technology agri-
culture with a tightly controlled water supply, it is low technology
agriculture with a totally uncontrolled, even capricious water supply.
Costly inputs such as fertilisers are not used by the great majority of
Kenyan smallholders because they have no cash resources. No lending
agency exists which is willing to face the very high risk of low rainfall.

The transferable relationships developed at Davis were reconfirmed in
Kenya for corn, grain sorghum and beans, including tepary beans supplied
by the University of California at Riverside, and were also determined for
pearl and proso millet. Findings were that crop water requirements and
crop maximum yields with respect to sunlight could be estimated as well
using the Davis relationships as those determined in Kenya.

On the other hand, soil water extraction by a given crop was different
in Kenya from that in Davis, so modifications were required to transfer
this relationship. Additional modifications were required in the rela-
tionship which estimates rate of decline in crop yield when water is
limiting. These modifications reflected both environmental and management
factors not encountered at Davis. Principally, they are very low levels
of water supply, requiring reduction of plant numbers (thinning) to
realize maximum yields, and the fact that little or no fertilizer is used.
However, when these new factors are properly considered, the relationships
again are transferable. Their utilization in Kenya will be discussed.

Two additional points are pertinent to the role of universities.
First, a Kenyan counterpart of mine was funded by the project to take his
Masters degree with my former collegues in Water Science at UC Davis. His
research double-checked the transferability of the soil water extraction
relationship. Second, despite complaints from some speakers today that
research publications go by the boards overseas, my counterparts and I
have published nine journal papers and three proceedings papers.

\
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The Hunger Problem in Africa

In my opinion the hunger problem in Africa is the result of very
rapid population expansion into the marginal rainfall areas - which areas
are historically the best of the grazing lands and have never before been
cropped intensively for human food supplies. Critical aspects of this
problem are as follows:

1. Traditional farming practices derive from the high rainfall areas, so
do not apply, and in fact result in unnecessary complete crop failures
in the marginal areas in very low rainfall seasons.

2. Food must be produced by the people in these areas, not only to preserve
their dignity, but because there is no recourse. Due to their geograph-
!cal positioning and the lack of infrastructure, sufficient food aid
cannot reach them in times of drought. This becomes increasingly true
with each passing year, and explains why life-threatening drought is
an ever more frequent phenomenon.

Regarding the severity of the and the time frame we are look-
ing at, consider the example of Kenya. All of sub-Saharan Africa has high
population growth rates, but Kenya leads the list at 4% net increase per
annum. This means population is doubling every 17 years. At independence
in December, 1963, it stood somewhere around 9 to 10 million, and today
is at 19.7 million. In January, 1975, when the government of Kenya (and
the government of Tanzania) requested our project, the population had
swollen to about 14 million. The increased numbers were largely absorbed
in the marginal rainfall areas. A severe drought was underway and extreme
difficulties were already being encountered in the physical delivery of

food aid.

Today there are six million more people and they too are largely in
the marginal areas - only still further removed from outside assistance
than the earlier settlers. In the next 10 years there will be another 10
million Kenyans, and by the lawn of the 21st century, another seven
million on top of that. Presently, these areas of,Kenya are entering what
appears likely to be another severe dr.ught cycle. Soon we, will see just
how severe the problem is at present.

The Proposed Solution

The overall solution will be population control, possibly first by
starvation, but certainly eventually by choice. Meanwhile, the question
appears to be whether the transition from runaway to controlled popula-
tion growth must be humanly unacceptable and politically destabilizing,
or whether it can be made palatable through application of appropriate
tehrwlogr.
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It has been said here that the Rome: Conference of a decade ago
con:lode.] that we have the technology at hand to solve the hunger problem.
I must challenge that conclusion. If it is true that the increased numbers
of people are going largely into the marginal rainfall areas, and that
they must largely feed themselves, then the problem is a more complicated
one than many concerned persons realize.

Simplistically, the African landscape may be viewed as three tones.
First, there are the traditional farming area, in the highlands, where,
like our own midwest, rainfall is quite satisfactory for say nine sea-
sons, and quite low in the tenth. Cropping systems in this instance are
tailored for the nine seasons and losses are absorbed in the tenth. The
rule is rather high technology agriculture, and yields compare to our own.

The other extreme it the desert areas with consistently low rainfall.
Except for the odd irrigation scheme, animals are herded on these areas
by limited numbers of pastoral peoples. Any crops cultivated are strictly
the most drought tolerant, and yield expectations are low.

The marginal areas where the population fueled problem lies are
charaLterized not by low rainfall, but by inconsistency. This season may
duplicate the highlands, next season the desert, and the third in between.
Without knowledge of the nature of the coming season, we cannot design an
appropriate cropping system for it.

The research in Kenya has produced an answer to this dilemma.In late
1980 it wa found that the monsoonal rains of Eastern Kenya, while
notoriously unpredictable in advance of the season, do become usefully
predictable for purposes of selecting crop types and appropriate planting
practl,es on the day the seasonal rains actually begin. Thirty days into
the season a pattern will have been established, allowing five out of
six seasons to be correctly categorized as good, fair or poor, Farmers
can beneficially respond to this categorization by applying fertilizers
in higher rainfall seasons, or by reducing plant numbers (thinning) in
lower rainfall seasons.

This flexible system of farming according to actual conditions
en nuntered has been termed "Response Farming". Its effectiveness has
been deek.nstrated in Kenya in farmer-tended plots on their own small-
holdings over four consecutive rainfall seasons. Analyses of the research
results show that crop failures can be reduced from one season in two
to one in seven without the use of fertilizers, and to one failure in
nine seasons when fertilizer recommendations are followed.

In better rainfall seasons high yields are attainable. Overall,

yields can be doubled without fertilizers, and can reach four times
present levels with them. Economic analysis indicates the incremental
coots of these management procedures would average approximately $4.50/acre
and $21./a,ty respectively with corresponding incremental net returns of
$18. and 544./acre, thus rates of return of 400% without the use of
lettlilits And :NA with fertilizers.
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acknowledged weaknesses in the conventional extension approach in many
LDCe, an unconventional new approach may prove both more exciting and
more effective. It should take full effect in the 10 to 15 year time
frame we have to work in.

The new extension approach proposed would work through the rural
school system. Children living on farms would be guided by their teachers
in carrying out response farming plots on their home places. They would
carry out all steps involved, from establishment and reading of rain gauges
through season categorization and laying out the plots on the farms, to
figuring seeding and fertilisation rates, tending the plots and harvesting.
Everything would be recorded in workbooks, adding greatly to their edu-
cation in math, reading, writing, science, etc.

On-farm meetings at harvest time would include parents and other
invited farmers, teachers, extension agents and others interested. There
'A* practic's and results would be compared with conventional management
and discussed, after which plans would be formulated for the next season.
Alter two to four seasons in this program, the students would be totally
familiar with the response farming system and how to operate it in the
field. Within ten or so years they themselves will be the farmers, and
with normal spread to neighbors, the system should be in widespread use.

At present, teachers involved in the program might be native, or
might be from volunteer agencies such as Peace Corps. There are a large

number of such teachers in Africa today. A donor agency would provide the
expertise for initial gathering of data on climate, soils, crops and
practises. Also for analyzing and interpreting these data and for training
teachers and agricultural extension agents to utilize the findings. The
same agency might well provide such needs as school workbooks, inexpen-

sive raingauges, and where required, such inputs to the small farm plots

as seeds and fertilizers.

It is my firm belief that the only satisfactory solution to the
hunger problem in Africa must be an on-farm solution. The new methodology
for rainfall forecasting is the mechanism which can make this feasible

in the marginal/variable rainfall areas.

Noto.--Additional material submitted for inclusion in the

rocord rtained in committee files.
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The above findings are published in recognized scientific journa!
under the following references:

1. Stewart, J. Ian and Charles T. Hash. 1982. Impact of weather analysis
on agricultural prqdu:tion and planning decisions for the semiarid
areas of Kenya. J. Of Applied Meteorology. Vol. 21(4):477 -494. April.

2. Stewart, J. Ian and D.A.R. Kashasha. 1984. Rainfall criteria to enable
response farming through crop-based climate analysis. E. Afr. agric.
For. J. (Special Edition - In Press).

3. Stewart, J. Ian and W. A. Fsught. 1984. Response farming of maize and
beans at Katumani, Machakos District, Kenya: Recommendations, yield
expectations and economic benefits. E. Air. agric. For. J. (Special
Edition - In Press).

A reprint of the first paper and abstracts of the other two are
attached.

Theresponst_farmingtechnoloa is ready today for farm field appli-
cation in the m.r_ginal rainfall areas of Africa, with the c apability of
increasing food crop yields significantly in the next rainfall seascn.

What is required is to gather data from sites of interest, and
analyze them to determine the rainfall forecasting criteria which apply
to ea-h. Data Fathered wi!1 also include information on present crops and
practice., so that appropriate modifications can be introduced into the
respanie farming recommendations for each category of rainfall season.
This will produ.e immediate benefits for those using the method..

Longer term questions are two: 1. How do we assure that the crops
and practices recommended are indeed those which will maximize food pro-
duction with the available water? 2. How do we achieve widespread adop-
tion of the new response farming technology?

The answer to question one &bowels the same as in the past. Conven-
tional agronomic research will follow after adoption of the system in order
to affect refinements. The difference is that the water supply conditions
for which the modified crop/practice system is being designed will be
known, making refinement possible. Note that the new system will not
entail three separate cropping systems for the three rainfall season
categories. At planting time, the predicted rainfall conditions will
govern the mix or relative apportionment of the crops being grown, rather
than switching types of crops altogether. Thirty days later the practices
affected will be those which permit full and efficient utilization of
available rainfall, e.g., fertilizer rates, and those which prevent the
crop from being unnecessarily stressed when water is short, e.g., thin-
ning of plant numbers. Another key aspect will be crop rotations to
enhance natural soil fertility.

R,,atdini, question two as to how to achieve widespread adoption, a
t approaA is here proposed. First there is the conventional
approach. Agric,Otoral extension officers will be trained in simplified
meth.:), rateroiizini; the rainfall seasons, and conveying the appro-
priat re,p.oc f.orrior recommendations t? the farmers. Since there are
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